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INTRODUCTION.

§ 1.

OF THE PROVINCE OF GALATIA, AND OF THE TIME AND PLACE

AT WHICH THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS WAS COMPOSED.

Galatia, or Gallogroocia, 1 was a province of Asia Minor, bounded
on the North by Paphlagonia, on the West by" Phrygia, on the
South by Lycaonia, and on the East by Pontus, and its most considerable cities were Pessinus, Tabium, Ancyra, and Gordium.
It took its name from the Gallic races of the Trocmi, Tolistoboii, and Tectosages (Coosar Bell. Gall. vi. 22), who first of all
migrated to Greece, then were called in by Nioomedes of Bithynia
to help him against his brother, and had the district named after
them assigned them by Attalus for their residence. The 1-eaders
under whom they migrated are said to have been Leonorius and
Lutarius (Lothar, Luther.) (See Memnon in Pbotii bib). cod.
224; Polybius ii. J8; Livy xxxviii. 16; Pliny's Nat. Hist. v.
32, 42.)
Living among tribes all speaking Greek, these Gauls soon made
the G;eek language their own, yet St Jerome found that they, even
in his time, bad preserved their German tongue along with the
former; "they spoke.a di~lect," says that Father in his Commentary on the Epist,leto the Galatians, "like that spoken in the
vicinity_ of Treves."2 In the year 188 A.C. Manlius conquered Ga1 See, as t; the Geography and History of Galatia, the treatises of Hoffmann de GalatiA. antiquf&. Lips. 1726. Wernadort'de republica Galatarum. Norimb, 1734. Schulze
de Galatis. Francof. 1756. As to the Geography alone, see further Sickler's Ancient
Geography, vol. ii. p. 375, ss., and Bi)ttger's Beitrilge, pt. 1st.
2 It may therefore be said.that the Epitsle to the Galatians is addressed to Germans,
and it was the German Luther, who in this Apostolical Epistle again recognized and
brought to light the substance of the Gospel,
A
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latia (Livy xxxviii. 12), and Augustus made it a Roman province,
A.c. 26. (Dio 9assius liii. 26.) As early as in the time of Augustus there resided many Jews in Galatia, to whom that Emperor
granted a letter of protection, which has been preserved, under
the name of " monumentum Ancyrarum," in a brazen inscription,
which was let into the wall of the temple of Augustus at Ancyra.
Now, in this province of Asia Minor, in which no doubt the Jews
had early made many proselytes, the Gospel was disseminated by
the apostle Paul in bis second journey. (Acts xvi. 6.) But, very
lately, the hypothesis has been set up, that it is not the inhabitants
of Galatia proper who are to be taken for the Galatians to whom
St Paul's Epistle was addressed, but those of Derbe and Lystra.
That opinion was first maintained by Bishop Mynster of Copenhagen (in his smaller theological writings. Kopenhagen, J 825,
p. 58 E. ss.), by 0. W. Niemeyer de tempore quo epistola ad Galatas conscripts ·sit, Rahe 1827, and by Dr Paulus of Heidelberg,
in his exposition of the Epistle to the Galatians, and afterwards
within these few years learnedly and acutely defended, particularly
by Ulrich in Stud. und Krit. for the year 1836, part 2, and BUttger
in bis Beitrage zur Einleitung in die Pauliniscben Briefe, ·1st and
3d parts. 'Ihe hypothesis is not unimportant, so ~ar as_ it affects
the question of the date of the composition of the Epistle to the
Galatians, as St Paul visited Lycaonia with the cities of Der be and
Lystra, before he arrived in Galatia proper. Accordingly, if the·
assumption that this Epistle was properly intended for Lycaonia,
for the inhabitants of Derbe and Lystra, be correct, the composition of it can be put back to a period before the council of the
apostles (Acts 15), which is not without weight for the explanation
of the occurrence!'! between St Paul and St Peter, Gal. ii. But
Riickert, partly in his commentary on the Epistle of the Galatians,
partly in an essay in bis Magazine for the Exegesis and Theology
of the New Testament, has so strikingly shown the unsatisfactoriness of that hypothesis, that we are at liberty to view it as completely refuted. The circumstances in favour of the notion that by
the term ai J,c,c"A,'Y/ulai Tijo;- I'a"A,aTtas ( Gal. i. 2 ; 1 Cor. ;_vi. l ), the
churches of Lycaonia, and especially of Derbe and Lystra, are to
be understood, are the following According to the Roman division of provinces, all Asia Minor was divided into seven districts; Asia, in the more confined sense of the word, Phrygia, Bi-
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thynia, Galatia, Cappadocia, Pamphylia, and Pontus. By this
division the Roman province of Galatia certainly comprised Lycaonia also, along with Derbe and Lystra ; but, according to Pliny
at least (Hist. Nat. v. 27), only a part of Lycaonia, while another
part of it seems to have belonged to Cilicia. (See Rtickert, ubi
supra, Magazine for Exegesis, p. 103, sq.). Consequently it is, no
doubt, possible that St Paul used the word Galatia in the sense
the Romans did in their division of Asia Minor into provinces, in
which case a part of Lycaonia would have to be reckoned in.
But this assumption is not probable, and for this reason ; such
originally arbitrary divisions into provinces, which, besides, very
often changed among the Romans, are not usually so easily recognised in every-day language. Riickert justly remarks that even
now-a-days districts, although they have been otherwise divided by
their rulers, preserve thair old names for centuries e.g.,Alsace and
the Breisgau. But in the Acts Lycaonia is always particularly
specified (see Acts xiv. 6), which could not have happened if the
Roman division into provinces had been followed, according to
which no province of Lycaonia existed. 1 If we consider, besides,
how, in the passage Acts xvi. 6, in the report of St Paul's journey
from Cilicia to Macedon all through Asia Minor, the names of the
provinces.are placed, as the words are: oie)-..0ovTe<;
Tijv i/.>pl"'f{av
/€at Ti/ll I'aXaTtKi]V xwpav, it is clear that Galatia proper, and not
Lycaonia, must be meant there. For, in order to go from Cilicia
to Phrygia, one was forced to pass through Lycaonia; the words
ought, therefore, to have been placed in an inverted order, thus : out
-r~v 1'. xwpav Kat ri]v iJ.>. It may be added that Derbe and Lystra
had already been particularly mentioned, xvi. 1. In Acts xviii. 82 we
read, it is true, Otepx6µevo<; Tijll I'aAaTUCiJV xropav Ka~ 'Ppl"'flav,
but those words admit of being so explained as to mean that St
Paul, starting from Antioch, journeyed through Cilicia and Lycaonia (which are not named) first northwards to Galatia, then westwards to Phrygia.
The other circumstance which might seem to favour the exten-

oe

1 The passage 2 Tim. iv. 10. is also against the assumption that in the New Testa.
ment Galatia is used in the sense of the Roman division of their provinc€S, for in it
Gdatia is put along with Dalmatia. But this latter was likewise a Roman province,
being but a district in the province of the Roman or barbarian lllyria. (See Sickler's
anct. Geography, part i. p. 461.)
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sion of the meaning of the word Galatia is this. In the Acts copious details are given of the establishment of churches in Lyca·
onia. On the other hand, nothing is said of the labours of St
Paul in Galatia ; it is merely said, xvi. 6, xviii. 23, that St Paul
bad passed through Galatia. It may therefore seem more natural
to allow the Epistle to the Galatians to have been directed to the
well-known churches in Derbe and Lystra than to churches of
whose origin and situation we know nothing at all in detail. But
this argument is of no importance, for the Acts did not undertake
to give accurate information as to what parts1Pf the Roman empire
St Paul founded churches in. Again, there is nowhere given any
account of his journey to Crete, much less of the establishment of
churches in that island. Therefore no conclusion can be drawn
merely from the silence of the Acts as to the foundation of the
· Galstian churches. But, beyond that, there is, in Acts xvi. 6, an
indirect allusion to St Paul's activity in teaching in Galatia. For,
as it is only said of Asia that it was forbidden, the apostle by the
Holy Ghost to preach the word there, St Luke seems to have
meant that St Paul had laboured in Phrygia and Galatia. We
agree, therefore, with Riickert in finding no satisfactory reason for
giving up Galatia proper, and consequently imagine the churches
to which St Paul wrote to have been most probably in the abovenamed chief towns of Galatia, as the apostles .were always in the
habit of choosing those as the scenes of their labours.
Passing from this subject to the investigation of the time and
:vlace of the composition of this Epistle; we find the greatest va·
riety in the views of the learned on this point. It is true that
several of them run into such extremes that we may at once exclude
them from consideration, without subjecting them to a closer investigation. To that class belongs the opinion of. Kohler and .
Schrader (of which we have already spoken in our general Introduction to St Paul's Epistles, § 3), according to which the date of
"the Epistle to the Galatians is fixed at the very latest period of St
Paul's life, his second captivity at Rome. The arguments for this
assumption (as, e. g., that in Gal. vi. 17 sufferings are mentioned
which caused St Paul to expect death when he wrote to the Galatians) are so weak that they need no further refutation than they
received above (ubi supra.)
l-: The postscript lrypci</n, a'1l'O 'Pd,p,'T/,; also refers the Epistle to the
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Galatians to the latter part of St Paul's life, but sti1l not exactly
to the seoond Roman captivity. Besides, it is certainly generally
admitted that the subscriptions are the work of later, often of
grossly ignorant, copiers. Equally to be rejected with this view,
which refers our Epistle to too late a time, is another attributing
it to too early a date. Marcion assumed that it was the earliest of
all St Paul's Epistles. In later times Koppe and Keil, and, last of
all, Bottger (ubi supra), and Ulrich (Stud. 1836, part 2), favour
the assumption that St Paul had written the Epistle to the Galatians the earliest of 3ll. To make that probable, the above refuted
hypothesis was used, viz. that the name Galatia in St Paul's
Epistle included a part of Lycaonia ; according to that one might
fix the date of the establishment of the G alatian churches as early
as the time alluded to in Acts xiv. 6, where stress is lo.id on the
expression 7repf-x,ropo~, which, however, cannot be referred to Lycaonia, but only to the cities of Derbe and Lystra ; or else, in relation to Acts xi. 25, a journey of St Paul from Tarsus in Oilicia
into the regions of Lycaonia and Galatia was quite arbitrarily
assumed. This assumption could only be excused if there were in
the Epistle itself evident signs of its having been composed so
early as 51 A. D., to which year the latest defenders of that view
refer it. But none such are found, and what are brought forward
as such are quite untenable, as Riickert (in the Mog., P. 110, ss.)
has well proved. For if it be said the passage Gal. ii. 13 presupposes that the Galatians knew Barnabas, and, as he, Barnabas,
did not accom]Jany t'be. apostle on his second journey, there must
have been an earlier journey, in which Barnabas did accompany
him into Galatia,-it is quite clear that the acquaintance with Bar-·
nabas need not have been a personal one, and, even if one chose
to assume that it wa, so, why Barnabas might have gone into Galatia by himself at a time to us unknown. Further, it is inferred
from Acts xv. 36, where the confirming the brethren is given ea
the object of the second journey, that St Paul must have been 1n
Galatia before, otherwise it could not be said he would cor!firm tl1e
brethren there. But the confirming the brethren in the faith did
not exclude the further extension of the Gospel in regions where it
had not yet been preached. Why, on this very journey St Paul
came first to Macedonia, where, however, it is certain there were
then no churches which he could confirm. It· is therefore most
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probable, as most of the modern critics admit, ·that St Paul wrote
our Epistle about A.D. 57 or 58, and, it may be presumed, from
Ephesus, while on his third missionary journey, shortly after his
second sojourn in Galatia (Gal. i. 6, iv. 13), during which he bad
already found existing the germs of those errors which he reproves.
For earlier the composition of the Epistle cannot be fixed, as
Gal. iv. 18 presupposes that St Paul had been twice with the Galatians (see the exposition of that passage, whence it is evident
that it cannot be understood in any other way); later we cannot
put it, as the Epistle gives the impression of-having been written
under the influence of a very near and immediate inspection of the
condition of the Galatian churches. That impression prevents me
from agreeing in Stein's notion, according to which (Ruhr's Magazin fur Prediger, B. x., St. I) the Epistle was not written from
Ephesus, but only later from Corinth, or even not until after his
departure from Corinth through Macedonia to Jerusalem, so that
the date of its composition would fall in the year 58 or the beginning of 59. A.D. Riickert (on Gal. i. 9, iv. 12, ss. v. 3-21) has
clearly shown that the apostle, when he was in Galatia for the second time, found the germs of the corruptions there even then
existence. It is therefore improbable that he should let much
time elapse before the writii;ig of the Epistle, and on that ground
it is to be presumed that tbe composition took place dnri1;1g the
apostle's sojourn at Ephesus, which lasted more than two years.
(Acts xix. 10.) The only circumstance which can excite any
doubt as to this view, otherwise perfectly satisfactory, is that which
has been put forward, especially by Ulrich, ubi supra, viz., that no
mention at all is made of the council of apostles and of its resolutions {Acts xv.), where one would expect it. ,(Gal. ii.) This
gives rise to the wish to place the composition of the Epistle,
if possible, before the council, by which means the advantage would
be at the same time gained of being enabled more easily to interpret· St Peter's behaviour. But difficulties and the removal of them
can he no arguments, per se, for giving currency, in purely historical enquiries, to any other opinions than those which the
arguments before us safely warrant; least of all, when those opinions can be established only by such violent means as-the change
of the number in Gal. ii. l, which becomes requisite in the present
question. For the fourteen years mentioned there bring us neces-

in
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sarily to tee time after the meeting of the apostles, count them as
you will; and the number itself is too firmly established on grounds
of sound criticism to admit of any well-founded suspicion. However, what may be said, if not to tbe complete solution, at least to
the smoothing down, of these difficulties, will be given in the exposition of chap. ii.

§ 2.

OF THE OCCASION OF THE EPISTLE,

We have already, in the Exposition of the Acts of the Apostles
(see the remarks on x. 1, ss., xv. 1, ss., xxi. 17, ss.), considered
the relation of the law of Moses to the power of the Gospel, which
was continually making itself more and more felt, and we especially
drew attention to the fact, that with respect to it various opinions
developed themselves in the apostoli.cal church.I The most contracted view was that l'epresented by the quondam strict Pharisees :
they demanded that the observance of the Law by the Jewish Christians not only might be kept -up as a pious custom, but must be
adhered t-0, saying that the Law was intended by God as an eternal
ordinance, and salvation was annexed to its outward fulfilment.
All the apostles rejected this view at their meeting (Acts xv.), and
required of the Gentiles entel'ing the church of Christ only the-observance of the commandments given to Noah; and even that not as
means of salvation, but mer.ely out of tenderness towards the Jews
converted to Christianity, who could with difficulty wean themselves from certain observances, e.g. the prohibition to partake of
blood, or of any animal killed by strangling. All the Jewish Christians, who stood upon the stricter requirements in regard to the observance of the Law even after those resolutions of the apostles,
now entered more and more into opposition to the truth, and saw
themselves at length forced to assume quite a sectarian form. A
milder view of the Law was propounded by those who maintained
that, with respect to those born Gentiles, the resolutions of the
1 The view of Baur, that there was a faction which had everywhere wanted to forbid
Gentiles being received into the Christian Church, even if they took upon them the
complete fulfilment of the law along with circumcision, entirely contradicts the testimonies of history. (See the details on that point in my Essay in the Stud, for 1838,
pt. ~ p. 933.)
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apostles ought to meet with attention, but that those born Jews
would do well to continue to observe the Law, as the pious custom
of their fathers, but without looking on that observance as a necessary means of salvation. This view was defended by Bishop James
of Jerusalem, in particular, and probably most of the apostles professed it. Perhaps those that maintained this view considered,
though it might be only vaguely, that the Jewish Christians were
called to form a peculiar, and rather more elevated, circle in the
church itself, which circle was surrounded by the more extensive
one of the Gentile Christians, standing at a greater distance from
the centre, who might be compared to the proselytes of the Gate.
The mosf liberal view, lastly, was that made current by St Paul.
He very rightly perceived in the Gospel the tendency to abrogate
generally the Law in its o~tward forms, so that not only was the
burden of the Law not to be laid on the Gentile Christians, but
even Jewish Christians must be freed from it. With this conviction, however, St Paul in his wisdom kept aloof from the extreme
to which Marcion went : he by no means tried to snatch in a violent manner the Law 'from the Jewish Christians as soon as possibl~, as if it were a sin to observe it as the pious custom of their
fathers, but left the task of liberating the Jewish converts_ from it
to the natural development of Christianity. But with regard to ltis
own conduct he went to work in the following way. When he lived
among the Gentiles, he abstained from the observance of the Law,
and lived fr~ely, as they were wont to do; among Jews, on the contrary, he kept the Law, that be might not give them offence. (See 1
Cor. ix. 20, 21.) Now, certain as it is that this free posture of mind
in the apostle himself was absolutely the right one, yet it is easily to
be understood how this conduct of his might be misinterpreted by the
one-sided factions among whom he moved. As the Jewish Christians, who followed him, also acted in a similar manner, the Juda'izing Christians maint~ined that he taught apostacyfrom th~ Law,
and made the Jews themselves apostates, which was however in nowise the fact, as St Paul carefully avoided everything that might
directly operate to· the abrogation of the law of Moses among the
Jews. On the other hand, St Paul went too slowly to work for
those Gentile Christians who were disposed to violent measures,
and who afterwards were represented by the Marcionites : they
~ would gladly have seen the observance of the Law forbidden as a
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sin, as indeed the church of Rome in later times touched upon such
an extreme, when it forbade the observance of the Sabbath. St
Paul therefore held with admirable wisdom the middle course between Gentile license and enmity to the Jews, and Jewish obstinacy
,and enmity to the Gentiles, and thus preserved the Church in the
first great danger which grew up against her out of -her own
principles.I
N ow'it is the Epistle to the Galatians which affords us the opportunity of seeing how. St Paul defends his principles against one
party, the stiff Judai:zers. That party had sent out i1.s emissaries
to the communities of Galati.a, and had not only led the believers
in that country into uncertainty as to the way of salvation preached
to them by St Paul, by requiring of them circumcision and the
complete.observance of the Law, as necessary to salvation; but also
excited suspicion as to the apostolical character of St Paul altogether. (See i. 1, 6, 7. iv. 17. v. 10. vi. 12, 13.) The influence of
those men was the more dangerous the more plausible they could
make their assertions. As the Old Testament was received as an
inspired volume by the Christian church also, it could not but be
easy for them to show by a literal interpretation~ that the Law must
be kept to the end of the world. The practice of St James and of
other apostles, as also that of the church in Jerusalem, apparently
coincided with that view, and the scarce-9onverted Galatians were
n·aturally unable to perceive directly the more subtle difference between the apostolical doctrine and that of the bigoted Jewish Christians. Against St Pan] himself they could with a show of probability bring the charge, that he did not rightly know what Christ had
really taught ; for he had never lived in His company, and had not,
until Christ's death, received the Gospel from others. St Paul,
therefore, could not avoid declaring himself openly against these
Juda'ists, and putting the Christians of Galatia in possession of the
right point of view for judging of their intrigues. And the apostle
I According to Gal, vi. 12, 13. it certainly seems as if the Juda'ists, who were so active .in Galatia, were proselytes, who did not even keep tbe Law themselves, but only
wanted to make the chiefs of the J uda'ists favourably inclined towards. th€m by means of
their zeal for tbe Law. However, that passage is surely more correctly understood, if
one assumes tbat St Paul here rebukes the hypocriiiy in which the Jewish Christians
laid on others what they themselves did not touch with one of their fingers. (Matt.
xxiii. 4.) But at all events the passage shows that the Juda1sts in Galatia were
dependents.
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canies out that purpose, in a masterly manner, in this our Epistle.
It is therefore self-evident that this Epistle could only have been
written, in the first place, to born Gentiles, who can at most be
considered as proselytes of the Gate. Righteous proselytes (see
Jahn's Antiquities), or even born Jews, may only be reckoned
among the first readers, in so far as they had entirely abandoned
the observance of the Law (which, however, will certainly have
been the case with but very few), or at least laid no stress upon it
for the attainment of salvation. The subject of the Epistle to the
Galatians is, therefore, closely connected with, that of the Epistle
to the Romans, but the two works differ in the essence of their
contents, viz.. the setting forth the reln.tion between the Law and
the Gmipel, in this way: the Epistle to the Romans sets it forth
quite objectively,1 without any regard to the Judai:zing falr.e teachers, the Epistle to the Galatians, on the contrary, quite polemically
with regard to that dangerous party; both Epistles are, therefore,
complements to one another, and by their conjunction give the
first complete picture of St Paul's system of doctrine. But, as
has already been remarked on the Epistle to the Romans (Introd.
sec. 5 ), the Epistle to the Galatians also has naturally its perpetual significance, since, even at this day, the very same things,
which St Paul in this Epistle says against the obstinate adherence
to the Jewish law, apply to the Catholic ceremonial and the Rationalistic system of morality, and tlrnir relation to the Gospel. The law
in all imaginable forms, whether coarser or finer, is addressing itself
continually v;-ith its demands to man, and bis own unassisted power,
whose weakness is unable to satisfy those forms ; it can never,
therefore, make saints of honest men, though it may sinners; of
dishonest, or blind ones, it will make either hypocrites or presumptuous fools. Now, the operation of the Gospel is specifically
different, for that demands nothing, but only gives and beseeches
those to whoril it is preached to receive with faith the gift of forgiveness of sins and of the new birth. These two spheres of existence, viz., of the Law and of faith, the Church must never allow
to be minaled, and all attempts of that sort to mingle them will
ever shatter themselves on the Epistles to the Romans and, the
Galatians, as it were on indestructible bulwarks.
l Details on this point will be found in the above oiled Disse1'tation. Stud, 18$8,
part 4.
,
3
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THE TRAIN OF IDEAS IN THE EPISTLE;

The Epistle to the Galatians (the authenticity of which has
never been doubted, on account of its being thoroughly impressed
with the spirit of St Paul, and the original composition of which
in Greek has only been impugned by the well-known, but quite
untenable, hypothesis of Bolten and Bertholdt, that all the writings
of the New Testament were originally written in the Ammmic
tongue,) naturally divides itself into three parts. The first part
(chaps. i. 1tnd ii.) contains the relation of the history of St Paul.
The second part {chap. iii. I to chap. v. 12) comprises an exposition of his doctrine. And the third and final one embraces prac•
tical obs•ations (chap. v. 13 to chap. vi. 18.). The first part again
may be subdivided into four paragraphs, of which the first contains the greeting (chap; i. 1-5) ; the second reproves the vacillation of the Galatians, and informs them how the apostle, without
any teaching or vocation of men, had been set by the Lord Himself
in the apostolical office; and.from a persecutor of the Church had
become her servant : it also touches upon his first travels, which
show that he, in the first years after his conversion, was very little
in company with the apostles (chap. i. 6-24.). Afterwards in
the third paragraph, the apostle relates his important journey to
Jerusalem, to the Council of the Apostles, and shows how he there
had occasion to maintain his principles in controversy with the
Jewish Christifills, and how be and the chief apostles came to a
friendly arrangement, to the purport that he should Jabour among
tho Gentiles, and they among the Jews ; only that he should not
forget the poor in Jerusalem (chap. ii. 1-10.).
Immediately on this follows, in the fourth paragraph, the remarkable account ,of what took place between him, Peter, and
Barnabas, in Antioch ; by which St Paul makes his readers observe, that he had dared, freely and openly, to avow his principles;
yea, even to reprehend St Peter himself, on account of his wavering
with regard to the connection of the Law with the Gospel; and
that he therefore stood completely .on a. level with the Twelve in
apostoli~al dignity. At the same time St Paul announces the
theme of his E pistJe, viz. that in the Gospel man is not justified by
the works of the Law, but by faith in Christ ; that therefore the Law
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could not under the dominion of grace be again set up, without
destroying the spirit of the Gospel ; and that the Christian was,
through the Law, dead to the Law, and had, as such, to live in the
faith of the Son of God (chap. ii. 11-21.). In the second part
St Paul appeals, first of all, in the fifth paragraph, to the experience of the Galatians ; and calls upon them to confess how they
had received the Holy Spirit, not througl1 the Law, but purely
through the preaching of the Gospel. They should not, therefore,
on any account, forget, that the Scripture already ascribed righteousness to all men who through faith are Abraham's children.
The Law, as such, could only work the curse, because it required
absolute fulfilment, but Christ had redeemed us from the curse of
the Law, to the end that we might receive, through faith, the
promise of the Holy Spirit (chap. iii. 1-14.). In wie sixth
paragraph St Paul further illustrates the relation between the Law
and the Gospel by the metaphor of a man's testament. As a
human testament cannot be annulled, much less can the promise
of God, which was given to .Abraham and ,his seed. The Law
coming• in between the promise and the fulfilment, cannot therefore destroy the latter, but can only be intended to have the effect
of preparing for it. It is a schoolmaster unto Christ, in whom the
opposition between the divine and the human, which is still prominent in the Law, through the union of both, seems to be adjusted.
Therefore all that was separate, as well Jew as Christian, is in Christ
combined into a higher unity, in which state also the true adoption,
and, with it, the freedom of the adult, is alone given. (Chap. iii.
15 to chap. iv. 7.).
Annexed to that, in the seventh paragraph, is the exhortation,
not to sink down again from the higher spiritual footing they had
attainetl, to the lower one and its weak observances. St Paul
begs the Gal&tians to remember the time of their first love, in
which they had given themselves entirely to him. Now, he must,
as it were, bring them forth for the second time, in order that
Christ might be formed in them. If they would but rightly under·
stand that Law, to which they had addicted themselves, they would
find his doctrine in it; that S~rah, Abraham's lawful wife, repre, sents, with her son Isaac, the Church of the New Testament, which
is the free one ; Hagar, on the other hand, with her son Ishmael,
the Law ; now the latter must be thrust out in order that the former
2
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may reign alone. Accordingly, they should not surely let themselves be deprived of the freedom with which Christ bad made them
free. (Chap. iv. 8 to chap. v. 1.). Finally, in the eighth paragraph,
St Paul warns his readers not to allow themselves to be circumcised, as they would by that means return to the Old Testament
footing. That in Christ neither circumcision nor uncircumcision
availeth anything, nor any thing else external, only faith, which
worketh by love (chap. v. 2-12.).
In the third part~ S~ Paul adds to the exhortation, to maintain
their freedom, the further admonition, not to abuse this freedom.
He begs his Galatians, in the 9th paragraph, to walk in the Spirit,
and not to fulfil the lusts of the ·flesh. The walking, however, in
the Spirit, must bring forth the fruits of the Holy Ghost, and
crucify tpe flesh with its appetites. This principle the apostle ap·
plies to the special circumstances which just then existed among
the Galatians (chap. v. 13. to chap. vi. 10.)
Finally, in the 10th paragraph, St Paul repeats, in short sen·
tences, the lessons given in his Epistle, and then winds up with the
entreaty not to lay up fresh troubles for him, the much-tried servant of· God, and with his Christian benediction. (Chap. vi.
11-18.)

§ 4.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE,

Among the Fathers, St Chrysosto;, Theodoret, <Ecumenius, and
Theopbylact, have written on the Epistle to the Galatians, though
the genius of the Easterns was far less adapted rightly to explain
this Epistle than that of the Westerns. Among the latter, Pelagius
is still mastered by the genius of Orientalism. St Jerome less so ;
but above all, St Augustine has left us in his Expositio Epistolre ad
Galatas a work, which, by the side of Calvin's and Luther's ex·
planations of that Epistle, is still, with regard to the principal con·
tents, namely, its communications as to the connection between the
Law and the Gospel, uncommonly instructive and suggestive.
We have of Luther two works OJ:!. our Epistle, a shorter one (Wittenberg, 1519), and a longer one (eod. loco, 1535}. In him the
polemical spirit against the church of Rome is, as we might expect,
decidedly paramount, as likewise in the works of Bullinger (Zurich,
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1549), Beza (Cambridge, 1642), Brenz (Tiibingen, 1588), upon
our Epistle.
In later times, this Epistle was commentated on by Sebastian
~chmid (Kiel, 1690), J. D. Michaelis (Goettingen, 1769), Zacharire (Goettingen, 1770), Koppe in ;his Commentary on the New
Testament, (1st ed. Goettingen 1778, 3d edn., edited by Tychsen,
Goettingen, 1823.) Semler Periphrasis epist. ad Gal. (Halle, 1779),
:Morus acroases in epist. ad Galatas edid., Eichstadt (Lips., 1795),
Krause (Frankfort, 1788), Schilling (Lips., 1792), J. B. Carpzov
(Helmstadt, 1794), Hensler {Leipzig,, 1805), Borger (interpretatio
epist. ad Galatas. Lugd. Bat., 1807), Winer (1st edn., 1821, 3rd
edn., 1829), Flatt (Tu.bingen, 1828), Paulus (Heidelberg, 1831),
Rtickert (Leipzig, 1833), Usteri (Zurich, 1833), Matthies (Greifswald, 1833), Schott (Leipzig., 1834), Zschocke, illustra\ive paraphrase (Halle, 1834.) :Further, tht} reader may compare Hermann's
Essay on the three first chapters of our Epistle, in connection with
Lucke's Review(in Ullmann's and Umbreit's Stud., for 1833, part
2), and the observations on it by Riickert and Usteri, in their com-,
mentaries on our Epistle. Also Fritzsche's Comment. de nonnullis Pauli ad Galatas epistolm locis. Rostochii, 1834, 4., which are
included in opuscula Fritzschiorum, pa,g. 143, sqq.

( 15 )

EXPOSITION
OF THE .

EPISTLE. TO THE GALATIANS.
I.

PART FIRST.
(i. 1-ii. ~l.)

§ 1.

THE G'REETING,

(i. 1-5.)

THE very beginning of the Epistle to the Galatians introduces us
to the peculiar state of things whioh prevailed in their churches,
and which, as we saw in our introduction, caused the apostle to
compose it. The Juda'izing false teachers had impugned St Paul's
apostolioal authority, and represented him as subordinate to the
twelve. This might really be done with a show of justice, as St
Paul had not lived in the society of the Lord during His sojourn on
earth, and stood alone beside the strictly defined body of the
twelve. Therefore it was the more necessary to make the attempt
completely to refute this assertion of his opponents which impaired
his efficiency. He calls himself therefore here at the very be•
ginning of the Epistle: a7r6CTTOA0~ oJ,c a7r' Jw8p6J7rfJJV ov8e u
av8pcf)7TOV, aXXa 8,a 'I71a-ov Xpunov IC, T, )...,1 and shows in detail
1 ·l Cor. xy, 9., where St Paul, under the influence oC the painful feeling of his former·
estrangement from God, writes: 0~1< .i,_.1 lKauo~ i<aX iiatJa, d1rcia.,-0Xo•, 8,6.,-, ialwl;a
..-,lu b,,,X.,alau ..-oii fhoii, but also adds: X"I".,., a~ 0,ou, ,lµ! 8 ,lµl, forms a remarkable
parallel to this. In the Epistle to the Corinthians, St Paul attributes to himself only
personal worthiness, which, however, did not prevent God from choosing him for the
office of apostle.
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in the first"chapter, how lie was just as independently called by the
Lord as tke twelve were, only for another purpose, namely, for the
preaching among the Gentiles, while to the former the Jews were
commended. (Chap. i. 15, 16. ii. 9, 10.) The name aw6u-ro:\.or,
was, in the apostolical age, used not only of the twelve, but also of
such teachers as were sent out by churches, or by single persons,
as messengers; it only forms an antithesis with those teachers who
did not travel about, who were permanently attached to a church,
and, so far, is of similar meaning with the name EUQl'fY°El-.tu-rfir:;.
(Of. Acts xiv. 4-14; Rom. xvi. 7; 1 Cor. iv. 6-9, xii. 28,
29.) Such a kuman authorization of his apostolical call St Paul
emphatically denies; he says he received his office neither from
men, nor tkrough any specially distinguished man. By men the
false apostles, the blind leaders, are called ; every genuine call to
the office of ,teacher in the Church proceeds, even yet, frorri the
Lord, but in most cases by far this divine call takes place through
the medium of a man, as, e.g., Timothy, Titus, and other excellent
teachers, were called by the Lord through St Paul. But tkis too St
Paul denies of himself; as the twelve were, so he too was called
both by and through the Lord, without any human intervention.
denotes the source, the origin, of the call,
the intermediate
agent, through which it is best.owed on the person chosen. IIapa
might also have stood instead of
[of. i. 12], or
7rapa,
as also
are even used of persons in preference to
and that
too where they are thought of as immediately acting of themselves.
[Of. Bernhardy's Syntax, page 255 ; Winer's Gram. pp. 349 and
354.] This difference, however; between
and wapa is not
always observed in the New Testament, as is directly shown in
verse 3 by the formula of greeting, xapir:; ,.:at etp1JV'1]
in which,
however, God aoo Christ are undoubtedly to be considered as immediately acting of themselves. In the following words St Paul
apparently pictured to himself the relation in su~h a way that he
meant to write
Xpurrav and
Beau, and put
alone for
the sake of shortness; for we find that the prepositions are usually
•so distinguished in reference to the Father and the Son. [ Of. the
remarks on Rom. xi, 36.] Now Christ, as the Son of God, in conjunction with the Father, is put in opposition to every thing human,
in which sentence there is contained an indirect proof cf the divine
nature of Christ. But, as the name of the Lord was in f,;ll ·1,,,aovr:;

('.Awo

oia

awo

uwo,

uwo;
a1ro,

awo

awo,

ota

awo

ota
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o Xpurro,, and that of the Father 8e6,ollaTrJp, the omission oftbe
articles ( cf. ver. 3) is to be explained by the fusion of two ideas into
one.
IlaTi]p, without article or genitive, is found also Phil.
i. 3, ii. 10 ; I Peter i. 2 ; Ephes. vi. 23 ; . l Thess. i. I; 2 Tim. i. 2;
Titus i. 14. Winer (Gram. p. 115) has not discriminated from
the above passages those in which the genitive is added. The
New Testament does not contain the formulas 8eo, vlc'Jc;, Beoc;
TrVevµa, which came later into use. The reference to the resurrection of Christ is meant to exalt God's almighty power, of which
St Paul's conversion is a shining proof. Matthire wishes to refer,
but less appropriately, this addition to the exalted position of
Christ, because there was no particular occasion to magnify exactly
that. (As to the_ lryElpew €/C ve,cpoov see the Comm., vol. I, on
Matt. nii. 29, 30.)
Ver. 2. That St Paul does not, as often happens elsewhere, mention particular names with his own, but adds the phrase oi uvv
lµ,o',, 7ravTec; &SeXcf:,o~, is certain.Jy for the reason which has already
been pointed out by St Jerome, Luther, and others, viz. that St
Paul wiihes to give the Galatians the impression that he had a
large community on his side. One need not therefore take ciSeXc/w~ to mean merely apostolical fellow-labourers, though one must
naturally think of them first. The plural b,,cX7Ja-wt shows that St
Paul's.Epistle is to be viewed as an encyclical missive, which was
addressed to the different churches in Galatia which had probably
sprung up in those larger cities of the province which are named in
the Introduction. The omission of all laudatory epithets is to be
ascribed to the displeasure that St Paul felt against the Galatian
co:Qlmunity.
Vers. 3-5. In the well-known salutation (cf. on Rom. i. 7)
St Paul then wishes his readers grace and peace, whereof they who
were in danger of falling back under the Law and into the disquiet
which the Law brings with it, were above all things in need. Those
gifts proceed from God as the source of all good, and are tkrougk
Christ bestowed on man. As in verse I ri,ro was wanting before
God, so here
is left out before the Son, merelv for the sake of
brevity. St Paul designates the work of the Red:emer as just that
which was the urgent need of the Galatians. Their new sin of
wavering and unbelief must be forgiven them through Christ, andtkey
completely separated from the wicked world through whose influence

8eo,

'oca
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they bad just been led astray. (Cf. on the vicarious satisfaction of
Obrist the remarks ori Rom. iii. 25.-lIEpi is to be preferred to the
of the Text rec. A.D.E F.G. and other inferior critical
authorities have it ; Lachmann bas also received it into ihe text.
Surely V71'€p was put instead of 'll'Epl, in order to choose the more
usual word. It besides points out the vicarious office more clearly
than the more general word '11'Epi, which, it is t9 be added, is found
also Rom. viii. 3, and often elsewhere. [Of. in Comm. vol. 1 on
Matt. xx. 28.] The Son of God's giving himself up to death
[Ephes. v. 11 ; Titus ii. 14] was, we may add, not extorted or
commanded by the will of the Father, but was a voluntary act of
his ow:o [John x. 18], yet one answering to the will of God, and
therefore ICa'Ta 'T6 0e)vY}µ,a 'TOV 8Eov.-God is here called expressly
waT~P ~µ,&v, inasmuch as he revealed himself as the Father of
mankind in the mission of Christ as creating them anew in regeneration. Therefore also to Him belongs ultimately aU the glory of
Lhe creation as of the redemption. . (Of. on the doxology at Rom.
i. 25; 2 Cor. vi. 31.] The phrase €~atpe'iu0ai EiC 'TOV €V€U'TW'TO',
atwvo,; 'Tl"OVTJpov for denoting the object of Christ's )York ~ found
nowhere in the New Testament but here. The e~atpE'iu0at1 [Acts
vii. 10, xii. 11, xxiii. 27] = uC:❖w, to withdraw from the influence
of a destructive element. The meaning of the formula is therefore
perfectly= uw(eiv €IC 'TOV ICOUp,ou 'TOV'TOU, The €V€U'TW', answers
to the oVTo,; [Rom. viii. 38; 1 Cor. iii. 22, vii. 26], whilst TIOJl'f/p6,;
is to be taken only epexegetically. [Of. on al~v ovTo,; in Comm.
'vol. l on _Matt. xii. 32.] Whilst, therefore, the aovvat lauT611
refers to the reconciliation, the Jfatpe'iC1'8ai refers to the redemption
of those reconciled.)

wep

§ 2.

THI> CALLING OF ST PAUL.

(i. 6-24.)
Without the least expression of love or sympathy, St Paul lets
his excited feelings burst forth at once, and expresses his indignant
wonder at the falling away of the Galatians. No doubt Riickert is
l The active form ifatpaiv is found Matt. v. 29, xviii. 9. Tbe middle form means
also in the New Testament tllesam_e as a,cll.,')"uv, Acts :xxvi.17.
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completely right when he concludes from tl,at that St Paul during
his last visit must have already spoken to them of their backsliding,
for, had nothing of the r,,ort taken place, he would certainly, as is
done in the first Epistle to the Corinthians, before rebuking them,
have told them how he came into possession of the accounts of
them. The oin'(i) Taxeror;, however, need by no means be referred
to St Paul's last visit ; it may rather be very aptly referred to their
conversi-0n, which ought to win over the man to the Christian element permanently. He therefore is still changed very quickly
who relapses, even if after the course of several years. (MeTa-rlOeuOat is "to change an opinion and tendency of mind,'' when
the direction of the change is1 pointed out by El,;. The present
temre denotes the action as still continuing, as it were, only just
arriving at completion. By that means the hope is excited of being
able to stop the as yet inoompleted action. The comparison of the
word with l,',.:i, and an assumption of an allusion to the name
I'aXaTai, whi~h St Jerome thinks is to be found here, is to be rejected as trifling.--The K,a'A,IO'a,; is, of course, God only, not St
Paul ; the apostle certainly wished to convert no one to himself.
The medium of the call is the xapt,; XptO'TOV; therefore EV= out,
or stands for the dative only, without, however, exactly taking Jv
· f<»: the mark of the dative. [Of. Winer's Gram., p. 195.])
Ver. 7. The & ov" euTw lJ;>.,'A,o, el µ,i/ /(,. T. X. is not without difficulty. The reference of & to iTepov eva"fYEXiov is clearly quite
unsuitable, as the idea : " which, however, is no other," would
•repre;ent the guilt of the opponents as less, whereas St Paul is in
the act of depicting it as very gross. The reference of & to evary7eXiov alone, in the sense : " which can, and must be, no other
than it is," i. e. which one must not change arbitrarily, would re·
·· quire lTepov instead of /f,"'A,)l,o, not to mention that it seems harsh,
to separate eva"fYEA-iov from ~Tepov, and that the following el
µ,r, does not suit then; for it is inadmissible to take it as = sed
or attamen, for it only means nisi. (Of. Winer's Gram. page 452.
ss. H~rtung's Partikellehre, vol. ii. page 118, ss.). The connecting
El µ,iJ, however, with Oavµ,atro, which Schott has proposed, would
· i T~e omission of Xp.,M·oii, in accordance with F .G. and several, especially Latin,
Fathers, would not be advisable. The coupling or this genitive with 1<aA.foaVTos is,
however, clearly forbidden by the intervening iv xap,,,.,, as also by the fact that St P141,
ntver refers the KAijo'lt to Chri$t, bot always to the Father.
B
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be totally unallowable, because of the indicative, which cannot
possibly ni.ean: "I should wonder at your early. apostacy, if I had
not known that you were led astray," Besides, according to this
interpretation, the difficulty of the 8, ovtc eurw /J:>,.,).o, which, according to it, must be enclosed in brackets, remains. Therefore
the interpretation defended by Grotius, Winer, Ri.ickert, alone recommends itself to us, according to which 8 is referred to all that
has preceded, and the words 8 ou,c eCTTtv /i,),.,"J,.o, €£ µ,~ ,c. r. "J,.. are
strictly connected in the sense: " which (your apostacy) is nothing
else, or consists in nothing else, than that you have allowed yourselves to be led astray." By this addition, then, it is St Paul's
intention to soften the guilt of the Galatians, and to point to their
false teachers as the real culprits. (The article stands before the
participle quite according to rule (as in tbe phrase ·€lcnv oi "J,.~ovT€~), since the action is considered as one, which belongs only to
definite persons, or by which the persons themselves are defined.
[Of. Matthioo's Gram. vol. ii. page 552.]. Winer's interpretation,
as if the meaning were : €£U£ rap&uuovr€~ vµ,iis ,cal. ooroi €£CTtv
o)l.ryot, introduces a thought into the meaning which is not contained
in the words.-Tap&uu€tv = ua)l.dmv, 2 Thess. ii. 2. "To effect
a change in one's settled principles of faith, and that by open violent attacks, not by secret and artful insinuations." As to the
antagonists here pointed out, see further details at v. 10--12, and
vi. '12, 18.-0n p,€raurp6cpeiv, cf. Acts ii. 20 ; James- iv. 9.
f?Ji).ovr€~ has the stress on it, as it stands in opposition to the
u1ipremeditated fi,€TaCTTpe,Jrai, which took place among the Galatians, who knew not what they did, when they followed those false
teachers.).
Ver. 8. St Paul describes the Gospel as placed so completely
above all subjectivity, that no created being can change its divine
nature; not even St Paul (Kal Ja,v ~p,€'i~), not even an angel. In
the case of St Paul, apostacy was certainly imaginable, but not in
the case of a good angel; therefore one might suppose evil angels
meant, unless the Jf ovpavov were against it. It is most simple
therefore to say, that St Paul, as in Rom. ix. 3, adduces an impossibility in order to express in the highest degree the inadmissibility of changing arbitrarily the gift of God. (In the wap i3 the
meaning of newness is clearly the nearest; those Juda'ists quite
destroyed the nature of the Gospel, they made a new law out of it.
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-'Ava0eµa, originally = ava(¼µa, something devoted to the
Gods, hung up in the temple. The latter form became later spe•
cially applied to this conception alone [Luke xxi. 5], and ava·
0eµa acquired the meaning of laden with a curse, which all ancient
nations considered and treated as devoted to the infernal gods, also
as 'IV''li~• sacer. In the formula ava0eµa icrTID we must, therefore,
not think of ecclesiastical excommunication simply, but that is
only so far meant, as .it presupposes divine reprobation. Accordingly ava0eµ,a = OiH· Of. OD Rom. ix. 3 ; I Cor. xii. 3 ; xvi.
22.).
,. ,.
Ver. 9. As a mere repetition of what has just been said, the
wpoeipr,,caµev and the IJ,pT£ is clearly too _strong ; the words can
only be explained on the assumption of a previous expression of
St Paul's opinion on this subject during his first visit to the GaJatia~s. Whereas therefore in verse 8 the ,cai lav represented the
matter quite hypothetically, the el applies the remark to the actual
case.
Ver. 10. The connection of verse 10 with the preceding is not
quite clear. One would have expected, after verses 8 and 9, and
the strong asseverations that whoever preached otherwise than he
did was accursed,-something like the following : " for what I
teach is und~ubtedly God's word," or: "I know for certain that
this alone is the truth.''1
· Instead of that, St Paul states he seeks to please God and not
man ; but, if one takes this idea at its root, one recognizes that it
contains exactly those ideas which, according to the context, o~e
has a right to expect. For the very dictum, that he wishes to
pleas_e God entirely, and not man, that he is entirely the servant
of Christ, who is more than all men are, this very maxim is the
pledge for his living union with God, and also for his illumination
from above, which exalts his doctrines far above a mere subjective
opinion. He gains, at the same time, by this turn of thought, the
advantage of putting aside a reproach that the Juda'ists made him,
and o~ retorting it on them. They upbraided him on account of
his accommodating spirit, that he became to the Gentiles a Gentile,
to the Jews a Jew, as if the gr.asping at human approbation was
t Riickert's supplement," wonder not at this harsh speeoh. I can, in accordance with
my divine call, l!RY no otherwise,'' is clearly too harsh.
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the cause of it, The fact was exactly the reverse ; this no doubt
was the case with those Judai'.stic false teachers, who sought by
the great number of their conversions to gain fame, without caring
about' the means by which they effected them. (Ct: Gal. vi. 13.)
The &pn, like the following ln, can only be referred to tbe time
since St Paul's conversion; with that event the old man, which in
him too brought with it the desire of pleasing men, was in him
forthwith so thrust back, that the holy fire from the divine altar
alone glowed in him, and dissipated all other love. (llet00J civ8pJnrovt,, 0eov cannot, as Luther and Michaelis wanted, be takep :
res humanas, res divinas, suadeo, nor can tca'Ta be supplied ; it is
here rather equal to placare, tranquillum reddere, as it certainly
means at 1 John iii 9; Homer II. a. 100; Eurip. Hipp. 1060.
It is here = to apeu«ew, which follows,)
Vers. 11, 14. St Paul now endeavours, from here to chap. ii. 10,
to trace historically this his immediate relation to God through
Christ. He needed not to make any mention here of the great
fact of the manifestation of the Lord, through which his conversion
was effected, because he knew that this was st1fficiently known to
the Galatians; though he points in verses 15, 16, to that event.
His only concern was to make it clear how he had in nowise been
instructed by tho apostles, and become therefore spiritually dependent upon them, so that their authori~y was above his own. It might
be sai.d St Paul was baptized, though by the Christians in Damascus,
we may suppose by Ananias (Acts ix. 18); indeed, according to the
parallel passage (Acts xxii. 10), the Lord commanded him to go to
Damascus, there to learn what he was to be commissioned to do.
He seems therefore not to have received the Holy Ghost immediately on Christ's, manifestation, but. only on Ananias laying
hands on him, "when there fell from his eyes as it were scales''
{both bodily and spiritually), and at his baptism. But that very
point, that St Paul did not receive the Holy Ghost from an apostle
through the laying on of hands, but -independently of them, whereas
in other cases (according to Acts viii.) the apostles alone could
impart the Holy Ghost-sets him free from .them and their autho·
rity, and on a par with the body of the apostles. Added to this,
St Paul, besides the first appearance at Damascus, saw the Lord
repeatedly (cf. on Acts xxii. 17, xxiii. 1 L), and remained, as it
were, in continued intercourse with Him, and received instructions
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from Him direct, l Cor. 11, 23. St Paul tberefore could with perfect justice boast of the Gospel whioh he preached, as a something
entrusted to him immediately by God, without any human intervention. (Ver. 11, ,yvmpltm is used by profane writers as= "fWW<J'IC<iJ•
by the LXX. as=" to show or make known," [of. Prov. xxii. 19;
Ezek. xliv. 23, with l Cor. xii. 3, xv. l.J I'ap is certainly to be
preferred to oe, according to D. F. G., and other' authorities: oJ was
surely substituted, merely because ryctp stands five times in succession; but it often happens in St Paul that the same conjunction
comes five times, and even oftener, in succession. (Cf. e. g. Rom.
iv. 13, ss. v. 6, sq.] Ka-r' &v0pIDwov can only be taken, as in 1
Cor. ix. 8, as = av0prlnrwov, human, as to origin, essence, and
object, in contrast to the divine character of the Gospel.· Riickert's
remark, that no one said that the Gospel was of kuman origin, and
that therefore, so taken, the apostolical dictum contains no antithesis
against which it could be directed, is of no importance ; for,
even if the Juda'ists, whom St Paul contends with, did not say that
explicftly, still it was to be inferred from their conduct ; for they
made of it what they wished.-Ver. 12, ovoJ ryap €"f© is to be
taken : neque enim ego, i. e. " I, as little as the other apostles,"
not: nam ne ego quidem, which would have been expressed by ovo'
€"/6' ryap, or ,cai ryap au3' eyw.-Before eo,oax0'1}V many good MSS.,
especially A.D.F.G., read ouoe for ol:m,, which last Griesbach preferred, as alsQ Winer (ad h. 1. and Gram. p. 456.), Lacbmann and
Riickert, on the other hand, read ovoJ. The decision depends on
the distinction which one supposes between '1TapJ'Jl.a(3ov and Jo,oax0r,v; Winer takes it as not specific, und cannot therefore be for
the strongly disjunctive particle. But it is more correct to assume,
with Lachmann and Riickert, a specific distinction, in which case
ovoi must be read. It is also especially in favour of that reading,
that one cannot join 'lTapa av0p@'1TOV also with Joioax0'1}v, with
,which 'lTpa,; is usually put, and thus oioau,ceu0ai forms an antithesis
':ith &1ro,ca).w-reu0ai: the former denotes the gradual appropriat10n of a thing, through reflection and exercise of the intellect ; the
latter means intuitive perception, or instantaneous illumination
of the reason. {Of. Matth. xi. 25, ss.)-In the oi' a'1To1'aAv,/rew,;
'I'T}aov Xptu-rov soil. wapJ).a/3ov, Christ is to be understood as the
autkor, not as the object, of the Revelation; the latter is the
Gospel. The revelation of Himself by Christ stands here in op-
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position to the communication of Himself through man ; the other
side, according to which Christ is u.lso the revealed, is brought
prominently forward in ver. 15.) Ver. 13, 14. In order to place
the striking circumstances of his conversion in a clear · light, St
Paul reminds the Galatians first of his earlier relation to Christ,
when he persecuted the church as a zealous Pharisee. He sets in
opposition to the vvv of his conversion the 7r6-re of ~ life under
the Law ; the Galatians might have heard by report, or even through
St Paul himself, what was necessary for them to know on that point.
The form 'lovoai:uµ6,; is often found in the Apocrypha. Cf. 2 Mace.
ii. 21, xiv. 38 ; 4 Mace. iv. 26.-Ka8' kepf3oAi)v = u<f,6opa
or 'TT'Eptauo-repro<;, ver. 14, 1 Cor. xii. 3 l ; 2 Cor. iv. 17. Ifop8ero
= 1ro°Aiop1Gf..ro, Acts ix. 21.-Ver. 14, wpo1Gow-rew is generally used
intransitively; with W€p it is "to surpass.'' [Luke ii. 52; 2 Tim,
ii, 16, iii. 9,]-l'vV1',1At1'LWT1J<;, aequalis, is found nowhere in the
New Testament except here. Z17°Awr17,;, Acts xxi'. 20.-The form
1ra-rpueo,; is found only here, warpwo,; often occurs, e.g. Acts xxii. 3,
xxiv. 14. The wapao6uet<; comprise the gen~ine books of Moses,
along with _the traditional Pharisaic dogmas; neither the one set
nor the other alone.)
Ver. 15. As the whole has its period, in which the fulfilment of
the Divine promises happen (Gal, iv. 4), so also has each individual. When that holy' moment arrived for St Paul ( on his journey
to Damascus), God caused His eternal decree of election to reach
him in time, by means of a call, in order to use him as an instrument for the propagation of the Gosp~l. (The €U061''1]CT€V o fho,;
answers to the V"I r,:n, of. Ps. xl. l4.-'Acpopls€w = €/CA€"/Etv.
Of. on Rom. ix. I ; Ephes. i. 4.-'E" 1'ot,A{a,; µ17rp6,; µov = W#?;i
"'~~. This phrase is in meaning exactly parallel to the wpo "ara13;')..fi,; "6uµ,ov [Ephes. i. 4] i.e. " from all eternity," The election by grace is, therefore, to be described as one in no•wise earned
by works. [Of. on Rom. ix. 11.] The grace therefore refers as
much to a<f,optsew, as to 1'UA€£V.-Now here the Revelation ofChriEt
appears as the result and effect of grace; therefore by the a1ro1'a).,viyat- -rov viov avTov Jv Jµo';, is to be understood not Christ's appearance as such, but the same in connection with the collective
effects of grace, so far as Christ was thereby made manifest to
St Paul inwardly in his heart, as the eternal Son of God. As
to the vision which St Paul had at Damascus,. we must refer the
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chiefeffects to the apostle's inner world ; a mere physical seeing could
not have produced such effects.)
Ver, 16. The aim of this manifestation was certainly for St Paul
a subjective one also, viz. his salvation, though this vanishes in his
eyes in comparison with the immense ~ol;Jective end, necessarily:
combined with it. Salvation was given to the whole believing Gen·
tile world together with him (cf. Acts ix. 15.). But it is Christ
ldmseif, not something about him, or merely the doctrine concerning him, which is the object of genuine preaching, therefore it is
said: fva EVGl'f'IEXitroµai auTOV. The connecting ev0eror; with the
foregoing, for which Riickert and N eander decide, against all the
MSS., in order to obtain the meaning that St Paul had already
preached in Arabia, is entirely inadmissible ; for St Paul cannot,
according to the course of his ideas, have meant to say, that he was
called in order to preach immediately; but only that he was called
for the object of the ministry generally, and that when he was aware
of this he had given himself up forthwith to that object, without
allowing himself to be decided by men. But it does not follow from
that, that he fulfilled in the very first years the Divine intention in
calling him ; he must rather have experienced the want of first
feeling his way in the new element into which he had entered. The
assumption of an inversion, so that eu0€ro<, ov should be taken fof
oll,c_ ell0eror; is still more unsuitable·, for then it would follow that St
Paul had afterwards asked counsel of men, whereas he means to
deny that absolutely. But Schott thinks that eu0eror; cannot be
joined with what follows without' an ellipse, because that word by
reason of its nature requires a positive proposition. It is best to
supply 7rpo<Texrov vovv, or the positive idea, which is directly after
expressed negatively in what follows; " I treated not with flesh
and blood," which must be restricted neither to St Paul himself,
i.e. to the questioning of his natural inclination, nor to the apostles,
nor any other class of men, but is to be taken generally. "Obedient
to God alone," St Paul means to say, "I excluded all human de·
1

It might appear striking, that St Paul does not mention Ananias who certainly
1>aptized hi~ (Aets ix.18), and of whom, therefore, one might at first ha~e thought that
he had also instructed him, But, as Christ and the apostles were baptized by John the
Baptis~ without having received any instruction from him, which did not then take place
at bapt1s~, St Paul might naturally omit mentioning his baptism too, and the rather,
that baptism no where supposes a reason for the dependence of the baptized on the
~u~
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liberation, as being subject . to error." (IIpo<ravaTl0'1]µ£ = properly" to lay on in addition," as in Gal. ii. 6, in the phrase '1T'pouavaTL0eu0at nvi Ti, or, as in Gal. ii. 2, /waTtOeuOai, it means : " to
lay before one, propose to one, something for deliberation or deci~
sion." So, often, in Diodorus and Lucian. Some inferior MSS.
only read here '11'poave0lµ,nv.)
Ver. 17. But St Paul was especially concerned to show that he
had always been without connection with the older apostles, because hie Juda:istic adversaries represented him as dependent upon
them ; therefore St Paul makes it a prominent point that he had,
after his conversion, gone first to Arabia, and had thence returned
to Damascus, and had therefore no connection with the apostles
in Jerusalem. (Instead.of avFfX-Oov B.D.E.F.G. and other critical
authorities read a'lrif>,Oov, which is no doubt to be preferred, and
indeed Lachmann has received it into the text; since aJJrJ).Oov was
surely only put instead, because 0.'11''YJA0ov follows again directly,
ond in ver. 18 aV'Y}A0ov is used of the journey to Jerusalem, like
the more usual ava{3alvew = i1~l,t--T.he phrase ol '1T'p<i eµ,ov a'1T'6uToMi points first to the earlier ;ai.1 of the twelve, but, second, sets St
Paul also as an apostle, in the proper meaning of the term, by their
side. OuSJ is to be taken as a strictly negative particle, because
the idea has the emphatic meaning that he saw no apostle at all.In the parallel passag\:)s (Acts ix. 22, xxvi. 22, xi. 17) the subject
is not a journey into Arabia ; it is more likely that the first and
second sojourns of St Paul in Damascus are there conjointly referred to. The words of our passage do not, however, permit us,
l\s Usteri wishes, to assume that. Damascus was reckoned in Arabia ;1 on the contrary, both plainly appear separate. The event,
which is related 2 Cor. xi. 32, is, no doubt, to be referred to the
time of the second sojourn at Damascus, for it assumes that St
Paul had already preached the Gospel.
Verse 18. How the three years are to be apportioned cannot be
laid down with any approach to certainty. 2 To me it appears most
l As Damascus had not been named before, ,ra/\.,u ~,,,fo,,.pi,Jra ••• AaµaaKovj points
unmistakeably to the fact that St Paul assumed it as known that bis call took place on
a journey to Damascus.
2 Kohler's and Schrader's assumption that St Paul was but a few days in Arabia, is
arbitrary; ~µipa•
(Acts ix. 19) rather points to the short time that:st Paul first
passed in Damascus. It is true ( Acts ix, 23, ~µipa, <Kaual points to,;(Ionger sojourn,
3
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probable that St Paul passed the longest time in Arabia, because
there he contemplated not teaching, but his own inward _development. (See section I of the general introduction to St Paul's
Epistles, and on Acts ix. 20, ss.) The brwra can be reckoned
only from the principal event, £.e. from St Paul's conversion. The
most important point in this passage, however, is, that St Paul de•
clares the object of this his first journey to Jerusalem was, to beeome acquainted with St Peter. This declaration does not con·
tradict the accounts in Acts ix. 26, ss., xxii. 17, ss. The only
9uestion is, what had St Paul in view in making this acquaintance?
He probably wished to come to some understanding with St Peter
as to their future labours, which, according to ii. 6, ss., was at a
later period more completely effected. For, as he, in the beginning,
(see on Acts ix. 26, ss.) met with such great opposition in Jerusalem, he confined his stay to a few days, which fact he here brings
forward as a proof that he could not have been instructed by the
apostles. (IuTop€tv means properly : "to become acquainted with
by ·one's own perception, but it is, no doubt, usually applied to
things only, seldom to persons. But Josephus too, B. J. vi. 1. 8.
uses it of persons. It is not found again in the New Testament.-..
For llfrpov A.B. and other MSS. read K'1Jf/>av, as ii. 9. Lach•
mann receives it into the text ; but the reading has surely no other
foundation than that it was wished to turn aside the derogatory
description which follows from St Peter, and to substitute some
one else.-Whether eweµ,ewa wpo,; points to a dwelling with St
Peter, or not, must be left,undecided. The phrase 11µ,Jpai OeKa·
7TEVTE, it remains to be said, answers to the French quinze jours, a
fortnight.
Vers. 19, 20. Here it seems, in the first place, striking that only
St Peter and St James are named as the apostles whom St Paul saw
in Jerusalem: as it is said(Acts ix. 27) of Barnabas: '1"/Q/'/€al1Tov
wpo,; TOW a'TfOUTOAOV<;, as if at that time all the apostles had been
present. But nothing precludes us from supposing that St Luke
takes the word " apostle" in a more extended sense, so that other
distinguished teachers also were comprised in it. Besides, the
whole description of St Luke is so much confined to generals, that
but still not to years, The longer stay of St Paul in Arabia, omitted by St Luke, is,
we m!ly suppose, that passed between the times thus alluded to,
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one clearly sees he was not accurately informed of the circumstances under which St Paul's first journey to Jerusalem took
place ; we must therefore in any case- use the more accurate accounts of St Paul for the closer determining of the statements in
the Acts. But in the next place, St James, our Lord's brother,
appears to be reckoned among the twelve, whereas it is certain that
here under the term apostles they alone are to be understood, and
we saw at Matt. xiii. 55 that no one of our Lord's brothers (on account of John vii. 5) could be among the twelve, for which reason
too, besides other grounds, the identification of our Lord's brother
with James the Son of Alpheus is inadmissible. (See the further
development of this point in the Introduction to the Epistle of St
James.) The resource of taking el µi] as" that is to say, however,
I certainly saw the non-apostle James," is not only ungrammatical
(see on i. 7), but also needless, because our Lorg's br_other is in
the following chapter, especially ver. 9, constantly numbered with
the chief apostles. It is, surely, best to suppose that James, our
Lord's brother, the Bishop of Jerusale~ (Acts xv.), after the death
of James, the son of Zebedee, was, if not formally, still tacitly, on
accqunt of his extraordinary consideration and important personality, treated as an apostle, so that he, as it were, filled up the gap
again.-The fact that St Paul was not in Jerusalem for three years,
and even then only for a fortnight, and saw but two apostles, was
important to him on account of bis readers. He, therefore, confirms this communication of bis with an oath, in order to remove
certain possible doubts. (The passage serves, along with others, as
Rom. i. 9, ix. 1, l Tim. ii. 7, for the elucidation of Matt. v. 34.
It remains to be said that ev<fy1riov ,-oil 0eoil is not to be taken as
a formal oath, just as ,", '1:J~~ also occurs not ~f oaths. The
swearing lies in the thought, -~~t in the phrase. It remains to be
said that "'Aey<sJ must be supplied, and that it rypa<f,w refers, it is true,
to the whole account, but especially to the last remark.)
Vers. 21-24. St Paul further relates how he afterwards left
Palestine altogether, and remained out of connexion with the believers there to such a degree, that they would not even have known
him by sight; it had become known merely by report how he had
been changed from a persecutor into a confessor of the faith. (Cresarea Philippi, which St Paul, according to Acts ix. 30, touched at,
was out of Palestine.) The reason that St Paul adds this remark,
2
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oan, as <Eoumenius bad already observed, be no other than to sbow
the Galatians, who had been prepossessed against him by his Judai:stic adversaries, how it was impossible he could have received
any instmction from other Christians in Palestine, and how, therefore, his knowledge of the Gospel was a purely immediate one.
See on St Paul's iourney to Cilicia Acts ix. 30. K>..&,a we have
already found at Rom. xv. 23; 2 Cor. xi. 10.-The e,c,c>.,"lulai lv
Xpl,(J"T'o, are opposed to the purely Jewish e,c,cX7Ju{a,i,;.-On the
enallage generis, a/COVOVT€<; 1}uav for a,covovuai, see Winer's
Gram. p. 327, sq.-Aidi,crov need not he taken for oidiga,;, the past
time is expressed in the ?TOT€. The participle is here used just as
a substantive, s~e Winer's Gram. page 100.-Ver. 24. St Paul does
not clai~ praise for himself, but for God in bim ; ev eµ.ot = ,~,
Luke x. 20, "in me as the object of divine glorification.")

§ 3.

ST PA.UL AT THE COUNCIL OF APOSTLES.

(ii. 1-10.)
St Paul now places fourteen years of free self-dependent labours
in opposition to thefourteen days of his stay with St Peter (i: I 8.).
It was not until after tbe lapse of so long a space of time that St
Paul revisited Jerusalem, the centre of the Jewish, Christian
views, whilst in Antioch a centre of Gentile Christian life was
provisionally forming itself. But he gives a detailed account of
this important visit, because during it his peculiar relation to the
kingdom of God was recognised by the twelve themselves. But
here in the first place the questions arise, how a.re the fourteen years
to be reckoned, and what journey to Jerusalem does St Paul
mean ? The opinions of Kohler and Schrader, the former of whom
supposes that the journey here meant is the one to Jerusalem alluded to Acts xviii. 22, wbile the latter goes so far as to suppose a
journey thither to be supplied in Acts xix., and which he imagines
to have been undertaken from Corinth, have been already sufficiently refuted by Schott, and may be here passed over as untenable
per se. 1 They are meant merely to support th& hypothesis already
1 See, besides Schott's "work (Elucidation of some important points' in St Paul's
, life), also the Prolegomena to his Comm. 011. the Epistle to the Galatians, sec. 4.
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refuted in the Introduction to this Epistle, but they only render
this and other passages more difficult to explain, witliout a.tfording
any assistance. On the other hand, however, one may well hesitate as to whether one should here understand the journey touched
on at Acts x.i. 30, or that described in Acts xv., to the council of
apostles. But this we may say, that the far greater number of the
critics declare for the latter view, though Calvin, Eichhorn, Susskind, and Paulus defend the former, Grotius, Bertholdt, Kuinoel,
Keil, Ulrich, Bottger, do the same, even with the modification of
reading Teuuapmv for oe"aTl!<TUapmv. However, ingeniously as it
has been sought to defend this conjecture (viz. from the original
designation of the number by the letter ..d, which, it is then said,
was read at one time for ten at another for four, and thus in the
end to have brought about the fusion of both numbers), still it
cannot meet with approval, for this reason, if for no other, viz. that
it is not in any way supported, either by MSS. or any other critical
authorities.1 But, if we weigh the reasons for the supposition of
the second, and against the supposition of the third journey, they
are chiefly the following: l. It is St Paul's intention, according to
the context of the whole passage, to reckon up all his journies to
Jerusalem; now, as be in i. 20 uses an oath as an argument that
he is telling the truth, and in ii. 1 uses '7TctAw, in speaking of a
fresh journey, it"is to be inferred that St Paul will not have passed
over the one referred to in Acts xi. 2. If the journey narrated ii.
I. is to be understood as the one undertaken to the council of
apostles, which Acts xv. relates, mention would have been made of
the decisions of that council; Peter himself too must, in that case,
after the negociations there as to the Gentile Christians, have retracted his opinion, which cannot be rendered probable. 3. St
Paul would seem, after the council of apostles, to have abated in
his antit-Jewish views ; for, according to Acts xvi. 8, he would have
circumcised Timothy himself, which would contradict his earlier
conduct, see Gal. v. 2.
To begin with this last point, it is of no importance; for, that St
Paul at one time declares whoever let himself be circumcised had
lost Christ, and afterwards lets Timothy himself nevertheless be
circumcised, forms no contradiction at a11, since that first idea must
1 It is true that an appeal has been made to Eusebius's Chronicle, but here too the
MSS. are altogether doubtful. See Schott in the Comm., page 314, n·ote 6.
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be understood in tbe. sense merely, that he loses Christ who causes
himself to be circumcised, in order thereby to win salvation; but
that was not the object of Timothy's circumcision, it was rather that
be might thereby become more fit to preach the Gospel among
Jews and proselytes. But, on the other hand, the two first reasons
are certainly of very great importance; for it really seems, from the
great stress which St Paul (according to i. 20) lays on the journies to Jerusalem, not to be supposed that be should have omitted
one of those journies in his narrative. Now, as the journey mentianed Acts xi. 30 is the next one in order of time, and Barnabas
too accompanies him on it, as is mentioned here also,-further, as,
aocording,to Gal. ii. 2, a vision is said to have incited him to that
journey, which might be referred to the narrative of Agabus
(Acts xi. 28) ; the reference to the second journey seems very
much to recommend itself. But, first of all, the collateral arguments have no force, for the vision, which St Paul here mentions,
relates to a vision which he himself bad, not others. And as to
Barnabas accompanying him, the mention of it in our passage suits
still better the description in the third journey in the Acts (xv. 2),
according to which others besides Barnabas journeyed with St, Paul,
• among whom Titus is here named. (Gel. ii. 1.) If we further
consider that the whole description of the proceedings at this visit
completely suits that which St Luke sketches (Acts xv.) of the
counoil of apostles,-for the objection, that no mention is here
made of the resolutions of the council, is easily avoided by assum·
ing that St Paul had already imparted them to the Christians in
Galatia, on his last visit thither, and could therefore suppose
them to be known,-that further, the fourteen years ,reokoned
from the conversion of St Paul, (not from the above-mentioned
journey to Jerusalem), which mode of reckoning still remains
the only probable one, would be too long a time, if we hers
understood the journey touched on at Acts xi. 30, as Paul
at the epoch of the latter was below Barnabas in dignity, and
was therefore in the very first years after his conversion, as
Hemsen1 has pertinently remarked ; finally, the omission of the
very important journey to the council of the apostles can be still
less supposed than that of the earlier ones;-everything is plainly so
1 Remsen's life of St Paul, page 68. The putting Barnabas first in Acts xi. 30 points
in all probability to the fact that on that mission he was the ehief,person.
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much in favour of the third journey (Acts xv.) that the wish arises
to be enabled to avoid that one objection, how St Paul could omit
a journey to Jerusalem, since the stress is laid on the point that he
mentions all of them. For we cannot·here let ourselves be guided
by the circumstance that St Peter's conduct, if he so behaved after
the council, "is hard to explain, because a dogmatical argument
would thus be improperly mixed up with a purely historical ques·
tion. Besides, how this conduct of St Peter can be explained without
derogation to his apostolical character, we shall specially discuss further on. Now in this inquiry, into whether and how the difficulty as
to how St Paul could pass over a journey can be avoided, we must
:first of all mention Schott's view, according to which the words 8ta.
8ErcaTeuuapruv ETwv can be so understood that the second and third
journies .together would be designated by them. For he proposes
to translate : '! in the course of fourteen years," and to understand
waXw of the re.petition of the journey more than once. (See his
Prolegomena, page 308.)- But we cannot consent to this mode
of removing the difficulty; for it is undeniably true, that Bia. with
numerals can mean "during, within," only the context here absolutely forbids us to make use of that meaning, and still more of the
forced meaning given to ,raXw, as St Paul cannot intend to relate
all that occurred within a space of time which is besides so long
a one, but only when the journies generally took place. c
Were the meaning of those words as Schott gives it, the Galatians might say to St Paul : " Who knows how long you were with
the apostles in the fourteen years, and how much you learnt of
them ?"' The sinews of the whole series of proofs would thus have
been cut. The Bia. here is no .doubt to be taken in the sense of
after, to which conclusion the s1retm, too, decidedly leads. How it
can have that sense Mattbire shows in his Gram., vol. ii. pp. J 3.
52. See Winer on this passage in the Comm. and in the Gra.m.
p. 368, note. Here therefore _we shall have no other resource than
to say, -St Paul must be looked upon as the first witnPss as to his
own life ; the question cannot be as to the object of a fraud per se,
nor yet as to an error; it might rather be supposed, that there had
been an oversight on the part of St Luke. But one need not necessarily assume even that, St Luke relates the journey, Acts xi.
80, so shortly, that it might be thought St Paul was sent indeed
with Barnabas to Jerusalem, but found himself prevented by illness
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or· some other cause, from entering the city himself. It is true,
Acts xii. 25 speaks again of the departure of St Paul from J erusalem, which does not favour this assumption ; at all events, we must
imagine that St Luke in tl1at case might not have been properly
informed.->f this minor circumstance, that St Paul had not completely fulfilled the mission with Barnabas. In any case matters
are so situated that we must, under all circumstances, here under•
stand the journey to the apostolical council, though the way in
which the accounts in the Acts can be reconciled with it must remain an open question.
Ver. 2. In order now to make the Galatian Christians observe
that his movements were not arbitrary, but guided by a higher will,
St Paul adds avefJ.,,v 0€ Ka'T'a a7TO/Cl.tAlflflV• According to Acts
xv. 2, St Luke, it is true, says nothing of
revelation, but, of
course, on such inner occurrences, St Paul himself conld alone be
accurately informed. That phrase Hermann (in the above cited
essay, Leipz. 1832, p. 6) has erroneously proposed to explain,
explicationis causa, i. e. for the sake of dis,mssion and explanation
of the doctrine of the Gospels ; he thinks, if it had been meant to
relate to a divine revelation, Twa could not have been left out ;
but, as in the very first chapter mention had been made of the
manifestations which had been made to him, St Paul might with·
out any harshness write: "a'Tlt a'71'0/Cl.tAV,YW only. Besides, a,ro«AtJ'\f,'t<, has in the dialect of the New Testament the fixed signi•
fication, divine communication, revelation. But now St Paul
names as his peculial' task in this journey, the wish to lay before
the apostles his method of preaching among the G1mtiles, in order
to obtain their approval of it. But the question of how the Gospel
was to be spre!l,d among the Gentiles, was the very one which was
to be decided at the council (Acts xv.) ; our Epistle therefore
agrees entirely with the report that St Luke gives. (On avE0eµ,'1}V
see at i. 16. The submitting of his opinions to the Council in•
valves here, according to the context, the examination of thos(;l
_op1mons. It is clear from the foregoing that a1ho,., can only
designate thll apostles, not all the Christians in Jerusalem.-The
phrase EVW"f'IEAwv 8 K'T}pvuo-ro designates however'here the method
of propov.nding his doctrines, and the who]e system of proceeding
which the apostle had used, and still continued to use in the Gen
tile world.) But the last words of the verse are difficult
It'is .•
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true, the connecting ooilovcn µ,~,rrur; in the sense: "especially,
however, to those who might perchance think that I ran in vain,"
will surely scarcely recommend itself to any one now, for, apart
from every thing else, ver. 6 makes it clear enough that ol ooKovvTe<; has here another meaning; the phrase is meant,_no doubt,
to singl-e out the most distinguished among the apostles, and to
restrict to them peculiarly the examination of the question propounded. In the llaT' lolav there is no occasion for anything local
to be understood, it answers perfectly to our phrase, " especially,
preferably.'' But the connection of µ,~7rrur; "• T. :\, is not without
tlifilculty. One stumbles, that is to say, at the forms Tpex"' and
18paµ,ov, one expects the optative after p~7rrur;. Fritzsche proposed,
therefore, to take this sentence by itself, and as a question : num
frustra operam meam in evangelium insumo aut insumsi? But
this interpretation has no recommendation at all, and was even
afterwards retracted by the proposer himself. Tpex"' is rather to
be taken as the conjunctive present, which is construed with µ,~wIDr;
in the New Testament, but fopaµ,ov can be accounted for on the
assumption that he subjoins his earlier labours oratione directa.
(So Winer correctly in the Gram. p. 4 71.) The opinion of Usteri
and Schott that, on account of eopaµov, Tpexco must be the Indic.
too, is erroneous ; St Paul often combines different moods with
the same particle, according to the change of idea. Thus particularly I Thess. iii. 5. (Th~ fuH phrase OoKOVVTE<; eival -rt is found
ii. 6; vi. 3. Plato also (Apo!. Socr. c. 33) uses it. It is not to
be denied that it has a subordinate idea of blame, as Gal. vi. 3
clearly proves; but it is not here to be referred to the apostles
themselves, but to the Judai:stic false teachers only, who abused
the apostolical dignity for their own ends, inasmuch as they unjustifiably, and without the apostles' permission, sheltered themselves
under their authority. The case is the same with the phrase ol
{m~p :\{av aw6o-To:\ot, 2 Oor. xi. 5. See the Comm. on that
passage).
Ver. 3. As a proof that the apostles approved of his more liberal
conduct towards the Gentiles, St Paul remarks that. Titus, who
accompanied him, ·was not forced to submit to circmncis.ion, though
of Greek descent. St Paul had Timothy circumcised voluntarily
(Acts xvi. 3), but he would in no case have let himself be forced
to_ it. (The a:\;\, 1 oil~ is to be explained by ihe intervening. thought
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resting in St Paul's mind: "And the apostles also acknowledged
my divine mission so fully, that not even Titus, who yet appeared
before them uncircumcised, was forced to submit to circumcision.")
Vers. 4-, 5. What follows is difficult, on account of. the connection with the foregoing, and the construction of the whole sentence.
The first words, it is true, would admit of being aptly joined with
~vary,ca<T871, if the
did not oppose it. This particle is in all the
critical authorities, only St Jerome, Theodoret, Theophylact, conjecture that it might well be struck out, In the same way the qonstruction of the sentence would he simple, if the ok oi,ok in verse 5
were wanting, the sense would then be : " Titus was not indeed
forced to let himself be circumcised, but I yielded on account of
the false brethren." Now it is true that D. has this omission, and
the words are wanting in some of the Latin Fathers ; Tertullian
even. derives the reading with the negative from a corruption of the
text by Marcion. These authorities induce Mill, Semler, Koppe,
Griesbach, to strike out the ok ouoe. But it is clear enough that
this change is ma.de merely to avoid the difficulty in the construction.
St Paul would, in fact, have been quite faithless to his principles if he had yielded to the false brethren ; it would have been
totally improper then to say '11'po,; &pav elgaµ,ev, for he would ao•
cording to that -interpretation have altogetker given way to the
false teachers. We must, therefore, in any case suppose an irregularity in the construction here, which is the less to be wonclerecl
at, as sentences of that sort often occur in St Paul. The question
now arises, how are we to account for the origin of the inaccurate
construction? In verse 3 it is not said expressly that Titus was
not circumcised at all, but only that he was not forced to it.
One might therefore say, as Ruckert has, that St Paul meant to
proceed thus: " however, for the sake of the false brethren, he had
indeed circumcised him, but voluntarily, without giving way to
them." But here all depenJed on the matter of fact ; if St Paul
circumcised Titus in the presence of these men he was obedient to
their will. We must by all means suppose that Titus was not circumcised at all, But how then did St Paul come by the beginning: out. 0€ TOVi /(,.T.A.'? I explain it thl).S, Verse 3 has en·•
tirely the nature of a subordinate remark, the sentence might be
separated parenthetically from verses 2 and 4. The
js, there-
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for{), to be brought into connection with the idea in verse 2, and
the following seems to have been tLe course of ideas in St Paul's
mind. "I went, it is true, to Jerusalem, in order to Jay before the
apostles my doctrine for examination ; but on their account it was
really by no means necessary for me to do so ; Titus was not even
so much as obliged to let himself be circumcised; but I saw myself moved to certain steps on account of the false brethren." St
Paul, however, allows himself in the heat of composition to be
Jed away from the construction he began with, and describes in·
stead of it the disposition of the false teachers. To that view
verses 6, ss. are also very well adapted, according to which St
Paul again avers his relation to the apostles to be no inferior one.
This hypothesis would be preferable to the mere supplying avefJqv
or av1:8eµ11Jv, for which Zacharias, Storr, Rosenmiiller, Borger, decided. But now, as to the description of the ,f,-evoaoe"">.pal (2 Cor.
xi. 26), St Paul calls them wapeuTa.KTOV~, because they bad stolen
(wapeuTyt"">.8ov) into the church with impure intention, i.e. without
having the self-denial to give up as was necessary their old Pharisafo bias. They wanted to burthen and domineer over the Chris~
tians in the church, with the yoke of their ordinances, just as they
had previously done with the Jews; rind thus td render suspected
the Christian eA.w8epla from the law, which belonged to all believers, as iSVT€~ ev Xpunw. (KaTaCTK0'1r€tV to get informatioll'
with a bad design in orde1· to betray it as a spy.) St Paul speaks
in a similar mty of these false teachers in other passages; especia1ly
2 Cor. xi. To these pretensions, says St Paul, he had never for a
moment given way (wpo~ IJJpav, John v. 35; l Thes. ii. 17; Phil.
ver. 15 ), in order to pres8l've for his own, for whose guidance aright
he bore the responsibility, the truth of the Gospel, i.e. the Gospel
in all its purity and genuineness. (Ver. 4. The form wapEiua1CTo~
is not found elsewhere, the verb occurs 2 Peter ii. 1.-For 1'aTa·
8ov)./4uoovTat the active form is to be preferred with Lachmann,
according to A.B. and other important authorities; it is probable the copyists put the middle form in the text as the to them
more familiar one. The e'IEaµ,ev TfJ mraTa,yfi Hermann has thus
explained: "fratribus fol sis ne horre quidem spatium J esu obsequio
segnior fui ;" but St Paul never uses vwoTary~ of the relation to
Christ. E'l,aµev, as Winer has already justly observed, rather designates the action, as being performed but once ; TY mra-
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·Twyfj, on the other hand, is an expression for the state of "mind
from which the action proceeds : " I did not give way to them, as
one obedient, or in obedience to them.")
, Ver. 6. Here, too, we find an endless number of interpretations,
the great majority of which, however, are of such a quality that it
would not repay us to go into an account of them. To name
some, all those especially which here suppose aposiopeses or ellipses
at a?To 0€ Twv oo«o6vTrov, such as "I have heard, learnt, been ap•
prised of, nothing,'' are quite inadmissible, inasmuch as here, in
the 2d chap., St Paul's task is no longer that of proving that he
had learnt nothing from the apostles, but to show that they acknowledged his labours as fully answering to the spirit of Chris~
tianity, which the words from eµ,o't ryap to ver. l O expressly per-,
form. The ryap, accordingly, by no means allows us to import a
totaHy foreign sense into ver. 6. Besides, the S, in the beginning
of ver. 6 induces us to suppose some how or other an antithesis to
ver. 5. Now, according to this, it is no doubt the simplest way with
Riickert to join ;the oiJSiv µ,oi Sia<f,epei, without any parenthesis,
with a?To Twv oo,wvvTrov, and to form the whole chain of ideas thus:
" I have not given way for one moment to the false brethren, in
order to preserve to you the Gospel undisturbed ; but I do not
trouble myself about the distinguished apostles in the matter, for
they have laid no new burdens on me, they have, on the contrary,
approved of my labours." On this point it can raise no scruples,
that Paul uses the contemptuous phrase oiiSev µ,ot oia<f,epei of the
chief apostles, for the invective in it relates not to them but the
false teachers, who abused the authority of the apostles (see on
ver. 2), but the construction of ovSev Sia<f,epei with ct?To might
excite doubts; at least it is without precedent. As, however, the
proposed interpretation of the passage is the only one that suits the
whole context of the section, that obstacle cannot deter us from it.
We may reasonably suppose that the apostle, when he began with
a?To, had another phrase at first in his mind, and then somewhat inaccurately made ovSJv ,-wi Ota<f,epei follow. Besides, 07TO£Ot
'1l'OT€ 111mv admits of no other interpretation than the one by which
allusion is made to the near connection a!'.id the intercourse of the
apostles with the Lord hin:iself. Luther, B~za, Winer, Flatt, and
· others bad already correctly understood it so. Finally, the words ,rp6..,
',W7TOV E>eor; a110p@7TOU OU "71.aµ,{3avet are use4 to express the DO,
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thingness of all external distinctions in the sight of God, and
therefore even of the outward intercourse with Christ~ ( which we
must recollect Judas also had enjoyed), in comparison with the in·
ward witness of the Spirit, which St Paul ha.d in bis favour. " The
Spirit witnesseth that the Spirit is truth." I John v. 6.
Vera. 7-10. After this, St Paul subjoins the communication as
to his position relative to the apostles, as it was settled at the
council, by which the report of the Acts of the Apostles, chap.
xv., is completed. The three chief apostles, James, Peter, and John,
who are here represented as UTVAOt Tij<; EK.KA'T}a-la,; (the foundation
of which expression is the figure according to which the church
is compared to a temple, l Cor. iii. 16; Ephes. ii. 21 ; Rev.
iii. 12) not only laid no burden on St Paul (as the Judai:sts
wished and hoped), that is to say, in relation to his labours in mak·
ing proselytes, therefore to have the converts circumcised-St
Paul looks in charity on their burden as his),-but they even
concluded among themselves a sort of convention, as to the limits
of their respective labours. Thb apostles were moved to that by
their conviction of the great and blessed efficiency of St Paul in
the Gentile world, on which he and Barnabas gave in their report
(Acts xv. 12), which would not have been possible without the
assistance of Divine grace. They saw clearly that St Paul was
entrusted by the Lord with a like commission among the Gentiles
as among the Jews St Peter was, (who, as the first, is named instead of all the apostles, just as St Paul is, instead of Barnabas and
all those working with him.) For the avoidance of all dispute and
jealousy they now share the departments, ·with the condition, that
they (St Paul and the Gentile apostles in general) should remember the poor. How carefully St Paul strove to maintain this condition, all his epistles show; see especially l Cor. xvi. l; 2 Cor.
viii. 9 ; the probable causes of which striking clause are treated
of on 1 Cor. xvi. l. What seems above all to explain the circumstance, that the sebding of alms was imposed as a duty on the
Gentile Christians, is, that it seems to have been looked on as a
substitute for the Jewish Temple tax, and as the expression of their
dependance on the mother church at Jerusalem. We may add that
it lies in the very nature of this agreement that it is not to be considered as absolute ; however scrupulously St Paul conformed to
it (see on Rom. xv. 20; 2 Cor. x. 13), still he had no hesitation in
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his journies through Palestine to Jerusalem to preach before Jews
also. Nay, even in the Gentile world, St Paul, according to the
Acts, always offered the Gospel to the Jews first ; a circumstance
in whi9b no one, before Baur with bis fals(j criticism, was able to
find a contradiction of this agreement, and a proof of tl1e Acts not
being genuine. In later times as people became more and more
convinced that the J~ws in the mass rejected tbe Gospel, while the
Gentiles embraced it, the agreement seems besides to have fallen
tacitly into oblivion ; at least we fiiid that the apostles destined for
the Jews, namely, St Peter and St John, leave Palestine towards
the end of their lives, and devote their activity also entirely to tbe
Gentiles. (On wpouavaTl0eu0ai, which is here to be taken in its
original meaning, "to lay upon in addition," see at i. I6.). Ver.
7. On the well-known construction, wewfuTevµai To evarrtf/)1.iov, see
Winer's Gram., p. 205.-Ver. 8. St Paul often uses eveprye'iv of the
power of Divine grace, 1 Cor. xii. 6 ; Ephes. i. 11 ; Phil. ii. 15.Ver. 9. The comparison of the apostles to pillars, has parallels in
the Rabbinical language; thus Abraham is called ol,1:s,i"1 "f.!OlJ,
pillar of the world.-As to Cephas, see on John i. 42,_:::0n the
phrase i>e~uh· 8,Mva,, see 1 Mace. xi. 50, 62, xiii. 50.-At t'va
1Jf'E'~ we must supply evarrte")\.iuroµ,e0a.-Ver. 10. On the repetition
of avTo TOVTO afters, see Winer's Gram. p. 1159.).

§. 4.

0

BT PAUL 8 'DISPUTE WITH ST PETER.

(ii. 11-21.)
Ver. 11-13. So far now goes the communication as to theprooeedings at the council of the apostles. There is subjoined to it,
beginning at ver. 11, a remarkable report on a later occurrence, on
which we ·have no information at all from any other source. St
Paul reports here that St Peter ( when rem&ins uncertain) had come
to Antioch, and had at first held communion with the Gentile
Christian·s. $vv~u0iev stands by synecdoche for "lived together
with, cultivated intercourse generally with," See on Luke xv. 2;
1 Cor. v. 11; Acts x. 10, 11, iii. 15, 29.). · But when certain
persons came from St James, St Peter withdrew himself out of fear
of the strict Jewish Christians. The other Jews (i.e. Jewish Chrii-
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tians) of the church at Antioch, who probably bad also at first held
with the Gentile Christians, had now also joined him (St Peter),
and even Barnabas had been seduced from him ( St Paul), thrQugh
their influence. St Paul characterises his proceeding by the harsh
expression 1.17T61Cpunr;;, by which he means, that their actions were
not in harmony with their knowledge ; they allowed themselves,
through fear of the hostility and accusations of heresy of the
J uda'ists to be driven to act against their better convictions. Now
this communication makes a painful impression, and one which excites all kinds of doubts.1 In the first infancy of Christ's church,
one is inclined to imagine all in blessed peace, without dispute orquarrel; but according to this report, St James, who yet (Acts xv.
13, ss.) was for St Paul, seems to have worked against him. We
picturf! the apostles to ourselves as holy infallible men, on whose
testimony the church reposes ; here the rock St Peter and Barnabas, St Paul's faithful companion,_ appear quite wavering, and that
too in so highly important a point, after a solemn decision of the
council. What then remains of the doctrine of the inspiration of
the apostles, and of their being filled with the Roly Ghost ? One
comprehends accordingly that endeavours were made to put the
time of the composition of this Epistle before the council, in order
to soften down the startling part of St Peter's proceedings ; but
we said in the Introduction that the historical facts do not admit of
it, and then after all the gain is but small ; in any case St Peters behaviour certainly occurred after the pouring out of the Holy Ghost,
which was to lead him to all truth. By careful interpretation, however, the one astounding point, viz., that St James seems to have
worked against St Paul, admits of avoidance. For, if those Judoistic
emissaries are called in ver. 12, river;; a?To 'Ia1twf]ov, it is not asserted in those words that St James ltimseif had sent them for the
purpose of working against St Paul,2 but only that they came from
St James's church in Jerusalem, and appeared, though falsely, to
have appealed to his au~hority. For, if the personal co-operation
l Of. Weismann, "usus et abnsus censurae Petri Paulinre," Tiibingne, 174.5. Knapp,
"de dispari formula, qua Paulus et Jacobus usi sunt;" in his "Script. varii org."
Boeke] adambratio qurestionis de controversia inter Paulum et Petrum Antiochiae oborta. Lips., 1817.
- 2 On this point, see the remarks in the Comm, on Acts xv. I, where the nearly related words, •nuh ,, nµw• (xv. 24), are compared with this phrJ1se, and it is shown that
the apostles in their Epistle do yet disa\'OW those very 7 -.uir,
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and design of St James were meant, a'1To would not have been put,
but V'1T6 or '1Tapa. (See Winer's Gram., p. 349.). But St Peter's and
Barnabas's wavering conduct still remains; for, even if K'l'}cpiii; might
be read instead of llfrpo,;, still the assertion, to which some of the
Fathers1 had already had recourse, viz. that mention is here made
not of the apostle of that name, but another Cephas, is totally inadmissible. We must therefore try to find out the truth as to this
relation from intrinsic reasons. The communication of tbe Holy
Ghost to the apostles had not the object of making them morally
perfect, but only to raise them in their doctrine to infallible organs.
of the trutb.2 There is no more reason to scruple to suppose of
the apostles, than of the prophets of the Old Testament; that they
could err; St Paul ·himself confesses that the old man was still
alive in him, that be must die daily, and needed a thorn in the
flesh. Examples of a behaviour not quite perfect are also found;
see e.g. Acts xv. 36, ss., xxiii. 3, ss., and the remarks on those passages in the Comm. But now the difficulty in this case seems to
be inereased by the fact that the error of St Peter and Barnabas occurred in so important a point, which is intimately connected with
the system of the Christian doctrine ; and indeed St Paul in his
rebuke of St Peter, ii. 14, ss., opposes that system to him, and developes the doctrine of faith in opposition to that of works. But
the circumstance that St Paul designates the conduct of St Peter
and Barnabas as dissimulation, removes this scruple, and it is just
that harsh expression which affords us a considerable assistance to
a milder interpretation of the passage as a whole. St Peter taught
quite correctly, and had made no mistake in the resolutions of the
council, he only acted weakly when he suffered himself to be intimidated. His error was therefore a purely personal one, by which
his official chamcter as an apostle is not in the least compromised.
But it is a remarkable point wiLh regard to his personal character,
that he, the rock, could here be overcome by fear, as he was, for~
merly, in the denial of his Lord. (See o.n this point the remarks ·
in the Comm. on John xviii. 15-18.)
It remains to be said, that the Antioch where this event took
1 To name one, Clemens Alexandrinus, according to the evidence of Eusebius
Church History, i. 12.
'
2 See Steudel's excellertt developm~nt oft.he idea, that the infallibility of the apostles
in their doctrine is to be viewed as quite independent of tl1e degree ortheir personal perfection. Tiibingen Zeitsc hrifl, for 1832, part 2nd.
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p]ace is not that in Pisid!a (Acts xiii. 14; xiv. 19), but the famous
one in Ccele-Syria, on the Orontes, which in the beginning (until
Rome became more so) was the centra] point of Gentlle-Christian
life. (Ver. 11, Winer pertinently translates Kara. ,rp6<;<,J,rov prresens prresenti, face to face.-Kararytvroo-Kro, to judge one, and that,
too, generally unfavourably, hence to bJame, punish. The passive
form has here often been taken as : reprehensione dignus, reprehendendus, which sense however is not couched in it. It is simpler to
translate it: "for blame or a complaint had fallen upon him," no
doubt on the part of the Gentile-Christians, whose society he had
shunned.-Ver. 12, wocrrE),:Xro, clam se subducere (to withdraw
one's self secretly) ; the open consequence of which was cupopltew.
-Ver. 13. uvva,r&ryeu0ai, a]icujus exemplo abripi, is found again
2 Pet. iii. 17.)
Ver. 14. Now, after this, St Pau1 re]ates what he had said to St
Peter, rebuking him in the face of the church (eµ:rrpou0ev ,ravrrov.) It is needless to say that we have here not exactly the
ipsissima verba of this speech to St Peter (for which reason the
question also as to where the oratio directa ends is an idle one, as
we shal1 immediately see) ; on the contrary, St Paul has so modi·
fied them, that they might be at the same time a lesson to the Galatians as to the nature of the Gospel in relation to the Jaw, but the
later relative positions of the two great teachers to one another, and
especially the expressions in 2 Pet. iii. 15, ss., are in favour of the
opinion that St Peter allowed himself to be convinced by St Paul's
representations. ('Op0o,rooe'lv, rectis pedibus incedere, thence
"to walk uprightly,"= a,cptf3w9 7T€pt7raTe'iv, Ephes. V. 15.-The
phrase e0vtKw<; ?;fir; denotes the living without strictly observing the
law of Moses.-The text. rec. reads rt, but ,rwr; is decidedly to be
preferred, on the authority of A .B. C.D .E. The avary,ca,etv is on Iy
a moral forcing through the influence of one's example. It remains to be said that the chain of argument has then only demon. strative force, if it be supposed, as we did, that St Peter still held
fast his conviction of the freedom of Christians from the law. For
otherwise he would have been able to answer, " I have changed my
views on that point."
Vera. 15, 16. Whilst Calvin, Beza, S_em]er, Koppe, would have
had ver. 14 alone considered as the question addressed to St Peter,
others extended it down to ver. 16, others again to ver. 17. It is
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sure! y most correct to consider the connection as continued down
to ver. 21, but without being particular in looking on the words as
spoken in that form. No doubt, however, in the beginning tbe
special referen~e to St Peter stands out more prominently, and
loses itself only by degrees in generalities. ' Thus the ;,µ,e,,r; 4>6crEt
'lov8a'ioi «.T."JI., could not possibly have been said of the Galatians
in general, since the majority of them were of Gentile origin. In
these first words, besides, St Paul informs the JudaYsts that tbe
Jews had some advantage over the Gentiles. But it has been
thought striking that St Paul admits the Jews are not aµ,ap-rru"11.ol, as he in Rom. iii. 1 proves they too are under sin. It has
been proposed to assume in these words an accommodation to the
Jewish idea of the Gentiles, but St Paul would by that course have
acted against his own interest, not to mention the intrinsic untruth,
as he would have conceded them their principle. We must rather
say that the ov,c aµ,ap-rro"Jl.ol is not meant to represent the Jews as
without sin, but only as favoured above the Gentiles by the divine
revelation which had been made them, anil therefore, certainly,
fallen into sin less grossly. The sinfulness of the Jews also is,
'certainly, rnt in a clear enough light by what follows, ·according to
which faith in Christ can alone justify them also. A mistake-was
therefore altogether impossible. In the elo6-r€~ 8~, St Paul appeals
to the Christian conviction of St Peter, and all believers, that
not lna. voµ,ov, but only 'TrlCTT£~ 'I71crov Xpt(]'TOV = €£~ 'I71crov
Xpicr-rov, Rom. iii. 22, can justify man ; whence it follows that the
scheme of the J udrusts still as Christians to wish to win salvation
by their observance of the law appears in all its perversity. For.
continues St Paul, we received into us the faith in Obrist for the
very purpose of being justified through Him, and not by the
works of the law, because none of them can be justified. Now,
this representation completely answers both in substance and in
form to the passage Rom. iii. 21, ss., to the explanation of which
we refer, with regard both to specials and generals, as well here as
for what follows. It is self-evident here too, especially, as there in
Romans, that the law.is to be understood not merely of the Jewish
ceremonial law, to which it certainly, according to the historical
connection, refers principally, but the same Bolds good of the law
in every form; of the Roman Catholic sanctification as of the cate·
gorical imperative. The sinfulness of man's nature is, per se, in:
3
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capable of complete fulfilment of the law, but such only is worth
anything in the sight of the holy God. Christ the representative
of the race has fulfilled it for aU both by His life and death, and
His work through faith becomes our work. (Ver. I 5 cf:,vuE& denotes
fleshly descent, as Rom. ii. 27.--Ver 16, The
is wanting in the
text. rec., and thus ver. 15 can be joined with ver. 16 in one sentence, but B.C.D.E.G.I. have it, and the omission is clearly more
easily explained than the addition of it, so ver. 15 must be taken
as a sentence by itself,__:The 1eal iJµli,<;, '.' we too,'' is to be ex-.
plained: "We Jews also, who, though we have the law, have believed in Christ, thus confess that the law, as such, cannot justify.''
The concluding words, which are found also in Rom. iii. 20, od>Tt
eE lP7WV vouou, IC. T. A, seem to be formed on the model of Psalm
cxliii. 2, to which supposition their colouring, so strongly Hebrew,
also leads.)
Ver. I 7. To this idea, that the Jews also need faith in Christ,
the reproval of the conduct of St Peter and of the Jewish Christians, is now annexed. That it is contained in ver. 17 is clearly
shown by ver. 18, with its following ryap. But it is not quite clear
kow it is contained in ver. 17, for one might at first think one was
obliged to take the words as if by them a warning was given against
sinning after the experience of grace in Christ, in which sense one
also usually takes the words," to make Obrist the minister of sin,''
i.e., a promoter of sin by abusing the doctrine of grace and forgive•
ness of sins. But how would this reference to sinning after experience of grace agree with the context here? This mode of taking
the passage is decidedly to be rejected, the rather as the Kal- atTot,
which answers to the 1eat iJµEt<; in ver. 17, and to the ~µet<; cf:,vuet
'Iovoa'ioi, is meaningless in it. The tTJTeZv oi1ea,w0fJvai Xpt<TT<p,
itself, is rather to be taken as an intimation of being sinful; St
Paul, that is to say, setting that down as the conclusion he draws
from the conduct of St Peter and the J uda'ists. According to this
view the sentence might be paraphrased thus: "If you on the one
hand believe in Christ and teach others to believe in Him, but then,
on the other band, act as if we too, who de~ire nothing but to be
justified in Christ, should be found sinners if we observe not the
law-you certainly act contradictorily; you pull down what you
have yourselves built up." In order to bring the absurdity of tl1is
conduct still more plainly home to the conscience of the Galatian
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Christians, he puts the question : a.pa XptO"'TO<; aµap'Tta<; OtaJGOVO<; ;
" Is, peradventure, Christ a promoter of sin ? That cannot be l"
For Christ, if the assertion of the Juda"ists were true, would be so
far a promoter of sin, as He permitted the preaching of faith as a
means of justification, whereas, in fact, justification must properly
be sought for in the law, and Christ would thus point out a false
way unto salvation. (In the s71ie'iv it is not an actual labouring and
working which is signified, but only the striving to be and continue
in the faith.-In the evpto-tceo-0ai = ~:JO~ is included the being
in a certain state, together with the being recognised in that state:
2 Chron. xxxvi. 8; Mal. ii. 6. The interrogative apa is found
again only at Luke xviii. 8, therefore one might be tempted to read
l1pa without interrogation; but no critical authorities read so, and
besides in St Paulµ,~ ryevot'TO =
is always found after a
question. [Rom. iii. 6, 31, vi. I,
;_vii. 7, 13, xi. 1, 11; 1
Cor~ vi. 15; Gal. iii. 21.J But according to the context a.pa is
here not num, but nonne. See Hermann ad Viger, page 823,)
Ver. 18. St Paul proceeds in his argument, " if I act so contra•
dictorily as myself to build up again what I have destroyed, viz. the
outward observance of the law, it is not Christ who has the blame,
but I make myself a transgressor.'' But here it is startling that
St Paul speaks of a Ka'Ta)1.1mv of the law, whereas in Matt. v. 17
Christ says he is not come to abolish the law but to fulfil it. But
this contradiction lies in the letter only, not in the idea, for the
7rX'YJpW<Tat, which Christ asserts of Himself, is just the tcarnAvew of
St Paul, who does not, either, wish inwardly, typically, and spiritually, to have the law dissolved, destroyed,-but it is only to be
abrogated in the church as to its mere e.7:terior. (The text. rec.
reads uvvluT'YJ/J,t, for which, ·however, the best critics have set up,
after A.B.C.D.F.G., the more unusual collateral form uvvtuTavoo,
which occurs in the same meaning: ostendo, declaro me, in 2 Cor.
vi. 4, vii. ll.)
Vers. L9, 20. The following idea St Paul again connects by
means of ryap with what precedes, in this sense : "the building up
the destroyed law is very blameable, for the believer is in fact
through the law dead to the law and lives now with Christ; if,
therefore, he restores the law again that he might win salvation by
it, that is as much as dying again in the new man in order to live
in the old man." · (See Gal. v. 4.) For it is no doubt true that
T
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the bf~ denotes St Paul himself, not, however, in his individuality,
but only as the representative of the faithful generally, as in Rom.
vii. 9, ss. The ideas of Jiving and dying (for which "being crucified with Christ" is but a stronger phrase,1 in order to point to the
painful and shameful character of that death) are easily explained,
and a.re very frequent in St Paul. (See particularly on Rom vi.
2, viii. 7, 9, ss.) In these words is described the process of being
born again, the course of which is that the old sinful man dies, and
the Z::ew one, who is created after God, becomes alive. Christ's
death and life are the types of this inner life and death. The man
who begins to live anew in the new birth is not the old I ( cf. on
Rom. vii. 9, ss.), but Obrist in us. Though he that is bo.rn again
still lives ev uap~~, in human weakness and unseemliness, yet it
is no longer Tr} uap~l as in the old man, but T<p Beep, for God, and
Divine ends. But this is obscure, how St Paul could say he was
dead to the law through the law (out vdµov), whereas it seems that
it ought to have been put, he had died to sin through Christ or
throughfaitk. But St Paul understands the relation of the Jaw to
sin in such a way, that the former by commanding and forbidding
has a power of provoking sinfulness to actual sin. The law makes
sin become more sinful, i.e. makes it burst out in its whole nature
and fearfulness, which are at first hidden from man himself. (See
on Rom. v. 20, vii. 9, ss.). Therefore St Paul could well say v!iµp
a'Tf'e0avov, since he by the law understands it as some thing outward
only; as the inner wi!l of God-as the law written in the heartit naturally continues to all eternity the normal law of man, but so
that his will is in perfect concord with it. According to this acceptation we may also explain how St Paul can even say : Sia voµov
voµp a'Tf'e0avov, for this idea only distinguishes the negative side
from the positive, " through faith, through grace, I am dead to
the Jaw." For, as the law makes sin more and more sinful, it
arouses in man the yearning after deliverance from it; sin becomes
a burden to man, the feeling of sin excites the prayer: "wretched
man that I am ! who shall deliver me ?" Rom. vii. 24, and with it
enters the experience of deliverance itself. The further sin extends
the nearer it approaches the moment of its destruction ; through
the Jaw, by which it is heightened_, it is also destroyed.
l In Rom, vi. 4. Col, ii. 12, there stands the still stronger phrase, "to be buried with
Christ.''
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Thus the ou:t v6µov v6µ,p awi0avov admit~ of being paraphrased
thus : "In consequence of the experience of the inadequateness of
the law to lead to true righteousness, as it rather brings sin to its
complete development, I (believing in Christ) have given up con•
nection with the law." If others, on the contrary, as Luther, Erasmus, Oalovius, Bengel, choose to understand v6µor;; of faith, be·
cause it is called, Rom. iii. 27, voµor;; wfrrre©r;;, it must be designated
as a complete misconception. N 6µor;; alone can never denote faith.
Theodoret and others would have understood by v6µ,or;; the "pro•
phesies concerning Christ, which stood for Christ Himself. But that
too is forced. According to the exposition, Rom. vii. 9, ss., one can
have no doubt at all as to the meaning of the words. But next as
regards the life of Christ in us, for which this is a leading passage
in St Paul's epistles, the rationalist view, viz. that there is nothing
to be seen· in it, but an eastern figure, no longer requires refutation ;
St Paul beyond all doubt- as the parallel expression of Christ's
µhew in the faithful, of his making his abode in their hearts
(John xiv. 23) clearly show-wishes to assert a real indwelling of
Christ in the soul, through the communication of His,heing. That
too is now generally confessed; but, according to the Pantheistic
tendency of the age, another extreme threatens us, viz. the opinion
that St Paul asserts a vanishing of personality, an absqrption into
the universal ocean of deity, for which the 0LJ/(€Tb eryro might seem
to vouch ; an expression, however, which is only meant to designate
the old man. That St Paul is far enough removed from such
Pantheism, is shown by the exegetical addition : lv w{,r-m ,;, TV
Tou vwv Tov 0eov. But, besides this, he expressly designates Christ
the· Son of God~ as the historical Ghrist, not as the mere idea,
Christ, that is to say, as Him, who loved mankind (the aorist denotes the reality in the decree of redemption), and, under the influence of that love, gave himself up unto death as a sacrifice for the
sin of the world. This personality1 does not cease through Christ
in us, nor even the life of faith (intuition belongs to the other
world, 2 Cor. v. 7), but it is in that very abiding faith we receive
Christ; if faith ceases, the indwelling of the Son of God ceases
1 It is said not only, "I in them,'' but also, " they in me." , (John xiv. 23, xvii. 18;
Rev. iii. 20.). Since, therefore, Christ and God, and the Spirit in and with Him, dwells
in the faithful, and builds them up into His one Temple, they not only preserve their
personality, but receive it again in a higher form.
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also. Faith, therefore, is ltere again taken as the spiritual receptivity for God and the divine workings of grace, not as the mere
accepting certain doctl'ines as true, for that is merely a consequence
of the living faith.
Ver. 21. Finally, St Paul closes this communication with the assurance OVIC a0eTt» T~V xapw TOU Beou, a clause, which must be
taken as a Litotes in the following sense : "I am, wl1ilst. expressing these ideas, so far from derogating from grace, that I rather
establish it ; for, if the fact were as my opponents will have it to be,
viz. that righteousness can be attained through the law-Christ
would have died in vain, and then there would have been no need
of any other path of salvation than the law. (L1wpeav = t:l.:lli,
el,crj, without aim, fruitless. Of. John xv. 25; Psa. xx.x:v. 7; Gai.
iii. 4.).
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II.

FART SECOND.
(iii. 1-v. 12.)

§ 5.

OF THE CURSE OF THE LAW •

.(iii. l-14.)

Now, though the discourse from chap. ii. 14-21 is ·to be considered as addressed not merely to the apostle St Peter, but was so
modified by St Paul, as to seem at the same time intended for the
instruction of the Galatians (see the note on ii. 15) ; yet the epistle
ill not till now directed to its readers with a decided address. St
Paul represents the rapid change of the Galatian Christians, con·
sidering the deep impression which they had received through his
preaching of Christ, as an effect of enchantment, i.e. as an inexplicable and destructive operation of hostile powers. (BauKatvro is the usual word for "to bewitch, enchant, especially by the
evil eye." [lElian anim. i. 35. Pliny H. N. vii. 2. Gellii
Noct. Att. ix. 4.J It is commonly construed with a dat., seldom
with the accus., e.g., Sirach xiv. 6.-For e/3au1<,ave there is also
found the form e/3aUK'T}VE, which is also pure Greek. [See MatthiEe Gramm.i. 328.J The words TV aX'1}0elq, µ,~ 7rtd0eu0ai are wanting in A.B.D.}'.G., and are doubtle~s to be struck out as inserted in the text from v. 7.-The KaT' ocp0a)l.µ,au<; 7rpaerypa'P'T} is
meant to denote the lively and graphic setting forth of Christ and
His work 5n St Paul's preaching. It is without reason that Beza,
Grotius, and others, lay a stress on the preposition, and translate
prius, antehac depictus est. Jesus is described as the crucified one,
D
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because His death on the cross was the consummation of His work
of redemption. It always, however, presupposes the resurrection
which followed, as ava,nacrt~ does the preceding death.-The ev
vµ,'iv is not without obscurity: Ambrose, Luther, Brenz,_Storr, take
it as = ev Ta~~ tcapolat~ ilµwv, in a bad sense, q.d. " Obrist, whom
you have crucifie4 in you, who, .therefore, is dead, and dwells no
more in you," clearly very inaptly. The ev vµ'iv is rather meant to
represent the crucifixion of the Lord as having taken place amoug
them. The omission of ~ is to be accounted for by the heat of
compos1t10n. We may add that ev vµ'iv is wanting in such important critical authorities, viz. A.B.O., that Lachmann bas ejected
-it from the text. However, the obscurity of the words does not
make it probable they were added.)
·
Vers. 2, 3. St Paul now seeks to lead the Galatian Christians
back into the right way by recalling to their minds their first experiences, the time of awakening grace, and of first love. But, instead of the subjective state of their minds, he mentions the objective cause of it, viz. the Holy Ghost, which came unto them through
the preaching of faith, not through the anxious observance of the
Jaw. That being so, continues St Paul, it was a proof of folly to
abandon the Spirit in ~horn they had begun the new life in Christ,
and now to end in the flesh again, i.e. in the exterior observance of
the law. The J udai:sts thought they could in and by the observance of the law retain the Holy Spirit; if by that observance is understood merely a -pious custom, it is certainly possible, but the
J udai'.sts required it as a necessai'y condition for salvation, and, taken
thus, it excludes the spirit of grace. No man can serve two masters ! Man cannot Jive at the same time under the law and under
grace ! (Ver. 2. 'TO 1rvevµa is the specifically Christian spirit, the
7TVEfJµa tirjwv, which Christ first made accessible to mankind. (See
on John vii. -89.).-That St Paul, in using the word 1rvEvµa,
thought also of the extraordinary gifts of grace which he worked
in the old church, is plainly shown by ver. 5.-'Atco~ 1rtcrTE<0~ is not to be taken passively : " the hearing of faith,'' but
actively: "the making the same heard, i.e. preaching," according
to the analogy of the Heb. MY":IDW = tc~pv,yµa. [Comp. on John
xii. 38, Rom. x. 17, with Isaiah liii. l.] Ver. 3. 'Evapx,Ecr0m
and €7T£TEAe1u0ai are opposed to each other in the same way
also Phil. i. 6. Beza, Semler, and Paulus choose to find in i1ri-
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'T-f:X€'i;u-8ai the meaning, " to perfect oneself, to attain to moral
perfection ;" but the antithesis with evapx€u0ai does not suit that
view. ~apE and 'TT'vevµa are put together here in the same way
that rypaµµa and 'TT'VEvµa are in Rom. ii. 29, as designations of
the outward and the inward, the form and the essence.)
Ver 4. Like all newly-founded churches, the Galatians had been
forced to endure much, both from Gentiles and Jews, in the way
of insult and persecution ; St Paul reminds them of it, with the
question of whether they intend to endure all that without aim and
result ? For, if they fell away altogether from the faith and lost
Christ, then it was all in vain. Homberg's interpretation, to which
Koppe, Flatt, and Winer adhere, and according to which waux,ew,
as vox media, is taken to mean " to receive good," is inadmissible,
for tMs reason, if for no other, that this use of the word is totally
wanting in the New Testament. But St Paul adds further: ei rye
Kat el,cij. This is taken by St Chrysostom and others, "if at least
it is in vain, and you do not yet amend;" but in that case ef7rep
would be expected (see Hermann ad Viger. p. 834), and besi~es
the Kal does not suit well. Winer takes ef "le as = quandoquidem, siquidem, see on 2 Cor. v. 2, so that the former question
would be replied. to: siquidem frnstra, i.e. puto equidem. ista omnia
vobis frnstra contigisse." But even so the Ka£ does not receiye
its full force, and it is clearly significant and completely warranted
by criticism. It seems best with Riickert to take et "/€ in the
sense; "that is to say, if," as Ephes. iii. 2, iv. 21, Coloss. i. 23,
and 11:al. for " yet," and to oppose the merely negative loss to a
positive greater damage, viz. to the loss of salvation, in the sense:
"if namely you have yet but suffered in vain, and nothing worse
befalls you !"
Vera. 5, 6. Hereupon St Paul renews the question in ver. 2,
but makes especially prominent, as regards the communication of
the Holy Spirit, its most striking phrenomenon, the t>vvaµei,;, the
xapluµaTa, which in the old church were conjoined with it. (See
on 1 Cor. xii.) The natural answer to this question is "through
faith ;" and St Paul then proves this by Abraham's example, with
an allusion to Genesis xv. 6. For the Xo'Ytterr0ai ek .oucaiou·
l)V7Jv, and the making use of Abraham's antechristian life of faith,
for the illustration of Christian faith, and its healing power, see
the remarks in the Comm. on Rom. iv. 3-9. (Ver. 5. St Paul
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uses xoprrtE:'iv once only (2 Cor. ix. 10), but l·mxop'T/"fE:tv, largiter suppeditare, often, as 2 Cor. ix. 10 [ where both forms occur
side by side], Col. ii. rn.-Auvaµ,Hi;- stands by synecdoche for all
Charismata : elsewhere it denotes, in a special sense, a class of
Charismata. See on 1 Cor. xii. I 0.-The €V u,ufv is not to be
taken : "among yon," but as = €V ,capUat<;'
as the spiritual
working is contemplated as an inward one.)
Vers. 7-9. The allusion to Abraham's faith then moves St
Paul to elucidate to the Galatians the true conception of the children of Abraham. The, J udai:sts took it in a merely carnal and
outward sense, St Paul shows that it is to be taken in an inward
one. The true believers are the only true children of Abraham,
and partakers of the blessing with him, the father of the faithful.
The same ideas have already been spoken of on Rom. ii. 29, iv.
12; the idea in verse 8 is peculiar to that passage. By it St Paul
wishes to show bow Abraham and bis life, though it was before
Christ and His work, can be used for the illustration of the nature
of the life of faith, as commanded to the Gentiles also. This can
be done, inasmuch as before the eye of the omnipresent God the
'future is as the present. The prophecy (Gen. xii. 3, xviii. 18)
God announced beforehand as his gracious decree, in the foresight
(and fore-tesolve) that through faith in Christ the Gentiles also
should be justified. (Ver. 7, rytvroU'KETE can be the Imperat. or the
Indic. ; the former is probable, for St Paul clearly had not as yet
presupposed that the Galatians already ackuowledged it, he is now
but exerting himself to convince them of it.-Ver. 8. ;, rypacf,r,
stands for the author of the Scriptures, viz. Goel, who worked by
means of human writers. The compound 7rpO€VaJ'fY€"All;,eu0at is not
found again in the New Testament. The text. rec. reads di'AO"fri·
0f,U"ovTat, but €Vev"Aory7]0rJU'OVTai is to be preferred on the authority of A.B.C.D.E.-The
U'Ot = ~p is explained by crvv, which

vµwv,

ev

follows.-1ItU"T6i;-, according to the c~ntext, = 'lrtU"Tevwv. John
X:x. 7; Col. i. 2.)
Ver. 10. From the blessing of faith St Paul is carried by the
ant-ithesis to the curse of the law, to which all are subject who stand
on the ground of the law, and accordingly seek to attain righteousness by works. The requirement of the law is this : that all the
commandments, without exception, be completely fulfilled, according
to Deut. xxvii. 26 : "he that transgresses but one is guilty of the
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whole law.:· Therefore blindness or hypocrisy alone can persuade
itself that it has really fulfilled the law; the penitent man only
perceives the more, the more earnestly he strives, how far he remains from the goal. This consciousness, without the grace of the
forgiveness of sins, produces the feeling of the curse, of rejection
by the holy and righteous God. The law, therefore, is holy, and
the commandment holy, just, and good, Rom. vii. 12, but on account of the existence of sin, even tke goqd works curse and death.
The Epistle to the Romans also contains the same. thoughts, out
the expression 1ro:rapa, used of the law, is peculiar to this passage.
(KaTlipa = n~~~• Gen. xlvii. 12; "1~'1,?• Mal. ii. 2._!'0n is
to be read after ryJrypa7rTat. ryap according to A.B.C.D.E.F.G.
The quotation is, on the whole, according to the LXX., only the
latter reads was oav0pmwo<; oCTni,, and for ryerypaµµEvot<; they have
)../1,yot<;. The phrase OIJ" eµµ,evew EV is also found in just the same
way, Hebrews viii. 9.) To this it might be objected, but still
there were pious and just men under the old covenant! These,
according to St Paul's dictum, must have- all been under the curse!
In regard to the law they were so, but they also knew of Obrist
and his advent. The sacrifices of the Old Testament prefigured
faith in Him ; they found t!teir peace therefore by faith in the
future work of Christ, as we find ours in the same already completed; their fidelity and relative fulfilment of the law could aloue
give them no peace.
·
Vers. ll, 12. The train of argument drawn from the Old Testament, and proceeding step by step, is, of course, pursued with a
view to the Judai:sts. He shows those defenders of the letter how
they totally misapprehended the spirit of the Old Testament. Even
as early as Hab. ii. 4, eternal life is adjudg:ed to the just man
through faith. On that passage we have already said what was
necessary at Rom.· i. 17. But the construction Sn &-oii'Jo.,ov
Sn is not to be taken with Hom berg and Flatt as meaning, " since
now no one is justified through the law, it is plain that, &c.''for a fresh argument is meant to follow, and therefore the words
are to be connected in this way : '' but that no one is justified by
the law is plain from this, that, &c." St Paul shows, in, ver. 12',
that the law has however nothing to do with faith; taking the legal
standing-point works are everytlting, for which Lev, xviii. 5 is
cited. St Paul naturally, on this point, always contemplates the
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law (not merely the ceremonial law, but also the moral law) in its
external nature ; with regard to its inner character it retains, as
was noticed above, its importance for the state of faith as well.
(Ver. 12. The clause ovoµor;; ov" gCJ'TW E" 'lrUTT€(J)', is striking, it·
should be : J e" Tov v6µov ov" gunv e" r.lure@r;;, but instead of
the individual, the instittt:tion is put, to which the individual belongs. The avra refers, according to the context in Lev. xviii. 5,
to the separate commandments of the law. After aura some MSS.
have av0p(J)'lror;;, but it is omitted by A.B.C.D.F.G.
Ver. 13. Christ freed us from the curse of the law by taking
upon Him•what belonged to our race; in that i; couched the admonition that if we wish to h9:ve a part in the blessing of Christ
we must not return to the state under the law, and consequently
under the curse which the law brings with it; but what is here
called e~aryopcil;ew, which occurs again only at Gal. iv. 5, is elsewhere expressed by XvTp6@, XvTpov oin6vai. The metaphor of the
slavery of sin, from which Christ delivers, is the basis of the phrase.
(See on the idea of the ar.0XvTp@r1w the remarks in the Comm.
on Rom. iii. 25.) The words ,yev6µevor;; vr.ep ~µwv "arapa denote
the vicarious element in the work of Christ, which is treated of at
Rom. v. 12, ss.; 2 Cor. v. 21. The inrep therefore is here to be
taken not in the sense of " on behalf of," but in that of "in our
stead," as a.VT£ Matt. xx. 28. Nearest in form to this passage is 2 Cor. v. 21, where it is said: TOv µi] ,yv6vTa aµaprlav vr.Ep_ i]µwv aµaprtav e,ro{,,,ue. As Christ in those words
.is called aµaprLa, so He is here called "an,pa, i.e. " bearer
of the sin, of the curse ;" He was treated as if He were the
guilty one, the accursed one. Considered in and for Himself
as the pure and holy one, Christ could be no object of the curse
and of its consequence, punishment; but, as a member of the sinful human race, into which He had entered by putting on our human
nature, and as its representative, its suffering was His suffering, and
conversely, Christ's victory was the victory of humanity. As evi•
dence of the fact that the curse, i.e. the punishment of sin, lay on
Christ, St Paul appeals to our Lord's death on the cross, with an
application of Deut. xxi. 23. In that passage, according ·to the
context, there is no special allnsion to Christ; it is only commanded in it, that those hanged (for the punishment of the cross
was not practised among the Jews) should not remain hanging on
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the tree all night ; but, as a like shameful punishment fell upon
our Lord, St Paul might justly apply those words to Him typically.
It. remains to be noticed that the words are freely ·cited from
memory ; in the LXX. they are as follows : ,ce,caT71paµEvor; {nro
eeoiJ 'Tf'ar; ,cpeµaµevor; E'Tf'l ~VMU. (As to the grammatical connection of ver. 13, which stands entirely without any conjunction, it
forms the antithesis to ver. 10. The µEv there, and the cis here,
are, however, left out, as in Col. iii. 4. The Kpeµa(J0ai e'Tf'i- ~vXov
answers to the Hebrew ~V ~, i"l~,0• Deut. v. 21, 22; Esther
V. 14, vii. 10.)
Ver. 14. Finally, St Paul designates as the object of Christ's
sacrifice that by it the blessing of Abraham, of _which mention was
made in ver. 8, might come upon all nations, and that they might
receive through faith in Him the promise of the Holy Ghost, which
could not be attained through the law. The e0V'I} are, of course,
not merely the Gentiles without the Jews, but both. In the hrary"fEXfu -rrvevµ,aTor; the Spirit is to be understood as what was promised, so that in using the ph;rase passages like Joel iii. 1 were in
the apostle's mind. The Holy Spirit, however, includes within
Himself everything else worth wishing for. He is the author of the
new birth, the creator of the new obedience, through which the believer can serve God in spirit and in truth, and essentially fulfil
the law, which is impossible without faith. (See on Rom. viii. 3.)

§ 6.

ON THE RELATION OF THE LAW TO THE GOSPEL,

(iii. 15--iv. 7.)
Hitherto this Epistle has contained no ideas but such as we
had already become acquainted with in the Epistle to the Romans;
but in this section St Paul, that profound thinker, so rich in ideas,
developes new and very remarkable views on the relation of the
law to the Gospel, which gives this Epi$tle its peculiar importance.
St Paul starts with the conception, touched on above, of God's
promise to Abraham; and represents it as a bequest, as, a Testament. He compares this divine Testament with a human one,
and infers from that comparison that the attribute of the latter,
viz. its irrevocable and unchangeable character, must surely neces-
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sarily belong to the former. What is bequeathed in the testament must be handed over to the person to whom it is bequeathed,
and to no other. Thus, too, the promise of God to Abraham and
his seed cannot be cancelled by the law, which was promulgated
Jater; it remains the inalienable right of the seed of Abraham, i.e.
Christ. That is the train of thought in ve~s. 15 to 18. Let us
now consider i.t in its details.
Ver. 15. St Paul was perfectly aware that the comparison of
the divine promise with a human testament was not accurate in all
points; he only means to speak 1caTa av0pwwov. He brings prominently forward only this point, that a formally executed and confirmed will can be by no power cancelled or altered. {As to the
phrase KaTa av0pw'wov, see on Rom. iii, 5; J Cor. ix. 8. ''Oµw~
is to be maintained in its original meaning, tamen, certe, and will
be best referred with Riickert to JCaTa av0pwwov, which precedes,
in this sense: " I mean to speak only as a man ; one -certainly
cannot abrogate a man's testament; how much less, then, can the
divine testament be altered l" Win.er supposes an hyperbaton, so
that 13µ.w~ would be put too ear1y, whereas jt should stand before
ovliEt~ : " a will, though only that of a man, can still not be abrogated."-.dta017IC1] is "every settlement, disposition, by will;" that
of a dying person is considered the most decided, thence " a testament." That St Paul thought of a will in the peculiar sense one is
led to suppose, first, by ,ce,wpwµJv'T/, which is meant to denote the
confirmation, the ·formal judicial sanction, of the will [Hesychius
and Phavorinus explain ,cupow by /3€/3aiow] ; and also by the idea
of an inheritance, which pervades- the whole of the following deduction, and which, Gal. v. 21, is designated as the kingdom of
God. (Matt. v. 5.) Llla017,c'f/ is used in Just the same way, Heb.
ix. 16, 17, with reference to the Gospel ; but there the death of
the testator is also made a prominent feature, which point is not
touched on here.-As to aiJET€W see 1 Cor. i. 19.-'EmotaTauUfiU0ai, insuper disponere, to make an Jmliia0171t7/, to annex codicils to the will. Frequent in Josephus. Here "to transform,
change," in general.
·
Ver. 16. Now this is applied to Abraham. The promises were
given to him and to his seed, therefore they can be fulfilled in him
alone, and that, too, through the graciousness of Him who had promised them, not through the merits of any one. But St Paul uses
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in bis own way the mention of Abraham's seed in the promises of
the Old Testament.-He lays stress on the singular, saying that
it is not 'TO,', ,nripµaut, as if the prophecy related to many, but 'Tip
uwepµan, as in relation to one, and that that one is O!n-ist. It is
easily understood how this passage has given much trouble to the
interpreters, as u1repµ,a (=:if"'n 1) is, asiswellknown, used as a collective only. (On the vario~; interpretations of the passage see
especially Flatt's excursus, P· 248, ss., and Tholuck's Anzeiger for
1834, No. 32, ss.) Riickert declares his opinion shortly to be that
St Paul bas falsely interpreted the passage of the Old Testament,
and has drawn inferences from it which are not and cannot be contained in it. In like manner, with regard to the arbitrary interpretati.on of the Old Testament on the part of the Jewish Rabbis, see
\Viner, Usteri, and Matthies. St Jerome, too, considered the
argument very weak, but thought it was good enough for the stupid
Galatians (iii. I.)
The less we can accede to such an assertion,· the more carefully
must we weigh the difficulties. If we first of all consider the passages of the Old Testament which relate to the subject, we shall
find them as follows : €V€UAO,Y1J01uoVTat €V 'T,P u1repµa'Tl uov
wavm Td. e8v11 TI]', 'YrJ", Gen. xxii. 18 ; ,ea~ OOJG'(JJ 'Trj, u1repµa'T{
uov 1riiuav 'T~V <yijv TaVT1JV, ,cat eii]..ory110TJ<rovwt €JI -rep <r7T'epµa-ri
uov 'TraVTa Tit if0v11 "Tfj<;' ryfj<;', xxvi. 4 ; finally : /Cal €V€VAO"'f1]0i](J'OV'J"at €V uol wiiuat ai cf,vXal Tlj', 'Y~"' ,cat lv 'Trj, u1repµa'Ti aov,
xxviii. 14. Immediately before (xxviii. 13), however, we read also :
OWUtiJ UOl 'T~V ryfjv ,.:at Trj, uwepµaTI uov. But, as the last passages refer to Isaac and Jacob, we have only xxii .. 18 to think of
particularly. though the later prophecies are at bottom but a resumption of those relating to Abraham, and therefore could be
taken in conjunction with that one by St Paul without any impropriety. The passage, Rom. iv. 13, shows, besides, that St Paul
does not understand the reference to those promises quite literally ;
there it is said: ~ l1raryryiX{a -rrp 'A/3paaµ ~ n[, uwepµan au-rov.
Now, accor~ing to the words of our passage, TP 'A{3paaµ Eppi/811uav at ewaryryEA{at ICU! np u1repµan av-rov, the promises are to be
represented as subservient to the advantage of Abrabam and his
1 It is true the plural
wheat."

ll'/1;). occurs 1 Sam. viii, 15, but in the meaning " gmins of
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seed. But in the passages cited from Genesis the other side stands
out prominently, viz. that in and through Abraham's seed all nations shall be blessed. Now this seems to suit the reference to
Christ's person better than the former one, which leads one to think
more of the mass of the descendants of Abraham. However, if
one reflects that the blessing, which came through Christ, must also
be understood as His own blessing, then no great difficulty would
exist in this interpretation. St Paul refers to the Old Testament
freely, 'without citing with literol accuracy. But the stress that St
Paul lays on the singular still contains something very obscure.
True, it is only by a few interpreters that XpiuTO<; is referred
merely to the person of Jesus. If this were the case, then 'Inuov<;
would be put. In general XptuTo<; is rather understood of the
faithful ( 1 Cor. xii. 12), the body of Christ as the true children
of Abraham (Rom. iv. 11), and it is only left undecided, whether
the faithful alone are to be understood by that word, or in conjunction with the person of the Saviou~. But, of course, the latter
only can be supposed ; for the community of believers is called
Christ, so far only as He lives in it, is its 7TAifpwµ,a and its /€€·
'f,a1',f,. In fact, ver. 28 decidedly favours this acceptation of
Xpiuro<;, for there the faithful are described as one in Christ, and
therefore as Ab_raham's seed. Vers. 17-l 9 are against it only
in appearance, for there Christ can also be properly understood of
Jesus as the founder of the Church of the Faithful, and therefore as
including them in Himself. J3ut, suitable as this interpretation
may seem to the context, and the usual train of St Paul's ideas,
the emphasis which St Paul lays on the singular is not explained
by it ; on the contrary, that point seems by it to be made more
difficult of explanation, for, according to it, Christ certainly signi•
fies neither more nor less than a multitude, namely Jesus with all
believers in Him. This difficulty is only resolved by assuming that
St Paul wishes to set Abraham's posterity, in a certain sense, in opposition to that posterity, in another sense, so that he speaks not
of individuals, but of classes of individuals. As not all the chil•
dren of Abraham's body were- heirs of his blessing, but Isaac only,
as is further developed (Gal. iv. 22, ss.), so also the merely bodily
descendants of Abraham are not heirs of his promises, but only the
Christ among them is that heir, whom the CTTO£XOVVTE<; ro'ic; rxveut
T1]S' 'l!luTew<; 'Af)paaµ,_ (Rom. iv. a12) form. This difference be-
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tween the· seed of Abraham according to the flesh and according
to the spirit with respect to their relation to God's gracious promises, is what the stress laid on the singular is to point out. Now,
if any one asks if that idea is purposely included in the singular
<r7r€pµ,a by the author of Genesis, we shall certainly not be able to
affirm it. But St Paul had, like all the writers in the New Testa·
me~t, by the illumination 'of the Holy Ghost, full power to tronscend the standing-point from which the writer consciously viewed
the subject, and to unveil the innermost truth of the ideo occording to the meaning of Him that promises and prophecied.
Though, therefore, Jewish literati applied to a similar purpose
passages in the Old Testament, the difference between the mode
of proceeding in the apostles and that of the Rabbis is always this,
that the learned ,Jews treated them merely with human caprice,
whereby their acumen often degenerated into puerile conceits,
while the apostles, guided by the Holy Ghost, always infallibly re·
vealed the true meaning of the propbecying spirit (2 Peter i. 20,
21.}

Vers. 17, 18. From the metaphor oftheTestomentSt Paulnow
deduces the following train of argument; the promise of inheritance made to any one by a Testament, by a solemn declaration of
one's will, belongs to him merely through the gracious will of the
testator, not through works proceeding from the heir; accordingly,
the promise made to Abraham also can be fulfilled only 'through
the grace of God; the law, coming in between the promise end its
fulfilment, and requiring the active obedience of those to whom the
fulfilment is given, can operate nothing towards the fulfilment,
nor can it either make the promise invalid. Wnat it can do, as is
developed later, is merely tlti~·, to prepare the recipients for the recoption of grace. The only difficulty which appears in these
verses is in the numeral. The law seems to be dated -reTpa,cocna
,ea} Tpia,covrn l-r71 after Abraham, as, according to Exod. xii. 40,
that number denotes the years that the Israelites passed in Egypt.
(See as to a similar difficulty with regard to this number the ob·
servations in the Comm. on Acts vii. 6.) But in our passage mention is plainly made of the number only quite cursorily; St Paul,
therefore, names the number of 430 years, which wos well known
to the Scriptures, which he could do the more easily as he does not
give accurat~ly the terminus a quo. But the era from which be
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reckons is not so much connected with the person of Abraham
himself, as with the promise ; but the latter was, as we observed,
given to the patriarchs Isaac and Jaco_b also, just as it was to Abraham; St Paul could, therefqre, properly count from Jacob also
and his entry into Egypt. (Vers. 17. 'TOV'To J,hyoo, "I mean by
that, I understand that so." See Rom. xv. 8.-The wpo,mcupw·
µeV1} refers to the relation of the promise to the law, the confirmation of the promise preceded the law, and that too by many a long
year. So much late1· an event could not, therefore, "invalidate the
earlier one.
The elr, Xpunov is to be taken : " To Christ," as the terminus
ad qnem. Ka'Taprye'iv = a8€'T€,v, ver. 15.;_The hraryrye/1.,ta is
considered as the inheritance set apart in the Testament for the
seed of Abraham, which cannot be demanded in reliance on works
of the luw, but is a pure gift of grace, ,cexapunat o 0eor, 'T<p
'A/3paaµ ot' J1taryryeXtar,. Xaplteu8at is to be taken transitively,
" to show oneself gracious;" it often = acj,tevat, as 2 Cor. ii.
7-10.--The ol,,c
in ver. 18 is not equal to ov,c, but is to be
taken as non ampliii.s).
Ver. l 9. But according to this exposition the opinion might
force itself on the Jewish conscience, that the law seemed something superfluous, if everything depended on the promise and its
fulfilment merely; but the Jew was wont to view the law as God's
most glorious institution. St Paul feels, therefore, the need of
developing the significance of che law more fully in what follows,
and in such a way too, that though he does full justice to the institution of the law of Moses, he yet, at the same time, points out
how it always bore the character of a transitory institution, thti
object of which was to prepare for the fulfilment of the promise in
Christ. He sets it prominently forward as the first characteristic
feature of the law, that it was given 'TWV 7rapa(3au€OOV xapw. The
words might certainly mean, according to St Paul's mode of thinking and representation, " in order to call forth transgressions, to
bring it about that the hidden nature of sin might make itself
known in transgressions:· (See on Rom. v. 20, vii. 10.) But
this idea does not su~t the context of our passage. St Paul merely
wants to approach nearer to the ground taken up by the Jews, to
resolve a difficulty in his previous -exposition; but by that inter-.
pretation of the words he would add a new and greater difficulty
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to the previous one. The words are no doubt here meant to signify_:
" The law is to repress gross outward transgressions, through the
fear which it excites;" in which is couched at the same time an
antithesis to the New Testament, viz. that it was quite incapable
of effecting an inward transformation in man (ver. 21). The
reading of the text. rec., 7rpo<1'€Tl0"1, is so satisfactorily vouched for,
that we prefer it with Lachmann. In the 1rpo'> is very suitably
expressed that the law was subsequently added to the promise, and
thus its accessory nature is indicated. In Rom. v. 20, 7rap€t<rr1)1.,0e is used in a similar way of the law. The second point is
touchea on in the words : lixpi<;
·lf:>..0y "· T. A., which need, by
no means, be put in brackets, but are immediate!y connec~ed with
the tout ensemble of the ideas. For in them is expressed the
transitoriness of the dispensation of the law, which has meaning
only tintil Christ.
u7rlpµa rp e1r~ryrye).:rai is, of course, Christ,
but not, as was remarked on verse 17, the person of Jesus merely,
but together with Him the church of believers, which forms His
body ; the meaning, therefore, is : until the newer and higher order
of things introduced by Christ. (The reading 8 for ({, has such
slight authority for it, that it has no claim to be received.) TMrdly,
St Paul calls the law Dtarnryet,; oi' &rrth1.rov. That by this phrase
we are to understand angels in the proper sense of the word, and
not, e. g. men like Moses, Aaron, and the prophets, need not be
said. But now the Old Testament says nothing of the presence
and co-operation of the angels at the promulgation of the law.
But in the passage, Deut. xxxiii. 2, the LXX. have already trans•
lated : €1(, oegu7ni a1iToii &ryrye),,oi µeT' a1hoii. In Rabbinical writings the same idea is often found. (See J olkut Rubeni, p. 197, 8.).
J05ephus, too, is familiar with it (Ant. xv. 15, 3.), and the New
Testament recognizes it here, and Acts vii. "1">3, Hebrews ii. 2, as
correct. Of course, however, the appearance of the angels does
not exclude the appearance of Jehovah, the former only accompanies the latter. The reading aryryE°A.ov, which C gives, proclaims
itself at the first glance as a mere currection; probably the singular
is meant to refer to the angel of the Covenant, of whom the Old
Test_ament speaks, Mai. ii. 8; but, what makes the apostle here
take note of that tradition of the ministry of the angels at the
foundation of the dispensation of the old Covenant ? He meaµs
by it, on the one band, to set forth the glory of the law, but also,
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on the other hand, the infinite pre-eminence of the New Testament,
which was promulgated not by angels, but by the Son of God Himself. Fourthly, and finally, the law was otanvyek lv xetp~ µ,errl-rov,
i.e. of Moses, as indeed some MSS. of no importance read. 'Elsewhere, Christ also is called so (see 1 Tim. ii. 5; Hebrews ix. 15, xii.
24), of whom, however, no interpreter will think again in this
place. The name µ,errfr,,,r; was bestowed on Moses in consequence
of the events related in,,Exod. xix. 16, Deut. v. 5; for the people,
under a sense of their unworthiness, besought Moses to approach to
the divine appearance, in these words, " go thou near, we are
afraid !" He therefore stood between God and the people, and became in his person the means of conveying the law from God to
man. The Rabbinical name for µ,eut-r,,,,, is .,~Oi.t:2,• (See Buxtort Lex. Talmud, et Rabb., page 1555. The passages relating to
this point are collected by Schottgen on this passage.) The object of
this remark of St Paul's is now again to show how far the law
stands below the New Testament; in the Old Testament, God and
the people appear quite separated, Moses must act the mediator;
in the New Testament the Godhead and manhood are united in an
inseparable union in Christ. Accordingly we cannot either, according to the context of the whole passage, here understand the
Metatros by the µ,eufr,,,r;, which view Schmieder recommends in
his learned essay. (Naumburg, 1826, quarto.) For what is true
in this idea of the Metatros (see on John i. I, page 84, 3d edn.),
may be reduced to the doctrine of the Xoryor; ; but we cannot suppose any allusion to that here, as the mention of his manifestation
would set the promulgation of the law on an equality with the
Gospel; whilst the contrary was in favour of the apostle's argument. (The lv xetpl answers to the ~~. See Acts v. 12, vii.
35.).
Ver. ,'<0. At this famous or notorious passage it cannot of course
be our task to reckon up all the different interpretations which, if
we reckon all the shades of opini~n on this point, amount to
hundreds ; for, first of all, most of them are of such a sort, that
they proclaim themselves at the very first glance as capricious and
forced ( as, e.g., that of Weigand in the work to be cited below, who
for €Vo<, wants to read bto~ in the sense annuus, so that the meaning
would be: "the yearly' mediator is no more," whereas t!vor; is not
annuus, yearly, i.e. recurring every year, but only annotinus, hor-
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notinus, "this year's ;") and, 2ndly, it is not merely in separate
excursus to the Comms. of Flatt, Winer, and others, that information
is given on the variousinterpretations,1but they are also collected and
criticised in separate dissertations. Vole therefore confine ourselvea
to first communicating our view of the passage; and, secondly, point•
ing out some leading interpretations, whether connected with ours or
departing from it. First of all, however, it is to be observed that (what
is a rarity in the case of important and difficult passages) not one
various reading occurs in this verse in all the manuscripts and critical
authorities; that is a proof that the copyists were very C6refu1 in
copying the passage, and, on account of its unimportant dogmatical
contents, had not the slightest interest on either side to alter any·
thing in it. Liicke's view, that ver. 20 is a mere gloss, appears,
after this result of the critical auxiliaries, quite inadmissible; as to
what relates further to the connection of ver. 20 with the preceding
and succeeding ones, it plainly forms a collateral remark (caused by
the words ev xeipl µ,eul-rov), which, as such, if one pleases, may be
enclosed in brackets. For the following question : o ovv v6µ,or;
,ca-ra TWV bra-7"(€).J,w, 'TOV
takes up the question of ver. 19,
-rt ovv ov6µ,or; ; with a new turn, and carries further the argument
already begun. The meaning of the words, however, in ver. 20
itself cannot per se be difficult; indeed, the later interpreters Winer,
Hermann, Schleiermacher, Usteri, Matthies, Ruckert, are quite
unanimous in their acceptation of the separate words ; they only
vary in their determination of the connection those words have
with the course of the argument. For oµ,eu£T'I}<; denotes the idea of
the Mediator, every Mediator: as such ;-the eva~ ov,c eu-rt expresses
that a mediator necessarily presupposes two; one cannot be represented by a mediator. There is no sufficient reason to supply µ,Epov<; with evor;, it can be taken as masculine, which is to be preferred ou account of the following ek. The second half of the
verse : o 6l€o<; ek etrriv, now explains furtli:~r that God is only

eeov;
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i Among them are Bonitius plurjmorum de loco, Galat. iii. 20, sententim examinatm
novaque Rjus interpretatio tentata. Lips. 1800. Keilii programmata de variis interpretum de loco, Ga.Iat. iii. 20, sententiis. Lips. 1800-1813. 7 Dissertations reprin:ed in
Keilii Opusoulis edid. Goldhorn. vol. 1.-Weigand i•o~ in nobilissimo Pauli ell'ato
( Galat. iii. 20), hand genitivo, sed nominativo, casu esse positum, examinatis eliornm
_ 243 interpretum explicationibus, docere studuit. Erfordim, 1821. See, further, Schneckenburger's Beitrage, page 186, ss. Ullmann's Studien for 1833, part i. page 121, s,1,
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one party, and therefore the idea of a Mediator presupposes that
there is yet a second party there, namely, the people; or, taken in
a wider sense, mankind. According to this interpretation, the article needed not to be repeated before el,;, it certainly could haye
stood there, but it was not necessary. It is wanting in Luke xvii. 34,
just as here, in a connexion completely parallel, although there an cl
hepo,; fo11ows also. (Of. Wiher's Gram. p. 103.) Only one cannot translate : '.' God is the one party," but '' God is one, or a single-,_
one," and consequently also only one party. The only real difficulty in this passage is then the question, what object St _Paul has
in making this remark. On account of the brevity of the words,
and their merely ijubordinate position, '\Ve may be doubtful with
regard to the ·answer to that question. . To me, however, it is most
probable that the idea in ver. 20 connects itself in St Paul's mind
with the principal idea of his chain of argument thus. Ver. I 9 was
meant, it is true, to set forth the rlllative excellence of the law, but
so, that its inferiority to the Gospel was also ever apparent. To
make this inferiority observable is exactly St Paul's object in giving
this elucidation of the idea of the Mediator. The mediation presupposes the being separate, one cannot be mediated for; since God
is the_ one part, there must also have been a second too, mankind,
:who were separated from God. In the Gospel it is otherwise; in
Christ, the representative of the church, all are one, all divisions
and differences are in· Him annihilated, as is developed in ver. 28.
In opposition to that view, only this one argument might be adduced with any plausibility, viz. that.St Paul does qertainly, l Tim.
ii. 5, call Christ Himself" Mediator," and ascribes to Him in other
passages also a mediatorial work, as Ephes. ii. 14. But here there
is chosen only a different mode of contemplation and representation,
without its being necessary for us to suppose that St Paul had
changed his original idea of Obrist. Here, that is to say, he contemplates the Redeemer merely as tu. His person, how God and man
are united in Him; anti thus all Mediators appear superfluous. On
the other hand, in other places he (St Paul) considers not Obrist
,Himself, but His work, and, in regard to tltat, Christ Himself could
be named Mediator, because He, through it, communicates by degrees to the faithful also the union with God already completed in
His person. .If we, after this, consider some other explanation of
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the passage, we must, first of all, reject all those, which, as Steudel,
Flatt, and others, in ver. 19 and 20, whether in the whole or only
a part of the verses, have chosen to find the words of a Juda'izing
opponent;. The various members of St Paul's argument are so
closely knit together, that the slightest trace of foreign matter is
ilo where to be discovered. Only the ·questions are naturally
arranged with reference to the ground taken up by St Paul's
4udai'.zing opponents. In the same manner, we reject, at the outset, all explanations, in which the simple meaning of the words is
twisted, as, besides the already cited exposition of Weigand, is also
the case with Bertholdt, who· chooses to have ~vo,; understood of
Abraham (!), because he is called in Isaiah li. 2, "T~il; in the
sense; "this Mediator (Moses) is, however, not Abrah;~s Mediator (but then Tov evo,; must, at all events, have been put.) But
God i-s the same who gave the Law and the promise." A closer
consideration, however, is required by Schleiermacher'sand· U steri's
interpretation, which the latter (Comm. p. 121) gives as follows:
" The Law was given on account of transgressions, with . the help
of angels, through a mediator. But a mediator relates not to one
party merely, but always presupposes two parties. (The contract
is binding on both parties; now, since the Jewish people have
transgressed the Law, God cannot in relation to the Law fulfil His
promises, but only His threatenings.) But God is one; where He
has acted, without a mediator, alone for Himself, as in His announcement ~o Abraham, there too the fulfilment is independent of another party ( and therefore, for example, of the circumstance, whether
the Jews should fulfil the Law); promise and fulfilment are both
His free gift. Is then the L_aw at variance with the promises?
God forbid!" But I must assent to Winer's remarks against this
acceptation of the passage. In it the radical idea of ver. 15-18
is carried on to the deduction following from ver. 19 fo:rward; but
that is inadmissible for this reason, that here, beginning from ver.
J 9 forth, the peculiar glory o( the Law, as an independent divine
institution, is · considered. Further, the idea of the µeut-r'TJ<; is
totally different from that of the maker of a contract, of a oia0~1C'T/,
or of a uvv0~1C'T/, as Winer very judiciously remarks. Usteri's defence against Winer (ubi supra, p. 122) seems but little satisfactory. Only I can just as little assent to the independent explanation of Winer. For he expresses himself thus : non potest µeulT'T/~
li
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cogitari qui sit unius partis ; Deus est una ta.ntummodo pars;
itnque qurenam est alters? Gens Israelitica. Jam si hoe sponte
efficitur, legem mosaicam pertinere etiam ad J udooos hosque legi
isti observandoo adstrictos fuisse. But this remark seems quite
idle, since neither Jews nor Christians doubted that the Jews were
bound to the observance of the Law. We can, therefore, feel ourselves satisfied by the first-proposed interpretation ,only, · which
allows their full force, as well to the separate words, as to the context, by which we must here let ourselves. be especially guided.
For Hermann's exposition: interventor non est unius (i. e. ubiinterventor est, ibi duos minimum esse oportet), Deus autem unus
est-ergo apud Deum cogitari non potest interventor, will scarcely
have the power to recommend itself to a.ny one, as the conclusion
is clearly quite illogical, and the. thought thoroughly unscriptural.
Ver. 21. St Paul now again takes up the question from ver. 19;
and that too in such a way that he connects his discourse with the
therein-mentioned attributes of the Law : "is, then, according to
what has just been said, the Law against the promises of God,
which were given to Abraham (ver. 16) ?'' By no means, that would
be the case only if it were designed to communicate new life to
man ; but that belongs not to the Law; which is merely given by
God for a time, in order to restrain gross transgressions, and to
prepare for Christ. (Of. on the article before ivvaµ,evo,;, the pass-:
age i. 7, elulv ol mpaua-ovTes-.-Tbe tQ)o7J'oi-quat presupposes, that
the natural man is dead, and therefore incapable of fulfilling tlie
Law. Cf. Rom. viii. 3.-For 8vTws- F. G. read a"JvT}0e[q,, surely
only as a gloss. In the words av l."' voµ,av ~v there is found in the
manuscripts a very great difference with regard to their collocation.
The collocation E1' v6µov ll,v ~v has A.B.O. for vouchers, and is
justly preferred by Lachmann.)
Ver. 22. In bold words St Paul so represents the matter, as if God
had purposely. left all under sin, and had therefore not removed it
through the Law in order to manifest.llis grace the more gloriously.
We read tbe same idea Rom. xi. 32, O-VV€1'MllT€ o 0eo.<;' 'TOV<;'
wavrar, els- O/Tret0eiav, 't'va 'TOV', 71'11,V'Ta', e}..eijcrr,. We can lay no
stress, with Calvin and others, on the neuter Ta 7ravTa in this passage of Galatians, since in the second half mention is expressly
made of the 71"lO-TevovTe'> ; tbe expression is only meant to denote
the human race collectively, Gentiles as well as Jews. (Rom. i. 2.)
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l3ut " the Scripture" stands again here,. as iii. 8, for God, the
author of it, and of the Law in it. The metaphor of a prison
lies at the root of the phrase uvy"Xdew {J7ro ; God has left man
in the power of his master, the Law could not free him from it,
but could only work in him the feeling of bondage ; God's grace
alone could release him.-In this passage nothing can give rise to
hesitation, except the circumstance that the uvvetcXewe seems to
express a divine activity in relation to the sinful state of man.
But the sinful state of man is here presupposed, it is only maintained that it pleased God, not to dest1·oy again that state, but to
leave man for a time in sin, and not to send deliverance, except
through Obrist. This abandonment of man to sin, however, had
the object in vie,v, of suffering the consciousness of the frightful·
ness of sin first to develope itself in mankind in all its force, for
real deliverance can only attach itself to the yearning to be free
from it. (The aXXa connects itself thus with ver. 21, "but it
was not so, that righteousness might come through the Law : God
has rather concluded all under sin.")
·
Ver. 23. Now the being concluded under sin is represented as a
being kept and reserved until the time of the revealment of the
dispensation of faith. But, instead of the above V'TrO aµ,apTfuv,
voµ,ov stands now. This change explains itself by the circumstance, that St Paul represents the Law as the power which brings
hidden sin to light, and thereby (home) to the conscience. Sin
and the Law are, therefore, in his view correlatives. But it is remarkable that in verse 22 the discourse was of all mankind, even
Gentiles, while the Law was given to the Yews only ; for, that
voµ,o,; means here especially the institution of the Law, as Moses
gave it, is clear from verses 19 and 21. Certainly, the whole of
the apostle's chain of argument also tends especially to represent
the relation of the two dispensations of the O Id and New Covenants.
However, all that holds good of the Law of Moses certainly also
holds good, although in a less degree, of the natural law of the
Gentile world (Rom. ii. 14, 15), and, according to the context, it
must always be referred to this general human law along with the
other. (As the 7r{un,; is here described as one µeXXovua a7rol(a).,v<f,871va,, it must be understood of the faith revealed as an
object, not of the subjective state of faith ; for the latter was from
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all time in i11dividuals, even before Christ, as iii, 6 shows.-On
the coUocation of the concluding words see Rom. viii. 18.)
Vers. 24, 25. St Paul concludes then, after that, with the
thought, that the destina1iou of the Law was to lead unto Christ,
that, therefore, with the coming in of Christ, and the dispensation
of faith, its office ceased ; which is only another representation of
the contents of verse 19. Righteousness can never be attained by
the Law, it comes only by faith. As St Panl here represents the
Law as 7raioarymry6r; elr; Xf>t<rr6v, so did the Fathers represent
Philosophy for the Gentiles, which may be called a natural law,
and, in fact, genuine philosophy exercised a similar educating in·
fluence on mankind as the L1;1.w of Moses did, though of course
in a much naITower circle. But in the conception of the 'TT'atoa,yo,ryor; is couched not merely that of supervision, and restraining
from what is injurious, but also that of bringing up and moulding.
Man, as long as be lives under the Law, is afterwards (chap. iv.
l, ss.) compared with a minor, who requires education ; with the
coming in of .Christ, man is considered grown up, of foll age, and
independent: And, as in the race, so also in the individual, regeneration, the entry of Christ into the inner world, is impossible
without developement unto consciousness ; but without regenerat.ion man evermore remains in a state of childhood.
Vers. 26, 27. Believers, therefore, can no longer be under the
Law, because they are vlot fhov, and that are they, because all
those baptized hnve put on Obrist. Baptism unto Christ is, therefore, here, according to its innermost idea, understood as the act of
regeneration itself, in which the old man dies, the new man is
born (Rom. vi. 3.) The Xpun?iv ivovuau8a, is a description of
what happens in the new birth. This expression, borrowed from
passages in the OU Testament (Isa. lxi. 10), denotes the most intimate appropriation of Christ, so that in Ephes. iv. 21, Oo1. iii. 10,
to-put on the new man is used as= avaN:aivovu8a,; and l Cor.
, xv. 53, 54, a8avaulav, ar:p8apulav EVOV<Ta<F0at denotes the change
of the mortal body into the immortal nature of corporeity. But
with whomsoever Christ joins Himself, to liim, He, the Son of God,
also communicates the nature of a child of God. But St Paul
names, in Rom. viii. 14, 'TrVEvµ,a-n eeov &,ryeu0ai as the characteristic sign of the vlc;,; Beofi. Whilst, therefore, the slavishly-dis-
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posed man under the Law strives to keep God's command_s through
fear alone, but in his heart loves sin, the child of God performs
God's will through inward pleasure and joy, out of love to holiness.
-In the conception vio1, 0Eov (which name is substantially equivalent to TJ,cva e., only that the former expresses the idea of one consciQUS, grown up, more than the latter), two extremes are to be
avoided. ~First, the one according to which the idea is deprived of
everything distinctive, and is lowered to a merely figurative expression, as if every one were by nature a child of God, and received
through Christ only the consciousness of it. But, secondly, the
other is just as much to be av,oided, viz. as if all men became
through the new birth sons of God in the sense in which Christ
Himself is so. The truth lies in the middle. Christ really com- ·.
municates His very nature to man in the new birth, changes them
into Himself, imparts to :them somewhat of His divine nature ;
but just because man receives this higher life by communication
only, whilst Christ possesses it originally and independently, man
is never called vlo<; e. in the sense that Ohris_t is, who is and remains oµ,ovoryev1,;. (See in the Comm. on Luke i. ::\5.)
V~rs. 28, 29. With this elevation into children of God all the
distinctions also which, while out of Christ, have any significance
in a religious or political point of view, are levelled unto the faithful in their religious relations; they form a great living unity in
Christ, i.e. one which Christ fills with His Spirit and life. The
participation in this one holy living fellowship, the true uwepµ,a
'A.f3paaµ,, to whom the promises are given (vers. 15, 16), is also
the only condition of participation in. the divine inheritance. Thus
the end is strictly connected with the beginning (ver. 15.) But in
this passage it is, first of all, surprising that we have wavT€<; ek
euTe, as we expect iv, which is found, it is true, in F.G., but merely
as a correction. We in fact find in the Gospels iv Elva, always
(John x. 30, xvii. ll, 21.) But the masc. is surely chosen here
with reference to ver. 16, where the one seed is called Christ, as I
Cor. xii. 12; but it is not essentially different from lv, for a merging of individualities is by no means ·meant to-be expressed by the
masc. But, in the second place, it seems erroneous to say that all
distinctions are abolished by Christianity. True. the contrast of
Jews and Gentiles is abolished- as a religious distinction (and yet
even that not absolutely ; see the remarks on the parallel passage,
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Col. iii. 11), but not the general kuman one of man and wife (i.e.
of course, not in the physical but in the ethical relation, according
to which the wife appears subordinate to the husband after as before), nor the political one of freedom and slavery. A revolutionary lust of liberty might think it had fom;i.d in these words of the
apostle a support of its frenzied projects. But the way in w}J.ich
Bt Paul himself in other places speaks on the subordination of the
wife to the husband, of the servant to the master ( l Oor. xi. 7, ss. ;
Ephes. v. 22, ss. ; Col. iii. 18; Ephes. vi. 5, ss.; Col. iii. 22,
ss.), leaves not the slightest doubt but that St Paul, even in these
contrasts, means the eye to rest on the religious-moral side of them
only. It is only in the kingdom of God that all become one in
Christ in every relation. (As to [vi, Col. iii. 11, James i. 17,
which the elder grammarians, and even Fritzsche, look on as contracted from bleun, but Winer with Buttmann take for the apostrophized ev, lvl,-see Winer's Gramm. page 76.)
Chap. iv. 1, 2. In what follows, down to ver. 7, St Paul carries
out another subordinate idea, to which the mention of sonship and
inheritance in what precedes leads him. For in a certain point of
view it may be said that men, even before Christ, are children of
God, not merely as created by God the Father, but also as being
called to regeneration, and consequently furnished with the capacity
for it.
But as, in outward life, the heir, while a minor, is on a par with
the servant, though. he is the lord of all (of the whole inheritance), so ;t is also in the spiritual; it was requisite for mankind first to become ripe in spirit, before Christ could come.
As the heir, while a minor, is subject to tutors, so mankind,
while of itnmature age, are under the Law, as a 'tf'atoaryoryo,;, This'
idea is very remarkable, inasmuch as there is plainly expressed in
it, that man, even witkout and befo.re Christ, therefore while yet in
sin, was, however, always the master of all,; it is true he is,in a state
of humiliation, but for all that his nobility still shines through. In
the Kvpw,; mivTmv, namely, there probably lies a reference to
the dominion over the earth bestowed on man (Gen. i. 26; Ps.
viii. 5), which in Christ came fully to completion, and in the
kingdom of God will be exercised by all believers. (Ver. 2, e'tf'tTpoTro<; is a guardian [Xen. Mero. i. 2, 40; <:Elian v. H. iii. 26,
xiii. 44 ], who supplies the place of the dead 01· absent father. Ol,c6-
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voµ,a,;, on the other hand, is the steward who has the management of
the estate. Both expressions compose here the combined idea of
conducting or lea.ding by means of a power standing between God
and man, namely, of a 'IT'aii:iary(J)f'f"a,; Ei-; Xpurr6v. To consider these
teachers of the minor as having especial reference to prophets or
priests, is unsuitable ; they merely represent the Law in general;
we must not insist on the difference between the two expressions,
nor on the plural's being used. The only meaning which
might be claimed for the latter would be, that by it the Law of
Moses, and the natural Law together, would be denoted.-11po•
81:rrµJ,a, tempus constitutum, a legal term, which occurs very often
in. the orators.)
Vers. 3, 4. T1ie apostle has certainly now the Jews principally in_ his mind in this comparison, so that Tii rrToixe'ia TOV
K,luµ.ov mean the institution of the Law of Moses ; but, in a more
extended sense, the idea holds good also of the Gentile world,
which showed itself even better prepared than the Jews; not because it had just as good preparative means, but because it used
the inferior ones more honestly. The 'TT'AiYJproµ,a Tov x,p6vov (answering to the 7rpo0Errµ,la Tov 'lt'aTpo<., in the metaphor, and therefore to be taken as an attainment of one's full age). is an historical
event of univl;)rsal importance for the· human race ; it is indeed the
turning-point of the old and new time, so that Christ forms the
centre of the history of the world, in which all the ·radii meet, to
which all points before Him, and from which all proceeds after
Him. The choice of this time is certainly an act of the divine
decree, but no arbitrary one, rather one determined by the course
of the developement of the human race. The expression 'IT'/\.17proµ,a is to be explained by fancying or picturing to one's-self
that a space of time is, as it were, filled up by the streaming in of
time until the terminus ad quern ; but then it is also at the same
time intimated in it, that all the conditions, whicn were necessary
for the coming in of the event of Christ's mission, were brought to
completion. (See on the phrase '1T'/\.17pwµ,a Tov x,p6vov, Ezek. v. 2; ·
Dan. x. 3; Ephes. i. 9. It can by no means be referred, as <TVVTE/\.Eta 'Tov alwvo-;, to the latter days, to the end of the world ; for,
though the writers of the New Testament look on the latter days
as come in with Christ's advent (see 1 Cor. x. 11), the relation
to them does not lie in the w}..~pwµ,a TOV x_p6vov or 'T<iJv Katpruv. If
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this were the case, it would stand as in Tobit. xiv. 5 : iro,; '1TA1Jp&J8rixn 1'atpol 'TOV aiwvo,;.) But the V7r6 'Tit U'TOll)(,E'ia TOU ,c6uµov,
which answers to the iJ7r6 emTp67rov,; 1'at al,wv6µov,; in tl1e metaphor, is peculiar. For u-roixe'iov means elementum, in the twofold meaning of original matter (2 Peter iii. 10), and £rst principles (Hebrews v. 12.) The Fathers adhered to the £rst meaning, and referred -l]µei,; to the Gentiles, so that mention would be
made of their worship of nature and the elements. " We served
under the elements of the world" would mean " w!Y'were subject to
the power of nature, which were embodied in the idols." But mention is not made ,here of the Gentiles especially, the {nr6 voµov in
verse 5, and the u-rwx/ia, to which the converted Gentiles fell
back, according to verse 9, rather point plainly to the Law of
Moses, to which also/ the phrase u•roixe'ia -roii ,cbuµov in Col. ii.
8. 20 refers. Now, how the Old Testament in relation to the
Gospel can be called UTOtxe'ia, element a, the £rst steps of religious
life, is easily comprehended; but the addition 1'buµov is puzzling. For
the phrase has the collateral idea of the being fallen a prey to sin
and corruption
(1 John ii. 16.) But bow ~an that be said of
the Old Testament, as it surely still remains a divine institution,
even if it be a subordinate one ? It might be thought the genitive is not meant to designate the character of the O"TOtXEUZ, but
their destina-tion for the education of the world ; but in that case
the dative, or el,;, must neces~arily have been- used. Or again, it
might be· supposed allowable to assume, that St Paul uy that name
docs not mean to designate the Old Testament per se, but only the
Rabbinical variously perverted mode of interpreting it, the so-called
oevTepooue1,r; of the Scribes, which went beyond the institµtions of
Moses. But, according to iv. I 0, that is not the case. He designates
the purely Mosa'ical institutions as au0€Vrj ,cat, -'1TTWXd- O"Toixe'ia
(ver. 9), just as in Heb. vii. I 8 mention is made of something au0eve,; ,cat &:vruif>eXe,; in the· Law. However, these epithets seem yet
milder than the addition Tov ,couµov. For the aa-BEVi},; designates
merely the character of the Law, according to which it imparts no
higher power,- and 'Tr'Troxo,; its restricted nature, compared with the
riches of the Gospel. Both are so ordered by God. But the ad·
dition -rov'1'00-µov points to something !linful. This mode of expression can only be explained by distinguishing two modes of interpreting the Old Testament, the outward arid· the inward, the
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literal and the spiritual. The inward and only true one recognizes in its rites and ordinances the outward and.visible signs of
more profound ideas; e.g. in circumcision it sees the inward cleansing of the soul, the circumcision of the heart, &c. ; if, therefore, it
does not neglect the outward, yet it always takes it in connexion
with the inner idea. The outward mode, on the contrary, stops
short at the actions !tS such, without taking into consideration the
idea which lies in them; it was thus the J udai'zers interpreted it,
and in this form the Old Testament appeared not merely as the beginning of the divine life, but- as fallen a prey to the world, as more
than poor and spiritless, viz. as incapable of amending and changing the heart. But we cannot consid~r it. as a characteristic of
the Old Testament itself that it contains the uTotxe'ia TOV tco<Tµ,ov, for, according to its inner idea, it is eternal, imperishable, and
complete, as a work of the living God. (Matt. v. 17, 18.) Finding such expressions, one comprehends how so many could take
offence at St Paul's labours!
Ver. 5. Now from this yoke Christ bi,,s redeemed man (iii. 13),
that. they through Him might receive the adoption of sons (iii. 26);
i.e. forgiveness of sins, and strength unto a new life, iii. 14.-But
in the description of Christ His earthly humility is (in the words ,yevoµ,evov
,YVVat1'0', (i'Ttt:'~ ,~i,'I, Job xiv. 1), ,yevoµ,evov inr?, voµ,ov) contrasted with th; ~ajesty which is denoted in the name o
vl?,-, T. e.
The former phrase denotes the reality of Christ's incarnation,
perhaps with a thus early reference to Docetic heresies ; as the
Son of God he was begotten of Gad, as man he was born of Mary.
The latter represents Him as a true member of the Jewish nation, as
also destined to fulfil the Law, as all Israelites were obliged to do,
bearing His yoke also (Acts xv, 10; Gal. v. 1) like bis fellow-men.
But wherefore that addition ? For the mere purpose of denoting
the humility the first clause woultl have sufficed ; besides, the i'va
TOVr, v1ro v6µ,ov Jga,yop&.uy is so intimately connected with what
follows, that the repetition of the inro voµ,ov· cannot possibly be
accidental and void of meaning. It is highly proba·ble that 'by it
St Paul means to point to the complete, active, and passive, fulfilment of the Law by Christ, the culminating point of which was
His death. By His perfect righteousness in life and death He redeemed the slaves of the Law, as by faith His righteousness becomes
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their righteousness, His being tl,eir being ; the Son of God by communicating Himself makes all men sons of God. (The rea~ing ryev-

vwµ,evov has but slight authorities in its favour, and has surely its
origin in the circumstanoe that it was wished to escape the double rye·
v6µ,evov.-As to vw0e(j'ta see on Rom. viii. 15.)
Vers. 6, 7. Now, as the faithful are children of God, God has
sent the Spirit of His Son into their hearts, or poured it out, as it
is, called Rom, v. 6. Usteri writes on this passage, that one expects rather the converse, viz. " because God has sent us the Spirit, we are God's children." No doubt, the Spirit too, of itself,
effects the regeneration of man, but the question here is of a higher
form of the operation of the Spirit, which connects itself with the
new birth, just as the communication of the Spirit at Pentecost
supposes earlier and more general operations of the Spirit on the
hearts of the apostles. :Accordingly, it appears altogether unsuitable to take the 8Ti in the meaning that, and to consider as the
sense oJ the verse, the suggestion to the readers of a proof of their
adoption by God, proceeding from their own experience, as if it
were written : "Bnt, that ye are children of God proceeds from the
circumstance that-." This_ view Ri.ickert has again defended,
after St Ohrysostom, Ambrose, Kappe, Morus, and Flatt. But the
entire absence of any grounds for this supplement, if nothing else,
renders it but little worthy of approbation. (The Holy Ghost is
here designated as the Spirit of the Son, just because it is to be
described as especially belonging to the vio'i~ 0eov.-'Hµwv, here
quite unexpected, is preferable, being vouched for by A.C.D.F.G.,
to the
of the text. rec., which is only put for /iµ,wv·on account
of [U'TE.-The "P&.tov· 'A/3/3ii, 6 7raT~p, is only meant to characterize the H0ly Ghost as a truly child-like Spirit of love, which
teaches to adore God as Father. As to the reasons for the application of the Hebrew form, se(;J on Rom. viii. 15. With the assumption that the child-like lisp in the word was thought significant
may be combined Winer's opinion, that well·known prayers began
with Abba, so that it might be paraphrased thus : "Who teaches us
to pray in child-like mind and child-like form."-Ver. ?". The
transition of the discourse into the second person singular is meant
to individualize the representation more; i.e. "each single one of
my readers, of whom what has been said holds good."-The KA'YJ·
pov6µo~ refers us back again to iii. 15, to the metaphor of the will.
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-In the concluding words the readings differ very much. The
usual reading is 9eoii 8,a Xpurrov, A.B. read merely 8ia Beov,
F.G. Sul 0eov Xpitrrov. Lachmann has, in accordance with his
critical principles, preferred the reading 8ul f>eoii. Since Semler's
time, however, most critics are justly of opinion that the difference in
the readings is best explained by the assumption that originally ,cai
1ilv1Jpo116µ,o,;; only stood ; and that then the copyists, for the explanation of this somewhat bold-looking conclusion, added first 011e
word, then another.)

§ 7,

HAGAR AND SARAH TYPES OF THE LAW AND OF THE GOSPEL.

(iv. 8-v. 1.)
St Paul might now have here closed bis dogmatical discussion,
as the relation of the Law and the Gospel was completely developed ; but his zeal feels a~ yet unsatisfied, he addresses himself
anew to the Galatians, just as he did iii. I, ss., reminds them of
their former condition and their former experiences, and finally, iv.
21, ss., goes into yet another consideration of the great que,stion
from a completely, different point of view. St Paul reminds them
first (verS,' 8, 9) of their former Gentile life, whence it appears that
at least the greater number by far of the Galstian Christians were
formerly-Gentiles, who, however, might surely, as proselytes of righteousnes, or of the Gate, have become ao,quainted with the Old Tes-,
tament. The knowledge of the one true God, which came to them
by Christianity, delivered them from that false faith. Now, St
Paul proves from this contrasting of their earlier unconverted, 'and
present converted, state, bow contradictory, how unnatura],, it would
be, if they, who were delivered by Christ, should betake themselves
to another form of slavery, namely to that under the yoke of the
Law, the weak and beggarly rudiments of religious life. That thus
the rnoixe'ia have no refereuce to Gentile idolatry is quite clear,
for ver. lO describes unmistakeably the Jewish economy, to which
the Galatians had turned back. (See at iv. 3.) Ju the flo,he,;;,
ryvovTe<;, and ryv(J)u0evTe,;; we may add that a climax occurs ; the first
denotes the more merely-outward knowledge, that God is; the se-
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cond denotes the inner· essential knowledge in actlVlty ; and the
third the passive knowledge of God in love, which state of mind is
produced by God Himself. (See, as to the relation of the active
and passive in knowledge, the remarks on the completely similar
passage 1 Cor. viii. 3; where also all three expressions stand, as
here, side by side.)
The knowing, without having previously been known of, God, i.e.
penetrated, filled, by Him, ia ever unsatisfactory, because it is, as
such, without love; one knows God and divine tbinga so far only
11s one loves them.
·
The interpretations agniti a Deo, or even eognoscere faeti, i.e.
a Deo ad eognitionem s1,i adducti, are quite inadmissible. See the
remarks on the above-cited passage: (Verse 8. <j>/,uei is wanting in
MSS. of no importance ouly, but th~ text. rec. puts the negative
before if>uuet. A.B.C.D.E.F., howeve!, sre for the later collocation, which is, therefore, no doubt preferable. The meaning too
suits better; for St Paul does not deny in every sense, that they
are God's [see on 1 Cor. viii. 5], but only that they are so according to the <j>vut._, i.e. the true nature.~Ver. 9. The 7r/;Jr; E7riurpeq,ere ?TaMv is to be explained by the supposition, that the Galatian Christians had already, as proselytes, become acquainted with
' the Old Testament. The words 7ra,""ll,w avru0ev, which follow, are
striking ; they are pleonastic, but explicable on the supposition ,
that the relapse is to be made as prominent as possible. For
there is nowhere found any hint of an earlier relapse, so that
this could have been the second. Similar pleonasti(? passages:
with 'ITllAtV and avru0ev or €/€ Sevrepov are found, Wisdom xix. 6 ;
Matt. xxvi. 42 ; Aristoph. Pint. v. 121 ; Xen. Anab. i. 10, 10. See
Winer on this Passage.-As to 0eXeTe, see on i. 7 ; the freedom of
action is expressed in that word.)
Ver. i 0, 11. In what follows St Paul mentions particular Jewish
customs, to the observance of which the Galatians had returned.
It is striking that circumcision, on which, however, the Judai:sts
laid the most stress, is wanting. This is not to be explained, as
Riickert wishes, by the assumption that St Paul had intended to
mention such customs only as were commc,n to Jews and Gentiles;
for certainly no relapse into heathenism was apprehended ; neither
is it explained by the assumption, that the Galatians, as proselytes,
were already circumcised, and consequently could not relapse into
3
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that error; v. 2 is against that : rather let us say the customs
mentioned stand, by synecdoche, for all the customs. The ~µ~pai
are, it may be supposed, the Sabbaths, µ,~ve<;, the new moons,
«alpoi, longer festival seasons, as Easter, Pentecost, the feast of
the Tabernacles, which were celebrate_d for eight days successively,
Evlavroi, in fine, the years of jubilee. The three first seasons are
also quoted, Col. ii. I 6. Besides, the solemnization in itself is not
blamed ; the old church, too, had already its festivals; but what
was superstitious i_n it, i.e. the opinion, that it was necessary to
salvation.
That is also intimated l;>y wapaT'T}pe'icr0ai, superstitiose observare, a word that elsewhere in the New Testament, both in the
active and middle forms, means "to lie in ambush." See Mark
iii. 2; Luke vi. 7, xiv. l, xx. 20. (Ver. l l. In the passage iii. 3,
St Paul represented the belief and the sufferings of the Galatians,
and here his labours with them, as vain. In ver. 19 he declares
· that the labour must be begun anew.-The construction fJ,1J7rm,
K,€,cow{aKa expresses that what be fears has alread)' happened, and
had not yet to happen._ In the <f,o/3oDµ,ai vµa<; the figure attraction is to be observed, as it is taken out of the following clause.
[See Winer, Gram. p. 483, and in the Comm. on this passage.]
However, there is still the harshness in the phrase, that the word
taken up out of its own clause is not the subject of the subordinate
clause, as it usua1ly is in other similar cases, and as is the case in
the examples brought forward by Winer, ubi supra. But this interpretation, in spite of its harshness, is yet to be preferred to
Riickert's opinion, who chooses to take cpo/3oDµat vµas : "I am
alarmed for you," which is quite inadmissible, and besides very
much increases the difficulty of interpreting tbe following fJ,'1j7rOJ<;
«. r. A, The thought, " I fear for you," would have required the
mention of the loss which the Galatians themselves suffered, not
St Paul.
Ver. 12. To give force to bis exhortation, St Paul beseeches the
Galatians to become as he was, since lie had become as they were.
To refer these words merely to the love between St Paul and the
Galatians, as, besides Luther, Brenz, and Beza, Grotius too, Morns,
and others, wish to do, so that the sense would be, "Love me as
I love you," is plainly inadmissible, as the rylveu0at &i,; expresses a
more special idea, in which one can only imagine love acting as a
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motive. The words in this passage are paralleled 1 Cor. 1v. 16,
xi. 1, where it is said: µ,ifJHlrat µ,ov ry{veu-Oe. The ryLve<F0e coo;
l,yd, can be taken only so, as to call upon the Galatians to place
themselves in that freedom in which St Paul stood. But how can
St Paul say, "4'Y<'» &ii;- vµ,e'is ? is eyevo/JHlv to be supplied, or the
future ? As 8n precedes, the fo'l'mer only is allowable ; the apostle
grounds on his own conduct his exhortation to the Galatians to act
thus also.
But what did that conduct consist in ? St Paul had surely neither become a Gentile, according to the earlier position of the
Galatians, nor a Jew, according to their present one. To me it is
most probable that St Paul had in view his whole manner of proceeding in his preaching of the Gospel among the Gentiles, in .
which he ever sought to place himself in the position in which he
found his hearers at the time.
He now makes a somewhat similar claim on his hearers in respect to their relation to him: "as I always sought to look at
matters from the same point of view as ye did, so do ye also
now act in the same spirit towards me."-The words aoe7\,(pot,
oeoµ,ai bµwv, are best. taken by themselves, without joining aoe).cpo't,
to bµ,e'i-;, as some manuscripts do. But the concluding words,
µe nou,~<FaTE, are still obscure through their brevity. True,
the clause can excite no doubt in so far as the infidelity of the Galatians had certainly offended St Paul, for in that infidelity he saw
no personal injury, but only an offence against the Lord. But the
connection is not clear. We may supply with Winer, "I have,
therefore, no reason to be angry with you, but I say and do all out
of love to you." Riickert thinks the declaration of St Paul that
they had not injured him, is meant to serve to call upon them not
to draw back from him in fear. The simplest way of taking the
words seems to be this : " You have in other cases done everything after my will, you certainly will do it in this case also."
The decision remains still uncertain; but the following verses axe
in favour of assuming such a Litotes in these words.
Verses 13, 14. As in iii. 1, ss., St Paul again reminds the Galatians of the manner in which they had received him earlier,
namely; as an angel of God, yea, as Christ Himself, i.e. with the
greatest veneration and love (see 2 Cor. v. 20), and yet his appearance among them formed a striking contrast with the glory of his
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preaching. St Paul appeared in Galatia in infirmity, and under
temptations, but they did not despise the apostle on those accounts,
but well knew how to recognize the precious kernel in the mean
husk.
The chief question here is what is the acr0iveia T1J'> crapx:oo;, and
the '1T'Etpaa-µ.o<; iv ry cri:l.px:t. To think of persecutions alone we are
forbidden not merely by the reiteration of uap~, 1 but also by the
circumstance, that surely persecutions could not well have occurred
immediately on his appearance in Galatia; they usually began r;>nly
when the Gospel spread. To me, with Rtickert, it seems alone
correct to suppose bodily infirmity, and trials arising therefrom,
are meant, so that this passage is parollel with 2 Cor. xii. 7, ss.
We must not figure to ourselves St Paul as of giant colossal frame,
but rather as weakly. See Tholuck's remarks on this point in the
Stud. for 1835, part ii. p. 364, ss. Next, the expression
7rpoTepov,-from which it may be reasonably concluded that St Paul,
when he wrote these words, had been twice already in Galatia,-is
here to be noticed. See on this point Ruckert's remarks in the
Magazine, p. 116, against Bottger's arbitrary expositions. See
his Beitrage, 3d part, p. 9. -(Ver. 18 the Sia is to be taken in
the sense: "whilst under the circumstances," as in S,a v6KTa,
s,a xeiµ,oova.-Verse 14. For '1T'Eipacrµ,6v µ,ov, A.B.D.F.G. read
vµ.riiv, which Lachmann has received, but the ev Tf, uapx:t µ.ov following does not permit us to receive this reading, which rests probably on the error of a copyist. Semler, Winer, and Ruckert
_choose to have µ,av also struck out, and both pronouns considered
as spurious additions.)
Verse Hi. Here the reading: ,-[.,
17v «.T.°X. gives no very·
good &ense, unless ,-[., be taken in the sense of 7TO<Fo<;. But
now A.B.C.F.G. read 7rofi for Ti'>, and in A.C. 77v is also wanting, whilst F. G. have ?J. The latter reading is to be preferred with· the later critics, so that the meaning is: "where is
then the blessedness in which ye then were?" (Ma«aptcrµ,o,; is
found also Rom. iv. 6.) Only the 17v excites some doubt, as,
on the assumption that '1T'Ov was the original reading, it is difficult
to explain how ijv or ?i could have come in. Now St Paul des-

,-o

avv

1 See the parallel passage 1 Thess. ii. 2, where, however, .-ct'pl; is wanting, and we are
certainly to tjlink of persecutions alone.
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, cribes his grief hyperbolically (el SvvanSv) when he says, that they
would willingly have sacrificed to him what was dearest to them.
(See Hor. Sat. ii. 5. 35. Terent. Adelph. iv. 5. 67.)
Vers. 16, 17. In order to represent to the Galatians their change
of mind as deserving of entire reprobation, St Paul further compares his conduct to that of the Judrosts, to whom they had given
themselves up. In St Paul there was a sfocere, pure, zeal ; he
sought to win the souls of men for God ; the Juda¥sts too were
ze«,lous, but tkey sought to win the souls of men for themselves,
in order to increase their party and acquire consideration. " Could
I, therefore, have become your enemy (that is, hateful to you),
because I work in truth, and (we must supply) can tkose be your
friends ?" Zeal St Paul certainly concedes to them, not a pure
one, however (t,,,xovow ov ,ca).wr;) but a selfish one. (Z,,,Xovv
nva cannot here mean " to envy one," but " to busy -one's-self
about one, to seek zealously to win him over," 2 Oor. xi. 2, Ps.
xxivii. 1.) But what follows is not quite clear: &xxa (imo
potius) EKKA.E'io-at vµ,ar; 0JXovo-iv, for that vµ,iir; is to be read, instead of the r,µ,fir; of the text. rec., all the later critics agree. But
to what does the action of the EKKXe'i<rai refer ? " From -the
church," "from the Christian community," or "from me," might
be supplied. But this all comes to the same thing in the end, for
the tme Christian community is only with the true apostles and
their genuine doctrine. But that the separation from the person of
St Paul is the most immediate reference is shown by the conclusion : tva allTovr; ?;,,.,XovTE, "instead of me, you shall join yourselves to· tltem, make tkem the goal of your endeavours.'' But
here the indicative after tva, which is also found 1 Cor. iv. 6, raises
a difficulty. Fritzsche (on Matt. p. 837) proposed, for that reason, to take tva in these passages ·as = "where;" "quo in statu,
i. e., ubi a me estis abalienati, illos studiose appetitis.'' But Winer
justly rejects this as forced, and explains the unusual construction
by the waning genius of the language, under the influence of
which St Paul wrote, and which makes itself especially remarkable
in a laxer use of the particles. (See Winer'sGramm. p. 266.)
Ver. 18, Now St Paul, in order to show that he thinks the zeal
of the Galatians in itself very ·praiseworthy, and certainly does not
want to damp it, remarks, that zeal is good, when it arises in a
good cause, and is persevering, not merely in his presence, but
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also in his absence. (We may doubt whether the i;,,,)i,ofia0a, is to
be taken as passive or middle. Riickert chooses to take it decidedly
as passive, therefore equal to "meet with ,;;j'Ao<;, to be pursued
with zeal." But the context does not suit that view; if the /;'f/)..ovaw
uµa,; came immediately before, it might be thought that St Paul
proceeded : " It is good to be pursued with zeal," but. as /;'f/)..ovTe
precedes, the discourse, in what follows, can also be of the zeal of
the Galatians themselves only. Winer thinks he can claim for /;'f/l\.oiict0a, the meaning " to be reciprocally zealous," but what follows will not suit that either, for the activity of the Galatians· can
alone be meant there. Therefore it se\)ms to be put as perfectly

=

?;°'f/MVV.)

Ver. 19. Hereupon St Paul, in the overflow of his feeling, ad. dresses the Galatians as his children, whom he has begotten
as Father through the word of truth (James i. 18); and whom he
(by giving another turn to the figure) bears on his heart as a mother, and brings to the birth with travail anew, until they entirely
answer to their Christian character, i. e. until Christ has acquired
a form in their hearts. It is self-evident that here the reference
to the new man, Christ in us (Gal. ii. 20), is to be maintained:
we. are not to think of the mere communication of doctrine, of
the completion of instruction ; the only question is, how the &')(Pt'>
according to that idea of regeneration, is to be taken. For
regeneration seems to be an act, which either is or is not ; but
here a continuous activity of travail is represented, which attains
its end (µopcpil Xpurroii) by degrees only. We may suppose now
that this state appeared in such a light to St Paul, that the new
life in man (the conception) begins, it is true, suddenly, but does
not, except by degrees, form and fashion itself to a truly personal
and conscious life : at first Christ works only. in man by His
power, but there proceeds from this energy a higher form of personality, the man lives also in Christ. St Paul here directs the
Galatians, as to the aim of his labour in the Spirit, to this corn·
pletion of the Christian life, which would secure them from such
relapses as the one they threatened.
Vers. 20. In order to express to them his love as cordially as
possible, St Paul further utters. the wish to be with them, and to
be able to lay before them more immediately the innermost feelings
of his heart, by word of mouth, than writing admits of, for he was

ov,
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in uncertainty and doubt on their account. (The ~8e}..ov = 'f}vx6/J,'Y/V, Rom. ix. 3, or JfJov}..oµ,r;'V, Acts XXV, 22.-i.Poov~v aX~.afa~
is commonly explained only of the form of instruction and censure, but that mjght surely have been adjusted by writing also
according tu the circumstances. It is to be referred altogether and
-specially to the voice, the nature and modulations of which are so
entirely dependent on the tone of mind.-' A 7ropovµ,ai is to be taken
as passive. '.' I am brought into embarrassment in regard to, you."
I cannot at this distance communicate myself to you so entirely as
I could wish.)
Ver. 21-28. After this more personal and affectionate lecture
(yer. 12-20) St Paul returns to the form- of demonstration, with a
l'!)sumption of vers. 9, 10. "Ye who, as I said above, wish to be
again under the Law, do ye not understand the Law? why, it
speaketh against yon and for me _r' And now St Paul argues from
the history of Abraham and of his sons: Ishmael was the son of
Hagar, who was a slave ; Isaac was the son of Sarah, the free,
legitimate wife of Abraham; Ishmael was begotten according to natural inclination alone and in the usual way ( /CaTa uapl(a, Gen. xxi.
9, xiv. 19 )-: Isaac, on the contrary, was born of the barren Sarah
'W hens he was ninety, Abraham one hundred years old, in consequence
of a divine promise (Gen. xv. 4, xvii. "16, xviii. 10) and by divine
power (Rom. iv. I 9, ss.) (Ver. 21. B.D.E.F.G. read avaryivwu-lCeTe in lieu of 0,/Wl/€T€. But that seems to be merely a correction
by such copyists as tr~nslated a,covere '' hear ye not," and applied,
we may suppose, the hearing to the reading in the _congregation.
But St Paul supposes the history to be known, for a,.:oueTe is here
meant as " do ye not then understand what the Old Testament relates?'' after the analogy of YOW· Deut. xxviii. 49; Jer. v. lo.)
V ers. 24.- 26. St Paul no; ~pplies this history to the relation
of the Law to the Gospel, and thereby developes their character.
But, before we investigate this mode of proceeding of St Paul's with
this passage of the Old Testament itself more closely, let us first
consider the details of the interpretation which is given of the
history of Abraham. First, there is a 'T£Va ianv o:'},,}..r;ryapovµ,eva,
i.e. this history means something else than in their mere literal
sense the words announce ; they contain a deeper meaning.
Suidas interprets a")..)vqryopla;, µ,emcf,apa, lf,}.,}..o }..eryov TO "/paµ,µ,a
Kai li,}..}.,o TO vo71µ,a. Hesychius.:. &x>..o n wapa TO a,covoµ,evov V'TT'O-
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oei"vvouG"a; In the .Fathers the words 1rpo1ro'Aoryta, Oewpta, avarywry!a, are also use~ in the same or a nearly-related sense ;1 but the
result of the allegori{Jal exposition is called {nrovoia, the underlying meaning. The two women, Hagar and Sarah, · continues St
Paul, are two covenants which God has set up with man. · {..d ,a011K71 cannot here retain the meaning of" Testament, promise of an
inheritance," because the latter is not applicable to the Law of
Moses, it is here merely= r,.,-,:i,.) 2 Hagar, the slave, nieap.s the
one of these covenants, the La\~,= which was promulgated on Mount
Sinai:, and thence proceeded as from its centre. This Law is now,
according to the comparison with Hagar, represented as a mother
who communicates her -status to her children ; the slave can bear
slaves alone. This is denoted by the addition el~ oov'Aelav ryevvwG"a,3 SC, Ota81]tC1J, and ver. 25 the oov'Aevei µ,e-ra -r&v -re1tvwv
avTrf~· Sarah, on the other hand, the free woman, who ther~fore
bears free chjldren, represents the other covenant. The New Testament is, therefore, called fl,1JT'1JP ~µ.wv, sc. ma.ev6v-rwv; all believers, therefore, bear likewise the character of the institution to which
they belong. But, besides this parallel, St Paul further uses for
denoting the two covenants the names: ~ vvv and ~ &vw 'Iepov·
<ra).17p,. We are not to understand by that expression an antithesis between the low-lying part of the city of Jerusalem and the
higher citadel of Zion, or between the old Salem in the time of
Melchisedec (Gen. xiv. 18) and the later Jerusalem, as all later
interpr~ters acknowledge : but the earthly Jerusalem, as type of
the institution of the Law of Moses, which had its centre in that
city and the temple in it, is opposed to the heavenly Jerusalem, as
type of the institution of the New Testament. The expressions vfJv
and &vw = therefore ry17ivo~ and lrirovpavw~, which last name occurs Heb. xii. ·22, Apocal. xxi. 2. How far we are to understand
this new Jerusalem as something real cannot be considered until
we come to explain the Revelation, which gives a detailed description of the new or heavenly Jerusalem ; it is here sufficient to
think of it in general only as a type of the city of the Faithful, as
1 See Tho!uck's- first Supplement to the Comm. on the Epistle to the Hebrews, page
22, sq.
2 See on 01a8,iK11, with the epithets ,ra>..a,d., .rpw-r,1, ,cai,ry, <l,o-ripa, via, Matt. xxvi.
28; 2 Cor. iii. 6, 14 ; Heb. viii. 7, 8, ix. l5, xii. 24.
3 On y,uuau, applied to women, see Luke i. 13, 57.
F 2
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the woXfreuµ,a ev oupavo'i,; (Phil. iii. 20), therefore of the kingdom
of God, i. e. of the Church of Christ and of the Spirit working in
it. Had St Paul understood nothing real by it, no comparison
between the constitution under the New Covenant and the heavenly
Jerusalem could have occurred. The Rabbis, too, who often use
this representation, no doubt in consequence of passages in the
Old Testament, like Isaiah liv. H, 12, Ix. 18, lxii. 6, Ezek. xlviii.,
understood something real by the term heavenly Jerusalem. (See
the, passages in the well-known writings of Schottgen, Lightfoot,
Bertholdt, and Winer, in the Comm. page 113. The doser consideration of the Rabbinical conceptions we also defer to the exposition of the Apocalypse.) Thus, then, we have remaining in
the. interpretation of the details only the words (in verse 25) TO
"ftip ~A"fap $wii lJpo<; €<TTiv

€V TV 'Apa/3tq,, dwnoixe'i

oe

/C. T.

A,,

which clearly bear on the face of them the nature of a subordinate
remark, of a merely parenthetical clause. Certainly, if it were
preferable to read 'tO "ftip $£Vii lJpo<;_su-rtv, which Lachmann, on
the authority of C.F.G., has put in the text, every difficulty would
vanish; but the context will by no means permit the reception of
tha~ reading,. not to mention that A.D.E. v:ouch for the common
reading, and the supposition is but too probable, that the proposed
reading was only adopted to avoid the difficulty in the common
one. For the "ftip imperatively requires that something, which
lays a foundation in some way for verse 24, should be introduced ;
but the mere remark that Sinai: is a mountain of Arabia can pro,ve
nothing. According to the common reading., however, a sort of
proof is couched in the words : " the word Hagar (-ro, not 7j),
namely, means in Arabia the mountain Sinai:." Now the word
means in Arabic "a rock" (see Winer on this passage) ; Sinai:
inight, therefore, well be so called by the natives, though decided
proofs of it are wanting.1 But, at all events, we must not think of
any names of cities or nations having affinity with it, since all is
to be referreti to Mount Sina'i. The proper etymology of the
name -,~i'T is, however, it is well known, totally different ; for it is
to be de;ived from the root "to flee." (See Gesenius in the
Lex. on this word.) Finally, it is said of Hagar, in the sense
1 The famous chief city of Idnmea, Petra, "The Rock City," is in Arabio: Elhhagar.
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pointea out, <TV<1'7'0£XE'i Tfj vvv 'Iepovua)lil]fo, tvuTotxe'iv is not
found again in the New Testament; it means" to.go together with
one another, to go in a row," then " to coincide with, to be in concord with, to answer to." The Old Testament, therefore, is brought
into comparison with, firstly, Sinai:, and then Jerusalem; both
correspond with one another, since both places may be considered
as centres of the Old Testament life. (It remains to be said that
the grammatical construction is not quite regular, for after µ(a
- µEv in verse 24, eTepa
ought to have followed in verse 26 ; but
St Paul lets the figure drop, as being· self-evident, and directly
names the thing compared.) We may now, after this, consider
more closely St Paul's conduct in the allegorical treatment of this
passage of the Old Testament. The general observations on the
mode of treating the Old Testament in the New one, as has been
already remarked on 1 Cor. x. 1, we defer until the exposition of
the Epistle to the Hebrews, referring, by the way, to the alreadycited first supplement of Tholuck to the said Epistle. For, if in
this passage there occurred merely a common .typical application,
such as we have often already found occasion to mention, it would
require np further consideration; but it has peculiarities, that are
not found elsewhere in the New Testament. True, the typical
application of Mount Sinai:, as well as of the city of Jerusalem,
bas nothing extraordinary in any way; the places where the Law
was -promulgated, and where it found its abiding centre in the
Temple, could be most fitly put for the .institution of the Law itself. But the introduction of ~arah, ·and especially of Hagar, for
such a purpose, seems surprising, because it appears as if every
free woman and every bondwoman, who have descendants by one
man, might with equal justice be referred to in just the same
manner.
But this seeming difficulty vanishes if we consider that it is not
the women per se who are here used as types, but Abraham's wives.
According to the Scriptures, the typical character seems confined
to some few chief persons, who are, as it were, central characters ;
to these Abraham especially belongs, as ancestor of the people of
God ; now what happens to him and about him admits of a prefigurative acceptation, and so do his wives and children, but by no
means every wife and every child. The sacred writers in the
illumination of the divine Spirit understood history, as it were, in

~e
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its deepest root, in its signatura ; they loo~ed ~nto the heart of
. things, and thus beheld already fOI"med, when as yet in_ the earliest
germ, like fruit in the blossom, what was later to be developed.
Without this spiritual glance, a similar mode of proceeding, that the
Rabbis and enthusiasts of all descriptions used at all times, is only
a means plausibly to impart a biblical sanction to the wildest productions of phrensy. Our time, therefore, as not being favoured
with so intense an operation of the Spirit, cannot proceed iudependen tly in the adoption of types, but must adhere to those expressed
and sanctioned in the Scriptures.
The most difficult point, however, in the present passage is certainly still the mention of the Arabic name of Sinai ; can it be assumed that this point too has real inner truth, that between the
Arabic name of Sinai', and the relation to the Law of the maidservant of Abraham, bearing the same name, there exists a connection of cause and effect ? Impartiality requires us to confess that
such is not only not demonstrable, but is even improbable: True,
the idea is not to be taken as if St Paul meant to say, " because
Mount Sinai: is called Hagar in Arabic, therefore Abraham's maidservant must be a type of the Law," but only in this way: '' because Abraham's maid-servant :EJ;ag,ar is a type of the Law, it is
also to be ~onsidered as providential, that an identity of the name
of Sinai:, where the Law was promulgated, with tha~ of Hagar,
exists; and that too precisely in the language of the descendants
of Hagar's son."
But, even according to lhis milder turn, we can still see in the
remark of St Paul, which is; besides, only cursorily introduced in
a subordinate clause, merely an ingenious application of an accidental circumstance, which stands in no intimate connection with
the chief line of argument grounded in deeper, inner, truth. St
Paul might, during his longer sojourn in Arabia (see on i. 17),
have become aoquainted with the Arabic name of Sinai, and feels
himself induced to impart this information here by the way, in order
to offer to the reader a certain connection, though a very slight one,
between the maid-servant Hagar and Mount Sinai:.
Ver. 27. St Paul in what follows connects with the history of.
Abraham and bis wife a prophetic passage, Is. liv. I, in which now,
it is true, mention is not expressly made of Sarah, but the community of the faithful, the true Israel, is addr-essed, and a joyful pro-
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sperity promised it. But Sarah might aptly be t(\ken as the type
of this community as well as Abraham and, Tsrae] could. In fact,
the barrenness of Sarah with the subsequent birth of Isaac could
fitly be used i_n order to compare with them the long spiritual unfruitfulness of the people oflsrael, ancl the subsequent fulness of spiritual
blessing in Christ. With regard to the sense, Ps. ex. 3 is exactly
similal'. It remains to be said that St Paul here implicitly follows the LXX. (The pf}~ov is explained by the phrase M1vvµ,
qx,,v~v, which also occurs in profane writers [Aristoph. Nub. v.
963], rumpere vocem. [Vfrg. lEn. ii. 129.]-The 'TT'oXM µ,a)l,-X,ov
,;; answers to the l~ o,~1.)
Ver. 28, 29, The birth of Isaac, in consequence of the divine
promise, is now compared, in the.following verses, with the spi1·itual
birth of the faithful; man after the flesh, on the contrary, stands
parallel with Isl1mael. Both flesh and spirit are contrary to one
another. (Gal. v. 17.) That was shown even at that time, and
flow too the history of Isaac and Ishmael appears typical in this
point of view also. The Scriptures have but slight indications of
-these contests between the brothers (Gen. xvi. 4, 12, xxi. 9),
but the traditions of the Jews relate more about them.-The SU:,"eiv refers here especially to the contrasts in the mass, not merely
between the believers and unbelievers, but also between the pure
and impure among the former.
Thus the Juda.1Sts showed themselves as carnal, whilst they so
vehemently persecuted St Paul, the true spiritual man. But this
expression has its verification also as regards the inward man in
the individual, the old and the new man must be contrary to one
another, and the former be thrust out unsparingly with might and
main. St Paul's mode of viewiug the relations of man from one
central point is strikingly displayed in the many sides which the
above reflection presents to us; the sacred writer stands in the in·
nermost centre of life, and carries in his spirit all the radii united.
Ver. 30, 31. In this contest the spirit is to overcome, hence the
command to drive out the· bond woman and her son according to ·
Gen. xxi. 10. Thus the apparent harshness and injustice of Abra·
• ham's c~nduct towards Hagar and Ishmael find, at the same time,
their justification by this · spiritual conception of the occurrence.
Here too St Paul lets the idea of the inheritance appear again, and
adjudges it to the children of the free woman alone. There is
natura1ly couched in the deduction, ver. 31, apa-euµ,fv, the ex-
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hortation at the same time to behave in accordance with this position, and manfully to withstand the flesh. (In verse 81 the manuscripts greatly vary as to &pa; sot'ne add ovv, others
to it, others
again, instead of it, read ifµ€,,;; o~, others
Lachn:umn bas, on
the authority of B.D.E., preferred
Chap. v. I. This discussion then closes with the exhortation,
to maintain this liberty which had become theirs through Christ;
we might therefore have supposed that the chapter should have
closed with this verse. But, however simple the idea of the verse
in general is, yet it is difficult to establish the text in detail with
any certainty, on account of the many variations in the MSS.
Lachmann has, on the authority of the MSS. A.B.C.D.E.F.G.,
omitted ovv and {J after h,,€v0€plq,, and, on that of A.B.C.D., inserted the ovv· after ur~"ET€, so that the text runs: 'Tjj €Mv0€ptq,
r,µJi,;; XptUT()<; ij>..€v01pwu€V' UT~IC€T€ ovv, Kat µ~ 7ra).w t;117<j>
oovX€w,,;; Mxeu0€. But Riickert justly remarks in opposition, that
the article -rfj seems unsuitable here, uT~IC€T€ too would stand her~
without any object. Since, now, the y might so easily be merged
in the ~µfie;, the latter, it seems, we must preserve in the text, although slighter evidence vouches for it : on the other hand, the
ought, no doubt, to follow <TT~"€T€. (As to f;vyd<; oavX€{a,;; cf. Acts
xv. 10. Instead of it, Acts xv. 28, there is /9apo,;;.-The proper
meaning of evlx€u0at is "to be fettered, bound," then "to be
laden, oppressed," so that the sense is: "let not yourselves be
again [see at iv. 9] laden with the yoke of bondage!")

oio.)
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§ 8.

WARNING AGAINST APOSTACY.

(v. 2-12,)
To the preceding exhortation there is now pertinently annexed an
earnest warning, as St Paul points out whither falling back to the
Law leads ; he declares this with his whole apostolical authority,
and names himself, therefore, by name. " If you let yourselves
be circumcised, Obrist will profit you nothing." Now _it is selfevident again here too,· that that does not apply to the outward act of
circumcision, but of circumcision with the idea of through it
winning salvation ; else St Paul would not himself have allowed
Timothy to be circumcised. (Acts xvi. 8.). The view of the
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Juda'ists had a totally different direction, as we find it expressed
Acts xvi. l : eav µ,~ '1T'1:piTep,lfT/<T0e T<p e0ei Mrovuero~, oll Mvao-0e
uro0ijvai. (The toe = :,::ir, is accented by Fritzsobe as paroxytone,
by Griesbach as oxytone~ · This latter is the Attic pronunciation
according to the grammarians, but the former is on that very
account to be preferred with Fritzsche, because in the later-Greek
much that is not Attic ·prevails, which the copyists were tempted
to alter.)
Ver. 8. St Paul represents circumcision with great emphasis as
I
the bond of connection with the Law; therefore whoever lets himself be circumcised becomes a debtor for the whole Law (as baptism
joins to Christ) ; and, as man cannot at the same time serve two
masters, be thereby rends himself from the Gospel. But still all
this has force only on the supposition, that through circumcision
salvation is sought ; if that is not the case, but circumcision is only
performed as a pious custom, or out of accommodation to Jewish
ideas, as in the case of Timothy, neither has it of course any such
consequences.
(Kappe erroneously wanted to take 'TT'aAiv in the sense of contra,
it relates to the viva voce decisions of St Paul in Galatia, for as
yet in his Epistle be had said nothing of the sort.)
Ver. 4. St Paul takes the allowing of one-self to be circumcised
as exactly identical with 3ucaiova-0a, ev v6p,rp, to seek justification
in tqe Law; but deolares· that the being separated from Christ is to
be fallen from Grace. (At Rom. vii. 6 it is said in just the same way:
,caT'TJP"l~e'TJTE a'TT'ci v6µ,ou. Theophylact aptly interprets : p,1Joeµ,lav
Kowo,v{av ~(jw µ,eTa, Tov XptuTov.-The second clause is annexed
rhetorically as an asyndeton. In the ewn-l1rTew is couched the
allusion to a firm, secure position, which Grace affords, and which
thmie are fallen from who seek their justification in the Law. See
2 Pet. iii. 17; Sir. xxxiv. 7. On the form ige7rfoaTe see Winer's
Gram. p. 70.)
Vers. 5, 6. The following verses set the right way-(viz. to
wait for righteousness from faith) in contrast to that erroneous way. But if only a lwpe of righteousness and an a7rEKO€·
x(ju0ai of the same are here spoken of, whereas it is elsewhere represented as a present blessing immediately annexed to faith, it is
explained by the consideration that St Paul conceives ofrighteousness as it is realized in man; righteousness regarded objectively in
2
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Ch1·ist is complete, subjectively in man it remains an object of hope,
because it does not appear completed here below, ( See on Rom. iii. 21.)
Matthies justly rejects Winer's opinion, who in the phrase U-'Ir€1'0~X€o-Oai hvrrt8a sees something pleonastic. But it is unsuitable,
when Matthies attributes to the word a11"€1'0EX£u0ai the meaning,
" to make one's own, to lay hold on;" that meaning does not in
general belong to a11"€1'0., and least of all in the dialect of the
New Testament, according to which it always means "to wait
for," But since the h1,11"k is more closely defined as Ov,rk
oiKaiouvv11,, tlie connection with a11"e1'0. can take place without any'
pleonasm. Certainly, one cannot say: eA11"'8a a7r£1'o., '' to wait for
a l}ope," but one may well say : " we wait for the hope of righteousness in the Spirit by faith, i.e. we cherish the expectation
that faith will at some time (viz. at the divine judgmeut seat) be
acknowledged as our righteousness." Only expectation.is the present, the hope of righteousness is the future. But this passage
still .remains peculiar, especially fo St Paul, who commonly represents faith as the possession of righteousness. Further, as relates
to the '7l"Vevµ,an, it forms here the antithesis to uapKt, the merely
exterior nature, on which the hope of the J udai:sts was grounded.
All -0tber distinctions (iii. 28), Jew or Greek, circumcision or uncircumcision, have no force in Christ (and the sphere of life which
partakes of His fulness, viz. the Ohurcb) ; there the whole question
is of faith. But in order to preclude one's understanding by 7r£o--n,
a mere historical assent, as the J udai:sts used to do, oi a,ya11"'1/,
evepryovµ,ell'l/ is added. Love is here represented as most intimately
united with faith,1 so that faith can through love express its ;ork·ings, yet without ever identifying itself with it. That both can
appear separate ·also and how, see at I Oor. xiii. 2. Now
the operations of faith united with love , are the lprya 1'aXa, or
w/aOa, which must necessarily grow out of the believing heart
as fruits of a good tree. St Paul always points to the foundation,
and therefore attribi1tes no importance to good works, per se ;
but St James ( chap. ii.) looks conversely to the effects, and
rather presupposes their cause. (Verse 6, at la-xuH we may sup,
I
)
ply ei,
a-o>T1Jpiav.
Yers. 7, 8. St Paul cannot as yet find any comfort as regards.the
1 Cf. on both these and hope the notes on l Cor. xiii. 13, and on Rom, iii, 21.
3
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errots of the Galatians, and his hopes of them thereby destroyed ;
again apostrophizes them directly, and says: "_ Ye ran so stoutly,
developed yourselves so well in Christianity, who has held you back
from obedience to the truth ?" (The text. rec: reads ave,un[re, but
the MSS. are in favour of eve,coy-E in an overwhelming majority.
See Rom. xv. 22; l Thess. ii. 10.)-It is well-known that after
verbs of hindering foi/ follows with the infinitive.-The MSS.
F.G. have between verses 7 and 8 the words: fo'IJOEVC wet0eu0e,
which,, however, are to be considered as a spmious addition.)
"The readiness to be persuaded (which you evinced towards those
who kept you bitck from the truth) came not of God, who bath
called you," but rather from the Father of Lies .
.(The form weiuµ,ov;, is only found a few times in Eustathius and
in this passage. One might wish to refer that word in an active
sense to the persuasive arts of St Paul's antagonists, but the play
upon the word wd0eu8ai preceding justly makes the later interpreters prefer the passive meaning.)
Vers. 9, 10. The discourse proceeds from ver. 7 onwards without any connection by particles; wherefore the separate sentences
have in them something of indeterminateness with regard to the
context. The metaphor of the tvµ,'I} is, of course, to be taken here
_ in a bad sense, for a principle of corruption. It is used otherwise,
as is well known, Matt. xiii. 33; Luke xiii. 21. But whether the
leaven is tbe doctrine or the persons of St Paul's adversaries, and
the dough (cpupaµ,a) the whole community or the disposition of
individuals, may seem questionable. If one considers, however,
that the doctrine is closely connected with the persons who preach
, it, and that the community consists of individuals whose state of
feeling defines that of the body, it seems best to let the sentence
remain in the vague terms in which the apostle gives it, and to permit its application in every way that has been pointed out. But
still the antithesis of great and small is to be adhered to. One
idea can poison the whole inner man; one mis-leader can disturb
a whole community. (For {uµ,o'i, D.E. read oo:\o'i,, which Valkenaer would prefer. Zuµ,o'i might, in (act, have been taken from
l Cor. v. 6. But oo:\o'i may certainly_ rather be an interpretation
of .tvµ,~,, which gradually crept into the text.) Ver. 10, too, fol-lows without any particle:- " I have confidence in you in the Lord
(i.e. so far as you are in Christ and rejoice in His help) that ye will
~
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be none otherwise minded." This idea might, per se, be just as
well referred to something individual as generally; what follows,
however, where the discourse is of the ,cp{µa, of St Paul's adver:
saries, permits us to take the idea with greater propriety as a general one, in this wise: " I am certain ye will not give yourselves up
to any errors of dockine, and thus the punishment of apostacy will
not fall on you ; but &c." The singular o Tapauu©v, in connection with the oa-Tii; !iv ij, obliges us to imagine some one of the
false teachers in Galatia was especially dangerous, fur, according
to i. 7, iv. 17, v. 12, there were several of them. (Kpiµais put as
the cause for the effect = " punishment," as it often is. See Acts
xxiv. 25 ; Rom. ii. 2, 3, iii. 8, xiii. 2.)
Ver. 11. But now the transition from the punishment of his
adversaries to his own preaching, and that too of circumcision,
seems very obscure and arbitrary. "Why do I yet suffer persecution if I yet preach circumcision ?" True, the first iTt before IC'TJpvuu© is wanting in D.F.G., but it has certainly been omitted
only because it seemed so.difficult to explain. Had, then, St Paul
ever preached circumcision (i.e. taught that circumcision mnst be
undergone) that he could say el r.epiToµ~v bi IC'T/pvuuw? we cannot refer it to his labours before his conversion, for 1C1Jp6uuro can
never be used for that ; and that St Paul should have required
circu~cision in the earlier time of his Christian labours is not to be
supposed, because he appears firmly fixed in the same general
views from the beginning. Therefore the passage can be only understood in such a manner that a reference is made in the wepiToµ,ryv 1C1Jpvuuro to a charge on the part of his opponents, and that the
bi refers to the inferiority of these views as to circumcision, so that
the meaning is this: "if I still stand on such a footing that I re·
quire circumcision, as some of my adversaries maintain, why, then,
am I persecuted? In that case every cause for it is surely wanting !" So it had been already explained by St Ohrysostom and
most of the better interpreters. But the J udai:sts might find plausible motives for such charges in St Paul's conduct, as he sometimes accommodated himself to the Jewish views, as, e.g., by the
circumcision of Timothy. But what connection has that with what
preceded? The train of ideas I suppose to be this : the mention of
the divine /(,pLµa (ver. 10) leads him to the kumanjudgment that
is passe~ on him. He shows up that human judgment in its false-
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hood, and that: too, in such a way that he at the same time intimates howeasily he might evade it if he would sacrifice aught of
divine truth ; for it is only in that divine truth, in the offence,
which the doctrine of the cross of Christ gives (cnafvoa-X.ov cr,-avpov), i.e. the doctrine of salvation through faith alone in the
atoning death of Christ, that the reason of the persecutions of him
consists. (Of. on CT1ufvoa-X.ov 'crrnvpov 1 Cor. i. 17, ss., 23, Phil.
iii. 18, with Gal. vi. 12, 14. The &pa "a,-1p"fYJrn£ "is then
ceQ.sed" supposes the h 7r€pt'TOJJ.1JV "'TJpvcurw to be taken as true.
The sentence clpa ".,-.X, is not to be understood with Knapp as
a question, but with Griesbach, Lachmann, Riickert, as a conclusion).
Ver. 12. An imprecation of punishment against his opponents
then concludes this part of the Epistle. These adversaries are here
calleddvacrTaTOtJVT€', (Acts xvii. 6, xxi. 38) vµ,as, as, before, Tapau-0"OVT€',, inasmuch as they made the Galatian Christians waver'
in their faith, (The verb is derived from the form av&crrnTo'>,
" frightened, driven away.") But the lJcf,EXov "al a7ro"6y-ovTat
is hard to explain. The l>q>E"X.ov is certainly in the New Testament
treated just as a particle, aud construed regularly with the indicative, with the future, it is true, only here. (See Winer's Gram.
page 277.) But what is the a7ro((o7rT€cr0a,, to signify here? Many
interpreters have, after the analogy of l'"\"'l!I· thought of exclusion
from communion with the Church, so th;t the Church would be
considered as· a body from which the individual as a limb
might be cut off by excommunication. But the ,cal does not
suit that view, and besides the word is never found so. The
parallel passage of Phil. iii. 2 leads to another certainly somewhat curious idea. 'A7roK67rT€cr0ai, namely, means "to be castrated, to be a eunuch." That word is put in juxtaposition
with 7r€ptTJµ,vEcr0ai, for which the J uda:ists were so zealous, by way
ofrebuke, in this sense: "may those friends of the 7r€ptToµ,1 who
so trouble you be not only circumcised but even castrated." Thus
had the Fathers interpreted ever since St Chrysostom and St
Augustine, and subsequently the best modern interpreters, following Grotius and Koppe. We recognise in this bitter sarcasm how
exceedingly St Paul was excited against the endeavours of those
literal interpreters, who everywhere clandestinelyfollowedhim and
estranged from bim his most faithful churches.
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III.

PART THIRD.
(v. 13-vi. 18,)

§ 9.

WARNING AGAINST THE ABUSE OF LTBimTY.

(v. 13-vi. 10.)

St Paul having now, in so detailed and impressive a way, maintained the f;eedom of believers from the Law in every sense of it,
- feels himself, by his knowledge of the human l1eart, impelled
again to bring forward the other side of the subject. For, since
the old man is still living in the believer, the danger of gradually
growing lukewarm in· the faith and negligent in 'respect of morals,
is imminent. The at first livi119 faith then sinks down to a mere
historical assent, which is too powerless to restrain ,the lusts of
the flesh ; true spiritual freedom degenerates into an antinomian
·liberty of the flesh. St Paul, therefore, in· what follows, warns his
readers with most particular earnestness against this temptation, to
which St Paul's doctrines were peculiarly exposed.
Ver. 13. St Paul starts from the most general view, e7r' e)v;v0eplq e,iX~01JTE, i.e. " to freedom," namely, in order to be in the posses·
sion of it ( cf. I Thess. iv. 7), "only you are not to abuse it," µovov
,'
I
I.,,.,.:
\ h e I
• >,1..
\
~
t
µ1] sc. rpe7r€'T€, or TP€-r ,1Te, 'T1JV €1\.€V epiav ei,;; a..,.,opp:IJV 'T'{l CTapKt.
(See as to a<f,oRµ~, Rom. vii. 8, 11; 2 Cor. v. 12; l Tim. v. 14.
"An occasion, that is to say, to exhibit itself,-to become active
in its nature.") St Paul names the serving by love as an antithesis
to the flesh. The former is self-denial, which promotes the happiness of others, as the latter seeks its own pleasure.
The oovXEvew a.XX17Xo,,;; relates naturally not only to assistance
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in temporal matters, but also and especially to spiritual furtherance and help. (D.E.F.G. read 717 arya:rrv TOV 'TrVEVµaTO<;, but
7rvevµ,a seems to have been added only for the sake of the antithesis
to <ra.pf)
Ver. 14. Now St Paul establishes the absolute perfection of love
by representing it as the power which fulfils the Law, which idea
was discussed supra, Matth. · xix. 19 ; Rom. xiii. 9. But this
verse is connected with the preceding one in this way, "the whole
Law is fulfilled in the one word, love thy neighbour; if you, therefore, practise this love of your neighbour, you walk, in general,
according to God's will." The Jove of one's neighbour is here
named only in consequence of the context, tl1e same, of course,
holds good of the love of God, for love, in all its forms, is the
same in its nature. (As to the putting o 7rii, voµ,or; for 7rii,
ovoµ,or;, see Winer's Gram. P· 111.-Acts XX, I 8, xxvii. 37, 1 Tim.
i. 16, the same collocation is found. For lv €Vt Xorycp D.E.F.G.
read lv oXtrycp, and D.F.G. in what follows also omit lv TrjJ.
However, it is scarcely imaginable that St Paul should have called
love oX/,yov ; no critic, therefore, has ventured to receive that
reading into the text.-Aoryor; = -,:i-:,, ·commandment. For '1rA1Jpov-rat Marcion already reaa' 7r€7r°X~proTa£, as do also A.B.O., and
Lachmann : in fact, the change into '11"A1Jpov-ra£ is much more conceivable. For they took 7rX1Jpov<r0ai in the sense "to fulfil, to keep,"
but it is here '
ava,mpaXawfo0ai, Rom. xiii. 9.-The text.
rec. reads eauTov, not <reauTOV, but the MSS. are decidedly for
<reauTov. However, in case no misunderstanding is to be apprehended, the pronoun of the third person can .also stand where,
taken strictly, that of the second would be required. See Winer's
Gram. p. 143.)
Ver. 15. Whilst prosperity is to be considered as the result of
mutual love, want of it leads to destruction. The figure by which
St Paul expresses this idea is taken from wild beasts, and therefore the Sc;,,cvew, ICaTe<r0teiv, and avaXrogijvai are to be taken as a
climax. We must here think neither of divine nor human punishments alone, but comprehensively of all the injuries which can befal
one human being through another.
Vers. lo, 17, The exhortations to practise love receive in what
follows their psychological foundation; the discourse makes a transition from the outer conflict to the inner 0ne, and here shows the
0
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root of the former, and the way to victory in it. St Paul describes,
just as he djd Rom. vii. 14, ss., the inward fight between flesh and
spirit. This fight takes place not only in the awakened man but
also in the regenerate one (see the remarks on the above passage),
only that- the latter is victorious -whilst the former continually
succumbs. Now this contrast between flesh and spirit is, howevt;.1r,
so strong, that it admits of no compromise. The Holy Scriptures
know no emancipation of the flesh; on the contrary, the old man is
to be crucified, v. 24, and die, but the new man of the Spirit is to
live and rule. Now it is singular that St Paul {o this passage
sp~aks not merely of an E7n0vµeiv of the flesh against the spirit,
but also, vice versa, of an em0vµe'iv of the spirit against the flesh.
The soul -11rrives at the enjoyment of those holy aspirations of the
spirit, of the blessed joy to serve God even in the strictest selfdenial, only when it has served God a considerable time, and, as it
were, proved its fidelity. At first one only feels the bitterness of
the fight. (In ver. 16 there is couched in the hn0vµlav uap,cor;
ov µ~ TEA€U1JTE the withholding the surrender of the will. The
existence of the em0vµia man cannot destroy, but he can turn
away from it in the will not to fulfil it; it is only the acquiescence
of the will with the lust that is the actual sin which bringeth forth
death [James i. 15.] It remains to be said that here the spirit in
which the Christian is to walk is not the human spirit alone, but
that spirit in its unity with thfl divine Spirit, which is poured
out into the heart of the faithful.-In the rva µ,~ "· T. A. the mean·
ing of the thought as regards the purpose is expressed; the ultimate object of God in this fight is to withdraw_ man from slavery
to his own will, and subject him to the requirements of the divine
Spirit.)
•
Ver. 18. But new this fight is not by any means a work under
the Law, as if the believer made bis salvation dependent on bis
success in it, and fancied be could attain salvation himself by it;
the man receives the Spirit only if he is not under the Law, if be
through faith is become a child of God. (See on the 7rve6µ,an
lfyeu0ai at Rom. viii. 14. In 2 Tim. iii. 6 the discourse is of
lhyeu0ai Jm0vµlav,, which is the antithesis to it.)
Vers. 19-2l. In a long series, to which afterwards (ver~22)
the series of the fruits of the Spirit answers, the fruits of the flesh,
which declare themselves as such unmistakeably, not merely outG
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· wardly but also inwardly through the voice of conscience (even to
heathens, ·who had none but natural religion), are now enumerated.
(Of. on this point the analogous passages, Rom. i. 29, as. ; 2 Dor.
xii. 20, as. ; Ephes. v. 3, ss.) Without enquiring too minutely into
the particular members of the series, we can still distinguish three
classes of ~p,ya uap,c6,; ; first, sins of lust; then evil works, proceeding from envy and hatred; lastly, forms of riot. Moixela is
wanting in A.B.C., and is, certainly, a later addition. El8r,iAOM·
-rpeta is here to be reckoned among the §ins of lust, inasmuch as
idolatry was often connected with immoral rites .. In the same way
cf,apµ,aKeta cannot be taken as poison-mixing for murder, as further
on cf,6voi are also enumerated especially. The expression is rather
to be understood in a special sense of love-incantations. To take
it, with Winer and others, as a form of idolatry seems to me inadmissible, because in the whole catalogue carnal transgressions only·
are named. The exhortation, it should be remembered, is addressed to Christians, as to whom a relapse into idolatry and its
magical rites was not to be feared. +he rest of the words occur
also in the passages quoted, at which compare more particular accounts as to their distinctions. As to lpi0ela see at Rom. ii.
8.-i/!06voi and cf,6voi st.fl.lld together in Rom. i. 29 as they do
here .; here the latt_er word is wanting ~mly in B. and several
Minuscules.-The concluding words, 7rpoXhyw vµ,'iv ,c. T. X. comprise, in conclusion, the threat of punishment for those who give
themselves up to such works of the flesh. What is expressed negatively only, viz., that they do not inherit the kingdom of God,
is to be taken positively also, viz., that they fall into everlasting
destruction, beco!!le heirs of the kingdom of Satan. (Ver. 21. "A is
not = -rav-ra, but the relative is derived by attraction out of the
accus. of the object to 7rpa<T<TOVT€~.-IIpoXe,yw is found also 2 Cor ..
xiii. 2; I Thess. iii. 4. We must supply, "before it comes to that."
The 7rpoet7Tov refers to the past, that is to say, to the personal presence of St Paul in Galatia.-Here we see now that the object of
the inheritance, of which mention was made so often in the preced~
ing chapter, is the /3auiXela 0eo0. This expression is here to be
restricted neither to the outward kingdom of God alone nor to thll
intier one alone, but is to be taken in the widest sense, as that order
of things in which God's will shall reign. . (See the development
Qf the idea on Matt. iii. 2.)
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Vers. 22, 23. Hereupon, to the works of the flesh St Paul opposes the outward signs of love as the fruit of the Spirit. The word
"ap,ro,; points to the organic part of the development, which naturally and necessarily occasions .these virtues to germinate from their
root, the Spirit. .Against these the Law is not, that is, it rather ,
requires them; whoever, therefore, can exhibit them, is a U"a£O<;•
Whether one takes "aTa -roov -rowvrrov as masculine or neuter
makes but little difference ; but, as mention was not expressly
made of persons in the foregoing, and the article is used, it seems
fitter to take it as neuter. In any case, the Se at the beginning of
verse 24 is not to be taken as adversative, but as continuative.
(Ver. 22. ,rkrrt<; is "truth, fidelity." Matt. xxiii. 23; Rom. iii.
8 ; Tit.· ii. 10.)- Lachmann, after A.B.C., writes -,rpaVT1J<;.-At
the end, D.E.F.G. add <½vela, but this is, surely, added only in
order to oppose the corresponding virtue to the ab°-ve enu~erated
sins of lust.).
Vera. 24, 25. Where the Spirit, and, with it, the virtues cited
reign, there the flesh with its just now enumerated works is cruci•
fled ; he, therefore, that lives in this Spirit, must also allow it
influence on his wl10le life, that is couched in the '1T11dJµam "al.
cnoixwµev. It is only remarkable here, that the act of crucifying
(in which expression a typical conception of Christ and His work
serves as the foundation, see on Rom. vi. 3) is designated as past,
whilst there is, certainly, couched in the exhortations of St Paul
that it is to be still continued. This is explained by the fact, that
St Paul here puts the idea of a true Christian quite objectively;
therefore also in its completeness; as such, the believer has entirely crucified the flesh. In the concrete actuality, on the contrary, the complete idea, and therefore too the crucifying of the old
man, never appear~ompletely realized. (The ,rafll1µa,a are, as
Rom. vii. 5, " sinful inclinations," but the more passive ones, as
envy, anger, whilst bn0vµ,lat denote the more active ones.)
..
Now the sixth chapter ought to have begun here (which Ruc.kert
erroneously denies), for v. 2~ stands in strict connection with what
follows down to vi. 5, and is separated from the foregoing by the
exhortation making a transition from its entirely general character
to the special. In the verses v. 26 down to vi. 5 the apostle had
in view rather the teachers, in chap. vi. 6-10 rather the lay persons, in the Galatian Churches. But the whole section, from v. 26
02
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to vi. 10, is a1dressed to those among the Galatians who had remained true to him, St Paul, and his form of doctrine. The~xhortations to a milder judgment of the erring, the warnings:against
exalting_ themselves above others, attain to their full meaning: on
this supposition only. It was also in the very nature of the thing
that St Paul approached the well-disposed especially, withoutJ distinguishing them, however, formally and openly from the others.
In the second epistle to the Corinthians (see the Introd. sec. 4),
a perfectly similar relation of its separate partsis found. It was
in the nature of the thing that those who had remained faithful to
him might easily be tempted to exalt themselves above those who
had succumbed to the temptation ; St Paul, therefore, as a faithful
shepherd of their souls, directs the attention of his disciples to this
point, and calls upon them, as true 1rvevµ,an,col, rather to help up
those llllen, and to be careful themselves not to faJI into temptations.
It is self-evident that St Paul could not possibly write to the
mass of the communities which he at first had treated (see on iii.
1) as apostates. (KevaooEo,;, " dm:1irous of vain glory," alludes here
to the glory of having remained faithful in temptation.-Ilpo,ca ·
'Aew-0ai, lacessere, "to stir up to the fight, or to strife," here, we_
may suppose, by setting forth in a triumphing way how the others
should have acted. <P0ovew is not merely " to envy," but also
"to deny, or withhold from one out of envy." But towards the
fallen envy usually shows itself in wishing they might not be able
to rise up again from their fall. Instead of that conduct, the
apostle exhorts them to exert themselves to raise, in the 'spirit of
meekness, those who had been surprised by a fall.-In 1rpo. 'Aaµ,/3aveu0at many interpreters have chosen to ascribe to the
1rpo the meaning of unexpectedness ; besides Erasmus, Calovius,
and Schott, Rtickert also considers it as not impossible, but, at all
events, authentic examples for this acceptation are wanting. It
seems most natural to leave to the preposition its usual meaning,
antea, and to consider it so that by it the 'Aaµ,/3aveu0a1, is to be
designated as taking place before the 1'aTapTltetv. The ev; nvt
1rapa1rTroµ,an is explained most pertinently by supplying &,v, as
the error is not to be represented as a deed done but once, but as
a lasting state. " If a man has been detected in such an error
before, and remains, in it continuously," as was exactly the case
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with the Galatians, who bad been made to waver, " then do -ye
spiritually disposed help such a one to the right path in the spirit
of meekness."-In the concluding words the second person of the
singular again renders St Paul's discourse more personal, as in
iv. 7. But the first person [,yivwµ1:0a, v. 26] is used in a spirit
of forbearance, as thus_ St Paul includes hilt)self along with them
in the exhortation.)
Verse 2. St Paul further exhorts them, exactly as at v. 13, 14,
mutually to bear one another's necessities and _burdens, oo that
each should consider himself as a member of the whole, and in
that he sees the fulfilling of the law of Christ. He calls it voµo,
Xpw-Tov, because the Redeemer especially recommends ·to thern
this indulgent love. The f3afJ"1, which are here meant, are
the acrlJ1:znfµam of the brethren {Rom. xv. 1), as Riic\~rt correctly remarks on this passage. (The reading ava'TrAtqpwcreTe,
which Lachmann has received into the text, and Ruckert recommends, is surely only a correction of the copyists, to whom it
seemed fit to represent the fulfilment of so difficult a task as a
future one.)
Vers. 3-5. The best motive to indulgence towards others is
the sense of our own weakness ; he that thinks he is something,
i.e. to be free, as regards himself, of all fUpo<;, deceives himself.
Hence the exhortation to self-examination, which teaches humility,
while it shows that each has enough to bear in his own burden.
Thus, while all bel}r the burden of all, the whole body is held
together by the bond of love. (Verse 3. cJ>peva'ITaTaw is not
found again in the New Testament ; it denotes an a'TraTi,
tpp1:cr't, self-deception.-The substantive, however, is found Titus
i. 10.-Verse 4. lpryov€avrov here denotes tbe whole of the striviqg and working in the widest extent.-KavX1/µa is the object of
one's boasting, as Rom. iv. 2. In the el., fovTov µovov tca't ov1C el.,
T6V 3-repov, the el., can· only be taken as '' in relation to, in comparison with," so that the sense is : "He will only have occasion to
boast in looking at himself, he will restrain himself from looking at
others." The tcaV)(t]µa lxeiv is, however, to be taken ironically, as
ver.· 5 shows. A radical self-examination makes one discover so
much in one·s own heart, that there can be no question of boasting
anywhere ; one sees that one has also one's own burden to bear,
and judges therefore more indulgently the errors of others.)
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Ver. 6. Hitherto St Paul seems to have thought especially of
the teachers, or at least of these aloug with the lay-persons ; he
now addresses his discourse to the lay-..persons alone, and calls
upon them not to let the teachers starve, but. to impart to them of
all their earthly goods. This exhortation has, no doubt, its foun·
dation
causes· quite special, but which are not more intimately
known to us. As to the duty of the lay-:brethren to support in the
body the dispensers of spiritual things, St Paul speaks in detail at
1 Oor. ix., on which the remarks in the Comm. may be compared.
The reference of the arya0a to spiritual treasures we can only reject as totally misunderstood.
Vers. 7, 8. Such avarice is very seriously rebuked, and threatened
with divine judgment. He that despiseth God's servants despiseth Goel Himself (Luke x. 16 ; John xii. 48), and ~hen the
punishment fails not. The labour of man in this life is compared
with the sowing of seed, the judgment with the harvest. He that
soweth avarice and withholds their own fr'?m God's servants, sows
unto the flesh, and can only reap from it what it is able to produce,
corruption, i.e. (according to the antithesis of
awmo,;), spiritual death. It remains to be said that in the <T7relpetv it is implied that the man's activity is directed to a purpose, and considered
as to its result, which activity decides his fate according as it has
for its object the corruptible or the incorruptible. For the 1Tvevµ,a
is to be taken here in opposition to uap~, merely to denote the incorruptible; it is not meant here to be denied, that even the spirit
itself can become evil, and that even in spiritual activity sin may
be found: (Verse 7. St Paul often uses the phrase /J,f/ '1TMvau0e,
see 1 Oor. vi. 9, xv. 33, also James i. l6.-Mt1KT'1)piseiv is properly : suspensis naribus illudere. It is often found in the LXX.,
in the New Testament kere only. We find the same metaphor of
sowing in Prov. xxii. 8.)
·
Vers, 9, 10. In conclusion St Paul further reminds them, for
encouragement to persist in a life of self-denial, of the certainty of
a future reward at the divine judgment-seat. The point of view is
here enlarged, extendmg beyond their teachers, to the love of the
human race generally; but since man, in the limitations of his condition finds it necessary to restrict himself in the actual exercise of
Jove, because his means do not suffice to help all, St Paul points
especially to them who are of the household of faith. Thus there
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is in that expression no restriction of love itself, but only a limitation
of the practice of love on account of insufficient means. (For J,c,ca"iiiµ,ev A.B D. read ey,ca"wµ,ev, and as the latter, in the other passages of the New Testan{ent, in which the word occurs, is the best
supported reading, it might deserve the preference. 'E,cAlmr0ai
· ery,ca,cei.v. and the participle here expresses the condition on
which the reward is bestowed.-Ka,pas- toior; here denotes the time
appointed by God for the reward.-Verse 10. '.{}.r, ,caipov ixoµ,ev
is "as long as we have time," ro<, = dum, quoad, as Luke xii.
58.-For eprya,wµ,e0a Lachmann reads, on the authority of Codex A.,
£P"fauoµ,e0a, and takes the whole verse as a question: "Now, shall
we, accordingly, do good ?" Winer also is inclined to prefer this
reading. But that one MS. surely affords it no sufficient authority.
It ·remains to be said that it is in the nature of the thing that
arya0ov, in conjunction with lp'Yateu0ai, conveys the idea of usefulness. It is found exactly thus Ephes. iv. 28. The phrase ol,cem
7rfu-reror; = ol,ce'ior; 0eov Ephes. ii. 19 ; the faithful are considered
as one family.)

:ro

§ 10.

CONCLUSION-.

(vi. 11-18.)
The words t0€T€, 'lr'Y/A{l(,0£<; vµ,'iv ,ypaµ,µ,aaw rypaya, admit of 'a
double meaning: " with how great, i.e. shapeless, letters," and
"how long a letter," The former explanation seems to be the
nearer to the truth, because by it the original meaning of 1r17X{,cor;,
is preserved, and in the other the accusative 'lr'Y/A[,ca 'fpaµ,µ,ara
would be more suitable. Again, St Paul uses emuro)I.~ for " letter," not 'fpaµ,µ,a-ra.
I'paµ,µ,ara occurs only Acts xxviii. 21 in
the sense of " letter." Therefore, in early times, Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Theophylact, Jerome, in later days, Semler, Winer,
Riickert, declared themselves for the former acceptation of the
words. The foere also is then more accurately applied. But, on
the other side, it is not to be disputed, that it is somewhat surprising to see St Paul all at once drawing attention to such an unimportant externality, as the shapelessness of his Greek letters was,
esllecially as directly ·after, in verse 12, the same ideas, which oc-
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cupied him throughout the Epistle, are again brought forwaro.
This argument, at least, inclines my decision to the side of the
otherinterpret~tion, although, considered purely grammatically, it bas
fewer recommendations, and yet it is quite admissible too. For '11'1J·
7,,,{1t:o'> is used in Jater Greek as= woio-., (see Tholuck's Anz. for
1884, No. 32, p. 250, note), the dative with &ypa,;a is explained
Jike the elw-e M,yrp Matth. viii. 8, Luke vii. 7, and jpaµ,µ,aTa
in the sense of " letter" was, of course, known to St Paul, even if
not familiar to him. The object of the whole remark, however, is,
according to 2 Thess. ii. 2, compered with iii. 17, no other than to
certify the genuineness of the Epistle ; to which is_ here further
added, that the .circumstance is meant to make known to the Galatians the especial.affection of St- Paul towards them, that he bas
written the whole letter himself, not dictated it, as at other times.
Ver. 12. Recapitulating once more the contents of the Jetter
briefly, St Paul places the falseness of .his Juda'istic adversaries in
opposition to his pure endeavours. They preach circumcision out
of fear of persecution, which was the lot of all those who based
their salvation only on Christ's death on the cross, and seek to
ingratiate themselves with their enemies by means of external
compliances. (See o~ ii. 12, v. ll.) Of course, this did not hold
good of all, any more than the hypocrisy rebuked in ver. 13 ; many
of these Juda'ists were certainly also honest fanatics. We are here
not to think of proselytes, who feared persecutions by the Jewish
Christians, (see the Introd., sec. 2), but of Jews who held Christ
for the Messiah, but at the same time pretended to observe the
Law after the manner of the Pharisees. Only it may be doubtful
whom we have to consider as the persecutors, whom those Judaists
feared, who sought to seduce the Galatians to circumcision as a
means of salvation. One might suppose that the Jews generally
were meant; but the Jews, as such, were also adversaries of the
Juda'izing Christians; whoever held Jesus for the Messiah was to
them an apostate, he might think of the Law what he would. We
must here keep our point of view within the Church. The heads of
the Judaistic party are to be looked upon as those whose persecu•
tion the Galatian false teachers feared. It follows, then, from that,
that the ·active persons in Galatia were not the heads of the party
themselves, but only dependent persons. (Einrpo'>ro7r€£V seems to
be coined by the apostle himself, it is found nowhere else. How-
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ever, Aristophanes has aeµ,vowpa<;rtnretv [Nub. v. 363}, and Cice~o
4'aiv07rpow,nre,v [ad Attic. vii. 20.] Our word means, £rst of all,
" to be of handsome countenance," then " to recommend one's self
by beauty," '' to insinuate one's self." But those things by which
the Judai'sts recommended themselves are mere externals, ev at1,p,cl.
-The dative -r(jJ a-ravpro is to be taken as the dat.r, instrumenti :
"the cross, i. e. the doctrine of salvation through Christ's death on
the cross alone, is the cause of the persecution." See oB v. 11.)
Ver. 13. A fresh rebuke relates to the hypocrisy of those men ;
they are not really concerned to maintain the observance of the
Law, they only want to make a show with a great number of proselytes. The picture of the Pharisees, Matth. X]t~i.- 4, ss., is entirely
similar, but neither that nor the one here can he extended to all the
individuals of the sect. (The utip~ of which they boast is here to be
understood physically of the circumcised flesh. A bitter irony is
couched in the thought ; instead of seeking the souls of men, these
literal interpreters boast of the flesh of those whom they have per
suaded to let themselves be circumcised.)
Ver. 14. St Paul then opposes his pure endeavours to these dishonest proceedings: " I seek not glory in the sight of men, but
find it only in the cross of Oltrist, i.e. the dying Saviour is the
. only object of my boasting, Hi'm alone do I make of any account,
men are of no account with me." St Paul can say this, because
he knows that he (as to his sinful old man) is dead, that Christ,
the pure, perfect new man, lives in him (ii. 20.) Where this
living event of regeneration has not taken place, St Paul means to
say, tltere that hollowness is unavoidable. The dying of the old
man, which at the same time always supposes the birtli of the new
one, is here again, according to the typical acceptation of the death
of Christ (ii. 21), called a being crucified, and in the Bi'
sc.
a-ravpov, is intimated, that the possibility of the regeneration is
given by the death of Christ alone. The twofold turn of the idea eaTavpro-rai eµol /CO<TP,O<; IC'f'/61 /COUP,<p, is merely to express the complete dissolution of the ties between the believer and the world :
" the world is as good as dead to me, it no longer contains any
living power of attraction for me; and, vice versa, l also am dead
to it." (The eµol µ~ ryevoi-ro answers to the ,~ .,~ il~.,~i,, Gen.
xliv. 7; Jos. xxiv. 16.)
Ver. 15. In Christ, that is, in His body, the Church, the old sepa6
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rating distinctio'iis are no longer in force (see on iii. 28, v. 6) ;
tkere all depends on the K.awfl K.Tunr;, i.e. that the true regeneration follow, that Christ, the new man, be fully born in the heart.
(See the details at 2 Cor. v. 17, and at Ephes. ii. I O.)
Ver. I 6. St Paul then concludes the Epistle with invoking the
blessings of peace and mercy (grace follows in ver. 18) ; this wish
is, however, confined to those who follow the above rule (that circumcision is no longer of any force in Christ, but only tlte nel/J
birth), as those alone are the true people of God, the spiritual
Israel, which the nation of the Israelites only prefigured. This restriction of the wish is, however, not to be taken as an invidious
exclusion of the others ; the affectionate apostle would gladly bless
the whale world; but these otl1ers are by their inner state incapable
of receiving the blessing, the organ for it is wanting in them ; even
if he had blessed them, sti'u the blessing and the peace would have
returned again to him that blessed (Matt. x. 13 ; ·John xvii. 9), because they would find no place in them. (Kav6Jv is here, as at
Phi]. iii. 16, a rule of faith ; it is found in another sense, 2 Oor. x.
13.-The «al. J.,,.l, ic.-r.).. is only to be taken as an explanation of
the e,r' au-row, for those that walk according to the true rule are
themselves the spiritual Israel of God, an antithesis to the mere
Is1:ael according to the flesh, Rom. ii. 29, ix. 6. For they strive
and fight, as Jacob did formerly when he received the name of Israel. (Gen. xxxii. 24, ss.) It is striking here, that elp~V'I'} stands
before e1'.eor;, whereas it elsewhere (-I Tim. i. 1 ; 2 Tim. i. l ; Jude
ver. 1) follows, which.also lies in the nature of the thing,since peace
can only be the fruit of mercy. However, ·a design is scarcely to
be sought in this collocation; St Paul meant, I suppose, at first to
write elp~V'I'} only, and then brought in the e1'.eor;, which was hard
by and familiar to him, to which is joined finally in ver. 18 the xapir;, which elsewhere is wont to be named first,
Ver. 17. Finally, -after his blessing on the faithful, there follows
another hard parting blow for his audacious adversaries ; St Paul
recurs in just pride to his apostolical authority and his arduous labours in the service of the Lord, and demands that his labours be
not increased by further burthens still. (Toii 1'.oi,roD sc. XP6vov,
"henceforth," postkac, different from To 1'-ot,rov, "for the 1·est,"
2 Oor. xiii. l 1.-$-rvyµ,a-ra are marks which were burnt into the
slaves, in order to know them when they ran awav; also into such
3
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as devoted themselves to the gods as their slaves. [See the passages whic~ relate tp this point in Winer in the Comm. on this passage.] The words might therefore mean, "I have entirely devoted
myself to Obrist," and have, therefore, only to execute His will.
But the addition ev Trj, umµaTt µov obliges us to understand the
UT/,yµaTa of the wounds, which St Paul bad received in his calling
as apostle. See on 2 Car, xi. 23, ss, These are actual vouchers
for all that the apostle had bad to endure in bis apostolical service.
-They are called uT{ryµ,aTa 'I71uou, because they were received in
His service, and m conseque~ce of his labours for Him, What was
meant to bring shame he bears as honourable scars,)
Ver. 18. The usual formula of wishing them grace at length
closes the Epistle to the Galatians; for. with the xaptr; everything
else is given at the sam.e time. But St Paul wishes-the x&ptr; µeTd.
TOV 'll"VEvµa-ro<; vµ,rov, not merely µ,e0' vµ,wv, in order, as Ruckert
correctly remarks, once more to draw their attention to the necessity cf the victory of the spirit over the flesh, however the latter may
show itself, which victory is only possible through grace. (But see
2 Tim. iv. 22, where .,,-veflµ,a stands also, without the possibility of
such a reference taking place,)

, EXPOSITION
01' THE

EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.

( l ll )

INTRO D UOT ION.

§ 1.

THE FIRST READERS OF THE EPISTLE.

St Paul came, for Lhe first time, to Ephesus, the famous capital
of proconsular Asia, as he, after a year and a halfs sojourn in
Corinth, was concluding his second missionary journey, and was
travelling thence to Jerusalem. However, on this occasion he only
touched at Epnesus, and stayed.but a few days there (Acts xviii.
19, 20.) Nevertheless, he even then formed connections, and
was besought to pass a longer time there ; but a vow compelled
him to h!lste; he therefore soon took leave, though with the promise of returning thither for a longer visit. This promise St Paul
very soon performed; after ending his journey, he left Jerusalem
once more for his third missionary journey, and went through Galatia and Pbrygia directly to Ephesus. Now, he found here so favourable a soil for the Gospel, that he remained here two years and
three months, and founded a prosperous church. (Acts x.ix. 8, 10.)
St Paul would probably have stopped there still longer had not
the goldsmith Demetrius obliged him by a. tumult to leave the
city. Meanwhile, the Church in Ephesus had been sufficiently
established. Judaism and Gentilism threatened it no more, but
interior schisms through false teachers were imminent. When,
therefore, St Paul in his last journey to Jerusalem passed through
Miletus, he sent thither for the presbyters of the Ephesian Church,
and took leave of them in a moving speech. (Acts. xx. 17
-38.) At a later time St John chose for himself Ephesus as a
centre for his comprehensive labours in Asia Minor. Its effects
were so considerable that a few decennia later Pliny was already
obliged to write to Trajan that paganism appeared to be almost en•
tirely lost in Upper Asia. (Plin. Ep. x. 97.)
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Now to this important Church in Ephesus the second of the
shorter Epistles of St Paul is, according to its superscription and
title, addressed, But extrinsic and intrinsic reasons combine to
excite doubt as to that destination of the Epistle. First, as to
the extrinsic reasons ; but little stress were to be laid on the fact,
per se, that MSS. B. and 67 have not ev 'Ecpfo·rp in the text (for
the former, the Codex Vatioanus, has at least the words in the
margin, and that too by the original hand, and in Codex 67 they
are only wanting ex emendtitione), but this want becomes important by its coincidence with other data. For Tertullian informs
us in his controversy with Marcion (adv. Marc. v. 11): prretereo ·
hie et de alia epistola, quam nos ad Ephesios prooscriptum habemus, haeretici (Marcion cum suis) _vero ad Laodicenos; with
which ohapter x'vii; of the same work is to be connected, where
the words run : ecolesioo quidem veritate (i. e. according to mere
ecclesiastical tradition) epistolam istam ad Ephesios habemus
emissam, non ad Laodicenos ; sed :Marcion ei titulum aliquanto
interpolare (i.e. according to Tertullian's us,ual language merely
corrumpere, be it addenda or delendo) gestiit, quasi et in isto
diligentissimus ·explorator. Nihil autcni de tituH~ interest, quum
ad omnes scripserit Apostolus, non ad quosdam. According to
this, therefore, even in the time of Tertullian our Epistle was
known as· an Epistle to the Ephesians, only Marcion al!d }!is
sect declared it to be addressed to the Laodiceans. Tertullian does
not intimate what reading they found in the passage Ephes. i. l, but
it lies in the very nature of the thing that if they could not
have read ev 'Ecf>eurp, if they considered the Epistle as addressed
to the Laodiceans. Now, true as tllight have been, on the whole,
Tertullian's charge against :Marcion, that he had altered the text
of the Scriptures, so far as he received them, yet it is not easy
to see what could here have influenced him to the alteration.
Elsewhere, that is to say, they were dogmatidal reasons which
determined him in his alterations; but those could find no appli. cation here. However, this notice of the African Father upon
the :Marcionite dealing with the Epistle becomes important only
through the more accruate communication, which we owe to Basil.
(Basil. M. cont. Eunom. operum, vol. i. p. 254, edit. Garnier.)
For this Father gives us express information as to the state of the
MSS., and that too of the old MSS., in the· passage Ephes. i. l.
3
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He inl'orms us the reading had been : TO£<; _a,y{o1<; TO&<; OV<T£ "a£
wuno'ls lv Xpun<j, '!7J(]'OV, with the important addition : otrrro
,yap "al al wpo ~µ.wv wapaoeow"a(]'t, "al i]µ.e'i<; €V TOI,<; waA.aW£',
TWV avh,ypacpwv EVPTJ"aµev. Therefore Basil groimds on tradition and his own inspection of old MSS. the conviction, that the
words Jv 'Er:peu'l' were wanting in the exordium of our Epistle;
the Father even uses this reading for a dogmatical argument, he
finds in it that St Paul calls the Ephesians l5vre<;, an intimation
that they through the knowledge of faith were essentially united
to Christ, the only real being. (Tot<; 'Ecpe(]'{oi<; €1rwTJ°~),,rov 6><;
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'Yll'Y/1Tb6'<; 7JVWJJ,EVO£<; T<p ovn 0£ f!.'Tf't,yVW(]'EW<;, OVTa<; aVTOl.{<; ioui.,,ovTW<; cvv6µ.atTev.1) Through this accurate communication Tertul-

lian's reports as to the nature of the Maroionite text, as also the
state of some of our MSS,, certainly become Vflry 1mportant. To
these extrinsic arguments, which are calculated to excite doubts
whether our Epistle is addressed to the Ephesians, there now come
intrinsic ones also, by which these doubts are very much confirmed.
That is to say, one would expect from the position of St Paul towards the Ephesian Church, that divers personal allusions to it
and its members would be prominent features in the Epistle.
But such are altogether wanting; it is true, a hearty cordiality
p~rvades the Epistle, but that is based merely on the common
consciousness of faith, not on personal acquaintanc~ and friendship.
The circumstance, that St Paul had commissioned Tychicus, the
bearer of the Epistle, to relate of him by word of mouth (vi. 21,
22), certainlfin some measure expJains a total want of greetings
and personal intelligence ; but still it is hard to think in the case
of an Epistle of St Paul to a church in which he lived longer than
two years, that be should have so spoken of their faith, as ifhe had
only heard of it by report (i. l 5), and that he leaves in doubt
whether the readers had heard of the grace of God which bad been
given to l:im (iii. 2). Therefore, even apart from the extrinsic
1 In St Jerome's Comm. on Ephes. i. 1, we also read: Paulus Ephesius esse11tire
vocabulo nuncupa.vit, but the Father himself finds fault with that interpl'f'tation; he
remarks that: alii simpliciter vertunt, non ad eos qui sint, sed qui Epbesi sancti et
fideles sint, scriptum arbitrantur, Bottger (Beit. part iii. p. 37) justly infers from the
arbitrantur, that St Jerome also did not find the reading lv 'Eq,i<To/ in MSS,, be only
kJleW it as a conjecture. But I cannot accede to Bottger's view (that originally there
WRS no name of a town stood in the greeting, and therefore oil<Tt is to be taken in a
pregnant sense), for the rellSons developed in what follows.
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reasons, the contents of our Epistle itself lead us to suppose a
wider circle of readers, whose circumstances were not known to the
apostle in the same degree as those of the Ephesians must have
been ; for, that St Paul means to address only those converted
after his departure 'from Ephesus, who were therefore as yet unknown to him, is a totally inadmissible assumption, as nowhere is
·such a distinction among the Christians at Ephesus hinted at.
One might think that tbis difficulty could only be resolved by
assuming, that our Epistle is the one written to the Laodiceans,
of which mention is made Col. iv. 16, as Grotius, Mill, Wetstein,
and lately Holzhausen, have asserted. For St Paul did not know
the Laodiceans personally, therefore the passages of our Epistle,
·which are surprising as addressed to the Ephesians, would seem
quite well adapted to the Church in Laodicea. It was also obvious
to seek in the similar assumption of the Marcionites an historical
b~sis for this view, the rather that Marcion was of Asia-Minor
descent, and therefore ..ye might suppose his manuscripts to contain
the purest text. But there are decisive reasons against this assumption. Had St Paul written at the same time to the Christians
in Colossre and in Laodicea, he would not certainly have commissioned the Colossian Christians to make his greetings to the Laodiceans also (Col. iv. 15). Further, St Paul's wish, that the
Laodiceans might read the Epistle to the Colossians, seems therefore to have but little motive, on the assumption, that tbe Epistle
to the Ephesians is the one addressed to the Laodiceans, because
this Epistle is of similar purport, in general, with tl1at to the Colossians, and therefore the Laodiceans could have no particular
interest, after the n:iore detailed Epistle directed to tkem, in reading
the shorter one also to the Colossians, which was calculated for
particular circumstances. The Epistle mentioned Col. iv. 16 must
rather be co:iisidered as lost, since, as will be immediately shown
in detail, to the assumption of the Marcionites, that the Epistle to
the Ephesians was intended for the Christians in Laodicea, no
exclusive importance can be ascribed, since this circumstance admits of a simple explanation in another way, without supposing
any corruption of the text. Accordingly, for the solution of the
difficulty as to the destination of our Epistle only this one assumption can serve, viz. that the Epistle to the Ephesians was an
enc_yclical one, i.e. that It was meant to circulate among a number
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of churches, and to be read' out in their assemblies. For this
supposition, which completely explains the character of the Epistle,
the greater number, and the most eminent, of the modern critics
have accordingly decided. However, it is still a question, even
supposing the correctness of this general view, how the Ephesians
were exactly situated with regard to this number of churches, for
whom this Epistle was intended, and how we are to establish the
original reading in the salutation. That is to say, the Epistle to
the Ephesians can by no means be understood as an encyclical
one fo such a way, that in the number of the churches, for which
it was especially intended, the Ephesian Church was not itself included; on the contrary, it must be regarded as the .Jfrst church
in that number, as the one to which the Epistle was given first of
all by Tychicus that they might forward it to the others (vi. 21,
22). That appears from the fact, that in all the Fathers without
exception, even in Basil, our Epistle is taken as an Epistle to the
Ephesians. Marcion alone interpreted it as an EpisJle to the
Laodiceans, as we saw ; but, even in him it remained doubtful,
whether he read iv Aaooi«elq, in the salutation, or, as is more probable, had no name of a city at all in the text, just like Basil's
MSS. That this variation of Marcion's does not express the
general view of the ancient Church is irrefragably established by
the fact, that, before Marcion, Ignatius, in his Epistle to, the
Ephesians, mentions our Epistle as one addressed to the Ephesian
Church. (Ignat. ad Ephes. cap. xii. in the shorter recension of
these Epis~les, which, according to the latest investigations, is to
be considered as genuine.) This universal concord would be completely inexplicable, if the Epistle had not been especially addressed
to the Church in Ephesus, much more if not at all to the same in
conjunction with others. On the other haJ?:d, it is quite comprehensible ( unless one chooses to tmppose, that it was merely Col. iv. 16
that was the cause of this supposition), that, if our Epistle was not
addressed, among others, to_ the Christians in Laodicea, along with
others,- it could be occasionally considered also as an Epistle to the
Laodiceahs (from which, however, the one mentioned Col. iv. 15 must
still be supposed different), of which view a vestige seems to have remained 11mong the Marcionites. Tertullian's charge of a designed
corruption of the text is in this point clearly without any probable
ground. Thus, then, there only remains further this one quesH 2
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tion, how the Qriginal text in Ephes. i. 1, may have stood. Ac•
cording to the above-cited passage of Basil, the oldest MSS.
known to him seem to have left out the f.V 'Ecpeutp, so that TOL\;
ovui 1eal '1T'tCTTo~r; were closely united ; for he deduces from this
passage, as we already remarked, that he supposes 1he readers to
have been thus called CJVTE'>, because they stood in connection with
Christ, the only real being (njJ gvn). But this interpretation, as
similar ones attempted in later times by Scbneckenburger, Matthies, and Meyer (see Harless p. xlvii.), cannot possibly be recommended. The analogy of the exordia of St Paul's Epistles is
in favour of the name of the city, or province, in which the readers
of them are, directly following the participle. But then, how shall
the omission of the iv 'Eq,eutp be explained, which took place
in many old MSS.; and, on the other hand, if we uphold ev
'Eq,iutp as the true-reading, how could an encyclical Epistle be
designated as addressed to the Ephesians merely, especially as our
Epistle is addressed to Gentile Christians (ii. 11), whereas the
Ephesian Church was composed of Qentile and Jewish Christians
(Acts xix. 17, xx. 21.) To the latter point, however, but Httle
importance is to be ascribed, because all the churches founded by
St Paul were predominantly Gentile-Christian, and could not be
otherwise from the mission which he undertook (Gal. ii. 9); even
if there were individual Jews among them, still St Paul might
properly keep tlte rnass especially in view, and remind them of
their former idolatry. For it must be supposed in the case of all
. the Epistles, and therefore here also, that St Paul wrote to whole
churches, not to individuals of those churches, because he would by
the latter course have himself dissolved their unity in faith and
love, But there could scarcely have beei;i arq churches without some
Jewish Christians. The two other arguments, however, the omission
of the ev 'EcpEutp in some, and again the retention of those words in
otlter, MSS., can surely be only explained, considering the encyclical
destination of the Epistle, by the assumption,1 that either Tychicus
was provided with several copies of the Epistle, and that in them
the space for the proper city was left blank. for filling up ; or
that copies of the Epistle were made in Ephesus for different
places, and, as it was known to be an encyclical Epistle, the €V
1 Tue author of this hypothesis is Usher, llie famous Archbishop of Armagh, in his
Annal. Mundi ad ann. 64, p, 686.
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'E<f,eup was put, not in ail, but only in the copies intended ~or
Ephes_us and its neighbourhood; but as Ephesus was the chief
fity of Asia, most copies naturally went out from it, which therefore spread that reading. The objection has been made (sea Harless, "p. xlv.) to this hypothesis (as to which .it is immaterial whether it be received so, or modified otherwise), " that it transfers the
usages of modern times to the ancient world," iucorrectly, as it
appears to me. Copies must have been taken, as much in olden
time as in -the present day, of an Epistle addressed to several
churches, whether by the bearer himself, or by those to whom the
Epistle came first ; and that in these copies the name of the place
either was wanting at first, or was afterwards left out by the copyists,
who knew the encyclical destination of the Epistle, seems also to be
entirely analogous to the state of things at all times. This supposition therefore of Usher, Hug, and others, has ever seemed to
me the most suitable solution of the difficulty, and, if we reject it,
we see ourselves obliged to leave the difficulty unsolved._

§ 2,

OF THE GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

Whereas our Epistle maintained the character of an apostolical
writing, as well throughout the early Church as
the later ages,
without any dispute, the critics of our days have attempted to cast
doubts on the correctness of this tradition. Schleiermacher ex.pressed. himself doubtful as to the origin of our Epistle, but his
particular reasons have not as yet been published. De Wette also
(Introd. p. 221, ss.) is just as doubtful, but confesses that the reasons did not as yet suffice for rejecting it. Meanwhile one cannot·
apprehend that plausible reasons will fail the sharp-sighted hyper.criticism of other theologiaos,1 in order to reject tltis Epistle also,
along with other ones, as not St Paul's. Let us examine cursorily,
since the publication of those reasons for the non-genuineness
of this Epistle has not yet followed, what may be considered as
arousing suspicion. Hi.~torical arguments of the sort are entirely
wanting, with the exception of the one, which (§ l) was adduced
as to its destination. But uncertainty as to the first readers of an

in

1 According to Baur in his work against Rothe, Se Paul's Epistles to the Romans,
Corinthians, and Galatians, are alone to he considered as decidedly genuine; all .the
others are not genuine, or else more or Jess suspicious.
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Epistle can only then excite suspicion as to the dec-lared author, if
some other- important points come in addition. Such the interior
constitution of the Epistle i.s said to suggest. De Wette (ubi
supra p. 229) expresses himself on those points in the following
fashion : "In the Epistle to the Ephesians the style seems strange
when compared with that of others of St Paul's Epistles, as it is
altogether too loose (that sounds as if looseness were, in general,
a characteristic of St Paul's mode of representation), overladen
with parentheses and subordinate sentences, disjointed, rich in
words, but poor in new ideas, and varying in prirticulars, a variation which may also be remarked in a great part of his conceptions,
opinions, and mode of teaching. Certainly, these reasons are not
sufficient for rejecting the Epistle, which contains So much which
is worthy of St Paul, and scarcely to be expected .of an imitator,
and which Epistle antiquity has always acknowledged as genuine."
The arguments here cited as arousing su~pieion are, lfflwever, of
such a description that very little, if any, stre'ss is to be laid on ·
them. That is to say, as to the remarks,.first of all, on the form
of our Epistle, it is true that· &7raf X@yoµeva occur in it; b11t it
has been long ago remarked that, considering the small extent of
St Paul's Epistles all together, such must ocour in each. The exposition in it is also very rich and full ; but, when De W ette sees in
it mere " copia verborum, without new ideas," that is, as _Harless
(Introd. sec. 3) has shown in detail, an entirely unfounded charge;
the richness of style, the fullness of the sentences, is rather to be referred to the thronging ideas, which sought for expression at the
same time in St Paul's mind. As to the matter, in the second
place, many variations in "conceptions, opinion:;,, and doctrine"
are said to occur in the Epistle to the Ephesians. - But this
assertion too comes to nothing substantial. Thus De W ette
remarks among others, that the dremonological conceptions in
orir Epistle are unusual, for which assertion the words o&p-x,rov T'YJ'>
I
a
>/
( " 2)
\
\ a
r
,
"
e>J:
5ovcna, -rov aepo, n. , Ta 'lfVEvµanKa T'Y/> 'lfov71pta, ev TO£<,
brovpavloi<, (vi. 12) are quoted. But, since the idea of evil spirits
occurs in all St Paul's ~pistles, it cannot possibly be said with any
reason that there are here deviations from the genuine Pauline
dremonology, just because a subprdinate trait is here brnught out
prominently, which we, accidentally, do not find elsewhere. Such
are to be looked upon as mere &7raf voovµ€va, and these have
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per se just as little force of demonstration in them as the a,raf
Xry6µ,eva, unless they appear in conjunction with decisive arguments.1 The only thing now that might be looked upon as such
is the relation of our Epistle to the Epistle to the Colossians; this
requires, therefore, a nearer investigation.
That between the Epistle to the Ephesians and that to the Oolossians a great affinity exists was known long ago, but the conviction was that the composition of both Epistles at the same time,
and under like circumstances, was quite sufficient to accouut for it.
Butin later times it has been attempted to dispute tltat, because the
affinity is so great that at bottom the Epistle to the Ephesians "appears only a copious amplification of the Epistle to the Co]ossians,
and is wanting ip everything distinctive as to aim and object."
(See De Wette, ubi supra, p. 223.) That is to say, the more decided character of the Epistle to the Colossians is taken to prove
its otiginality at the expense of the Epistle to the Ephesians.
(Ibid., p. 230, note a.) Now, as an a1·gument for this pretended
quality of the Epistle to the Ephesians, De W ette gives us (p. 224
-Jt28) a comparison of the two Epistles (in which all those passages even which contain like words only are set down as parallel
passages), careless whether the connexion in which they occur is
the same or a totally different one.~ Harless (p, lxix.) has already
shown in detail how very differently the comparison of the two
_Epistles appears, if one pays attention to the connexion and tendency of them. With all the concord be.tween them there still
exists an independent character in them both. That is to say,
whilst the Epistle to the Colossians has a very decided polemical
reference, as an heretical party, which is characterized by peculiar
features, is combated in it, such is totally wanting in the Epistle to
the Ephesians. True, some passages are found which at first sight
appear to have a polemical tendency (see iv. 3, 4, 14, 20, 21 ; v.
6) ; but, on a more accm:ate consideration, even in these passages
1 Of what nature lhe other pretended variations are which De Wette says he has re·
marked, is plain from the fact that be reckons among them the exposition of Ps. Ixviii.
19, the allegory of the Church and marriage (iv. 8, 28, v.18); passages which certainly,
according to 1 Cor. x., Gal. iv., seem quite in St Paul"s style. But the exhortations in
iv. 28, v. 18, De Welle finds gross(!) Whence this prudery comes I know not how to
explain.
'l The separate parallels will, in every case, meet with e. closer examination in lhe
expositioll~ and so we do not go iuto them more closely here.
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all properly polemic allusion disappears, and the Epistle stands, as
a •Warning, it is true, against possible errors, but, on the whole, as
merely a lively effusion of the heart, full of faith and joy, by which
the readers are meant to be strengthened in the faith, encouraged
to the practice of love, and stirred up to patience in hope.
Schneckenburger's assumption that (Introd. p. l 35, ss.) our Epistle
relates to the theosophic system, which had spread in Asia Minor,
is, at all events, completely inadmissible. Why should that polemical reference be so veiled ltere when it is so openly expressed
in the Epistle to the Colossians ? The only thing in the Epistle
to the Ephesians which must be considered.as l;laving a special regard to the circumstances of the first readers is the manner in
which St Paul speaks ofbis knowledge of Christianity (iii. 4), and
especially of the position of the Gentiles towards the Jews with
reference to the Gospel (see ii. 2, ss., ii. 11-22, iii.. 6, ss.), according to which our Epistle seems to have a greater affinity to those
written to the Galatians and Romans than to that written to the
Colossians. If one compares with those copious and impressive
representations as to the right of the Gentiles to an immediate entrance into the kingdom of God the exhortations to concord which
(iv. 1, ss.) are annexed to them, it surely cannot be denied that St
Paul rriust have entertained the apprehension that Jewish Christians might at some future time distract the minds of the converts
in the neigbourhood of Ephesus, just as had already happened in
the neighbouring Galatia. That is to say, there is no certain trace
in the Epistle to the Ephesians (see the Comm. on Ephes. iv. 14)
that false teachers of this bias ha-d already gained influ~ce. St
Paul's intention seems to have been merdy to counteract ·betimes
their possible and probable future influence. But the matter has
quite another aspect in Colossre, where the apoetle's polemics combat with. all their force a false doctrine which bad already obtained
circulation. However, when Mayerhoff (on Coloss. p. 143, ss.) finds
another controversy in the Epistle to the Ephesians, he confo.unds
a positive representation with a negative. · True, every proposition
contains also a reference to its opposite, but, if that opposite is
nowhere openly prominent, there can be no question as to polemical tendency. Had St Paul in the Epistle to the Ephesians combated an. actually existing error, he would have been obliged not
merely to set forth the truth in addresses to the Gentile Christians,
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but also to describe their errors with a clear reference to the mistaken Jewish Christians; but of that not· a trace is found. Even
supposing, therefore, that in passages like Ephes. i., 20-23, just
as in Col. i. 15, ss., there floated before St Paul's mind a reply to
false teachers, who, like those of Colossre, denied t,he divine dignity
of Christ and put angel-princes on a level with Him, we should
n,ever be justified in supposing such a reply to exist in the Epistle·
to the Ephesians, except with a view to the possibility that s~ch
false teachers might come from the neighbouring Colossre to
Ephesus also~ but not as if such views bad already been disseminated tl1ere when St Paul wrote to Ephesus. St Paul's melancholy prophecies as to the false teachers to be expected in Ephesus
(Acts xx. 29, ss.) were not realized until the time of the composition of the Epistles to Timothy and of the first Epistle of St John.
But, besides this, the remaining entirely general contents of our
Epistle are communicated so completely in St Paul's language
and form of exposition, that, were the Epistle not genuine, it' must
yet be supposed the author had not merely formed his style on
St Paul's, but written out St Paul exactly word for word. But, had
any one undertaken anything of the sort, he would, in all probability, have imported into the Epistle above all open polemical tendencies, and not have obliterated those which are expressed in the
Epistle to the Colossians, since the attempts at forgery were usually
required to serve the purpose of adding apostolical authority to the
p_ersonal bias that was to be rendered current. What we are to
think of such hypotheses, derived from intrinsic reasons and set up
without any support from extrinsic arguments, is especially shown
in this case by the circumstance that Mayerhoff asserts the originality of the Epistle to the Ephesians and spuriousness of that to
the Colossians with the same confidence and decision with which De
Wette conversely maintains the originality of the Epistle to the Colas·
sians, and the derivation therefrom of that to the Ephesians. (See
Mayerhoffs work, "The Epistle to the Colossians examined, with
especial regard to the three pastoral Epistles,"Berlin 1838, p. l05iss.)
~nd, in fact, if this assertion of Mayerhoffs was not just as arbitrary,
in the absence of all other decisive reasons, it would have, at least,
this advantage over the totally untenable and per se empty one of
De Wette's, that there would be· a reasonable foundation for the
fiction, viz. the insertion of the polemical element iu the Epistl~,
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whereas, according to De Wette's view, that element must have
been even purposeJy Jeft out, by which omission the work seems
wholly aimless. Accordingly, we shall be justified in saying, that
nothing at all can be discovered in our Epistle which could afford
reasonable grounds fo~ a suspicion of its genuineness.

§ 8.

TIME AND 1-'LACE OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE EPISTLE.

This enquiry cannot be carried on with reference to the EpistJe
to the Ephesians alone, as St Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and
to Philemon, which are closely connected with one another, must
necessarily be referred to the same time as our Epistle, on account
of the near affinity of the former of them with our Epistle, and of
the very similar circumstances under which they were composed.
Nay, the very same thing holds good of the Epistle to t~e Philippians also, as Bot.tger (Beitr. part 2nd, p. 60) has already correctly
remarked : " It will ever be a fruitless labour to attempt to separate
the Epistle to the Philippians by any considerable space of time
from those to the Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon,'' which
Schulz, Schott, De W ette, and Schneckenlmrger have attempted,
more or less decidedly, to do. (See the passages in point in Bott•
ger, ubi sup.) Thus two questions arise for us to solve, first,
when these four Epistles were composed, i.e. during what captivity,
whether during the one at Rome, or that at Cresarea (for these two
alone can be named as the dates of their composition with any appearance of truth); and secondly, in what order do they stand with
regard to eauh other?
In relation to that first question, a general agreement had been
already come to in deciding for the captivity at Rome, which St
Luke reports at the end of Acts, while Schulz (Stud. for 1829,
part 3d, p. 612, ss.), Schott (Isag. in N. T.,p. 272; ss.), De Wette
(Introd. p. 254), Schneckenburger (Beitr. p. 143, ss.), and espe·
cially Bottger (Beitr. part 2), recommended with great acumen the
other view, viz. tbat they might have been composed in Cresarea.
For that these Epistles were all written during one captivity is clear
from the open !eclarations in the same (Ephes. iii. J, 13, iv. 1,
vi. 19, ss., Phil. i. 7, 12, 14, sq., ii. 17, ss., Col. i. 24, iv. 8, 7,
Philem. ver. 9.) But now we know of only the -two great capti-
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vities of St Paul in Rome and Cresarea; to one of these, therefore,
the composition of the four Epistles must be referred. For the circumstance, that we fiud the same persons mentioned as companions
of St f'aul in aU four of them, which cannot possibly be supposed
of both captivities, does not permit a partition of the Epistles between the two. These persons are Timothy (Phil. i. 1, Col. i. 1,
Philem, ver. 1), Epaphras (Col. i. 7, iv. 12, Philem, ver. 23), Aristarchus, Marcus, Jesus, Justus, Demas, Lucas (Col. iv. 10, 14,
Philem. ver. 24), Tychicus (Ephes. vi. 21, sq., Col. iv. 7), Onesimus (Col. iv. 9, Philem. ver. 10.) The only thing which strikes·
one here is, that in the Epistle to the Ephesians no mention is made
of Timothy. The supposition that be is not named because he was
a stranger to the readers (see Harless, p. lxi.), seems improbable to
me, because Timothy, according to Acts xx. 4, was with St Paul
in Asia, and on this visit no doubt also visited the churches, to
which our Epistle is addressed. But, if we consider that the
Epistle to the Ephesians contains, on the whole, but few personal
references, and, besides, that St Paul often sent off one or the other
of his companions on this or that business.; it may be supposed
that the composition of the Epistle to the Ephesians bappenedjust
during such an absence of Timothy. In no case can the non-mention of Timothy in Ephesians become an argument which would
justify us in referring this Epistle to another time than the three
others, as all arguments e silentio are of so precarious a nature.
But now, whether we shall decide for the captivity at Rome, as
the date of the composition of these four Epistles of St Paul, or for
that at Cresarea, of which mention is made Acts xxiii. 23-26,
32, is certainly a difficult question, especially after Bottger (ubi.
sup. p. 48, ss.) has tried to prove that the ol,da Ka[CTapo'> and the
11"paiTmpwv (Phil. i. 13, iv. 22), from which it was formerly thought
that one could safely deduce the composition of the Epistles in
Rome, can also be understood of the Palace of Herod in Cresarea
(Acts xxiii. 35), in which St Paul was a prisoner, and of the domestics in it. 1 Now it is true this view seems to me improbable, as St
P11ul would scarcely have called this Palace of the /3aCTtMV'> Herod
ol,da KaiCTapo<, ; but let us pass over this argument, since we shall
never be able to make out for certain which building St Paul
1 See the details in the Comm. on the passages Phil, i. 18, iv. 2~.
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means in the Epistle to the Philippians, because there were imperial palaces in many places. Now, among all which is brought forward by Bottger for Cresarea on the one side, and on the other side
by Graul 1 for Rome, we find so little that is really decisive, that it
is difficult to declare one's self with full confidence for the one or the
other view, Bottger's chief reason against Rome is, that St Paul
was there but a few days in captivity. But this rests on an erroneous interpretation of the conclusion of the Acts, on which see the
Comm. The Epistles contain, collectively, no historical arguments
sufficiently decided to justify us in drawing from them any conclusions as to the time and place of their composition, What may be
gathered from any notices of frames of mind, and similar uncertain,
because purely subjective, circumstances, can of course make-no
claim at all to the force of demonstration. I can find only this one
decisive circumstance in favour of the captivity at Rome, viz. that
St Paul writes, Ephes. vi. 19, 20, he had, though a prisoner, still
the opportunity of proclaiming the Gospel.-That is imaginable
from the nature of his captivity in Rome (see the remarks in the
Comm. on Acts xxviii. 16, 30), but not in the case:of that in
Ctesarea, where St Paul was formally shut up in the prison.
·
According to Acts xxvii. 2, Aristarchus, as well as Lucas, were
also with St Paul in Rome; we find both again Col. iv. 10, Philem.
ver. 24, whereas it is not known to us that they were companions of
St Paul in Cresarea. For these reasons, therefore, in conjunction
with the circumstance that the phrase ol,da Ka{a-apo<; always leads
us to think, at least in the first place, of the imperial palace at Rome,
I decide, with the majority of the later critics and commentators,
for the composition of the Epistles to the Ephesians, to the Philippians, to the Colossians, and to Philemon, in that first captivity of
St Paul at Rome, with the mention of which St Luke closes the
Acts.
But now in what order were the four Epistles themselves com'posed ? The mild captivity in which St Paul was held in Rome
{Acts xxviii. 30), lasted at least two years; which Epistles did he
write.first in this space of time, and which last? In the first place,
as regards the Epistle to Philemon, which Onesimus conveyed, it
is to be suppos:d from Col. iv. 7 to 9, that it was written and sent
l

Graul Dissertatio de Schulzii et Schotti-i sententia cet. Lips. 1836. 8,
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off at the same time with the Epistle to the Colossians, which
Tychicus brought. For both Tychicus and Onesimus, according
to the passage cited, begin their journey from Rome to Colossre together, and at the same time. But Harless• (p. lix.) has decided
the question, whether the Epistle to the Ephesians may have been
composed before or after these two, by the correct interpretation of
Ephes. vi. 21, compared with Coloss. iv. 7. That is to say, in
the former passage the words : &la oe eloij-re m, vµ,e'ir:; Ta ,caT•
Jµ,e can only be explained by assuming a reference to the similar
declaration, 0oi.' iv. 7 ; according to that, the Epistle to the
Ephesians was written after the two to the Colossians and Philemon. The space of time, however, between the composition of
those...two and that of the Epistle to the Ephesians, can scarcely
have amounted to more than a few days or weeks at most, as
Tycbicus brought the Epistle to the Ephesians as_well as that to
the Colossians. Now the repetition of so long a journey, as that
from Rome to Asia 1\finor, was, in the first place, in itself irn probable; and, secondly, the near affinity of the Epistles to one
another requires the composition of them to be placed at the same
time. Therefore, the only question which remains rww, is, how the Epistle to the Pbilippians stands, with respect to the date of its
composition, in relation to that of the three other ones, which, as
well with regard to the places of their destination, as also to the
time of their composition, fall very nearly together. Now, there
are no open and clear declarations in the Epistle to the Philippians
to enable us to answer this question satisfactorily-; we shall be
obliged to confine ourselves to mere probability. However, from
Phil. i. 12, ss., ii. 26, ss., tkat Epistle seems to belong to the latter part of St Paul's captivity at Rome, whereas the three other
Epistles might belong to the earlier period of the same. For the
passages cited presuppose that St Paul had passed a long time in
Rome, and could already remark the effects of bis preaching. (See
De Wette's Introd. p. 232.) Further, the announcement Phil. ii.
24, that be will come to them TaXEW<;, seems to intimate a prospect
of his captivity soon coming to an end, whereas Phil. ver. 22 certainly expresses only a more distant hope of such au event.
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§ 4.

THE CHAIN OF IDEAS IN THE EPISTLE.

The Epistle to the. Ephesians rejects all specialities, which lies
in)he very nature of an encyclical epistle. It only treats of general Christian ideas and relations in a dogmatical and ethical point
of view. Accordingly, this Epistle may be divided into two parts;
in the former (i. I-iii. 21) the dogmatical element prevails; in
the latter (iv. 1-vi. 24) the ethical element. The former part
contains three sections; the first of which (i. I-14), after the
salutation, contains a thanksgiving to God for the work of salvation
established in Christ, and the eternal election of man for salvation
in Him; the second (i. 15-ii. 10) contains St Paul's special thanks
for the faith of the readers, and the prayer, that God would by His
Holy Spirit advance them in this their state, and make them, who
were dead in sin, alive with Christ, that they may, as created anew
in Obrist Jesus, bring forth fruit in good works. Finally, the
third section (ii. 11- iii. 21) sets the former state of the readers
(before their conversion) in heathenism in contrast with the succeeding one in regeneration, and makes it especially prominent, that
the separation between Jews and Gentiles was through Christ abolished, and a unity of mankind established. This unity St Paul
compares to a temple of God, into which all believers are built U)l
on the foundation of the apostles and prophets. Now St Paul sets
himself forth as him, to whom the grace had been granted of accomplishing this call of the Gentile world to be the people of God
through his ministry ; he therefore beseeches his readers on their
part not to become weary in the fight, which faith in Christ has
for its indispensable consequence in this sinful world, and to think
of the glory, which is prepared in Christ for them that overcome.
In the second part (iv. 1-vi. 24) we distinguish/our sections.
The ethical exhortations in the fourth section (iv. 1--16) open
with. calling upon the readers to preserve the unity of the faith
with bumilty, to avoid all di;isions, and to that end to recognize
the distinctions whillh were established by God in the churcli, which
is compared with the human body. In the fifth section there is
annexed to the above the exhortation to walk no longer after the
manner cif the Gentiles, but to be renewed in spirit, and to put on
the new man ; which is afterwards applied to the several moral re-
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lations, in so far as they have reference to men generally (iv.17v. 20.) The sixth section makes a transition to the special reln•
tions of life, and treats, first of all, in detail the matrimonial relations, which are so important, in connection with which the relation
of Christ to the Church, as a type of matrimony, is set forth. There
is further annexed to the above a contemplation of the relation between parents and children; and, finally, of that between masters
and servants (v. 21-vi. 9.) In the seventh and last section the
exposition again returns from the special to the general; St Paul
describes the faithful as soldiers called upon to fight for truth and
righteousness on account of the opposing kingdom of darkness,
and depicts the armour which they must use in it. For all the details respecting himself St Paul refers his readers to the bearer of
the Epistle, Tychicus, and then concludes with the usual benedic·
tion (vi. 10- 24.)

§. 5.

LIST OF THE COMMENTATORS.ON THE EPISTLE TO THE
EPHI<;SIANS.

The Epistle to the Ephesians has been specially commented on
by. Schutz (Lips., 1778. 8.); by Cramer (translation, with Introd.
and notes, Kiel, 1782. 4.); by Miiller (Heidelberg, 1793. 8.); by
Flatt (published by Kling, Tiibingen, 1828.) The last few years

have produced. no less than five new commentaries on our Epistle,
four o_fwhich appeared in the year 1834; viz., the Commentaries
of Holzhausen (Hanover, 1833); of Meyer (Berlin, 1834) ; · of
Matthies (Gripswald, 1834) : of Ruckert (Lips., 1834); and of
Harless (Erlangen, 1834.) The last-named excellent work of my
respected colleague has rendered the other modern works on our
Epistle almost superfluous. (See the general criticism of all the
modern commentaries on the Epistle to the Ephesians in Tholuck's
Anzeiger for 1838, Nus. 34, ss.)

(
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EXPOSITION

EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.
_I.

PART FIRST.
i. 1.-iii. 21.
\ l.

THANKSGIVING FOR SALVATION IN CHRIST,

(i. 1-14.)

After what has been already remarked in the Introduction to
this Epistle (§ i.) as to Toi<; /u-tloi<; TO£<; ovaw ev 'Ecpeqrp, the
salutation (vers. 1, 2) contains nothing which has not been already
sufficiently discussed in the prefaces to the earlier Epistles.' The
name of Timothy, which is found in the prefaces to the cotemporaneous Epistles to the Colossians, to Philemon, and to the Philippians, is wanting, however, in this one, therefore we do not know
to wh~m St Paul dictated it. The Epistle itself begins (ver. 3)
with a thanksgiving to God for the blessings in Christ. Though
St Paul is, of course, also grateful to God for every bodily blessing
in earthly things, still he had no occasion here to put forwarl
that side of the picture, he simply thanks God here for the spiritual
blessing in heavenly things. (On the phrase, o Beo<; ,cai 1ra-rhp
TOV ,cvplov iJµwv 'l'l'}<J'OV Xpur-rov, see the H~tes on Mattb. xxii.
3 J, 32, 2 Cor. i. 4. If the meaning were intended to be only :
" Praised be God, who is the Father of Jesus Christ," the words
would run : €VA-ory'l']T"o<; Beo<; o 1raTTJP ,c, T, ">,,, But in this connection the genitive also must be referred to o Beas-. Besides
I
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this phrase, w,hich occurs in this passage (and which is also found
in St Paul at Rom. xv. 5; 2 Cor. i. 8, xi. 81; Col. i. 3), theapostle uses the following ones as well: o 01:0<; Kal 7raTiJP (1 Cor.
xv. 2-1), o 01:0<; Toii Kvplov ~µriJv 'I,,,uoii Xpunoii (Ephes. i. 17),
7raTi]p Tov Kvptov ~µriJv 'I,,,uoii XptuTov (Ephes. iii. 14),
Bea<; Kal- 'lraTi]p (Ephes. v. 20), and Beo<; 'lraTi]p (Gal. i. 1, 4;
Epbes. vi. 28; Phil. i. 3; 1 Thess. i. 1; 2 Tim. i. 2; Tit. i. 14), in which the reference of the conceptions of " God" and of " the
Father" to the Son is always to be maintained. Now, bad St
Paul wished to make both conceptions : " The God of Jesus
Christ," and " the Father of Jesus Christ," prominent and strictly
separate, the article would certainly have been necessarily repeated
before'll'~n7p(seeWiner'sGram.p.121, 5); buttherewasnoreason
for so rigorous a separation, and therefore, since, besides this, 01:0<;
and 'll'aTi]p are of the same gender, the article might properly be
left out, without weakening the reference of the genitive Tov Kvpiov
~µwv 'I,,,uov XptUTOV to the first substantive.-The two meanings
of 1:vXo,ye'iv in the language of the New Testament, viz. " to praise,"
and " to bless," appear here side by side. _The Hebrew ':J'J* com·
bines both meanings in just the same way.-The 1:vX07la 'll"VEV·
µanKiJ here denotes the effects of God's grace through the Holy
Spirit obtained by us by means of Christ's work, in •every form of
His efficacy, as well in its moral relatfons as also in respect to the
extraordinary gift of grace bestowed on the Cburch.-The iv
TO£<; e7rovpav{w; is difficult, for the concluding words, ev XputTw,
are not connected with the former, but with the evXO"f~ua<; ~µar;,
so that Christ appears as the element, in which the blessed exist,
and through whose mission and work they have received the blessing. Ta E'TrDVpav,a can be understood of heavenly gifts only, or
of the heavenly places. In the former ease it would stand parallel with evXO"f{a 1rv1:vµanl€i], and then the article surprises us ;
St Paul would have written ev l:'ll"ovpavto,i; merely. Besides, Ta
movpav,a always means in St Paul absolutely " Heaven, the
heavenly world;" see Ephes. i. 20, ii. 6, iii. 10, vi. 12.-We
shall, therefore, be obliged to keep to this meaning here also,, and
that too in the following sense : the spiritual blessing which is in
heaven, al}d therefore beflrs with it a heavenly nature. But this
cert~nly may be reduced in meaning to the conception : " Heavenly gifts.")

o
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Ver. 4. This divine energy, so full of blessing, is then more accurately characterized by the declaration that God hath chosen the
faithful before the foundation of the world with the view that they
- may be holy and blameless before His eyes. This J,cXoryiJ 7rpo ,cara/30)1.:qc; ,cauµov (see on Matt. xxv. 34) cannot be used in order to
derive from jt the pre-existence of souls, as Origenes in the olden
times of Chri~tianity, and Benecke in the latest times, were of opinion. The phrase 7rp0 1CaTa/30XfJc; ,cauµov (see at Matt. xiii. 35 ;
Luke xi. 5£); John xvii. 14) detIOtes, in fact, eternity in a metaphysical sense, not time before the creation of the world, which
seems to be the nearest meaning of the words, but timelessness (i.e.
non-subjection to the conditions of time.) It is equal to the a7ro
TWV. al<.dJJ(JJV, to the 7rp60eutc; T6JV airo11&>v (Ephes. iii. 9, 11 ), or
to the a7r' apxjjc; (2 Thess. ii. 13.) But in the €~€A.€~aTO r,µ,ac;
the real individual existence of the faithful before the creation in
the ·divine mind is by no means expressed, but merely the timeless
act of volition on the part of God who beholds the future as present. On the other hand, it is undeniable that in tbe e,cXeryew is
couched a reference to others not chosen, and that therefore the diseourse here is of a pr!l!destinatio sanctorum, but without asserting
at tire same time with that a reprobatio impiorum or a gratia
irresistibilis. (See the remarks on Rom. ix. 1.) By the addition ev a.uTrj,, i.e. Xpiu-r<j>, the e,cJ.oryiJ is more accurately defined.
God sees in His election by grace man in Christ, so that, as Adam
was the representative of natural humanity, so Christ is the repre·
sentative of spiritual humanity. (By the Ka06>c; ver. 4 is united as
an explanation to ver. 3, " praised be God, who bath blessed us,
as He.indeed bath chosen us, i.e., since He hns chosen us." See 1
Cor. i. 6.) The o~ject of the election is, h-0wever, that men should
be holy and unspotted. (In Col. i. 22 /wey,cX'f/Toc; also stands
along with both expressions.) It remains to be said that itis self. evident from what follows that this is no self-elaborated -holiness
and blamelessness attained by our own righteousness, but Oltrist's
holiness, which is imputed to faith, but manifests itself likewise in
the believer, though only as the result of the experience of grace as
a real state.
Ver. 5. The connection of the ev Cll'/{1,'ffrJ with eEeJ.lEa-ro has the
collocation too decidedly against it. But one may be uncertain
whether ev arya7rr, should be taken to be joined with what precedes
I 2
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or what suoceeds. The idea, "to be holy and unspotted in love,"
would not in itself be improper, since love, as the inmost root of
the disposition, determines .holiness itself. Neither can anything
be objected to the conjunction 11,µ,(J)µ,o,; ev a,1y&1rr11, for designating
pure love; at 2 Peter iii. 14 we read &u1ri"Am ,wt aµ,Jp,'TJTOt ev
Elp~vv, J:ude ver. 24 11,µ,(J)µ,o,; f.V a'Ya).;\iauEi. But, firstly, the documents of critical value speak decidedly for the connection with what
follows, as well as the circumstance that St Paul generally uses &ry,01,
Kat &µ,(J)µ,oi without any addition. (See Ephes. v. 2.7; Col. i.
22.) The lv O."fU7TTJ 1rpooplua,; ~µ,iis, therefore, connects itself with
the e,€Ae,aTO as a stricter definition ; God"s election manifested
itself in the gracious predestination to adoption, i.e., God predestined us for children of God. (As to the r.poop{s€iv, also, which
appears in ver. 11, joined to KaTa, 7rpa0€aw, and as to the vio0eula,
as also as to the EKAO"f~, what was needful has been already observed at Rom. viii. 15, ix. L) Since the possibility of the
0€u{a is entirely brought about through Christ's atonement, the
addition s,;;, ,l 'T}UOV XptUTOV explains itself, but the ek aVTOV is
difficult, though it might be, with Lacbmann and Harless, worthy
to be·preferred to the ailT<'Jv of Griesbach's text, as the latter surely
arose merely from the wish to mark more decidedly the -reference
to the Father. No other reason, surely, can be assumed for this
addition, ek avToV, than the design of St Paul to designate Christ
as Him who leads man to God, through whom man comes to the
Father, according to the words in St John, "No one cometh to
the Father but through me;" so that we might paraphrase the sentence thus : " God has in love predestinated us unto adoption, that
we might through Jesus come to Him and be led back to Him out
of our lost state, in accordance with His gracious will." From the
annexed l(.aTd T~v eMoKta~ TOV 01:;\~µ,aTor; avTov one might think
it possible to deduce something against the connexion of Jv <U'f'1!Tr'[)
with 7rpooplua,;. That is to ·say, as in evSoK{a the conception
of love and benevolenc~ is conched, not that of the mere decree (see
Harless on this passage), evSol(.ia Tov 8e).~µ,aw,; seems exactly =
J,r•ta'TT"'TJ, But, whilst in wya1r'TJ the proper essence of God is designated as love, evSo/(.la Toii 0e;\~µ,aTor; makes the benevolence of
the individual act of the will in the election and predestination of
the faithful prominent, so that there can be no question of a
tautology.
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Ver. 6. The praise of God's grace, to which man was meant to
be incited by that gift itself, and with which St Paul had set out in
ver. 3, .is then brought forward as the object of this benevolent
divine will. It is not necessary to explain the addition of S6fa
riji; xapiTo<;, which serves to strengthen the expression, by stippos. ing it= x&pii; lvSofoi;, or by reducing it to a Hebmi:sm. (See
the pertinent remarks on this passage in Harless.) In what immediately follows (vers. 12, 14), we read again €li; wawov T'lj<;
Sog,,,i; avTOV without xapt'TO<;, (See on the idea of the xapt<;, i.e.
the unmerited expression of God's love towards His creatures,
the remarks on- Rom. iii.~21. X&pti; is never used of Christ and
the Holy Ghost. So far the form of St Paul's sentences proceeds
regularly; but after €Vy exaplTroow, as far as ver. 14, the writer's
discourse proceeds entirely by means of relatives, which link themselves to the substantive which stands last, and thus form, as it
were, a coronet of isolated sentences, without any regular periods.
Similar passages are found Col. i. 9-20 ; l Pet. i. 3-12 ; and
in our Epistle, at i. 20, ss., which directly follows, a similar circle of
propositions occurs, which are. all united by «al. But the separate
propositions themselves, which are thus connected with one ·another by relatives, all issue quite naturally from one another, following the association of ideas, so that this mode of exposition on}y
shows St Paul's fullness of ideas, which thronged forward, without
allowing him time to range the isolated propositions into periods.
Thi~ style of writing without periods, arising from such exuberance of ideas, extends into the fourth chapter of our Epistle : it
shows itself, however, here most strikingly. As to the words ev ?i
exapiT(l)<T€V ~µ,as, the reading 't]<; has, it is true, important vouchers
for it, ·especially A. and G., and accordingly Lacbmann bas received
it into the text. But the overwhelming number of the manuscripts
for evy, and the facility of the alteration, on account of the preceding x&ptTO<;,c cause the latter reading to be preferred. Now the
grace of God is described in the words : ev f, Jxapl-rroa-€v ~µ,as as
the means by which He has made man acceptable to Himsdf; and,
indeed, as it was said in verse 4 ev av-rrj}, so here it is EJJ T<p7}"/a'fl',,,- µ,lvrp, by which, as the gloss vlrp avTov in B,E.F.G. correctly_ explains, Christ is meant to be designated, as He, the. archetype of
holiness, is 1'a'T' efox~v the object of God's love, and through
Himself first makes everything worthy of God's love. Ver. 7 clearly .
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shows that the xaptTOO) relates to tbe work of Christ, in whom God
views the elect. The use of the aorist exaplTroue is, therefore, not
to be explained by the assumption, that St Paul means to say,
"God had already made him (St Paul himself), with his believing
cotemporaries, acceptable to Himself, because they were inwardly
atoned for, and had appropriated grace," this proposition, on the
.contrary, holds good of allfuture generations also; St Paul utters
the i,µe'i,;, in the name of all believers to all eternity. As in ver. 4
ife">.ifaTo denotes the timeless decree of . redemption, so here
exapfrwue denotes the objective fact of the same, which holds good,
not merely for those then living, but also for all mankind. God
has in Christ, once for all, had mercy on mankind, received them
into favour, and made them acceptable to Himself. But the Jv
cannot be changed into
Christ is rather, as has been already
remarked on ver. 4, to be understood as being the real representative of mankind, in whom all exist afte1· the new man,--Christ in
us, as they exist in Adam after the old man. (The form xapiT6ro
is found i~ the New Testai;nent but once more, Luke i. 28; elsewhere it occurs also Sir. ix. 8, xviii. 17, and in Symmachus, Ps.
xviii. 26. In profane Greek writers it is not found except in very
late writers, as Libanius.)
Ver. 7. Now, as regards Christ, St Paul brings redemption through
His blood into prominence, and designates it more closely as &cf,euir;
Tow wapawTwµ&m,w. In the words ev <j> ex,oµ,ev Christ is considered as the living fountain of redemption; that is to say, although it was actually effected by His death, still it, in His)ntercession (see at Rom. viii. 34 ), works on incessantly as a living power.
His work is inseparable from His person ; we have not redemption
in His work without His person, but in His person, with which
His work forms a living unity. As to the idea of the awo">.inp;,,:
uir; and the phrase Otit Tov a't'µaTor; airrov, they have already been
treated of at length on Rom. iii. 25. The epex:egetic Ti/V &<faeuw
TWV wapa'lr'TroµaTrov only requires ,a remark here. The phr"86,'
which is often found in the Gospels and the Acts, occurs in 8fPaui
here only, and in Col. i. 14 the synonymous &<faeuir; 'TfuV aµ,apTUiJV,
In Rom. iii. 25 wapeut<, <lµap-r"7µaTwv means something quite different, see the Comm. on that passage. In the Epistle to the Hebrews ix. 2~, x. 18, &cpeut<, is found alone. Now the phrase denotes, accordii;ig to its literal sense, forgiveness of sins, i.e. of their
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guilt, therefore the effect of the atonement ("aT1i't,:M1y~) for man.
Too much stress is not to. be laid on the form 7rapa7r-rwµ,aTa,
aµ,aprla,, for not merely sinful deeds, but also sinful conditions,·
innate sinfulness, are considered as pardoned. Ta 7rapa7r'TWJ.l,aTa
denotes rathereverytking sinful, absolutely, in whateve1 form it may
present itself. Since, now, a1ro-Xvrpr,un~ and /CaTa},;7',,wy~ are only
designations of the same idea, taken from different points of view .
(see at Rom. iii. 25), and ltrf,e<n~ Tciiv 7rapa7rTroµ,aTrov explains
more nearly and defines the &11roXvTpro(1't~, the result is, that by
this phrase the negative side of Christ's work is here meant to be
especially designated, according to which sinful man is considered
as pardoned by God for the sake of Christ's merits. But the appropriation of this forgiveness of sins cannot be regarded as a fact,
unlesa the transformation of the man proceeds from it as its consequence.
Ver. 8. In the forgiveness of sins established through Christ St
Paul sees again the riches of grace, which He has caused to abound
towards man. But it is a question here, whether the ev 7TM1J o-ocpi'! ,cal. q>pov~ue, is to be joined to e7Teplo-uevo-ev, or to "fVwplua~. We must let ourselves be guided in our decision on tha.t
point by the fact, that neither 7r8,ua uocf,la,1 nor cppov'l'/trt~,' nor
1>f>/w,µ.or;,, <f,povlµ,ro~. can fitly be said of God. The joining
it with "JVroplua<; is, therefore, inadmissible, because, according
to it, both words must necessarily be referred to God. it. is true,
Grotius, Baumgarten, and others, have chosen to re.fer the ev
7Ta<T1J uo<f>l<t "ai cf,pov~ue, to God, even when joining it with e7repiuuevue ; but, besides the above-cited general reason, the comparison with Col. i. 9, where the ev 1raun uocf,ll[, ,cal. uvvea;ei 'TTVevµ.a7:.':!'Y ·must be referred to man, should have deterred them from
that interpretation. Therefore, the proposition in ver. 8 is to be
'
'
'
'
~
,\
'
'
,1,1
p~rapb rase d t hus : ,$.,1<; e1repttr(J'evuev
ei~
'l'/J,La<;,
tva ev
7raur,
uo..,,,~
Jtcat q>pov~uei- 7repmaTwµ,ev. But the definition of the words uotpia, _<ppoll'l}trt<;, and uvveui,;; (Col. i. 9), which bears some affinity
t,o the latter, and which we will here consider at the same time with.
the two former, is not without difficulty. Io<f,la, which is re1 Harless remarks very justly that one may say indeed," God has wisdom," or "in
Him is all wisdom," but not, " He does anything in all wisdom," because God possesses
all attributes absolutely. But the phrase" all wisdom" is here relative, as it must be thus
paraphrased: "All the wisdom which, under. exisling oireumstances, i~ imaginable, which
one can suppose.,. in men."
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lated nearest to ryvwutr;, seems in the language of the New Testament to be the result of the rightly applied voiir;, i.e. of the faculty
by which we perceive the Eternal.1 But, whilst ryvwuir; has only
,
the reference to knowledge, there is constantly couched in uocf,ia
a reference to the practical application of knowledge, as in the
Hebrew ii'D~M, whilst the ryvwutr; answers to the Hebrew ii~,::i.
· On the oth;; hand, cf,p6JJ'T}utr; and uvveutr; are expressions ol tl~e
rightly-applied cf,pev€r;, i.e. of the.understanding. They answer to
our German expressions " klugheit" and " verstand" ( anglice,
"prudence" and '' understanding"). Both words have also a reference to the practical, like uocf>la, but with the difference, that in
the last expression the practical aim is directed more to great
and comprehensive relations, cf,poV'T"}Ut<; and uvveutr;, on the contrary, relate to special and individual cases. As wisdom takes
earthly relations in their totality, and thus knows how to estimate
them in their reference to the eternal, there can be I).O false application of wisdom ; false wisdom is only seeming wisdom, wisdom is
always rightly applied. Prudence, on the contrary, can, just because it has to do with individual cases, be, it is true, entirely what
1t is, viz., -a sagacious use of present circumstances, and yet be
applied to ungodly ends. Therefore St Paul, at Col, i. 9, pertinently adds: ev uvveuet '11'vevµa-rucfi, in order to distinguish real pru ..
dence, which is applied to spiritual ends, from the cf>p6JJ'T}uir; uap/€Uc~ or -rov /€ouµ,ov, of which the Scriptures say that the children
of the world distinguish themselves by it more than the children of
light. (Luke xvi. 8, ol vlot TOU alrovo,;; TOVTOV cf,povtµroTepot U'11'€p
TOV<; vfovr; TOV cf>w-ro;;; ekn.)
But there seems to be no further
distinction between uvveui,;; and cf>poVrJ<rt<; than tlds, that uvveu£r;
denotes more the power of the understanding, cf,poJJ'T}utr; more the application of that power. It may be said, God has implanted the voiir;
in the spirit, as the uvveuir; in the soul, but not the cf,poJJ'T}utr; (as
neither did He implant ryvwuir; and uocf,la in the voiir;), because the
latter depends on the faithful applicatio0:-of the power of the uvve1 We ha.ve spoken already on-1 Cor. xii. 8 of aoq,ia and ,yuwo-,v, but as of charismata,
whreh cannot be meant here ( se~ on ver. 17), not as of natural faclllties, which can be
cultivated even without the infinences of the Holy Ghost, or excited through them.
But certainly the divine Spirit ever attaches Himself to the human spirit, whence the
like names for the certainly related, but yet dijferent, gifts. There cannot be, from the
' nature of the ~g. a xap,aµ.a of the q,pour,ato, or of lb~ ITIIUICT . ., because _these are faculties of the ,J,ux~-
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en<;. But from this relation betwen them it is comprehensible that
they can be used quite synonymously, just as our words, "verstand" and " klugheit."
( Compare on this point my essay de
naturre humame Trichotomia in my Opusc. Theol. p. 158, sq. I
still perfectly approve of tbe definition given there, ,yvw,n,; ev r<j>
vot; 7r{rrn,; ev r[l "ap'Uq,, only I should like to modify the proposition : a:o<f,la 'ev rai,; cppealv to the extent of saying, that the
uocpla also belongs to the department of the vov,;, as complement of
the ,yvroui,;.)
Ver. 9. The rich manifestation of divine grace is further more'
accurate! y defined by the "(llrop{ua,;. ~µ,'i,v ro µ,vur'l]ptov rov 0e">.:f,JJ,«-TQ<; "·r,">,,. By this connection with the e7replaaevuev it will be
clear enough, that the ,yvrop{tew is not to be understood of a mere
exterior making known, but of such a making known, by which he,
to whom anything is revealed, receives at the same time the essence of
the thing, here of the mystery of the divine will. For that the µ,vur1piov rov 0e">,,~µ,aro<; is here Christ's becoming man, and the work
of redemption which depended on it, is clearly shown by what follows.
This was known as about to happen through the prophecies of
the Old Testament from even Adam downwards, but the aorist (,yv0>plaa,;) points to something actual, and, as such, is the realization
of the prophecies presented to us ; by this that mystery was first
made really known, which even the angels desired to look into (1
Peter i. 12.) It remains to be said, that we find here 0llvqµ,a and
eu3oKta separate, whereas in ver, 5 they were fused into one idea.
Kara T~V EVOOJ(tav avTOV joins itself to ,yvropluar;;, and denotes the
,yvropl,ew itself as an act of divine benevolence; on account of the
following i)v 7rpoe0E'TO, evoo,da is to be taken as = to " gracious
decree," because 7rp_oJ0ero is not adapted to express the " grace and'
favour of God," as permanent conditions; on the other hand, rov
Pe">,,~µ,aro,; avrov denotes more closely the mystery of which men. tion is here made, as a voluntary act proceedin_g from the depths of
the divine being. As such, as an act of the divine will, which has
its ultimate basis in the being of God Himself, Christ's manifestation and work is, and constantly remains, a µ,v<1T1Jpiov, whilst, in
· other points of view, considered in its appearance, it is an actual
revelation, consequently is also presented as a subject of knowledge. St Paul, again connecting what follows to the euooKla by a
relative, proceeds to give a more accurate account
God's gracious

of
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decree. In every case (whether one here again, as is most suitable,
with Laohmann and Harless, read l-11 avrp, or even lv avrrp) the
?Tpoe0ero ev aimp can only refep to God and His intentions, and not
to Christ, since, in what immediately follows ( ver. 11), the ?Tpo0e•
ut<; refers back to 7rpoe0ero.
If by lv aimj, it were meant t<;> be
expressed that God's purpose realized itself in the person of Christ
and in His 'work, it would have found its place at the close of the
proposition, in this way : El<; ol!,ovoµ,lav roD 'll"ATJprJJµ,aro<; rriJv ,cat•
prov lv avrtj,. But as regards the conception of the ol,covoµ,lav, it
depends on the context how the general meaning" administration,
disposition, arrangement," is to be applis0d. In tlie passages 1 Cor,
ix. 17 (compared with iv. I) and Col. i. 25 ol,covop,ia denotes the
apostolical office. Here, according to the context, it refers to the
dispensation of the grace of God in Obrist, and the word ol,covo•
µ,ta for " incarnation" is quite familiar to the Fathers, perhaps
with an application of this passage. (See Suiceri Thesaur. Eccles.
s. v.) But too ek denotes the object towards which God's 7rpb0Eat<;
is directed. This object is, finally, with regard to time, more nearly
defined by the addition rov TrA1Jp,apia,ro<; rruv ,catpwv. One expects-,
perhaps, lv w).'Y}pwµ,an rrov ,catpriJv, the connection of the genitive
ol,covoµ,fa rov 'll"ATJproµ,aro<; denotes the dispensation of God in
Christ, but :regarded as one that belongs to the 'TT'A17Proµa rwv
1«1tp<i>v. On this phrase itself see the remarks-on Gal. iv. 4, where
w).~pwµ,a Tov ')(j)t>Vov stands parallel to it. There is conched in
it,per se, no reference to the fJµ,~pa lcrx,aTTJ, (although it is true
that the apostles looked o.n the time of the second advent of the
Messiah as, at the same time, the re'ATJ rwv alwvrov) ; there is, rather,
couched in the wX~proµ,a merely a reference to a pre-established
term, up to which the time is considered as being fulfilled.
. Vet. 10. The ava,cecf,all.atrJJuaa-Oai rtt 7ravra lv -rrj> XpurriiJ is
named as the ultimate aim of the mysterious divine decree. In
these words the first thing we have to consider is the definition of
the term ava,cEcj,a>..atovv. In the passage, Rom. xiii. 9, we had
the word in the meaning, " to comprise under a ,cecj,a).aiov, i.e. to
comprehend, sum up, under a radical idea." Since the question
here is concerning a gathering together under the person of Christ,
the word can only be referred to the idea of Kecj,a).~, to which the
composition of the word certainly does not lead first. Christ, that
is to say, here appears to be described as He, in whom, as the
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head, God has gathered together everything, so that He governs
all as Lord and Regent of the world. The conception of the To%
'7rcivTa is divided as to its meaning by what follows : ni TE
TO£~
ovpava'i<; 1'al Ttl E?Tl Tij~ "fYI~. According to this, the a11a1'ecf>aAfl,l,O)(jQP0a, would appear as the result of the : JMe,,, Xpio-Tro wiiua
Jgoyula ev ovpavrp 1'at e?Tt ryr,~ (Matt. xxviii. 18, compared with
Matt xi. 27) ; and in St Paul of the : 'lT'llVTa v?TeTafev V'lT'O TOV<;
7TbOa~ avTov (1 Cor. xv. 26, with reference to Ps. viii. 7.) The
passage would seem, according to this, to have no especial difficulties ; the neuter Tct 'lT'aVTa, Ta TE €1! TO£~ ovpavoZ~ 1'. T, 'X.. might be
left in all their i:rfdefip.iteness, and we might understand by il not
merely persons, but those together with all other forms bf the creation, in one word, the creation as a wl10Je, which _Christ rules by
His power.
Evil itself, with its representatives, must carry out Christ's almighty will, it too is, although repugnant,. gathered in under Christ
as 1'ecpa>..~. But, for several reasons, we are not satisfied with this
mode of taking the passage. Firstly, St Paul uses the metaphor,
according to which Christ is represented as the 1'ecpa'X.iJ Tov uwµ.aTO<;', not so that the universe is the uwµ,a, but so that under it the
Church is understood (see Ephes. i. 22, iv. 15, v. 23; Col. i. 18,
ii. 19.) We should be obliged, therefore, to say even that ava1'ecpaMirouau0ai is here, without any reference to the metaphor of
the uiiJµ,a, to be taken merely in the meaning, " to gather together
as ·a ruler," for which Col. ii. 10, the only passage in which ,cecpaXiJ
seems to have a wider reference than merely to the Church, might
be quoted. But the whole context also in our passage seems not to
snit that view. '(he µ,vo-T17ptov, of the operation of which St Paul
here" speaks, is surely nothing but redemption through Christ, which.
therefore appears, here also, to be necessarily prominent in the·ava1'ecpa).a.1,Wuao-Oai, as the aim of the µ,vo-T1piov. The parallel passage Col. i. 20, where a7roJ€awX"A.afai stands in a like connectioni
and the
avTOV is, besides, more nearly defined by oia. TOV a'£µa,TO'>
TOV <TTavpov avTou,-raises this supposition to certainty. The
meaning of the apostle must, therefore, here also, be taken thus,
that God, through. Christ's atonement, has gathered together all
things, whether in heaven or on earth, in Him a~ the head, i.e. knit
them together into living harmonious unity, in opposition to the
. pvisent state of dissension and enmity, which is.expressed in
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which Bahr erroneously separate_s from
True, the same critic (on Col. i. 20) has chosen
to explain the a7!'o«;aTa"X.>..a~ai by the word in our passage, instead
of, conversely, our ava«;e<pal't..mrouaq0ai, by that; but it has already
been remarked, in opposition to that, on several hands, and especially, last of all, by Harless, that the more general expression may
certainly be explained by the more special one, but not the more
special one by the more general one. Now, if we consider more
nearly that idea, whic~ the apostle intends us to recognize in this
passage, it cannot be disputed that in it the a,ro,caTauTaui,; TWV
'71"avTrov seems to be again favoured, a view which St Paul in general,
as 1ias been already remarked on Rom. xi. 32, 1 Cor. xv. 24, ss.,
Gal. iii. 22, says more to suppmt than the other writers of the
New Testament. (See, however, in contrast to these passages,
2 Thess; i. 9, and the remarks thereon in my Comm.) For, even
putting the Ta TE €V TOb<;' oupavot<;' quite out of sight, the words
ava«;e<pa).auhuau0at T£t ,ravm-T.:t €'1Tt- riji;- "fYJ'-, alone, seem to
express the conversicm of all men; for to confine the conception of
the 'lravTa €'71'1 Tfj<; ryfJ,; to those on earth, who are elected to sal,
vation according to God's gracious election, seems altogether arbi, trary ; according to the words, all, without exception, are here
spoken of. But, if one also takes the rd. -re EV -rof,; ovpavof,; in
addition, it is very easy to understand how the defenders of the
restoration could understand the passage so that they conceived T.:t
wavTa of the universe, and Ta T€ fV TO£<;' ovpavot<; ,cat-. Ta €'11'1,
rij,; "171~ of the two halves of the universe, the spiritual and the
material world, in such a way, that in both halves all beings,1
tlierefore also the evil spirits, along with their Prince, the Devil,
(which St Paul at Ephes. vi. 12 places in the celestial world, as
being spirits), would be at some time converted through the might
of the atonement, and gathered together under Christ as the
head. 2 The various ways which the interpreters have stru{)k into,
in order to evade this explanation, are but little satisfactory. · Some
propose to understand the -rtt Jv TO£<; oupavoi,; of those who died
elp71vo'Totrycm,;,

a7ro,ca-ra>..7'..a~at.

l The Rabbins distinguish between a familia qure supra, and one qure infra·, est. See
Wetstein on this passage.
2 It is e8i)ecially Origen, who first openly announced and spread this· interpretation.
Thal Father, besides this, assumed, altogether arbitrarily, that Christ had suffered several times in the different spheres of the universe, for the redemption of their respective
inhabitants,
,t
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iu the hope of salvation, who wer~ convert~d and atoned for by
Obrist; thus Beza, Calixtus, Suicer, Wolf, and others.-Others,
as ·Schottgen, Ernesti, and several others, proposed to understand
tbe Jews by those in heaven, the Gentiles by those on earth. According to ScbJeiermacher (in the essay on Col. i. 16, ss., of which
we shall speak further on that passage), 'Ttt Jv 'TOt,<; ovpavo'i,<; is
meant liere to denote " all matters relating to God's service, and
the dispositions of mind thereto relating," 'Ta J7rt 71]<; ,yf'/<;, on the
other hand, " all that belongs to earthly kingdoms, to civil order,
and legal conditions." _
·
Others, again, ~nderstood the good angels by 'Ta Jv Tot\· ovpav<J1,r:; ; so Calvin thought, who, without any proof, set up the assertion, that by Christ's atonement the good angels are established in
purity, so that they can no more fall away; and Chrysostom,
Anselm, Calovius, who understood our passage so, that they referred this to an enmity of the good angels against men who h~d
beoome wicked, which Christ had put an end to. Finally, Bahr,
Tboluck, Bohmer, and others, also refer this to the good angels,
but in this way, that the enmity, whic.h was appeased, is not to be
sought in them, but in man, so that, thus, only a restoration of
peace between two divided parties, of which one alone bears the
guilt, is asl}erted. Against each of these interpretations, however,
so much that is well-founded may be objected (as may be seen in
detail in Harless in his Comm. ad h. 1.), that we can adopt no
one of them. The generality of the Tei wavTa, and the division
of this whole, which is kept just as genera] in expression, ,-& TE Jv
To'i, ovpavo'i, 1eat Tit €71"£ 'T1J, ,yfj,, are sufficient to preclude us
from thinking of anything individual, whether in heaven or on
earth; on the contrary, we are, no doubt, to conceive not of person!J-l conscious beings alone, thougl1 of them e.~pecially, b;'it of
the whole wd<rt<;, even the unconscious part of it), which St Paul
in Rom. viii. 17, ss., expressly designates as having part in the
redemption through Christ; and, to ,\le sure, we have to refer this
1CT1<r£<; not merely to the earth, but also to tlte celestial world.
The reconciliation through Obrist is, therefore, to St Paul a fact,
the workings of which pervade the universe, which affects the conscious, and the unconscious, parts of the creation equally, whether
or not they be themselves touched by sin, which latter is the case
in the world of good angels. Most of the interpretations quoted
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contain, therefore, elements of truth, they fail principaUy from the
circumstance, that they make these one-sided elements pass for the
whole. Now Harless, too, wishes in this passage to maintain a
reference to the totality in its relation to the work of redemption.
" Everything," says ne, page 52, '' whether in heav_en or on earth,
has a share in that fact."
In Col. i. 20 Harless finds a Zeugma, because a7TOICamX).,a~at
relates especially to 'T'd. l17Tl 'T'1JS' "/7/S', "and yet," continues he, "it
cannot be called a Zeugmatic connection, as undoubtedly also
what is in heaven is reconciled with the rest, in that it is included
with the rest in the final development of the work of reconciliation,
which delivers the whole creation." St Paul, therefore, does not
mean to speak, "as ifthere were an actual need of redemption in
heaven, ,or as if·beaven were only used as a figure of speech, but
he is to be ·taken as expressing himself so, because the Lord and
Creator of the whole body, of which heaven and earth are members, has Testored the whole body in the restoration of the one
body, and the greatest significance of redemption consists in tliis,
that it is not merely ti, restoration of the life of this earth, but a restoration of the harmony of the universe." But now, by this interpretation, he leaves unresolved the principal difficulty, viz., how
St Paul could ever say that all· liave a share in tlie redemption, that it is a restoration -of tbe harmony of the universe, if he
- shared the common view, according to which the numberless armies
of angels who fell, along with the by far greatest part of mankind
(Matt. vii. 13, 14), are eternally damned, and therefore shut out
from the harmony of the universe. The defenders of " universal
restoration" understand "the harmony of the universe" exactly
and seriously according to' their literal meaning, and seem, according to that, to be here in the right. Certainly, if taken in thei-r
isolation, the two passages, Ephes. i. l 0, Col. i. 20, cannot be
explained otherwise. But the interpreter has the task not merely
or explaining separate passages, but also of elucidating the separate passages from the general tenor of the ideas of the writer to
whom they belong, and again to tltrow ligM on the ideas of the
individual writer ( of course without encroaching on his individuality), in connection with the expressions of the primitive Christian doctrine in all the writers of the New Testament. According to this, it may certainly be affirmed that St Paul is the writer
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in tbe New Testament who touches on the doctrine of eternal
damnation most rarely, most. permits it to remain in the background,
and contains most of the expressions, wJiiicb, considered per se.
seem to teach a " general restoration;" at the same time, we
cannot say he teaches that doctrine decidedly; partly, because he
no where enunciates it outrigh,t, but always in such a way only that
one is led to it by inference ; partly, because the other writers of
the New Testament, and especially in the Gospels our Lord Himself, maintained the contrary so unequivocally. Now, as regards
our two passages (Ephes. i. 10 and Col. i. 20), it might be the
most simple plan to make the meaning we obtain from them ha:r-monize with the general doctrinal type of the Scriptures, by putting
prominently forward in the infinitives a:va1€ecf,a"ll.a,rl,uau0a,, a~Ol(aTaX"ll.&ga,, God's purpose, which, in the establishment of that redemption, which is furnished with infinite power, tends ·to the resto-·
ration of universal harmony, and to the recovery of all that was
lost, so that the sense would be the same as in the passages·! 'Jim.
i. 4, 6. "God will have all men to be saved, He has given
Himself a ransom for all." But now that, through the unfaithfulness and wicked.ness of man, this purpose is not fulfilled, and that
many men are not benefited by it, is a subject that -the apostle
does not feel himself called upon to put forward. It cannot be
objected to this, that surely God in His omniscience foreknows
that the fallen angels would not be converted, for he knows that
just as well of men, who continue in unbelief; but an application
of the divine grace, which reaches its highest climax in Christ and
His work, to 'the evil spirits, m~st, according to God's universal
compassion, which excludes nothing, necessarily in every case be
supposed, although this very graee, in consequence of their continued resistance, effects the very opposite of reconciliation, viz., the
utmost obduracy. (Lachmann reads J7rt (for lv) To'i~ ovpavo'ls,
in which he follows B.D.E. But the connection of £7rl with
ovpavo'i~ is so entirely unusual, and unsuitable per se, that one
can scarcely take the reading for anything more than a copyist's
,error.)
Ver. 11. The sentence is concluded by Jv av'T<j,, with a retrospect
to Jv rrjj XpiuTfJ, on one side, but the words also make a transition to what follows witn Jv rfi "al. But here the question is,
first of all, whether e1€"'A.-IJ0TJµev or J"Xi"/p6'0'Y}µev should be read.
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A. D. E. F. G. and the Itala (Italic version) are in favour of
the reading e,c}vrfO,,.,µ,ev, which therefore Lachmann also has received into the text, and, indeed, according to his principles,
was obliged to do so. But the rarity of the word and the difficulty
in explaining it speak-for e,c"ll,'Y/p,1,0,,.,µev, though it is less supported
by critical authorities. The origin of e,c"ll,~0,,,µev in an explanatory
gloss, which was written in the margin on etc"ll,'f/p,J,Ow.1,ev, is very
simply brought about; the reading etc''l,.,'YJpW0'f'Jµev, on the contrary,
in case it is not genuine, is not to be explained in any way with
regard to its_origin. Now there is, doubtless, couched in the word
,c"ll,'Y/povu0ai, as most and the best interpreters acknowledge, a reference to the Old Testament phrase mh't r,l,n::i, which the LXX.
translate by ,c"ll,fjpo~ Beov (Dent. iv. 20/ix.
29.) To this we
are also led especially by the parallel passage Col. i. J 2, by which
JNe must certainly be very greatly guided in the interpretation of
our expression, since both were written at one time and out of one
circle of ideas. The /CA,'f'/POV<T0a£, therefore, here denoted the realization in time of the €/CA.O"Ji/ €V Xptur<j,, which was treated of
above. But the wpooptu0EVT€~ icaTa wpo0euiv has a reference to
God's eternal decree (see on vers. 5, 9), which, as a decree of the
Almighty (TO'u Ta 7ravTa evEp"JOVVTO~). necessarily includes its realization i!.lso. The pr<Bdestinatio sanctorum, as we defined it on
Rom. ix. 1, is again quite unmistakeably couched in this passage.
It might seem, howev_er, as if the Ta wavTa led further to a reprobatio impiorum also. But the definition ,caTa Ti/V fJov)l.iJv 'TOV
0e}i.~µaTo~ avT<w excludes that. Evil, as such, is against God's
will ; it is only in giving it a concrete shape that God's hand is manifest in regard to it, but in regard to the form of evil we cannot hesitate, as has ·been alr~ady detailed in the Comm. on Rom. ix. 1,
to recognise the Almighty's influence on evil. (The connexion of
fJov)l.iJ with TOV 8e}..~µaTo~ is so to be explained that the divine will,
in an active sense, is represented as showing itself in distinct
actions ; 0e)l.,,.,µa is therefore the more general, f3ov}i.iJ the more
special.)
·
·
· Ver. 12. As in ver. 5 so here again too the praise of the divine,
glory if; set forth as the object of the calling of men; but whereas
hitherto the ;,µ,e,~ in comprehensive generality denoted "all believers and elect," without reference to their origin, here it appears in
opposition to vµ,e'i~ in ver. 13. That St Paul by this word does
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not mean to designate merely himself and his immediate companions, in opposition to the readers of the Epistle, is unmistakeably
shown by the definition Tov<; 7rpori'>..7TtJCoTar; Jv Trj, Xpunro. But
in the 1rpoe""J\,7r{sew there can be found merely a reference to the
position of the Jews in opposition to the Gentiles. Whilst in tb~
history of the people of lsrael from their very beginning a constant reference to the coming of the Messiah may be traced, the
Gentiles lived without this hope. It was only when they heard
the preaching of Christ, who had then already appeared, that they
received the first knowledge of Him. The details of the relative
position of the Gentiles to the Jews, and their fusion into a higher
unity in the Church of Christ, occupy St Paul afterwards (ii. 11,
ss.) But the most difficult.question here is whether the participle
Tov<; 'TT'PO'f'/A'TTi/COTa<; iv T<j, XpiuniJ is merely an opposition io 11uis,
or the predicate of the proposition elr; To eZvat i]µas JC. T. X. The
former is the most urnal mode of taking it, hut it is convincingly
proved by Harless that the other aeceptation deserves the preference, for, since mention has already been made above, vers. 5 and 9,
of the wpoopltew and the '11'(>00e<Tt<; in general, it would be strange
to see those ideas repeated here just in the same way. On the
other hand, the connection presents itself in an entirely different
way if we take ·the passage thus: "pm,destined, that we to the
praise of His glory should be those who already before hand hoped in
Christ." The only thing which,might be objected to this acceptation, which recommends itself otherwise in every respect, is, as
appears to me, that according to it the Jv rf, Kat €1CA1Jp<iJ0,,,µe.v
7rpoopiu0evTe.i,;in the former sentence, must, according to St Paul's
meaning, denote the Jews alone, in which case there would be no
tramition to them intimated; whereas, in the other version of the
construction, the transition from the general meaning of the ~µ,e'l,<; to
the special one appears somewhat more strongly marked in the TOV<;
7rpO'TJA'1T'l/COTa<;. Rowever, this remark can be no decisive argument against that acceptation, because the transition to the special
meaning of the ~ue'i,; is, at all events, a gradual one.
Ver. 13. From the opposition of Jews and Gentiles, the latter
of whom are here denoted by vµ,e'i<;, and the connection of vers. 11
and 12, the leading idea ellA'f'/pw01JTE can be supplied to the Jv rp
/Cal vµe.'i<; only from ver. 11. To the Jews, as the first called,
the Gentiles are added, hut only by their hearing the preaching of
K
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the word of truth, whereas the former had previously learnt to hope
through the predictions of the Prophets. After this, it seems unnecessary t? inclose with Griesbach the proposition a,covcmvTe<1<TW'T'T}pla<1 ilµ,wv in brackets, and indeed Lacbroann has rightly
cancelled them. For in the lv <J, Kal. '11"HT'TEVCTaV'TE'I the previous Jv
r/, Kat ilµ,e'i<1 is not merely resumed, but the idea is carried out materially further; that is to say, the wtu'TeVew, together with the
CT<pparyiu0'Y}Vat n[, '71'vevµ,a-n wy{q,, is joined to the aKoVeiv. (See,
as to the use of the uq,paryl,ew = /3e/3awvv, " to confirm, corroborate," the remarks on John iii. 33, vi. 27, 2 Cor. i. 22.)
The Holy Ghost, who is here designated as '71'Vevµ,a rfj<; E'Traryrye}.la,;, inasmuch as He had been already promised mankind
through the prophecies of the Old Testament [Joel iii. l, Zach.
xii. l OJ, is the Author of the sealing of the Faithful.)
Ver, 14. :finally, St Paul closes these introductory words, and
also the series of propositions which are linked together by means
of relatives, beginning with ver. 6, with the more accurate characterization of the Holy Ghost as an earnest of the inheritance which
awaits the :Faithful. St Paul calls the Spirit appa/3©v in 2 Cor. i.
22, v. 5, also. (See the Comm. on those passages.) But here it is
at the same time more accurately declared of what He is the earnest,
viz. of the '71'}.,'T/povoµ,{a. That by it St Paul understands final
salvation, anil especially the kingdom of God, has been already
remarked on Gal. v. 21. (See also Ephes. v. 5.) Then the be•
liever becomes entirely an element of the spiritual life, of which
what he receives here from -the Spirit is only the foretaste; then
will the earthly sphere be covered by the Spirit as by waves of the
sea. The two concluding propositions beginning with el,;, and
standing parallel with one another, point to the ultimate aim of all
spiritual activity, to the final redemption of the people of the possession, and to the praise of the glory of God. (Of. vers. 5, 12.)
That a,7ro)t.lJ'TproCTv, here does not denote the beginning of the new
life, as in ver. 7, is clear from the context; it is the final, complete
redemption, not only of the individual, but also of the whole, just
as the word occurs at Rom. viii. 23, 1 Cor. i. 30, also. But it
is best to t~ke the addition 'T'Yf'I '71'Ept'71'ot~<FOOJ<; passively, and to as•
·sume that the abstract is put for the concrete, '71'epmo/rqui<; for wepiwo,,,,8€V'Te<;. There is couched, no doubt, in the choice of tl1at
word a reference to the Old Testament denomination of the people
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See Exod. xix. 5; Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2; Tit.·

s~

ii. 14; l Peter l 'i.1: (The
in the beginning of ver. 14 must not
be referred to Christ, it refers to Trvevµ,a &!ytov. The masculine
only stands with rnference to the following appa/36Jv, and also, we
may suppose, as in.John xiv. 26 [on which see the remarks in the
Comm.]'; because the Holy Spirit is regarded as a person.)

§ 2.

THANKSGIVING FOR THE FAlTH OF THE READERS.

(i. l 5-ii. 10.)
Vers. 15, 16. Whilst the section from ver. 8 to ver. 14 was pro·
perly only an effusion of love annexing itself to the usual prayer of
thanksgiving at the beginning of the Epistle, St Paul only comes
now to the formal commencement of the Epistle, as the parallel
passage, Col. i. 3, 4, 9, shows. He expresses himself, however, as
to the faith and love of his readers in such a way, that we see he
did not know many of them personally. (See In trod. sec. J.) To
attribute to the aKovew the meaning "to know one's self, to know
by ope's own contemplation," is, of course, quite inadmissible.
Col. i. 4 shows that al€oU€tv is ;rather opposed to one's own knowledge, for St Paul had certainly not been in Colossre. Faith and
love are, we may add, named here as the two chief utterances of
religious life, to which hope is further joined at l Tbess. i. 2, 3.
Otherwise the beginnings of the Epistles in l Cor. i. 4, Phil. i. 3,
2 Thess. i. 2, 3, are just like that of tltis Epistle. (In ver. 15 the
"ffY6' is to be referred to the prayer of all other believers, whom
St Paul supposes to exist," as all thank, so do I also· thank."-Wa
might expect in the first proposition, T1]V 1Ca0' vµ,os 'frWTtV, a repe·
tition of the article before Jv -rrj, "vplrp, as we find it in -r17v /oyaTr'TJV
-r~v el~. See on this point Harless, p. 84. Similar instances are
found Rom. iii. 25; 2 Cor. vii. 7; Col. i. 4, Love is here only
shortly described as cf,i'A.aoe">.cf,ia, but with true brotherly love, gene·
ral love of man is also necessarily given. See 2 Peter i. 7.) •
Ver. 17. Now the theme of the prayer for the readers is, that
God may vouchsafe them the spirit of wisdom and of revelation, i.e.
that God may call forth among them the highest and noblest fruits
of the Spirit. As just before (ver. 14), the discourse was of the
K2
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Faithful being sealed with the Holy Ghost of promise, and possess~
ing Him as an earnest of the future inheritance ; so here the ?va
orfyr/ vµ'iv 7rV€VJJ,a cannot be so understood as if the Spirit was to
be given to them altogether for the very first time, but only, that
the Spirit might work in them in a peculiar and deeper way.
Therefore, when the a-o,:pla is again named here (as in ver. 8), it
seems to be used of the Charisma of wisdom, which we could not
suppose at ver. 8, for this reason, if for no other, that there is not,
and cannot be, a Charisma of the </)p6v110-ic;. (See on l Cor. xii.
8.) · But both words, a-o</Jla and ,:pplw110-ic;, are put together in
ver. 8 in such a way, that either both or neither must be understood
of a charismatical efficiency of the Spirit. But here 7rvwµa a-o<f,{a,;
seems, like X6,yoc; a-o</J[ac;, I Cor. xii. 8, to stand for the Charisma.
St Paul, therefore, distinguishes the ordinary influences of the
Holy Spirit, as they are even ·now active in the Church, which
rouse.. heighten, and sanctify all men's powers, from the particular
charismatical efficiency of the same, which had scope in the earliest
times only of the Church. (Ilvevµa occurs directly for Charismata
in _1 Cor. xiv. 12 also.) This interpretation of the ?va or/Yr, vµ'iv
7rvwµa a-o</Jlac; is also the only way of explaining the difficult use
of ,..;al, soil. 7rV€VJJ,a a,roKaXv,Jrewc;, which otherwise cannot be expounded at all satisfactorily. For the Charisma of a7ro,..;aXv,Jric; is
here, as at 1 Cor. xiv. 6, 26, the capacity for receiving revela•
tions, therefore for being a prophet. If w:e, on the contrary, choose
to take a,7ro,caXv,Jr,, here in the entirely general meaning, " Reve•
lation of God to man," the following collocation of the words
would be necessarily required : orj,,,, vµ'iv U'11"0/ClLAtnytv '11"Vf.UJJ,aTO',
uo<J,lac;. To resort to hendiadys can plainly not mitigate the
harshness of that collocation.
Harless thinks Rom. xi. 29 most like our pasaage ; no doubt
the K"Xfju1,c;, which occurs further on in that passage, contains the
basis of the xap{a-µara, but the a'TrOH:aXv,Jric; here does not so contain the basis of the a-o<pta; on the contrary, according to this interpretation, a definition is adrled to the 7rveiJµa by the a,ro,.:aXp,Jric;. That this can be thus brought in afterwards can certainly
not be established by any example ('Iva with the following orj,,,,
is not to be taken TEAtKroc;, but to be explained _by the later less
forcible use of the particle after words of commanding, begging,
&c. See Winer's Gramm. P· 310.-As to the
TOV ,.:vpiov
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see on ver. 3.-The addition 7raTtJp Tijc; ooE'r,,; is explained, as to
the sense, by the fact that the Charismata named in what follows
are just operations of th~ divine oofa ; but the form is unusual.
We find in Acts vii. 2 the phrase o 8€rJc; 79/c; o6E'1J,;, which is found
Ps. xxix. 3, also, in the LXX. for the Hebrew ,;:i:,r,-1,~. On
the other band, there is found Ps. xxiv. 7 o {3acnX;~ Tij~· SbE'r,c;
for the H~brew ii:i;,ti ':J~~• but our phrase o'1T'aTtJp Ti],; ooE'r,,;
is without analogy. The assumption of a hendiadys, 1tccording
to which it would be equal to o7raTt}p lvoofoc;, is not. very probable; there is no intention here of adding a laudatory epithet of
God, but of expressing that the o6ga proceeds from God, that He
is the source of it. It is therefore fittest to take 7rarfJp here in the
more extended sense of auctvr,fons, just as 2 Cor. i. 3, 7raTtJP TWV
ol,cTtpµ,wv stands. In like' manner, at John viii. 44, the devil is
called o7raTtjp Toiivevoovc;, because lies proceed from him.
The assumption of the Fathers, to which Bengel also assents, that
o6ga is here a name of Christ, requires no refutation, since scarcely
any one else will approve of it.)
,
Ver. 18. After the reference of the wvdjµ,a uoip{a,; ,ca, a7ro,caX6'yeoo,; to the gifts of wisdom and prophecy, the lv lmryvwu€t
~uTov cannot, of course, be joined with what precedes, (as those
are wont to suppose,· who will take ver. I 7 to allude only to the
general working of the Spirit), but to wbatfollows, so that tho
meaning of the words is this : " that He may give you spiritual
gifts of wisdom and of revelation, eyes enlightened with the knowledge of Him." ~Now it is evident from the collocation, that the
latter phrase is meant to denote nothing different or higher, along
with the gifts of wisdom and Revelation, (for, were that so, then
ia, would not be wanting), but that the subjective state of him,
in whom the gifts of wisdom and revelation are operative, is described by it. The following deduction, viz., el,; Tb elolva.i vµ,ar;,
T[<; Ja-Tw IC.T.X., just contains the special enumeration of the different ways in which the gifts of wisdom and revelation diffuse light
in the inner man. For in the cpwT{l;ea0a£ here is couched a reference to the Spirit, as the principle of light (see on John i. 4, 9),
which enlightens man's soul (see Ps. xiii. 4.) Only the connection of
the lv E'1T'V'fVW<r€4' avToii is questionable as to the sense. It has
been proposed to take lv in the meaning of el,;, and then to fix the
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sense thus : "may God give you enlightened eyes, that you may
coI11e to the knowledge of Him." But, apart from the inadmissible
interchange of the propositions e.v and ek, this sense does not
suit the context here, because surely the knowledge of God is
to be presupposed in the readers as believers in Christ (ver. 15.)
(See on John xvii. 3.) We ought rather to take e.v €7Tll'f1/0>CTE£
avTov as designating the already existing state of the readers, on
which spiritual enlightenment, as a higher step of the inl'.Jer life,
is to be grounded. The sense of the words would tl1en have to be
taken thus : "may God give you (possessing as ye do the knowledge
of God) enlightened eyes, proceeding from that knowledge." This
acceptation of the words is also favoured by the parallel passage Col.
i. 9, which is again to be compared here; and where in the words rva
'1rAil'}poo0fJTe T~V f.'lrlryvoocrtv TOU 0e)l.~µaTo<; auTOV f.V 'lrd,CT'[J crocf,lq
~ai crvveuei 7Tveuµantcf, the knowledge of God (which is only more
accurately defined as the knowledge of His will in the work of redemption) is presupposed in the same way, and an increase of
wisdom is-besought of God as proceeding from that knowledge;
so that the words are to be paraphrased thus : rva '1rA'1Jpro0'Y}Te Ttjv
e1r/,yvoouiv-el,; To elvai e.v uocptq,. But the phrase ocp0aXµ,oi T'YJ<;
,cap'Ua,; forms the chief difficulty in ver. 18, for it seems to be directly opposed to all biblical physiology. That is to say, the metaphor of the eye leads us necessarily to the perceptive faculty,
and that this is really meant here the following el,; TO Eloeva,
vµii,; shows; ,capola, on the contrary, denotes, like :i~, the department of the VUX17 which is concerned with feeling and desire.
(See Opusc. Theol. p. 159.) -The reading of the text. rec. oiavola,; would certainly remove the difficulty completely, but it is clear
enough that it is a mere correction of the difficult word ,capola,;
(perhaps caused by the f.C,,COT£CTµevoi Tf, oiavolq,, iv. JS), and therefore cannot be approved. Ho~, if oiavo[a,; stood originally in the·
text, could ,cap8fa,. have been written instead of it? Now, if we
look into the idiom of the New Testament, analogies are by no
means wanting by which this unusual connection may be explained.
Thus we read in John xii. 40, voe,v ,capolq,, where oiavoiq, would
have been expected also, and mention is often made in the Old and
New Testaments of the thoughts of the heart. ( See Matt. xv. 19 ;
Luke xxiv. 38; Heb. iv. 12.) We are not in such passages to
suppose a careless confusion of the faculties of thinking and feel-
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ing, nor a synecdoche, according to which llapUa stands for the
whole man, but these modes of expression are to be explained as
follows. (See at Luke ii. 35 in the Comm.) The Scriptures speak
of a thinking, or of thoughts, of the heart, when they mean to ex·
press emphatically that man has yielded to these thoughts with his
inward inclination, has made them acts of his personality. If this
is not the case, if they are mere passages of thought, into which
the inclination has not entered, they appear as the mere thoughts
of the head, if I .may so express myself. Thus, too, the phrase
" enlightened eyes of the heart" is not the same as " enlightened
eyes of the voii, ;" on the contrary, the former expresses more; presupposing the enlightenment of the voii,, it I at the. same time expresses the gaining over of the innermost inclination to the enlightening principle. Balaam, e.g., shows that a high degree of
spiritual enlightenment can be united with a turning away of the
heart from the enlightening principle ; St Paul does not mean to
speak of such a one, but of that enlightenment which makes the
innermost core of the personality inclined to it, and which fills
with its light both spirit and soul in all their faculties.-Now the
Ei8eva£ -r{, €CJ'7'W ;, Ei\?Tl<;' TT/> «i\~U€W<;' avTOV IC.T.i\. stands out as
the result of this operation of grace, which has been obtained
from God by prayer. Now, that there is no question here of a merely
external intellectual acquaintance with the objects named apart from "
himself, is self-evident, for man can attain tkat without a special
operation of grace ; such a knowledge is rather meant, which is,
at the same time, an actual experience, so that he who hopes already bears in himself (in the germ at least) the future and the
eternal. Thus, too, the ,YIJ6)U£r; or e7r{ryvwut, in the Scriptures is
to be taken as an essential knowledge, as such a knowledge as
makes the man actual possessor and receiver of what he knows.
(See on John xvii. 3.) I may add that I can not, with Bohmer
and Harless, set up the distinction of a more, and a less, accurate
knowledge between the two forms ryvroui, and e?T[ryvwu,,; for,
even if it is true, that in words compounded with E?T~ the meaning
of the simple word 1,sualty appears strengthened, yet we do not
find in the dialect of the New Testament, and especially of St
Paul, this l'ul~ applied in the cases of ryvrout, and e?T{ryvwu,c;. In
that very place, in which mention is made of tlte most exalted
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form ~f knowledge, the Oharismatic,-,yvwo-is-, not f.'11"{,yv&Jo-is-, is
(See I Cor. xii. 8, xiii. 8.)
Ver. 19. The object as to which the Spirit.is to enlighten tlie
readers of the Epistle is a single one, in which, however, all that
is worthy to be known is comprised, viz. tbe glory to come, tbe
kingdom of God, in its completeness. St Paul treats of this one
object under three heads. In the first, Tts iJ eA7l'ts- ~,; 1'A~o-ewsauTov, hope cannot be taken as a subjective stat~, on account of tbe TtS-, for tbe question here cannot be of the degree of the subjective state of hope, as an object of the exalted knowledge, _but
only of the magnitude of the object of the hope itself. Tls- is here,
as in the following passages, = 'Tl"OTam5s-. The sense is, therefore,
" that you may know how exalted tbe object of the hope is, which
your calling of God holds out to you." Understood of the subjective
state, the words could only be translated thus : " ·That ye may
know of what nature the state of hope is, which your calling of
God brings forth in you." According to that, the T{s- must hav·e
given to it another meaning kere than in the two other clauses ;
besides, it certainly requires no special operation of grace to know
of what nature the subjective hope is, but it is really required to
know the true object of the hope, viz. the still hidden kingdom of
God, to whidi believers are called. The very.general phrase, eA7!'~<;
Ti'J,; 1'A~O'€&JS-, is then denoted in the second article as the KA'TJpovoµla, to which the faithful have a claim after their adoption as children (ver. 5), and the earnest of which is the spirit which God has
given them (ver. 14.) Its magnitude is expressed by the words Ttso wXovTos- Ti'Ji; S6E-rJs- (Col. i. 27) ; this glory is incomprehensible
to the natural man, the enlightened eyes of the heart alone can
conceive it. (See on I Oor. ii. 9.) The connexion of the ev
TO£<; aryfoti; is uncertain. Koppe and Winer (Gram. p. 129) want
to join it with Tls- soil. e<Tn: " how great in the saints the riches
of the glory of the inheritance is." But Harless has shown, with
the most cogent arguments, this connexion to be quite inadmissible ; if tkis were to be the meaning of the words, €11 TO£<; /uy{o,;
must have been put before, viz. before '1TAOVTo<;, and bv this connexion the stress is laid on Jv To'i,; Jryiots-, while, according to the
context, it must be laid on 7!'AovTo<;. According to the parallel
passages, Numbers xviii. 23, Acts xx. 32, xxvi. 18,
To'i,; aryioti;
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can be connected only with KX'Y}povoµla, and ev can only be taken .
in the sense of " among," ev µlu<p. It is to be supposed that the
same idea floated before St Paul's mind, that is expressed in the
Gospels by the formula " to sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob," viz. the union of the faithful with all the saints of the Old
Testament in the kingdom of God.-As the third article of the
more exalted knowledge, which has been brought about by the
Holy Ghost, is named, in fine : Ti T6 tnrepfJaXXov µbye0o,; · ~ ..
Svvaµeoo<; avTOV ek ~µa,; TOV<; 'TT"lUT€VOVTa<;. Judging from the
reference to the eXwl,;, and the KX'f}povoµta, the magnitude of the
divine power, to the knowledge of which God's Spirit leads, is also
to be specially referred to the future revelation to the Faithful,
whilst they are prepared for the kingdom of God, which is the inheritance. This power of God, which perfects the Faithful, works,
it is true, even here below, in them, and is in its operation on earth
a pledge for their future perfection, but it will not be manifested
in its full magnitude until the end of the developement of alJ things
through the resurrection of the dead, and their putting on the uooµa
wvevµanK6v. (We find -inrepfJa),.)..oo in the New Testament, as
also lnrepfJa"'ll.X6vToo<;, -imepfJoX~, in St Paul alone. · See 2 Cor. iii.
IO, ix. 14; Ephes. ii. 7, iii. 19.)
Ver. 20. St Paul exalts the work of God in Christ, His resur·
reotion from the dead, as the highest expression of the divimi
power, as is usually the case in the New Testament ; in accordance
with this power (KaTlt T~v lvepryetav 1',T.)I...) God works also on the
Faithful (el,; TOO<; wtuTevovTa<;.). According to this connexion, it
cannot well be doubtful, that the overwhelming magnitude of the
power, of which mention was made just before, is to be specially
referred, according to St Paul's meaning, to the general resurrection of all believers from the dead, with wh~ch the kingdom of God,
the sacred object of Christian hope, js revealed in its glory. The
resurrection of the body is, that is to say, the most exalted manifestation of God as of the power and of the true foo~ in man according to the Scriptural mode of viewing and representing truth.
In favour of this we may quote also the passage ii. 1, in connexion
with ver. 5, which is united immediately with our passage, as all that
comes between is nothing but a series of subordinate ideas, which
have Christ's praise and glory for their object. The comparison of
Col. ii. l 2, which passage is certainly neerly connected with ours,
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might mislead us with regard to the here proposed connection of
the KaTa TrJV lvep"/Etav K,T.h., "in accordance with the energy" &c.,
BO that thereby the wep/3aXh,ov µ,e,ye0o<; K.r),.• is more nearly defined, an interpretation which everything favours. For there it is lv
,J, (Xpt<TTrj>) teal U'V1l'YJ"/EP0'TJT€ Sia. rijr; wlu-T€(J)<; rij<; evepyela<; TOV
eeov, TOV E"/etpavro<; aVTOV EK TOOV veteprov. Here 7r{r,n<; rf/<; lveprye{a<; rov Beov is, no doubt, " the faith which God effects, which
He bas called forth by His operaiion," According to that, one
might ( as Bahr takes it to be necessary) think it needfnl to connect
here too TOV<; 7rt(TT€VOVTa<; with /laTli TrJV lvepyetav, " who believe
by means of the operation of God," i.e. who have attained to the
faith through God's power. But it is clear that we must not
stretch the application of the parallel passages so far as thereby to
prejudice the context now before us, though, no doubt, if these passages are borrowed from Coloss., they must be most particularly
attended to with respect to this Epistle. Here, according to the
following ~v evf,p7'T}ue, it cannot be at aH i:ioubtfu], that by Kara
TrJV lvepryeiav a more accurate definition of the imep/3a11,}.ov µ,eye0oc;
Tf/t; &wap,e"'<; is to be conveyed. (The construction KaT(J, TrJV
evepryeiav TOV Kp1frov<; Tf/<; l(l'xvo<; avrov has analogies in passages
like Ephes. vi. 10, Job xxi. 23. A purposeless heaping up oi synonyms can by no means be assumed in it. The lvep"/eta is, in the
first place, the actual utterance of power; this word, therefore,
stands out quite clearly and distinctly from the two others. KpaTO<; and luxv,;; are certainly more closely connected. But both are
distinguished according to Harless's supposition, so that luxv<; denotes power in itself, or strength, and tepaTo<; the relation of the
former to what is without-might, the prevailing over another.
Calvin says, in like manner, robur e$t quasi radix, potentia autem
arbor, eflicacia fructus.) Now, hitherto the construction has been
perfectly natural from ver. J 5 ; but after the eryetpa<; avvov EK VEllpwv St Paul lets a series of propositions follow (vers. 20-23)
which, all of them, relate to the person of Obrist, and His glory,
and are only connected with one another by !€at, as we above (vers.
6-14) found a series of propositions connected merely byrelatives.
It is not till ii. l that St Paul again takes up the idea in ver. 19,
but Jets it drop again immediately, in order to deduce some subordinate ideas connected by relatives in vers. 2, 3 ; it is not until
ii. 4, ss.; that he finally stops at the leading idea, in order to con3
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elude it in ver. 7. This description of style makes us infer a great
commotion in St Paul's soul when he wrote, and which did not permit him to attain to any regular ordering of his thoughts, but compelled him to pour them out, as it were, in a stream.
Vers. 20-23. This passage is a leading one for St Paul's doctrine concerning Christ. It receives its complement from other jm·
portant passages, from which the knowledge of St Paul's doctrine
of Christ, which he elsewhere generally supposes to be known, admits of being gathered, particularly from Col. i. 14-19. For,
whereas in Coloss. Christ is conceived of rather according to
His eternal, timeless, existence, as the Word which was in the beginning, as St John expresses himself, we here find the Saviour
represented pre-eminently according to His humanity, and that too
in its exaltation by His ascension into heaven, and His sitting at
the right band of God, as Ruler of the World. In this reference
to Christ's human nature, the Epistle to the Philippians is the complement to our passage, for though that Epistle (ii. 9-ll) describes Christ's exaltation just as it is here, yet immediately before
(ii. 6-8) His humiliation is depicted after its degree. T}le
entire Christology of St Paul is therefore comprised in the three
passages Ephes. i. 20-23, Col. i. 14-19, Phil. ii. 6-11.
In order to avoid repetitions, we once for all, as to what is
here omitted in respect of the doctrine of Christ, refer to the
explanations of Phil. ii. 6--11, and Col. i. 14--19. To the
resurrection of Christ from the dead St Paul annexes, first of all,
(ver. 20) His sitting at the right hand of God in the heavenly
world, which presupposes His ascension. As sitting at the right
hand of God (see as to the ,ca0i1;€w ev oe;lq, 'TOV 0€0-U the Comm.
on Matt. xxvi. 62-66, and as to ev To'ir; e7Tovpavfmr; at Ephes. i.
8_, compared with Heb. viii. 1), however, Christ, as participating in
the divine government of the world, is more exalted than every
created and therefore derived power. The expresiobs v1repavr.r,
(which is here the same as infep, see also iv. 10, and Heb. vii. 26,
• r,) ,
, ,.
' -,f:
'
' t'.,
f
IX, 0 7Taa71r; apx'I]<; tca£ £,;;OVUia<; tca£ ovvaµeror; KU£ tcVp£0T7JTO<, 0
'I.

,

course denote, in an especial manner, heavenly powers, without' any
argument being here afforded for understanding good or bad angels
alone. 1 Christ is surely only meant (as 1 Cor. xv. 24, where also
l Thac the expressions ca,i denote had angels also, the passag"" Ephes. vi. 12, Col. ii.
15, on which see the Gomm., show.j ,The reason why these eirpressions &l'e used here,
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apx~, e~ovula, and ovvaµ,ir;, stand together) to be designated generally as the Ruler of all Rulers, without reference to their moral
condition. In Col. i. 16 the following four wordH stand together
in a like way, 0p6vot, 1€Vpt6-n1Ter;, apxat l~ovulat, also without
· distinction between good and bad angels. But, as in Col. i. 16,
so here too the .accumulation of synonyms, which are to denote
powers or dominions, -seems to denote not merely heavenly po\v,ers,
but also all which declares itself as a power or dominion. Thence
it follows of itself that it cannot be more accurately pointed out
how the individual expressions relate to different classes of angels ;
that among the angels als1> there is supremacy and_ subordination,
as among earthly creatures, ii; clear, but how they are distinguished
cannot be shown;
The Rabbinical dreams as to the classes of angels are just as capricious and contradictory among themselves as those of the
Gnostics and Mystics. (See on that point Harless, ad. h. I.) How
very generally St Paul conceives the idea of the dominion is especially shown by the addition Ka£ ,ravTiJr; ov6µ,arnr; K.T.X., in which
by lJvoµ,a every personal entity, and, with reference to what precedes, every personality in whatsoever way ruling, is denoted. We
do not see, therefore, with what reason after this the rulers of the
earth should be excepted. We can, t4erefore, only say with Chrysostom : &pa €UT£ ovvaµ,ewv nvoov ov6µ,aTa 'f/P,£V lJ,u'Y}µ,a /€al, OU ryvoop,,6µ,eva. The abstract forms, apxn, e~ovuta, 1€,T.X. are also, no
doubt, meant to serve the purpose of keeping the idea of power as
undefined and general as possibk Therefore Meyer's hypothesis
(ad. h. 1.), according to wl1ich Svvaµ,e'i,r; is taken to have an. allusion to the Hebrew ~:l'.!:,. and to denote armies of angels, is altothe sens·e of armies of angels the apxal,
gether inadmissible.
the e~cwulai, 1€.T.X. belong rather to the ovvaµ,e'ir;, but liere they are
distinguished from them. One cannot with any certainty point to
even a climax or an anticlimax in the words.-The concluding
wor'ds of ver. 2 I, finally : ovoµ,a,OJ.£€VOV ov µ,ovov €V TW aloovt
TOVT,P, aXXii /€a, ev -rrj, µ,JX)\.ovn, would bring the question, ;hether
we ought here to snppose earthly powers also meant, to a decision,
if we might understand the alwv µ,iXXoov of the heavenly world,
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as also in Col. i. 16, is, we may suppose, to direct, attention to the over-estimation of the
·angel-world Ly many false teachers, not, it is true, actually existing at Ephe~us, but pos•
sible at some jllture time. See the I ntrod. eec. 2.
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and the aloov ov-ro~ of the earthly one, as Meyer proposes.. But
we never find the phrases in the New Testament in this sense, but
always in the well-known one which has been already developed
at Matt. xii. 32, according to which aloov ov-ro~ means the terrestrial 'order of things, in which sin predominates, alwv µe'h-'h-wv the
holy order of the world founded by Christ, which then can be taken
as either merely interiorly realized or exteriorly also at the same
time, just as /3a,n'h.e{a, -rov BeoD admits of such a twofold acceptation. (See the Comm. on Matt. iii. 2.) The words, therefore,
only admit of being so taken that the future is in them opposed to
the present; " Christ is above whatever name can not only now but
• also in future be named," In the same way /fy,yeX01, and apxal are
set by the side of €V€U'TW'Ta x:at µe'h-'h-ov-ra in Rom. viii. 38.
Afterwards, in verse 22, Christ, exalted above all, is more closely
described in His relation to what is subject unto Him ; for it is selfevident t~at, if the greater, the ruling, is subject to Christ, the inferior must be so still more. In the wdv-ra lnrfrage, therefore, the reference to the immediately-preceding dpxal, tgovu{a1,,
x:,-r.)... is not me1'ely to be maintained, but to be extended to the
whole of the creation. On this account alone there can be no question of a tautology with what precedes; on the contrary, the wtiv-ra
we-rage stands out as the necessary result of the ,ca0l{;ew EV Segt'f
lnrepavw 7T"llU'I']', apxf/~ l(:,'T,A, But. from the connexion of the
wdv-ra inrfra;e with the following eoc,uce X:€cpa'h.~v Tfj E1'1'A'l']tY{q,, and
a comparison of the parallel passage, 1 Cor. xv. 25, sq. (where the
allusion to the passages of the Old Testament, Ps. viii. 7, ex. 1,
appears more clearly), a further especial reference seems to be necessary for our passage, as regards th~ phrase wdv-ra v7rfrag€
,c.-r.'h-. That is to say, as the Head of the Church,· Christ is, of
course, also its ruler, but, at the same time, it clearly cannot be said
the members of the Church are laid at Christ's feet; St Paul rather makes the relation of the Redeemer to the Church appear
quite distinct. According to that, the first proposition ofver. 22: Kal
w&v-ra V7T"Em;ev lnro 'TQV~ '1TOOa~ avTDV, might be taken to refer
specially to all that strives against Christ, .and is held down by His
ascendancy (among which the part of the creation devoid of consciousness also is especially to be reckoned, see Phil. iii. 21),
whereas-the second proposition : x:al avTOV €000/C€ X:€cpa'h-~v w~p
mxvm -rfj EFCKA7Ju[q, refers to Christ's relation to those who have
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given themselves up to Him in love, and have thereby become
His property. The annexed wEp 'lrav-ra only defines more closely
the "etf,aX~ ; the apostles and prophets also were in a certain sense
heads of the Church, but Christ was "e<paX~ O'lrEp '7ravrn. (Riickert
wishes to uphold oto6vat here in the proper meaning : " God has
given Christ to the Church as a Head over oll.." But, according
to iv. 11, it seems here also more suitable to take oioovat, according to the Hebrew i.lJ.'2• = -rt0evat, so that it has the meaning
"to set over, to arrange according to a divine decree.")
In ver. 23, finally, the Chu:ch is, in continuation' of the metaphor of the Head, represented as Christ's u&Jµa (see on 1 Cor. xii.
12), which is not merely guided 'by the Head, but also filled with
its lifet wherefore t.he Church itself is called Christ. But, before
we enter on the explanation of the extremely obscure words (both
in themselves and in the connexion of our passage): Td 'Tf'A'l}(Jruµa
'TOV mivra ev 'Tf'Q,Ut 7r)11qpovµevov, we must first premise an enquiry
into the custom of the language in respect of the word '1l'A7Jpruµa. It has been attempted to find in that word a polemJcal allusion to Gnostic false teachers, as St Paul combats them in the
Epistle to the Colossians ; thus, among the modems, especially
Meyer and Bahr. That is to say, the later Gnostics, especially
Valentine and his school, designated by 7r)..'l}pruµa the whole fulness of life of the kingdom of light, in opposition to the "evruµ,a ;
now St Paul is supposed, on the contrary,
have represented
Christ as the true Pleroma. (See Neander's Hist. of the Christian
Church, vol. i- part 2, p. 466, ss.) But, first of all, it cannot be
shown that this use of the word already existed among the heretics
of the apostoEcal age, and then there was surely couched in this appellation 'TrA'l}pruµa itself nothing at all blameable, but only in the
manner in which the false teachers conceived of the kingdom of
light itself, and in opposition to the 1€£vruµ,a ; the mere use of the
word could not refute any portion of that doctrine ; and, finally,
we f!.nd in the passages of Ephesians and Colossians, in which 7rA7J·
pwµa occurs (Ephes. iii. 19, iv.' 13, Col. i. 19, ii. 9), as Harless
has already remarked ad h.l., no intimation whatever, that anything polemical is couched in the word ; the converse might rather
seem the more probable, viz., that the Gnostics had borrowed the
word from the apostolical ,vocabulary to express their ideas. But
neither can we recognize a parallel between the 'TrA'l}pruµa and the
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well-known Rabbinical-cabalistical term
This last word,
that is to say, denotes especially (see Bu;to~f lex. Talm. p. 2394)
a visible form of the Divine, or, conversely, the Divinity, in so far
as He makes Himself known to men in any visible form. (See on
John i. I.) This original meaning might by degrees be confounded in the minds of men, end Schechinab stand directly
for God, but still it always meant the Son of God,, the revealer
of the Father, with whom the Holy Ghost was considered as one.
But 7r)v11pmµ,a is quite different, when it is used of God; it denotes
neither a form of revelation employed by God, nor God Himself as·
the revealer, but only the infinite fulness of life, the manifold
powers which the divine essence comprises, and so God as the In.finite One. A reference to the filling of the world by God is not
per se couched in the expression, but the fulness of God in Him. self is alone declared in it. If we· consider the word 'TT'ATJproµ,a in
general more closely, we find that the two forms of the classical
language, 7TATJpox;£, and 7r).,71proµ,a, are in the New Testament comprised in the latter one. ID,.,71proui, is the act of filling, .,,-,.,~proµ,a
the state of being filled, and the substance which fills. But even
in clasEiic writers both words are respectively interchanged. (See
Passow in voce.) Now in the dialect of the New Testament both
meanings occur in the case of 7rXrfproµ,a, the -form 'TTA~pwu£, is
never found. Thus at Rom. xiii. 10, in the words 'TTA'TJproµ,a TOV
v6µ,ov ;, &1ya7r~, the word - = 7TA'T]pwu£(;, " love operates the ob~ervance of tl)e Law." On the other hand, in Mark viii. 20, u7rvpt~wv 7rA'1Jpwµ,a-ra is '' the filling of the baskets, what fills them," as
7r).,~proµa 7r6Mro(;, "the inhabitants of a town." Thus '1t'A71pwµ,a
ca.n in our passage, and wherever it refers to God, either be only
"God's filling act," or " the state -of being filled." So at Col. ii.
9, it is 7ru,v To 7r).,~proµa 'Tfj, 0e6T'1JTO(;, by which the Divinity Himself is meant to be designated (without reference to the world), inasmuch as He is filled with infinite powers. That passage elucidates the word 7rA~proµ,a in Col. i. 19, where 7rav TO 7r).,rjproµ,a in
like manner can only be, " the Divine state of fulness, the Divinity
in so far as He is filled with infinite powers.'' Accordingly, in our
passage the words: To 7r).,~pwµ,a Tov Tit 7ravTa ev 7Tau1 7TATJpovµ,~vov, might be translated conformeblytoSt Paul's style of writing:
" the divine fulness' of Him, who :filleth all in all," so that O~rist
would be described in them as He in whom 7ru,v TO 'TrA'f]p(J)µ,a TI](;
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·0e6nJTO'> ,caTouce'i, and who, as such, is able to fill the uni.verse

in all its forms with His powers. But this, per se admissible,
interpretation of the words fails when we come to the grammatical
connection; TO 7r).,'r/pwµ,a forms an apposition to <Iwµ,a, a retrospec·
tive reference of it to Christ is quite inadmissible. For, if it were
proposed to make it depend on the eow,ce in the sense, "God made
Him to be the fulness of Him that filleth all in all," that sense
would be directly opposed to St Paul's tenets, as Christ possesses
the fu]ness of the Godhead not through an act of will of the Father,
but by the necessity of His nature. It is only what is predicated
of His human nature, as the setting Him to be Head of the Church,
that can be referred to acts of the divine will. If we, therefore,
understand To 7r).,'r/pwµ,a of the Church, inasmuch as Christ, who fills
all, tills it also, we find another stumbling-block in the participle
7TA'T/povµ,e.vov, which it seems must be taken passively. The in·
terpretation of Chrysostom, of Theopbylact, of Anselm, of Thomas
Aquinas, of Beza, of Calvin, according to which TO 7TArJpwµ,a is
to be understood of the Church in so far as it is corn,plementum,
the complement of the ,cecpa)..~, by which the body is made complete, bas everything against it so entirely that no serious mention
of it can be made. For 7r).,'r/pwµ,a can certainly mean " complement,''. but there only, where mention is made, as in Rom. xi. 12,
of a defect (,P,rr,,,µ,a), which is filled up, made good. And besides,
surely Christ is never called the head in such a way that the Church
forms the complement of it, and that thus He without the Church
would be a mere head without any body, but so that He, insepa•
rably united with the body of the Church, fills it with His spirit, and
therefore is one with it, needs no complement. But as to 7r).,'1/pouµ,evo-, it is certainly true 'Tf'A'TJPOV<I0ai occurs elsewhere only as a
passive, for which reason Chrysostom, · Theophylact, Jerome,
wanted to have it taken so kere too ; but the Ta mivTa iv 7Ta<I£ by
no means permits it, as HarleHs hns convincingly shown, and
Winer_ (Gr~mJ:!l,, p. 235) acknowledges; wherefore it only remains
to recognise here a solecism in the use of 7TA'1Jpovu0a, in the
middle form with an active meaning. After that, nothing more
stands in the way of the referring these words to the Church, as
the body of our Lord; it is called, "the fulness of Him who. :filleth
all fo all,'' in order to bring its high dignity prominently out,
and set it in contrast to everything else. Christ is exalted above
3
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all power and might, all adversaries God hath put under His feet, but
the Church is His body, He fills it with His holy element of life.
Chap. ii. I. What has already been shortly observed above, with
respect to the construction of this verse and its connection with
.what precedes and what follows, must here, in the next place, find
a more extended demonstration. We must, above.au, separate the
purely grammatical connection from the connection of the ideas,
which here do not run quite p!!,rallel; according as the attention
was fixed on the one or the other alone, different interpretations
were arrived at, which could not sati~ per se, but still had some
truth in them. True, the connecting the acc. tCat vµ,as "· -r. A.
with the immediately preceding WA'f/povµ,evov, (which Calovius and
Koppe recommended), or with v7r&age at the beginning of ver. 22;
sufficient1y refutes Itself, and can make no pretensions to correct··
ness. On the other hand, the attempts to connect ii. l with ver.
19, as -fllso those which bring ii. l into connection with ii. 4, 5,
have both something in their favour, and what is true 'in both must
be taken together. That is to say, it is true the acc. «at vµ,iis
IJll'Ta<; ve1'pov<; ,c. 'T. }.,, connects itself with ver. I 9, not - by the
grammatical coherence of propositions, but certainly by the connection of the ideas. For, beginning with ver. J 5, the latter was
as follows : " I pray God that He may give you spiritual gifts of
wisdom and revelation, the eyes of your heart being enlightened
in the knowledge of Him, to understand how great is the hope of
the divine call, and the riches of the glory of His inheritance in
the saints, and the greatness of His power to us-ward who believe."
But with the words ICaTa T~V EVEfY'IEW,V /C,T.X. St Paul departs
from th~ direct address to his readers, and occupies himself with
what God has done in Christ. So far as the ovvaµ,i,; of God in
Christ is the measure of the greatness of the effect of His power
towards the faithful, (who, according to ii. 5, 6, are partakers in all
that God does in Christ), this digression has, to be sure, nothing
heterogeneous in it ; but still it certainly carries us away from the
immediate train of ideas. In ii; 1, on the other hand, St Paul
again takes up the chain of ideas, which he had pursued down to i.
19, in its leading connection, only with the difference that inst0ill,d
of the previous 7]µ,e'i,; he again says vµ,ei,;, as in i. 13, thus making
the reference to the Gentile Christians prominent, though i,µ,e'l,r;;
'recurs directly n.t verse 5, after the refe~ence touched, on in verses
L
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2, 3 bas been discusi,ed. If, therefore, according to this, ii. 1 is
connected wit!i i.19 by the principal train of ideas, we find on the other hand no rhetorical connection at all with this verse, but St
Paul permits himself to be determined by the propositions in verses
20, 28, /C(l,' e,ca0ure-1Cal V'IT'ETa~e-/Cat eOIDICE, (which, conformably with the principal train of ideas, form subordinate clauses
only), to proceed with the principal idea also in that form of proposition; we can only, therefore, at ,ea} uµ,a<; IC.T.X. supply Seo<;,
with which uvvetroa7ro£11ue (ii. 5), as the chief verb, is connected.
But, as the subject of the principal verb had become uncertain
through the introduction of subordinate remarks again in ii. 2, 8,
St Paul repeats it (ii. 4), resupJ.ing with
the thread of his dis~
course, and so does not regularly continue the discourse, which he
had begun at ii. 1, till verse 5, when he pursues it down to ii. 7.
St Paul here (ii. 1-5) begins by depictingmaningeneral (ver.
o), but first of all (ver. 2) the Gentiles, among whom sin had ma•
nifested itself in the most startling forms (see Rom. i.), as <lead,
but afterwards as quickened and raised up by God toget~er with
Chris.t. The reason of his doing so is the typical interpretation of
the events of Christ's life, which often appears in the New Testament, and especially in St Paul. (See the remarks on Rom. vi.
1, ss.) There seem accordingly, as has been already observed,
to be good reasons for the preceding digreission concerning the
person of Christ (i. 20-23.) Men are of course here called dead
through transgressions, inasmuch as the higher life of the spirit
is vanished; though alive physically nian is dead spiritually, twv
TefJvr,,ce, l Tim. v. 6. (The plural &µ,ap•rlai of course denotes
also utterances of sin, not, however, decidedly sinful aots, as ,rapa'tr'Tmµ,aTa, but rather inward sinful movements of the soul in desires
and words. The article before the two words is to be taken: the
transgressions, tke sin, .vhich you are conscious of having com~itted. In the parallel passage, Col. ii. 13, ve,cpoi, we may add,
is construed not with the dative alone, but with ev 7rapa.,,.7 dJ.
µaTt, Here sin is conceived as that which kills, but in the Epistle
to the Colossians as the element in which the deadness of the natural man shows itself continually,)
Ver. 2. After this St Paul with the words iv ak 'IT'O'Te 7rept€'1Ta-r17u-aTe IC.T.X. begins a new digression, which describes the state of
sinfulness before conversion more accurately, but at tbe same time
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as one that has passed away. This state is described by the phrase
'1T'Ept7raTe'iv as a contin1ied and permanent one (see Rom. vi. 4 ; 2
Cor. iv, 2) in opposition to single isolated transgressions, and that
too as 3 walking in accordance not with the heavenly world, with
the kingdom of God, but with the spirit of this world. Both phrases:
k6uµ,o<; oVTo<;, a.nd al@v oVTo<;, are, it is well known, often found in
the New Testament dialect, but the conjunction of both phras~s, ,r,aTlJ.
Tov alwva -roii /CO<Tµov -ro6Tov, in this passage is singular. "\Ve
cannot suppose a reference to the Gnostic use of the word, for this
reason, St Paul here characterizes no special error, and therefore
not the doctrine of the lEons, but describes the position of the
Gentiles quite generally. Rtickert's idea that the pronoun is to
be joined with aiwv in this way : JCaTd, TOV aiwva T00TOV TOV JC60"µ,ou, can make no claim to be received, besides that the combination al@v ovro<; Tov 1€auµov is also quite unusual. However, one
might, perhaps, starting from the generally received meaning of al6>v,
" time," take the phrase in the sense of " course of time, tendency
of the age," unless one with Harless, according to the original
meaning of the word in Homer and Pindar, vital power, ;inore accurately decides on its meaning, to the effect that it does not mean
the abstract idea " time" at all, but "the movement and developmentin time,'' according to which sense 1' Genius, spirit of the age," is
more satisfactory. But what was at first expressed impersonally
is now in what follows conceived personally. As be, that lives in
accordance with the heavenly world, walks JCa-ra 0e6v, so he, who
lives in accordance with the al6>v Tov JC6o-µov TOVTov, walks JCa-ra
TOil 8ia/30Xov. But the being determined or governed by the Devil
is expressed at the same time in this accordance, for he knows how
to lead men in accordance with his wishes through his influence.
St Paul describes in his peculiar way the prince of darkness as &pxwv
'T'lj~ el;ovrrtas -rov &.epo~. The name &pxrov, used of the Devil, is, it
is true, by no means surprising, and, to name one author, in St
John heis often called so. (John xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi. 11.) But, to
go no further, the definition of T1J<; ll;ovo-ta<; is obscure, for the genitive cannot, as might at first sight be thought, be taken as an apposition, qui est potestas, or cui est potestas, but must express
the object of the dominion. Neither can we by any means suppose a reference to Gnostic false doctrines, as they prevailed among
the Colossians·, because, as has been already observed in the IntroL 2
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dnction, this Epistle is quite free from polemics, nor can it even
be shown that egovu{a was in use as a Gnostic terminus technicus,
leRst ofal1 in the age of the apostles. According to Co} •. i. 18 ( eEova-ia Toii <TKOTov,;), and Ephes. vi. 12, where evil spirits are called
/€0CTJJ,OKpa;TOp€<; TOV UK6ToV<;, eEovula here is surely nothing more
than the power of darkness in general, the kingdom of evil spirits
conceived as a unity which Satan governs. But the most obscure
of all is the 2d genitive Tov Mpo,;, which has much employed the
interpreters, and has in some cases called forth the most startling
views. The connection of egavula<; TOI) aepo<; is not to be taken as
if a predicate of egovula were to be expressed by it, as if the evil
spirits were of an airy nature, as Ohrysostom, Grotius, Cornelius.
a lapide, Calixtus, and others, have fancied. The two last indeed
added the definition, that the evil spirits caused storms, and other
meteoric phenoinena disastrous to man. St Paul considers demons
a.'i spiritual beings (vi. 12), not material ones, however refined,
which they would be if they were airy beings. The genitive Toii
Mpo<; denotes not their substantial nature, but the region of their
sojourn, the place of their activity ; in that all the better interpreters are unanimous. We can also at once repudiate the purely
figurative or metaphorical acceptation of the phrase, as being
worthy of no more accurate investigation. Thus Calvin and Beza
insisted on finding in it a figurative designation of the great danger,
which evil spirits prepared for man, as if, for instance, they hovered
in the air over their heads. Thomas Aquinas, Erasmus, and others,
insisted, on the contrary, on the air being taken roetonymically, continens pro contento, for the earth itself surrounded bv
it. The suppt>sition of Harless is very probable, that the reading
of the MSS. F.G., of the Vulgate, and of several Fathers, Mpor;
Towov, rests on that interpretation .. which would accordingl): be
very ancient. But the acceptation of the phrase which recommends
itself at first sight seems to be the one. according to which a~p is
taken as synonymous with CTKoTo<;. The evil spirits are very commonly represented in biblical phraseology as belonging to the ele:.
ment of darkness, and it is likewise undoubted that a~p, i'.e. " the
fower cloudy region," is used in the classics as synonymous with
darkness. (See Homer, Iliad, v. 776, xii. 240, xvii._645; Hesiod,
Theog. vv. 119,252; Wisdom, xvii. 9. That tile meaning does
not occur again in the Old Testament should not surprise us, as ci~p
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occurs altogether only at l Thess. iv. l 7 besides. But the use of
that meaning for the elucidation of this passage is, according to
Harless' remark, made inadmissible by the circumstance that li,~p
never means " darkness" but in a physical sense, never in the :figurative one "spiritual obscurity," for which CJ'l(;OTO<; always stands,
as the opposite of <f>w,;. We are, therefore, obliged to go back to
the prol_)er meaning of a~p. But now, that St Paul should have
assigned the atmospherical air as an abode for the evil angels has
both something_ striking in itself and seems to contradict other passages, as, e.,q., Ephes. vi. 12, where they are described as existing
Tot<; e1rovpavloi,;. The reference t-0 platonizing and gnosticizing ideas, which place evil spirits in the regio_n of the air, is here
inadmissible, because those philosophemes co~1ld scarcely be known
to the apostle, and he would not have used them as such even if
they had been. - He had but one source of knowledge, illumination by the Holy Ghost. Whatever in his communications coincides with views of other nations or other schools St Paul has not
borrowed from the latter, but the rays of truth which are to be
found in those views appear connected, indeed, with his statement,
~ut independent of that divine illumination which filled the apostle
himself. The parallel passages which have been quoted from
Jewish writers seem of more importance, because among the people
of Israel, even where the Old Testament. is silent, opinions may
have been transmitted by tradition even from the age of the
prophets which find a corroboration in the New Testament, and
especiallybecause St Paul had, as·a born Jew and a scholar of the
Rabbis, from his early youth forward imbibed the opinions of Jewish
sages, and, as it were, breathed in their spiritual atmosphere. But
the Holy Spirit filling St Paul enabled _him, even in this Jewish
sphere of ideas, to separate with accuracy truth and error, therefore he neve1· took up an iuea merely because it was of Jewish
origin and had been familiar to him from childhood, but whatever
Jewish opinions known to him he held fast and made use of, those
he held fast because the Spirit in him guaranteed them. But now
we must add that, after the careful inquiry that Harless (pp, 154-6)
has instituted into the Rabbinical passages on which the assertion
that the Jews supposed the evil spirits lived in the air is founded in
general,-these passages are by no means adapted to prove that as
a prevailing opinion among the people-: On the c_ontrary, there
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appears in this respect such an obscurity, such a confusion, and such
gross superstition,)n the Rabbinical w;itings, that the above-named
interpreter justly considers "such quagmires" quite unfit to enable
'any one to extract anything from them for the elucidation of our
passage. We therefore confine ourselves to divine rev:elation, and
seek to determine the meaning of the words, egovula TOV aipo<;, by
the intimations contained in that revelation itself, in the following
way. According to Job i. 6, Satan,.'too, appears along with the -,~::i,
O"l""I~~:, plainly in heaven. In like manner at Ephes. vi. l°z.
eo~pa;~J with iii. I 0, the angels, good llnd bad, are represented as
to be found ev ro,s- l1roupav{oir;, which, according to Ephes. ii. 6, is
equivalent to lv T<j, ovpavrp. As spiritual beings they are separated from the earth, the material world, and assigned to the heavenly world, as the spiritual one. If the words are not expressly lv
-rp oupav,jJ the cause is to be sought for in the circumstance that
ovpavor; is not a mere covering of the sp~itnal world, but also of
the holy and blessed region, the abode of God. Still in St Luke
x. I 8, Rev. xii. 8, 9, 12, the Devil also is represented as to be
found ev ovpavip, and as not degraded to the earth till after his
subjugation, though, no doubt, the figurative colouring in these
passages is not to be overlooked. Now, if we compare the only
other passage in the New Testament in which a~p occurs, viz., 1
Thess.' iv. 17, it appears that (see the Comm. on that passage) elr;
Mpa is put there for el, ovpavov, as the contemplation by t!te
senses of the ap7Tlfl;eu0at upwards is expressed by the ~hrase elsaepa. In a like m~nner we find in ·St Matthew vi. 26 the phrase
ovpavo, used ; the birds are there called H the birds of heaven,"
because they seem to the view of sense to fly in heaven. Accordingly, we believe we are fully justified in understanding a~p in our
passage not of the atmospherical air, but of the higher regions ge·
nerally, which we are wont to call heaven. St Paul here chose for
the idea that phrase instead of J7roupavlwv, with the object, perhaps,
of characterizing byit the powers, to which the readers of the Epistle
. had been subject before their conversion, as not earthly ones, it is
true, but certainly not !teavenly ones either. But, further, the
concluding words also of this difficult second v~rse: rov 7rvevµaror;,
l(.T.A,, require a close investigation.
The supposition of Flatt
that 'TOV 1rvevµa-ro<; is equivalent to H:aTa TOV ltp-x,ovra, consequently for 11:a-ra ro 7rvevµa, as also the opinion of several o( tha
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Fathers that 'TOV aepo,; tov TrvevµaTo<; are to be connected in the
sense of '1f'V€vµ,a-ror; a€p{ou, need no refutation. Ruckett will htive
it that St Paul has departed from 'the construction; but that hypo·
thesis becomes unnecessary as soon as a suitable plan of construe·
tion can be pointed out. Such, a one arises if we put TW 'ftlletJ· ,
µ,aTo<; as equivalent to Tfjr; lgovtTtar;, and make both genitives depend on Ka-ra TOV &pxov'ta. That is to say, while the objettive
powero:f'(,he) evil (one), the kingdom of darkness,isdenoted by efovala, 7TTJ€VJJ,<1, relates to the subjective side of the Sl\me; to the spirit
of evil working in the souls of men. Tkat proceeds from the Devil
and the evil spirits, and has, therefore, the spiritual nature which
they themselves bear within them ; but of course it ls only tbe
created spirit. The efficacy of this evii principle begets in the
children of the awd8€ia tbe wapa'IT'TIDJJ,<1,Ta and aµ,apTtae, of which
mention was made in ver. I. As now in those words the state of
sinners is described quite generally, leaving out of sight their relation to redemption, we ,have no reason to interpret the a7Tel0eta of unbelief i111 the Gospel: the expression denotes disobedience in general, which is the essence of sin, in whatever form it
may show itself. But the viiv is not to be understood as if the
Spirit worked thus in the children of unbelief then only when St
Paul wrote; on the contrary, it continually works in the very same
way ; St Paul rather means by the vvv to set earthly conditions in
general in opposition·to the al6W µ,6.),:71,rov of the kingdom of God,
and by that means to make the working of the Devil appear as
confihed, in contradistinction to the eternal divine working of the
Holy Ghost. Meyer's acceptation of the vvv, "which even now,
when the Gospel is working so powerfully counter to it, still con ..
tinues to reign in the children of unbelief," is justified by nothing
in the context. On the contrary, the opposition with 71'0T~ gives
the vvv clearly enough its reference to the state of man without
Christ, i e. the al6'v ofJ'To<;. (See Col. iii. 7.)
Ver. 3. Whereas vers. 1 and 2 were addressed to the Gentile
Christians, St Paul in verse 3 makes a transition to the Jewish
Christians, and says the same of them. Before their converSion
(woT~) they too walked among the children of disobedience in the
wicked lusts of tbe flesh, In the same way, in the second chapter
uf Romans, the state of the Jews is placed in a parallel line with that
of the Gentiles described in Rom. i. Let us add that in the &vatT0
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TphpEuOai l,v brt0uµ,/p,tr; 'Mjr; uap,c(}(;, just as -in the 1rept1raTe'iv
1eaT(t of ver. 2, the enduring mode (plan, direction) of life is de-.
scribed in opposition to isolated sinful acts. From the 0'17il lusts
proceeds the accomplishing of the desires of the flesh, and of sinful
thoughts. Although it is well known that in St Paul's. usual
language, as I have already shown on Rom. vii. 14, ua,pf. denot~s
not senuality or fleshly lust alone, but the whole God-averted
tendency of man and of the "YVX~, yet St Paul ascribes no 8,avota1, to the uapf The collocation of the words is therefore very
suitably chosen; njr; uap1'or; could not have st~od after Siavoi&v.
The Oe"Jvf,µ,aTa uap1'or; stand in relation to the above-mentioned
wd}uµ,lair; as the single actual lusts, which are formed according
to circumstances out of the state of concupiscentia, but 81,avoiai
denotes sinful thoughts, which have no sensual desire for their
basis. As Stavoiat here, so in Matt. xv. 19 8ia">.oryiuµ,6r;, but
with the addition 'Tf'OWJpor;, is used of sinful thoughts; but in
Luke xi. 17 8iav&r,µ,a by itself denotes wicked thoughts. If any
one, however, should conclude from this description that all Jewish
Christians, and consequently all the apostles likewise, had actually
committed the grossest carnal sins, he would be very much mistaken. St Paul contemplates the inner sinful aberrations as already actually sins before God, 13ntirely according to the spirit of
the sermon on the Mount. But now at length by the ro~ "a" ol
"ll.ot1rot which has a retro%pective reference to verse 2-, St. Paul
comprises the whole picture of the sinfulness of men in the sen•
tenoe: lJµ,ev (scil. 'Tf'oTJ, before our conversion unto Christ) TEKva .
<J,vuei omr;, or, as Lachmaun after A.D.E.F.G. reads, <J,vuei
T€1'Va opn, but which looks more like a correction to facilitate
the understanding of the passage, than like the original reading.
Now, that in these words tl:ie expression
which is put absolutely, is the divine ang.er, cannot be doubtful, wh~ther by itself,
or after the parallel passage Col. iii. 6. But as to the reality of
that angel' we have already at Matt. xvi ii. 34, 3 5, John iii. 35, 36,
expressed ourselves at sufficient length. Certainly in God anger
is no passion (so far as the expression is anthropopathic ), but
the real displeasure of God's holiness at what is evil. Now men
a:s sinners are the objects of this divine displeasure, i. e. TeKva
offlr;. For the context must determine the sort of dependence
which is always expressed by {no~ or •dKvov. The interpretation
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of 'TEICVOV by rlf~o,;, which Calvin, Grotius, and other interpreters
defend, does not lie uppermost in the word, but is only a derivative
0ne ; the object of the divine anger is, under all circumstances,
such a one as deserves punishment. But the cpvuei-is here in a
, dogmatic point of view extremely important for the doctrine of
original sin ; that is to say, if ,lJµ,ev TE1Cva op"fY}<; stood alone, one
might think that every single person had by his individual fault
alone made himself the object of the divine anger, as the Pe]agianrationalistic mode. of interpretation is wont to maintain. That
view, now, of man's sinful nature, as produced in every individual
by personal guilt, is refuted by · cf,vuet. It is true there have
been many subtleties introduced in the interpretation of it (see
Harless on this pass~ge, pp. 171, ss.), but cj,vui,; cannot, without
forcing the meaning of the word, be understood as anything else
than the Latin natura, of the original, innate, in opposition to
what has been acquired by practice. True, a thing m~y by custom
become cpvui,;, but the habitual always forms a contrast ·with what
is cpvuei. Now, that St Pau] does not mean the idea of the original, innate, to be here taken as if created by God, cannot certainly
·be deduced from this passage itself, but we see from the chief
passage (Rom. v. 12, ss.) on the doctrine of original sin that St
Paul derives the sinful nature, born in all individua]s without exception, from the original sin of the founder of the race; this passage, therefore, receives from that chief passage its natural supplement. Accordingly, by the dogmatic connection in the doctrine
• of St Pau], ef>vuei obtains here the meaning " birth in sin," whicp
it, of course, cannot have of itself, and thus forms the antithesis
to xapin, verse 5. That is to say, the being by nature children
of wrath rests on the transmission uf sin by bodily propagation,
whieh has continued from the time of Adam forth ; what, therefore,
men are by nature, they are by birth in. sin. What may with the
most plausibi]ity be said against that interpretation is, that in
what preceded (aveu7pacfnu1,ev l,v em0vµlai,;-7rotowre,; Tct 0eXr,µara IC. 'T. X.) the discourse was of the doing of sin, and not of the
state of sinfulness, which seems not to suit q,vuei, which fol1ows.
Thus said most of the rationalist interpreters since Grotius. But,
after a little more accurate consideration of the context of verse &,
<,me easily perceives that this objection to the above-given interpretation is totaUy unfounded. For; whilst in the ~µe'i,; 7ravn,;
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aveuTpc£4n,µev "· T, :X.. the actual state of the walking in sin is de-

tailed, and in the '11'0£0VVTe~ K, T. X. the actual bursting forth of it
into indiviqual actual sins, both are pointed out in the concluding
words in their ultimate foundation, viz. in the inborn sinfulness
of each individual through his connection with Adam. It is true
•this remark was not absolutely necessary here; the train of ideas on
the whole would remain uninjured, even if the concluding clause ,cal.
~µev-Xot'll'Ot were wanting; but St Paul appears, according to the
judicious remark of Harless, to have wished by that means to place
in a clear point of view the contrast between the state of sin and
the calling of the people of Israel. St Paul would not have represented the Jews, as God's people standing mider the guidance
of Jehovah, in the same way as the Gentiles are descl'ibed in
verse 2, as being under the power of Satan ; yet t'hey walked as
Adam's sinful descendants in like manner after the wicked lusts of
the flesh, that is, because they were not obedient to the Law and
the exhortations to a holy walking arising from the same.
Ver, 4, But now the connection had been made doubtful by this
long and important digression. St Paul could not resume the dis•
course with the accusative from verse l alone, since the subject
above all must have· escaped the reader, because it had not been
named since i. 17 ; he therefore begins with o oE 8eo~, adds some
definitions to characterize His compassion, and then in ver. 5 again
takes up the words from ver. 1. Only, whereas he there said vµas,
he here writes i)µfis, as it had been proved in the exposition in ver.
3_ that there is no difference between Gentiles and Jews, as to their•
relation to redemption, i.e. that they both need it in an equally high
degree. The divine love is, however, here represented especially as
~eo~,. because the discourse is of its exhibition to mankind, who
have been made unhappy by sin. But in the aorist +tartr7Jue
i}µ,fi~ is couched the reference to the actual expression of God's
love in Christ as to the highest form of exhibition of love (John
iii. 16.)
Ver. 5, 6. Now here St Paul carries out in its separate points of
view the typical interpretation of the life of Christ, which he had
already touched on at ii. I, and for which the representation of our
Lord's life in i. 19, ss. was to prepare us. As Christ was dead, but
was made alive by God's power, ltnd awakened and set on God's
throne, so has God with Christ made alive, awakened, and trans3
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ferred to the heavenly world mankind dead through their sins. The
repetition of the Kai before the three verbs is explained by the
vivacity of the picture, and the endeavour to place the climax in
the strongest light, but the form of the aorist in all three verbs is
striking, especially as their purport seems to be future as vet ;hich
the crvveKalhue shows above all; for how could it ,be s~id' of the
readers then living that God had transplanted them with Christ
into the heavenly world ? True, it is quite correct to say that, as
the uvtroo'71'oie,v and crvve,yelprn, are here to be understood not of
the physical awakening from the dead, but of the making alive of
the spiritual being, so too the uvry1'a0{tew denotes, in a typical wuy
alone, the inner heavenly consciousness of:the faithful, not a local
raising into heaven ; and, accordingly, the Protestant interpreters
maintain that everything h~re named is to be looked on as already
actually operated in the readers of the Epistle. But St Paul's intention is clearly not to represent these parallels with the events of
Christ's life as only brought to pass merely in the first readers of
the Epistle, but to designate them as also valid for all who should
in future believe in Christ. According to that, then, it must, at
all events, be granted that St Paul, in the style of prophetic representation, describes the future as already realized. But even
that does not suffice to exhaust St Paul's idea. If we compare
Rom. viii. -30 (see the Comm. on that passage), it is clear that St
Paul. conceives at once as completed all in Christ's labours after his
word TETe°J\.ernat ! which is gradually realized in men's hearts
according to the progress of the gradual development of the hist<>1-y
of the world. ·what happened to Him, as the second Adam, the
representative of the race, has actually once for all happened for the
benefit ofall. The above used phrase, that Christ's li.fe is typically
conceived by St Paul, is therefore not to be understood either, as if
there were formed according to a divine rule, independently of Christ
and' His person, a development in believers analogous to His fate;
but rather Christ is the real type for every form of life among
the saints unto the end, so that how they live is only the development
of what had been already given in the germ in Him, and had been
transplanted out of Him into their nature. The supplying of an Jv
before Tp Xpu,Tp, which is found in some MSS., is therefore
totally unsuitable ; the dative depends on the avv in the compound
verbs, and is to be understood e11tirely in its own meaning, since
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Christ, as the universal man, bore all men in Him, and' completed
is exall in Him. The parallel passage in Col. ii. 13, in wbich
pressly repeated, is also in favour of that construction. The only
thing that is surprising in this interpretation is, that at the end of ver. 6 ev Xpiu-rrj, 'I17uov occurs, and the ev is there genuine beyond a doubt. But that addition is surely- meant only to serve the
end of showing that uvry,caOttew is here used in a figurative sense,
as has been alre~dy remarked, But in saying that we do not say
that a real partaking of the faithful in the sitting of Christ in heaven
on God's throne will not take place; it is asserted at Rev. iii. 21,
in the strongest terms, and it also follows from the nature of the
thing, that what is of a heavenly nature belongs to the heavenly
world. But in this passage it refers, because of the :figurative
o'Tl'ote'iv and uvve,yelpetv, merely to the inner world, and the arousing of the heavenly consciousness, whereas elsewhere Christ's bodily
resurrection, and whatever is connected with i_t, is also treated as a
real type of ours. Th!;l distinction made between uvtwo'Tl'oie'iv and
O"vve,ye{petv deserves also to be more closely investigated. Although
both words, as we said before, can here be taken only figuratively,
yet they are borrowed from the process of physical resurrection, and
must, therefore, have their meaning in the same. Now, in the
prophetic description (Ezech. xxxvii.) there is also a plain distinction
drawn between a moving, a becoming alive, of the dead bones, .and_
an actual resiirtectiun ; the same distinction is pointed to in Matt.
xxvii. 52, 53, according to which passage the bodies of the saints
move indeed simultaneously with Christ's death, but do not awake
and go forth from the graves till after His resurrection. Even,
therefore, if the resurrection itself is an act, it yet presupposes in
the process of the gradualtroo'Tl'otetv a preparation advancing step
by step. In the ~iddle of the deduction, there appears in ver. 5
the parenthetical ~jaculation xapi-rt €UT€ ueuwuµ,Jvo,, by which St
Paul impresses the great thought, which filled his life, on the hearts
of his readers, viz., that neither works, nor any merit whatever, but
God's undeserved grace, is the sole ground of our salvation, which
is further carried out in ver. 8. In the parallel passage too ( Col.
ii. 13) this idea attaches itself to the uvvetroo'Tl'o{'l}ue, in. the words
xaptudµ,evo<; ~µ,'i.v 71'(1,]l'Ta -ra '11'apa7rT©JJ,aTa. (At the addition in
ver. 5, xcipiTi EUTe ueuwuµ,evoi, various readings are found; to
name some, D.E.F.G. read ov TV xap,n, inferior critical authorities
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also add ,yap or Se. But all these readings owe their origin to
the copyists misunderstanding the nature of the short exclamation
arising from the excited feelings of St Paul, and their supposing
they must connect it grammatically somehow or other, principally
with reference to ver. 8.-As to the Jv T0t'> €7TDVpavloir,, see at
Ephes. i. 3.)
Ver. 7. At length St Paul closes this long collection of propositions, reachi~ from i. 15 to this verse, with the idea that it was
God's intention, by the work in Christ, to make known the abunde.nt
rich_es of His goodness ; just as it was expressed in i. 6, xii. l !, elr,
l7Tatvov Mg.,,,, T'ry'> x,ap£TO', av'Toii, as the ultimate object of the
whole creation, and of all its forms. This manifestation of the
richness of the divine grace, however, St faul places Jv To,r, alwut ·
TOt', l.7Tepxpµ,evot<;. The participle E7TEpx,oµ,evov, quod imminet,
instat, (Luke xxi. 26, James v. I), is found united with al6Jv nowhere else in the New Testament.-Apart from the context oi
ai,wver, J7repx,6µ,evoi could mean only " the coming generations," in
opposition to the living ones, to whom St Paul addressed his .
Epistle. But it has been already remarked on vers. 5, 6, that St
Paul there already thought of those also who should live later; be
would have Christ's benefits referred not merely to the one generation then living, but to all the races of man. Therefore oi alwver;
J7repx,6µ,evot can only be taken as = the usual term alwv µ,eXXaw, so that the sense of th~ 7th verse is this : '' that God in the
future order of things, i.e. in the kingdom of God (in wliich the
glory of the faithful, which is hidden here below, will be made
visible to all), may manifest His superabundant ricliness of grace."
, ds o f ver. 7, ev
' ')(p'TJ<TTOTrJT£
. '
,,,_, 71µ,ar,
' ~ ev
'
- Th e conel ud .mg wor
e't'

XpiuT<p 'lrJCTOV, are to be taken as a more accurate definition of the
mpre general word xapt<; ; the connection of the Jv K.T.X. with v7rep/3&X'>..ovra is unsuitable, because the participle belongs quite objectively to 7rXoiiror;. (The neuter form of 7TAOVTor, is with Lachmann
-and Harless, on the authority of MSS. A.B:D.F.G., to be pre·
ferred as the rarer one, here, as at Epbes. iii. 8, 16, Phil. iv. 19,
Col. ii. 2.)
Vers. 8, 9. The greatness of the Divine goodness in the work of
redemption St Paul finds especially in the circumstance, that the uru'N]pla is solely effected (as causa. efficiens) through the .grace of
God (see ver. 5), and on the part of man only faith is required (as
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the conditio sine qua non) ; thereby redemption appears as the sole
work of God, to whom alone therefore all praise also belongs for
the same. The idea, at first positively expressed, is again repeated
negatively, in order to· impress it tbe more emphatically, ovK lE
"
"
. '
s·rnce, there1ore,
.,
h ere
uµwv, ouK e't::
5 ep,ywv sc. e<rTe ueurouµevot.
every work, and consequently every merit on the part of man, is
excluded, faith (7r{,rn<;) itself too is denied meritoriousness ; faith
too, like everything good in man, is 3wpov Beov, that all self-glorifying may ever be annihilated, and all glory be preserved unto
God. (See the details as'to xapL<;, wtuw;, ep,ya, at Rom. iii. 21,
2 Oor. iii. 5.)
Ver. 10. Now, that everything in the path of salvation is thus
referred to God's working, which man on his part has only to nccept with faith, is based on the nature of the process of regeneration. It is like a new creation, the regenerate are God's 7To&,µ,a,
Krtuµ,a, KTla-1s (see at 2 Oor. v. 17, Gal. vi. Hi), created in Christ
Jesus. The lv is again not to be taken as = through, but to be
. understood as in vers. 5, 6 : Christ, as the representative of the
race, bears in Himself all who are His in the faith. But the aim
of this inner divine creation is more closely determined by e7rl epryot<; d,ya0o7s, i.e. unto good works, that they may bring forth
good works. However little, therefore, salvation proceeds lE ep1rov, it does not, for all that, exclude good works, i.e. works which
proceed from a heart in which dwells faith active througl1 love (see
Gal. v. 6) ; on the contrary, tpe fruits of faith are snpposed to proceed from the new birth, as inevitable consequences. God wills it
that we should walk in those fruits, by which again, as vers. 2, 3,
the consistent being and living in good works is to be understood,
because faith and love afford an inexhaustible source for them.
T-he only difficulty in ver. l O is the connection ok 7Tp<WJrolµ,auev
o 0eor; K,T.A. The question is whether ok is here to be taken as
a pure dative : " for which God has prepared us," or as by attraction for ii, in the sense : " which God has prepared that we might
walk in them." Against the first interpretation it might be said
tliat it is unsuitable to represent the persons as prepared for the
w~rks, since, on the contrary, the latter depend on the former.
Moreover, one expects in that case iJµa<; after 7TP07JTO[µ,auev as a
matter of course. In the second acceptation of the words, for
which we. decide, it might certainly in like manner seem strange,
•
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that God is said to have prepared the works, since those are surely
deeds of man ; but the idea. of preparation is not to be understood
as if by it man's free-will were excluded, but only in this way, that
the circumstances and conditions, under which it becomes possible
for men to accomplish good works, are ordered. by God. (llpoeToiµ,atew [ see Rom. ix. 23] differs from 7rpoop{tew and 'Tl"poTiOevai only by pointing to a working of the divine eternal will, which
relates more to details.)

§ 3.

OF THE UNITY OF ALL BELIEVERS IN CHRIST.

(ii. 11-iii. 21.)
To this description of the grace of God in Christ St Paul in
what follows annexes very fitly a reminiscence of the former desolate state of his readers. In order to attain to a full appreciation
of the greatness of God's benefits in Christ, man must remember
his condition when he was without them. Now, when St Paul had
said that they had once been heathens, he had said everything to
designate the wretchedness and spiritual desolation of his readers.
(This 'Tl"OT~ forms, as in vers. 2, 3, an antithesis with the vvvt in
ver. 13, and contrasts the time before their conversion with that
after it.) That is to say, the name WvrJ, answering to the Heh.
0"."'TE:l, denotes, both in the Old and the New Testament dialects, the
idea of all estrangement from God, and blindness. In order more
strongly to mark the contemptuousness of the expression, St Paul
further adds, in a parenthetical clause, ol Xeryoµ,evoi a«pofJvuT{a
7"'Y/'; Afr'/OJJ,~VTJ'; 'Tl"tptT0µ,71,;. (See as to a"pofJvUTla and. 'TT"EptTOµ,i], which abstracts are used for the concretes lucpofJvu-rot and
'Tl"EptTµ,rJTOt, the Comm. on Rom. ii. 26, iii. 30, iv. 9, i.0.) But it
is a question how, in ver. 11, the additions of uap"l to Tti. e8VT]
and ~v uaptd, xeipo'Tl"ot~Tov to 'Tl"EptToµ,71,; are to be understood.
The latter might produce the impression that bodily circumcision,
as such, is meant to be undervalued in comparison with the spiritual
one (see on Rom. ii. 28, 29); but that cannot be supposed from
the whole context. That is to say, St Paul means to shciw that the
Gentiles were really inferior compared with the Jews, as ver. 2
shows ; but the latter had re1,eived the circmcision in the flesh (
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uap,d) e.s e. divine institution, which was to distinguish them from
the Gentiles; St Paul cannot, therefore, possibly mean to undervalue that. Nevertheless, the words v'TT'O 'TrJ<; °A€"jop,JV?]<; 'TT'epi'Toµ,;,.;
lv uap,d, xeipo'TT'av17Tov unmistakeably bear a colour of blame, but
which is not to be referred to the symbol of circumcision in itself,
but to the· want of honesty of the Jews, in not suffering themselves
to be led by the o-utward symbol ·ordained by God to that inward
purification which it was to typify.-Accordingly, the words included in parentheses are to be thus paraphrased : " Ye, who are
called uncircumcised by the so-called circumcision performed in the
flesh, which, however, merely as snob (i.e. without, along with the
outward circumcision, being also circumcised in the heart), has certainly no right to look down contemptuously on yon." Accordingly then it also follows that the phrase 'Td- WV?] lv uapttl does not
form, as might be thought, an antithesis with Td- Wv.,, EV 'TT'vevµ,am, to designate better and worse, noble-minded and ignobleminded, Gentiles ; but that lv uapttl is to denote the want { common
to all Gentiles without exception) of a symbol of the covenant in
the flesh; then, too, by the reference of the passage to the Gentiles as such, is explained the article before i011?'J.
Ver. 12. To that topic is annexed a more accurate description of
the state of the Gentiles. St Paul considers, in his grand, style of
viewing matters, his first readers as the representatives of Gentilism,
and .of the Gentile age of the world in general; therefore the following .picture, with which Col. i. 21, Ephes. iv. 18, 19, are to be
united also, is a representation of the Gentilism of aU ages and of
all its forms. It is always xwpi,;; Xpturnv, and therefore xwpk
U(J)TTJpfus. Here ·1.,,uov also, or 'I,,,uov XptuTov, could not have
stood, as might have been thought, for the Jews too were without
Jesus; XptuTo.; denotes the Messiah as an idea, of the appearance
of whom the Jews l1ad received the prophecies; as indeed these are
described in what immediately follows as wanting to the Gentiles.
But the phrase X(J)P/8 Xpunov is in so far significant as the propJiecies among the Jews are n?t to be viewed as -mere abstract assurances of something future, but as real promises, in and with
which the germ of what was promised was already present in the
people. Christ already dwelt, as the eternal word of the Father,
, in the people of Israel by means of an €'1T't0t]µ,la VOTJ'T1J, before the
E'TTOOTJp,la alu0TJT1J, wl1ich commenced with Jesus· becoming man.
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That indwe11ing of Olirist's in Israel in His Godhead was wanting
in Gentilism; the nee its infinite distance, even in its noblest forms,
from what the people of God included.-The condition of being
abandoned of God is more accurately designated by the a1t17"A.'XoTp£wµhoi 'T7J<; 7r0A£'T€tai; 'TOV 'Iupai"j?\ IC.'T:x., to which the parallel
passage Col. i. 21 further adds ,cat ex0po't -rfi oiavolq, (= ev T'{J
voi") ev TOi'<; lnoi.; 'TOt<; 'TrOV'TJpOi'i;, that is, living in works known to
be evil, and thereby standing in a spiritual enmity against God.
God's people had a peculiar, politico-religious constitution, ordained by God, which was a prefiguration of the {Jau£X€{a Toii
8€ofJ. This regulated state of the Theocracy, which must have
immensely promoted the development of the life of faith, is here
designated by the word wo"'A.£T€fu, which we became acquainted with
in Acts xxii. 28, in the sense of privileges of a citizen, civitas Romana. Now, as St Paul denies the Gentiles any participation in
this woXtT€1.a -roii 'Iapa~).., he certainly denies also their privileges
of citizens in the same, w}1ich belonged to every Jew by birth alone;
but on account of the connection with -rov 'Iapa~A we cannot here
ascribe to the word exactly the meaning of " pri vilt'ges of a citizen."
(See Harless· remarks on this passage.) But in the word a7r7JXXoTptwµivoi seems to be couched not merely that the Gentiles have
no part in the kingdom of -Israel, but that the participation in it
was taken from them. No doubt that is couched in the form of
the word, but not as if they had previously had a share in the kingdom of God, and had lost it, but as if God, by the restriction of
His peculiar operations of grace to Israel, had expressly excluded
the Gentile world, but only in order first to let the fire acquire
plenty of power by concentration in one place, and then to diffuse
it over all the nations of the earth. ('AwaA.Ao-rptoro is found elsewhere in the New Testament only at Ephes. iv. 18; Col. i. 21.
Josephus often uses it. It is also found in Sirach xi. 35, 3 Mace.
i. 3, as also in the LXX. for -r-,t, Ps. !viii. 3, and j:Jj, Job xxi.
29, Jerem. xix. 4. The clause ~evo£ Trov ota0'f'J,c&~ 'T'lli; bra'"f•
,Y€°'A.tai;, which some unimportant MSS. endeavoured to make easier
to their comprehension by means of the corrections -r&v e7ra'Y'Ye~{rov
77J<; ota01]~ or ri},;; i.'11'a'"f"/€A£a<;; 'TOJV o,a0'f'/ICOOV, is to be viewed as a
further exegesis of the xropli; Xp£<rTov. It appears, in fact, as if it
would have been sufficient to say: ~evoi ri'j,;; e7ra'Y"fe;\[ai;, i.e. far
from the promise of the Messiah, which composed the central point
M
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of all the prophecies of the Old Testament; for the attempted connection of TYJ<; E'Trat'fYEAla,; with tMrl'Sa µ,i] lfxovTe.; is inadmissible,
because then the collocation Tftv ~ /!7ra7,ye)t..las e'>vrrioa would be
requisite. However, the plural Tow Sia0r,,crov would still only then
have anything surprising in it, if it denoted the Old and New Testaments, but, according to Rom. ix. 4, by that word are understood
thto covenants of God with the fathers of the Jewish people, for
which view the passages Wisdom of Solomon xviii. 22, Sirach
xliv. l l, 2 Mace. viii. 15, also speak. Those covenants are here
called Sw0'1],cal TYJ<; l!'Tra'Y'YeXta.; because the promise of the
Messiah was the support of those covenants.-At such a distance
from ,the divine institutions the Gentiles are therefore i)t...,,{oa µ,ft
exoVTe<;, i.e. not only without the hope of the Messiah, but in general wanting all real hope, and therefore also li0eoi, i.e. Godless, without actual connection with the living God. The addition
T<p ,c6o-µ,p, i.e. in this wicked world, gives a point t~ the idea, inasmuch as it is to be paraphrased by: "in this wicked world, in which
o~ne has such urgent need of a sure hope, of a firm hold on the living
God." But it might be thought that St Paul, by this interpreta·
tion, fell into contradiction of Rom. i. 19, where the heathens are
ascribed To 7v"'o-Tov Toil Beov, and of the historical matter of
fact, that individual heathens elevated themselves to a purer knowledge of God, throwing superstition aside; but that is not the case.
True, one must not try to solve the apparent contradiction by
saying that St Paul here speaks merely of the particular Gentiles
living in spiritual blindness ; but that such single individuals, who
arrived at a purer knowledge of God, as Socrates, Plato, and
others, had properly ceased to be heathens, for we have remarked already, on the phrase Ta gev'T} Jv <Tap,ct, that Ta e0v'1J Jv
wvevµ,aTi ought not to be distinguished from them by a tacit contrast; St Paul speaks of the whole of the Gentile world, i.e. of all
mankind except the Jews; he divides the human race into Israel
and non-Israel. On the contrary, we can solve that apparent contradiction in this way only. No natural knowledge of God, as we
find such in non-Jewish thinkers and sages, however valuable it
may be considered in itself, can be compared with the knowledge
of God which was spread in the bosom of God's people, because it
was not the result of true divine enlightenment and of God's communicating Himself in the inner man, but thll product of mere rtl-
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flection on the existence of the distant Deity, from the contemplation
of nature, and from conscience. But God can tleere alone be truly
understood, where he communicates Himself beforehand to the per·
son understanding Him. Otioel<;' b,vm,ce 'TOV Beov, tta0~ ... 0€£ ,yvrovat,
Elµ,~ b,vooa-Tat inr' alrrov. (Compare on 1 Cor. viii. 3.) The Gentile knowledge of God, so far as it deserves that name, could not
therefore but exhibit itself as rather negative and formal than positive, and the knowledge of Socrates, that he knew nothing, is an
adequate expression for it.' But the less the Jews used their great
privileges as they ought, the more guilty they became before God,
and the more did those heathens put them to the blush, who in their
a0eoT'Tf<;' with their weak light were mure faithful than the Jews
'
with their clear blaze of revelation.
Ver. I 3. To the description of the Gentile estrangement from
God is then further annexed the picture of the state of the con..
verted. In it all live ev Xpia--r<j, 'I,,,a-ov, i.e. in coinmunton with
Jesus of Nazareth, in whom the idea of the Messiah was realized.
St Paul here expresses the altered state of the Gentile world by ery,yv,;
Jryev,j0,,,-re, in opposition to the preceding µ,a,cpav elva1,. That _is
only a resumption of the ·previous a1Ta},;"1-,,o-rpwva-0at -ri),; '1T'OA.£TEla<;'
-rov 'Iuparj"A.. In God's people God was present in the Shechinah
of the temple, the Jews were therefore near him; the Gentiles, on
the contrary, were far from him, inasmuch as they were not allowed
to approach the temple. (See on vers. 17, 18.) The act ofcoming
near, and consequently the state of the elvai bi Xpiu-r<j,, is represented as at length brought about lv -r<j, a7µ,an -rov Xpia--rov. The
shedding of His blood, and the atonement earned thereby, ended
the separation among mankind, which God had ordained till the
completion of Christ's work, and enal!ed the G('ntiles to unite
themselves to the community of Christjust as immediately as the
Jews were allowed. (Cf. ii. 18.)
Vers. 14, 15. For Chris1i produces such an effect by His nature; He Himself is our peace. In that idea there is couched
not merely that Christ institutes peace, that He is the elp,,,vo·
?Toto,;, but that He. Himself in His essence is peace, and that ·be
alone has peace who lives in Him and His element. Where dis
cord dwells inwardly, there outwardly too peace.is only mock
peace. Thus Christ is called, as early as Isaiah ix. 6, o,',u; -,1z,, &pxoov

a. .

elp~v"1"'·

Therefore in the name elp~V'I'/ nµwv by nµ,~'l,c; ;re to be
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understood not the Jews alone, but St Paul here speaks from the
point of view of the whole human race, in which all distinctions
are smoothed down. (See on Gal. iii. 28.) Christ manifests
Himself as our peace both inwardly and outwardly ; here St Paul,
no doubt, on account of the special need of his first readers, makes
the latter side amply prominent. Christ abolishes the division of
mankind into Jews and non-Jews, He makes both halves one. The
neuter ,.;;, &.µ,ef>o,.epa St Paul himself (verses 15, L6) interprets by
-rot!'> ouo, Tau,; &.µ,ef>oTEpou,;, i.e. Jews and non-Jews. Both form a
unity in their relation to- Christ (John x. 16), one flock under one
shepherd. This uniting efficiency of Christ's is still more closely
described by St Paul in the explanatol'y words : «al- lvuua'> To µ,euo1'oixov 'J'OV ef>paryµ,ov. The idea of the µeuo'J'oixov 'J'OV <pparyµov is
further explained by ,.~v ex0pav, and the whole train of thought is
more accurately determined by the final words, ev 'Tjj uapt€t avTov TOV
voµov ,.-r;,v EV'TOAWV EV ooryµ,aui 1€arnp"/T)Ua<;. True, it has been proposed to,connect 'J'~V ex0pav ev 1'V uapt€l auTOV, and even Lachmann has accepted that punctuation, but no suitable meaning at
all admits· of being obtained from that mode of taking the context,
for the interprtJtation of Bugenhagen, Schulthess, and others, according to which ex0pa EV Tjj uapt€t aV'J'OV is taken to mean, " enmity in His people, in the corporeal relatives of Christ" (as uapg is
used Rom. xi. 14), refutes itself sufficiently by itself. It is only in
the above-given connection of the words that the writer's exposition proceeds step by step elucidating itself. Now, first of all as
to the form of the phrase "X-usw To µeu6,.01xov rov <f>paryµ,ov, it
is clear that X-uew here, as at John ii. 19, has the meaning of "to
dissolve, destroy, and therefore remove." Meuo'Totxov, paries intergerinus or intermedius, denotes a party-wall, a partition-wall;
, Phavorinus interprets it : TO Siaef>pa"fµa. It is very rare in profane writers, yet Athenreus bas it, Lib. vii. p. 281. Ed. Casaubon.
The combination µeuoroixov 'J'OV <ppa"fµov is meant, however, to
render the barrier prominent, as the means of separation, " the
barrier which forms and is meant to form the hedge, the separating
medium." One is n·aturally at once reminded by this idea immediately of the Law, which produced the separation between those
who were under theocratic government and those who were not under
it, by expressly declaring the Gentiles unclean, and forbidding
all communication with them on· the part or' the Jews. In the
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Rabbis, therefore, the Law is called ).'10 or N).'lt,, sepes, sepimentum,
and the Masoreh again .-,-,;,n1, ;i.•i;'.
Buxtorf Jex. talm. p.
1447.) The investigation~ as' to ,~hat sort of barrier St Paul
meant seem idle; if, however, it is to be supposed that he in using
the universally intelligible figure had something special in his
mind, it is most reasonable to understand the wall which divided
the fore-court of the Gentiles from the precincts of the inner tem·
ple, and thus was a symbol of their separation fr~m the covenants of
promise.
The presupposed reference of tlrn µ,ea-6Totxov TOV
cf,pa"fp,Ov to the Law seems, however, to have a doubt cast on
it by the epexegetic T~v lx0pav. "Erasmus, Cornelius a Lapide,
and Riickert, choose here to think of the reciprocal enmity
between Jews and Gentiles. But if TrJV lx0pav is to be something different from µ,etroTOixov, ,cal would not be wanting; if
it is to explain the previous phrase, the idea, '' the party-wall
is enmity," seems unfitting; the [x,0pa may well be a consequence
of the separating medium, but not the separating medium itself. Besides, St Paul himself surely gives the explanation immediately by the following TOV v6µ,ov Twv ivToXwv ,carnpryryuar;,
which stands exactly parallel to the µ,euoToixov 11,60-a~. The lx0pa
can and must be here taken as an effect of the Law. But the question is, as what effect? Chrysostom, Theophylact, and CEcumenius,
to whom Harless has given in his adhesion, understand by the ~0pa the enmity of the Jews and Gentiles together against God,
which arises through the operation of the Law in that it makes sin
abound. (Rom. v. 20, vii. 13, viii. 3; Gal. iii. 10.) The lastnamed interpreter defends this acceptation by laying emphasis on
the ,cat a1ro,ca7a).XagV-T<p E>ep, which follows in ver. 16, and
which he will have to be understood of the inward reconciliation
through Christ, and therefore of the abolishment of guilt and enmity against God, in opposition to the merely outward union of
Jews and Gentiles. According to this, as Harless interprets the
passage, the two members of the clause expressive of purpose are
intended to 1Jorrespond to the two members of the principal sentence; that is to say, the first member of the subordinate sentence, 'tva down to elprynJV, to the first member of the principal
sentence, o 1rot17ua,; down to ~v, and the second member of tlre
subordi,y.ite sentence, 1'at 0,7T'01'aTa).Xaf;v down to lv aunp, to the second mempei of the principal sentence, !€at TO µ,euoToixov down to
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Thus, then, St Paul spoke not merely of the amalgamation of the Jews and Gentiles into one through Christ, but
also of the abolishment of the enmity of the sinful world against
God through the atonement. But just this twofold object, which
must .be supposed according to this interpretation,. is not found in
St Paul's exposition. The a71'otcaTa;\Xauueiv (verse 16) is by
the addition 'TOV<; ciµ,cf,oTepou<; ev evl uroµ,an referred to the relation between Jews and Gentiles, just as the preceding tcTLseiv TOV<;
In vers. 17-22 one sees as clearly as possible that thjs relation continues the chief subject of the Epistle in what follows,
just as from vers. 11-l 5 it forms the central point of the argument. One iR therefore at a loss to say wherein the justification
is to consist for introducing along with this idea, which forms
the basis of the whole exposition from verse 11 to verse 22, another· idea in verses 15, J 6 merely, and that too the perfectly
general one, that God has reconciled both Gentiles and Jews with
Himself through Christ. This idea must have seemed to St
Paul the more completely superfluous here, that he had treated
of it in chapter i. already. But it is here irrelevant also, in
as much as the making the inward reconciliation with the outward amalgamation of Jews and Gentil;s prominent must have
excited the notion, that the latter was only just an outward
one, as if it was separated from the inner atoning operation
of Christ: But that is not St Paul's meaning at all; rather,
Christ, inasmuch as He is the reconciler of man to God, and
therefore their peace, is also in and by those very relations He
that abolishes the separation between Gentiles and Jews. Therefore S't Paul could not possibly hit on the idea of placing the inward reconciliation side by side with the outward amalgamation,
because to him the amalgamation is no m~re outward one. Then
there comes, in addition to the above, this farther fact, that nowhere
is it said, either in St Paul or in the whole New Testament, that
'' the effect of the Law is enmity against God." Certainly there is
found tlrnt "it works wrath or a curse,'' but never "enmity."-Finally, on the assumption that Tf/V gxBpav denotes the enmi~y of
both, of the Jews and of the Gentiles, against God, we must also
assume that St Paul in speaking of the Law thought of the law of
the Gentiles also, written in their hearts. But the succeeding
phrases do not at all suit that view, and one cannot find a passage
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in the whole of the New Testament which declares this law, too,
of the conscience to operate wrath or a curse. If, therefore, we
must reject this reference of the lx0pa to the enmity of hoih, of Jews
and Gentiles, against God, nothing remains but, with most of the,
interpreters, to refer it to the object which is spoken of both before
and after in these verses, to the relation of the Law to- those under
theocratic government and those not. The bitter enmity between
the two was the result of the Law, of the separating hedge. As,
therefore, the latte1· was through Christ and the completion of His
work taken away, so was the reciprocal enmity of the Jews and
Gentiles taken away, objectively immediately, subjectively so far
as they receive Christ in the faith ; Christ was their peace in this
relation also. Thus we rigorously maintain the closest connection
of this whole passage; that is to say, the following ev 'TjJ uapKl
ahov l'.'T,A, now describes the operation of the i\vEw more tJ.Ccurat.ely, and interprets authentically for us the µ,E<rb'Toixov 'TOV
tpparyµ,ov, which caused the ex,0pa between Jews and Gentiles. Anµ
such an interpretation was necessary, because those words might
have been misunderstood. For it might seem as if the idea i\vHv
-ro µ,euo-roixov, from its relation to the Law, stood in antagonism
wi_th the declarations of the .Lord at Matt. v. 17, l 8, where_ the
abolition of the Law is expressly disavowed. St Paul cannot intend to utter the antinomian error that Christ had abolished (Ka'Tap'Y~<Tar;) the Law in general, both in its moral and ceremonial parts,
in every relation, but only that the Law bad obtained through
Christ a totally different position, and so far was made inoperative
in a certain relation. This relation, which through Christ is
changed in reference to the Law, St Paul designates by the phrase
voµ,or; 'TOJV €V'TOAWV and the addition €V o6ryµ,a<r£. The word
evToi\~ denotes the expression of the voµ,or; for the individual case,
therefore the unity of the Law comprises a.multitude of evroi\al.
It cannot be supposed that the ceremonial ordinances alone are
here so called, the moral commandments of the voµ,or; are also to
be taken as evTo>.,al; but St Paul names the Law here o voµ,or;
TWV EV'TONJJV, in order to contrast it in the dividedness of its precepts with the oneness of the spirit ( ev evl 1rv£vµ,an, ver. 18) which
reigns in the Gospel. Whereas the Law says, do this, do that,
do not this, do not that, the Gospel bas but the one commandment
of love, and even that not in the form of a commandment, but as an
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operation of grace, Certainly this holds good, also, of the law of
the Gentiles written in their hearts. This, too, declares itself in a
multitude of separate exhortations and warnings; but we need Jiot
mention that 6 116µ,or; Twv €VTOAWV cannot possibly be referred to
this inner law also. If it were still doubtful, the l11 ooryµ,a<It which
follows would, at all events, make the reference to the universal
moral Law impossible.
But certainly tbe interpretation of this expression again is very
uncertain. It is true, the reference of the ooryµ,aTa to Christian
precepts, which, besides the Fathers, Chrysostom, Theodoret,
1
<Ecumenius, also Grotius, Bengel, Fritzsche, Winer, and others,
defend, seems inadmissible, because ooryµ,a elsewhere occurs only
in the sense of" imperial decree, edict," in the New Testament, as
Luke ii. 1, Acts xvii. 7, in the Septuagint, Daniel ii. 15. The
meaning " dogma, Christian preoept," is· not found either in the
earliest Fathers, We ma:y suppose it was first formed when philoi:iophers entered the Christian Church and transferred to Christ the
custom of their dialect to call the precepts of the philosophers oo'Y•
µaTa. However, that is not decisive against that acceptation of t~e
word in this passage, for, even if it does not occur elsewhere in
the New Testament ·in the meaning "dogma," it might have it
though, just here and in Col. ii. 14, as it was used of the doctrines
of philosophical schools. B.,µt here that meaning neither suits the
context, nor does the idea then agree with the system of doctrine
elsewhere used by the sacred writers. We nowhere find that it is
taught in the New Testament that Christ bad by His precepts made
the Law of no effect; it is constantly said by His deatk, by His
blood. Well, then, here too e11 T'fj <Iap1/i, avTov is to be connected
with ,caTapry~O"a<;, so that by rt the means is expressed by which
Christ operates the abrogation of the Law; it denotes the giving
up of His flesh, and t~erefore = lv T<j, a'tµan ahov (ver. 13), 01·
otd. Tov <Iwvpov (ver. l 6.) But now it is by no means to be perceived bow afterwards e11 ooryµ,a<It also is possibly to be connected
with tcaTapryfwar;, so that it means, "He made the Law ofno effect
tbrou!;h His doctrines." In any case it should have been
rnZr;;
o6ryµaO"tv avTov, if St Paul meant it to be understood so. Therefore other interpreters (to name some, Ambrose, Calvin, Beza,

ev
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Calovius, Wolf, Michaelis, Storr, and, among the later ones, Koppe,
Flatt, Theile, Riickert) join EV co,yµau£ with 'TOV voµov 'TOJV lv'TOAWV, which precedes. But Winer ( Gramm. p. 196, ss.) and
Harless have already correctly observed, in opposition to that view,
that the article must necessarily have then been repeated. If ev
'obyµaui were meant to contain a more accurate definition for the
voµo<;, it must have been 'TOV fV oo,yµau£; if, on the other hand,
the definition was meant to refer to lvTo'l\,wv, Twv lv oo,yµaut should
have stood. Besides, one cannot well avoid tautology so ; " the
law· of the commandments in ordinances" says idem per idem.
Nothing remains, therefore, but with Harless (in favour of whose
interpretation Winer, too, declares ubi supra) to join indeed ev
c6,yµaut with 1mTapry~uar;, but not to refor it to Christian precepts, but to the commanding form in which the Law of the Old
Testament appears, and to consider that form as the part of the
Law abolished by Christ, so that the sense of the words is this :
" Christ has, by giving up His flesh, put the Law, which declared
itself in a multitude of precepts in relation to the commanding
form of its ordinances, out of operation, and earned for man in lieu
of it the-one spirit of love."
·
Ver. 16. To the above is further annexed the description of the
design of the Lord in this abolishment of the separating hedge of
the Law, which divided mankind into itself, into Israel and nonIsrael, into God's people and not God's people, into man and
wife. (For, as under the New Testament Christ has a relation
[to the Church] as the man to the wife [see v. 23, ss.J ; so is,
under the Old Testament, Israel as the man related to the heathen
world as to the wife.) But the tva admits of no 1mmediate connection with the chief verb of the previous sentence, avTo<; ,yap euTw
~ elprfvri ~µwv, fur in it Christ's essence is described, not His
operation ; the particle of intention connects itself with the participles 7rotryua,;, Avuai;, ,caTaprylJuar;, which are parallel to one
another. The description of Christ as personally our peace is
again resumed in the 1rotwv elp~VTJV, for which 7T'Ot~ua<; could not
have stood here ; for which reason also the elp'1/vo1rotrfua<; cul
'TOV aw,aTo<; 'TOV U'Tavpov ai.!Tov, Co}. i. 20, stands parallel infact,
it is true, but not in ph.ra.~e, with this passage. The two national
masses, Jews and non-Jews, are, however, represented as greater ind_ividuals ; thence TOI/<; 'ovo, TOI/<; aµ,qx,-repo~. ' Indeed, those united
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through Christ, who in verse 14 were represented as ev = ev6T'TJ'>, are
here called elr; Kawor; &vfJpoo7ror;. As, therefore, the separate individuals in the nation coalesce into a higher personality, so do nations in the totality of the race coalesce into one man ; of that
isolating contemplation of mankind, according to which it forms
a sum of absolutely separate individualities, which are placed only
side by side, and of whicl1 each stands and falls by itself,-the
Scriptures know nothing. The human race is in .Christ a living
unity, filled and borne by one Spirit. (See tbe Comm. on Gal.
iii. 2 l, 28.) However the phrase KTa;ew EV €llVT'{' eir; "· T. }..
shows that St Paul does not use ek Kawor; &v0pm7ror; as a mere
personification. According to the phrase Knu0ivTer; Jv XptUT!p
'I,,,uov in verse 10, here too the EV eavTp is not to be referred to
Christ's death, as if it were= lv TV uapKt avTov in verse 15,
but St Paul represents in it Christ Himself as the true one universal man, the representative of the race, in whom the two separated halves have returned to a perfect unity. As Adam is tbe one
old man, in whom and through whom all the individuals of the
race receive the old man, so is Christ the one new man, in whom
and through whom all recefve the new man, made after God in
righteousness and holiness. (See the obss. in the Comm. on
Rom. v. 12, ss.) Accordingly it is clear that the ra aµcp6repa
iv 'TT'Ote'iv, the KTll;ew TOV', ovo el<; iva Kawov IJ,v0pw7rov, is not
to be something merely outward, a purely negative removal of the
separating medium, but something really inward; the p~ocess of
Christ's life was the actual creation of this one new man. But
no~ the question arises, how, after this, is the second half of the
subordinate clause i'va a1r0Kam)\.,)l.afy ."· T. X. to be taken-, without merging in tbe former half? If we with Harless conceive the
union which Christ effected between those under and those not under
theocratic government as an outward one only, there certainly
results here an advance, inasmuch as those at first ontwardly
united are afterwards by the cross, i.e. by the death of the Son
of God on the cross, also inwardly reconciled with God. But
this hypothesis, that the union,of Israel and non-Israel is to be
conceived as a merefy outward one, can only be purchased at the
expense of the idea in the preceding words. We must) therefore,
look about us for another acceptation of the i'va a'TT'oKamXXafr,,
in relation to the preceding tva KTluv, First of all it is decided
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that the words TOV<; aµ,<f,o·dpov<; ev Jvl <rwµaTt scil. iJvTa<; are to
be closely connected. The one body forms the antithesis to the
former separateness in the dual state, and <rwµa denotes. as is
usual in the language of St Paul (Rom. xii. 5, 7ToXXot ev <rwµ,a
l<rµ,ev ev Xpi<r-rrj,, l Cor. x. 17, xii. 13, elr; tv a-roµ,a ef3a7TTla-0'Y/µ,ev, Ephes. iv. 12, l 6, v. 23; Col. i. 18, 24, ii. l 9, iii.
15), the Church as Christ's body, which He fills with His life.
The ev €Vt a-wµ,an in our passage is parallel with the €1) evt 7TVEVµ,an in verse 18; Jews and Gentiles are in spiritual unity in one
body. (See at iv. i.) As the individual is divided into a-wµ,a
and 7TVevµ,a, so also does the united Christ of the Church (1 Cor.
xii. 12) bear in Himself <rwµ,a and 7Tvevµ,a. (In the same way
also in Col. iii. 15 it is said €KA.T]0'r}TE ev evt a-wµ,an.) The re•
ferring the words to the atoning death of Christ, as if they were
, , ev T[l a-apKt av-rov, v~rse 15,, is unsuit~ble in every respect.
In the first place, the oia Tov u-ravpofi already expresses that,
idea ; for to take those words as a subordinate definition to l:v evt,
<rwµ,aT1 in the sense, "by means of the giving up of His one
body, that is to say through the cross," is altogether opposed to
St Paul's usual style. It is self-evident that the giving up of the
body took place through the death on the cross, and_ so St Paul in
using a-Tavpo<; constantly supposes the body as what was put tc.
death by the eross. But then in this acceptation of the ev awµan
the. addition of evt is unsuitable. That Christ's body was One
has no relation to the atonement at all, but, on the contrary, the
previous duality of the Jews and the Gentiles is very properly •
placed in opposition to the unity of both in the body of the Church,
whereby too the close juxtaposition of -roV<; <lµ,<j,oTepov,;· ev evt.
<Twµ,an is alone satisfactorily explained. Finally, it is but little
likely that St Paul should have expressed the same idea five
times in vers. 15 and 16, and that the phrases : ev -rjj <rapKt
aVTOV, fV eavTrj>, fV evl uwµan, Otd. TOIi <TTavpov, and ev avTrj>,
which are so different, mean exactly the same thing. True, a
similar heaping up is found in Col. i. 22 in the words : b, T<j>
<r6>µan Ti}~ aap,co,; avTov Sia -roii 0avrfrov, but brought together
however on one point, not as a repetition in the same proposition
in different places.
· But now as to the question, already touched on, of bow
tI,,roKa-ra-X.Xa~v is connected with the preciding tva KT{<r'{I, we
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must not, as we have already remarked, in accordance with the
correct definition of the KTttew ev EaVT<j, el,, iva Ka£V()V av8pwwov,
in the a'Tt'OKaTa"'J1,")i.au<J'€£V see anything specifically different from
what we see in the «-rtteiv; on the contrary, the first half of the
clause expressing intention is to receive from the second only its
more accurate definition. The sense of the words would accordingly have to be paraphrased in tbe folJQwing way : " That He
might in Himself make the two into one new man, aud at the same
time also reconcile (which the 1'-rttew necessarily involves) not
the Jews merely, but both Jews and Gentiles, united in the one
body of the Church, to God through the cross, killing the enmity
between them through Himself, (i.e. through the giving Himself
up unto death), i.e. removing it, annihilating it." (~he double
compound awo1'a-ra?l,)..a<J'<J'etv is found, besides our passage, also
Col. i. 20, 21. Elsewhere Ka-ra)..?l,auqo:, is always put. In profane authors the form strengthened by awo, and found here and'in
the Epistle to the Colossians, has the meaning '' to reconcile
St Paul, on the contrary, uses it indifferently with Ka·
agam.
-ra)..?l,a(]'(]'o:,,)

Ver. I 7, 18. To the representation of the work Qf Christ. itself
is annexed in these verses the mention of the announcement of that
work to man. The clause Kar e?l,0i»v EV'l}"fYEAluaTO can by grammatical connectltn only be joined with ve1·. 14, avTo<; ryap €U'Tlll
«. T. ?I,. ; but, as the intermediate ideas do not discover the nature of
a parenthetical clause, h,.06Jv cannot be referred to Christ's becoming
man, and to His teaching before His death, because mention had
alr~ady been made before of that death, as the means to abolish the
divided condition of mankind ; it is rather to be understood of
Christ's being come in :S:is Spirit. (See John xiv. 18.) Before
the completion of His work by His death, Christ was not our peace,
His teaching before His death was only a prophesying as to Himself, the true publication of the Gospel did not begin till the pouring out of the Spirit. Before the completion of His work, so little
did the Lord view those under, and those not under theocratic government as one, that He even said to His disciples, Matt. x. 5, 6,
" Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into any city of the
Samaritans enter ye not," and to the woman of Canaan, " I am not
sent but only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (Matt. xv.
24.) The
ih' av-rov ¼,oµev K,,T,A. also necessarily supposes Christ's
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work as already completed; for St' av-rov mea'ds Sul TOV a7µaTO'J
\ TOV
\ 'TT'aTepa
/ supposes t he via
'0 eav-rov, an d the 'TT'pouaryoory11\ 'TT'po'J
ula (i. 5) which first imparts the experience of salvation. The
aµ,cp6Tepot €Vt 'lf'Vevµ,aTt, which answers to the &µcpoTepot
€V£
owµ,an above, ver. 16, shows, as does also wlrnt follows (ver. 19,
ss. ), that St Paul still continues to have the leading idea in his
mind, namely, the difference between Jews and non-Jews which had
been abolished by Christ. (In ver. 17 B.D.F.G. read elp~inJV
repeated before TOt'J €"f"fV'J, a reading which Lachmann has justly
received into the text.-Ver. 18. As to 'TT'pouaryooryr, see Rom. v.
2.--From the idea of the µa,cpa,v is obtained of itself that of access,
of the being permitted to approach ; if one wishes to suppose further a special reference, the only admissible one is that borrowed
from the Temple, which the Gentiles were not allowed to approach.
- ' Ev ;vi 'TT'Vevµ,a,Tt is, of course, not " through one spirit, but
united in one spirit," thus forming an unity of spiritual life, in which
the former distinctions are abolished. Comp. Gal. iii. 28.)
Vers. 19, 20. After this, Ht Paul then introduces the close of this
chain of ideas, by representing, with a retrospect to the picture of
the G€ntile world in ver. 12, this state of estra!}gement as now removed from among his readers; like the Christian Israelites, they
too, the Gentile Christians, are members in the 'TT'oXiTela TOV
'Iupa'i}X, yea, stones in the building of the Temple, which the
Church of Christ represents. (Ver. 19. As to apa see on Rom.
vii. 25.-Whilst gEvot and uvµ7roAtTat Twv ary{rpv correspond to
each other, 7T'apo£1'0t and ol,ceun TOU 0eou are opposed to each other.
The two former words are sufficiently explained by ver. 12. The
form uvµ,'TT'oA{T'TJ<; is not found again in the New Testament ; the
grammarians designate it as not Greek. [See Phrynichus, Lobeck's Edu. p. 172.) However, Josephus uses the word, Antiqq.
xix. 2. 2. But the second antithesis gives rise to a difficulty, because
wapoi,cot does not seem to suit this connection. It usually means
an emigrant, i'.e. one who is allowed to live in a city or land, but
has no right of citizeusltip, connected therefore with fEvoi;, JIS in·
deed it occurs Acts vii. 6, 29, 1 Peter ii. 11, along with gevo,;.
But that meaning does not suit here as an antithesis to olK1iio1, Toil
0eov. This phrase points to the image of a family of God (Gal.
vi. l O) to which the idea of a Father naturally leads ; in this f~mily
the Jews ar~ conceived as the proper inmates, and the Gentiles as
'
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next neighbours, or as Meier expresses himself, as vagrants (Beisassen, mammts, Fr.) who are, it is true, in the great house of God
along with the Jews, but do not properly belong to the family.)
The figure, according to which all believers together are conceived
as a temple, the corner-stone of which is Christ, whose foundations
are the apostles and. prophets, often occurs in the Scriptures. Each
individual is called a temple (I Oor. vi. 19), and again all together
also form a vaor; eeov (1 Cor. iii. 16.) The figure is most completely
carried out · in l Peter ii. 4, ss. There Christ is called X{IJor;
Y.~
• ' av
' epr,nrrov
,
, ar.ooeoo"iµ,aa-µ,evor;,
· ""
, r.apa~. oe
"' e e~~ fHC··
!:>rov,
V7TO
µ,ev
~€/t:TO<;, lvTtµ,o<;. The individual believers, who are built upon Christ
( e1roi"oooµ,e'iu0ai, see l Cor. iii. 10), also bear the name Xt0oi
truvTer;, and the whoJe building of the Temple is designated an
ol"or; 1rvEvµ,aTt"or;. The basis of this figurative representation is
formed by the typical conception of the stone Temple in Jerusalem,
which was not arbitrarily built on that exact plan, but after patterns from a higher world (Exod. xxv. 8, 9.) The only difficulty
in our passage is caused by the remark that the apostles and the prol)hets form the 0eµ,eXtor;, which again is to be conceived as reposing
upon Christ, as the proper foundation and corner-stone. For in
other passages, to name one, Rev. xxi. 14, the twelve apostles alone
form the owoe"a 0eµ,eXlour; of the Church. It is a question, first
of all, are we here to think of the prophets of the Old Testament
orofthose ofthe New Testament? Everything isin favour of the
latter. Not merely the circumstance, that the prophets are named
after the apostles, but also the absence of the article, which makes
apostles and prophets appear most i-ntimately united, and the
nature of the case; the prophets of the Old Testament cannot well
be called foundations of the Temple, which grows out of Christ
(ver. 21.) But bow can the prophets of the New Testament be
set on a par with the apostles in relation to the foundation of the
Church ? Inasmuch as the Holy Ghost, which fills them both, is
the real element which lays that foundation ; whilst Obrist is called
the corner-stone in His person, the apostles and propl1ets are called
the foundation, not in relation to their persons, hut in regard to their
doctrine and the Holy Ghost, which accompanied it, taken together. It is otherwise in Revelations ; that there stress is laid on
the number 12 is connected with the whole description of the new
Jerusalem in that passage, and can therefore exercise no influence
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over our passage, otherwise neither could St Paul, as not being comprised in the number 12, be reckoned among the founders of
the Church. (Ver. 20. a,cpo,yr,mafo,; is found again in I Peter ii.
6. It stands for the Hebrew ii)~ i~~ or iW~ tt,N~, ,cecf,aX~
rywvla,;, Is. xxviii. I 6; f.s. cxviii. 22; Matt. xxi. 42.)
Vers. 21, 22. As the building of the Church rests on Christ as
the corner-stone, so it also increases continually in Him, i.e., in
the fellowship of all the members of the Church with Christin their
introduction into Him. Both verses express substantially the same
idea, for the second ev rp must not be connected with vao,;, but
with ,cvpw,;, and is cqnsequently parallel with the first ev 't'· But
ver. 22 again in the ,ca,l, vµ.e'i,;- renders tlie reference to the Gentile Christians expressly prominent, as necessary parts for the completion of the building of the Church. But the concluding words
of ver. 24, el,; ,caTot!CrJT~pwv 'TOV 0eov lv 7rve-6µ.an, define
more accurately the idea of the vao,; &ryio,; ev ,cvplrp. Indeed
this addition ev ,cvplrp is produced by the image which St Paul
made use ofin ver. 20; as it has this meaning to designate the vao,;
&ryw,; as a spiritual community : ev ,cvplrp has nothing at all plconastic in it either, though ev <p went before, for that ev <p only defines the participle uvvapµoXo,yovµ.ev'YJ. But the 1CaTOt1CrJT1pwv
TOV 0eov ev 7rVEvµan describes still more expressly the nature of
this spiritual community, which is built up in Christ with Gentiles
and Jews. The Church is in it described as the lodging, in which
God Himself takes up His abode (see 2 Cor. vi. 16, ss.), and
that too permanently, inasmuch as it is of a spiritual nature, in
opposition to the KaTOtlC'Y)Tf]piov ryryi:vov, from wbich the whole
simile is borrowed. (Ver. 21. The ~ after 7raua is wanting in
B.D.E.G., it is, therefore, no doubt, to be struck out. Only 7raua
ol,coooµt} must not be rendered " every building," since mention
is made here of the one Temple only, but "the whole building."
In the Greek of later times 7ra<; _often has the meaning totu.~ even
without the article. [See generally on the use of 7ra<; Winer's
Gramm. p. 110, and Harless on this passage.J-l'vvapµoXo,ye,v
is found again only at iv. 16. It = uvµ/3i/3atew, and refers to
the firmness of the building, in which the different personalities
and opinions [iv. LO] are put together. The form a/;~©, instead
of the usual avfavw, is found nowhere else in the New Testament
but Col. ii. 19.-Ver. 22. On account of lv p, which precedes, the
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lv 7rvevµ,aT£ cannot be connected with uvvoitcoooµ,e'i,uOe, but only
with the collective idea tcaTottc1)T1Jptov Toii Beoii. Harless chooses
to take lv 7rvevµan " in the Holy Ghost;" but against that acceptcvplq,; 2, the Toti 0eoii.
tation are: l, the preceding lv r'p, i.e.
St Paul certainly says xapa, Cl"JIL7f'1J, ev 7rVeuµ,aT£, but he does
·not, and cannot, say : eeor; €JI 7rll€VJJ,aT£, because the Spirit itself
is God. 'Ev 7rVevµ,aT£ forms here the antithesis with ev uaptct,
with a glance
the vao<; x.eipo1roi1JTOr;.)
Chap. iii. l. To this description of the glory of the Church St
Paul meant now to add only a prayer, in which he beseeches God
to realize in his readers all that belongs to the idea of the Church,
in order with it to close entirely this general part of his Epistle ;
but he allows himself by the liveliness of his feelings to be once more
led into a discussion, so that he does not till ver. 14 again resume the
discourse begun in ver. 1. Certainly there has been Ito want of attempts to avoid the assumption df an Anacoluthon in ver. I, by proposing to makever. 1 an independent proposition, by supplying the
verb which is wanting. Some MSS , to name some, D.E., supply
7rpEu/3euw, which may be supposed to have come into the text from
vi-. 20, others tcetcaux11µ,ai, perhaps after Phil. ii. 16. Most of the
interpreters, who are against the &va,cb)\.ovOoc;, content themselves
with the supplying of eiµ,l. But, to make no mention of the difficulty, which the Tovrnvxaptv causes on this assumption, the article
must then necessarily have been wanting before U.uµ,wc;. But, if we
are to suppose a digression in ver. -2, St Paul cannot possibly take
up the discourse 11gain in ver. 8, or ver. 13, or even iv. l, as many
have been pleased to think, but only, as all the better later interpreters assume, in ver. 14, where the ToVTov xapiv expressly
marks the resumption of the discourse. Titus the thanksgiving
prayer in ver. 14 ss. is brought into connection with the description of the Church in ii. 19 ss., in the glory of which the G17ntiles
also have a share, and the TOVTovxapw appears, therefore, in well•
founded connection. But St Paul makes menti~n of his bonds
here in order, we may suppose, to allow the glory just described
to appear in stronger contrast with the then existing state of the
Church, and especially to make the Gentiles observe, by what sacrifices on his part their entrance into the Church had been purchased. Considered in and for itself, one might here take the
lnrep iiµ,oov 'TWV l8vwv" for your sake, i.e. because I have preached
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to the Gentiles." But if one compares verse 13, and especially
the decisive parallel passage Col. i. 24, it results that kere too
the words are to be taken " for vour benefit:" in what sens8 this
s more particularly tg be under;tood will be found determ.'ined at
Col. i. 24 more in detail. (We find at iv. 1 J /%a-µ.io,; lv ,evplrp for ·
Q Ua-µ,io<, 'l"OV Xpta-TOv 'I,,,a-ov. The genitive here is to be taken
as a designation of the active cause, " whom Christ and His cause
have made a prisoner, and that too unto salvation for you, the
Gentiles, i.e. for the whole body of Gentiles," as in Philem.,
•verse 13, oeuµ,oi Tov eva'Y'Ye'h-lov denote bonds, which the Gospel
has brought with it.)
V-ers. 2, 3. The expression which follows, and with which the
digression extending to verse l 3 begins, shows the uncertainty of St
Paul as to whether all his readers were acquainted with him personally. . By it is explained the naming his name in verse i, and
the picture of bis then existing state, and that very uncertainty
was also the occasion for St Paul in what follows to expatiate on
his position with regard ~o the Gospel and on the comprehension
of the latter, again with reference t.o the main point of the calling
of the Gentiles for the kingdom of God, before the chief thread of
his discourse is again taken up. St Paul does not name his apostical office in general, but the dispensation of the grace of God,
that to him was made known the mystery of the redemption by
immediate revelation and with special reference to the Gentiles, as
that, with regard to which he shows himself uncertain i~ respect
to his readers' knowledge of it. The subordinate clause &n ,caTa
awo,eaX.tnJriv fC.T,A. defines, that is to say, the idea of the chief
clause elrye ~ICfV<YaTE 'T~V ol,covoµlav Ti;'> xapt'TO', 'I", e. 1€.T.°ll.. more
accurately. (Verse 2. See on elrye and its relation to efwep the
remarks in tl1e Comm. on Rom. viii. 9; 2 Cor. v. 3; Gal. iii. 4.
E1rye here contains the idea of pre-supposition in itself: " that
is to say, if you, as I may suppose, have heard."-On ol,covoµ,la see on i. 10. It cannot here, as at l Cor. ix. 17, Col. i. 25,
mean "the apostolical office," as people have let themselves be
misled into thinking here also by the latter parallel passage; on
the contrary, the reference to the office here is couched in the x&pi<,
'TOV Beov, as the addition Tfj<, oo0eL<Y'lj', µoi el<, vµ,as shows, while Col.
i. ~5 relates to ol,eovoµ,ta. The ol,covoµ,la here denotes only the way
N
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how the office came into St Paul's hands, viz., ,caTd- awo,ca'X.tr.fnv.
In verse 7 KaTa TrJV iwped-v TrJ<; xaptTO<; IC.T.A, stands together
just in the same way, and in verse 8 St Paul himself explains
the grace of his apostolical call to preach to the Gentiles.-In the el,;
vµ,a,; the special reference to the Gentiles is again pointed to,
for whom St Paul was especially called.-Verse 3. The a,ro,ca-X.tnJre,; relates, of cqurse, to the occurrence at Damascus, Acts ix.Instead of the reading of the text. rec. eryvroptrTe, which was surely
put in the text only on account of the eryvmplrT0'1/ which follows in
verse 5, we must read eryvwplrT0'1/ on the authority of A.B.O.D.F.G.,
and with all the better critics and interpreters.)
Ver. 4. In a subordinate clause, which, however, need not be,
with Griesbach, exactly put in brackets, St Paul appeals, with respect to the mystery of Christ, which is imparted to him by revelation, to his own earlier communications to them, from which they
might understand his knowledge in the mystery of Obrist. This
idea has something very striking in it, inasmuch as St Paul seems
by it to set up his readers as judges over him ; they are to judge
of his knowledge in the Gospel from his communications to them ;
it seems that they, on the contrary, would first of all be obliged to
learn of him what the mystery of Christ is. But St Paul, ~s
believers, imagines them in his own mind as endowed with
the Holy Ghost, and through Him with the gift of the otaKptut<;
'11'Vevµ,aTrov, and thus the idea is meant to express this alone : "the
Spirit in you will testify unto you that my representation of the
Gospel is the'true one." But St Paul would certainly not have
made that remark, had there not been Jlersons, who denied him the
true u6veu,,; iv -rip µ,vuT'T]plcp -rov XptrTTov, and of w.hom it was to
be supposed that they would sooner or later also appear against him
in the churches to whom this Epistle is addressed. (As to Ka0oo,;
see i. 4.-The referring the '11'poirypa-iJra to an earlier Epistle is
quite inadmissible ; the expression is only to be reyirred to the
previous declarations of St Paul in this very Epistle. In using it
St Paul is scarcely thinking of any particular passage, he has the
Epistle up to that point before his eyes, and it was already enough to
make l1is readers conscious of the apostolical spirit which animated
him.-Ilpo<; l5 "aiJcording to that, in consequence of that." The
livarywrorTKOVTE<; forbids us to think of any viva voce expositions
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whatever ; it is to be referred immediately to the p\lblio reading of
the Epistle in the congregations.-The uvveui<; is here the gnosis in
its more defined, as it were, scientific, form. See the remarks on i. 8.)
Ver. 5. St Paul does not mean in the words whioh follow to
explain why he calls this decree of God a µvrrT17pwv, which is
Mayer's opinion, but to place the apostolical form of revelation as
the higher one in comparison with all previous ones. The deoree
of God in Christ is called a µv<ITiJpwv only inasmuch as it cannot
be perceived by human power, but only by means of divine revelation. Stress must, therefore, be laid on the ro. vvv awe,ca).vq,0'1/,
to which an ovx oilTro<; eryvooplu0'1/, as an antithesis, is to be underis connected with the µvrrTIJpiov immediately
stood. (The
preceding, not with that in verse 3, which would be requisite if a parenthesis were supposed. '.l'fo), TOOV av0pw'11'<.0V is a
general designation of men as such; St Paul certainly thought
especially of the Prophets of the Old Testament, but he seems
designedly to conceive the idea in quite a general way; " the mystery has not been made known to men in general, wherever they
may have been and whenever they may have lived, as it is now
revealed to the Prophets," I'evea denotes here age, generation.
The ev is rejected by the MSS. with an overwhelming majority.
The dative is usual in definitions of time.-Sce Winer's Gramm. p.
194. On the juxtaposition of awoUTOi\.0£ ,cal '11'poc/>f,Ta£ see on ii.
20. The avTov here added, which refers to God, is certainly genuine, since the omission of it is easily explained by ii. 20. But
it is undoubtedly singular, that St Paul here calls the apostles, and
consequently himself along with them, '' lloly apostles." Certainly
it is carried too far, when De Wette finds in that a mark of the nonapostolical origin of the Epistle; but still the expression is unusual.
I explain it to myself by the fact of St Paul's here conceiving the
apostles and prophets as a corporation [see iv. ll], and gives them
as such, therefore, in their official character, the predicate ~lyto<;,
just as he calls the faithful, considered as a body, &r,wi, or +,iarrµevoi, but ne'l'.er an individual, &r,io<;, &c. The connection of a,ytoi<;
with ev 'Tl'VEVµaTI,, which Meier proposes, has no recommendation at
all ; ev 'Tl'VEVµan is undoubtedly to be taken os a closer definition of
a'Tl'E/€aAVcp0'1/,)
Ver. 0. The circumst'llnce in which St Poul now finds the progress in the revelation of the mystery of Christ, as it was im-
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parted to the apostles and- prophets, is once more the calling of the
Gentiles along with the Jews through the Gospel. But now that
certainly seems to have been already clearly taught in the Old
Testament also (see Isaiah lv. 5, Ix. 3, ss. 10 ss.; Jerem. iii. 16,
sq.), and therefore everything .pecific in the revelation in the New
Testament to be lost ! But in the Old Testament just that point,
which was_ the decisive one in regard to the question as to the relation of the Gentiles to the Church, and which St Paul bad to
defend against the Jewish Christians, was not discussed ; the Gentiles were, it is true, represented in the Old Testament as ca1led to
the kingdom of the Messiah, but without any clear information on
the point that they would enter it immediately, not through the
medium of circumcision and of the ceremonial law. The universal
character of Christianity was first completed by enlightenment on
that decisive point. The apostles officially recognized that great
truth under the illumination of the Holy Ghost (Acts 15); but St
Paul was called more than the rest to translate it into life, and to
defend it against all gainsayers. (The infinitive eXvai connects
itself with what precedes as denoting not the design, but only the
explanation," that is to say that the Gentiles are to be, &c."-We
have already had uvryK,)l.'f}pov6µ,or;, i. 14. '2',vuuwµ,or; we may suppose
was invented by St Paul himself; it is found in ecclesiastical writers
alone, who certainly borrowed the word from St Paul's Epistles. ~uµ,µi:roxor; is found also in v. 7.-There is no climax couched in the
words; it rather seems as if the former expression was only more
accurately defined by the two latter ones; however, the repetition
of the uvv is meant to put the leading idea in a clear light.-Lachmann has erased the airrov before & T<p Xptu-r<j, on the authority
of A.B.O.D. Only, one does not perceive who would have added
it if it were originally wantiug in the text, whilst we can understand
how it might easily bave been blotted out by copyists.)
Vers, 7,, 8. The apostle represents himself, then, as a servant of
this Gospel, according to the grace besto"".ed on him to preach the
Gospel to the Gentiles, but designates himself in his humility, in
spite of the grandeur of his call, as the least of all the saints ;
therefore not merely of the holy apostles but of all the saints, with
reference to his former per5ecution of the Church of the Lord before
his conversion, (Ver. 7. Compare Col. i. 23, 25 as a parullel
passage.-As to owpea. 7"7}<; xapt'TO<; see on ver. 2. Ver. 8 explains
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more in detail what the xapi-; consists in, viz. in the authority tu
preach the Gospel among tbe Gentiles.-T17-; oo0eiU''f}-; is, after
Griesbach and Lachmann, to be justly preferred to the reading of
the text. rec. T7/V oo0etU'av, as the xapt-;, not the Swpea, denotes
the office.-On the cam bination eve.prye,av TY]-; ovvaµ,ew-;, see i. 19.
The mention of the power of God is founded on the crtcumstance
that St Paul sees in his change of heart from a foe to a friend of
Christ an act of omnipotence., Calvin had already taken it .so
quite correctly, saying on this passage: domini est homines nihili
extollere ; hrec est potentioo ejus efficacia, ex nihilo grande aliquid
efficfre.-Ver. 8. The designation of himself by St Paul as e°AaXtU'ToTepo-; 7ravTWV a"ltwv is no false modesty. He was even well
aware on the other hand [I Car. xv. \J, 10] that he had laboured
more than they all, but that be ascribed to the grace of God alone,
himself he knew only in his wretchedness.-On the comparative
form of the superla~ive see Winer's Gramm., p. 67, and Wetstein,
ad h. l.__:_'Avegixvta,no-; is found again at Rom, xi. 33.-0n T6
'1TAOUTO-; see at ii. 7 .)
Ver. 9. But St Paul's task as the preacher of the Gospel is
further also to enlighten all men as to the preparation of tbe mys- ·
tery of redemption wh~ch was hidden in God frum eternity and re·
vealed in Christ. The JCat cpwTlU'at wavTa-; cannot, as Meier will
have it, form merely a more accurate definition of the iv Tot-; WveU'tV
evar11:°'Jl,{U'aU'0a,, which precedes, but is a fresh idea. True, St
Paul has first of all the task of preaching among the Gentiles, but
afterwards also the one of.enlightening all men on the mystery of
Christ, and he therefore, according to the testimony of the Acts,
really always offered the· Gospel to the Jews first. Of course,
l10wever, the cpwTiU'at waVTa-; is to ~e understood not of the actual
result, but of the tendency of the office, so that what St Paul him·
self could not execute remained for his successors to do. Further,
here is no occasion in the idea of the olJCovoµ[a ·Toil µuU'T'f}plov to
assert also the reference to the calling of the Gentiles to the king:
dom of God, to which acceptation it may be supposed the reading
l(,O£Vwvta owes its origin.
In vers. 18, 19, St Paul himself explains
the expression Tl8 ;, olJCovoµ,ta. It is to denote merely the riches
of the divine grace which are revealed in the ordinance of redemption through Christ. This mystery, however, is designated as
hidden in God from eternity in order to contrast the present in
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the vvv, as the time of the revelation, with the past. But the object
of the addition, -rp Ta 1ravTa K,Ttuavn, is the most difficult thing
'I17uov
to point out in this passag~. For that the reading
Xpi<TTov, which is wanting in all tbe better MSS., is not genuine,
may be considered just as decidedly certain as the interpretation of
the words of the physical not of the spiritual creation of the new
birth, in conformity with tl1e striking remarks of Harless ad. h. I.
Usteri and Meier have again recommended the latter acceptation of
· the words in addition to Calvin, Calixtus, and others. But both
the aorist of the participle and the -ra 1ravTa require the reference
of the words to the creation generally. But for what purpose does
St Paul here exalt the creative energy of God? In order, we may
suppose, to make it observed that the institution of the redemption
. in Christ Himself is a creative act of God, and could emanate from
Him only who has made all things; the Creator alone could also
be the Re~eemer. (On cpro-rltew see at i. 18. A.B.C.D.E.F.G.
and other important critical authorities read ol,wvoµ,ta, so that there
can be no question whatever as to the decision for it and against
,cowmvla.-In addition to a'71'.'0 TWV alwvwv = oZ,,l't), Gen. vi. 4,
F.G. read also ,cat a1ro Tmv ryevewv. But this Taddi.tion is quite
incongruous, for it points to the historical development of man' kind, but St Paul intends, as the Jv T<p 0ep shows, to speak of the
metaphysical eternity, of the decree of redemption, as God conceived it in His eternal being, which is called 1rp60eui~ Trov
-aul,vwv in the following verse.)
Ver. 10. The following idea is clear,» is true, when taken literally, but it contains a difficulty, partly in itse!f, partly in the connection of the passage. " The infinite wisdom of Gotl,'' says St
Paul (" which reveals itself in the Gospel-the mystery of re·
demption), is through the Church (as the theatre of His working)
made known to the angels in heaven." According to this St Paul
supposes the angels cap,i,ble of an increase of their knowledge.
We have no rea,;on, on this occasion, to think of good angels only
or bad angels only. St Paul speaks quite generally. All higher
beings receive by means of the Church a· deeper insight into God's
wis,dom. We found in the Gospels that sympathy with what goes on
in the Church is attributed to the angels ; to name one case, joy at
the penitence of sinners (Luke xv. 10). St Paul says further,in
the first Epistle to the Corinthians, "we are become a spectacle to
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the angels" (iv. 9); but here only is the discourse of 11.n increase of
their insight into God's wisdom through the Church and the events in
her. An echo of it is also found in l Pet. i. 12 in the words, el,; &.
€71"£8vµ,ovuw /},'Y"/€AO£ wapaKu'[rai. This idea now is difficult to conceive, since, as we cannot imagine in the angels any propagatiot1,
so neither can we imagine any development, nor, therefore, in general, any history. The earih, along with man, the bearer of her
consciousness, appears, according to this idea of the apostle, again
as the centre of God's workings, as the Golgotha of the universe.
The universe takes part in the occurrences on her, not merely in the
contemplation of them, but also in the actual reaction of them.
The increase of knowledge in the angels is to be conceived as, at
the same time a change of their position; all that is in heaven and
on earth is reconciled through Christ. (Ephes. i. 10; Col. i. 20.)
The particular thing, however, which is now first (vvv), i.e. after
the revelation of the hidden decree of God, made known to them,
as 1roXv1rolKi'Xor;; uocp£a TOV 01:ov, is the wonderful way of God in
the pardon of the sinner, through the settlement in him of the antagonism between justice and grace. But how comes St Paul upon
this idea here in this connection ? St Paul wishes to contrast the
grandeur of his call with his personal nothingness, and therefore
pursues the theme of his labours through all its stages. "First of
all," says he, "be has to preach among the Gentiles, then to enlighten all men as to the mystery, and both in order to make
known the infinite wisdom of · God even to the angels in heaven."
(Nvv is wanting in F.G., but it certainly is necessary to the context; it forms the antithesis to the eternal hiddenness of the divine
decree,-As to lv To,;r;; Ewovpavloir;;, see on i. 3,- 2O.-II0Xv1rol•
Ktlwr;; is, it may be supposed, coined by St Paul himself, for it is
not found again in Greek. It means properly rnultiformis, manifold, maniformed, polymorphous; as a predicate of God's wisdom
it denotes the various forms in which it manifests itself.)
Vers. 11, 12. In conclusion, St Paul refers the wisdom of God,
which is now made manifest to the angels, to the eternal decree of
redemption (see on i. 5, 10), whic)1 He conceived in Christ, in
whom through faith Christians have joy and access to God. (In
verse 11 1rp60euic; Trov airovrov is " the purpose determined on in
eternity," as.Jude ver. 6, 1<,ptu,c; µ.eryaXiJr;; -ryµ,epar;;, "judgment that
will take place on the grea.t day."-Further, the iwo{71uEv iv
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Xpurrrji is necessarily to be referred to the historical realization
of God's decree through Christ's sufferings and death, not to the
inner act of the divine will. For, in the first place, the aorist
leads to that interpretation, and secondly, the form of the name.;
Christ Jesus constantly designates, without exception, the Word
become flesh.-Afterwards, ver. 12 gives the consequence of the
decree being carried out ; 1rap/rr1u{a d~notes the aspect of the state
of faith as regards the world, and 7rpouaryroryf/ the one that regards
God [see ii. 18].-The accumulation of substantives has given
occasjon to various readings. F.G. read Tf/11 wpouaryrorynv eis Tf/11
7rapp'l/<rlav, D. reads ev 'Tip eXev0epro0f]vat for ev TU 7r€7ro,0~<r€t.
But the common text deserves the preference on the testimony of
all critical authorities. llewoi0'l/uv; (see 2 Cor. i. 15, iii. 4, viii.
22, x. 2) is certainly closely related to wap/J'T}<TLa. It here defines
the 1rpouaryroryf/ more accurately as a coming near unto God, which
proceeds in a trustful tone of mind. On the other hand, oul T'YJ'>
wlu.,-ero<; av'Tov denotes the means by which both 7rapp'l/rrla and
1rpouaryrorytJ are alone possible. The genitive av'Tov relates to
Christ ; see on this construction in lieu of el<; av'Tov the remarks
in the Comm. on Rom. iii. 26.)
Ver. 13. The i_dea which follows at length concludes the long
digression which has been goiug on from verse 2 forth; we may
add that it is treated so generally that many interpretations of it
ai:e possible, and have been proposed. 0eov or vµas may be supplied at alrnvµat, or again lµ~ or vµar;; at €/C/Ca1'Eiv. With Harless
I prefer the supplying ahovµat eeov µh €1C1'a1Ge'iv lµe, beause it is
only so that the ev receives its proper meaning, and o,o too by this
il'lterpretation is best connected with the preceding idea. That is
to say, I suppose that St Paul had spoken in what precedes of his
great task, with which-is fitly connected: "for the reason that so
great a charge has been entrusted to me I beseech God that I
may not faint in my tribulations for you." But the V7r~p ~µf;JV
I connect, on account of the analogy of iii. 1 and Col. i. 24 (on
which see more particulars), with 0Xl,yeui µov, not with ahoiJµat.
The last words of the verse, fin<; f<TTl o6ga vµ,wv, again admit of
a double reference also; that is to say, the fin'>, attracted by the
o6ga, which follows, can be joined to 0i..{,yeir;;, or to the µ~ l". Ka,ce'iv. I prefer the latter, because it could be asserted only in a
forced way that St Paul's tribulations were a glory of the Gentile
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Christians. On the other band, the idea: " mv indefatigable endurance of all dangers, the approving of my fai~b •in tribulations,
that is your glory," is very suitable.
Vers. 14, L5.· Here now St Paul resumes with TOVTOV xapw the
course of ideas from ver. 1, and utters the prayer for his readers, which.
should come in immediately after ii. 22. The bending of the kne,es
is mentioned Acts xx. 36 as a symbol of devotion and humiliation
before God: But the designation of the Father by the addition eg
fl. r. "X.. is peculiar here; for the words TOV l{,vplov ~µCw 'I'l}uofi
Xpiurov here are decidedly _not genuine, according to A.B.0., and
indeed Lachmann bas on that account justly etased· them. The
proposition Jg oil ,c. r. "X.. is therefore immediately connected with
'lraripa, by which means the reference to Oluist is excl!1ded, or
rather God is designated in the most genera1 seGse as Father, i. e.
as Creator of all beings. According to the special reference of the
prayer to the Gentile Christians (ver. 1), the clause declares expressly that God is the Father of the Gentiles also, not of the
Jews alone. The meaning of the clause eg oil ,c. r. "X.. is entirely
determined by the acceptation of tbe word 'TTarpia; for the formula
ovoµal;eu0a£ ff(, TWO, cannot be translated otherwise than : " to
receive the name from something," and not as = elvai " to be,"
much less "to be made." Now 'TTarpiJ is found again in the
New Testament only at Luke ii. 4, Acts iii. 25, in the sense of
<f,v"X.1J, "family, the whole of those who are descended from one
wwr17p." But the idea, " every family in heaven and on eartl~," ·has
something unsuitiiblc- in it. That is to say, the reference to heaven _
can only extend to the world of angels, in regard to which, however, there can· be no question of a <f,v"X.~, because no propagation
takes place in it. Groti!ls, W etstein, and Holzhausen, thought
they could solve that difficulty by availing themselves of the Rabbinical idea, according to which the Jews are represented as the
earthly, the angels as the heavenly, family of God. (See Buxtorf.
lexic. talm. p. 1753. The Rabbis had receiNed the word ~,1,o~

ov

also.) But surely in this Epistle St Paul is precisely occ~pied
with proving that Jews and Gentiles are equals; it is ther!;lfore
utterly improbable that he would here pay any attention 'to that
particular representation. And besides, then the aTticle too would
necessarily have had to be repeated before
ovpavo'is and mi Tij-;
rytj-;, Just as little admissible is another interpretation, according

ev
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to which 'TT'a-rpta is taken in the sense of " fatherhood," 'TT'aTpoT"f}<;,
For jf that meaning does seem to afford a good sense, still it is
not flemonstrable that 'TT'aTpta ever occurs so. Again, the iden
" fatherhood in heaven" is unsuitable, because in the world of
spirits nc> development takes place. The passage seems then only
to become plain, when we take .,,.aua here too, as at ii. 2 l, in the
sense of " entire," although the article is wanting. St P~l conceives in his mind all the beings of the creation in their two halves,
the spiritual and the material world, as one posterity, as one family
of God ( compare ii. 19, ol,a!iot TOV Beov), and this entire family
l1as its name of children from God. As to the sense, therefore,
Luther's version : " all that are called children in heaven and on
earth," is quite correct.
Ver. 16. The first thing which the apostle now begs of God for
his readers is that He, according to the riches of His glory (which
includes along with it His almighty power particularly), may
strengthen them as to the inner man. The «:pa7'al,(l)0iJvat, which
is further enforced by the adverbial ovvaµ,et, refers especially to the
will ; the strengthening of the will through God's Spirit alludes,
however, to the fight which awaits all Christians. In the eis T6v
euro tlv0pr.J'1rov, finally,. the direction of the working of the Spirit is
more accurately defined; the .divine Spirit operating in the believer refers particularly not to the uwµ,a, -the e!ro av0pro,ro,;, but
to the human 'TT'veDµ,a, or the latter considered as a faculty, to the
vovi;, as the euru av0pru,roi;, Mention of this antithesis was made
as far back as Rom. vii. 22, 23. The inner man is not = the
«:aivoi; &v0pru,roi;, even the unregeu.erate man, living under the
Law, has the euru av0pro,ro,;, the voik But without the operation
of divine grace through the Holy Ghost it remains in that µ,aTai67''fl'> (iv. J 7.), which makes it incapable of conquering; it is only
through strength from above that the vovi; becomes a conqueror.
(See on Rom. vii. 25.}
Vers. l 7, 18. The meaning of the IClfTOtK'T}O'at 'T'OV Xpun6v Ota
7'7J', ,r{u'T'EW', ev Tat<; «:apolat<; uµ,wv cannot in and for itself be
doubtful after what has been on.served at ii. 22. By it is denoted
the indwelling of Christ, the XptuT6i; ev ~µ'iv (Col. i. 27), which
realizes itself in the new birth through the working of the Holy
Ghost on the one side, and of the receptivity of man ( of the ,r{un~) on the other. (Compare the remarks on John xiv. 23, Gal.
3
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ii. 20.) But how is the idea here connected with what precedes and
with what succeeds? St Paul cannot entreat God : tva OqnJ KaTO£·
JCrJUai Tov XptUTov lv vµ'i,v, for surely Christ already dwelt in the
hearts of the readers (ii. 22), inasmucl1 as they are treated by the
apostle as regenerate. Certainly the regenerate man may by degrees be more and more strengthened in the work of sanctification
by the inner man, but regeneration itself, and the dwelling of
Christ in the heart connected with regeneration, are incapable of
increase, they merely are, or they are not. This difficulty oon
only be removed by connecting the following words : lv a,yawy
lpf.n!;wµhoi Kal <re8eµ,e"'Atwµevoi immediately with the KaTotK'YJuai
l(",7".)..-True, the passage being considered from a purely grammatical point of view, the connection of the clause lv a,yawn JC,<r.A.
seems to require a Metathesis of the i'va ; but the isolation of the
l('aT0£"7/Uat TOV XptUTOV out Tfj<; 7TWT€(JJ', €V Tat<; "apotav;; vµ,wv
· thereby produced totally forbids thatsupposition, on account of the
intrinsic difficulties. The Anacoluthus, which is accordingly to be
supposed here (just as in Col. ii. 2), is excellently justified by
Harless remarking (p. 318), "the change of construction (in the
nominative of the participles) was the more natural here, that the
predicate applied in like manner to ,cap8£a,., and to vµ,wv, therefore could be less properly joined exclusively with one of the two,
and moreover the definition of the predicate as an essential point in
the clause could not be subordinate to the preceding, but must appear independently," In this mode of taking it then that great
difficulty entirely vanishes. St Paul prays for tl1e indwelling of
Christ not as something else after the being strengthened in the
inner man, but this latter appears as a subordinate definition only
of the being strengthened, in this sense, that a dwelling of Christ in
a mind not as yet established is distinguislied from a dwelling in
the established one. "That therefore Christ may by faith dwell in
you, as in such as are established in love." The new birth is therefore presupposed in them, but St Paul beseeches God that they may
wax in sanctification, that they may be firm also in their regeneration, end not relapse into their old ways. The TE0Eµe7',1wµevoi has a retrospective reference to the above figure of the Temple
(ii. 20, ss.); on the other hand, lppi~wµevoi is to be explained by
the figure according to which the faithful are compared with plants.
(Comp. Ps. i. 3, Matth. xv. 13.) But the a,yaw'YJ here cannot be
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God's cir Christ's love towards the faithful,. b~t vice versa the love
of the faithful,towards them, which· is the expression of the will
strengthened by the Holy Ghost, which makes it capable of manifesting the faith in keeping the law, i.e. in love. However, that
the article is wanting when properties are conceived as subjective
possessions,-which Harless is pleased to assert,-! have been as
little able to persuade myself as WineP was (Gramm.· p. 113.)
• Vers. 18, 19. From this grounding in love next proceeds an increased insight into the essence of the Gospel, which insight is here
taken telologically as the aim. As the object of the spiritual apprehension (see, on KaTaAa{3ea·0ai,Acts iv. 13, x. 34, xxv. 25) we must
understand neither the W'fa:1r11 going before, nor the one coming
after, but that mystery hidden from eternity (vers. 9, 10), which to
the angels themselves is first made known through the works of
God in the Church. The natural powers of man <lo not suffice for
this KarnM/3eu0at, he is first made capable of it by the power of
grace ; therefore it is said tva egt<TXU<T'f/T€ KaTaAa/3eu0at. But £his
comprehension is not restricted to this or that esoteric cirnle, as
Meier thinks, choosing to understand the lilytot of the apostles and
prophets alone; it is rather to be referred to all believers. The
four dimensions, that is to say, borrowed from the relations of space,
are not, in connection with the KaraAa/3eu0at, to be understood as
denoting distinct, conceptional knowledge,just as little as the ryvwvat which follows, (that is to say, such a one cannot indeed possibly be the possession of all believers in common), but of that
comprehensive knowledge of essentials which by implication knows
everything, and which St John describes as the anointing of the
Spirit which teaches everything. (See on 1 John ii. 27.) As the
second point is then named the arya'TT''f/ rou XpuTTov, which is the
root of the mystery itself, the length, breadth, depth, aud height of
which is to be comprehended. But the combination : ryvrovai T~v
IJ7r€p/3aAAOU<rav Tij, ryvrJJuerur; arya'TT''f/11, " to know the love, which
passeth knowledge," forms an Oxymorom. The incomprehensible cannot be comprehended. One cannot well answer to that,
that the knowledge to which love is to lead is the new Ollil operated
by the Spirit, the other, which love surpasses, that of the natural man ; for the love of Christ surpasses even the knowledge of
the regenerate man, But the true knowledge of divine things, and
also of the love of Christ, is just this, to recognize tbat it is the
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infinite which to n constantly increasing knowledge must ever present fresh aspects for knowledge. .At .first Luther bad correctly
rendered tltis passage also, " and know that the love of Christ surpasses all knowledge." But afterwards he allowed himself to. be
led astro.y, to understand the love of Christ of the love of men towards Christ, and translated : " and to know that to love Christ is
better than all knowledge." ('Egtuxvro-does not differ in meaning
from the simple verb ; this is the only place in the New Testament
in which it is found.-As to .,-{, see on i. 18.-As to {rrrep/36.XXeiv, see i. 19, ii. 7.) But the last words of ver. 19, fva 7r)v1Jpro·
8fjTe el<; 7Tav .,-?, 7r).~proµ,a .,-ov Beov, are still difficult. However,
if one compares i. 23, it cannot be doubtful that 7r)..~pwµ,a T, B. is
here too the divine Being, as comprising the fulness of life and_ of
power. The referring 7r)..~pwµ,a to the Church, which Koppe in
particulat has defended, is here inadmissible, as Meier bas already
well proved. The reading 7TA'T}pw0fi 7ra11 T6 7r).~pwµa in B. was,
we may suppose, devised by such copyists as thought they must
interpret 7r).~pwµ,a of the Church. Then, with the reference to God,
the meaning of the words would be this; "that ye may be filled (with
all Christian gifts and virtues) unto the complete fu]ness of God,
i.e. that ye may be so fill'M, as God is filled," accordiug to Christ's
word : " ye shall be perfect, even as your Father in heaven is perfect." (Matt. v. 48, on which see the n,marks in the Comm.)
But is not that already couched in the 1CaTOt!CYJO"a£ XptuT6v (ver.
I 7t? Where Christ, the living Son of God, dwells, is surely 7rav
TO 7r).~pwµ,a TOV Beov already. Christ in us and we in Christ are to
be carefully distinguished. The new birth begins with Christ being in
the heart, but it is only by degrees that the new man grows up
from childhood to manhood, so that we are also completely in
Christ. This aspect of the personal completion in the uew birth,
up to manhood in Christ, is here denoted by the 7rA'T}pw0ijvai el1,
, 7ra,v Tci 7TA1Jproµa Tov Beov.
Vers. 20, 21. Finally, a magnificent doxology (similar to those
at Rom. ix. 5, xi, 36, and especially xvi. 25-27, also Jude vers.
24, 25) forms the conclusion of this prayer, and at the same time
also of the whole first part of the Epistle. The praise of God is
referred especially to the almighty power, through which God can
not only fulfil prayers, but is able to execute far more than
we pray for, or understand. (In ver. 20 the construction of
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v'lr~P as an adverb in the sense : "who can do everything superabundantly," is decidedly to be rejected ; " to be able to do more
than all" is a popular description of almighty power.-'Tm,pEIC'lrE•
_ puTuov is found again L Thess. iii. I 0, v. 13. God bestows this on
man in Christianity, which gives far more than the boldest prayer
can express.-The Mvaµ,ic; ev 1JJJ,1,V evepryovµ,ev11 is according to
ver. 16 the power of the Holy Ghost, which produces in the
heart all that was expressed in the foregoing verses.-Ver. 21.
'Ev Tfj €/CICAT/Ulq, ev Xpi<TTrj> is striking. A.O. read /Cat, ev x.,
D.F.G. also have ,cat, but they place Ev 'X. before, and make
ev TV e,c. come after. Lachmann bas declared in favour of the
,cai, but the intrinsic arguments are too decidedly against it. The
origin of the reading is easily explained by the circumstance of an
Asyndeton being found in the passage, and of the transposition by
its being thought that Christ ought not to stand after the Church.
But ev X. is only meant as a more accurate definition of the
e,c,cXTJuta,, "in the Church, which is in Christ,"' perhaps with reference to the e,c1cXTJula of the Old Testament, in which were Jews
only.-The formula: et<; 'lrauac; ~ac; ,YEVE<t<; TOV alwvoc; 'TOOV alwvoov
has also something strange in it. If there stood merely elc; 'lr. Tttc;
ry. Toii al., the enJirety of the aYoov would appear simply divided
into its different ages succeeding each other; but the repetition of
the Truv ai. is confounding, for in relation to the one aYoov the
alruvec; can in their turn denote only sections of the same one. But
whereas the ryevea'i, relate to the short spaces of human development and dmation of life, the aw,vec; denote longer spaces of time,
which, taken in their totality, express the metaphysical idea of eternity. [Gal. i. 5; Phil. iv. 20; l Tim. i. 17; 2 Tim. iv. 18;
Rev. i. 6.] Accordingly, all that is peculiar in this passage is that
the separate alrovec; ·are again collected into the entirety of the
afo,v, of which no other example is found.)

(
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PART SECOND.
~iv. l-vi. 24.)

§ 4.

THE UNITY OF THE FAITH,

(iv. l-16.)

After the predominantly doctrinal expos1t10n St Paul now
brings forward the ethical exposition, which, however, is, naturally,
also continually penetrated with, and supported by, the doctrinal
spirit.
St Paul opens this second part with a call to preserve the unity
of the faith. After the foregoing discussions this can only refer to
. the relation between Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians; it
might, therefore, be at first deduced from these verses, that in the
churches to which this Epistle is addressed differences also arose
of a similar kind as in Galatia. :But, as we have already shown in
the Introduction, there is here no trace of a formal controversy ;
everything wears the appearance of a warning only against future
differences to be expected.
Chap. iv. 1, 2. St Paul begins his exhortations with again (compare iii. 1), mentioning bis captivity, and calls himself o oluµ,1,or;
lv troplp, i.e. prisoner as a Christian, a Christian prisoner, in which
are expressed both the cause of his i~prisonment, and the spirit in
·which be endures it. That St Paul adds this in the sense : " to
me as suffering for Christ's sake it is surely at least permitted to
exhort you," is very improbable, for bis apostolical office, without
going further, sufficiently justified him in the exhortation. Ths
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supposition, also, that St Paul wanted l:iy mentioning his imprisonment to awaken compassion, and thereby excite bis readers to pay
obedience to his exhortations,-pleases me but little. - It seems
more probable to me that St Pa.ul means by the addition 6 Uuµior;
lv 1mp{rp to represent himself as absolutely obedient to the Lord's
will; and by that means to micourage them to a like state of mind.
-The nature of the conduct which St Paul recommends to his
readers is defined by the K""A,fjuir;, which they are to walk worthily
of; this call is a holy call (2 Tim. i. 9) to the kingdom of God,
the community of the saints; the walking of those called must,
therefore, be holy also. Of course the question here is not of any
holiness proceeding from one's own strength, but of a holy walk
which grows up as the fruit of the root of faith-, In the parallel
passageJ Col. i. 10), it is : 7r€pL7TaTfjuai af{ror; TOV 1'Vplov, i.e. walk
holy, as the Lord is holy (I Pet. i. 16):-The connecting the µeTa
7r&<T'1j<; Ta7rec.vocppouvv7Jr; ,c:at, 7rpq,6T'1JTO<; with ag{ror; 7r€pL7raT'J}<Tai
is not suitable, because in the more general word aE{ror; the special
ones following are already included with it; humility and meekness,
• &c., are rather to be taken as a development of what is inoluded
in clg&ur; 7r€pL7raT'J}<Tat. On the other hand, the taking µeTa µaKpo0vµ,las alone, as Lachmann too ·punctuates, does not recommend itself to me; on the contrary, it is more properly connected
with avexoµevot a""A,X?J""A,rov, in this sense : " bearing with long-suffering (the different weaknesses) among each other." (Comp. the
parallel passage OoL iii, 12, where the same words occur.)
Ver. 3. Since long-sufferin~ is only a form of expression belonging
to love, iv cuyd7r'[J cannot be t!lken with what precedes, but only
with wbat follows, as Lacbmann has also correctly punctuated.
The endeavour to preserve the unity of the Spirit in love supposes
the existence of the unity, and the fenr alone lest disturbing elements should be able to destroy it. Thii:i quite agrees with our
supposition that no controversy against false teachers already exist- ·
ing is found in the Epistle to the Ephesians, and that endeavours
to guard the readers against future attacks of such are alone observable. In the acceptation of the addition : €V 'T!p <rvvoe<rµp
Tfji;- elp?JV'TJ'-, we must not let ourselves be guided by the parallel
passage Col. iii. 14, where the ary&1r'1J was designated as <rvvoeuµ,or;
T'11'- TeXet<>T'T}Tor;, for the two are very different. The elp?JV'lJ here is
rather the contrary to tbe lpir; or oixot1"7a<rla. As such, the elp?JVfl ,.
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is the uvvoeuµ.o~, by which the members of the Church are held together as an evorrJ~ 7rvevuaTo~; there is couched accordingly in
this addition a more accurate definition of spiritual unity as it is
meant to reign in the Church ; for that the EVOT'TJ~ 'TT"Vevµ.aTo~ is
not, as Grotius thought, the Church herself, is clear enough.
Vers. 4-6. How unity, and consequently union, among the
faithful is a necessary condition of their successful development,
the apostle further proves, by enumerating all those things in which
they are one. The following enumeration is not to be taken in the
form of exhor.tation : "Be ye one body and one spirit, have one
Lord, &c.," but as an objective description of the nature of the
Church, so that fun alone is supplied. The form of the Asyndeton
serves merely to give force to the representation. Now the first
proposition : ~v umµ.a Ka~ ~v 7rvevµ.a, refers back to the simile ii.
15, ss., according to which the Church was represented as ek Kat' av
"0 ponro~ ev
"(\
' - Ka,'.,ev evi
~, 7rvevµ.an.
'
B ut t he one
vo~
evi uruµ.aTt
Spirit which fills the Church is, of course, not the human, but the
divine/ Spirit, which had peen imparted to man through the completion of Christ's work (John vii. 39.) As, however,_ in the present condition of the Church all _the members in her are united to
an outward and an inward unity, so have they also a like aim for
the future, viz., a hope of the call, of eternal happiness in the kingdom of God. Thus then every division of the unity is excluded
for the future also. In actual appearance the Church of Christ bas
not continued like that beautiful picture ; the EVOT1J~ 7rvevµ.aTo~
-rfj,.a-vvoeuµ.rp Tfi~ Elp~v11-i is ill preserved. Even if all true members of Christ in all confessions and sects form ~ 7rvevµa ev µ,lij,
€A.7rlo,, still there can be no question as to the tv uwµa. But St
Paul does not mean to say either, that the Church is no Church
unless she exhibits herself as tv uwµ,a Kal iv wvevµ,a, but that she
is not in her normal state. And that no one will be able to dispute, that the condition of the Church, especially since the Reformation, can only be considered as a consequence of sin, of the neglect of the apostle's exhortation (ver. 3), in that the admonition of
God's Holy Spirit to correct the !')rrors which had crept into the
Church met with no general· attention.
The following subjects (vers. 5, 6) appear now as the c!l,fdinal
points which the universal Church has inwardly recognized as t'!ie
supports of her life. The question here is not as to the determining
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of the doctrine upon those points, but 88 to those points 88 such.
St Paul does not say, "the Church bas exactly the same doctrine
as to the Lord, the faith," &c., but " she has but one Lord, she bas
, but one baptism," &c.-Now, no doubt it is true that by false doctrine truth concerning the Lord, faith, baptism, nay God Himself,
CI\.Il be made something totally different ; but it is just as true that
differences in doctrine may exist without the nature of the objects
of faith suffering by them. According to the apostle's meaning,
therefore, those errors in doctrine are alone to be excluded here,
which destroy the unity of the essential objects of faith. According
to this acceptation, it may justly be said this passage belongs to those
which give information upon the fundamental articles, as I Cor.
xv. 3, ss,, Heb. vi. 1, sq., 1 John iv. 2. At first sight, however, the
collocation of the words seems improper; i.e. one expects the Father to be put before the Son. But St Paul begins with Christ; because all new life in man proceeds from Him, ft1-ith is lighted at
Him, baptism, which supposes, and does not make, faith, relates to
Him ; the Father is named last, because it is only through baptism, i.e. taken subjectively, through the new birth, that man recognizes himself e.s child, and God as Father. In the next place, it
might seem odd that the Lord's Supper is not mentioned. Harless
explains this by the assumption "that St Paul here names only the
fundamental conditions of Christian communion, as they exist with
r,egard to every one at his first entrance into the same." But surely,
that is as true of the Lord's Supper as of baptism, since in the early
Church, at the baptism of adults, the Lord's Supper followed directly after baptism. If one reflects that in no one of the passages
treating of the fundamental articles is mention made of the Lord's
Supper ( l Cor. xv. 6; Heb. vi. 2; L John iv. 2), there can be no
doubt that the omission of the Lord's Supper must be explained in
some other way. The enjoying Christ is what is specific in the
Sacrament, though it belongs to faith also, leaving out of sight the
exterior act of the Lord's Supper. (See on John vi. 40, 47, 54;)
In the ek Kvpw,;, µla ?Tlrrri,;1 accordingly, the participation of the
Lord in the Lord's Supper is also included, i.e. as faith is not the
fides qum creditur (in which sense it surely included all the rest of
the points named), but the fides qua creditur, so also mention is
made of the Lord, not merely as known outwardly, but as possessed
inwardly, by man. Bnt now, according to the preceding exposition
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(ii. 11-18), there appeared as the leading idea, which brings St.
Paul to this dissertation on the unity of the faith, the like right,
competence, of the Gentiles as of the Jews to an entrance into the
kingdom of God. That St Paul here too again addresses himself
especially to the Gentile Christians is ·shewn by ver. l compared
with ver. I 7. Ac0ording to this, we can understand this descrip·
tion (ver. 4-6) also in the meaning of the apostle only thus:
" Gentiles, like Jews, have but one Lord, one faith, one baptism,
one God," The ?TltV'l'ruv, therefore, cannot be taken as a n{luter, it
mast be taken as a masculine. Whilst the Jews considered God
as their Father exclusively, and not as the Father of the Gentiles
also, St Paul calls Him ?TaT~p ?Tllvrruv. But of course afterwards
again, in the last words of ver. 6, o mi '1TUVTWV ,cal ou:i ?TaVTWV
,ea~ lv ?Tucn can be taken as the masculine only. The MSS.
D.E.F.G. add fiµ'iv to ?Tii.ub which is to be regarded as a perfectly
correct intetpretation, but can put forward no pretensions to be received into the text, It remains to be said, that we became acquainted as far back as Rom. xi. 36 with this sort of designation,
according to which God is represented, in His various relations to
His creatures, by means of various prepositions, as Lord over all,
and the origin whence they arise, as the instrument tbrough which
they are, as the element in which, and the ~bject for which, they
exist,-and this as the simplest expression of the relation of the
respective persons in the Holy Trinity.
Ver. 7. But now St Paul contrasts tbe difference of-the subjective
position with this representation of the objec<ive unity. True, all believers are one spirit and one body, have one master, one faith, one
Father ; but the gifts of each are variously distributed according
to the measure of the gift of Christ. In what way they are variously distributed ver. 11 details at greater length, and ver. 16
more accurately tells us how by that very variety the increase of
the Church to an articulated organism becomes possible. But liere
stress is especially to be laid on the evi el€acnrp ~µoov, which is repeated ver. I f:i, This-referred to the apostle's main idea, tlie re·
lation of the Gentiles and the Jews in the Church-is to be taken,
so that by it is meant to be expressed : " Each, even the lowest,
has his talent, and serves the ·whole in his part, therefore so ~ave
the Gentiles ; even if they. are not called to the greatest labours,
o2
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(e.s, for- ex_ample, Gentiles could not be chosen for apostles), still
Christ has obtained gifts even for tkem."
Ver. 8-10. But now, "instead of directly describing the different
gifts themselves more accurately, and so calling on each man well
to fill his place in the great whole, St Paul introduces a series of
ideas, which is not only difficult in itself, but, through the way in
which it is connected with what precedes and what succeeds it, belongs to the obscurest passages of the New Testament, to the real
crucibus inierpretum, and for that reason has also been obliged to
put up with the most discrepant interpretations. If we, first of all,
consider this passage quite generally as to the manner of its insertion in the body of St Paul's discourse, it seems altogether unadvisabfo to separate it by crotchets from what precedes and what
succeeds, as a totally incidental subordinate remark. For, apart
from the consideration that it must surely always be one's last rti•
source, to charge the author with having introduced into ,a discourse
which is strictly progressive something completely heterogeneous,
and without any -connectio"{l. with what precedes it, here the 8i?i in
ver. 8, and the «at, avT()<; eSw«e in ver. 11 (which refers back to the
avT6<; eun «al o avaf3ar:;), are so decidedly in favour of the writer's
intention of meaning to insert vers. 8-10 in the context, that the
interpreter must rather look for the fault in Mmself, if he cannot
point to the connecting thread of the discourse, than kis author.
Accordingly, ifwe start with the supposition, that St Paul intended
to make here no far-fetched, nor even only incidental, remark, but
proceeds strictly in his argumentation, the first question that arises is:
what does St Paul want to prove by the quotation, what does the Oto
Aktet, scil. ~ rypaif,~, refer to ? Since there occur in the quotation
the words: eSw«e o6µaTa 70,r:; av0ponrot<;, and it was said in ver. 7 : evl Elt'aUTq> 71µwv JS60,,, ~ xapir:;, it is most natural to say : St
Paul does not mean by,the quotation especially to repre~ent Christ
as the dispenser of the gifts, but to prove from the Old Testament
itself the universality of the gifts of Christ, and therefore the equal
right of the Gentiles; He has by His redemption bestowed' gifts
not on these persons, or those, not on the Jews alone, but on men
1
as such, on the human race. The stress would, therefore, have to
1 Harless gives (p. 362) as the sense of the passage aceording to St Paul's de~ign:
" The identity of the God of the Psalm with Christ, ft'om which the way, in which Christ
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be laid on the last word, Tot<; av0prfnroi,;, not on 3cro,ce Z6µ,aTa:
It is true F.G. read Jv before Tot'>, but that reading can -make no
claim to reception, it is merely taken from the LXX., of the con·
stitution of whose text we shall speak more in detail presently. The
other difficulties, which we find in the quotation, are, it is true,
considerable, but have nothing to do with the main difficulty in this
passage, the connection with the context; ver. 8 suits it very well.
, Let us first treat of those particular stumbling-blocks, which result
from the form of the quotation, ere we pass to the discussion of
what follows,
·
\\
The passage Ps. lxviii. W (according to the Septuagint Ps. lxvii.
19) is taken from a poem, in which Jehovah, the God oflsrael, who
went forth before the people in the wilderness ( ver. 8), is desc~ibed
as victor over all His enemies. Although Ps. Ix.viii. is no direct
prophecy ef Christ, still, according to this purport of it, its. typical allusion to the Redeemer was obvious, since it was the God of
Israel, the Son of God, the Revealer of the hidden Father, who
was made man in Christ, and completed the divine victory in the
work of atonement. The assumption, therefore, that we have here
not a quotation from the Psalm, but one from an unkaown Christian hymn, which Storr and Flatt proposed, is plainly quite inadmissible, and the mere production of the embarrassment how 'to
sm_ooth down the divergence in the quotation from both the originai
text and the LXX. That is to say, it seems striking that the
first words, indeed, of the quotation : avaf3a<; el<; tn[,,o, V')(}W,MT€V<T€1J (for which A. and some MSS. of less importance read
irx,µaA6JTev<J"a, after the LXX.) alx,µa).(J),:;lav, harmonize exactly
with the LXX. and the original text, but those very words, which
are decisive for the CJ;lrrying · on of the connection, viz. lforoKe
ooµ,aTa TOb', av0pW7TOt<;, deviate from the Hebrew text and from the
LXX. That is to say, those first words describe in an Oxymoron our
redemption by Christ, which appears completed by His ava/3al11ew
el,; t,,/ro, = o,-,o', il',,V ; bu~ in the context of this passage men• tion is made, not Tof rede~ption through Obrist, but of the gifts of
Christ, which He has got for the human race. It remains therefore,
it is true, in reference to what precedes, only a subordinate idea,
that the bestowing gifts by Christ is put in ~onnection with the
leads His follower whither he will, follows, as an ordinance previously intimated end
determined on by God (vers.10, 11.)" I confess, I don't see how Christ's humiliation
and aaceneion to fulfil_ all things can be connected with the above train of ideas.
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completion of redemption through the return of the Son to the
FRther; but we shall see in the sequel of the interpretation that
· St Paul knows how to use it skilfully for his chief object in what
follows. (For the rest, see on this connection between the completion of Christ and His work with the gifts of the Spirit John vii39, xiv. 12, x-vi. 17, and the remarks on those passages in the
Comm.) But now as to the words which differ in the second half
of the quotation, they run thus in the Hebrew : t:l"1N~ li'i~r-,o
TT T

T

-

·~ryi!~• i.e. "thou bast taken gifts to man;" the LXX. give it: w{:3€<;
86µ,a:ra €Vav0pro7l"O£',,(forwbicbsome MSS.read av0pro7rrp.) At first
sight there certainly seems to exist here not merely a dijference
from the apostle's: t!SwKE 86µ,am '1"0Z<; av0pdnroi<;, but a complete
contradiction. Whilst St Paul talks of giving, the text of the Hebrew speaks of taking. This _contradiction seemed so insurmou:qtableto Whiston, that he made the naive proposal, to alter the Hebrew
text according to tbe quotation of St Paul. However, on closer conside~ation, there is no need either of,such monstrous assumptions,
nor even of milder expedients, as e.g. that St Paul arbitrarily altered
the second halfoftbe quotation according to bis views, or undesignedly, in citing from memory, missed the sense; St Paul rather quotes
the words not according to the letter, but the spirit of them ; that
is to say, the idea of the Psalmist: "Thou hast taken to thyself gifts among men" says no more than : " thou bast chosen
to thyself the redeemed for sacrifices." But whomsoever God
chooses for Himself for a sacrifice, i.e. for an instrument for His
purposes, him He furnishes with the gifts which are necessary
for the attainment of them ; and this side of the question St Paul
here makes most prominent according to his purpose. It was _awkward to want to force on the ":'.ord n~~ by itself the meaning of
" to give ;" it is only through the context that taking can take the
form of ,qiving. However, this one thing only in the manner of
quoting the passage in the psalm by the apostle might yet seem
an arbitrary change, viz., that be, instead of o,t:t~, i.e. " among·
TTT

men," which points to some, puts '7"0t', av0pro:roi<;, i_e. " all men,"
and to this very- point, as we saw, the context led us as to the point
. of chief importance in the quotation. But, on more accurate consideration', t!tis deviation too appears quite inconsiderable in refer&noe to the idea. For when the Psalmist says : "Thou hast
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taken to thyself some among men as sacrifices;" that expression refers tp the chosen, therefore, according to St Paul's meaning, to all
members of the Church, whether Jews or Gentiles, just as in verse
,; the evl. €/CllU"'T<p TJJJ,WV loo011 is to be understood, i.e. to every
member of the Christian community. But neither is the ilow"e
86µ,a'Ta Toi:~ av0pWiroi~ meant to express anything else. Those
words do not mean to assert that all men must be redeemed, and,
as redeemed men, receive gifts, but all can be redeemed and
receive gifts of grace; therefore the difference between Jews and
Gentiles is abolished by Christ's alXJLaAW'T€V€W alx_µ,a"'A-wu-tav, the
G.entiles also can receive gifts. We may, therefore, consider_the dif·
ficu.lties in ver. 8 both in itself and ·in its connection with the preceding verse as removed, for the more accurate definition of the alx,µ,aA(J)uia, which still remains, can only be given as a sequel to the
interpretation <?f verse 9 ; we here for tlie present content ourselves
with the general interpretation, '' objects of redemption, prisoners."
Now, in verse 9, the idea: 'T6 0€ ave/311 'Ti ECF'TtV, €l µ,~ O'Tt /Cal
Ka'Te/3_11, i.e. "what does the ascension mean other than that he that
ascended has also descended," is quite intelligible in itself. That
is to say, in the case of men it does not follow from the ava/3atvetv, it is true, that a /Ca'Ta/3a{11€w preceded, but certainly in the
case of the God that dwells in heaven if it is said : "God ascends,"
it necessarily follows from that circumstance that He has previously
descended. But what induces St Paul to take up out of the quotation the idea of the avaf3a{v€w, and to follow it up through two
verses, since it cer~ainly belongs to that part of the quotation which
we were obliged to designate as containing the main-thread of the_
line of argument ? One would have expected that the words eDW/C€
Mµ,a'Ta 'TDt<, av0prlnroi~ would form the basis of the more extended
deduction. On the answering of this question much depends
for the understanding of the whole of this' difficult passage ;
but it c~nnot be derived from the ideas ava/3alv€w and Ka'Ta/3atV€W alone, but only from the more accurate definition, which they
receive through V'Tl'Epavw 'TT'UV'TC,:,V 'TOOV ovpavwv, and €l~ 'Ta 1Ca'TW'T€pa ri}<, ryfr,. Since this latter expression again is th·e condition
prelit~inary of the former, we require only a more accurate investigation as to the meaning of the formula 'Tl:l. Ka'TOJ'T€pa ri}~ ryf/~.·
· (Laclimann has still preserved the µ,ep17 in the text, but, as it is
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wanting in B.E.F.G., and the addition of it is easily explained,
while the omission of it is difficult to account for,lwe view it in
accordance with the best later interpreters as a gloss, which h~wever is quite correct according to the sense. The 7rproTov befor&
el,; has been blotted out of the text ever since Mill and Bengel's
time by all the better critics.) Since the phrase is not found again
in the New Testament, we are in regard to it obliged to have
recourse to the Old Testament, where the expression .t,'i!!t'!iT.i-1
in general is considered as answering to the one here.
in the three passages in which it occurs it has every time a different
meaning. In Ps. lxiii. 10 it denotes the world of the dead, the Sheol,
and is rendered by the LXX. Ta KaTwmm 'fr}<; rr,<;. In Ps. cxxxix.
15 it denotes ~he womb, and here too the LXX. translate it Ttl KaTwmm 'fr}<; rr,,;. But in the third passage, Isaiah xliv. 23, it denotes the
earth in opposition to heaven, and here the LXX. render it by 0eµJ- .
Xia rfj,; rr,r;. In Ezekiel we find the cognate phrase :
.h'i!!t,iT.i-1, which is, however, constantly rendered by f3a0or; or /3a0'1]
'fr}<; ~<;-(compare _Ezek. xxvi. 10, xxxii. 18, .24), as a designation of the Sheol. On the other hand, Ezek. xxxi. 16,
.r,.,.r.,n.r., is rendered iJ ,yfj K,Q,T(J) (IGaT(J) is wanting, however, in
sev~r~l =-MSS.), just as in Isaiah Ii. 6, .t'IIJJJQ 'Vj~ is translated ;,
ryij KUT@. But in the formulas .t,'i!!f.1M.i-1 ""l'i:l (Ps. lxxxviii. 7, Lalll.t)n.
iii. 55), i,!!r.,n.r.,
the Lxx: ha;e always preserved the K,"aTwT • : :
TaTo<;, translating "71.aKKo<; or ~&qr; Kai-wTaTo<;. The result of this
comparison is, therefore, that the comparative form Ta ,caTwTepa does not occur in the Old Testament for the formula n'i~r.,n.r.,
and similar modes of expression, though the superl~tiv~
form 1Ga-rwTaTa does. But even the latter, the superlative, is not
used when mention is made of the earth absolutely in opposition
to heaven (Ta 0eµAia 'fr}<; ry~<;, or iJ ,yfj JCaT@, is used for it), but
firstly. of the place of the dead, the Sheol, and that, too, predominantly; and secondly of the womb in the remarkable passage Ps.
cxxxix. 15 ( cxxxviii. 15). (In this latter passage the reading iv
TO£<; Karn,raTw is found in some MSS. ,of the LXX. instead of
iv To'i<; KaT@T<froi,;). After this we can at once reject the interpretation of the Td. J(.a'Too'Tepa Tfj<; ,yfJ<; of death (as Chrysostom, Theodoret, and CEcumenius wish), or of the grave (ac-
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cording to Beza and Baumgarten), as inadmissible. But even the
interpretation of the phrase of tke earth, so that ,carnfJalvew el,;
,ca-rwrepa tj,; ryfj,; might denote Christ's being made man,
which has defenders of such number and importance, to name
some, Schottgen, Grotius, Storr, Winer, Harless, seems to have
nothing to recommend it after this. The passage in Acts ii.
19, which is appealed to, and' where o o{,pavo,; llvro and ~ ryfj
KaTro are put in opposition to each other, can, after what has been
said above, decide nothing as to our phrase; ,-i), ,ca,-ro,-epa Tij,;
ryi],; is something different from ,ft ryf} Kti,-ro. To take the genitive·
ri'Ji; rfit,; as genitivus appositionis (see Winer's Gramm. p. 336)
is admissible, it is true, in a grammatical point of view, but is
in this phrase by no means founded on hellenistic custom of
language ; the genitive in it rather denotes the locality in
which the depths are, as the parallel f]&.0o,; -rij,; ryf/,; plainly
shows.
Neither is ,ca-raf]atvew ever used of Christ's incarnation. 'Moreover, the interpretation of the comp~rative KaTro·
Tepa by the comparison of the earth with heaven will not bear
inspection. For such a comparison is made in all the passages
which are quoted, and even in Acts ii. 19, but nowhere is the
comparatlve found ; it is constantly thus the formula runs : ~ ryfj
,ca,-r.r,. There is also another difficulty which can be removed in a
forcible way only, viz. that along with the avafJalvew there stands
the corroborative phrase {nrepavw 7rd,VT«JV TOOV oupavoov, which is
clearly put as an equivalent, corroborative of the antithesis Ttt
KaTroTepa; A simple KaTaf]alvew el,;; T~V ryfJv would be put in
opposition to the mere avafJalvew ei,; 'TOV oupavov ( as in verse 8
avafJtt,; el,; f,,J,-o,; stands) ; but since St Paul raises the avafJalvew
el,; f,,J,-o,; to the avafJalvew {nrepavro '1TtlVT«JV 'TWV oupavoov ( a
phrase, which is explained by the well-known assumption of several
heavenly regions, see at 2 Cor. xii. 2), the more emphatical ,-a,
1t:aTri1Tepa -rij,; ryfj,; also "comes in instead of the simple 1'aTa/3a{vew.
Whilst the ava/3alvew wepavro '7Td,VTWV 'TWV oupavoov denotes not
merely the being taken up into heaven ( which is accorded to men
too), but also the being set over all things that were made, the
Jta0ttew EV 8eftq, eeov ev -rori; e1rovpav(oi,; wepavro 7ra<nJ<; apxfi,;
/€a£ €fovula,; JC. T. JI... (see at i. 20), the ,cam/3alveiv el,; 'Tct KaTro-TEpa Tr/,; ryfj,; denotes the deepest depth answering to the highest
height. As our Lord's death is wont to be named to denote the
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former,- it is intelligible how the notion c~uld be hit on of explaining our phrase of death, or the grave, against which, however, as
we saw, is the custom of the language with regard to the Hebrew
formula. Very important reasons, therefore, stand opposed to the
taking the ,-a /Ca'l"W'l"Epa rij, ryf/, = iJ 'Y11 ,cd,'l"(I),
After this, if we consider, first of all, that. interpretation, according to which ( after Ps. cxxxix: ( cxxxviii.) 15) our phrase ,-it, ,ca,-ro,-epa ,-,;;, '}'i}, is chosen to be understood of the womb, a view,
which vVitsius and 0alixtus have proposed,-it is certainly not to
be denied that it is possible, as far as language is concerned.
But the LXX. have once also Ps. cxxxviii. 15 again ,-a, ,ca,-ro·
,-a,-a; if therefore St Paul had had that passage in his mind, why
should he not have kept the superlative ? The assertion, that he
chose the comparative in order to intimate that he did not mean
Hades by that phrase, could hardly admit of a defence. But this
antithesis, which is repugnant to the feelings, to go no further,
viz. " to ascend far above all heavens,"' and " to descend into the
worn b," is without example, not only in St Paul, but in the whole
of the Scriptures; there must, therefore, be very decisive arguments brought together to enable us to obtrude it on St Paul
l1ere; such, however, do not admit of being produced, as that
interpretation affords no assistance for the explanation of the
context.
There remains, then, assuming theidentity of our phrase with tlrn
Hebrew parallels, only the interpretation, according to which ,-a;
,ca,-dnepa rij, ryfr. is supposed to denote the Sheol, the dead w◊rld,
which, after Jerome and Ambrose, the Roman Catholic inte1pre·
ters especially, and among the Protestants Calovius; Bengel, and
Ruckert, and others, have defended before all ; to those accepting this
interpretation it was natural to understand by the liberated alxµaMJJo-ta· (verse 8) the souls liberated from Hades by Christ, and
after this it was thought that there had thus been found in our
passage a leading one, along with that l Peter iii. 18, to prove
Christ's descent into Hell. Now much, no doubt, in the vers. 8-10
is in favour of that assumption; to name two points, the custom
of the dialect of the Old Testament, as well in regard to the Ka'l"w'l"Epa rij, ,yij,;, as to the llam/3alvew, which usually occurs of Hades
( see the above-cited passages), and the antithesis with the {nrepavoo
'lT'aJJ,-oov oupavrov. But, on the other side, in the case of this m-
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terpretation, too, great difficulties occur. The ~omparative here
strikes us more still than in the case of the interpretation of the earth
absolutely ; for, first, the Old Testament has always the form nt
fCaT<iYraTa of the Sheol, 'and second, the nature of the thing also
seems to require the plural, inasmuch as Hades is supposed in the
depth of the earth, Jv T1J fCapU<f T-ij.- ryr,.-. (See Matt. xii. 40.)
But then wi~h this interpretation the connexion, too, is completely
dissolved. For, since in verse 7 the discourse was of the communication of the Holy Spii-it to the living (evt e,calT'Ttp TJp,rov), how is
the oiii 'h.€"je£ then to bring about a connection between that idea
and those that had been delivered from Hades by Christ, conse'quently the dead ?-But now· the number of the possible inter~
pretations seems exhausted with that one, if, that is to say, one
starts with the supposition of the identity of the Td fCaTdm,pa 7'11"
ry-q.-. with the Hebrew Y'J~ ,n'illlryT'J,tl, As no interpretation of
the passage which starts with that hypothesis is without difficulty,
it migh.t be fit just to consider the phrase Ttt fCaTwTepa T~_. ry~.without reference to the Hebrew phrase. For the still remarkable
form of the comparative might seem to be in favour of the independence of our formula. If one lays a stress upon that, the
KaTWTepa P,EP"I might form an antithesis to the aVWT€ptfCli µep'T}
( cf. Acts xix. 1), the former of which denote the low tracts of
country iying on the sea shore, while the latter denote the inner
and higher ones. (See Wetstein's New Testament, vol. ii. p. 579.)
This might be symbolically referred to the regions inhabited by
Gentiles, in accordance with the custom of the language, according
to which Jerusalem and Mount Sion with the Templa are considered, not_so much as a physical, but as a moral, height, to which
one ascends from all sides. This idea of the descending to the
most forsaken of the human race would certainly suit the context
of the whole passage very well, for we saw tliat in the very beginning of the exposition of this passage, that St Paul has here the
opposition between Jews and Gentiles again before bis eyes, and
wishes to make it observed that Christ obtained those gifts too.
But l10w can it be said that the Redeemer descended to the Gentiles ? It would be clearly arbitrary to understand this idea of
the half-Gentile Galilee, or to say it referred to the fact tbat Christ
was preached by the apostles among the Gentiles ; the fCam-.
f3aivew here, equally with the avaf3alvew, must be taken neces-
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sarily as a personal act of Christ's. We here, therefore, find the
way out completely closed, and come to tb_e conclusion, that no
stress can be laid on the comparative form, and that the identity
of our formula with 'ij~ n'i~.11ti;1:1 is to be maintained. Since the
meaning of it in the translation !laTrurara r~,; ryij,; according to
the LXX., which _Bt Paul had here too, as usual, before his eyes,
is constantly Hades, w:e shall just be 'bbliged to be cqntented with
this meaning. Now, after the above criticized interpretation of our
passage, according to which the meaning " Hades" was employed,
it was especially the impossibility of .pointing out a connection, which deterred us from it. But this interruption of the connection is not so much brought about through the idea " Hades,"
as through the interpretation of the al')(JJ,aAroula which precedes,
by which the souls in Hades are to be understood, and which is
connected with the explanation of the ra !larrore.pa 7'11'> ry~,; as
applying to Hades. The idea of verse 9 : " the expression, ' He
ascended,' what else does it say but that He (the person ascending) also descended first into Hades ?" stands in no disturbing
connection with the whole context ; the addition " into Hades"
merely strengthens the idea of the Karaf3alve.w, like the addition
" down to the earth,'' also, according to the other interpretation.
If we, therefore, interpret alxµaAro<Tla only of men upon earth,
inasmuch as they are fettered by sin, and, if we look to the bott_om
of the question, by the prince of this world, and particularly, too,
of the Gentile world as the part of it which Jay most of all in the
bonds of datkness, the principal· stumbling-block against the interpretation of our passage of Hades, viz., tbat it interrupts the con:._
nection, is removed. But certainly by that interpretation the pas~·
sage loses its dogmatical importance ; that is to say, it only teaches
that Christ went to Hades, but the idea that be redeemed the p~isoners in Hades falls to the ground. The going to Hades is the
natural consequence of the real death of our Lord; that may,
therefore, be concluded from the rlature of death, but that pe was
working among the dead as the Redeemer, tltat is a new idea, for
which we now have only I Pet. iii. 10 remaining. But if we thus
consider the descent to Hades as the fulfilment. of death, then, too;
the objection falls to the ground that the Ka-raf3alvew e.l,; -ra KarroTepa 7'11'> ryiji; forms no an!ithesis to the ava/3alvetv vrrepavro 7ravTWV Toov ovpavwv, because Christ's descent into Hell did not belong
2
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to the st,,ate of abasement but to that of exaltation. For here t}le
question is not principally as to those two states and, their line· of
demarcation) but merely as to the contrast of the avef3'1J and ,ea•
'TE(3'1}, for which reason also the addition €L<; Ta ,ca'T©'T€pa TTj,; 'f'I'>
is not at all to be considered as a necessary point in the train of
argument, but merely as adding force to the ,caTe/3'1J. If ,caTe/311
stood alone, the exposition would have to be taken in just the
and ,casame way as with tbe addition. This contrast of
Tef3'1J, however, is meant to show that the saro'e Lord who has power
over allhas not shrunk from descending to the lowest depths, and
that, too, for the purpose of filling everything with His gracious
presence, and consequently with His gifts also, not merely the Jews ·
but the Gentiles also. Thus the double avr6,; in vers. 10, 11, is
explained, and the transition to the distribution of the gifts (ver:
11) of which St Paul had already begun to speak in ver. 7. Although, therefore, the passage still remains an exceedingly difficult
one, we may yet hope by-this 1nterpretation to have substantially
.. removed the stumbling-blocks, and especially brought the connection of vers. 8-10 with St Paul's whole train of argument to
light. To facilitate a general view of the result of the exposition,
we subjoin a paraphrastic translation of the who1.e piece. . •~ The
Church is one body and one spirit; she has one Lord, one f~ith,
one baptism, one God and Father, (ver. 6.) But grace is not uniformly distributed among believers. It is given, it is true, to each
of us, Gentiles as well as Jews, but according to the measure of
the gift of Christ, to one more, to another less (ver. 7.) Therefore, too, say the Scriptures: He bas by ascending up on high redeemed the captives ( especially the Gentiles) and given gifts unto
all men (ver. 8.) But the ascension necessarily presupposes (in
Christ the Son of God) a descent, i.e., a partaking of the misery
of those fettered by sin even unto death,. i.e., even unto the depths
of Hades (ver. 9.) He that descended is Himself also He who
ascended up far above al1 heavens and rules over all the powers of~
the universe, in order to fi]I all things with His power and to give
gifts unto each (Gentiles as well as Jews) according to the capacity
and the calling, of each (ver. J 0.) He Himself has made some
apostles, others prophets," &c. Thus then the above-mooted ques- ·
tion, why St Paul connects ver. 9 with the ave/3'1}, and not with· the
~8ruKE 86µ,a'Ta 'TO£<; av0pwrro,,;, which seems to contain the leading
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idea, meets with its answer. That is to say, this is done because
St Paul wishes by the ave/3-r, and l(a•re/311 to carry out the idea of
the totality which Christ governs, and which to l1im is important
beyond everything, in order by that means to make it evident that
He obtained His gifts for all. With this appears at last plainly
the bearing of exhortation also in the passage. Each (according to ver. 2) is to walk with lowliness and meekness; therefore
the Gentiles are not to overvalue themselves, nor, on the other
hand, are the Jews to despise the Gentiles. Christ is the example
of true lowliness. He, the highest, descended to the lowest deeps
in order to fill all things with His life. According to this, PhiL ii.
5, ss., where also Christ is set up as a type of humility, in that He
humbled Himself, but was on that account exalted by God, so that
all in heaveu, in earth, and uuder the earth adore Him, seems very
similar. Here, therefore, an allusion is made to Hades, too, for the
completion of the idea of the universe.
Ver. 11. In the following enumeration the gifts give way to the
offices for which the gifts qualify, whereas in the parallel passage,
1 Cor. xii. 28, it was the contrary. (See the remarks in the
Comm on Rom. xii. 6, ss., l Cor. xii. 28.) The apostles differ
from the prophets in such a way that ( see_ as to the idea of the 7rpo4»,T1]~ the Comm. on I Cor. xiv. l} the apostles, as such, are, it is
true, prophets, but the prophets, as such, are not conversely apostles.
Th1s latter expression is to be taken here in its most special sense
as denoting the Twelve along with St Paul. As to the rest, it is
self-evident that the fancy of the Irvingites, that there must be always apostles and prophets in the Church, has no foundation at all
in the Scriptures; just as little do the apostles correspond to the
later bishops. The eva'Y'YeXiuTa~ are such teachers as journeying
about laboured for the wider extension of the Gospel, as Theodoret
had already correctly interpreted ol 7r€ptiOVTE'I e1'~pVTTOV, (See
Eusebii, H. E. iii. 37, v. 10.) On the other hand, the 7T'Otµfoe~
and oio6.u1'aXot are such teachers as are permanently settled with
one church; in the former the administrative power is predominant, in the latter the didactic office, as in l Cor. xii. 28 the
1'V/3€pV1]Ut~ is distinguished from the oioau«aXta. This passage,
therefore, is certainly not fitted .to furnish data for the organization
of churches in the first ages; the two latter expressions alone rel~te to it. (See Rothe on the Church, Wittenberg 1837, p. 257.)
3
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("E8,.,,11:e, for which 10eTO stands in l Car. xii. 28, answers to the
Hebrew lZJ~-) But now it might seem difficult that in yer. 11
the above idea, conceived quite generally, " to each of us is grace
given according to the measure of the gift of Christ," (ver. 7) here
appears restricted· to t/1e teachers alone, as if the laymen had no
gift distributed to them. But, first, all the expressions are not designations of offices in the Church ; the gift of the wpocfn,Tela, like
other gifts of grace, laymen too could have: and, secondly, some
gifts only are here named instead of all. l Cor. xii. shews that
there were many more. It clearly results from ver .. l 6 that St Paul
here speaks not to the teaclters only, but to all Christianswithout
exception.
Ver. 12. The 11:aTapna-µ,oi; TWV aryiwv is mentioned by St Paul
as the subject of this various distribution of gifts. To connect the
eh epryov 8iaKovla,; with this, as Riickert wishes, is forbidden by the
invariable use of Sta11:ovfa for " office in the Church," and St Paul
cannot now, after ver. 11, in which the variety of the gifts was made
an object of remark, mean to uphold a general preparation for the
office of teacher, The two clauses, el,; epryov 8taKovla~, and el,;
olKo8oµ,~v Toii a-wµ,aTor; Toii XprO"Tou, rather include the division
of the general phrase KaTapTta-µ},,; TWV 0,7/,wv. Tlie epryov (!W,KOv{a,; alludes to the exercise of the office of teacher, and the ol"o80µ,~ to the operation of the same in the community. Accordingly,
the words would have to be paraphrased thus : for the perfecting of
the saints, and indeed partly of those furnished with gifts of teaqhing for the execution of the teacher's office, partly with regard to
the hearers, unto the edification of the Church. That is to Hay,
though the teachers themselves, in one point of view, belong to the .
a-wµ,a Xpia-wu along with the rest of the faithful, yet it is tl1ey
again who promote the edification of churches. (The form KaTap·
Twµ,or; is found nowhere in the New Testament but here; the svno·
•
nymous "aTapTta-i,;,however, occurs 2 Cor. xiii. 9.)
Ver. 13. But the object of the perfecting of the saints is further
that all may come to the unity of the faith, and to the knowledge
of tl1e Son of God, The :fi_rst person of the verb (11:aTapn71r<,,µ,ev),
with the article before mi.VT€'>, points to the fact that St Paul in•
eludes himself in the body of those who are engaged in the development of Church-life. That is no mere figure of speech; Phil.
iii. 13 plainly shows that St Paul knew his individual life to be not
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yet perfeoted, he pressed towards the mark (to see) wheth_er he
might lay hold on it. The direct putting forward the totality, no
doubt, again refers, according to vers. 7 ana 16, to the placing the
Gentiles and the Jews on a par; the former too, St Paul means to
say, take their place in the great whole, t!tey too are to grow up
unto perfection. But it is asked, of w!tat growth is mention here
· made ; whether of that of the individuals in themselves, or of that
of the body of believers? Of the growth of both together, for,
along with the separate members, the whole Church also grows
up from childhood through youth unto manhood (1 John ii. 13,
sq.) But does _St Paul refer in the sequel to perfecting of the individuals and of the whole here below, or yonder in the other
world ? St Paul doubtless did not imagine this in his own mind
at all as an antithesis. To him the Church is one, and one only ;
it is not only those living on earth th_at constitute her, but those
also who died in the faith. That body forms itself into a compact, organic whole, in which each has to occupy his place ; .if be
has attained it, then the µhpov 'f/Aucf.as exists for him also. The
absolute revelation of the Church, therefore, in full manhood. certainly occurs first iri the kingdom of God, but as St Paul at that
time encouraged kis cotemporaries, so every teacher can in every
age encourage his on their part to strive on unto the perfect manhood of Christ, and the true striyers of every generation attain this
their mark, yea actually already while here below, according to the
calling and talent of each. Were not that the ~eaning of St Paul's
exposition, the Jv6nr~ rij~ 7rluT€w; could not be made such a point
of, for in the other world faith has passed into contemplation. But
now it seems strange in this passage that the mark, to which all are
to come forwar_d, is designated as the Jv6T'r}~ rij~ 'TT'hT€ro~ Kat Tij~
bruyv6Ju€ro~ .j-of) v,ov Tov 0€oiJ. It seems that faith and the knowledge of the Son of God is the beginning of the .life of faith, not
the highest aim of its development ; as it was indeed actually s~d,_
even already in ver. 3, "that all might pr.eserve the unity of the
Spirit (they were already, therefore, in that unity), because the
Church is one body and one Spirit, has one Lord, one faith," &c.
Even the coupling " faith and knowledge"' together is striking, for
it might be easily thought that St Paul said: " until we, taking
faith as a starting-point, press forward to knowledge," in which
case the br/,yvroui~ would seem like a step gained going forth from
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the basis of faith, but in the parallel juxtaposition the unity of the
:faith is always set up as the mark, whilst it seems to be the beginning of the development in the new birth. We might think. we
were able to resolve this considerable difficulty in the following
manner. Either I. a stress might be laid on oi 7TaVTe~, in the sense
that the advance consists in the circumstance that all arrive at the
point to which many have already attained. But the first person
of the verb (by which, as we have seen, St Paul includes himself,
and consequently all the apostles, among those who are to arrive at
the unity of the faith and knowledge), is against that interpretation.
Or 2. a stress might be laid upon evoT'IJ~ ; it is true all Christians,
as such, have faith and the knowledge of Christ, but their task is to
attain to unity in them. That might mean, in the first place,
" that they may all attain to the same faith, the same knowledge,"
but that identity is surely already, in ver. 2, presupposed to exist
in his readers : he that has not the right faith and the right knowledge has really none at all at bottom. Secondly, however, the
stress laid on the unity of faith and knowledge might also; be taken
so that what each has in himself is to melt away into an organic
unity, in the following sense : " that all may attain to unity in faith
BJ1d knowledge (which are presupposed.)" Then the advance would
consist in the growing up of individuals into the unity, supporting
one another reciprocally. But if that were meant to be the meaning of the words, ~ rfi 7r{uret would be put instead of e1107'1J<;
rij<; 7TUT7"Ero~, K.r.71.., and in what follows ek ~va liv0p<i>7To11 reM£01' must necessarily have been put, as it stands ii. 15.
It is to
be added that that idea does not correspond with the truth in
the development of the Church ; believers do not stand, first of all,
each for himself in faith and knowledge, and then grow up in the
progress of development among one another unto unity ; but each
is immediately in the new birth born into the unity of the whole as a
living grown member. Or 3. and lastly, a stress mig!it be laid on ci
rov 8eov, so that the discourse would be, not of the unity of the
faith and knowledge in general, but of that of the Son of God, to
which one was to attain. Certainly St Paul uses the name o vRi~
rov 8eoii but seldom, and where he does it is emphaticany of the
divine nature of Christ.. (See at 2 Cor. i. 9, Gal. ii. 20.) Now,
if one considers how St Paul, in the Epistle to the Colossians of ,
the same date (i. 16, ss.), zealously defends the divine nature of
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our Lord against false teachers, one might suppose one's self obliged
to assume here a polemical allusion, in the sense tbat St Paul sees
the progress of the development in the circumstance that all have
overcome Ebionitish and Arian representations of Obrist. _ But we
have already seen in t)le Introduction (and we shall immediately,
viz. at ver. 14, come back to it,) that polemical references nowhere
appear in the Epistle to the Ephesians ; we can the less recognize
the like in this passage, that it treats solely of the development of
the Church in.·itself in the totality of her members, and not of contrasts. Only this must be conceded, that here too the leading
idea of the whole Epistle, viz. that the Gentiles have just as much
part in the kingdom of God as the Jews, floats bef9re St Paul's
mind in such a way that he ascribes to the Gentile Christians also
a share in the devel<wment of the Church. Besides, by that plan
of laying a stress upon vuk T. B., it would seem as if Ebionitish
and Arian errors were necessary in the beginning of Christian life,
and were able to be surmou,nted by degrees only ; a representation
which certainly cannot be justified as Scriptural.
The only correct interpretation of this very difficult passage is, I
am convinced, that, according to which the phrase 17 Jv6n1, rij, w&TEro, Kat 'Tfj, €7T't"fV.OJ<T€W, 'TOV vlov 'TOV fhov is understood not as if
there were two different things named in 1t, viz.,- first, the unity of
the faith, and, secondly, tbe unity of knowledge (in which acceptation the passage is quite inconsistent with all that the Scriptures
elsewhere teach as to the beginning of the life of faith, and the
mode of its development), but so that one unity alone is meant, viz.
that which is possible between faith and between_ knowledge. The
progress in development of which St Paul here ~peaks consists in
the ciroumstance that faith and knowledge are made one, i.e. that
faith, with which the Christian life begins, is really exalted to knowledge. It is i:ue, no doubt, that, at the very first beginning even
of regeneration, faith does not exist without knowledge, but that
knowledge, which exists together with faith, is that implicit knowledge which is eternal life itself (John xvii. 3.) But the explicit knowledge, which has appropriated to itself the total subs·t~nce of faith, is the fruit of the complete inner development alone.
(See as to the relation between the developed and the undeveloped
gnosis, ns alsc:J of the-charismatic and non-charismatic gnosis, the observations in the Comm. on l Cor. xii. 7, ss., xiii. 9.) According to
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this accoptation of om· passage, the parallel passage, 1 John ii. 13,
sq., comes out in the plainest light; that is to say, here too the
knowledge of Him who was from the beginning, i.e. Christ, is represented as the characteristic of fatherhood, i.e. of manhood in
Christ, (See the details in the Comm. ad h. I. Lucke erroneously
wishes the terms: fathers, young men; children, to be taken in a
physical sense; they plainly denote steps in the development of the
inner life. The physical periods of life, as such, have no influence
on the position of men with regard to the Gospel; an old man
may be a child in Obrist, a youth may, on the other hand, be a
man in the Lord.) In Col. iii. 10, too, the €7T/ryvroo-i,;- appears as
the object of tbe renewal in the image of the Creator. I.n it is expressed the idea that beings recognise only those related to them;
therefore God recognises the soul that has been made divine and no
other. But the knowledge is here especially referred to the Son of
God, because
Christ all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge
lie shut up (Col. ii. 3), so that he who knows Him knows all. ( 1
John ii. 27.) But how that comprehensive knowledge is related to
the J,c µ,Jpour; rywwo-,ceiv, and how in the perfected ryv6J<n,;- here
below the foundation of the Christian life (t~e 7r/un,;;) is never_
taken up, has been already detailed at l Oor. xiii. 9. It remains to
be said that the truth of the striving to attain to the €llOT'fJ<;" of the
?Tlcrn,;- and of the e?Tryvroo-i,;-, which pervades the whole history of
the development of the Church, receives a complete confirmation
through this- p~sage of the apostle's. Lastly, the concluding
w:ords of ver. 13 characterize epexegetically the unity of the faith
and of the knowledge of C1lrist. The phrase el..- Jvopa Te""l..eiov de·
notes manhood, in which the idea of personality and of self-consciousness is completely expressed. (Tb,,ew,;- is the opposite of
ll1Jmo,;-. See Heh. v. 13, 14.) This phrase is totally different from
the el..- ~va ,cawov &v0pro?Tov (ii. 15 ), by which is denoted no degree
of development, but the union of what was before separate in the
human race to a new spiritual unity in Christ. In the el,;- lf,vfipa
TEMiov that unity is presupposed, and. starting from it the highest
development of its living principle is striven after aud attained.
Therefore it could not either be el,;- &v0pro?Tov TeXewv, because
all'i]p exactly expresses the idea of life developed to its full 'selfconsciousness. That idea is more accurately described by the following words : el,;- µfrpov ~""J..i,c{ar:; Toii 7TA'YJPW;,a,Tor:; 'TOV Xpio-Tov, i.e.
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unto the measure of the age in which fulness dwells in us. The
~"J\,£1da here is, of course, not bodily stature, but the degree of complete spiritual development, therefore= avt]p -rD.ew;:. But the
phrase obtains a more accurate definition through the Tofl w"J\,'T}pm·
µ,aTor; TDV Xpurrov, which Holzhausen, Meier, and Harless e.orrectly take in the sense above given. But here, too, as at i. 23,
and iii. HI, the discrepancy among the interpreters in their accep•
tations of the word w).~proµa is great. The reference of the expression to the Church, which Koppe and Storr defend, and which has
even crept into some of the MSS., is here at all events quite inadmissible. One might rather take w).ryproµa -rofl Xpurrov as a cireumlocutism for Christ Himself. The age of Christ" would then be
that climax of development which Christ Himself attained, the
highest self-consciousness. But the other passages, in which wMproµ,a occurs, are not in favour of that paraphrastic use. We had
best, therefore, be contented with the above interpretation of the
words, which is completely in accordance with the context. If elr;
~Xi,dav alone stood here, then one would not be at all doubtful as
to the sense of the passage, only the el,; µhpov leads one astray to
suppose a comparison. But µ,frpov denotes here " the full measure, i.e. ripeness," as we find in Homer, µfrpov i'J/311r;, "the ripeness of youth.'' See Passow's Lex,. ad. v. (On µ/,xpi without
&v see Hartung's Doctrine of the Particles, vol. ii., p. 291, ss.
Lo beck ad Phrynichum, p. · 14, ss.)
Ver. 14. Next there is placed, in juxtaposition to the positive representation of the development of Christian life, what is no longer
to be, in a negative style of expression. In the perfected man, who
has attained the unity of the faith and of knowledge, there is fixedness and steadiness of conviction ; undeveloped V~'11'W£ are exposed
to waverings of every kind; each wind of doctrine sets them in
motion. One sees clearly here that the ew/Jyvrouir; is no practical
one, as Meier erroneously assumes, b1;1t the theoretical insight into
the faith. Certainly true knowledge always rests on the practical
ground of sanctification, but it is not merely practical itself. Now
this passage might really create an appearance (see also at v. 6)
as if false doctrine had been spread though, also in the churches
to which St Paul addresses this Epistle; but it is plain that St
PQ,ul here gives no information about the actual state of his readers,
but ?nly describes quite objectively the nature of the V1]'1rtoi wher-
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ever th~ may be. Even here it can at most be said that St Paul
foresaw that Ephesus and the neighbouring churches would not be
spared by false teachers any more than other churches, and there·
fore gave the exhortation to strive after the unity of the faith and
of knowledge, in'order to be able to withstand their temptations.
When St Paul wrote it was still, therefore, in Ephesus as at the
time of his discourse to the Ephesian presbyters {Acts xx. 29, 30),
according to which St Paul prophesied : €£rT€}.,eiJU'OV'Ta£ "'A.u,cot
CJ
~
>
f
~
\
,1,. ~ I
~
I
\
'f: < ~
'
~
l-'ap€t<; €£<; vµa<;, Jlif/ 't'€lO0fJ,€V0t 'TOV 'lrOLfJ,VtoV, ,cai Es vµ,wv aV'TOJV
avacrr~U'OV'Tat lf,vope<; MMVVT€<; 0£€U''Tpaµ,µeva.-Lastly, the concluding words of ver. 14 designate the element in which the false
doctrine, which confuses the believer, consists (and whence, too, it
therefore proceeds), together with the way in which it is wont to be
spread by the false teachers. ( K-XvowvtiEU'0at is found only here
in all the New Testament.-" To be moved by waves" is figure·
tively "to be brought into an uneasy agitation of mind," an anti- thesis to 7r).,71pocpop£a.--The second expression here is, we may
suppose, taken from a ship which the winds toss about.-Kv,BEla,
playing at dice, was used by the Rabbis too in the form ~~:).~j,•

[see Buxtorfs Jex. talm., p. 1984], and that, too, in the figurative
sense, " deceit, fraud," connected with 7ravovP"lia. The µ,e0ooela
7rM11'1/r; denotes the premeditated plan which the false teachers
pursue in their deception. [See vi. 1 I.] The addition Tov oia,86"'A.ov has crept into the text here ou(of that passage, and is to be
erased acoording to the critical authorities. The preposition 7rp6<;
points to the circumstance that it is the 7ravovpryla, which makes fit
for the µ,e0o<ieia T'T}<; 7r"'A,av71r:;.)
•
Ver. 15. It is clear that what follows i's grammatically dependent on i'va @µ,ev ,c. T, "'A.. in ver. 14. " That we may no longer be
children who iet themselves be moved by every wind of doctrine,
but may grow up well into the body of Obrist in a11 relations." It
cannot surprise us that the discourse here is of growing, whereas in
-,, ver. 13 the state of perfeet growth~ of manhood, had already been
described; for in ver. 13 the discohrse was surely not of manhood,
as of a state already attained, but as of one that is yet to be attained.
Further, as to the details ·in ver. 15, we may consider the usual
connection a).1110euovrer:; .ev wya7r11 as sufficiently refuted. The
a).,,,,0evew, " to be, walk, in the truth," forms the antithesis to the
preceding ev 1wf3dq., ev 7ravovprylq, elvai. But iv arya7r'fl does not
Ti]<;
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suit tbat, for instance in the acceptation, "to teach the truth in a loving, gentle, temper," as these words are usually taken; in opposition
to which is the circumstance that a"Jvq0e6eiv means not " to teach
the truth," but "to be in the truth." On the other hand, in connection with au~uroµev, the ev a,ya'TT"[I affords a very beautiful
sense, inasmuch as love is the root of all spiritual growth, wherefore we r'ead also, ver. 16, el<; olKoOoµijv EaVTOV ev alya'TrTJ. But the
growth is to be an every-sided one, wherefore St Paul adds Ta
7rav-ra. The article is satisfactorily accounted for by the reference
of the growth to the idea of the Christian, "to gi:ow in all those
things in which the Christian must advance." The development
of the regenerate man is, lastly, no isolated one, proceedi~g iri him
alone, but such a one as is completed in the connection of the individual as a limb with the whole, and especially with Christ, the
head of the whole organic unity of the Church. This sort of growth
, av-rov,
, I ,.o<; eO"Ttv
,
A,, ... ,
A'
. expresse d by av'f:'avew ei<;
_Js
TJ• tce't'a"'TJ·
s m what
5
immediately follows in ver. 16 Christ is by the eg oil represented as
tb~ source whence all growth takes its first impulse and nourishment, so He is here as the mark to which the act of growing
leads. Inasmuch as the faithful are to be conceived as already
existing in Christ, ev avn'j, also might have stood here.
Ver. l 6. Proceeding from Christ as the head, the growth of the
whole body into a compact structure is at length accomplished,
while each according to the measure of his talt1nts and powers
(ver. 7) fills his place. The metaphor, according to which the
Church is compared to a uwµa, bas already been taken into consideration at I Cor. xii. l4, ss., where it ii:! treated especially in detail. Col., ii. 19 is a special parallel passage for this one. Instead
Of) '11'UV T(J uwµa-T~V a{.,11uw "-roii u@µa-ro<; (i.e.
of th~ turn:
eavrov) 'Tt"O£e'i-rai, it is there ( Col. ii. 19) : tlg Of) 'Tf"UV TO uwµa aiJgei
TijV aJ5g,,,utv -rov 0eov. (See as to the form aiJtet at E phes. ii. 21.
-The genitive TOV eeov is correctly taken by Bohmer not as uesignating the superlative, but as an expression of the truth, that the
- growth of the Church proceeds from God, and not peradventUl'e
from inferior powers, the angels, as the Colossian false teachers
thought.) The nature of the uwµa is further more accurately described by the epithets uvvapµ.oXoryovµevov tcat uvµ/3t/3atoµ,evov, the
former. of which has occurred already ii. 21, the' latter is found Col.
ii. 2. 19, in the same meaning, whereas at Acts ix. 22, xvi.
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l Cor. ii. _16, it is used in a figurative sense. The interarticulation
of the members, and the firm establishment of the structure thence
arising, is expressed in these epithets. · But the somewhat obscure
addition: oia wau71c; Jcpfjc; Tfjc; hrixop'T/"/tac;, receives a more accurate definition through the words out 'TWV acpwv Ka£ uvvU.aµc,w
E7nxopr}"/ouµ,evov. Joints and ligaments unite tbelimbs of ~he body,
thus too the spiritual body of the Church is joined together by
· all the forms of union of the individual members of it one with another. 'Emxop'TJ'le'iv means (see at Gal. iii. 5) " to bestow richly,
to proffer," here of course with reference to the higher pow_ers of
the Spirit, which fill the Church and direct her development. But
that meaning seems more suitable in Col. ii. 19, than in this passage. The combination ac/>iJ Tfjc; ewixofYYJ"/tac; has already induced
the Greek Fathers of tlrn Church to take acp~ in the sense (from
li7r"Tea0ai) of aln871aic;, as if the meaning were : " through .every
feeling of the proffering and co-operation of the Holy Ghost." But
that meaning of acp~ does not suit here on account of the parallel
passage in the Epistle to the Colossians, and of tbe w&u'I'}'>, waicb
only finds an intdligible meaning through the interpretation of the
word as "joint, connecting limb." One might with Meier rather
understand the &nxofYYJ,yla of the support and lending of hands of
the faithful among them selves, so that the sense would be this: "the
body, which is joined together and firmly fixed by all the ·bonds of
the reciprocal lending of hands." Nevertheless,,on account of the_
close parallel of Col. ii. 19, it might be more suitable !,ere too, with
Harless, to take the hrixop71ryla of the communication of the
Holy Ghost, and to explain the combination a<ptJ Tijc; €'lfixop71"/lac;
so that the communication of the Holy Ghost itself is the link of
connection between the individual believers. For the working of the
believers themselves is spoken of in the following words: 1'a'T evep,yefav EV JJ,E'TP'I} ev6c; €/lliU'TDU µ,epovc;, i.e.,, efficiency, according to activity, in the measure of every part of the body." According to ver. 7,
therefore, to every part again is attributed its peculiar measure of
gifts and powers, and accordingly a peeuliar position as to the whole.
(The reading µ,eXouc; has, it is true, the important authorities of
A.C, in its favour, but the change into µ,epouc; is utterly inexplicable,
this various reading might, therefore, be really the original one.)
The Inst words : ei,c; ol1'oooµ,~v eauTOV ev lL"/am'!J can, according to
the aiJf71atv 'lfOtefmt, just before, only denote
?bject of the
1
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growth, so that thus the oiKoooµ~ sensu pr(Egnanti expresses the
complete edification of the Church, as the end of the development.
But, whereas the iv a,y&,'"71 in ver. 15 made the element in which the
development is accomplished prominent, the addition kere ex•
presses that love is that in which the complete Church has her
abiding condition.

§ 5.

ISOLATED MORAL PRECEPTS.

(iv. 17-v. 20.)
Ver. 17, 18: The exhorttttion to a worthy walk, which was begun at iv. 1, is now again taken up here, and now for the .first
time applied to special relations. St Paul commences with reminding his readers of the Gentile standard of morality, and urgently
calling on them to renounce it, whilst he describes the state of
the- Gentiles in such a way that it is clear what different preliminaries exist among them as Christians, in order to attain to pure
morality. - In the fJff1IC€'Tt is couched that their own state was also
such, as the description, which follows, purports, but their walk can
no longer be thus, in accordance with their present position. The
reading Mt'Trd here is certainly genuine ; it was only omitted, because it was thought the readers of the Epistle were surely, as
Christians, no longer Gentiles. But St Paul even within the sphere
of Christianity still adheres to the descent from Israel, and the
contrary. Lacbmann has, on the authority of A.B.D.F.G., erased
Mi'Tra. The wicked course of life of the Gentiles is now described
as proceeding from, ~nd therefore consisting in, the µ,amioT'TJr; 'T'OV
voor;avroov. The vour; denotes here too, as in Rom. vii. 23, 24, the
higher element in man, the Spirit conceived as a faculty. In the
degraded Gentiles {Rom. i. 18, ss.) this higher element in man.
appears powerless and of none effect, it is not capable of drawing
them up to heaven, they sink, therefore, ·into the flesh and its lusts.
The antithesis of this µ,aTatbT'TJ<; 'T'OV voar; is the elvat €V Xpttnrj,
'lrti'TrAiYJproµevor;, Col. ii. 10. Novr; is therefore here by no means=
<f,povr,µ,a, as Harless insists, but, on the contrary, the µ,amU>'T"TJ'.; Tov
voor; is the basis of the being so minded : " I conjure you henceforth
to walk no more as the other Gentiles walk i'n the nothingness of
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their spiritual life." The outward walk is an expression of the inward disposition, of the ,ppoV'T}µ,a, and that is founded on the
µ,aTatOT'f/<; TOV vooc; ; where through God's Spirit the vour; is again
strengthened and reinforced, and therefore the ovvaµ,ic; TOV vooc;
is re-established, there the ,ppoV'TJp,a T1J<; uapK,oc; is also changed into
a cf,poV'T}µ,a 'TOV 1rvevµ,aToc;, and the course of life improved along
with it. (See Rom. viii. 6, and in the opuso. theolog. p. -157.) In
what follows. the propositions, f<Yl(,0T£<Yµ,ivot Tfj 8iavol1-oia 'TifV
/ryvotav Ti]v ovuav EV avTOt<;, and iiVTe<; atTT''TJAAO'TpUJ)f1,€VO£ Tfjc;- t<m}c;
'TOV eeof!-ota TrJV 1rmp@<YW rijc; ,capo/.a,r.; aVTrov, correspond to one
another. · But Meier erroneously refers the former to the Gentiles,
the other to the Jews; the discourse here is of the Gentiles alone.
In the first member of the sentence the reference to the intelleet
rather prevails, in the second that to the feelings ( therefore to the
soul.) In the words E<YtcoT£uµ,l~o£ Tfj otavoltf the last expression
causes difficulty ; for oufvota occurs = voiic;, but also as- the action
of the vovc;, = 8iav6,,,µ,a. (See my opusc. theolog. p. 156, sq.)
After µ,arnd1T'1J<; TOV vooc; standing just before, ouivota cannot well
be here again taken in the meaning ofvoiic;, that general expression
is rather defined more closely in the succeeding propositions.
Where the voiic; is impaired in power, the process of thinking exhibits itself without discernment by reason of the 11,yvo,a, and by
reason of the hardening of the heart the feelings (the conscience)
appear without excitability, man being -€str.anged from the. life of
God. The lhyvota is the state of the aBe/)T'T}c; (according to ii. 12);
where the knowledge of God is wanting, the true light is in general wanting, the active thinking faculty is obscured. The phrase t@if
Tov Beov, which is found here only, is not to be referred to a general form of speech, such as this : "virtuous life," because it is produced by God; it rather denotes the life which God Himself is and
has, and which is granted to the creature as long as it continues in
communion with God, and does not by sin separate itself from the
source of its life. (Ver. 17, µ,apTvpoµ,a,, like Otaµ,ap'Ttlpoµ,a,, 1
Tim. v. 21, 2 Tim. ii. 14, iv. I, stands in the meaning of obtestari.
-'Ev "uplipmust not be taken as a form of swearing, but as a designation of the element, standing in· which St Paul propounds
whet follows [Toiho].-As to "a0roc; Kal see Hartung's Doctrine
of the Particles, vol. 1, p. 126, ss.-As to a1ra)-.)-.0Tp£ovu0at see on
ii. 12. As to mf,proui<; see on Rom. xi. 25.)
0
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Ver. 19. As a result of the hardening of the feelings, which,
lwwever, is on its part induced by sin alone even, the giving one·s
self over to the impurest transgressions is also named, in fine, just
as in Rom. i. sin is represented as a result of the service of sin.
Of course the words el~ lfYYaa1av a«a0apula~ 7ra,,:;71~ are not to be
understood as if each individual had personally committed all forms
of uncleanness; according to Rom. ii. 14, 26, and the testimony of
history, there were certainly sober, chaste; characters even in the
world before Christ; it is only the state of the whole body of tlte .
Gentiles, as such, that is described in them. Comp. at v. l 2. For
the rare 011r'l}Ny'f/KO'TE~ D.E.F.G. read a'lT"'f/A-'lT"tKo-re~. But despair
is nowhere named as the motive for tlrn giving one's ~elf up to sin,
but the hardening of heart, which makes insensible to the exhortations of the Holy Spirit, is. The participle is, therefore, to be
translated: "who, beoause they have harde~ed themselves." 'A7ra)...
7e'iv, doloris expers esse, it remains to be said, is found in the New
Testament in this passage only.-'AueNyela is nearly akin to a«a0apula, and is expressly used for designating lust, but it rather
makes, however, the inner side of it prominent, the want of se]f.
control, of pown for self-subjection, whereas a«a0apa:,{a makes
the outer side of it so. The addition of 'TT"aua points to all the
forms of uncleanness which were in vogue among the Gentiles
and are enumerated Romans i.-The addition of
7rXeove~iq,
Grntius wished to refer to the practice of uncleanness for money ;
\.ut that cannot certainly be said of all Gentiles as something uni·
versa!. The usual meaning " covetousness" cannot well be here
used, if the & to retain its meaning. The word seems here used
in the more extended sense, in which it occurs elsewhere too, and
in which the Greek.Fathers lrnd already taken it. [See Harless
on this passage.] Chrysostom and Theodoret take it as = aµi.-rpo>~, 1td0' wep/30).,~v. But it is more correctly understood of
physical avidity, of overfilling one's sclf with meat and drink, by
which the sins of lust are promoted. See on this subject at v.
3, 5 also,)
Vers. 20, 21. To this description the exhortation to his Gentile
Christian readers, to renounce that course of life as Christians,
which the Gentiles pursue,-is then annexed. The 00(, oihro, is
clearly to be taken thus : " ye have not so learned Christ, that ye
could combine a Gentile life with the profession t>f Christ." But
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the formula µ,av0aveiv TOV Xpunov has something singular in it,
for p,av0aveiv cannot, from the nature of the case, be construed
with sthe acc. pers. It has some 'plausibility here, if one inter·
preted Christ figuratively of the doctrine of Christ. But in the
peculiar relation of Christ to the Church is couched the satisfactory
· justification of the singular mode of expression. The person of
the Lord Himself :is the object of the sermon, not a mere doctri11e
of Him ; accordingly, one may likewise speak of a p,av0avew
Xpu1'7'dv, i. e. of a taking up into one's self and appropriating to
one's self the person of Christ Himself, what is called Col. ii. 6 ?Tapa)..ap,{3&veiv Tov Xptu7'15v. · (See John i. 5, xi. 12.) In Co].
iii. 16 stands the kindred phrase o AO"fO<; TOV Xp1UTov · evouce'i lv
vp,"iv; which does not mean His doctrine, but His living word,
which is He Himself. 'A//)_ovew avTov, which follows, is also to
be explained by the ssme mode of contemplation. That phrase
,does not mean " to hear about Him, of Him, through others,"
but to perceive in themselves Obrist. Himself, the eternal Word
(see on John iv. 42 and Matt. xi. 27.) Therefore the act of regeneration is denoted by it, proceeding from which act the progressing renewal in sanctification, of which mention is made in
what immediately follows, is developed. Finally, the ev aimp
lJioax0~vat, which comes next to the aboye, is to be taken thus :
"to be taught, so that one through faith is in Him, i.e. in community of being with Him," which again presupposes the communication of the being of Christ to the soul. (See l Thess. iv. 9,
where the Christians are called 0eooloa"Tot by St Paul.) It remains to be said that the two last phrases have such a relation to
one another, that they together constitute the µav0&:v,eiv TOV Xpiu•
T6v. He that perceives His voice in himself, and permits himself
to be so taught by it, that he enters into communion with the
Lord, is a true p,a0'1'J'NJ'> of Obrist. In the efrye (see on iji, 2),
however, St Paul again supposes the state of bis readers not sufficiently known to him, although he is ready. to .assume the best.
"If, that is to say, as I may assume as certain, ye have heard
him, &c." But the addition, K.a0d-J1- euTw J}..~0eia ev T/jJ I,,,uov, in
this verse 21, is difficult. The retrospective reference of the tta0@-.:
to an oihro,; preceding : " if ye have heard Him so as the truth is
in Jesus; i. e. according to the right knowledge of His- person," is
inadmissible, because then, first, the article must necessarily have
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stood before &;>..~0eia, and secondly, because Jesus would not have
been put, but Oltrist, because the former name refers to the human
side of the person of Christ. Again there is no true and no false
hearing of Christ : one either hears Him or hears Him not. Lastly,
if the proposition is closed after I71uou, the infinitives lvrro0eu0ai,
avaveovcr0ai, &c. would be· left there without any connecting link.
For the interpretation of the passage, according to which the in•
finitive stands for the- imperative, is inadmissible, because that use
of the mood is certain in one passage only in the N. T. generally,
(see Winer's Gramm. p. 304, ss.), and here in particular the vµ,&s
with a7ro0ecr0ai makes that interpretation impossible. The infinitives ttre rather to be conceived as dependent on e8ioax,0TJT€,
and the clause, " as truth is in Jesus," is to represent the person
of the Redeemer according to its human development as a pattern
for the faithful, after which they on their part are to .form themselves. Thus Harless, correctly. The advantages of this interpretation are that thus .not only the choice of the name Jesus,
denoting the human side of Christ, is explicable, but also the
. making the vµ,us with a7ro0eu0ai prominent, whereby Jesus and
the believers on Him are to be placed in juxtaposition. What in
Jesus is Truth, not semblance, is to become Truth also in the
faithful.
'Ver. 22. Now first the negative side of the sanctification is described, the laying aside the old man, or the crucifying of the same
(Gal. v. 24), afterwards the positive one, the putting on of ihe
new man. Of course in the inner life the one cannot exist without
the otlter, they are two essentially correlative sides of the same
state. But now what is to be laid aside in the sanctification is not
merely the habit of sinning, but the entire old man, also the (ori·
ginal) sinfulness inherited by birth itself, whence the habit of sinning first developed itself by unfaithfulness. But the addition «a-ra
'T~V 7rpOTepav avacr-rpocp~v seems. to oppose that.
Storr 'llnd Flatt
wished to combine a7ro0ecr0at vµ,ar; ,ca-ra 'T1}V 7rpo-repav avaCTTpocf,rjv, TOV 7ra'"!-..ai6v &v0pro7rov, so that the sense would be : " to lay
yourselves aside according to your previous course of life, i.e. the
old man," But it bas been already observed by Ruckert and
Harless that " to lay one's self aside" would be expres!led by fi1To·
0ecr0ai lav-rovr;, and besides the self-contradicting formula " to lay
aside one's self' is nowhere found. 'A7ro0ecr0ai is here to be ex-
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plained from the antithesis dvovuau0ai, and refers to the figure of
a garment, which is laid aside and put on. But of course no one
can lay aside himself, his own being. We have already seen at
verses 20, 21, that vµa.; is repeated merely for the sake of the antithesis with Jesus. The addition Kara ri]v -rrporepav avaurpo<f,t)v is rather to be taken as a more accurate definition of the
waXtui,r;; &v0ponror;; for this particular case. That is to say, the
old man must certainly be laid aside by him even who has not
given himself over el,; epryaulav aKa0apu{a,; -rrM7J<;, but bas led a
respectable life according to the Law; yet the necessity of so doing
appears much more clearly though in the deeply sunken man, and
it is just in order to make that observed that St Paul adds it expressly for the Gentile Christians. In the parallel passage Col.
iii. 9 UIJV Taf<; wpafeutV aurov is added to the -rraXaii,r;;,&v0p(JJ'T('O<;
which is to be laid aside, in just the same way; but in many passages
" the old man" is not added, even to bring forward such actual
wicked works, as they are mentioned Col. iii. 5, ss. For the
same reason the addition : TOV cp0eip6µevov Kara Ta<; em0vµla<;
TrJ<; amtr'1}<; also is further added. That is to say, the old man has
the cp0opa and µaTai6n1r;; in him as necessary qualities ; every
natural man, even he that has not heightened his original sin by
actual sin, ·is of nought, without power to fulfil the Law. But
it cannot be said of every one that the old man in him is corrnpt
in consequence of the lusts of deceit. The em0vµ,lai TIJ<; amZT7J<;,
that is to say, are the lusts which provoke €lr;; epryaulav aKa0apular;;
?TM'l/S-, which stifle e'ven the good that is still in man, which was
left after the fall, which put out the light in him, and thus cause a
total darkness (verse 18.) (See on Matt. vi. 23.) The awa-r'1}
denotes the nature of sin which amuses man with a show of joy,
without being able to afford him true satisfaction. (See on Rom.
vii. I L) We cannot therefore find '' the unhappy state of the old
man" de~ted by the <f,0eip6µ,evo<; 1Ca-ra TltS- em0vµ,las- rijs- a'ffct.T'1}<;,
as Harless will have it to be, but that especial form of sinfulness,
as it had developed itself among the Gentiles in the mass, therefore .
just so as St Paul describes it in Rom. i. From this form of sinfulness (the epryaula aKa0apc,{a<; ?TM'1J'i) individual Gentiles, and
the Jews in the mass, were free ; among the latter the original sin
had certainly, in consequence of their unfa~thfulness, generated
another form of actual sin, self-righteousness, presumption, and
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pride; but still their sinful state could not be described as '17'aXaw,;;
" 0p<,YJTo<; o' 't'
A..0Etpoµ,Evo,;;
'
' €'77'•
' 0uµ,ia,;;
' TrJ<;
~ a'17'aT'YJ'>,
' '
b ecause
av
,cara' 'Ta<;
the pernicious effects of sensual excesses are meant to be characterized by those words.
Vers. 23, 24. To the negative aspect of the matter, the laying
aside of the old man, is subjoined the positive one, the avavEovo-0at
"al. evOV11'al1'0at TDv KawDv &v0poo'17'ov. No distinction is to be
sought for between avaveovl1'8at and avaKatvofio-8at (2 Oor. iv. 16,
Col. iii. 10), no more than between veD<; and KaivD,;; l1,v0pw'17'o<,.
(See Col. iii. 10.) In Rom. xii. 2 we r.ead ava,ca{vool1't'> TOV voD<;,
whereas here the avavEovl1'0at of the voi:,;; is spoken of. Both words
answer to the Hebrew w,-n Ps. Ii. 12. (See Antonio. '17'p. eaU'T.
iv. 3. avavlov o-EaVTDv.) • As in tlte old the idea of the obsolete
is at the same time couched, so in the new is that of the original,
of the corresponding with its ideal. In the combination avaveovo-0at 1€al, evovl1'al1'0at TDV KatvDv av0poo'17'ov the latter expression
appears as a more accurate epexegetic definition of the former,
which is p1uticularly shown in the more extended characterization
of the new man. (See on evovl1'al1'0at the remarks at Rom. xiii.
14; Gal. iii. 27.) But if the laying aside the old, and the putting on the new, is here referred to man, of course i.t is not St
Paul's meaning that sanctification is to be completed by one's own
power; Obrist is our sanctification, as He is our righteousness
(see on l Oor. i. 30) ; but all, that Christ through the holy Spirit
operates in man, can in the form of the Law be put to him as a
demand, because man by his unfaithfulness can hinder the operation of the Spirit. But in verse 23 the 7f1Jevµ,a Tov voD<,, a corn~.
bination which is found nowhere else, requires consideration too •
.Every separate expression would have sufficed, as Rom. xii. 2 shows,
and woul_d have been intelligible, but how is the idea of7f1JefJµ,a and
vov<, in this combination of the two words to- be understood ? We.
take vof,,; absolutely as the faculty of p·erceiving the 6'ernal, in
which is contained as well that which we call reason, as also the
conscience (or self-consciousness), which lJJ.st reference plainly
comes out in l Cor. 14 in the formula '17'po</>r,TEuew lv voi'. . In the
natural state from this faculty proceed aU impulses to what is
good (Rom. vii. 23), but the vov<, is found in the state of the µ,a'Ta£oT1J~ (verse 18), it is therefore overcome by the flesh; it is only
through Christ that the vov<; can . serve the Law of God ,Rom. vii.
,_
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25.) In the renewal, therefore, the vov,; is reinforced, so that it
can overcome. The reinforcement is to be ilerived from the communication of Christ's higher spirit to the soul; and this is meant
to be expressed by the formula avaveovCT0a, Tip 'TrVEVµam TOU vock
livriµ,a is the substance, and vou,; the power of the substance;
when; therefore, the renewal is referred to the substance, by that is
meant to be expressed the operation of the divine sphi~ on the human spirit, which operation is strengthening, sanctifying, purifying.
We can, therefore, find in this passage no occasion for departing
from the view of the biblical psychology, which we have propounded
in the dissertation on the Tricbotomy (opusc. theolog. p, 143, ss.);
on the contrary, we find its fundamental ideas completely established here. On the other hand, I must consider as totally inadmissible. the reference of the vov,; to the disposition, for whiC'h
,capola usually stands, or the feelings (q,p/,_VTJµ,a.) (See further the
remarks on Col. ii. 18.) Lastly the words: TOV ,cara Beov ICTtCT0€VTa EV oi,caioCTVVlJ ,cat o,nd7"1/Tt TT/'> a'Jvri0el.a,;, are of great dogmatical importance, for they characterize the new man as a re-establishment of the divine image, and at the same time give the
specific tokens of that image. Now, the less is found elsewhere
in the Scriptures of the idea of that image, the more important must
these communications of the apostle appear. In the words ,ca-ra
· Beov Knu0e'i,,; is couched no doubt an allusion to the creation of
ma.n, Gen. i. 27, ,cat broi'YJCTEV o Beo,; -rov &v0poJ1rov, ,ea/ el"6va
Beoii bro{'YJCTEV aur6v. The new birth is the second creation (see
at ii. 10), wherefore the new man.is called «aw~ "Tkrt<; ;,~'l""l::l,

"W'Jtl•

(See at 2 Oor. v. 17; Galat. vi. 15.) Now, as God i~
the beginning created man after His own image, so too in the new
birth He again creates him after the same, because sin had dimmed
the image of God. That, according to St Paul's meaning, the· ,card
0eov in our passage stands for ,caT' el,cova Beov is shown by the
parallel passage, Col. iii. 10, ,ca-r' el"ova TOV "-rluavro<; avrov.
The archetype, however, after which man is made in the new birth
is Obrist, the second Ada~, el,c6Jv TDV Beov 'TOV aoparov ( Col. i.
15; 2 Oor. iv. 4,) Therefore the new man is also called the
Christ in us ; Christ makes His likeness in every human heart,
He everywhere begets Himself again. But the -idea of the
divine image is more accurately determined by the words: w
oi,caiouiiV'[J ,cat <>CTidT'YJn 7'17'> aA'YJ0eta,;. That is to say, by the
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the state in which the property of being like the image
preposition
of God consists and exhibits itself is designated. The two expressions, Su,aio<TV11'Tf and ouioT'T}<;, are put in juxtaposition, but
in an inverted order, in like manner in Luke i. 75; Book of
Wisdom of Solomon ix.' 3. The adjectives and adverbs are
found in 'conjunction at 1 Thess. ii. 10, Titus i. 8. The S,,cawuvv'l} denotes the right relation inwardly between the powers of
the soul, outwardly to men and circumstances. (See at Rom. iii.
21.) On the other hand O<T£0T'T}<; d8notes, like the Hebrew o~o.n
(Prov. ii. 21 ; Amos v. 10), the integrity of the spiritual life, ~nd
the piety towards God which it supposes. The two expressions
together complete, therefore, the idea of moral perfection (Matt. v.
48.) And indeed in the regenerate man that is not show, but
reality; the Ti/<; a'">.,.,,0eia<; refers to the combined id~~ 8i,caiouvv'Tf ,cal,
outoT'TJ<;, anq, is used in the same sense as in verse 22 ; as in Jesus
there is nothing but reality, no show, He also operates reality in
those that are His. Whereas, therefore, here the ethical aspect of
the image is put forward, Col. iii. 10 puts the intellectual one in the
foreground ; renewal alone leads to the f'!rVjl)(J)<Tt<;, all knowledge
that proceeds not from the renewal of the heart, as W!IS that of
those false 'teachers in Colossoo, is seeming knowledge. On the
other hand, in the Wisdom of Solomon ii. 23 the physical side
of the image is insisted on, that is to say, the a<f,0apuia of the·
body, Ka-r' elKova Ti/<; ll3iac; l8tOT1JTO<; God made man exempt
from death.
Ver. 25. Now, after this general discussion, special precepts
could follow, and indeed, down to v. 2, such as refer to duties
towards others. Among these St Paul places ,first the exhortation to truth, because it is the condition of all sound relations
of men among themselves. Therefore, too, St Paul gives his
reason for the exhortation in the words :
~uµ,ev dU17M>v
JJ£A'TJ, without truthfulnes& no Christian communion of lire can .
subsist. (The laying aside of lying and the speaking truth are connected as in vers. 22, 24, the laying aside of the old and tb'e Ellltting
on of the new man ; by that means the negative and the po~itive
aspects of truth are designated. The words in Zachar. viii. 16,
accordiug to the LXX., seem, we may add, to have been present
to St Paul's mind here ; for they run thus : ).a).e,Te a)l.170etav
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Vers. 26, 27. The first words vpytteu0e Ka~ µ,~ aµ,ap-rdvere are
quoted after Ps. iv. "6-." As, however, they are not to be viewed as a
formal confirmative quotation, but only as a reminiscence after the
LXX., no stress is to be laid on the difference between the Greek
tran~latiori and the Hebrew. According to the context of the Psalm
~t.:i.i means " fear ye," to wit, God ; the LXX. have given it opytte~Oe, as alone the expression, taken by itself, admits. of being
taken. But as to the meaning of the obscure words here in the
context of this Epistle, it might be assumed with Winer that St
Paul is supposing a just anger and means to say: "you may be
angry, but sin not in your anger," if in what directly follows
(verse 31) anger were not represented as utterly to be reprobated.
But to refer the negation to both verbs : " be not angry and sin
not," its position plainly does not allow. Harless proposes to take
the proposition : " be angry and sin not," as = '' be angry in the
right way," i.e. without bitterness ag~inst the person, with a reconcilabl~ heart. But even in this mode of taking it the perµiission
of anger would surely be given, which stands in contradiction to
verse 31. Man's anger is never in itself just and permissible,
God's anger alone is the holy and just one; to Him, therefore, alone
is ang.er to be left according to Rom. xii. 19. The only satisfactory
interpretation is that which CEcumenius had already propounded,
and Meier last defended, viz., to take the imperative hypothetically: "if ye are angry, as it is to be foreseen that it will happen,
at least sin not in anger." This use of the imperative is explained
from the Hebrew (see Ewald"s Gramm. pp. 556, ss.) The being
arigry and without sin then presupposes that the heart was not embittered by it, but remained appeasable. Taken thus, the follow~
ing proposition then connects itself very naturally with it, as it is
just iti it that placability is recommended, the sun is not to go
down upon the wrath, i.e. it is not to be carried forward to the
following day. (llapopywµ,or; differs from OP"f~ so that the former
~enotes the individual paroxysm of anger; opyr,, on the contrary,
anger as a passion, without regard to the special cause for it. llapop,Yl,(J"µ,or; is not found again in the New Testament, but often in
the LXX. for t,p~ and· t)~i?.• I Kings xv. 30; 2 Kings xxiii_. 26;
Jer. xxi. 5.) T_he exhortation in verse 27, µ,'l'}OE 8l8oTE Ta?Tov -rr[>
8taf]o)i.(p, which in itself wears a perfectly general character, since
the devil, as the prince of darkness, incites to everything bad, obQ
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taimi by the reference to what precedes the special reference to the
pernicious element of anger, when it exasperates the heart, in that
it destroys peace and stirs up enmity and hatred. The devil is
mentioned in a similar way at 2 Cor. ii. 11. (The phrase To,rov
o,oovat [Rom. xii. 19], for which xwpav OtOOllat also occurs, anin the sense " to permit to come
swers to the Hebrew 0'1i'r.)
into operation, to offer an opportunity for operation." The reading
is, with Lachmann, decidedly to be"preferred to the µ-17Te, and
also suits very well the abov~-given reference Df the passage
to the disturbance of peace. See Harless ad h. 1.; Winds
Gramm. p. 456.)
Ver. 28. A second exhortation relates to stealing (not merely in
its gross exterior shape, but in general as appropriation of others'
property), and the encouragement of industry. ('O «Xe?TT©II is here
not equal to «Xi,ya,;, the discourse is not of any actuar theft here,
but of the vice of stealing. The article makes the participle a substantive ; o «Xe7T'7'ruv is " the thief.") Here, however, there is
found a great discrepancy in the MSS., as in one TO a,ya8611 is left
out, in another Tat<; xepO't, in another i,S/ai,; also, in a11otlter avrov
is added to xepO"t. As the passage possesses no dogmatical importance, and has no inte1for difficulty either, it is not to be comprehended what that variation can have its foundation in. To me,
with Harless, the simplest reading seems the original one, and all
else spurious additions. T<'J a,ya0ov and lo/a,,; may have been in. terpolated from cognate passages, as 1 Cor. iv. 12; Gal. vi. 10.
(See on the idea of the a,ya0<'Jv the remark. on Gal. vi. I O.) The
addition : 2'va exv "· T, X. does not express the immediate object. of
labour, that is, one's own maintenance, but the specifically Christian
one. From the impulse towards mutual participation, which the
Gospel arouses, the Christian can never wish to possess or enjoy
.
anything alone..
Ver. 29. From outward actions the discourse makes a transition
to words. . The Christian walking in sincerity says not only no
wicked, but even no useless, words. Ao'Yo<; ua,rp<'J<; denotes kere,
since at v. 4 special mention is made of immodest speeches, all
words that are useless, and do not answer their object, as Chrysostom expresses himself: ,r/iv g µi} Ti/V iolav XPelav qr~po'i, cra,rp<'Jv
"J\k,yoµev. (See Matth. vii 17, 18, xii. 88.) St Paul means rather,
that words should be regulated by the need of those present, so that
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they may serve unto edification, and may do good to the bearers. (At
1
0(0 €IC
' TOV- (J'TOµaTo<;
'
· to be supp1·led.-,-O'tKOJS
Soµ,~ ~<; XPe{a,;; is- a rare expression, there was therefore a temptation to alter it to 7T'IG'Tero<;, which D.E.F.G. read. But the reading
')(p€WS deserves the preference, just because it is an unusual mode
of expression. " Edification of need" is to be taken : " to the
edification of those, who are in want of the same."-With Sf, xapwis
to be supplied A.O"fO<; Ol'/a06,;;, "J'liat it may confer a benefit on the
hearers." The signification of xapi,;;, " grace," is not applicable
here, because 1hS6vai does not suit it. Xapi,;; is used 2 Oor. viii.
4, 6 exactly as it is used here.)
'
Ver. 30. What now follows is not to be taken as quite a new
exhortation, but as a warning against the use of a ),,o,yo,;; ua7rpoc;,
on account of the effect of it on the Holy Spirit, which fills the
heart of the believer, and which is grieved thereby. The Xv7re'iv
of the Holy Ghost is of course different from the ffl,.acrcfn,p,€'ill of
the Holy Ghost (Mark iii. 29 ; Luke xii. lO) ; it expresses the
operation of inferior degrees of sin on the Holy Ghost. In Isaiah
lxiii. I O we find a similar phrase, 7rapo~tJvew -ro 7rveDµ,a (:J.:lf·)
•
€£" Tt<; "· T, ,\, €K'TT'Op€V€CT

But it is a question, if this expression, "grieve not the Holy
Spirit," is to arouse the fear lest the Spirit should depart from them;
or whether it is to awaken love: " you will not surely wish to grieve
the good Spirit in you." The decision depends on how the following lv ,f, luq,p~lu0ri-re el,;; fJµ,lpav a,7ro,\v-rp@G'€CO<; is taken.
The idea of the sealing (see on i. 13) is that of confirming, establishing, here in the state of grace; and the a7ro,\wprou-i,;; is here,
as at I Oar. i. 30, the absolute redemption ; therefore the phrase eic;
fJµ,epav a7ro,\v-rp(i)(Teco,;; denotes the whole course of the sanctifica·
tion unto the completion of the work of God in the soul of man.
Accordingly the el,;; is not to be translated " for the day of redemption," as if that were considered .as a critical day, hut "until the
day of redemption," i.e. therefore, "in which Spirit ye now and
evermore through the whoie course of your developme~t are con"
firmed in the state of grace." According to this meaning of the
addition it cannot be doubtful that St Paul here wishes to work
upon bis readers through love and the holy shrinking from griev·
ing the good Spirit dwelling in them, and not through fear. The
idea is to be thus paraphrased : " Grieve not the Holy Spirit, for
He it is surely, to whom ye owe the great grace of the sealing in
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the life of faith, arid will owe it unto the end of your Christian development, until the day of redemption," The question here is not
at all as to the possibility of an apostacy from the faith and of the
departure of the Holy Spirit, neither are we to think of a set allusion
to Isaiah lxiii. 10, where similar things occur, as St Paul would
else certainly have retained the 7rapofuvew which is there used;
the apostle only means to encourage his readers to walk circumspectly by calling on them not to grieve the Holy Spirit which :fills
them. That this XV7Tei:v means merely "to restrict in its operation,"
might not be demonstrable. This expression rather belongs to the
order of those. which represent the divine essence as capable of
being affected by sin. Certainly these expressions have in them
something of human passion, but in them is couclhed the important
truth, that God will not be unaffected by human sin and misery,
but, as the most exalted and purest love really feels even both, only
without grieving of His beatit~de, because He never contemplates
sin without its connection with redemption.
Vers. 31, 32. Christians then are to become also like the divine
love, which has manifested itself in Christ as the forgiving, and to
that end put away all uncharitableness, both in its root and its expression. (Bvµ,<><; differs from op"/~, as the inner cause from the outward effect; the emotion of the soul and the outburst of -anger.
IIucpla, however, again contains the cause of the inward boiling up
of anger, "irritation, bitterness of mind," which easily occasions
anger to arise. Lastly, "paury~ and /3Xa<n/n7µ,£a are the outbreaks
of the on~• The latter expression does not here refer to God, but
to man, against whom the anger is directed. The "a,"{a is finally,
according to the context, here specially uncharitableness in all forms
of its manifestation. Compare here-with the parallel passage,
Col. iii. 8.-In ver. 32 ')(p'l](J'TOt forms the antithesis with the
7r£K,pta. Perhaps there is couched in that word, which by Itacismus
is pronounced ')(JJ£trTol, an allusion to the name of Christians ;
the apologists of the first centuri!)s often use it.-The' form eiitr7rM"fXVO<; is not found again except at 1 Peter iii. 8, " easily to
be moved to compassion." At Col. iii. 12 lvovuau0e· tr7rAflf'/XVa
stands for it.-The concluding words: xapitouevoi eavTo'i<; ,C.'T.A.
are found word for word at Col. iii. 13. Xap{teu0ai stands here
like acfnevat elsewhere .. 'Eavro'i<; = a"'A."'A.~AO£<;, See Mattbire's
Gramm. vol. 2, p. 920. At the end of the verse it seems that
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f]µ,,v after B.D.E. should be read with Lachmann. For the
change into vµ,Zv is easily explained, because both before and after
the second person stands. It is also intelligible bow the con·
sciousness of St Paul that he had to thank God in Christ for his
oum forgiveness al~o, urged him here to include himself along with
bis readers.
Chapter v. l, 2. As a winding up of this exhortation to exer·
cise the duties which relate to others, St Paul further expressly
calls upon his readers, as children of God, to imitate God, and so
to walk in love as Christ has loved them, viz., with self-sacrifice
and self-denial. There is the same idea in Matt. v. 48, " be ye
perfect, as your father in Heaven is perfect." This endeavour
seeins -here more closely enforced by the motive implied in r:,,. T€/€Va
a,ya'7T'l'}Ta. As children bear iIJ them their father's nature, so they
can also imitate his example. The relation of children here spoken
of refers, of course, to the new birth and the divine life communi~
cated to man in it. But St Paul makes a transition without more
ado from the imitation of God to Christ, because God was in Christ,
and has loved us in Him and through Him. The aorists ~,ycfor17ue,
· wap~O©/€e point to the historical fact of the death in which Christ's
self-sacrificing love reached its climax. The giving up Himself
by Christ is now more accurately described as a sacrifice of His
life for man. (Ilpo,.cpopa, the more general word for sacrifice, is by
0uula more closely defined as a sacrifice of blood.) The closing
proposition of verse 2, T<p 0erp el~ ouµ,hv eu©ou1s, is also taken
from the idea of sacrifice. It answers to the Hebrew M1M") t,'1-,,
Gen.viii. 21, Lev.ii.12,iii.5. InPhil.iv.l8itisf;und~g~i~,
and is there interpreted : 0uuta Ol:/€Th, euapeUTO'- Tij, 0erp But
the pleasure that God takes in the sacrific() of His Son does not
refer to Christ's suffering and death as such, but to the love and
obedience that Christ exhibited therein. Against this very old
acceptation of our pa!jsage, which so completely corresponds with
the words and the sphere of St Paul's ideas (see on Rom. iii. 25;
1 Oor. v. 7), it has in the latest times been objected by Riickert,
Meier, Usteri, that the question here is not as to the atoning death of
Christ, but merely of Christ's love, by means of which he has left
us a pattern. Usteri (St Paul's system, 4th ed. p. 118) expresses
himself upon our passage as follows: "The context ~ontains only
this.: Christ has, in His giving up of Himself, so well-pleasing to
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God, ieft us a pattern. That is to say, the giving up Himself by
Christ was, as we know from Phil. ii. 8, at the same time an
act of obedience towards God, and therefore attended by the
divine well-pleasedness. 'Ouµ~ evroola-; at Phil. iv. 18, and
evroota at 2 Cor. ii. 15, are used in a similar way to denote the
divine well-pleasedness, without the slightest allusion being made
to an atonement." Now it is certainly correct to say, that the
phrase ouµ,~ evroolar; by itself is not enough to show the idea of
sa01ifice, but surely that idea is couched in the words wapeilro,cev
iaUTOV inrep i}µ,wv wpo.;<f>opav ,cat 0vulav. It is also to be acknowledged that, according to the context of this passage, nothing is
meant to be especially taught as to the idea of sacrifice, the first
object of it is rather to set up Christ as a pattern ; but it cannot
and must not be denied that the idea of Christ's sacrifice of His
life is here supposed by St Paul to be known, that he exhibits
Christ's giving Himself up as a sacrifice, for a pattern to his readers,
just exactly as it is done in Matt. xx. 28, in Christ's own words.
(See the Comm. on that passage.) That Christ's sacrificial death
cannot be a pattern for men in all relations, does not prevent its
being set forth as such a pattern for some virtues, to name some,
for obedience and pure self-sacrificing love. Thus at Php. ii. 5,
ss., the putting off His divine nature by Christ is also represented
as a pattern for humility, without meaning to suppose anything
quite analogous in man. Even the idea of the imitation of God
would be unsuitable (verse 1) if every imitation required complete
equality with the pattern.
Vers. 3-5. Whereas from iv. 25 down to here St Paul has recommended duties towards others, he now (verses 3-20) addresses
himself to the duties one owes to one's self. The exhortations,
which he gives out, relate collectively to the warning against
:fleshly lusts and sensual enjoyments, with which a holy enjoyment
and spiritual gladness are contrasted as worthy of the Christian
(verses 18-20.) This series of exhortations (verses 7-14) is
interrupted by a new comparison of Gentilism end Christianity, in
which the former is characterised as the element of darkness, the
latter as the element of light. But everything as to the comprehension of the context in this section depends on the interpretation
of the expression w).foveEla, wA£ovl,cnJ<;. That is to say, if by it
"covetousness, avarice," is understood, the exhortations do not
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confine themselves to fleshly sins. But as everything else in this
section admits of being referred to those, and as it is only on the
assumption that St Paul means to treat of them here, that verse 18
is fitly 'combined with what precedes, moreover, as we have been·
already (at iv. 19) obliged to take '11'Movegta = pampering of the
flesh, that meaning seems to be required here also. But the addition in verse 5, &r, E<T'TW eilfoiJ\.o).,t1,TP11'> (for which Lachmann
without any sufficient reason reads &), compared with Col. iii. 5,
'11'AeoveE{a qnr, ECJ"Ttv eww)..a)..aTpeta, seems to make that assumption
do_ubtful. That is to say, there seems to be couched in this
definition a reference to Mammon, as the God of this world, by
which then the aoceptation of the '11'Movegta as " covetousness" in
the proper sense would seem to be favoured. Harless attempts to
avoid this difficulty by referring &r, not to the last preceding substantive merely, but to all together, so that all the above-named
phases of sin wol1ld be called idolatry. But that seems to me to
be capricious. It is more natural to say that, St Paul takes just
the '11'Aeovegta, in the sense : " carnal desire of enjoyment," as
idolatry, because he, as Phil. iii. 19 shows, views in it a deifying of
the belly, @v o Beo~ ;, Koi).,{a. St Paul takes the sins of lust
-first as consequences of the pampering, of the flesh (Rom. xiii.
14.) To that is now to be added that, in Col. iii. 5, too, 'lJ'"Jl.eovef[a is ranged among the sins of carnal nature, and therefore may very well be there too taken as it is here. (See
also I Thess. iv. 6.) St Paul now represents all carnal·
mindedness, in word or deed, as unworthy of the Christian,
unholy things do not become saints; the kingdom of God, the
fellowship of the saints, permits nothing unholy in it. But of
course the idea that no one that lives carnally can have a portion in
, the kingdom of God is not to be understood as if no one that ever
committed a carnal sin can enter into the kingdom of God; why
the very readers of St Paul's Epistle had previously lived like
heathens (ver. 8.) It is rather meant to declare that. without
thorough conversion and purification from such things no one can
be in the holy kingdom of God. (In ver. 3 the µnJO~ ovoµ,ateu0M
ev vµ'iv, i.e., ev µhF<p vµwv, forms the antithesis with the committing. Such carnal sins are to be quite unheard of among, Christians, not even known by. name.-In ver. 4 ala:xp6T'f/<; is, from its
combination with µwpo)ury{a and from Col. iii. 8, ·where aluXPo~
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)l.o,yta is mentioned, to be understood of indecency in language.-

M oopo"Jl.o,yla, which is found here only, means by itself only stultiloquium, ubi ris,,s captatur, etiam sine sale, as Bengel interprets. But according to the context this expression also has predominantly its reference to such discourses, in which double-entendres are introduced.-Near akin is €V7paw€)1.la also, which.in like
manner is found nowhere in the New Testament but here. It
comes from EvTpa7rEXo,;, one who knows how to turn about skilfully ; therefore lepidus, facetus. The substantive is used in the
meaning scurrilitas in dicendo, which is also wont to take especial
pleasure in lascivious talk. Plautus characterizes• the Ephesians
as especially tempted in this respect. [Miles glorios. iii. l.] To
the impure use of speech St Paul places in opposition the pure and
holy-use of it in prayer. In ver. 5 the reading fuT€ is, according
to the view of all more modern critics, decidedly to be preferred to
the luT€ of the text. rec. The conjunction of the two kindred
expressions strengthens the idea of knowledge: ." you surely know
of your own knowledge that," &c. It is odd that fJautXEta. TOV
XpwTov ,ca~ 0Eov is found at the end of the verse. The reading
0Eov ,cai XptuTov in F.G. is, we may suppose, to be explained
merely from the notion that God must be named before Obrist.
The name fJaui"A-Efa Tou XptuTav now occasions no difficulty, for
although in most instances by far fJauiXEla Tov BEov stands, still
Tov XptuTov also is found, e.g., 2 Tim.)v. 1, Matt. xvi. :l8. And
even if it were not found in the New Testament, the name would
follow from the idea that Christ is the King of the kingdom 0£
God, that the Father has handed the dominion over to Him (l
Cor. xv. 27) as admissible in itself. Even among the Rabbis the
kingdom of God is therefore called r,~:,~o r,'l~h· The striking
part of the phrase is merely the addition ';;at- B;oD~ That St Paul
meant to characterise Christ as God in opposition to the false
gods is improbable, because then we may suppose ToiJ XptuTov
0eofJ would have been written. The missing article before Beov
can therefore prove nothing in favour of that acceptation, because
0€0'> is very often put without the article, and no accurate distinction is meant to be made here between Christ and God. It might
be most correct to suppose in the 11:al BEofJ a more accurate definition to the
TV f3a<nXelq, Tav XptuTov, in this sense :• "in the
kingdom of Christ, which is also the kingdom of God." St Paul·
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adds that definition in order to direct observation to the holiness of
the kingdom, in which God, the author of all holiness, reigns.
Compare the parallel passages Rev. xi. 15, xii. 10.)
Vers. 6, 7. With the kingdom of God and the a-ro-rr,pla in it
God's wrath is further contrasted. This falls on the unbelieving
not merely infuture punishments, but also, as Rom. i. shows, even
on ea1'th. "They are, therefore, not merely shut out from the kingdom of God, but they also fall into Gehenna. St Paul, therefore,
warns his readers against community with them, for that also
brings with it a like fate,_:_Only the µnJOetr; vµ.o,r; a11ra-ra-rro 1'€V018
Mryo,r;, which points to deceivers, is significant here. Among
Gentiles one cannot, of course, imagine them, for the Christians
were, as such, separated from them. St Paul must have moont
thoughtlessly-minded persons among the Christians themselves,
who, we may suppose, were led by antinomian ideas to the notion
that such carnal sins were less blameable, ·and who, therefore,
abused the Christian doctrine of freedom· as a cloak for their
wickedness. The passage Col. ii. 8 of the c/nXouo<fJ{a and the ,eevr,
a7ranJ cannot be compared here, for it relates to persons of a scrupulous ascetic tendency (Col. ii. 20, ss.). But here, too, there is
no intimatio~ given that such false teachers were in the churches to
which St Paul writes; he seems only to warn them against such as
will come there. (Ver. 6. Compare the parallel passage, Col. iii.
6. As to the vlol -rij, al1rei0elar; see on Ephes. ii. 2. The expres•
sion denotes, in the first place, the Gentiles who practised such
vices in the mass; but, secondly, all those, too, who let themselves
be led into such sins. Ver. 7. On uuµ,µ,eraxo, see iii. 6.)
Verses 8-11. That communion with .those that walk carmi.lly
must be put an end to is deduced by St Paul from the contrast of
his readers' present state with their previous one. They were, as
Gentiles, darkness, i.e. they belonged to the element of darkness
· and to its prince, as they now are light and belong to the lord of
light, through communion with Him the original light. (John i.
4.i Hence follows the necessity for walking as children of the
light, i.e. to bring fruits of the light, and to that end carefully to
search what the Lord's will is. (Compare vers. 15, 17.) Darkness, on the other hand, is represented as the element which is incapable of producing fruits. What it does produce is only deceitful show. In l Thess. v. 4, ss. is found a parallel quite similar be2
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tween light and darkness and those who belong to them. See
also 2 Cor. vi. 14. (Ver. s. As to TJ,cva cf>roTo,; see at I Thess.
v. 5.-The participle Ool€tµal;Gvre,; connects itself with 7TEpma·
TEtTE, so that a colon therefore cannot stand after the verb. The
parenthetical clause orya,p ,cap,ro,; TOV cf>roro,; IC,'T.A. is meant especially to form the antithesis to the a'l?'artiv ICEVo'i,; AOt'f0l8, on
which account also arya0wavJJ'T}, 0£JCatoUVV7J, and a"A.710eiaare named,
arid not such virtues af:! form the antithesis to the 7Topveta JC.T,A.
in ver. 3.-The reading cf>roro,; in ver. 9 is, on extrinsic and in~
trinsic grounds, to be preferred to the reading of the text. rec. (7Tveuµ,aTo,;), which we may suppose to be a gloss from Gal. v. 22.On /uya0rouvJJ'T} see Rom. v. 14, Gal. v. 22, 2 Thess. i. 11.-Ver.
l l. The i!prya u,c6rov,; am those named in ver. 3, ss. But the
epithet a,cap7TO£,; struck even the copyists ; it was therefore arbitrarily altered into a,ca0aprot,; or aTatcToi,;. . For wicked works
seem to be equally fruits too, only fruits of darkness. [Compare
Matt. vii. 17.] But &,cap7ro,; means not only "without fruit, un·
fruitful," but also " useless, fruitless." That which is produced of
darkness is merely, therefore, to be designated as something which
does not deserve the name of a fruit, which has only the appearance of one without the reality. Light alone has real power of
production, it alone can create works which bear in them the
eternal luminous nature and follow him that executes them into
eternity, Rev. xiv. 13.)
Ver. 12. The last words of verse l l, µa"Jl."A.ov
,cal.. EAf.'YXETe,
form the transition to verse 12, the rya,p unites itself with them.
The µ,a"A."A.ov Se teal. eM"fxew forms a climax to the µ,iJ uvry,cot•
vrovetv, " not only have no part in such works of darkness, but
rather, on the contrary, even rebuke them as children of the light,"
dictis etfactis luce dignis, as Bengel expresses himself. Whereas,
therefore, in the uvrytcowoove'iv a sinking down to the Gentile level
is indicated, the E"-E"f'X,Etv supposes a raising of the Gentiles, and
of those who are similar to them, to the Christian standard. It
is, therefore, not a mere declaration that those things are disgraceful, without any operation on the sinner, but the idea of the EA&-fXEtv
involves the conviction of the sinner, it is " to convince by denunciation, to work the conversion of." But how does verse 12
unite itself to that with the 7a,p which gives a reason for what precedes ? The words ra, ,cpvcpf] ryiv6µ,eva {m' avTwv = i!pryw; rnv
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u"6Tov~ in verse 11, they are not meant to express that one does
not, and can not, at all know what they do because it is done
secretly (for surely the apostle both here and in Rom. i. openly
declares what they do), but only to designate the actions as shunning the light, as such that the conscience of the very pe;rsons who
do them condemns them. The following words: auTXPav J<TTi
"al. >.,e,yew, are meant to express the enormity of the hideous vices,
" it is not only disgraceful to commit such things, but one is
ashamed even to express it only ; it is so filthy that one cannot
speak of it." Now, tbe 7ap joins this idea quite simply with the
µ,a).).ov SE "al e').e,yxe-re, so that the necessity for the rebuke is
founded on the magnitude of the offences: "rather rebuke them
even, for their sin is so great that they urgently need awaking out
of their dark sleep of sin" (verse 14.) The magnitude of the sin
is therefore meant to move pity in the hearts of the faithful, and
that is to incite them to save the lost o.nes.
Harless wishes to have the ryttp depend on µ,~ uvry,coivawei-re, and
to refer nothing to h,1,yxe-re before verse 13 ; but this passing over
the verb which stands last, and introduces the whole of the succeeding treatise, has nothing to support it. Meier's interpretation
is also to be designated as quite a failure. He understands the
>.lryew of " mere indifferent speaking and relating of such secretlycommitted vices, which is of itself even infamous and low." That
indifferent relating is to form a contrast with the e').e,yx,ew, " the
openly blaming to one's face." But the passage does not contain the
slightest intimation that St Paul intended a contrast between ).e,yew
and eAe,yxew.
Ver. 13. But the main difficulty in this passage has been found
in verse 13, the proverb-like conciseness of which no doubt carries
along with it a certain obscurity ;1 however, if we have only defined
the idea of the J>.l7xew correctly, what follows connects itself
plainly-with what precedes. That is to say, St Paul means in
what follows partly to describe more accurately the effect of the
J)..eryxew to the salvation of the sinner, partly to represent it as
secured in its success, and does that so that he refers it to the
contrast of light and darkness which has been used evtir since
verse 8. St Paul designates light as the divine element of life, as
l See Kuinoel's dissertation on Epbes. v. 6-14 iu Velthusen's, Kuinoel's, and
Ruperti's Collection 9f Theol. Essays, vol. iii. pp. 178, ss.
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what illumines darkness with all that is done in it, i.e. as the
principle which makes darkness manifest in its nature and frightful
form ; but at the same time also light metamorphoses darkness and
its works by its creative power, and makes them light themselves.
It follows then from that, that light a1one is the true reality which
has the power to scare darkness into its nothingness ; therefore,
where light is as in the faithful ( verse 8, cpw,; Jv ,cvp{rp), there is
also the certainty of the victory over darkness, if they only dare to
rebuke it. Thus then the Sto }.£,yet lryeipe "· T. X. in verse 14 is
closely united with what precedes, for the rousing voice l!ryeipe,
avaa-Ta, is exactly the et,hyxew recommended to the faithful by the
apostle in verse 11, and the illumination, which Christ performf!,
is equal to the {mo -rov <proTO<; cpavepava-0ai in verse 13.
Now if, after this statement of the general connexion, we consider details, it is, first of all, clear that Ta s~ '1T'<LVTa {M,yxoµ..eva
refers back just to the ep,ya UICOTOV<;, Ta ,cpvcfn'I rywoµeva, so that
the sense is this : "but if all these things are reproved, they will
be illuminated by the light, and made manifest in their nature."
Now the peculiarity of this passage consists in the circumstance
that St Paul does not adhere to the term <f,avepouu0ai merely in
the idea of "to be illuminated, and by that means be made man°ifest in their nature," but conceives evil's being illuminated as at
the same time a metamorphosis of evil into the nature of the light.
If the interpreter overlooks that, the following words : 7ro,v ryap
TO <j>avepovµevov rpw<; €UT£, must be inexplicable to him. That is
to say, he then falls into the temptation to take <f,avepovµevov as
middle, and to under1;1tand the clause thus : " for the light is the
element which makes all clear." But, in the first place, it is
against that interpretation that just before rf,avepofhai is used
passively, and consequently the same word cannot immediately
after that be taken in a middle sense; further, were rf,wc; here the
element of light, the article could not be wanting ; lastly, the posi·
tion of the 'lT'av, which must necessarily be the subject, and cpw;;
the predicate, is against that interpretation ; were <f,w,; to be the
subject, at least the words would have to be placed thus : cpw,; T6
7ro,v cpa11epovµ,ev6v Jun. The words must, therefore, be taken :
" for all things which are illuminated by the light are themselves
light." This idea has certainly something singular in it, for it
might be said that the light by no means always exercises that
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metamorphosing action. A sinner can be reproved by the light
without his letting it into his heart, and changing bis life ; thus,
to particularize, at God's judgment-seat the devil and all the wicked
are reproved by the light, without becoming light, though St Paul,
no doubt, hit upon this mode of applying the expression <J>avEpoDu0at through verse 8, where it is said that the Christians, who
were UIC6To<;, are now cp~
,cvplp; so, he means to say, can those
too, who are still <r1C6To<;, and perform lP'Ya rr«6Tov<;, through the
light in you be made light, be enlightened.
Ver. 14. The idea in verse 14 is now most intimately connected
with the above ; wherefore (because success cannot be wanting to
the operation of light on darkness) the Scriptures (Isaiah lx. l)
also summon us to awake from sleep and rise up from death, both
of which Christ performs through H.is illumination. That is to
say, sleep and death are figures, which, from the nature of the
thing, coincide with the idea of darkness in its figurative se~se.
(See on l Thess. v. 5, ss.) But a difficulty was found in ver. 14,
inasmuch as the formula Oto Aer'f€£ scil. fJ rypacp~ is usually employed in Scripture quotations. (See iv. 8.) But this passage is
found nowhere in the Old Testament literally as it is here. Now,
either it was assumed that St Paul used here an apocryphal writing,
or a Christian hymn was referred to, from which the words were
,supposed to be borrowed; this last view, which Theodoret had already proposed, was approved of by Michaelis, Storr, Flatt, and
others. But the formula O£o A€"(€£ would scarcely have been used
for such utterances of uncanonical writings. Rhenferd insisted that
St Paul had here referred to a saying of Christ's which had been
preserved by mere oral tradition, such as are mentioned Acts xx.
35; but certainly the phrase 1'al l:1ncpav<r€£ UO£ 0 Xpt<rTo<; does
not suit that view. But all those propositions are unnecessary, as
it can be proved that Isaiah lx. 1 contains the fundamental ideas' of
this passage, which are only quoted by St Paul freely, according to
his eustom, and inserted into the context of his discourse. For
the Hebrew words are : , 1,;~ 'IQ~i' mJ 1:~? l'il~ 'Ti~ll ':Jj'i~
~:i.-,~. The LXX. have translated those words : cpwTl,ov, cf><,,Tl-

ev

T

•

,ov, 'IepovuaX~µ,, f,IC€£ ,yap rrov TO cpw~ ,cal fJ o6ga 1'Vpwv €'IT£ rre'
avaTfra)\.«ev. With all the difference in regard to the form, our
passage corresponds with the above very well in regard to the idea,
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as is convincingly shown by Harless ad h. 1.-(On the form avau~
Ta see :,·viner's Gramm. p. 75.-A.B.D.E.F.G. have eryeipai instead of eryeipe, and it might no douLt be preferable in concordance
with Lachmann. But Fritzsche [in Marc. p. 55, ss.J defends the
reading ~eipe. On the form l1r1<f>avuei see Winer's Gramm. p.
84. The readings l1rt,yavuei <TO£ 6 XptO'TO~, and brt,fravuet~
Tov XptuTov, whioh latter one D. defends, seem to have to
thank the copyists alone for their origin ; the metaphor of the
Comp. 2
light imperatively requires the reading l1riipavuet.
Peter i. 19.)
,.
Vers. 15, 16. After that, St Paul then again resumes the above
exhortation (ver. 8), and summons his readers to a circumspect
walk, which appreciates the relations of things, and shows wisdom
by that means. (Comp. the-parallel passage Col. iv. 5, )Vhere the
further subordinate definition 7rpo~ TOO~ lfru is added, whicbr according to the context of the whole passage [ see vers. 6, 7], must
here too be supplied.) There we find too the phrase efa,yopat6µ;evot -rov "aip6v, which Luther plainly translates incorrectly, "adapt
yourselves to the time." That acceptation also, according to which
it is understood of the diligent use of time, is unsuitable, for then 5-n
al ~,-iipat WOvrJpal elui could not follow, the shortness of life on
earth would rather need to be insisted on. The days are called
evil (in the first instance those of the then time, in the more extended sense of the whole alwv ov-ro~, in which sin has dominion),
because of the manifold temptations which obstruct the believer.
With regard to that, the efa,yop&tew TiJV "atpov can only be referred to the foreseeing, prudent use of circumstances for the salvation of one's self and of others. Beza had already correctly
observed, that the phrase is taken from the figure of a foreseeing merchant who uses everything for his ends. The parable
in Luke xvi. l, ss., also recommends that prudence. (Ver. 16.
On the phrase ~µJ.pat '1T'OV'YJpa1 see vi. 13, Ps. xlix. 6, Prov.
xxvi. 4.)
Vers. J 7, 18. Therefore, continues St Paul (viz. because the
time is evil), be not &ippove~. That tiippove~ is not = &uo<po, is
self-evident; they differ as uoipla and u6veui~ or ipp6v'1}ut~. (See
at i. 8.) Here the true uweut~ is designated as that one which
searches out God's will, and at the same time also follows it, which
gives for the antithesis of the aippouvvrJ the following one's own
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will and one's own desires as a characteristic sign.· Just in the same
way, piety is in the Old Testament treated as real prudence, godlessness, on the contrary, as folly. The µe0vu,mT8at olvrp is put by
synecdoche for all the modes of gratifying one's own lusts (the 'TrA.EOve~lq,, ver. 3), as appears by the addition ev rp fonv auroTla. Pampering of the flesh bears in itself all the rest of the moral errors,
especially the sins of lust, because it invests the uapf with the government, and brings the vov~ into a servile relation. St Paul
insisted here on that form of sin in particular, in order to make
more marked the contrast with the '11"A.'1Jpovu8ai lv '1rve{,µaT£. Man
in bis µ,amioT'1J~ Tov voa~ (iv. 18) feels the want of a strengthening through spiritual influences from without; instead of seeking
for these in the Holy Spirit, he in his blindness has recourse to the
natural spirit, i.e. to wine and strong drinks. Therefore, according to the potnt of view of the Law, the Old Testament, in the institution of the Nazarenes, recommends abstinence from wine and
strong drinks, in order to preserve the soul free from all merely
natural spiritual influences, and by that means to make it more
susceptible of the operations of the Holy Spirit. (Comp. Numbers
v~ 1, ss.) We must not by any means suppose _special references
of this exhortation : µ,~ µ,e8-6<T1CEu0e o'tvrp, for instance, to abuses at
the Agapre, as they are reproved at 1 Cor. xi. 21, (a supposition
which Koppe and Holzhausen defend), having regard to the context of the passage. (The reading <TvvteTE for uvvrlvTE<;, which
Lachmann has admitted, on the authority of A.B., is to be considored as a mere facilitating correction.-'AuroTla is found Tit. i. 6,
1 Pet. iv. 4, a<J"roTro<; Luke xv. I 3, in the meaning of vita luxuriosa, a loose, dissipated life, The Spirit, with which the believer is to be filled, is of course the Holy Spirit, not kis own ;
the addition aryl<p, however, which some minusculi have, is spurious.)
Vers. 19, 20. In conclusion, St Paul names, as effects of the
being filled with the Holy Ghost and the spiritual joy proceeding
therefrom, the public adoration of God in songs of praise, the purport of which is thanksgiving to God in Christ's name. No doubt,
the implied contrast, _which this spiritual joy bursting forth into
songs of praise forms with the carnal joy, which is wont to prevail
at worldly banquets, where the µ,e0vu/C€<T8at oi'vrp takes place, floated
before St Paul's mind here. In ver. 19, however, the 11.a'A.oiivTE~•
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eav-ro'i,; forms an antithesis with the q,SoV'Te,; and vaXMV'Te,; .. Jv
-rfi ,capUq,. The former denotes the public adoration of God in
the religious assemblies, the latter the silent inward communion
with God in the heart. We see, therefore, from this passage, that
even in the apostle's time singing was an eleme;nt of divine worship. According to 1 Cor. xiv. 15, ss., the ,,p-..wuuat<; XaXe,v also
manifested itself in a poetical shape, and the improvised poems
seem to have been immediately presented in musical measures.
(See the details in the Comm. on l Cor. xiv.) Thus Pliny too
relates (Ep. x. 96) of the Christians: carmen _Christo quasi Dea
dicunt secum invicem, Unfortunately, of that primeval Christian
poetry there has been as good as nothing preserved; only under
the name of Clemens of Alexandria a hymn of, perhaps, primeval date bas survived, which I have had printed. (See my
Monumenta Hist. Ecclesioo. vol. I, p. 279, ss.) ·That assemblies for public worship are here spoken of is likewise ~own by
the parallel passage Col. iii. 16, I 7, in which the department of
teaching, properly so called, is put forward, in the words: Jv 7r&uy
uocplq, o,oau,cov-re,; fCal vov0eTOUVTE<; EavTov,;. Bohmer finds)n
those words an indication of tbe universal priesthood of the first
Christians ; but the o,oaufCetv and vov0e-rav Eav-rov,;, i.e. aXX?JXov,;,
does not exclude order in the form of instruction which required
appointed teachers. See the details on this point in the interpretation of the pastoral epistles. As to tl1e synonyms ,JraXµ,a,;, bµ,vo,;,
the first properly denotes every song performed with a,musical
accompaniment. It is, however, highly improbable that in the
congregations of the primitive Church instrumental accompaniments to the singing were already used ; vaXµ,ot are probably
here the Psalms of the Old Testament, which passed from the
synagogue into the Church-service. ''Tµvor; is every song, tbe
main contents of which are praise of and thanks to God, therefore
a song of praise; r/Joh, on the contrary, can have another purport
as well ; the epithet 7rvevµ,an,cor; defines the songs here meant,
as such as are of genuine religious purport. The same terms are
also found in the parallel passage, Col. iii. 16_ The reading Kapolaic; has probably intruded into the text here from Colossians,
though there too ,cap'Uq, is found altered from this passage in some
MSS. The peculiar addition; Jv xapm, (Col. iii. 16), is not to be
.referred to the grace of the song, (for it is Jv Tat<; ,capola,9, therefore
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purely inward, but to the grateful feeling of the believer.-AtSew
«al yaXXeiv is to be viewed as a collective idea, by which the
inward spiritual joy is to be denoted.-In ver. 20 fnr~p '1T'tWTWV
is to be taken as neuter, "for all that befals you, be it good or evil."
The discourse here is not of prayer for' others. On the formula ev
ov6µ,an, which . Otv:l, see the Comm. on Matt. xxi. 9, xxiii. 39,
John xiv. 13.-0n ;~ Bep Kal '1T'aTpt see i. 3. In Col. iii. 17
there is further added : T<p Berj, Kal waTpl St' avTov, as every prayer
is rendered acceptable to God the Father through Christ,)

§ 6.

PRECEPTS FOR CONDUCT IN THE MARRIED STATE AND IN
ONE'S FAMILY.

(v. 21-vi. 9.)

St Paul comes now, in the progress of his exhortations, to mar·
riage, on which he expresses himself at great length (verses
21-33), and that· too by drawing a parallel between the relation
of 9hrist to. the Church, and that between man and wife. To the
consideration of marriage are further annexed moral exhortations,
which have for their object the various relations of families, namely,
the relations of children and parents, of servants and masters, which
exhortations are contained in verses 1-9 of Qhap. 6. The common link by which these ethical precepts are held together is the
idea of subordination, of obedience. As St Paul wishes above all
to bring this home to bis readers in its vast importance, be always
begins bis representation with the party bound to obedience (verse
22 with the wives, vi. 1 with the children, vi. 5 with the servants),
and then first introduces the other side of the subject of contemplation, viz. that those who are charged with authority are to exercise it in a mild and religious temper. (In verse 25 the husbands
are exhorted, vi. 4 the fathers, vi. 9 the masters.) It remains to
be said that this treatise on marriage (v. 2 l-33) is, along with
l Cor. vii., the leading passage on this important institution, which
includes in equal measure the elements of church and state. There
(1 Cor. vii.), however, marriage is treated of more according
to its actual appearance as more or less o~t of conformity with
the ideal of it, here, on the contrary, it is taken up altogether in
R
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its ideal dignity, in which it is exactly the copy of that spiritual
marriage which Christ and the Church form.
Vers. 21, 22. As to the tnrOTaual1µ,€VO£ Q,A,/\~/\OL', lv <f,of3rp
XptuTov (verse 21) one may doubt whether it is to be referred to
what_pt:ecedes or what succeeds. In the former case it must, with Aa).ovvT€r; and the other participles in verses 19, 20, depend on ,r).,r,povu0E lv ,rvevµ,an {verse 18); that is the way Winer (Gramm.
p. 319) and· Lachmann take it. But, first, one does not see
how the exhortation to subordinatioU: can be introduced into
the invitation to spiritual joy, and, secondly, the T<p 8e<p Kal
,raTpl forms, and plainly too, the conclusion of the preceding treatise,
so that another participle cannot possibly be joined on. United,
however, with what follows, the participle at the beginning is
strange. For the supposition of Calvin, Koppe, Flatt, and others,
that the participle stands for the imperative, is inadmissible in a
grammatical point of view. The connection with whij,t follows is
made still more difficult by the uncertainty .of the reading in verse
22.-B. leaves v,roTauueu0€ out altogether, D.E.F.G. have it be~
fore TOW lUo,r;. On the other baud, A. J 7. 57, and other inferior
critical authorities, have v,roTauueu0rouav. However, all these deviations seem to have arisen only through the difficulty of the tnro'Tauu6µ,evo, (verse 21). Probably the case stands thus with the
passage: verse 21 is meant to declare the principle of subordination quite comprehensively for all the relations which are afterwards
treated of singly, to which then, next,.in verse 22, the exhortation
to marri_ed women is subjoined. According to this view the participle v,r0Tauu6µ,1:vo, is most simply explained in accordance with
the context by the assumption of an ellipse : " all believers are
subordinate one to another in the fear of Christ."-The definition lv
ip6f3rp XpiuTov excludes all slavish 'fear, the fear of Christ is the
tender timidity which 1ove has in its train. (Of. verse 33.) It
remains to be said that the reading XptuTov is defended by
A.B.D.E.F.(;}., and is no doubt preferable to the readings 8eov,
Kvplov, 'I,,,uov. In verse 22
Trj, Kvp{rp is also added, for which
in the parallel passage Col. iii. 18 wr; avij,cev iv Kvpup stands, in
order to exclude every slavish idea, Wives are, therefore, to be
subject not to their husbands as such, but to God's ordinance in
the institution of marriage ; just as the Christian in his relation to
those in authority serves not man, but the ordinance of God, of
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which men are the representatives. Finally, the addition l3toi~
cannot with Meier be referred to the right of property, which, ac·
cording •to the view of the whole ancient world, the husband had
over the wife ; the following representation does not say anything
in favour of such a conception of marriage ; but men are meant
by it to be designated as married men. (See the passages quoted
by Harless at p. 490.)
Vers. 23, 2i. The necessity of this subordination of the wife to
the husband is deduced from the relation of the two parties to each
other ordained by God. The man is the head, i.e. the directing,
determining, power of the wife, as Christ is of the Church. (See
on l Cor. xi. 3, ss. ; Ephes. i. 22 ; iv. 15.) Therefore, as the
latter is subject to Christ, consequently is determined and guided
in its will by Him, so should the wife be by the husband. All
frivolous reveries of an emancipation of women to be expected are
annihilated by this energetic declaration of St Paul. Among them
must also be reckoned Riickert's (ad h. 1.) thinking that there is
expressed in this declaration of St Paul, as to the relation of the
wife towards her husband, a remnant of still unsubdued J uda'ism
in him, as if that alone, not God's ordinance, had introduced the
subjection of the wife to her husband. Only the ev 'TT'avTt soil.
V7T'OTa<FUE<T0wuav might be viewed· as an exaggeration. That is to
say, the Church is, it is true, subject to Christ absolutely in every·
thing, because only holy claims on her proceed from Him ; but
the husband, as being a sinner, cannot require of'his wife obedience
t? unholy suggestions. Neither is that, of course, the apostle's
meaning. As in the case of the unconditional command to obey
those in authority (see on Rom xiii. l ), the restriction is still selfevident, that those in authority order nothing against God's commandments, and therefore the law " to obey God more than men,"
always has precfldence of all others, so it has here too. Just because wives are to be subject to their husbands &,~ np Kvpl<p, they
cannot obey their husbands against the Lord's will. But, as St
Paul has Christian marriages in view, it was needless to insist
particularly on that self-evident restriction. No doubt, however, the
commandment relates not to kind husbands only, but also to the
unreasonable and wayward ones ; as long as the demands of the
husband keep within the domain of the morally indifferent only,are against no objective divine commandments,-it is the wife's
R2
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duty to perform them. The addition avTo<; uroTi/p Tov uJµ,a:ror;
with aXM following alone requires particular notice in these
verses.
For, that in that addition ,.al; and e<rT£ are to be
erased, with Lachmann, the MSS. A.B.D.E.F.G. prove decidedly
enough ; but certainly eun must be supplied. The main question, however, is: what is the object of the whole observation, which
seems to interrupt the connection, and how is the aXXa, that one
stumbles at, to be taken ? Harless (p. 488, sq.) thinks St Paul,
in the whole section down to ver. 33, " shows himself to be under
the influence of two purposes." St P~ul intends, according to Harless, to give instruction not merely on the relations of man and
wife, but also on that of Christ to the Church, allowing, indeed,
that the conditions of the last-named relation would not in all their
parts afford parallels for the marriage-state. Harless accordingly
takes t.iXXa (ver. 24) and 'ITXiJv (ver. 33) as particles used to recal
the reader from a digression tothe main subject. But if this does
seem quite suitable in the c,;Lse of 7r7'.iJv in ver. 38, because there
ver. 32 ciearly exhibits itself as an idea tl1at interrupts the parallel,
still the addition avTo<; a-roTi/p Tov uwµaTOr; will too greatly oppose
the taking it as a digression. To what purpose is this observation,
that Christ is the Saviour of His body, if it is to be supposed a
digression, as it was surely already known to the readers from i. 22,
and to what purpose is, after this rhapsodical digression, a formal
resumption of <the main subject with an aXXa? Winer (Gramm.
p. 421) has already correctly explained the conjunction aXM in
this connection. 'AXXa here simply introduces the proof which i~
drawn from what precedes. In ver. 23 it was said "tbe husband is
the head of the wife, as Christ is the head of the Church." Now
from that parallel St Paul concludes for the necessity of the subordination of the wife; " but, as the Church is subject unto Christ,
so now must wives also be subject to their husbands." Only, we
must supply here not il7TDTaCTUOVTab, but tnrOTauueu0roa-av; from
the actual subordination of the Church to Christ St Paul deduces
the obligation of the subordination of the wife to her husband.
According to this, then, the addition avror; uroi~p TOV u6JµaTO<; appears by no means as a digression, but merely as an apposition to the idea of the ,mpaXiJ Tf]r; €Kl€7'.rwla~, which bas the sole
object of setting forth Christ more clearly as Ke4'aX~, whilst it (the
addition) denotes the Church as the rIWfl,a which He governs. (In
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ver. 24 lUo,, is decidedly spurious and is erased from the text by
the better critics.)
Vers. 25, 26. After this exhortation to wives, St Paul subjoins
· the one to husbands (comp. Col. iii. 19), on their side, not to abuse
their power, but to love their wives, and that too as Christ loves the
Church, i.e. in self-abandoning love, sacrificing Himself even unto
death, which love had for its object the sanctification of the Church.
This self-sacrificing, sanctifying, love St Paul requires of husbands
also in mauiage. (See ver. 28, of>rw, [i.e. as Ch1ist's sanctifying
work was before described] orpet"Aovuw K.T."A.)
It might be said that surely the wife also is to practise this selfsacrificing, sanctifying, conduct towards her husband; but from the
normal position of the sexes the positive influence must certainly
always proceed from the man ; and therefore the _exhortation finds
its appropriate place ltere, not in the description of the relation of
the wife to her husband. It remains to be said that it is self-evident, and inherent in the nature of such a parallel, ·in which every
line cannot accmrately fit, that the separate expressions have each
their bearing indeed, but must not be forced. Thus it is said of
Christ: eaVTOV 7rap€00JK€1/ w~p avrij,, " He gave Himself up to
death as a vicarious sacrifice for her;" in reference to marriage, St
Paul means to be understood by that merely a ·love capable of a
self-sacrifice even unto death ; in just the same way the ,ca0aplua, T<f' "AoVTp<j, Tov Maro, refers ii! the case of Obrist to baptism,
and the new birth effected by it, but in reference to mauiage it
merely designates love bent upon moral purification. It is extremely tasteless on this phrase to remind one of the Jewish custom
of Lhe bathing of the bride before the nuptial night. But still less
can a digression be supposed bore ; the essential ideas, so far as
they can be referred to marriage, are meant, according to St Paul's
intention, to apply to it also, so far as they are applicable to it.
The closing words alone of ver. 26 require a particular consideration.
In them the combination 't'va avT1)V Jryufo-y l(,a0aplua, is to be
taken so that the J,yiatew appears as a consequence of the ,ca0apttew: "that He may sanctify her, after He had previously purified
her by the bath," i.e. baptism (comp. Tit. iii. 5, where baptism is
called 'Xovrpov 7ra'Xi,y,yeveuta,). But the mode of taking the ev
Mµ,am is uncertain. Most of the interpretations exhibit themselves as false at the first-glance ; e.g. that of Koppe, accor~ing to
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which €// pi]µ,an tva are to be joined, which then, as he. thought,
woultl stand for the Hebrew -,u;~ -,:i~ ',l', which phrase, however
the LXX: never translate so .. Mor;o~er,- the order of the words is
against the connection with alyuiur, ; the conjunction of the phrases
would otherwise not be improper from the analogy of the J,yufsEW
Jv a)vqO,dq,.
(Of. John xvii. 17.) It can only be joined to ).oiJTpav Toil MaTo,-. In this connection, people have usually either
thought of the ordinance of Christ in the ip.stitution of baptism, by
which the bath receives its purifying power, or of the declaration as
to reconciliation and forgiveness of sins. But in both the relations
one does not see how the article could be wanting before pi]µ,an, as
according to them St Paul would have had a definite word in his
mind. 'Ev pi]µ,an rather stands here = ev ,rvevµ,an (ii. 22) as to
the sense, and that too with the object of intimating that baptism
is no mere bath, but a bath in the Word, i.e. such a one by means
of which man is born again of w-ater and of the Spirit (John iii. 5.)
Thus, in 1 Pet. i. 23, James i. 18, the Word of God is represented
as the seed of the new birth. 'PiJµ,a accordingly is here, as in Heh.
i. 3, xi. 5, a designation of the divine power and efficacy in general,
which from its nature must be a spiritual one. But in Christianity
the Word does not appear in the indeterminate form of universal
spiritual efficacy as in tbe creation, but the Spirit manifests itself'
only in tbe Word of Truth, which is in Christ. On this property
of tbe Spirit of being indissolubly joined to the Word of Christ,
and further on their respective identity, see particulars at vi. 1'7.
Ver. 27. The idea of the lPa aryiauv is further carried out and
described in its results. Christ wishes to set up the Church for
Himself, i.e. for His joy and ~J'., in sple~dour and without spot.
In the descriptio~~ of the spotless beauty St Paul plainly has in
view the image of the bride ; for a proof that we have here no
digression to do with. As Christ purifies and cleanses the Church,
so likewise a faithful husband wishes to deliver his wife from every
moral stain. (On ,rapiuTavew in such a combination see at Rom.
: vi. 13; xii. l ; 2 Cor. xi. 2; Col. i. 22.-A.B.D.E.F.G. read av'Ta>'
for avnjv, and therefore Griesbach and Lacbmann have with good,
reason received it into the text,-l''lTtAo~ is found nowhere again
but at 2 Pet. ii. 13. 'PvTl~ does not occur again in the New
Testament.)
Yers. 28, 29. This description of the lt>ve of Chdst is applied to
0
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the love which the husband owes to his wife. Otm,;>~ refers back
to what preceded, and contains tl1e two points of self-sacrifice and
of sanctification; neither can be wanting in a really Christian marriage, in which love rests not merely ou· a sensual contentment, but
is .to have a moral basis. By this retrospective reference to what
precedes it becomes clear that in vers. 26, 27 no digression is to
be looked for; St Paul means even the individual traits of the
love of Christ tp be referred to marriage, of course so far as they
are applicablfl to human conditions. But here a progress in the
chain of argument is shown in the circumstance that St Paul will
have the wife loved by ber husband OJ~ ro uwµa eavrov. As the
Church is called Christ's body, thus also man and wife form an
unity (verse 31.) But here crwµ,a has not 7rvwµ,a, but ,mpa'Jl.if
(verse 23), which is certainly the organ of the spirit, for an antithesis; in verse 33 OJ,; eavrov stands directly. The intimateness
of the connection in a genuine marriage is therefore such that the
wife is a part of self, "whoever loves his wife loves himself." As,
therefore, care of the flesh naturally proceeds from self-love, thus
too is it with the love of the husband, and with the relation of
Christ to the Church ; the opposite of that, the want of love in the
lrnsband, is accordingly something unnatural. · It remains to be
said that aapE in verse 29 has by no means the subordinate idea
of the sinful, crwµa might stand here just as well ; crri,pE is here
chosen only in order to make the physical neediness of the uwµ,a appear more plainly. As for the rest, it might seem as if too much
were asserted when it is said in verse 29 : otoek 7rore "· r, X.
Why, St Paul himself warns (Col. ii. 23) against false asceticism,
which deprives the body of what is necessary for it. Meyerhoff
(on the Ep. io the Colossians, p. 144) bas singular views on this
point. He finds, without any foundation, in the whole section
about marriage a diatribe against false asceticism which rejected
marriage, and in verse 29 he lays a stress on 7rOT€ in such a way
that he refers it to past ages under Gentilism. " Then no one
did such a thing as hate his own flesh," with which we should have
to supply : " but some do now." This ac~eptation of the passage
requi:res no refutation ; there is not even the slightest vestige of
polemics in the whole comparison between the matrimonial relation
and the relation of Christ to the Church. Besides, there are surely
found, even before Christ, vestiges of strict discipline among Gen•
3
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tiles and Jews; even if more rarely in the West, yet in the East.
We can only say, St Paul takes the idea: ovSei.- ryap 'ITO'Te eµltnjo-e
'Ti]II eavrov uapKa, thus generally, because cases of an _opposite
description are at bottom only aberrations of the mind ; the Jove
of one's own body and life is an essential natural instinct; it can,
it is true, be led astr~y by inferences of the intellect, but never be
annihilated.
Ver. 30. In what follows St Paul proves in detail that the unity
of Christ with the Church is not a merely figurative, metaphorical,
nor even a purely spiritual, one, but also a truly bodily one, and
that too so that he, in doing so, again bas the comparison of marriage before bis eyes. The relation of Christ to the Church is also
described after Gen. ii. 23, which passage refers immediately to
the relation of man and wife. Because the wife is taken from the
nian, and in marriage becomes one flesh with him (verse 31), the
man loves his wife in himself; thus Christ a1so loves in the Church
His own body, for we are taken from Him. This lK riji;- a-apKOi;au'Tov "· T. X, cannot, of course, be referred, as Chrysostom, Augustine, and others, wished, to Christ'.s being made man, for it
· must have been said of tl(at conversely : " He took on Him our
flesh and bone ;'" but to the imparting His glorified corporeity to
believers through the communion of His flesh and blood. It is
not especially the spiritual birth, which is here mentioned, the
corporeal aspect is botl1 here and in verse 31 made too emphatically
prominent; it is the self-communication of His divine-human nature, by which Christ makes us His flesh and bone. He gives to
His followers His flesh to eat, His blood to drink, f:KTpecpet Kal
0aA'IT€l 'Thv eKtcA'T}r:rlav. The reference of the phrase : eK Tfj<;
uaptc6i;- avTov ,cat e,c Twv ou'Tewv av'TOii merely to the general idea
of an inward communion would leave the depth of the idea in this
passage absolutely unexhausted ; Christ, who took on Him our
nature (John i. 14), changes us, in return, into Himself (2 Peter
i. 4.). The omission of the l,,c 'Tr'ji;- uaptcO,-or:rTewv ahov in A.B.
can only be considered as an oversight ; Lachmann has omitted
them without sufficing grounds.
Ver. 31. To the words from Gen. ii. 23 is immediately subjoined, with the omission of some words which were of no importance to St Paul's argument, the following verse, Gen. ii. 24, which
is quoted litetitlly from the LXX., only they read, instead of avTl
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'Tovrov, the equivalent formula lve,cev rovr:ov =
and instead of wpo<;KOA]vq0rwera£ -rrpo<; they have the dative. The Greek
here, as. also in the LXX., deviates from the Hebrew text espeoially in the point that oi Mo stands, while in the original text the
words are; !\.,n,
This emphatic mention of the Ot
is conside;ed a; ~-n est;biishment of monogamy, whioh is nowhere else in Soripture expressly recommended. According to the
context in Genesis the passage quoted refers now to the relation
of the sexes in marriage ; as the woman was originally one with
the man and is taken from bis body, so too she again becomes one
with him in marriage, and indeed not merely one spirit, which
also happens in friendship, but also one.fte.~k. Because, then, the
unity is original, and the duality yearns to return again to unity,
man will give up the most intimate ties even, in order to attain
that unity. The exhortation to husbands to love their wives gains
therefrom a powerful support; the object, for which the husband
leaves father and mother, must also necessarily lay olaim to bis
entire love. But as, both in what precedes and in what succeeds,
the discourse is of the relation of Christ to the Church, St Piul's
meaning seems to be, that that relation finds its analogy in this
verse also. But how is this to be taken ? That the love of the
sexes, which has received its holy consecration from God the
Lord in marriage, is a reflection and an echo of the eternal,
holy, love of the Son of God towards man,-that therefore the
attachment of the husband to his wife and their intimate conjunction into one flesh can be compared with the intimate, essential
conjunction of the Son of God with the Church into one unity,-is
clear enough, and proceeds unmistakeably from the spirit of the
whole parallel. But the leaving of one's father and mother can
have no special reference here to the relation of Christ to the Church,
because here His becoming man is the only thing that could be
imagined; and that, as has been already observed on ver. 30, is to be excluded here, because, according to it, Christ took on Him our
flesh and blood, we did not take His on us. If, therefore, it has
' been proposed, as has often happened, to refer the tcara)l,e{yei rov
'TrllTEpa Ka~. rr,v µ'l}TEpa
to the leaving of the Father and of
heaven, or of the upper Jerusalem (Galat. iv. 2ti), which took
place. on the Son of God's becoming man, it has no foundation
in the context of the whole train of argument. The reference of
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the quotation to Christ and the Church is couched here in the last
words only: tcat wpo~-,co).).1]0~rrernL-o-aptca µlav. But the reference of these words, which first of all relate to union in marriage,
extends in its application to Christ and the Church, beyond the idea
of a merely spiritual union, as, even among the Fathers, Theodoret,
in later times, Ctilvin, Beza, Calovius,Drotius, among the moderns,
Holzhausen and Harless, have understood. As we saw at ver. 30
that the faithful are of Christ's flesh and bone, because they were
made partakers of His glorified corporeity; so here too the o-cipf
µta is to be understood with reference to the communication of
Christ's flesh and blood to His followers. This His divine human
nature the Saviour imparts, it is true, in.faith also (see ol! John vi
45, ss.), but the most intense, most concentrated, communication of
it happens at the Holy Communion. As, therefore, man and wife
are, it is true, always one in love, but in the moments of matrimonial conjunction, in which the peculiar property of marriage consists, become one flesh in an especial sense ; so too the Church in
the mass, and every congregation, as also every soul in it, is constantly one spirit with Christ, the head of the body,-but in the
moments of the Holy Communion the believing soul solemnizes
the union with its Saviour in an entirely special sense, in that it
takes up His flesh and blood into itself, and along with it the germ
of the immortal body, that divine o-1repµa, which does not permit
one to sin (1 John ni. 9), from which the plant of the o-wµ,a
wveuµ,antcov grows up. It then plainly proceeds from this interpretation that St Paul does not conceive the relation of the glorified
body to this mortal one, so that at the resurrection the former is
all at once produced by a creative act of God (see in the Comm.
on I Cor. xv. 52, where the ev fmrfj o<f,0a).µou refers only to the
suddenness of the opening, not of the production), but the new
body is, eyen while here below, built up through the communion
with the Saviour, and imparting of His nature, in the mortal body ;
just as in Christ Himself, even before His resurrection, the glorified
body was in His mortal body, and at times shone through the latter (see in the Comm. on Matth. xvii. 1, ss.), was already communicated to the disciples at the institution of the Lord's Supper, and
finally, at the resurrection, came forth c0mplete, swallowing ~p
death in life.
·
Ver. 32. Here now St Paul breaks off the parallel, which lie
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has carried through so grandly and profoundly, by breaking out
µvuT~piov 'rOV'rO µe"fa J,niv, upon the
into the exclamation:
relation of Christ to the Church, therefore to' the exclusion of marriage. By this it is not meant to be denied, that marriage, too,
bears in it something mysterious; on the contrary, that is couched,
as self-evident, in the fact that marriage can be compared with such
a mystery; but the words do not refer first of all to marriage. This
suffices in order to judge with what reasc,n the Catholic divines find
in this passage an argument for the assertion that marriage is a
sacrament, with which expression the Vulgate, after the custom of
the language of the first Christians, translates the word µvuT1pwv.
Now, if we refer the communion of Christ with the Church, described in verse 31, to the spiritual side only, it is not to be conceived for what reason St Paul should have used that strong exµvcrr1piov Totn-o µerya e.uTlv. On the other band, the
pression,
phrase is completely accounted for. by the interpretation given by
us, according to which in fact the relation of Christ to the Church
is a continuous miraculous process of production of a higher glorified life. We see in it the creative action of God, which seems
outwardly completed, inwardly proceed, and in mysterious, deeply
hidden operation build up the temple of glorified corporeity, and at
the same time also the great joint temple of the new heaven and
the new earth. If we, to wind up this remarkable section, cast
another glance at the whole comparison carried through in it, it is
surely already contained, as to its fundamental idea, in the Old
Testament, which often describes J ehovah's relation to the people of
Israel as that of a bridegroom. (See Ps. xiv. ; Isaiah liv. 5 ;
Hezek. xvi. 1, ss. ; B osea ii. 16, ss., and the Song of Solomon.)
The same image is found in the New Testament, in Matth. ix. lo;
Mark ii. i 9; Luke v. 34 ; John iii. 29 ; 2 Cor. xi. 2 ; Revel. x~ii.
l 7. But it is peculiar to our passage that this parallel with marriage is expressly extended to the glorified corporeity also, and
placed in connection with the special attribute of marriage, sexual
union. However greatly marriage appears sanctified by that
parallel, however entirely all suspicions of marriage, which proceed
from false ascetic ideas, appear unscriptural ; yet, on the other
hand, it is comprehensible that the very special references to the
mysteries of marriage may be thought dangerous to meddle with ;
in such scruples we have certainly to look for the. reason of the
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phenomenon! that so many interpreters of greater penetration than
most, have yet hesitated to understand the parallel in our passage in all that latitude, that St ·Paul's words unmistakeably
mean it to be understood in. For those scruples are explicable
by the fancy's being just in reference to this point so polluted, that
a pure contemplation of such images is seldom possible. One
ought, therefore, to be as cautious as one can in the application of
them in liturgical and homiletical use; but it is self-evident that a
possible abuse cannot deter the interpreter from showing the comparison just as it is laid down in God's Word. Truth cannot shape
and restrict itself according to the excitability of sin, but the latter
is to be mastered and in God's might at last to be subdued by the
former. To the pure all things are pure, and thus too says the
mouth of the chastest of all the children of men, "He that bath
the bride is the bridegroom ; but the friend of the bridegro_om, who
stands (that is to say, before the door of the bridal chamber) and
hears him, rejoices greatly because of the bridegroom's voice,"
(John iii. 20), in which words, just as here, the union of the bride
and the bridegroom is an image for the communion of Christ and
.
the Church.
Ver. 33. From the explanatory subordinate remark in verse 32
St Paul returns with 7r--,.._1'Jv to the treatise, and in conclusion
shortly recapitulates once more his exhortations to husbands and
wives. (As to the oratio variata vµeir;; of ,ca0' iva ~,cauTo<;
seeWiner's Gramm. p. 502. As too[ ,ca0' iva cf. I Cor. xiv. 31;
I Thess. v. I 1.I As to the idea of the cpof]efo·0at see on verse 21.
''Iva <f,ofJirrai is to bo explained by the suppressed 7rapaKa'A6J,
which is usually joined with i,'va, instead of the infinitive alone, in
the. New Testament. See Winer's Gramm. p. 309, ss.)
Chapter vi. vers. J-3. St Paul makes a transition in his exhortations from parents to children, to whom above all obedience,
as the natural duty, based on the right relation of children to
their parents, (that is the idea of the M.awv, see on Rom. iii. 21),
is held up. But by the addition of lv ,cvptp this duty too is
meant to be designated as to be practised in the Spirit of Christ;
the parallel passage, Col. iii. 20, has instead of it Toho ,yap euTw
euapetTTOV ev ,cvp{q,. But with respect to this commandment St
Paul refers expressly to the ordinance of the Old Testament (Ex. xx.
12; Deut. v. 16), not, however,
in2 order to illustrate the necessity of
.
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practising it, for that is sufficiently well based on the nature of therelation, but in order to draw attention to the magnitude of the
promise which is coupled with the faithful µerformance of this
commandment. But now here the phrase iwro)I,~ 7rpOJ'TTJ lv l7rary~e)..{q creates a difficulty. IlpwTTJ could only be understood of the
order or of the importance of the commandment, in case, as Holzhausen maintained, lv-ro'A~ referred merely to such commandments
as related to duties towards men, not towards God; that is to say,
the commandment "honour thy father and thy motherv is the first
on the second table, which regards those duties. But the collation
of Matt. xxii. 36 ; Mark xii. 28, ss. ; and Hebrews ix; 19, shows
that Holzhausen's view is erroneous, We must, therefore.join_ 7rpWTTJ
lv l'Trary,ye'Alq, so that the fourth commandment is designated as
the first that is couched in a promise derived from divine mercy,
which is quoted in verse 3. But here it seems again embarrassing,
that -~he.first commandment has a promise too. But the addition to
the first commandment (Ex. xx. 5, 6) is no promise referring to
that first commandment, but merely a perfectly general characterization of Jehovah as the Just One, who punishes sin and rewards
virtue. The words of the promise itself are quoted freely from
memory (verse 3.) The LXX. have tva
uo, ryevT}-rai Kat tva
µ,aicpO)(pOVto<; ryevr,, hrt TT}>' ryfjr; TT]<; arya0fjr;, ~v "upto<; o Be6.- uov
3loooul uoi: According to the point of view of the Old Testament
the divine blessing is referred to the earthly possession of the land
of Canaan, which is promised the people (to whom the laws are
given as a whole) on the presupposition of a faithful fulfilment of
them, and especially of t_he fourth commandment. St Paul takes
this blessing figuratively, in conformity with the point of view of
the Gospel (just as Matt. v. 5, on which see the remark in the
Comm.), and reaches out after it beyond this earth into the kingdom of God. Compare the typical acceptation of Canaan also
in Hebrews iv. 1, ss. (In verse 1 Lachmann leaves out €v
ievplp, on the authority of B.D.F.G., but probably it is left out in
those MSS. only because it is wanting in Col. iii. 20, Ver. 3. µ,atcpOJ<POVto>' is not found again in the New Testament.)
Vers. 4, The exhortation makes a transition from children to
fathers, These are named alone, because the education of adolescent children is intended, which from the nature of the thing be~
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longs more to the fathers than to the mothers, To take the idea
" Fathers·• as - " Parents" seems less proper. The treatment of
children on the part of their fathers is to be in the spirit of love,
the children are not to be provoked to anger by undue strictness.
Instead of µ~ 1rapopy[teTe the parallel passage, Col. iii. 21, has·
the synonymous µ~ epeet,eTe, with the addition : i'va µiJ a0vµwaw, i.e. that they ( the children) may not be discouraged, viz.,
in the fulfilment of their duty towards their parents. In our·passage beside the negative side the positive one also is brought forward. Christianly-minded fathers are duly to temper gravity with
mildness in the education of their children : the side of gravity is
denoteµ by the ev 1rai8etq,, that of mildness by the ev vov0eu-tf/',
and both characterized by the addition of tevptov as supported by
the Spirit of Christ. (The genitive tel)plov is to be explained by the
circumstance that both, discipline and exhortation, are conceived
as proceeding from Christ Himself.)
Vers. ~-8. The institution of slavery diffused over the whole of
the ancient world was so thoroughly dovetailed into all the relations of life, that the apostle could not leave it unnoticed, the rather that a com1iderable portion of the first Christian churches
consisted of slaves. Besides l Cor. vii. 2 l (on which see the
Comm.), it is also spoken of at Col. iii. 22, ss. (which passage
coincides with ours almost word for word); l Tim. vi. 1, ss. ; Tit.
ii. 9, sq. ; 1 Pet. ii. 18. The institution as such could not, of
course, be approved of by Christianity; it was a production of sin.
St Paul, therefore, advises ( I , Cor. vii. 21) every slave, if he can
become free by legal means, to make use of them. (See also on
Philem. vers. 15, 16.) The apostles would, therefore, have blamed,
and severely too, the introduction of slavery, if it had not existed when
the Gospel came into the world. But, as it did exist, tbe Church
did not strive to overthrow it from without in a revolutionary manner, nor even to address to Christian masters the direct command to set their ~laves free (see on I Tim. vi. 2); but it sought
to abrogate it from within, viz. by the gradual transformation of
opm10n. The defenders of negro slavery in the present day canno.t
therefore appeal to the above-quoted passages from the writings of
the apostles; for that is not a thing that has existed since the very
earliest times, but one that has existed only since s short time
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back, and that was introduced too by Christians to their disgrace,
and which keeps up its continued existence only and solely through
free men being ever and anon enslaved by craft and force.
Now the way in which St Paul first exhorts slaves to be obedient to
their masters (which, detractis detraltendis, is applicable also to the
servants of our days,) says much both for the profound wisdom
which filled him, and the p_urest moral bias which he followed. He
teaches them in the earthly masters (,wploir; ,caTa, <Fap,ca) to obey the
true ,cvpior; ,caTa, 7rvefJµ,a, Christ; by that means the fear and trembling which he requires become the expression not of a slavish
mind, but of the tender timidity of love, which fears to mistake in
any way the will of the beloved one (see on v. 21, 3::1.) Whilst
the slave, therefore, fo his state of life recognizes God's will, his
obedience is also to be pure, without double-dealing, (iv a7rX07"1]Ti
~'> 1'apolar;), the will of the Lord is to be performed not for outward show, merely before men's eyes, but in truth. Through this
operation of Christianity, directed to the inmost state of the soul,
it is the power which transforms the world. It makes each in his
place what he is intended to be, the master a true master, the servant a true servant. But further, not merely is the whole will .of
· the master to be done, even in secret, where no eye observes the
performance, but it is to be done from the heart also, i.e. with willingness end joyfulness. The will of the earthly master is here conceived exactly as 0eX1wa Toil Beov, because the relation of dependence comes from God, and so therefore do the individual manifestations of it. It remains to be said that here too, again, it is selfevident, that this absolute obedience to the earthly master (at Col.
iii. 22 there stands expressly il'Tra«:oveTe «:aTa, 1TavTa) does not extend to that which is forbidden by God ; he that serves bis master
as if he served God will never fall into the temptation to sacrifice
God's will to his master's, ('O<j>0aXµooovXela is found again only
in OoL iii. 22. It is a word coined by St Paul himself. In the
same way a:v0pro7r6.pe<F!CO<; is found again in the New Testament
only at Col. iii. 22, and in the LXX. in Ps. liii. 5. [For the
rest, compare as to this word Lobeck ad Phrynichum, p. 621.]The J,c '1rv'Xflr; here and at Col. iii. 22, instead of the more usual J,c
1'apola,;, to which our " from the heart" corresponds, is peculiar.
Yet, we have also the completely corresponding phrase : " to love a
person with one's whole soul." Sea OD the relation of
and
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/€ap8ta my opusc. theol. p. 159, sq.) The connection of the words
in ver. 7 is uncertain. Some persons punctuate thus : wotoiiVTe<; To
O/i'J1.1qµ,a TOV 0eov· €1( tux~ µ,eT' euvota<; OOVAEUOVTE<;, others put
the colon after euvo[iJ,,;, uniting the participle OOVA€UOV7"€<; with what
follows; finally, others, again, join EK ,f!-vxfl,; with 0eov, but separate µ,eT' euvo{a,; from it. This last is in any oose to be preferred,
because by means of it the nearly kindr~d expressions J,c yvx,ij<; and
µ,eT' euvola,; are duly separated, the sense being then ·as follows:
"as such as do God's will from their hearts, who with good-will (not
with repugnance) do service, as to the Lord, and not to men." (Evvola occurs only once again, viz. I Cor. vii. 3, but in a totally
different sense there.) Finally, in ver. 8 St Paul brings forward, as
a motive for true resignation in. servitude, the future recompense at
the day of retribution, by which the unequal distribution of lots here
below is equalized. The parallel passage Col. iii. 24, where the
general phrase ,wµ,te£Tat 7rapa 1cvptov is explained by the a7ro°X17yEuOe T~v avrnwooouw T?J'> KA1Jpovoµ,ia,;, is illustrative of this passage. That is to say, the inheritance here, as elsewhere also, is the
participation in the kingdom of God (see at Epbes. i. 18.) Besides that, in Col. iii. 25 the threat of punishment is also added in
the words : 0~ aOJKWV KOf1,£€1,Tf1,t ~UIC1JCTf., (In ver. 8 the collocation c5Tt ti M.v n ~,cauTo<;, for which many important MSS. read
on ~KaCTTo<; i &v wotryuv, which facilitates the understanding of the
passage, and which Lachmann has received into the text, causes a
difficulty. But how, assuming the original existence of this last
reading, the ordinary one could have arisen, is completely incomprehensible. Besides, the coJlocation of the words o Mv T£ is to
be explained by supposing a Tmesis. See Harless, p. 528.)
Ver. 9. St Paul makes a transition from the slaves to the masters, and exhorts the latter not, as one might suppose, to make
their slaves, free ; that is left to the free motion of the divine Spirit;
but only on thefr part to exercise mildness towards them, in the
consciousness that they too, like the former, have a master in hea•
ven, with whom no consideration of the person is of any value. In
the Epistle to the Colossians we find the proposition : tcat ol,,c
lun '11'p6<;CrJ7rOA1J,J,-la at the end of iii. 25, so that it therefore still
belongs with the foregoing to the exhortation addressed to the
slaves. In Col, iv. l the exhortation to the masters runs thus: TO
ol,caiov ,cai Tr]v wOT7JTa Tot~ oov)..ot<; 7rapJx,eu0e. Here the Utcatov
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refers to what the slaves are justified in requiring, clothing, food,
&c •• -hut of course UTOTf/'> cannot mean "equality with their masters," that would be abolishing slavery, which is against St Paul's _
intention. That expression rather denotes the equal treatment of
all, whereby the preference of one at tlie expense-of another would
be excluded. In DID" passage the phrase avuivn,<, Ti]V a7retXi]v CIIU
alone excite-doubt, as the idea: "to forbear threatening, to cease
to threaten," seems unsuitable, because St Paul cannot mean to
say that merely the outward signs of unkindness towards slaves· are
to cease, but the unkindness itself. In the same manner as the slaves,
the masters too must do everything towards their slaves e" vvxfl<,
and µ,eT' eiJvofa,;. 'A7retXi] here must be understood of the hardness of heart, whence the threatening proceeds as a consequence;
the effect stands figuratively for the cause. (The reading 1'al avTwv
IG(ii uµ/;Jv might with Lachmann be preferable to 1'al vµ,wv avTWV.
A.B.D. defend it. The reading vµwv avTrov, that is to say, might
very easily arise from the collation of the Epistle to the Colossians
[iv. I], whereas avTrov Kal vµrov presents a perfectly independent idea,
viz , that of the identity of the Lord for all. As to the form 7rpO<;<N·
'TrOA'IJi/rfa see Acts x. 34; RClm, ii. 11 ; Galat, ii. 6,)

§ 7.

OF TflE SPIRITUAL FIGHT.

(vi. 10-24.)
Finally, returning from the special to the genera], St Paul summons his readers to the fight agatinst all enemies of the light and
of the truth, and counsels them to put on the armour of God in
order to stand that fight well. The metaphor of the Christian_ fight
and spiritual armour is found already in the Old Testament (see
Ex. xv. 4; Isaiah xi. 5, lix. 16; Wisdom of Solomon v. 19), and in
the .New Testament, besides our passage, at 2 0or. x. 4, I Thess.
- v. 8; but here most completely and in the greatest detail. This
is explained, ·if one considers that St Paul wrote this Epistle in the
Prretorian camp, where be therefore daily _beheld the equipment and
the punctual camp-discipline of this elite of the Roman army.
He might often have used such ~tJtaphors ulso in his discourses to
the Prretorian troops, of whom many had actually become believers
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(Phil. iv. 22), as they made the idea of the Christian fight clear
to those warriors, by which means that mode of contemplation
might have become familiar to him. It has also such intrinsic
truth, that th0otfirst Christians conceived their whole life as a militia
Christiana; accordingly, to them the confession of faith was the
tessera, the parole of their heavenly general, the prayers and fasts
the stationes, sin and evil spirits the enemy, the heavenly father·
land the kingdom to be conquered; eternal happiness the wreath of
victory. A similar use of language has, in consequence of the intrinsic truthfulneS!:J of this comp~rison, brought itself into vogue in
ascetic literature in all ages of the Church.
Ver. l 0, 11. For the spiritual fight St Paul summons his readers
to seek spiritual strength also, which man finds not in himself, but
only in the Lord and His might. The spiritual armour is therefore
also called a r,avo1rX{a rov Beov, because God confers it in the
power of that Holy Spirit, who imparts all those weapons of defence
and offence, as they are afterwards enumerated at ver. 14, ss.
It is only in this armour that one can stand against an enemy such
as the devil -is with bis crafty, dangerous, devices. (In ver. 10
Lachmann, on the authority of A.B., reads Tou Xo£"1rov [c£ Galat.
vi. 17], and on the authority of B.D.E. omits aoeXqiot µ,ov. Very
greatly in favour of the omission of the allocution is the circumstance that St Paul does not address the readers as aoeXqiol in the
whole of the Epistle. On the other hand, To Xo£7rov seems, after
Phil. iii. l, I Thess. iv. l, with the majority of the critical authorities, to deserve the preference.-As to evovvaµ,ovu0at see Aotsix.
22 ; Rom. iv. 20.-As to Kparn~ ·T'IJ~ laxva~ see on Ephes. i. 1_9.
-Ver. 11. For €VOU<Ta<T0at here, avaXaµ,/3avew, the usual expres. sioll in Greek for the putting on of armour, stands in ver. 13. IIav01rXla, ill.,t,n, complete armour, weapons of defence and offence.
-InsteadTof ·u-;.i]vat, there stands in ver. 13 avn<Trijvat, a wellknown antithesis of not only "falling," but also " fleeing,"' in
military language.-On µ,e0ooeta compare iv. 14. Both cunning
and dangerousness are indicated by it.)
Ver. 12. The mention of the devil occasions St Paal to compare
the spiritual fight of the Christian with ordiuary fights. (Tµ,'lv
is to be read instead of ~µ,'iv with Lachmann, on the authority of
B.D.F.G., as indeed both in what preceded and what follows the
second person constantly stands.) In the latter one bas we~k
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men for antagonists, and needs therefore only commoti weapons for
them ; but in the fight against spiritual powers spiritual weapons
alsb are- required. The understanding of the- passage. is prin·
di.pally determined by the interpretation of th8't phrase alµ,a Kai
uapE; this denotes, like O'!! "'I~• not the sinfulness of human
nature '(how could St Paul say that the Christian did not flght
against that ?), but men in general with the accessory. idea of
weakness. (See on Matth. xvi. 17; l Cor. xv. 50 ; Gal. i. 16.)
Now certainly the Christian may fight with men, in as far as evil incitements proceed from them, but, fully realizing the contradictions
of the universe, he will always view hostile men as only the instru. ments of the prince of this world, so that his real fight will not bl3
directed against men (in whom the believer always sees objects of
salvation rather), but agamst the devil, who abuses them. Ov«&W here shuts itself completely out; St Paul conceives the spiritual fight in its inmost root. The spiritual powers themselves are
frilly described in what follows ; the kingdom of Satan is, as it were,
dissected into its constituent parts. For, that the terms apxal and
lfovu{ai denote spiritual powers of more or less might, good or evii
nature (which tbe coµtext alone can decide), we have already seen
at i. 21, ii. 2. As there are archangels, so are there archdevils
also, i.e. evil spirits of more comprehensive influence. But we must
entirely' renounce any attempt at closer determinations of the difference, as Scripture nowhere gives us any instruction on the
point. 1 The following terin, ,couµ,o«pa:rope<; TOV UltOTOV<; TOVTOV, is without further analogy in the New Testament, although
the devil by himself is often elsewhere in the Scriptures called
lipxrov T-ov 1'0uµ,ov ,-06,-ou, especia11y in St John xii. 31, xiv.
30, xvi. 11, and in St Paul, 2 Cor. iv. 4, o 0eo<; TOV alrovo<;
T06,-ov. What is elsewhere attributed to Satan alone, is here ascribed to all evil spirits, viz., dominion in a world that has fallen
a prey to sin. The name 'i'itoJi?iOi'il' was also adopted by the
Rabbis, (see Buxtorf lex. talm. et rabb. p. 2006, sq.), and
used by Gnostic sects as terminus technicus. But the phrase Tov
rr1'6-rovr; Tovrov is striking, that is to say, oVTo<; can well oe
I Meyer (de prmstigiis dmmonum. Oasi!ere 1563) pretends to fix even the number
of the arcbdevils; he supposes 572 of them, and 7,405,926 of the cQmmon ones,
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tidded to at6J11 or ,coa-µ,o<;, because there is an antithesis there tq
µ,e"'AXru11,. but a-,coTo<; is in itself the element of darkness in the
universe, which OVTo<; does not suit. It is, therefore, very intelligible that TO¥ alru110<;, which, however, is decidedly spurious
according to A.B.D.:F.G., was inserted. Therefore TOV a-,coTOv<;
TOIITOV is to be interpreted. " of the darkness which is here diffused, ,in which too ye live," so that the name ICOO'f-1,0KpaTope<;
Tov a-,co-rov<; TOVTov appears as the foundation for the necessity of
the fight with them. As to the rest we certainly are not to suppose .
any climax in this phrase in its relation to the.apxat ,cat J~ova-lai,
for. there is couched in the very idea apx~ tl1e idea of more exalted
angels, who rule others; on the contrary, the ,coa-µ,o,cpaTope<; only
defines more accurately the entirely general idea of the apx~, just
as Ttt 'TT'Vevµ,an,ca tj<; 'TT'OlfYJp{a<; in its turn defines that of the ,coa-µ,o,cpaTope<;. That is to say, by this last phrase the antithesis to the
alpa ,ca,l, a-ap~ is meant to be set forth in· its whole force : " spirits
of wickedness it is with whom ye have to fight, therefore the weapon of the spirit is needful." For the rest, 7rvevµ,aTi1Ca is a substantival adjective, as also is oaiµ,611ia. Finally, St Paul further
adds: w ;.01,<; €7Tovpavtov;. The junction of those wprds with
vµ,'i.11 or 7ra,)\,'1J in the beginning of the verse is at once inadmissible
on account of the position of J11 -rot<; €'TT'Ovpav{o1<;. But there
also arise, besides that, other difficulties from that junction, which
must deter us from it. If joined with -t,µ,'i11 the words would have
to be taken, "we who are in the kingdom'of God;" but Ttl J7ravp&11ta never stands for fJarnXela Tov Beov. Joined with 'TT'aX11 the
sense of the words is said to be: " the fight for heavenly blesssings ;" but J11 cannot stand for Sul or
From the position of
J11 To'i.<; €'11'ovpavloi,; it can only be an addition to the preceding nouns,
apxal, Jfova-lai, ,corrµ,o,cpaTope<;, irvevµ,a-ri,ca, by which their place
of residence is denoted. The fight with flesh and blood on earth
is put in opposition to the fight with spirits in heaven. Eecause
people were scandalized at the placing of the evil spirits in heaven, lv
Tot<; v'Tfovpa11{oi<; was put instead of the above, but that reading is found only in totally insignificant authorities. As to· the
rest, we have already explained ourselves at ii. 2 on this biblical
i;iotion of placing the evil spirits in that part of the world which is
perceptible to the senses, as also upon the idea f.'TT'ovpavta in i. 3.
Heavf?n denotes here only the spiritual world in opposition to the
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material one, and not the region of holy and blessed life, in which
-sense the evil spirits are out of heaven.
V ers. 13. After this description of the greatness of the Christian
fight, St Paul again takes up the exhortation of verse 11 : " therefore {because the fight is so hard and of a spiritual nature) take
unto you the armour which God through His Spirit bestows on.
His warriors against the power of 4arknei.s ; it is only in it one
can offer resistance to attacks." The addition ev rfJ i}µ,epq, rfJ
. 7TOV1Jpq, is not to be understood of the day of the fight, for that
can surely be also a good, a successful, day ; it rather denotes .a
point of time in which temptation, and consequently the danger of
succumbing, is especially great, therefore the day "in which dark•
ness has power" (Luke xxii. 53.) Observation of our own state
of mind enables us plainly to distinguish different times, at which
the soul feels itself alternately more free and triumphant, more
fettered and tempted ; seasons of the latter sort are called evil days.
This contrasting of good and evil days is found even in the Old
Testament. (See Eccles. vii. 15; Ps. xlix. 6; Prov. xvi. 4.)
In the last words : ,cal ti7TavTa 1'aTep7agt1µ,evoi crTfivai the /€aTep- .
7acraµ,evai cannot be taken of the preparation· for the fight, for
the preparation for that is surely already assumed •in the avnCT'T'l}vai; nor of the "well performing" of all that the Christian is
charged with either, as, among others, Luther takes the passage,
for the CT'T'l}Vai, which follows, shows that St Paul still continues in
the metaphor of the fight; rather the only right way is, with Beza,
.Calovius, Kappe, Flatt, Ruckert, Holzhausen, and Harless,, to take
,caTep7a,ecr0ai = '/€aTa1ra"h.eµ,e'i,v, in the sense of " to overpower,
beat down," so that aVTt,<TTfivat denotes the negative aspects of
the fight, · the repulse of the attack,-&7TaVTa JcaTep7acraµ,evoi
crrfjvai, on the contrary, the positive aspect of ii, the overcoming
of the enemy with the victorious maintenance of one's own position
connected with it.
Vers. 14-17. Now follows the prosecution of the figure of the
armour in its separate parts. That it is not to be too much forced,
as if every individual Christian virtue must have been compared
exactly with that piece of armour and no other, is shown by the
collation of I Thess. v. 8, where faith and Jove are designated as a
breast-plate, whereas here righteousness is called the breast-plate,
and the shield is brought into a comparison with_ faith ; the helmet
is there compared with the hope of salvation, here w.ith salvation
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it;self. St Paul move13 freely about in such figures, and therefor1:1
applies them differently according to necessity. As the entire image
is taken from the warrior, and itldeed, as W(1 h~ve seen, probably
from the Roman prretorian gu!).rds, every single fea1iure of it must
also necessarily be referred to pieces of armour. Now, first of alJ,
St Paul describes in detail the defensive armour of .the believer
against the attacks of his spiritual enemies ; the only weapon of attack which is named is the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word
of God. The most vulnerable part of the body, and the one least
defended by nature herself, o,npv,;, the space above the hip be".'
low the ribs, is first named as protected by the girdle, subligacu{um. Then the breast covered by the breast-plate, the ,feet by
the military boots (caligm). Here now, by strict rule, the helmet
should have been named next as a close-fitting weapon of defence ; but St Paul further names the shield before it, and then
with it the whole department of defensive armour is completed.
With these separate pieces of armour the separate features of
Chri!'ltian character are composed. St Paul first names truth,
which, here taken quite generally, is the bias of mind which
is oppos.ed to falsehood as the element of the oia/30-Xo,, therefore uprightness of disposition, whence ev(lrything else proceeds.
Then follows justice ; this cannot be here justness of faith,
because faith is also named specially, hut merely the olteaiov
elvat, as the most general result of· the dx,,,eeta, in oppoRitio:µ to
the 'TTWlJpta of the enemies (ver. 12.) The third point, ev frotµaulq, rov €UW'f'leXlou rfjo; elp~1l'TJ•, is more difficult. It wal:l natural
to interpret the h-oiµau{a, as it is brought into parallel with the
{;,roo~µarri, of the readiness to proclaim the Gospel of peace, as,
be~des Chrysostom, CEcumm1ius, Theophylact, and Grotius, Luther, too, translates; "really to promote the Gospel of peace."
13ut that readiness cannot possibly be compared with a weapon,
and that, too, a weapon of defence ; the propagation of the
Gospel is here a very remote idea. After Beza's example Wolf,
Bengel, Morns, Koppe, and Flatt, wanted to take froiµaula,
after the analogy of the Heb.11~~, which the LXX. translate hY.
J.701,µaula (Ps. x. 17, lxxxix. l 5, cxii. J 7), in the sense of" foundation, firm ground-work," or " base." But even so the comparison does not suit, the weapon of defence must answer to a suqjective
state, not to a predicate of the Gospel. The only correct way is. to
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take hotµaala, with Calvin, Baumgarten, Matthies, Bolzhausen,
and Harless, in the meaning of alacritas, and indeed, in c-0nnection
with the genitive, as alacritas quam gignit evangelium pacis. A
vigorous freedom of movement may properly be ·compared to the
inroorfµaa1, as the latter promote ease and security in walking.
The Gospel of peace, i.f]. that brings peace to the mind, is properly
taken as the cause of the spiritual freedom of movement, becauoo
peace removes all obstructions of the spiritual life. That, fourthly,
faith is compared to a shield is in itself clearly extremely suitable,
Upon the sl!ield the arrows of the enemy, i.e. here of the devil, are
received. ('O 'll"OV'T]pos = Otaf30)..o', in verse 11.) But here a definite
class of especially dangerous arrows are named, which were enveloped
in combustible materials and discharged burning, so-called 7Tvp<f,opot oirnot (see Thucyd. ii. 7 5 ; Amm. Marcell. xxiii. 4. Against
these it was usual to cover the shields with moist hides, in order
to extinguish the fire in them. In this metaphor there seems to .
have been present to the apostle's mind the f9rm of temptation by
Satan, according to which abominable thoughts, like arrows of
Satan, suddenly attack 1.he soul, which by their fire can inflame
desires, if they do not become ~xtinct and lose their power on the
shield of faith. Lastly, ·salvation is compared to the helmet.
True, one oannot take aror17pwv = e)v7rt'J rfjc; <l'OJT'f/plac; ( 1 Thess.
v. 8), however, ro qroriJpwv too, like all the rest of the beads ,
named, must be taken by its subjective side ; but not so much as
lt()pe, rather as a possessz'ng present salva#on. Finally, the
•spirit is named as the sole, but fully sufficient, weapon of attack
(sword.) It is self-evident that 'TT"Vevµa here is not the human,
but the divine spirit, which the Christian alone receives; 'surely
it is the armour of the Christian that is being described. That
man is called upon to seize this sword of the Spirit, to carry it,
therefore, in a certain sense to govern it, can be no argument
against our here supposing the divine Spirit, for it appears everywhere in Scripture, so far as it is active in man, as subject to the
conscience, although this holy Spirit is the principle of the religiousmoral life. . St Paul also enounces in perfectly plain terms, but superfluously, this important maxim, which must be considered as the,
rampart against all fanaticism, in that section (1 Cor. xiv.) which
is so instructive as to the operation of the Holy Spirit in the believer's soul, where it is said ( verse 32) : 'TT"vevµ,ara 7Tpocp'f/rwv 7rpo•
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q,/,Tat<; VlrO'TaUUETat.
(See on tbjs subject tbe remarks in tbe
Comm. on that passage.) Now in this acceptation one easily comprehends how the Spirit which :fills the faithful can be considered•·
as the_ sword with which they :fight against the wvevµ,aima Ti}r;
'TT'OV1Jp/,a,r;; the nature of this uncreated Holy Spirit guarantees
the victory over the created spirits of evil. But it is obscure how
-St Paul can add : ;, lcrrt P711'# Beov, as an explanation of the
Spirit. For that this phrase designates something individual out of
the divine Word, the divine threats against the wicked, or the cam..:
wands of Christianity, is exceedingly improbable, considering the
general character of it. St Paul himself explains the phrase pf]µa.
· Beoi) by Rom. x. 8, TO pf]µ,a 'Tfj<; wlo'Tf:W', o .K!YJpvuuop,€V, The
revelation of God in the Word of truth is therefore, in the most
comprehensive sense, the Gospel of peace (verse 15.) But how
can this Word of God be designated as the Spirit itself? It
seems, the Holy Spirit is something accompanying the Word of
God, an operation which the Word of -God produces, but not the
Word of God itself. But, leaving out of sight the form of the
appearance of the Word of God in the letter of the Holy Scriptures,
or in viva voce preaching,-it is from i~s inward nature the manifestation of the Deity HimseJf, consequently Spirit, as the efflux:
of God, the Spirit. Whether it is taken as the Word. of God the
Father,·or as the Word of Christ (Col. iii. 16), or as the Holy
Ghost, depends merely on the writer's mode of viewing it; as
manifestation of the triune God it reconciles also the different relations to the Trinity.
Vers. 18-20. What follows describes the manner and way in
which the sword of the Spirit is to be handled. Col. iv. 2, ss. is
parallel with it. It is in prayer, and indeed suitable prayer,
prayer in the Spirit, and relating to all the details of life, that the
Christian wields the sword of the Spirit, and thus strives for himself and the wqole Church of God against the might of darkness
and its powers. Again, by the ev wvf:uµ,an is designated not the
kumaJt spirit, as if the words meant: "with devout mind," but
the divine Spirit, in whose strength and by whose influences alone
we can pray in a•manner really well-pleasing to God. (As to the Jv
?T'av'Tl 1€atprj> = '1TllV'TO'T€ 'TT'pO<;euxeu8ai, see the remarks on Luke
xviii. 1.-As to the two synonymes wpor;evx~ and Oe'YJuir;, the
LXX. use the former constantly for il~CJ:i, the latter, on the conT
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'trary, for iT~n.r-,, Ilpo<;€tf)(ll is rather the more general expression, " pray;r in' general, communion with God ;" on the othe~
·hand, OE1JCTt<; is i11 specie a " petitioning prayer," in which a favour
is solicited.) Whereas, at first, the discourse was merely of prayer
as relative to the person praying, in the words : /1:a~ el,; avr6
arypmrvofJvre<; "· -r. ?... it is conceived in the form of intercession,
and therein consists the progress of the idea. The el,; avr?, refers
accordingly not to the following words, but to the preceding 11"po,;e6x,e(J'0ai ev 1rvevµ,a-rt, " watching thereunto with all perseverance
and supplication," That is to say, the object ot the supplication
for all saints is just the abiding of all in continual spiritual tirayer.
By this interpretation· the apparent tautology which is couched
oe77u1:ror; 1rpo,;evx_6µ,1:voi had al~
in the Jv 1rau11 oe17ue,, after
ready preceded it, is also removed. (In verse 18 the TDVTD after
el,; avro is, no doubt; spurious, and probably came into the text
here from verse 22. The origin also of the reading auTov in
l).F.G. is only to be explained by the original reading avr6.As to 7rpo<;1€apTepe'iv see Rom. xii. 12; Acts i. 14.) St Paul also
solicits intercession for himseff in a special relation, viz. for a blessing on his labours, not for .his personal religious life. We constantly
find it so in St Paul's Epistles. He never solicits his readers for
their intercession for the strengthening of his life in the faith, but
only for the promotion of his efficienc.y and for aid in external
distresses. (Of. Rom. xv. 30; Col. iv. 3; Phil. i. 19; 2 Thess.
iii. 1.) With respect to the development of their own lives, the
Apostles were sufficiently secured by the peculiar operation of the
Holy Ghost in them. The object of the supplication for himself
St Paul expresses by : tva µ,o, oo0fi ).6ryo_c; ev avo·tgei TDV <TT6µa._
To<;, for the connection of the ev avotgei «--T.A, with what follows is
to be considered as decidedly inadmissible. From the parallel pas-.
sage, Col. iv. 3, tva ci ee(J<; avo{E?, ~µ,'iv 0vpav TDV ).oryov, it was
proposed to translate €V avolge, CTToµ,aTD<; here quite arbitrarily in
occasione data. There rather seems to have been regard had here
to passages like Ps. Ii. 17, "Open thou my lips," and Matt. x. rn,
Mark xiii. 11, where the Holy Ghost is promised the Apostles in
their discourses. · St Paul therefore wishes the congregation may
by their prayers obtain for him that the gift of utterance may be
given unto him, i.e., that the Spirit, which alone speaketh rightly on
divine things, may bestow on him all that is necessary on each oc0
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casion as it arises, for his ministerial efficiency. In this sentence
the difficulty might be found that· St Paul had surely received the
Holy Ghost once for all, and with it the due faculty of speaking,
and thus required ·no intercession of the congregation on that score.
But the Holy Ghost is not to be viewed in the Apostles as a constantly operating power, but as a power which manifested itself in
different degrees and forms of efficacy at different times. N Q doubt
the Spirit was abiding in the Apostles, not momentary as in the
prophets of the 01d Testament, but it operated now more now less
i;irgently, at times even quite arresting outward action. (Of. Acts
xvi. 6, and the remarks on it in the Comm.) The sense of this
request, therefore, of St Paul's for intercession for himself is this·:
" Pray that the due faculty of speaking may be given to me in my
present position, and, as far as is possible, ever and everywhere.''
In fact this idea coincides with the prayer : " Pray that it may
be given unto me to convert as many as possible to the kingdom
of heaven." The consequence of the, oo0ijva£ AD"JOV ev avofEe£
<JToµa-ro<; is afterwards the possibility of the "JVWpiuai ev wap/nJuiq,
Tfi µ,vu-r1piov -rov evmy'Ye)i.iov. (See as to wap/nJuia and µ,v~piov iii. 12 and iii. 3.) W~ are not to think here of outward freedom (viz. from bonds), but of inward joyfulness of soul, which en·
hanced the power of his labours, and is for that reason so desirable to St Paul, not on account of its subjective enjoyment. With
·this freedom the exterior state of his being in bonds, of which St Paul
here makes mention, is meant to contrast; mundus kabet legatos
S)Jle1ididos, says Bengel, Ckristus vinctos. (In the singular, ev
J.)i.vuet, to :find an allusion to the manner of fettering St Paul in
his Roman capfivity, as Flatt still insists on doing,-that is to say,
to the circumstance that St Paul was fastened by a chain to a
Roman soldier [see the Comm. on Acts xxviii. 20] is plainly unsuitable. In the parallel passage, Col. iv. 3, it is said: oi' t "al,
oeoeµ,at.) :Finally, the last words: tva €V ai.mp waphuilro-wµat
11':.-r.X. are usually taken as a resumption of the ev wapp'T/uiq, "JVW·
pfu-ai, ver. 19. But that supposition would appear justified only
if the words ran, for instance, Zva 11':at ev avry, " that I too might
have joyfulness even in bonds .. , It is more suitable to put this
concl~sion parallel .with the tva µ,ot &0f1 IC,-r.>.., and to look for the
peculiarity of the idea here expressed in the ev ain-<j>-6>,; 8ei µe
">l.a).fjuai. That is to say, the
av-rij, is to be 1·eferred to µvuT~-
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.piov .'TOV e,ua,yrye"'A.Lov; "to be joyful in the Gospel" means "to
m&ke known the G-o~pel joyfully," as it ie said, Col. iv. 3, tva cf,av£.()4,.a"' airra eh~ o£'i: µ,e "A.a"?..fja-cu. In these last words, namely, _the
-manner of the 7rapha-la is pointed to as it is becoming for an
,apostle of Obrist. No worldly earthly joyfulness is it, but a holy
heavenly one, which he is to m.auifest in the proch1mation of the
mystery of salvation, and by means of which he wins hearts unto
that Jl)ystery.
Vers. 21, 22. This reference to Tychicus, the bearer of this
Epistle, for more detailed accounts of the person and fate of the
apostle, is found almost word for word the san;ie in the parallel passage, Col. iv. 7, 8. It has been already observed in the Introduc-_
tion to the Epistle to the Ephesians how this passage certainly in
some measure explains the absence of personal news in it, but still
there remains the certainly strange fact that all special salutations,
which St Paul usually brings in at the close of his other Epistles,
are wanting in this one. It is only comprehensible on the assumption that this Epistle is an encyclical one (to which, as we saw in
the Introduction, everything leads), how St Paul, in an Epistle addressed among others to the church at Ephesus, in which he must
have known so many members personally, could have refrained from
all special salutations. (As to the person ofTychicus see Acts xx. 4,
sq., 2 Tim. iv. 12, Tit. iii. 12. In ver. 21 Tt wpauuro is not to be
referred to the labours of St Paul but to their success, like the Lat.
quid agam, and the_ Germ. wq,s ick macke, "how I am doing, how
I get on.")
Vers. 23, 24. The last verses show clearly that St Paul had only
1
a general knowledge of the circle of his readers. The turn elp~V'l'/
Toi:~ aoe"?..cpo'i~ and xapl~ µeTd 'Tral/TOJV. TWV arya,r©l/TOJV "· T. A. is
against any special acquaintance with his readers ; for, as every
polemical reference is wanting in the Epistle, the object cannot be
to form a contrast with those who do not love the Lord. But in
ver. 23 the juxtaposition £lp~VTJ Kal arya7T'TJ µeTd wt<rrero~ is strange;
as the wla-w; is the basis of the Christian state of mind one expects
the inverted order, faith, love, and peace. Meier translates the
µerd : "in conformity with their own faith." This translation is
certainly not quite accurate, but it is extremely probable that it is
implied in the connection by means of µ,eTd that faith is supposed
to b_e already in existence, as indeed the idea of "brother'' requires.
3
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23,_ 24.

In addition therefore to fai_th, love and peace only are wished. In
. ver. 24 ev arp{Japo-('! causes another difficulty. The connection
· with aryaw-dwrrup, in the sense perpetuo, sine .fine, recommends
itself but little. So Flatt, Meier, and others, take it. The connecting it with Xpto-Tdv, 1' the glorified Christ," which W etstein
recommends, is entirely unsuitable. The arf>0apo-la here can only
be referred to the believers themselves, so that the perfected state to
which grace leads is denoted by it. The arf>0apula = l;ru~ ak;,vwr;,
and the coupling it with
is to be considered as an abbreviation
for the complete formula, fva l;ru~v lxrucnv €11 cup0apulcf. (Com•
pare Rom. ii: 7; 2 Tim. i. 10.)
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EXPOSITION
OF THE

E PI ST L E TO T H E CO1 0 SSI AN S.

INTRO DUO TIO N.

§ l.

OF THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE EPISTLE.

The city of Colossre wassituated in Phrygia, and indeed in that
part of this province of Asia Minor which according to the Roman
division was called Phrygia Pacatiana; it was seated on the Lycus,
in the.vicinity of Laodicea and Hierapolis, which cities embraced
Christianity early (see Col. iv. 13), and are often named in the most
ancient history of the Church in Asia Minor. (See Steiger's
Comm. p. 365, ss.) Steiger gives copious information as to the
geography of the city of Colossre, which in later times reoeived_tbe
_name of Cbonos, which its ruins also bear even now. (Ubi supra
p. 13, ss, and in the supplement p. 368, ss.) The orthography of
the name is doubtful. The MSS. A'.B.C. write (Col. i. 2) KoMo-a-al,, and, as this form of the name is also found on coins, it
seems to deserve the preference. On the other band, F.G. have Ko';\,oa-a-al, and that form is to be supposed in D.E., for they have in
Col. i. 2 formed the gentile Ko-X.oo-o-ae'i~. In Herod. vii. 30, and
Xenopb. Anab. i. 2, 6, too, Ko}.oo-ual is written by the best critics.
Perhaps the pronunciation varied among the inhabitants themselves; on which account, because of the uncertainty of the reading, we keep to the usual form of the name.
St Paul travelled twice through Phrygia (Acts xvi. 6, xviii. 23) ;
but he probably never touched at the city of Colossre. In any case
he had no share in the foundation of the Christian church there
(Col. ii. I).; that seems rather to have proceeded from Epaphras
(Col. i. 7), who was with St Paul at Rome, when the latter wrote
the Epistle (Col. iv. 12, Philem. ver. 23), and from whom St Pau],
no doubt, received the information which caused him to compose
this Epistle to a community personally unknown to him. Epa-
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phras, however, is most probablv not identical with Epaphroditus,
the apostle of the Philippians (Phil. ii. 25, iv. 18), from whom he
had brought St Paul an aid in money to Rome. (See as to the
person of Epaphras Winer's Real-Lex. vol. i. p. 389.
Winer
seems to be in favour of the identity of Epaphras and Epaphroditus; Steiger and Rheinwald declare themselves against it in their
Commentaries at the passages relating to the point, and Bohmer in
the Isagoge in Ep. ad Col. p. 41.) No more accurate accounts. can
be procured from other quarters as to the importance of the Colossian church.· We only see by the Epistle to Philemon, which
Sf Paul, as we showed in the Introduction to the Epistle to the
Ephesians, wrote at the same time as the Epistle to the Colossians,
and sent by the same messenger Tychicus (Col. iv. 7-9), that that
Philemon had the meetings of the church in Colossre held in his
house, and was probably himself, like l1is son Archippus, invested
with some ecclesiastical office in it. , Comp. Phil em. vers. · i-3
with Cul. iv. 17.) The insignificant population of the inconsiderable city of Colossre does not admit of our supposing that there
were meetings of the faithful at more than one place; at all events,
the meeting in the house of N ymphas, mentioned in Col. iv. 15,
relates to the neighbouring city of Laodicea, not to Colqssre.
Now, since we have already, in the Introduction the Epistle to
the Ephesians, observed what was needful as ro the time and place
of the composition of this Epistle, and shown that the Epistle to
the Colossians was written frorp Rome during the first Roman captivity, at the same time as those to the Ephesians and to Philemon,
and was sent by Tycl1icus, there remain to us but two points which
require a closer investigation jn this introduction, viz. the question
as to the authenticity of this Epistle, and the question as to the
occasion for its composition, i.e. as to the false doctrine disseminated in Colossre. As to the genuineness of it, the Church of
Christ had been 1800 years in undisputed possession of this writing as genuinely apostolical, when it occurred to Dr Mayerhoff in
Berlin to cast doubts on this well-established inheritance. Then,
after him, Dr Baur also, in Tiibingen, threw out objections against
the genuineness of this Epistle, without, however, up to this time,
making them good. But; as he places the pastoral Epistles at so late
a date, principally on account of the false teachers pointed out in
them, it may be supposed that, in the controversy as to the Epistle t?
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the Oolossians the heretics mentioned in it again constitute the
chief argument in his mind against the authenticity of the Epistle,
because they are very closely connected with the heretics of the
pastoral Epistles. We shall therefore apply ourselves merely to
Mayerhoffs arguments against the idea that the Epistle to the
Colossians owes its origin to St Paul, which are laid down in a ,
posthumous work of his: "The Epistle to the Oolossians, with
especial reference to the three pastoral Epistles." (Berlin, 1838.)
It has already been remarked in the investigation of the arguments
brought forward against the authenticity of the Epistle to the
Ephesians, that it is not adapted to dispose us favourably towards
the critical works here coming under review, when we see that the
impugners of the Epistle to the Ephesians base their argum~nts
against that writing on the presupposition of the authenticity of the
Epistle to the Oolossians, and vice versa the impugners of the
Epistle to the Oolossians on their side necessarily postulate the
authenticity of the Epistle to the Ephesians. •The critics thus cut
away from one another reciprocally the bases of their operations,
and by that means make their whole proceeding extremely suspicious. According to Mayerhoff the Epistle to the Oolossians is to
be considered as an abstract of the Epistle to the Ephesians, composed in perhaps the second century, and with which the polemical
part is interwoven by the author in order to combat with apostolic
authority heretics that were hateful to him. This representation
certainly furnishes a not altogether inconceivable motive for the
transformation of an apostolical epistle, whereas those who make
the opposite assertion, that the Epistle to the Ephesians is a detailed
new-modelling of the Epistle to the Oolossians, are entirely unable
to bring forward an object for such ii,n undertaking, because in tkat
case the polemical element, which was certainly the usual motive for
such forgeries under apostolical names, must have purposely and directly been eradicated from the Epistle to the Oolossians. But such
an assumption as Mayerhoff's could, in opposition to the unanimous
testimony of the ancient Church from the earliest times, then only
lay claim to recognition, if decisive and clear evidence could be
produced, which proved that the Epistle to the Oolossians was not
St Paul's, and that therefore the ancient tradition of the Church
must be rejected. But it scarcely needs to be mentioned that
Mayerhoff has been able to point out nothing of the sort. In the
T·
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first section of bis work he is occupied with the relations of the
Epistle to the Colossians towards ths rest of St Paul's Epistles in
respect of language. The style of the Epistle to the Colossians
has hitherto been viewed by the sharpest-sighted critics as undoubtedly bearing on it the stamp of St Paul's mode of writing.
Mayerhoff is of another opinion. But the way in which be seeks
to show the difference in style between this Epistle and the genuine
Epistles of St Paul proves that he proceeded in this inquiry on totally untenable principles. In p. 12 he thinks it worthy of consideration that the words : a'1t'OKaA'U'TT'T(J), (1,'1f'OKa.Avy,~, V'TTaKOVOJ,
vrraKOt}, /J,pa, iii6, iii6Ti, bi, OVKETi, /JIT/K€Ti, are not found in the Epistle to the Colossians, that "l°'P occurs but six times in ft, whereas it
occurs seventeen times in the Epistle to the Philippians, twentyfour times in the first Epistle to the Thessalonians, forty times in
that to the Galatians, 170 times in that to the Corinthians, 150 times in that to the Romans. He that can take account of such
pure accidents, and take it so seriously too that he counts how
often "l°'P occurs in each Epistle, pronounces on himself the sentence of incapacity for giving his vote on affinity or difference of
style. In an Epistle _of but few chapters then only can something
be inferred from &'1t'af ).,E"foµ,evov;; and similar deviations, when
they are found in such modes of expression for which the author
has been acknowledged to have coined standing formulas, and even
then they have demonstrative force only,wben they can be brougbt
forward in connection with other decisive arguments.
Such
Mayerhoff in the second section of his essay (p'. 42, ss.) thinks are
found in the anomalies in the 'mode of thinking and of putting
forth thoughts which are supposed to show themselves between
the Epistle to the Oolossians and the genuine Epistles of St Paul.
He begins here with the· remark that the setting forth of the ideas
in the Epistle to the Colossians entirely wants the life, freshness,
and force, which distinguished the genuine Epistles of St Paul. 1
" In the latter," says Meyerhoff, " St Paul pursues a strict logical
order in the dogmatieal part, but, tired with the conflict between
the crowd of ideas and the spirit of systematizing (!), he then lets
I Erasmus, the great connoisseur of antiquity, judged differently, tonat, f~lgurat,
meras flammas loquitur Paulus, says he of this Epistle. Bohmer likewise finds, in his
" Isagoge in Epist. ad C9loss.," the mode of setting forth the ideas in the Epistle to the
Colossisns viva, pressa, solida, nervis pkna, mascula· (1. c. pag. 160.)
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himself be carried away in the hortatory part of the Epistles, so
that in it everything is mixed together; in the Epistle to the Colo2Sians, on the other hand, it is just the contrary; the hortatory
part is quite logically arranged, but the dogmatical part exhibits a
confused intermixture." We can oppose nothing more cogent to
this remark than if we in the following Commentary on this Epistle prove the close connection of the dogmatical part also, just as
we, in respect of the hortatory parts of the other Epistles, have
already sufficiently shown the complete untenableness of Mayerhoff's assertion, or shall show it in the sequel in the Epistles which
are yet to be explained, by pointing to the excellent arrangement
in them. Whereas in early times the Church of Christ particularly
admired the Epistle to the Colossians on account of the richness
of its ideas both profound and coJ:lli)ressed into a small spa,ce,
Mayerhoff discovers poverty of ideas in it (p. 46), and then finds
too (p. 59, ss.) '' although the doctrine of the Epistle is essentially
St Paui's, in separate points more or less deviation from the doctrine
of St Paul's Epistles." On this point too we abstain from all fur. the~ remarks here, as the exposition itself will give us sufficient
opportunity to show the complete identity of the doctrine of this
Epistle with St Paul's system of doctrine in general. To that is
subjoined in the third section of Mayerhoff's Essay the collation of
the two Epistles, to the Colossians and to the Ephesians, which
now, as has been already remarked, results in favour of the Epistle
to the Ephesians, in direct opposition to the inquiries of De W ette
and other critics. To every unprepossessed person the impossi- ·
bility of making proof of the one or the other of these Epistles
having been copied from a genuine one of St Paul's will by these
contradictions have been made clear enough, and consequently the
authenticity of both has by that means 9:nly been confirmed anew.
A refutation of that section would he possible only in case of a
special following up of the collation of the two Epistles carried out
by Mayerho:li, which, it is self-evident, cannot be undertaken here.
But by whomsoever it may be instituted it will never leave behind
it a satisfactory impression in all points, since it is certainly true
that, as we have already seen in the Introduction to the Epistle of St
Paul to the Ephesians, this Epistle is near akin to tliat, and indeed
in such a way that the Epistle to the Oolossians appears as the
shorter; and the assertion that this shorter Epistle was made by an
.
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officious person by means of an unskilful abridgement of the longer
one will ever be scarcely refutable in the eyes of those who see or
choose to see poverty of intellect in abundance of intellect, and a
want of connection in the strictest order.
Thus, then, there remains but the fourth and last section, in
which Mayerho:ff treats of the false doctrine in the Epistle to the
Colossians. Here he seeks to show that this false doctrine is that
of Oerinthus, and, as that heretic did not live till after the apostle's
time, therefore the Epistle to the Colossians cannot be by St Paul.
Now, that would certainly be a just conclusion, if the premises
showed themselves capable of proof; we should then have an historical point which we could oppose to the uninterrupted tradition
ascribing the origin of this Epistle to St Paul; by that means we
should come out of the airy r.egions of so-called internal arguments
(i.e. of merely subjective opinion) on to the firm ground of history.
But, as Mayerho:ffhimself confesses (p. 5) that Baur's attack on the
authenticity of the pastoral Epistles, on the ground that the doctrine
of the Marcionites is combated in them, fails on the inadmissibility
of that single assumption being pointed out, wbicb, as M. owns, bas
been already done by Baumgarten; so·too will his polemical argu-.
ments against the Epistle to the Oolossians having been written by
St Paul fail, on the single proof being brought that there is no necessity in the case of the false doctrine designated in it to think of
Cerinthus' gnosis. That demonstration we attempt in what follows, after we have more accurately weighed the characteristics
which the Epistle to the Oolossians gives of the false doctrine
spread among the first readers of it, as also the different hypotheses
which have been set up on the subject.

§ 2.

OF THE FALSE DOCTRINE SPREAD IN COLOSS,E.

The circumstance which caused the apostle Paul to write to the
Christians in Colossre, who were not personally known to him, was
the spread of serious errors in doctrine among them, as also in the
neighbouring church in Laodicea (Col, iv. 16), to whom St Paul
had also written, and, it is extremely probable, with the same design of warning them, as he commands that both Epistles, which
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might be complements of each other, are to be read at both places.
St Paul had, no doubt, received information of those false doctrines
through Epapbras, who, as has been already observed, was then
with St Paul, and, as founder of the Colossian church, stood in the
nearest relation to it. In Coloss. iv. 12 St Paul remarks, in delivering salutations to the Colossiaus from Epaphras, that Epaphras is
earnest in prayer for them, that they, grounded in God's will, may
stand firm against all temptations. It does not appear from this
Epistle in what manner this false doctrine may have been spread
in Colossre. St Paul does not say that persons from without had
brought it thither, neither does he name any individuals who defended it, he does not even strictly separate the heterodox from the
orthodox believers, but speaks to the whole body of the Colossian
church, as if both the heretics and those that remained faithful were
still in church-fellowship. This is especially shown by Col. ii. 20: el
cilrre0av€',€ crvv Xp,cr-rij, U'1l"O TWV r:noixelo,v TOV tcocrµov, -rt w<; twvTE<; ev IC(Jr:Tµp ooryµa-rltecr0e ; We cannot here suppose that the false
teachers merely are addressed, with an exclusion of the rest of the
church, for such a separation of two elements is nowhere indicated,
the exhortations go on without interruption, and always refer to
the whole church. A later writer would certainly not have selected that form of representation ; the latter would have made
the heretics appear rigorously separated from the orthodox believers, and combated them as ·standing out of communion with the
church. St Paul writes here perfectly in accordance with the first
beginnings of the Christian life. The first symptoms only of heretical
doctrine showed themselves in Colossre. St Paul hastened to
suppress them in the bud and to bring back the misguided to the
right way. He had no grounds for deducing those errors from an
evil intention; he saw their origin in inexperience and weakness;
therefore be does not directly apply severe measures, exclusion from
communion with the Church, and the like, but he proceeds forbear~
ingly. He views and treats the misguided as still members of the
church, and seeks to bring them back to the truth by a gentle exposure of their errors. The matter had assumed a totally different
aspect some years later when St Paul wrote his pastoral letters .at
the end of his life. Then the evil intention of the false teachers
had been brought clearly to light, and St Paul durst therefore no
longer permit unseasonable gentleness to sway him. The diseased
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members were now obliged to be removed in order to keep the
whole frame sound.
From this position of the Colossian false teacher~ towards the
church it may now be already inferred that no elaborate system
can be supposed in them. The enthusiastic element, which existed
in the character of the Phrygian people, and which bad found vent
for itself under Gentilism in the fanatical worship of Cybele, produced similar phenomena on the reception of Christianity, as the
Montanism which arose in Phrygia in the second century shows.
The Phrygians had received Christianity as a religion endowed
with mighty spiritual powers, but without entirely renouncing with
real self-denial their previous predilections; by which means there
afterwards arose mixtures of truth and falsehood, as they meet our
view in St Paul's sketch of the errors there. Moreover, the Eastern
was mingled with the Western element in this part of Asia Minor,
numerous Jews, with their different sects, were settled there,1 a propensity to speculations on the world of spirits was generally diffused, and that too not only in the form of the Greek philosophers,
but also in that of the Oriental theosophists,-nothing was therefore more natural than that Christianity, entering that mass full of
fermentation, should be eagerly received by the excitable population, but also capriciously disfigured. Before we, however; look
any closer into the quality of the Colossian false teachers, we must
answer the preliminary question, " Are all the traits mentioned by
St Paul to be supposed united in the same persons, or ar~ they men
of totally different tendencies of mind, whom he combats?" _ By
far the most of the later critics suppose the former, Heinrichs alone
insists that there were in Colossre not merely false teachers of one
opinion, but Judai:sts, Gnostics, and other heretics, side by side.
We must allow that the representation in our Epistle by no means
justifies the confidence with which the moderns suppose but one
sect in Colossre, If our Epistl_e were addressed to a numerous
church, such as the Roman one was, it would be even more natural
to suppose that St Paul w_ished to warn them against various erroneous opinions. For he nowhere says that the same persons
teach all that he blames ; since he, as we have seen, always writes
1 According to Josephus (Arch, xii.3) Antioohus the Great had brought 2000 Jewish
families from Babylon and Mesopotamia to Phrygia, and made them settle there; he
expected of them protection agdinst the unruly native population.
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to the church as such, not to individuals in it, it appears absolutely
grounded in the nature of the thing that he ranges the errors to be
avoided side by side, without its following from that that the same
persons entertain them. One might even say that at ii. J6, 17
two tendencies, the J udai:zing and the Gnostic, are distinguished,
as St Paul, after the : µ,~ ovv nc;, begins anew : µ,11oel.c; vµ,fis
K. T, X., and intimates by that means that he makes a transition
to something fresh. However, neither that passage, nor any other
in the Epistle to the Colossians, is <lecidedly against the assumption
that all the traits mentioned by St Paul were combined in the same
persons; and if one considers that Colossre was a small place, in which
many opinions can scarcely have been propagated, further, that the
pastoral Epistles introduce us to perfectly similar false teachers in
Ephesus and Crete, in whom kindred heretical elements appear
combined, as in the Colossians,-it certainly becomes probable that
the s1tme persons taught all t"llat St Paul reprehends, but one will
not be able to go beyond the probability. If we, after this, consider the 'separate features of the portr-ait which St Paul draws of
the Colossian false teacbers, 1 we find, first, that they had a tendency to Judai:sm. They laid a stress on exterior circumcision and
the outward observance of the_ Law (ii. 11, 16, 21, iii. 10), required
the keeping of the ordinances of the Old Testament as to meats,
the solemnization of the feasts, new moons, Sabl5aths. In opposition to them, St Paul exalts the spiritual circumcision in regeneration, and urges that through Obrist the distinctions in the Old
Testament between Jews and Gentiles, circumcised and uncircumcised, are abolished, that the mystery of Christ is to be made known
unto all men, even unto the Gentiles. But, besides that, St Paul
,I,,°'
..I.' Kai\ KEV1J
' a'11'aTTJ
,
I
\
'
.
aIso warns agamst
a 't'i"'ouo't'ta
tcaTa' TTJV
'11'apaSoutv TWV av8p<fm@v, ICUT(L T(L O'TOi·x/ia TOV ,couµov, ,cal ov ICUTlt
XpwTov (ii. 8.) What that false speculation discovered itself in

is particularly shown by ii. 18, ss. Instead of keeping to Obrist,
the one and only head, those heretics occupied themselves with in1 More extended remarks on the heretics of the apostolic age are found in the Intro.
duction to the three pastoral Epistles, in which particularly the false teachers of the
Epistle to the Colossians are compared with the false teachers of the pastoral Epistles
as regards the affinity and the difference between them, We therefore refer to the more
detailed disc11Ssion in the Introduction to the pastoral _Epistles, in respect of all points
which are here either not at all, or but briefly, touched on.
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qtiiries into the world of spirits, and even dedicated worship to the
angels. St Paul therefore strives above all to put the divine dignity
of Jesus in a clear light, and to show .that not merely all earthly,
but also all heavenly, powers are subject to the eternal Son of
God. - On the ptetended insight into the spiritual world, which the
Colossian false teachers recommended, and which, as usually happens, produced conceit and haughtiness along with apparent
humility (ii. 18, 23), the Epistle gives us no more detailed information; but it may be deduced from the pastoral Epistles that
they were occupied with genealogies of the angels, therefore, we
may suppose, assumed Syzygies amongst the angels, after the
manner of the later Gnostics. Finally, as to the practical tendency of these l1eretics, a strict asceticism was cultivated among
them, which induces us to suppose that they assumed a Hyle, or
substance of ev!l, although it is nowhere openly expressed. In
like manner it is nowhere declared qy St Paul that the ascetic principles of the false teachers in Colossm had extended to the rejection
of marriage, and to docetic views of Christ. (See the Comm on
ii. 21.) Now, if these features are conceived as referring to the
same persons, the difficulty arises that they seem to have something contradictory in them. That is to say, the stiffer Jude'ists
used to be strongly averse from Gnostic speculation and false asceticism, the Gnostic ascetics, on the other hand, were commonly
opposed to the tendency to regard the Law as merely external.
Thus it is explained how the views of the learned as to the nature
of these false teachers could prove so different. However, the majority of these hypotheses sufficiently refute themselves.
(See.
Bohmer's Isagoge, p. 56, ss., and Bertholdt's Introd. vol. 6, p. 3448,
ss.). The notions of Eichhorn, Schneckenburger (c~ntributions
to the Introduction, p. 146, ss., and on the antiquity of the bap•
tism of proselytes App. p. 189, ss.), and others, that no Christians
at all are meant here,' but Jews, which is deduced particularly from
ii. 19, needs no further consideration, for the
,cpare'iv rr,v "ecpaXr,v does not mean "not to believe in Christ at all," but only "not
to hold fast unto Christ as one ought." Had these persons not
been Christians, S~ Paul's polemical arguments would surely have
had no aim at all ; it was self-evident that in non-Christians there
was much to blame. In like manner the views of Wolf, Junker,
and others, who thought Christian Platonists, or Alexandrian sup-
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porters of the doctrines of the Logos, were the heretics at Colossre, ·
can make no pretension to recognition, because the inflexible tendency
of the Colossian false teachers with regard to the Law, from which the
Platonists and Platonizing J uda'ists were free, cannot be explained
by those views. Again, the assertion of Grotius; that the false doctrine is to be deduced from Pythagorean elements, or those of Kleu. ker and Hug, that it proceeds from the influence of the Magi or
Chaldees, are not merely indemonstrable, but improbable also.
The same holds good too of J. D. Michaelis' hypothesis, that they
are disciples of Apollos, which the friendly relation of that man
to St Paul is entirely opposed to. Thus, then, there only remains
as tenable the single supposition that they were Jewish Gnostics,
or Theosophists, who had endeavoured to harmonize their particular
views with those of the Gospel. To suppose exactly Essenes or
Therapeuta:i to be meant here, as Zacharire, Storr, and others, wished,
is certainly less advisable, because those formed exclusive societies, and it is hardly probable that they would. before the destruction of Jerusalem have spread themselves out of Judea and Egypt
into the other provinces of the Roman empire. But neither do we
need any annexation to such existing sects in order to explain the
mixing up of Jewish Theosophy with Christianity. Theosophical
and ascetic opinions of many kinds, shapeless, and without having
as yet assumed a decided character, were in the apostolical times
diffused among Gentiles and Jews. (Only see what Josephus
[ vita, cap. 2] relates of a certain Banns.) Those ascetics in Rome
of whom St Paul writes (Rom. xiv.), and in later times the appearance of Cerinthus and of the Gnostic Ebionites, of whose opinions
a remarkable monument bas been preserved in the followers of
Clem~nt, sufficiently prove how a theosophical-ascetic tendency, as
it appeared in the system of the Cabbala (see the Introduction to
the pastoral Epistles) could associate itself with a tendency strictly
legal in Judaism, and, on these grounds, such a coalition of those
different tendencies was then also p~ssible in Christianity. The
later inquirers, namely Neander and Bohmer, coincide in this conception of the quality of the Colossian false tea~hers, and Mayerhoff too, in fact, joius them. The latter scholar only concludes,
as we have already observed, from the affinity of the heretics in
Colossal with Cerinthus· bias, that the author of this Epistle had
combated the latter and his disciples, and that, as Cerinthus lived
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after St Paul, the Epistle to the Colossians must be considered
spurious, However, it is to be observed in opposition to that, that
the circumstances of Cerinthus' life are by no means accurately
enough known to us to enable us to say with any certainty he was
not living sq early as St Paul's times. That he was along with
John the Evangelist in Ephesus is reporLed to us by such safe
witnesses that only the extreme of caprice can throw doubts on
their declarations. (See Neander's Church History, vol. ii. p.
672.) It is true we know nothing certain of any relation between
Cerinthus and St Paul, for the uncritical Epiphanius, who supposes St Paul in all bis Epistles to combat Cerinthus, cannot, of
course, come under consideration here; but, in spite of that, Ceriothus might even at that time have been active, at least we have no
decisive evidence that would preclude that assumption ; therefore
an argument against a writing which is founded on the most irrefragable testimonies cannot possibly be based on so uncertain a
matter. But then nothing obliges us to assume that it is just Cerinthus and his adherents who are combated in the Epistle to the
Colossians. That false teache_r certainly did not first stir up the
tendency of mind which declares itself in his system. It was, on
the contrary, before him diffused in wide circles already. Cerinthus
only adopted it for his own, worked it up in his own fashion, and
succeeded in gaining over a good many to it. The very general
manner in which the false doctrines are set forth in this Epistle, as
we have seen, speaks clearly for the· opinion that there had not yet
risen up any individual who had adopted independently for his own
the tendency of mind which they suppose, and given it a characteristic and definite form. Cerinthus may, therefore, when St
Paul wrote, have already been in Colossre and committed himself
to those views, but he had hardly exercised influence already and
made himself the independent master of that tendency.
In its main purport, therefore, the Epistle to the Colossians is
directed against errors which have long since vanished, while the
Word of Truth which dissipated them has remained to us inviolate.
That Word also exercises even yet its power of destruction and
edification. For, if the form of error is changed, yet the essence
of it continues the same in all ages of the Church, because it is
ever generated anew vut of the sinful heart ; it therefore also needs
incessantly refutation through the Word of God. The pith, how•
8
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ever, of the error which began to entangle the Colossians consists
in seeking a wisdom and a holiness apart from Christ, in capriciously-made images of the fancy or of contemplation, in works of
the Law, of chastening, of mortification ; a striving, along with
which, in whatever form it may present itself, the poisonous plant
of conceit and haughtiness always grows up in the heart. Against
these the word of St Paul, "In Christ are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge," (Col. ii. 3), holds good for all times, and
especially even for ours, so rich in its own wisdom. He that digs
them out wins the greatest treasure at the same time with them,
viz., humility, which is never found along with tke conceited
wisdom of man.

§ 3.

THE COURSE OF IDEAS IN THE EPISTLE,

The Epistle to the Colossians falls, like the rest of St Paul's
Epistles, into two parts: in the first of which (from i. l to ii. 23)
the dogmatif:al element predominates, in the second (from iii. l to
iv. 18), on the contrary, the ethical.
We further divide the first part into two paragraphs, the first of
which (i. 1 to 23) after the salutation expresses thanks to God for
the faith of the readers, and contains the prayer of St Paul for their
growth in knowledge 'and in every good work. St Paul represents
the fulfilment of that prayer as .guaranteed by Christ and His redemption, who is personally described in His eternal Godhead as
He through whom all is created and in whom everything consists,
as head of the Church and first-born from the dead. As Lord over
all Christ has reconciled oll through His blood. Even them, the
readers of the Epistle, He has reconciled, that they might be holy
and unspotted instead of their previous state of estrangement from
God, if they stood fast in the faith and in the hope of the Gos·
pel, whereof he (St Paul) is a minister. In the second paragraph
(i. 24 to ii. 23) St Paul declares his joy at bis call to be an apostle
in spite of all the distresses attending it, as those very sufferings
must serve the welfare of the Church of Christ. He says he has
the calling, as minister of the Gospel, to fill everything with the
Gospel, and to teach all men (Gentiles as well as Jews), and to
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·present them perfect in Christ, whereunto, therefore, he labours
with all his might, and is accordingly particularly anxious for them,
the Christians in Colossoo as also in Laodicea, while he strives to
bring them to the knowledge of God and of Christ, in whom all
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge are hid. He says this, he
tells them, in order to warn them against false human wisdom,
which is sought for apart from Christ, in whom, nevertheless, the
fulness of the Godhead dwells bodily, and whose redeeming power
they themselves had experienced in their hearts. They should not, he
says, let themselves be again subjected to the yoke of the Law, and be
seduced from Christ by a puffed-up wisdom; for he that is dead
with Christ from the elements of the spiritual life must not again
let ·himself be brought back to a self-chosen worship of God which
seeks salvation by works. In the second part the third paragraph
(iii. 1 to 17) contains the general ethical precepts to the readers,
as such who are risen with Christ, to seek also what is above, and
to renounce all that is earthly and sinful. St Paul says they ought
for that end to put on the new man, created after the image of God,
with all bis virtues, to let, above all, love and peace reign in them,
and in reciprocal teaching and edification thank God and the
Father for the salvation which had become theirs. The fourth and
last paragraph (iii. l8-iv. 18), finally, is taken up with exhortations for the special relations of family life, to which is subjoined
at the end of the Epistle a reference to Tychicus, the bearer of this
Epistle, for more detailed news as to the apostle personaHy. Salutations, and the charge to communicate this Epistle to the Christians in Laodicea, and, on the other hand, to read publicly in
Colossre also that addressed to the Laodiceans, fill up the last verses
of the Epistle, on which St Paul further stamps the seal of authenticity by means of a salutation written with his own hand.

§ _4.

LIST OF WRITERS ON THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS.

Besides several works especially devoted to the Introduction to
the Epistle to the Colossians, such as C. G. Hoffman (Leips.
1749, 4to), Bohmer (Isagoge in Ep. ad. Col. theol. hist. critica,
Berol. 1829. 8.), Rheinwald (de pseudodoctoribus Colossensibus,
3
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Bonnre, 1834, 4to), Osiander on the 0olossian false teachers in the
Tiibingen Journal for 1834, part 4, we have to cite tbe following
special Commentaries. By Davenant (expositio Ep. ad Col., Genevre,
1655, 4to), George 0alixtus (expositio literalis, Brunsvicre, 1654.
4.), Solomon van Till (Amstelod. L726, 4to), Storr (in his
opusc. acad., vol. ii. p. 120-241), Junker (Mannheim', 1828),
Flatt (edited by Kling, Tiibingen 1829), Bahr (Basle, 1833),
Bohmer (Breslau, 1835), Steiger (Erlangen, 1835.)

(
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EXPOSITION
01' THB

E PI ST L E TO THE COLO S SI ANS.
I.

PART FIRST.
i. 1.-ii. 23.

~

(

THANKSGIVING FOR THE FAITH OF THE READERS AND FOR
SALVATION IN CHRIST,

(i. 1-23.)

The salutation (i. 1, 2) presents nothing particular, as what was
necessary _as to the form of the name of the city of Colossre and
the various readings in ver. 2 has already been remarked in the
Intr~duction to this Epistle(§ 1.) At the end ofver. 2 the usual Kal
Kvplov 'I17uav Xpu1"Tov in the blessing is wanting in the MSS.
B.D.E. and several minuscules. Considering the constant' occurrence of this formula in the beginnings of St Paul's Epistles, the
omission of the words is certainly not so easily explained as the
addition of them ; however, Lachmann has not, for all that, ventured to strike them out altogether; they might also have been left
out in some MSS. by accident.
Ver. 3, 4. Exactly as in Ephes. i. 15, ss., kere too St Paul begins with thanksgiving to God and mentioning his intercession
for the Colossian Christians for the sake of their faith and their
love, therefore for the sake of their Christian state of mind, ofwhioh
St Paul, however, had information (aKa6a-avTE'i') only through the
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communications of others (especially of Epaphras, ver. 8), not
through beholding it hitpself, for he had neither founded the church
in Colossre, nor ever visited it (see Introd. § 1).-As to the connection of the words, it is more c~rrect to join 7raV'TOTe with what
follows than with what precedes, for the incessant prayer for the
readers appears as the more important point here. In euxapiuTovµev is expressed the thanksgiving of St Paul, which he ex·
pressed at the moment, and by the medium of writing; the intercession, on the contrary, is meant to be represented as going on,
and to be grounded on what St Paul had heard of the Colossians'
life of faith. So too, ver. 9, where this idea is again taken up and
further carried out. Love is again (as in Ephes. i. 15) conceived
of as brotherly love, because Christian love manifests itself as such
in the first place, without thereby derogating from universal love.
in ~er. 3 MS. B. reads for T,j, 8er'p Kai 7raTpt, as St Paul generally writes,-Tp 0ep 7raTpl, and D.G. nji Be<j; T<p 7raTpt, which
latter reading Lachmann has received into the text. In fact, it
seems to deserve the preference, as the more unusual form of expression could easily be changed into the usual one.-'T7rep is to
be preferred after B.D.F.G. to 7repl.-In ver. 4 the reading f;v
ixETe after T~V atya7r'T}V is vouched for by so many and important
MSS., viz., by A.C.D.E.F.G., that one can~ot hesitate to declare
it the original one, the rather as the reading T~v seems to have
come into the text here from Epbes. i. 15.
Ver. 5. St Paul represents the faith and tl1e love of the Christians
in Colossre as purchased by the hop~ shown them by means of the
Gospel. Here too again St Paul disdains not to cast his ey11s on
the divine µtu0o,,, which even the Saviour Himself often places
before His disciples. The e'>..7rl'>, accordingly, is here not, as in I
Thess. i. 3, subjective hope, but objective hope, i.e. the hoped-for
object, eternal happiness in the kingdom of God. It is designated
as a'1T"OKetµev,,, Jv TOt', oupavo'i<,, in order to indicate partly its being
securely laid up, partly its not being yet present. But man cannot
deduce the existence of such a heavenly hope from himself, be
perceives it only in the Word of Truth, which is in the Gospel.
(Toi) euarrte'A.fuv is to be taken as genit. appositionis.) In this,
the Colossians have already here (before the fulfilment) received
information of that hope. For the 7rpO'T}KovuaT€ is to be taken so,
not, as Bohmer wishes, with reference to the ipostle's Epistle, as
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if the meaning were, " of which you have already heard before the
composition of this Epistle." For that this was the case was
surely already plain enough from the aKo6uavT€~ preceding.
Again, in the ~0rds which follow: TOV TrapoVTO~ Eli; vµai;, KaO@~
Kal "· T. X., the bare fact that the Gospel is preached in Colossre is
not related ; the citing of that would be completely needless, as the
existence of faith necessarily presupposes the preaching of the
Gospel. St Paul means rather in that addition. to render prominent the nature of the· Gospel, as a treasure belonging to the
whole of mankind, and which for that very reason could not be with·
held from them {the Oolossians) either : "which is come unto you,
as it is also (in conformity with its desti!iation) in the whole
world." The reason why the apostle makes the universality of
Christianity prominent here is the same which causes him at the
end of the chapter (i. 27, ss.) to repeat so often, that he teaches
and wJrns all men, viz., opposition to the one-sided bias of the
J udaYstic false teachers, who looked on the Gospel as intended first
of all for the Jews merely. Neither, therefore, can the lv TraVTt,
T<j> ,coaµr/ be taken with Bohmer as an hyperbole, for even if, when
St Paul wrote those words, the Gospel was not actually as yet generally diffused, still it has in· its first elements even the tendency and
energy to fill and govern the world; from his knowledge of that
energy St Paul prophetically expresses the future as if already
realized. (See on i. 23.) For the rest, in the Tov TrapovToi; el1;
vµa~ is to be.seen an antithesis to the clXTrk aTroKeiµ,e.VTJ lv Tott,
ovpavo'i,t, ; whereas the glory and blessedness of the kingdom of
God are still far off, the substance of these blessings is already
spiritually near to the faithful in the Word of Truth.
Ver. 6. Here the connection of the words is disputable, in consequence of the different readings; St Paul's discourse proceeds with
Ka0roi; Ka£ thrice repeated : it is true, the Ka£ is wanting in the
third, in very many and important MSS., but the omission is far
more explicable, because it had already been put twice before, than
But then A.O.D. read in the beginning
the addition of it.
\ ,
\
'
,I.
I
\
O f ver. 6 Ka 0CO', Ka£ EV 7raVT£ TffJ Kouµrp EUT£ Kap7ro..,,opovµ€VOV.
By that reading the proposition ,ca0@i;-Kouµ,'{, is separated from
what precedes, and joined with what follows, which brings with it
the great inconvenience that then the words: Ka0roc; Kat lv vµ'i.v do
not fit the beginning of the proposition : ,ca0wc; Kat lv TravTi Ta>
~

u

,J
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,c/irr/Vf', since tbe Oolossians are to be conceived as included of
course with the rest in the-·whole world. It is with reason, there·
fore, that Steiger, Bahr, and others, have retained ,cai eun ,caprro.1..
'
"
' 'IT'avn' Tff)~ Kouµrp.
'
-,,opovµevov,
an d supp1·1ed eun
at ,ea0'w~ ,cai' ev
The existence of the Word of Truth, therefore, in the world is to
be more accurately represented as not unfruitful, but efficient ; from
its productive power it brings forth fruits in the souls of those who
receive it, and it bad just shown itself so in the Colossians also
from the moment that they had heard of the grace of God (viz., in
Christ, as the object of the preaching of the Gospel), and had
truly received what-they heard. But a difficulty is created by the Kai.
avEav6µevov, which, it is in the highest degree probable, is to
be considered genuine, and to be taken into the text, after
A,B.C.D.E.F.G, though it might have been interpolated here from
ver. 10. But the idea of growing seems of necessity to precede the
bringing forth fruit, and not to be able to follow it, The reference
of the ,eap7rocpope'iu0a, to the inward, avEaveu0a, to the outward,
growth, is plainly improper after the mention of ,ca06'~ ,cai Jv
'1MVTi Tij, ,c/iuµrp. It corresponds better with the context to refer
avEavecr0a, to the growing and ripening of the fruits themselves,
with which the parallel passage, ver. 10, also suits best. The opera·
tion of the Word of Truth is not yet concluded with the bringing
forth of fruits, it works away, on the contrary, on and on, to present
the fruits still more ripened and complete, so that a growing is,
therefore, to be recognized in the bringing forth of fruit itself. The
acceptation of the Jv a"ll1r10elq. may be questionable. That no re·
ference back to the )1.670~ Tfj~ aA.rJ0ef.as in ver. li is couched in it,
and that therefore Jv <1,A.rJ0elq, must not be joined with xap,~ TOV
Beov, in the sense : "grace of God in truth," follows decidedly
enough from the article being away. The Jv a:li.rJ0e{q, can only be
taken as an adverbial accessory definition to the whole proposition,
by which the nature of the l7r/ryvwut~ as a true one, in contrast to
a mere apparent knowledge of the grace of God, as it showed itself in the false teachers, is to be designated. (See Bahr on this
passage, and 1Viner's Gramm. p. 128.) But the ,ca06'~ Kal Jµa~
0€Te points also, as Steiger ha.s already correctly perceived, to a
further reference of the lw aA.rJ0e{q, to the idea in verse 7 ; St Paul
in it ratifies the preaching of Epaphras in Colossoo as the genuine
apostolical one (perhaps with regard to suspicions which· might
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have been disseminated on the part of the false teachers against
Epaphras and his doctrine), and with it refers the Christians there
to that, as the only true one, in opposition to the arbitrary disfigurement ,of the Gospel, which the false teachers had permitted
themselves.
Vers. 7, 8. The ratification of the doctrine, and authentication of
the person, of Epaphras, here pronounced, are so far important, as
from them we learn how the apostles considered themselves as the
true possessors of pure evangelical truth, and maintained their title,
He whom they did not recognize was by that very circumstance
shut out from the body of Christ, the true Church of the Lord,
quite according to the word of the Saviour : " As my Father has
sent me, so do I send you" (John xx. 21), "He that heareth you.
heareth me, and he that despiseth you, despiseth me" (Luke x. 16.)
The apostles were representatives of Christ (2 Cor. v. 20), "We
· are aw.bassadors in Christ's stead, for God admonisheth through
us," the apostolical assistants were in their turn representatives of
the apostles. This position St Paul here expressly assigns to
Epaphras, as he not only names him as his beloved fellow-sla..ve
(see iv. 7, a-vv8ov]..o~ ev K,Vp{f,. In the LXX. it stands for ;-n~~.
Ezra iv. 7, 9; ~. 3, 6; vi. 13), but also 7r£0'TO~ 8u{K,ovo~ T;ofi
Xpi<T-rov in his (the apostle's) stead. It is true, the text. rec.
reads 7runo~ V7r€p bµJJ,v ai&"ovo<,, but the MSS. A.D.G. read
wep ;,µ;;,v, which could easily be altered to vµrov, but scarcely
vµC,v to f,µrov. Lachmann has, therefore, with reason taken
f,µrov into the text. As to the rest, the person of Epaphras has
been already mentioned in the Introduction (sect. 1). According
to iv. 12 he seems to have been a born Colossian. St Paul had
perhaps, during his long stay in Ephesus, sent him out into the
neighbourhood, and caused the Gospel to be proclaimed by him in
.. those cities of Asia and Phrygia which he could not touch at himself. It was Epaphras, too, according to verse 8, who had given
St Paul information as to the state of the Church in Colossre; if
here mention is made merely of the love of the Christians there,
of which Epaphras informed St Paul, other information is not
thereby excluded, especially that as to the threatening false teachers, only St Paul does not find himself moved to make that a
prominent feature already at the very beginning of his Epistle.
As to the rest, the love of the Oolossian Christians is meant by the
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addition ev wvevµan to be designated as one kindled by the Holy
Ghost, and therefore distinguished from mere natural love.
Ver. 9. Exactly as in Epbes. i. 15, St Paul in what follows
again takes up the idea of his diligence in prayer for them, which
had been already touched on in verse 3, and details what he prayed
for on behalf of the Christians in Colossoo. He designates.this his
praying as an uninterrupted one since the day that he heard of
them and their faith. (.did TOVTO connects verse 9 with what precedes, so that the life then existing in the Colossians was the motive to St Paul to pray for the perfection of his readers in the same.
-AlTe2u0ai after -rrpo'>EU)(f.U0ai denotes the particular act of beseeching in the more general idea of praying.-As to the use of t'va
after verbs of commanding, praying, &c., see Winer's Gramm. p.
310, sq.-The construction of the 7rArJpovu0ai with the accusative
is quite regular. See Winer's Gramm. p. 205, sq.)
St Paul now wishes and beseeches for liis readers the being filled
with the knowledge of the divine will, which makes itself known,
and proves itself in ~ll wisdom and spiritual knowledge. As to
the ideas uocf,la and uvv.ui<, we have already observed what was
n_ecessary on Ephes. i. 8, which passage stands parallel to this one.
The idea of the bein,q filled with the knowledge of the divine will
is to be explained by the fact, that mfryvwutr; is to St Paul no
mere · act of reflection, to which certainly 71),,rJpw0r,vat would not
be adapted, but a real contemplation, which has its origin in the
communication of the Holy Ghost. The idea would, therefore,
have to be paraphrased thus : " that you may be filled by the Holy
Ghost, and by means of His illumination may receive knowledge."
But the " knowledge" is, by the addition TOV 0i>.~µ,arro<, ai!Tov,
designated as practical knowledge, in opposition to an unfruitful
theoretical knowledge, such as the false teachers made great efforts
to attain to. (See on ii. R, 23.) According to this, Steiger's
view is quite a failure. He is pleased, on this passage, so to distinguish ryvwcrtr; from muyvwui<,, that by ryvwuir; vague knowledge
without any complete insight into the reality is understood, while
brryvwuir; is supposed to be a seeing into the special, resulting
from meditation and design. The uncertain nature of his view is
sufficiently apparent from the single fact of his bringing in another
definition alongside of the former one. He thinks that e7rfryvwuir;
is sometimes above, sometimes beneath, ryvroui<, : if the latter.
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be the case, then ryvfiJ<n<; means the full, pure, knowledge of things,
as it arises in intellectual contemplation ; and Jw{,yvwrrir;, on the
contrary, is then the result of a partial investigation on a more
laborious road. As we have already observed in the exposition of
the Epistle to the Ephesians (at i. 8), there is no specific difference
at all between ryvwrrt<; and l7T'{ryvm<rt<; to be assumed in the dialect
of the New Testament, and particularly in St Paul's; both terms
always denote the immediate knowledge by the reason through the
perception of the ete!nal, by means of the vov<; illuminated by the
Holy Ghost (compare on ii. 3) ; on the other hand, the insight
which is gained by an intellectual process through the activity of
the reflective powers is called <f,p6v'l'}<rtr; or <rvve<rt<;. (See my
Opusc. acad. p. 156, ss.)
Vers. 10. From the true practical knowledge of God proceeds
of itself an outward walk which is worthy of the Lord ; i. e. re' dounds to His glory. In the Infin. wept7T'aTf']<rat we are not to
see a"second prayer, as if it were co-ordinate with the tva 7T'h'l'}pw·
0f']Te, but the 7T'ept7T'aTfJ<rat is to be viewed as dependent on the
knowledge of the divine will, so that the meaning of the words is:
"in order (by means of this knowledge) to be able to walk worthy
of the Lord," i~ which the idea is couched that this is impossible without that knowledge. Afterwards, in the el<; 7T'aa-av ape<r1mav is. indicated the aim of the truly Christian walk, " to please
the Lord in every respect." ('Ape<rKeta is not found again in the
New Testament. In profane writers it is used reprovingly in the
sense of "coquetry." [See Theophr. char. eh. 5.] EvSo"[a is
more usual with St Paul.-As to the relation between Kapwo<f,ope'iv
and av~avea-0ai see at verse 6. Both are here plainly referred to ,
works by the addition ev '!T'aVTt lp,yrp arya0ip, i. e. in works, which,
as proceeding out of faith and love, are truly pleasing to God.By the words TV lmryvw<rei Tov E>eov the bringing forth fruit is
represented as effected through the knowledge of God designated
in verse 9. No distinction is to be sought between the knowledge
of God and that of His will, for every true knowledge of God is
precisely that of His will, because the being of God is not to be
separated from His wiJl. The reading of the text. rec. e_l-. TiJv
hrtryvwa-w has most decidedly extrinsic and intrinsic arguments
against it.)
Ver. 1 l. The constitution of those who can bring forth fruit in
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every good work is more accurately defined to the effect; that the
spiritual strength requisite for it is imparted to them by God :
" as such, who are strengthened in all might, according to the
power of His (i. e. God's) glory." (On the relation between ovva·
1w; and «paTor; see the remarks on Ephes. i. 19.-As to «p&:ror;
T~r; Ug'lJ'> see at Ephes. i. 6, 12, 14, 18.) It cannot be doubted
that by the ovvaµ.ovµ.evot /CaTa TO «paTO<;, "sti·engthened in accordance with His power," the strengthening of the faithful is meant
to be designated as one proceeding from God. God Himself fulfils His will by His Spirit in tliem ! Exactly corresponding to
the word : " with God nothing is impossible," and to this other :
" to him that believes all things are possible," for it is God who
works in the believer. (See the Comm. on Matt. xix. 26 ; Mark
ix. 23.) But 8eov must not be supplied at EJ! 'JTauv ovvaµ,et also;
on the contrary, 'lTaCT'fl plainly points to the variety of human situ·
ations and wants, and of the strength requisite for them. These
forms of life, in which that strength is a necessity, are more closely
defined by : elr; 'JTMav imoµ.ov~v 1Cat µ.a«po0vµ.lav, St Paul is
thinking of times of suffering and temptation of various kinds,
as they then befel every church, in which events the faithful have
to approve their patience and forbearance, and that, too, not by
any means in hypocritical peevishness, but with joy, as in that
too fulfilling Gotl's will. Certainly, the words µ.ETa xapus are by
several critical authorities joined with evxaptCTTOVVTE<; which follows, but Steiger and Bahr have already with justice declared
themselves against it. For in the evxaptuTe'iv by itself alone is
couched the idea of joyful resignation to God's will, but the imoµ.ovr, and µa1Cpo0vµ.{a need the closer definition by µ.ETa xapar;, in
order to characterize them as genuinely Christian.
Ver. 12. From the state of mind described in the foregoing
verses the prayer of thanksgiving to God proceeds as an efilux.
For he that in God's might can bring forth fruits in good works
finds in it an inexpressible joy (the feeling of which urges him to
thanksgiving towards the Father of light, who has regenerated him
to such an existence), and at the same time a guarantee of his future eternal happiness ; he sees that he is by the Spirit made fit
for the holy kingdom of God, that he bears it in himself even here
below, and that it will therefore also certainly belong to him at
some time. According to this connection St Paul here places in
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the foreground the conception of the Father (proceeding from the
consciousness of adoption), and that of the being made meet. , It
is true, the readings vary J,,ere too very much, as in verse 3 ; for in
some MSS. T<p 0ecp '1TaTpt, in others T<p 0etj, Tip TraTpl, and other
words, are read for T<p '1Ta-rp£. But these various readings are
sufficiently explained by the fact that nowhere else in St Paul's
Epistles does o'1Ta-r~p occur alone. As to the idea of the l«av~w
see 2 Cor. iii. 6. The aorist form points to a divine action which
was performed but once, by which the faithful are made meet, viz.
to the work of Christ, as it is described in vers. 13, 14. (MSS.
D.G. read «a}..Ju(!,VT£ for i1'av6luav-r1,, MS. B. has both, side by
· side. Lachmann has, without sufficient reason, received this latter reading. Doubtless l«avwaavT1, is the right reading. But if
one referred the having made meet to the subjective state of the
mind, one could easily take offence at it (because surely in none
· was the meetness absolutely realized), and therefore think «aAeuav-ri 'inust be substituted for it.) Lastly, in the concluding words
of the verse the object is mentioned for which God the Father
makes His children meet, viz. el'> -r~v µ,ep£Sa -rov KA~pov -r&iv
&,ylwv. The saints, i. e. all regenerate, true children of God, conceived as a unity, have a joint «-,.._fJpor; (nl,r,,:i), of which each indivrdual has bis µ,ep'ts

(p~lJ or i1~~t'J)~ -,In Jike manner, it is

said John xiv. 2, "in my Father's house are many mansions."
Here the house answers to the «XfJpor;, the mansions in it to each
individual µ,ep{r;. The question of whether St Paul is here thinking of the earthly kingdom of God, or of the heavenly world, is
idle, inasmuch as here it is not exactly meant to distinguish between the various forms in which perfection may realize itself.
That world is, as a portion left by the Father to the children,
without further distinction, contrasted with this sin-ridden earthly
,world. Akin to the expression in this passage are not only Epbes.
i. 18, ~ KA'f/povoµ,ta iv -roi:r; &ry/oir;, but also Acts xx. 32, 1'A'Y/povoµ,£a ev Toi<; -fniaaµ,Jvo£<; '1TU,IJW, and xxvi. 18, 1'ArJp0'> ev -roi:'> ~,ywuJJ,EVOI,'>, Only in tltese passages the distinction between µ,epk and
«AfJpor;, which is so prominent here, is wanting. But a comparison
with Canaan, the earthly heritage of Israel, in which every Israelite
had his share, lies at the root of the whole form of expression. (See
Heb. iv. I, ss.) _In conclusion, it is also a question bow iv -rrj, cf,ooT~
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is to be connected. Th~ connecting it with l1eavrouavn, as if light
were the element through which God has made the chiltlren of God
meet, is a failure in every respect. i/.Jwr; is never used in such
connection, but always Trvevµ,a; to refer it to baptism, as several of
the Fathers proposed, is in like manner quite unsuitable, because
q,ro-rurµ,or;, at least, would have to stand for that; further, [,cavroaavn does not refer, as we have remarked above, to the already
complete subjective process of being made meet, for St Paul is
really only just praying (verse 9, ss.) that God may be pleased to
fill them with the knowledge of His will. We must rather take ev
Tq> ef:,ro-rl as a more accurate definition of the nature of the "],,f'Jpor;
-rrov wtlrov, As in verse 13 the element of sin is called u,c6-ror;, so
here the element of good, in which the saints are, is called ef:,ror; ;
as children of light they are heirs of the kingdom of light.
Vers. 13, I 4. No pause can be made here with Griesbach ; on
the contrary, St Paul's discourse moves on again, as at Epbes. i.
6, ss., by means of nothing but relatives, which join one clause to
another by connecting it with the last substantive. God, who is the
subject of the last proposition, is represented as the author of redemption by Christ (2 Oor. v. 19.) Redemption is represented.as _
positively accomplished by deliverance from the power of darkness,
negatively by translation into the kingdom of Obrist. Now the
Jgova-ta <TKOTo•Jr;, as an antithesis to the kingdom of Christ, is not
merely subjective sinfulness, but that in connection with the whole
element of evil in the devil and in bis angels. The deliverance of
the faithful fro111 the power of darkness does not, h~wever, exclude
the continued fight against the evil powers; on the contrary, St
Paul describes it as subsisting precisely for Christians (Epbes. vi.
12, ss.)
The deliverance from the power of darkness consists
rather in the f,act, that the believer exactly through faith knows
himself as Christ's servant, and therefore can fight against the
darkness as without him, as belonging to it himself no more.
But this deliverance fr6m one element and its determining influence supposes a being transferred to another element ; this is
denoted by the phrase : µ,e-re<TT'TJuev elr; T~v /3aut°"},,e£av Tov viov
rrij~ luy&,,r'T/c; aVToV. Here, just as in Luke .xvii. 21, the kingdom
of Obrist is imagined as inwardly present, " the kingdom of God
is inwardly in the faithful, and they in it ;" Obrist is that spiritual
kingdom itself, He i&. in us and we in Him. Into that inward
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kingdom the regenerate man is even here below transplanted in
the spirit, as he also through the death of the old man presses
through unto life even here below (1 John iii. 14.) Christ's
kingdom is, therefore, here not= the•µepk rov ,,>..~pov -rwv
a,yu,,v (ver. 12) by which the future state in glory is designated,
in which man will be in a holy and perfect state as to all his
powers, even as to his body. The name that Obrist bears here is
also peculiar : o vt'o~ TrJ~ a7'17r'I}~ avTOV. It is erroneously taken
as a merely hebrai'zing designation of vlo~ myaw'l}r6~; the expression rather corresponds in St Paul to the µovo7ev~~ of St J obn (see
on John i. 18.) Obrist is called "son of His love," inasmuch as
He was born of the essence of God, as St Augustine (de trinit. xv.
19) had already correctly interpreted it: filius caritatis nullus est
alias, quam qui de substantia est genitus. This Son of the divine
love is the personal love itself, which induced Him to give Himself
up unto death for men ; therefore it is further said of Christ : ev ~
lixoµe; 71JV a,7ro)\.v-rpwuw "· T. A., words, which we have already e:~
plained at Ephes. i. 7. Not merely through Him, St Paul means
to say, is redemption accomplished, we rather possess it as an abiding reality in Him ; Obrist is from His representative character the
never-failing source of redemption ; lte alone who is in Him truly
possesses it. As to the rest, Sia 'TOV a7µaTo~ avTov is to be struck
out here in accordance with A.B.O.D.E.F.G. It seems to have
only come into the text here out of Ephes. i. 7.
Ver. 15. To the above St Paul now subjoins a detailed description of the person of Christ, which is unmistakeably designed to
have a bearing on the Colossian false teachers. This passage forms,
along with Ephes. i. 20-23, and Phil. ii. 6-11, the leading
passage in St Paul's Epistles on the doctrines concerning Christ
contained in them, and has, therefore, as may be supposed, in an
equally great degree attracted the attention of interpreters and
theologians, especially of the writers who treat of St Paul's system
of doctrine. We have even to mention particular treatises on this
important passage, especially those of Schleiermacher (Stud. for
1832, part 2, reprinted in the collected works relating to Theology,
vol. i., p. 321-36 J), and, against it, the works of Holzhausen and
Ositmder (in the Tubingen Journal for 1833, part I.) As to the
division of this whole important section, Bahr (p. 54J, iill have it
that in ver. 17, 18, ·the progress (of the description): I;nakes itself
3
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plainly known by means of the Ka, avr6<; ; that i~ to say, be supposes in verses 15, 16 the relation of the Son to the Father, in
ver. 17 that of Christ to the world in general, and from ver. 18
downwards the relatiol1" to the Church, as the new creation, are
treated of. But ver. l 6 is decidedly against that view, as that
verse already describes the relation of Christ to the wodd ; we can
therefore ascribe to the ,cat' avTo<; no such decisive importance as to
the division. Even in the wproTOToKo<; 'lrM7J'> KTW-Ero<; there is already couched a reference to Christ's relation to the creation. We
can distinguish two parts only: l, In vers. 15-17, Christ is delineated wit/tout reference to His incarnation; 2, in ver. 18-20
with that reference.
First, Christ is called elKaJV TOV Beov TOV aopcfrov. St Paul
had already at 2 Cor. iv. 4 called Christ elKa>v TOV Beov (aopa•
Tov is tltere spurious) ; it is a question what the expression, when
used of Christ, means, for the image of God is attributed to man
too (see iii. 10.) But as everything is created through Obrist
(ver. 16), so is man too; he, consequently, bas the image of God
in a derivative manner only, be is the image of the image, Christ
is the original image of God. It must not be concluded from the
absence of the article that we must translate in this passage : " an
image of God;" on the contrary, the article is wanting because elKa>v
T. e. is a familiar collective idea, like 'lT'VEVµ,a T. e., VUJ<; T. e.;
in 2 Oor. iv. 4 the article is wanting in the same manner, and even
Philo uses E£Ka>v T, e. without the article. Now it would be altogether leading one astray to refer this expression : " Christ is the
original image. of God" to the human nature of Christ along with
the divin(j one, as Junker and Schleiermacherwill have it; for here
the Son of God, still purely in His eternal divine being, is set on
a par with the Father. It would be just as wrong to suppose the
idea of" the designedly-made or formed" in the term E£Ka>v, by which
Obrist would be degraded into a creature. The meaning of the
term is here made completely plain by the epithet a/JpaTo<; ( 1 Tim.
i. 17). Obrist is not called image of God as a being formed after
God, but as He who manifests, so that they can be seen in Him,
the fullness of the essence and of the divine attributes, which are
hidden in the Father. (So judges, correctly, I think, besides
Bahr, Steiger, and Bohmer, Usteri also, on St Paul's system, p.
308.) As, therefore, it is said, J 9hn i. 18 : 0eov OUOEl', ewpaKe
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'7T'6>'7T'oTe ( l Tim. vi. 16, ef,rofl ol1'rov a11rpocn-rov, iv e'loev ovoe~(l
au0p<i)'7T'6JV, ovo~ loe'iv MvaTat), but it is added afterwards: µ,ovo•
,yev~(l vw(l e1'flivofl e~,y1uaTo, so St Paul designates the Father as

o

not to be viewed (for it is plain enough that there is no question
here as to a physical seeing), but as manifesting Himself in the
reflection of His essence (Heb. i. 8) the Son. Accordingly, then,
our Lord says too, John xiv. 9 : "he that sees me, sees the Father,
for the Father manifests Himself tl1rough the Son," who ev µ,opr/>fi
Beoii V'1T'ripxei, Phil. ii. 6. Thus taken, then, the essential equality
is expressed in the name elK6'v T. e., but, as the being begotten is
couched in the name VWfl, so is the idea of the radiation of the
divine glory in the conception of elKrov. The Father is the 1:>ource,
the eternal and original cause, oflight, from whom the Son, as image
of the divine nature, proceeds. (Philo had already got this view of
the relation• of the Son to the Father correctly in the essential
points... Compare some passages from him belonging to this subject in Usteri ubi supra ; they are fully collected in Grossmann
1umstiones philonece, Lips. 1829. The idea of a t,~":fOf.i, in which
God manifests Himself, is found even in the OldTTest~ment [see
Numb. xii. 8, Ps. xvii. 15 ], and from those instances it passed over
to the Cabalists, who describe the Metatron [ comp. on John i. I] as
God's image or countenance.)
The second phrase, by which Christ's nature is described, is '11"pwT6-ro1'0<; 'TT"atr"}(l KTlue@fl. That 'TT"as stands here without an article,
as it has been already observed on the Epistle to the Ephesians
(on ii. 21) for totus, after the more modem custom of the language,
Bahr has already correctly remarked. The .KTluw is the whole of
the creation, not the creation in its individual parts. But the term
'11"p@TOTOKo<; is difficult, and one cannot but think it very intelligible .
that, from the first, Arians, Socinians, and other impugners of the
divine nature of Christ, strove to found their views on this passage. For it must be granted that the words 7rp@TOT01'0(; 7T'(j,U"}fl
1'TW€rofl, viewed purely grammatically, can be so understood that
Christ Himself is reckoned in the KTlu,fl, and is only placed at the
summit of the whole 1'Tlui(l. The possibility of such an acceptation
of the words is sufficiently proved by the 7tp@T6-ro1'0fl -rruv veKpruv,
which follows, and which cannot be understood otherwise than that
Christ Himself was dead too. But the context of the whole passage speaks so decidedly against the possibility of taking the words
2
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so, .that there can be no doubt a_t ail that St Paul means the phrase
For in ver.
16, 17 all created things are represented as in absolute de.(!endency
on Him, the Son of God, who cannot, therefore, possibly be meant·
to be designateµ as Himself belonging to the rank of creatures. The
app!;!al to the passages of the books of wisdom (Prov. viii. -22, g"nue
µe &px~v oo&v, LXX., Sir. i. 4, 8, 'll"po-repa 'JT"<ZVT(J}V g/1:Ti<J"Tat
ao<f,ta, 1€Vpto<; au-riJr:; l1€Tt<J"€V auT~v) can therefore prove noth~ng,
for in the latter h:-rtl;ew is merely used in a more extended sense
· ryevvav. The uo<f,,a is by no means to be represented as itself
"7'iuµa. To interpret the passage by altering the accent, with
Erasmus, J. D. Michaelis, and others, will at the present day
hardly come into any one's head again. That is to say, 'll"pw-ro-roh:or:; is
used in afeminine sense only, ~ 'll"pw-rror:; -regaua, as Thom:as Magister explains it. But, even without looking at that, the creative
operation of the Xoryor:; can never be designated by -rllCT'eiv, and indeed the·combination with 'll"pw-ror:; also in this aQceptation would
be extremely inconvenient; for, if Christ were called primus genitor totius creaturm, it would seem as if there were several more,
ivithout and after Him. But just as little can Schleiermacher's
proposition lay -claim to approval. He insists on having 'll"pro-ro-roh:or:; joined with elKroV (as he in ver. 18 joins also apx~
7rpru-ro-roh:or:; together, but just as unsuitably), in the sense:
"Christ is, in the collective compass of the spiritual world of men,
. the first-born image of God." The interpretation of the term.
K-riutr:; of the,..world of men is, it is true, not impossible in itself, for
mankind can certainly, as an essential part of the creation, be designate~ by the name K-rluir:;. (See the Comm. on Rom. viii. 17
and on Col. i._ 23.) But 'JT"aua 71 K-rtu,r:; without any further defi•
nition never does and never can so occur, neither does the context
here permit the employment of that signification. The ,-a, 7rav-ra
in ver. 16 clearly interprets the 7raua K-riuir:;, which precedes, as the
whole of the creation. But, even without looking at that, Schleiermacher's interpretation is totally inadmissible. For,first, 1rpru-r6T0K0>: seems not to be a suitable epithet for elKwv. Bohmer has
already justly remarked that one would rather have expected wpw~6-rv1tor:;. But, secondly, grammar necessarily requires the article
before 7rpw-r6-roh:or:; in the connection with eiK~v, as Matt. i. 25,
· -riiv vi?iv av-r,fj~ -riJv 7rpwTo-ro,wv shows. (See Winer's Gram., p.
'll"pro-ro-roKor:; -ri]r:; K-rlueror:; to be taken in another sense.
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125.) The omission of the article is only explained by the supposition that '1T'pooTdTo!lo<, is treated as a well-known idea, which, besides, in the connection with '1T'UU7J'> 1'Tfuew<,, cannot belong to any
other. The use of this phrase had, no doubt, its origin in the Old
Te~tament, where it is said, Ps. lx:xxix. 2 7, 1'qty(J) '1T'pooT6To1'oV
(-,,;~~ 0/iuoµ,at avT6v. (See Heb. i. 6.) :Philo calls the X/,,yo<;
both· el1'@v and '1T'pw-r67ovor; (see Bahr on this_ passage, p. 61),
which name is near akin to the µ,ovo7ev~r; of St John. Just in
the same way Jehovah is called in the Kabbala the first-born,
as the original manifestation of the infinite, through whom the
creation is brought about. After this the name 7ipwTo-ro1'or; rfjr;
1'Tluewr; can only, with the oldest Fathers, be taken so that the
Genitive is dependent on the '1T'pwTor:; in the signification of pri'.or
(see at John i. 15), in the sense, '1T'pwToT01'or; '1T'pO '1T'av-roov -rwv
ll-rtuµ,aTwv, as Justin Martyr calls the Xo7or;, in complete accordance with the phrase in ver. J 7, av-ror; e.un '!T'PO '1T'avToov. There is
then couched i~ the name the Son of God's being born of God in
the beginning before every creature.
as '1T'pooToNow that St Paul represents Christ as elK@v T.
ToKor; rfjr;; llTluewc;, had doubtless its origin in the circumstance that
the heretics in Colossai called in question the divine dignity of
Christ. In all probability they saw in Christ a mere man (like
Cerinthus an_d his disciples) with whom at His baptism a higher lEon
had united itseJf, but which again left Him after the completion of
the work of redemption. The supposition of Steiger and others
(p. 139) that the Colossian false teachers had themselves employed
the terms el1'@v and 7rpwToTo!lor:; of Christ, only in another sense,
is extremely improbable. Had that been the case, St Paul would
have defined those terms so much more accurately that it might be
perceived wherein the genuine apostolical use of those phrases difM
fered from the false one of those false teachers. But any such more
accurate definitions are wholly wanting. On the contrary, St
Paul uses the name '1T'pwToTOKor; '1T'U.U'TJ<; 1'Tluewr; with so little reserve that it might be understood in a sense derogatory to Christ,
which sorely would have been avoided, if the heretics, whom St
Paul means to combat, had applied the word in an exactly similar
way. But the apostle's mode of expression seems suitable, if the
heretics, in like manner as Cerinthus and his school, proclaimed
Christ straightforwardly an ordinary man, and only supposed an
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.:Eon to have been united to Him during His labours as the Messiah: the force of St Paul's argument lies in the idea, not the words.
Ver, 16. With all the difference in the expressions there still
' appears in the thing the completest agreement between the Ghristologies of St John and St Paul. The names elK6>v T. e., 7rpr.tTo·
-roKO'> m5,<T'YJ'> 1'Tluer,,r,, St John is a stranger to, but, on the other
hand, he likewise declares that one sees in the Son the invisible
Father in all His glory, that the Son is the only-begotten ·of the
Father. So now verse 16 too corresponds perfectly with the description in St John i. 3, '/TU,VTa St: ain-ov Jryeve-ro, Kat xroplr, avTOV
JryeveTo ovos ~11 & ryeryove. (Compare also Heb. i. 4, xi. 3.) , But
the idea that all is created in Christ is joined by St Paul with
what precedes by &n, and by that means the sense which we obtained of 'ITpo,ToT01wr, 'ITatr'l'J'> "7'/geo,r, is established. "He (the Son
of God) must have been born of the substance of the Father before
all the creation, for all things are created in Him." Considering
the accurate distinction drawn afterwards between the prepositions
ota, elr,, Jv, it is extremely improbable that Jv stands here instead of
Ota ; lv rather denotes here very comprehensively the,connection of
the Son with the creation, which is afterwards divided into its separate relations. " In Him are all things created, i.e. the Son of
God is the intelligible world, the Ko<J'µor, VOTJTO'>, i.e. things themselves according to the idea of them, He carries their essentiality
in Himself;" in the creation they come forth from Him to an independent existence, in the completion of all things they return to .
Him. The referring of the Ta 'ITavrn merely to the collective body
of the regenerate, and of the tCTite,v to the transforming energy in
the regeneration, is quite inadmissible, as the following development of the purport of the 'IT&vTa shows. It is incomprehensible
bow Schleiermacher could say (ubi supra, p. 507) KTltew is not
used for ~""'l::l of creating, ·as it often occurs so, Deut. iv. 32 ; Ps.
I. 11; Isai;h xlv. 7, and elsewhere. (Of. Schleusn. Lex. in LXX.
vol. iii. p. 402.) The conception of the 'ITaVTa is now carried out
by means of two antitheses, -ra €JI TO£', ovpai,o'ir, Kal Ta €7Ti Tr/'> "ils
(cf. Ephes. i. 10; Rev. x. 6), TCl, opMct Kal Tct aopaTa, by which
the ideal and material sides of the creation are meant to be expressed, and consequently its totality. Then, in continuation,
the highest forms of those two departments of the creation are
named separately, eZTe 0povoi, ei'TE ICVptOT'l]TE<;, ei'TE apxa}, ei'Te
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eEovulai, in which there is the assumption that, if the highest is
created in Christ, it is self-evident that the low and insignificant
is so too. From Col. ii. 10, 15, and the remarks on Ephes.
_ i. 21, it cannot, be doubtful that St Paul means by those four
synonymous expressions particularly to designate powers of the
spiritual world, angels and angel-princes, without making a more
accurate distinction between good and bad angels. As to the impossibility of defining more accurately the differences between the
separate expressions we have already explained ourselves at Ephes.
i. 21. But the question may arise whether, from the connection
with the foregoing antitheses, heaven and earth, visible and invisible, we tt.re not in the four names of governors and powers, at the
same time with heavenly powers, kings, princes, magistrates, to
suppose earthly ones also to be meant, who indeed, as administra~
ing their offices in the name of God, are even called Elohim in the
Old Testament. For the assumption, that reference is here made
only to earthly relations, which even Schleiermacher has propounded, is at all events inadmissible. That divine would even
understand the antitheses 'Tl'.t 'TO£,;' ovpavo£<; 1','T,A,. thus: "everything which refers to heavenly, i.e. religious, relations, and which
refers to political, legal conditions." That is decidedly inadmissible, because, no doubt, in that declaration of St Paul, that everything on high was created in Christ, consequently He is higher
than all high things, is couched an antithesis against the view of
the Colossian heretics as to the dignity of the angels, whom they,
according to the Gnostic idea of the JEons, even adored with invocation and worship (cf. on Col. ii. 18), and with the greatest probability named by these and similar names. {See Steiger and
Bahr in their Comma. on this passage, where passages of the later
Gnostics are collected.) Only St Paul did not borrow them from
the habitual language of the Gnostics ; they were familiar to him
already from the general sphere of Jewish ideas in which he bad
grown up. But certainly muoh may be said for the notion, that
St Paul was thinking of earthly powerB along with the heavenly
ones, because directly after, in ver. 17, the Tit 7TavTa appears again,
and St Paul has plainly the intention of representing the absolute
totality of the creation as determined in regard to its existence by
Christ. Only we find no trustworthy passage elsewhere, in which
th.ese expressions, used commonly of angels absolutely, are also em-
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ployed of earthly powers. If one will lay a stress on the cireumstance that Christ is elsewhere with reference to earthly powers
called King of kings, Lord· oflords (1 Tim. vi. 15 ; Rev. i. 5, xvii.
l 4, xix. 16), it seems more reasonable to find this might of Christ's
over every earthly greatness in the words Ta e?l"L n'}<; ryf,<;, than in
the names 8plwo, K.T.X.
Ver. 17. After this partition of the universe St Paul again takes
up the·opening words of verse 16, ev avnj:,EKTl<J'8'f/ Ttt ?l"avTa, and
shows how the creation "in its totality related tu Christ in all
the dimensions of time, the present, the past, and the future, viz.,
is absolutely dependent on Him, who is, as the Eternal One, be·
fore every thing that was created, whereas everything in· the nature of a creature was made. (See on John i. 3.) The various
relations of the creature to the Eternal are expressed by the preporefers to the origin of the creasitions o,J,, el<;, and ev. The
ture, which proceeds from the Father through the Son ; el,; refere
to the end of the same,. as all is created to or for Him, as the final
aim of things (see verse 20); on the other hand ev points, as the
<J'VVE<J'T1JKE unmistakeably shows,1 to the present consistence of the
world, which is always in the Son, inasmuch as He supports and
upholds the world with His word (Heb. i. 8), and the upholding
may also be considered as a continuation of the creation. There
is but one difficult point in this description, which sets forth Christ's
divine nature in the most distinct manner; and tkat is that elsewhe.re the relation of the Holy Ghost to the creature is usually ex•
pressed by the prepositions Ek and ev (see on Rom. xi. 36), but here
the Son is always the subject. In other passages, e.g. l Cor. viii.
6, €£<; is also used of the Father. However, this difficulty is satisfactorily explained by the fact, that to each single one of the three
divine persons, just because they are real persons, and carry life
in themselves, all the relations of the Trinity can be attributed.
However, the prepositions e! and wo, by which the relation of the
creature' to the Father is usually designated, are never assigned to
the Son and the Spirit, but those usual_ with the Son and the Spitit
are certainly found attributed to the Father, and those used with
the Spirit are found given to the Son. Again, it is never said,
" the Son has created the world," but constantly " it is created
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through Him." The absoluteness of the :Father, as the foundation
also of the Son and of the Spirit, comes out unmistakeably in this
mode of speech.
Ver. 18. After this there follows in the apostle's description of
the Christology the especial relation of Christ to the Church, which
His being made man supposes. He, the eternal Son of God, who
is infinitely exalted above every creature, He Himself has even entered into the life of a creature, and. has Himself tasted death; but
even in this relation to the creature and its sufferings He is the
leader and guide of all. St Paul designates the Lord first as the ICE·
cf,a),/ifTov <rwµ,a,To~ (see Ephes. i. 22), in whicbjs couched the exhortation to let one's self be determined by Him who is the head ;
it was just-tltat the false teachers did not do, and it was for that
reason they were so blameable. Secondly, Christ is called aPX,iJ,
'TT(J©TOTOICO~ £IC Tfilv ve,cpwv. .Here it is certainly more easily explained, bow one might seek to connect apxi/ 7rproTOTOICO~ ; for the
apxi/ without an article has something striking by the side of the
substantive-like 7rproTOTo,co~. In some of the MSS. we find 'IJ
apxi/, in others a7rapxiJ, in others iv apxf}, but in such unimportant ones, that those readings can make no claim to reception into
the text. But the combination "first-born beginning" has also
something repugnant in it; no adjective like 7rproTOToKo~, which
must. refer to a concrete, suits apx~ as an a!J.ytract. For to take
apxiJ downright for a7rapxi/, "first-fruits," might both have its difficulty, viewed as a point of language, and the expression in this
mode of taking the passage coincides with 7rpooToTotco~, which is
used as = ,;~:;i- The two must therefore be separated, and 7rpro·
ToTo,cor; €IC Twv ·veK,priw be taken as a more accurate definition of
the more general apx11• The absence of the article with apxi/ is
explained by the abstract form of the word (see Winer's Gramm pp.
113, 117); Christ, however, is not called '' beginning" in the sense
in which He is above called 7rproToTo,cor; T'YJ~ 1CTi<reoo~, i.e. not as
He, in whom the creature, as such, has its beginning, but as He,
who in the life of the creature, which was falleo under the power of
death, Himself established a new beginning through His victory
over death. Christ is called in the same sense apxriryo~, Heb. ii.
10, xii. 2- This reference must be adhered to, beoaus~ Christ is here
throughout represented as He that became man. How far Christ
is called exactly " the beginning" is more accurately determined
X
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by the addition 'TT"proToToKo<; eK Tii)v veKpwv. Christ Himself was
dead, and, as such, amou_q the dead in Hades, but he was the first
of them who by resurrection unto life was born in the glorified body,
and thus became the beginning of a new series of developments. In
His. unglorified hum;rnity He was through Mary eK u7rJpµ,aTo<;
LJaf3t3, therefore ranked among mankind as such, but when glori- fled He was an absolutely new man, the aPX~- (In Rev. i. 5 the
J,c is wanting, and Christ is called merely o '11'proTOTOKO<; TWV ve,cpwv. On the other hand, in Rom. viii. 29 we find the expression
r.proTOTOKO<; €V 'Tf"OAXo'i<; a3e?+.cpo'i<;.)
The raising of many from ·the dead cannot be quoted against
Christ's being cafied 'TT'pwTOTOKO<; J,c TiiJv ve,cpliw, for those were
raised with their mortal bodies, and died again at a later day. But
Enoch and Elias did not taste death at all, and cannot be brought
forward either against Christ as the first-born of the dead. Ingeneral, the corporeal glorification of the body in those 01" Testament worthies seems to have been a· preJiminary one only, which
Neither, cercannot be compared with Christ's glorification.
tainly, is a reference of the words apxiJ, 'TT'PO)TOTOKO<;, to the customary language of the Gnostic false teachers to be looked for here ;
had the latter made use of those expressions in another sense, St
l'aul would have more accurately defined the true sense in which
they must be used. An antithesis could be couched in St Paul's
words only so far as he seems in them to assert the reality of the
resurrection against spiritualistic false doctrines. But this Epistl1?
is wanting in a definite explanation as to the docetic tendency of
the false teachers, as will be detailed farther on (see at ver. 22);
St Paul seems to have intended to designate Christ as only the beginner of the glorification. According to the teJeologic conception
of the life of Jesus, St Paul sees in it a special divine design ;
Christ was necessarily so the first-born of the dead by God's direction, in order to have the first place in all ; He, the Lord of all
things, was necessarily to have the first place in all earthly relations also. The Ev 'Tf"iiaw is not, with Beza, Flatt, Heinrichs, and
others, to be taken as a mascuJine, "among all men," for then 'TT'a.,,;.
Twv would certainly have stood, but as a neuter, "in all points, in
every point of view." Excellently says Chrysostom : 7TaVTaxov
'TT"pwro<;· avro 'TT"piiJTo<;, €V T'!l €/CKXr,utq, 'TT'PWTO<;, ev TY aVaUTt.l.U€t
7rpwTor;. (l'he verb 'TT'pwTevro is not found in the New Testament
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except here .. In the LXX., it is found Esther v. l I. It alos
occurs 2 Mace. vi. 18, xiii. 15.)
Ver. 19. Christ's precedence in all respects is grounded on the
relation of the divine to the human nature ; by God's good pleasure there resided in Him tlie whole fulness of the divinity. He
was therefore no mere man, like the rest, but the God-Man ; human
nature was the residence, the temple, for the divinity which filled
Him. Thus it is said of the faithful too (John xiv. 28) that Fatlrnr and Son wiJl come to them and take up their abode (µ,ov~v)
with them. But whereas in Christ the wltole ful11ess dwells, i.e.
permanently manifests itself as active, tbe individual believer re·
ceives but a ray of the divine light. Now the idea of the wav TO
w-X~proµ,a is authoritatively explained by w"ll.rypwµa tj,; 0eaT'l')TO<; in
the passage ii. 9. It is, therefore, the divine essence itself, inas·
much as it is conceived as comprehending in itself a fulness of vital
powers ; the abstract form 0e6n7<; suits that better than Bea<;. But,
as the divine essence can manifest itself in an all-embracing (central), or partial, manner, wav is added to express that in Christ the
former is the case. But here again it may be asked, whether in
the selection of the expression wX/ipwµ,a there might not be sup, posed an a.llusion to·the customary language of the Gnostics. For
the Gnostics used, as is well known, the word w"ll.fiproµ,a to denote
the kingdom of light, the world of .l.Eons, in opposition to ,dvroµ,a. Now, as the Colossian false teachers devoted a worship to
the individual angels or JEons, St Paul's design might have been
to oppose the truth to those erroneous notions by describing Christ
as the only object of adoration, in whom more than one JEon resided, that is to say, the whole 1rX/ipwµ,a. But we have already
detailed at Ephes. i. 23 the reasons which determine us not to suppose such an allusion to the customary language of the Gnostics in
the use of the word w"ll.rypwµ,a. We cannot point out that the false
teachers in the time of the apostles already used the word w"ll.~proµ,a as the later Gnostics did. But, even were that demonstrable,
St Paul, if he had had in view an antithesis in the word 1r"ll.~pwµ,a,
would have more strictly defined the sense in which be took it, in opposition to the Gnostics' use of it. One may rather admit tbe supposition of an antithesis in the expression JCaToi,cfJuat, against such
Gno&'fic views as look upon Jesus' animation by a higher lEon as
only temporary, from His baptism till His death. (See the re-
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marks on ii. 9.) Nevertheless, we must adhere to thts as a principle, that we can see in this whole passage only a dispute against
the teachers of the heretics in the mass and on the whole, and not
against what was special in their mode of expression, as Steiger and
Bahr particularly have assumed in great detail ; in no case have we
a right to admit into the polemics of the first chapter points which
receive no confirmation in the accurate description in the second.
The false teachers mistook the true divinity of Christ, and placed
JEons on a level with Him as objects of veneration ; this it is
which St Paul combats by describing Christ as the Sou of God,
·and as Him through whom also all angels and powers have received
their existence. In ver. 18, I should without hesitation see an antithesis against docetic errors, if the passage occurred in the Pastoral Epistles, for the heretics there described seem no doubt to
have followed a docetic bias (see the Introduction to the Pastoral
Epistles), but in the Epistle to the Colossians we find nothing of
the kind; on the contrary, the low view of Christ held by the false
teachers combated in this Epistle seems more to point to a materialist tendency than to a spiri'tualist~docetic one. However, see
particulars on this point at ver. 22, where the supposition that the
Colossian false doctrines too had a docetic tendency has a certain
plausibility. (That conception of the construction of this verse,
according to which 7ro,v T6 7r1'.~proµ,a is looked 011 as the subject of
evOOK,rJUE, " it pleased the whole fulness of the Godhead to reside
in Him," cannot possibly recommend itself. 'O Bea~ is rather to
be considered as the subject of evo6KrJue, as the incarnation :of the
Son is regarded as the ordinance of the divine decree of grace and
mercy.-In the selection of the word /€aToucr,uat here and at ii. 9
the reference to the idea of the Shechinah is not improbable. [See
at John i. 14 on that point.] Jesus walked on earth as an abiding
Shechinah; he that saw Him saw the Father.)
Ver. 20. As a further tendency of the divine intention of grace
in Christ's incarnation, the reconciliation through Christ to Him•
self, so that He is both means and end (ver. 16), is named. What
sets on foot the reconciliation (there is no real difference to he
sought between elprJV07TOte'iv and a7rOl€aTaXXauuew) is more closely
defined as the blood of Christ, and indeed as the blood of His cross,
i.e. as the blood shed in the death of the Savi011r,on the cross, and
is once more repeated. That
for the sake of emphasis the Si'
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the totality of the creation to be reconciled is here meant is made
more clear by the fact that the Ta 7rcfvm is explained by : EZTE Ta
e7rl, ~ ryfj<;, etTE T(t
TO(,<; ovpavo'i,<; (ver. 16.) The difficulties of
this passage have been already spoken of in the explanation of the
parallel one, Ephes. i. 10. The more general term ava,cecpa).a~uau0a,, used there, cannot be employed, as Bahr insists it can, to
explain the more special one a7ToKaTa).MEat here, but vice versa
the latter illustrates the former. But the absolute acceptation,
which is here given the atonement of Christ, must, as we prove at
Ephes. i. I 0, be understood of the tendency of the same. That resistance is made to the comprehensive divine design of grace by a
part of the creatures, is a point which is here not reflected on by St
Paul. As to the rest, T(t 7ravTa cannot be interpreted here otherwise ·than in what preceded (ver. 16, ss.), viz. of the absolute totality. of the creation, not merely of the conscious beings; for the
,reconciling power of Christ, beginning with fallen men as the first
o~jects of its operation, influences properly also the universe to its
restoration and perfection. ( See the Comm. on Rom. viii. 17, ss.)
As to the rest, from what follows (vers. 27-29), the reference to
the Gentiles especially seems to have been present to St Paul's
mind in this representation of the universality of Christ's reconciling power ; these too are not to be imagined as shut out from salvation .in Christ, St Paul means to say, as the Judai:stic false
teachers probably maintained they were.
Ver. 21. After finishing the description of the person of Christ,
in opposition to the inferior representation of Him by the false
teachers, St Paul addresses himself again to his readers, and remarks that they themselves have experienced the reconciling efficiency of Christ now (in the state of their conversion), whereas they
once were estranged from God. In the paralJelpassage, Ephes. ii.
I, 11, 12, the same opposition between 7TOT€ andvvvt is found, and
a similar description of the unconverted state. In comparison with
Col. ii. 13, and the tendency of the false teachers, who wished to
press Judaism as the necessary form of the religious life for the Gentiles also, it is extremely probable that St Paul, in this description
of the state before conversion, had principally in his eye the born
Gentiles among the Colossians, who probably composed the great
majority of the· Church there. But, whereas at Ephes. ii. 12 the
Gentiles are described as a1r-'1).),.,0Tptroµ,ivot rij,; 7TOAtTEla,; Tou
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'Iaparfl\,, ltere aw7JAA.0TpU1>µ€11ot in combination with lx,0pol can

only be referred to God. The rfi Siavol<f refers, judging from its
connection, to both expressions, in order to characterise the aliena-tion from and enmity against God, not as a mere outward one but
as an inward spiritual one, in like manner as at Ephes. iv. 18 the
Gentiles are described as er;,conuµhot rfi Stavol<f, 8vn,<; a,r7J).,).orpu1'µ€voi 'T'IJ'> tl'MJ'> 'TOV fhov. The addition €11 'TOt<; ep,yot<; TOi',
'lf'Oll'l]poi.,, i.e., in the wicked works well known to all, expresses
further and finally. wherein the estrangement from and enmity
against God manifests itself and is made known, as in the fruits of
the disposition.
·
Ver. 22. St Paul here names "the death of Christ"1 as what
operates reconciliation, as just before (ver. 20) "the blood," but iv
Tij> uwµart 'T'IJ'> uaptco<; avrov is added. The combination uwµa
'T'IJ'I uap/Co<; is not found in the New Testament except here and at
ii. 11. It seems· to have something incongruous in it, for it is
understood of itself that the uwµa is of uap~. The formula can
only be explained, either by a polemical consideration, or by the
intention of contrasting the uwµa, as the phy;;ical one, to a spiritual
uwµa, i.e., the Church (ver. 24.) For the former interpretation
the later interpreters, Bohmer, Steiger, and Bahr, decide. They
conclude, from the strict asceticism of the Colossian false teachers,
that they necessarily look on matter as the seat of evil, and must,
therefore, have taught Doceticism ; that St Paul wished to combat
the latter, and therefore asserts the true corporeity of Jesus and
His real death. But that conclusion is by no means necessary,
especially in that early age, in which errors had not as yet developed themselves in all their consequences. The Epistle to the
Colossians ·contains not the slightest certaz'n trace of docetic doctrines in the heretics of that place, such as the pastoral epistles
undoubtedly betray. As the Jewish ascetics in Roooe were free
(Rom. xiv. I, ss.) from docelic doctrines (for otherwise St Paul
would have refuted those errors, and not represented those ascetics
as merely weak brothers), the same may be supposed of the Oolossian false teachers also. Had they favoured such heresies, St Paul
could not have failed to direct an open attack against them. The
l See, as to the unnsual expression in St Paul " to be reconciled.through the death,"
instfad of through the blood, of Christ, the remarks on Rom. iii. 25 (in the Comm., p.
lM.) It stands here only because iui -roii a1p.aTO< came just before in ver. QO.
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allusi<in here is so curaory that· one cannot possibly recognise in it
a serious antithesis against so dangerous an error. We decide,
therefore, for the other acceptation, viz., that by the subordinate
definition -rij,; aap,co,; the awµa is intended to be distinguished from
the Church as the .~piritual a-wµa. Had St Paul written merely:
1:-, '
,._.._.
1:
' T(p
- amµan
'
s:- ' TOV
- 0avaTov,
'
vuvi' 0€
a7T'oKaT'YJ"'"'as€V
€V
via
one woul d
be apt to take the words thus : " but now He bas reconciled you
through His death to unity in the Church." In order to prevent
that St Paul added Tfj<; a-ap,co,;, by which the body is meant to be
designated as the physical body of Christ upon which death passed.
If other interpreters have chosen to find here another antithesis
between a-wµa -rij,; a-ap,co,; and
that interpretation is to be
rejected, because nothing is given in the context which cquld lead
to the distinguishing the natural and the _qlorijied body. In Col.
ii. 11 a-il,µa rqc; a-ap,coc; refers not to Christ but to man. Here,
therefore, the term requires a special consideration, as a-apl; there denotes not merely the physical but also the sinful. However, Col. ii.
1 1 shows that the phrase uroµ,a -rij,; a-ap,co,; has nothing polemical
in it. The last words of ver. 22, 7rapaa-Tfjaai {,µ,fis a1lov,; ,cat
aµ.mµov,; ,cat avey,cX~'T"OV~ "aT€VW7TLOV avTov, express the aim of the
reconciling labours of Christ, which relate to the making the faithful like the Lord. (See on Ephes. v. 25-27.) Here this aim
is placed in the time of the judgment, at which the faithful will
appear before Christ, i.e. before Hisjudgment-seat. (See on Rom.

oo~c;,

xiv.

10.)

Ver. 23. As the condition of attaining this end ( e7,y€, " provided
that you, as I meanwhile may suppose;" different from €l'71'€p, see
at 2 Cor. v. 3, Ephes. iii. 2, iv. 21) St Paul names the continuing
grounded in faith and in hope, for it is only through the believing
state of mind that man receives into himself the powers of the invisible world, which generate the new, spotless, man, the Christin us.
The terms 7€0€f.b€Xu.oµ,evoi "a" e8pa'io1 are to be explained by the
figure of the temple, of the ,ca7oi!CrJn1pwv Tov Bi:0v (Ephes. ii. 22),
~n which every individual forms (1 Pet. ii. 5) a living stone, which
is inserted firmly into the whole building through faith (see ii.
7.) No doubt St .Paul, in using the bnµ,ev€w and P,T/ µ€..a"we'iu0ai, was thinking principaHy of the false teachers and their misleading, although personal moral unfaithfulness can also subvert
the foundation of faith. The hope of the Gospel is again to be
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taken objectively, as in vef. 5, so that the participation in the kingdom of God, which the Gospel promises, must be understood by it.
It is-joined for brevity with µ~ µeraKtvouµevoi, instead of a,ro Toil
elwyryeXtov ,cat ll?TO Tfj<; ·exwtao<; avTOV, The apostle then anew
(see ver. 6) extols the universality in the Gospel, and designates
himself as (by God ordained) the minister of the same (ver. 25);
both, we may suppose, with reference to the contradictions of the
heretics, who declared the Jews a privileged nation, and .threw sus·
picions probably on St Paul's apostolical authority, although they
did not openly combat him, for otherwise more definite explanations on that point would be found in the Epistle. (The aorist TOVIC'TJPVJ<,0EVTO<; is, as has been already observed at ver. 6, to be explained by prophetic contemplation ; St Paul saw_ the universal
tendency of Christianity already realized in the spirit. The ,raua
KTia-t<; has here its restriction in the addition ~
Tov ovpav6v,
therefore the KTfni,; ew/,yeio<; is the one meant, It is understood at
once that by that, in the first place, men, and indeed all, Jews as
well as Gentiles, are intendl'ld [ ver, 27, ss.J However, the choice
of the expression is probably to be explained by the fact that St
Paul, as Rom. viii. J 7, ss. shows, always conceived nature also,
along with mankind, as the object of the work of Christ. The ev
before wauv FCT[uet is also in favour of that interpretation ; for, if
the waua KT{rn<; were designated downright as the object of redemption, the dative alone would have been put.)

vwo

§ 2.

WARNING AGAINST FALSE TEACHERS,

{i. 24-ii. 23.)

The followin~ obscure and difficult passage may be designated as
a real crnx interpretum; especially the Protestant ones. Before
we enter upon the difficulties themselves, however, we have to point
out what justifies us in makil)g a fresh paragraph begin here. Were
the reading &,; vvv, which D.E.F.G. defend, correct, undoubtedly
ver. 24 would connect itself intimately with ver. 23 ; but the laMr
critics generally have justly rejected c'lc;, as it probably owes its
origin only to the endeavour to connect ver. 24 more closely with
ver. :43, to which it seemed to the copyists to belong, especially on
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account of ver. 25. But that is only an illusion, that ver. 25 is a
eontinuation of ver. 23. On the contrary, St Paul in ver. 24, with
the vvv xalp(J) i<:.T.A., begins a totally fresh idea, which, however, he
does not carry out and complete till ii. 1, ss. ; in vers. 25-29 he
permits himself, according to his custom, to be led away from it, in
order to pursue the idea (so important to him on account of the
Judai:zing heretics in Colossre) that he is called, according to the
dispensation of God, to preach the Gospel to all without exception
to the Gentiles no less than to the Jews. The fresh idea, however,
is that the sufferings and conflicts of St Paul 11re a means of perfection to the Church of Christ, and consequently to each individual
also in her, therefore their ( the Colossi ans") steady perseverance in
the life of faith essentially depended on them, and their increase is
brought about by them; as is further detailed at ii. 2, ss.-But, according to this, vvv cannot be a mere particle of transition, as Bahr
still insists on making it, but a definition of5ime. The emphatical
placing of the vvv first (as at 2 Cor. vii. 9, where it is also to be
taken as a definition of time), whereas it usuaUy stands after when
used as a mere particle of transition, is already sufficiently against
that suppositions (Comp. Matt. xxvii. 42, 43; Mark xv. 32; John
ii. 8; Acts vii. 34; James iv. 13, v. l; 1 John ii. 8.) But now, how
does the viiv obtain here its complete signification of time ? By
reference back to the preceding Toii Eua'Y"te).tov--Tov "'TfPVX0Evrn<;. St Paul, in the consciousness of being near the end
of his labours, contemplates the Church as firmly established
in the world, and, proceeding from that contemplation, breaks
out into the words : " now I rejoice in my sufferings for you, for
those too serve to the perfection of the Church ;" working and
suffering, St Paul means to say, I am a minister and a promoter of the Church, I am thought worthy to take a part in
the sufferings of Christ for truth and righteousness. ( See Matt.
v. 11, 12.) Lucke (Giittingen Christmas Programm of the year
1833) endeavours to combine both meanings, the one relating to
succession and the one relating to time. He says, p. 6, vtrissimum hoe est, particulam vvv, ut solet etiam Latinorum nunc,
aliqnid ltabere consec-utionis, et quidem ita, ut Paulus dicat, se,
quum de lmtissimis laborum suorum etiam apud Colossenses
jructibus audiverit, ob id ipsum gaudere de calamitatibus ex illa
re sibi ortis. At the end of the same treatise on this passage
2
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that scholar thus assigns (p. 15) the connection with what pre·
. cedes: qum cum ita sint (i. 3-23), tantum abest 1,t me pmniteat,
inquit apostolus, ut -gaudeam de malis, qu1JJ vestra causa pertulerim. Lucke seems, therefore, certainly also to recognize the
beginning of something new with verse 24, even if he does ascribe to
the
a connecting signification. So likewise Gose hen and Lachmann, who make a break at verse 24- in their editions.-The µ,ov
after 7ra0'1]µauw is certainly a gloss, but a correct one, for the 7ra01J·
µ,aTa = the (J;\Lyet<; €V Tfj uap,c{ µov. According to this interpre·
tation of the particular words, neither can, in what follows, the V7r€p
vµ,wv of course be understood as, "fo1· your sakes," nor even "in
your stead," but" for your benefit." (See Epbes. iii. l, 13.) But
this idea, " I rejoice in my sufferings for you,'' which St Paul expresses often enough, would not have the interpreters put into
perple~ity, as it readily admits of being taken in a modifying form,
e. g. what, as the extreme, presents itself first, through the benefit
which the example of a resigned sufferer affords, unless the. words
which follow it gave it apparently a meaning which may justly
make one hesitate. However, taken literally, the words which
follow would suit neither the Roman Catholic, nor any other, notion of the reconciling and redeeming force of human sufferings,
e.g. that of Gichtel. For in all of them the suffering of the person of the God-Man is certainly represented as in itself sufficient
for redemption, and as the source through which alone the suffering
of men can become a redeeming one also ;1 but here the suffering
of Christ Himself seems to be represented as insufficient, so that
St Paul's suffering must first make it complete. Therefore the
incompleteness of Christ's sufferings, and the ability of St Paul to
fill up that deficiency, through bis sufferings in the flesh for the
Church of Christ, seem to be asserted in this difficult passage,. both
which assertions are equally dark and repugnant to Scripture doctrine elsewhere. One conc;eives how .the Roman Catholic Church
eagerly seized on the passage, in order by its means to prop up.
their doctrines of the merits of the saints and of the treasure of
good works plausibly. But the phrase vuTep~µ,am Twv 01,,t,yewv

vvv

1 ThuE the Roman Cathclic Church refers the atoning sufferings of Christ especially
to original sin, a11d the reconciling power of the sufferings of the faithful and of the
saints to the actual sin of themselves and of others. But the redeeming power of human
suffering is derived, along with faith and holiness themselves, from Christ's work as the
final cause.
3
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-rov Xpurrov, referred to Christ's person, contradicted, as we have
just remarked,. the Roman Catholic theory also of the sufficiency of
Christ'11 sufferings. On the other band, understood of the Church,
the words would certainly, taken by themselves, admit of being inter•
preted in favour of those Roman Catholic doctrines ; but the apostolical doctrine, taken as a whole, contradicts the idea of any re·
deeming and reconciling work of other men along with and besides
the God-Man so completely, that the interpreter is obliged to look
about him for another acceptation of the words. After setting
aside several totally untenable interpretations of this passage, as
that of Bolten (who translates: "now you cause me joy in my
sufferings, and for the affiictions which I myself endure I have
a recompense in His body, that is, in the Church"), or that of
Heinrichs. 1 (" Jesus' passion was become known be Judea only,
therefore Tct vo-Tep~µ,aTa -rwv 0Al'ferov Tov Xpio--rov is the circumstance that they had uot come to the knowledge of the Gentiles
also, which St Paul therefore supplies by Ms suffering,")-the following, in which the decision turns on the expressions aVTavawNl]povv, and 0At'fei-; -rov Xpio--rov, are to be taken more accurately into
consideration. We must look on tlle latter as the leading idea for
the. whole passage, for the nature of the vo-Tepi]µ,a-ra and of the filling up of them depends altogether on the definition of it ; we there·
fore begin with the consideration of i_t. The genitive -rofJ Xpta--rov can be taken subjectively or. objectively. In the latter relation the interpretation propter Christtem can alone be endured,
for that of earlier theologians, as of Calovins, Sebastian Schmidt,
Carpzovius, and others, " sufferings which Christ sends," or even
" which are similar to Christ'-s sufferings," are to be rejected as arbitrary_,. But the interpretation " sufferings for Christ's sake" is
grammatically possible and defended by many interpreters, especially last by Bohmer also with on appeal to 2 Cor. i. 5 ; Philem.
l Who gives at the end of his Commentary on this Epistle a particular excursus un
the passage Col. i. 24.
2 That holds good, therefore, also of Schleiermachcr"s interpretalion of this passage
in the sermons upon this Epistle, edited by Zabel. { Berlin, 183:l, vol. 2, p. 259.) lie
thinks St Pan! calls his sufferings Ohrist°s sufferings, because they were similar to them
in tbe point that S\ Paul was persecuted by the Jews even as Clirist wus. "And," says
Schleiermacher, " St Paul did suffer for the Church, inasmuch as he by bis activity
among the Gentiles first established the Kingdom of God properly." C doubt whether
this interpretation of the great theologian will be found satisfactory.
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13; Hebrews xi. 26, among which passages, however, Phi]em. ver.
13, can alone be acknowledged as a satisfactory proof. Lucke
entertains the same view in substance, though he takes the genitive
somewhat differently, viz. as genitivus auctoris, so that the 0'JJ,ye,,;;
-roii Xpur-roii are said to be sufferings, qum Pau/o apostolo,
Okristo auctore et auspice Okristo, pe1:ferendm erant (l. c. p.
13, sq). In the passages Philem. verses 1, 13, Ephes. iii. l, Gal.
vi. 17, Lucke finds likewise this genitive of the author. That ac·
ceptation of the words may also, like Bohmer's, be called grammatically possible. But we cannot come to a decision whether one of
these possible interpretations is applicable here, till we have more
closely considered the other side too, the explanation of the genitive
-rov Xpur-rofJ as genitivus subjecti. Now in the subjective acceptation
of the genitive it is most obvious to think of the sufferings of Jesus
on earth, of His agony iu Gethsemane and His death on Golgotha. That this explanation would be possible, the collation of 2
Cor. i. 5 shows, (see the remarks on it in the Comm.), although to
me it is probable that, if the apostle had wished to express tltat
idea here, he would have written (1,\(1/ret~ 'I'T/uof'J or 'I,,,uov Xp,u-rov. But, without regarding that, this idea, that something was
wanting in the sufferings of Christ, which were vicarious and reconciling for the whole of the human race, and that St Paul by
kis sufferings supplies that deficiency, is so completely repugnant
to the whole of Scripture doctrine, and especially to St Paul's system, that we should place the author in the grossest contradiction
with himself by the adoption of that acceptation. For the fancy
that St Paul points here to certain forms of outward suffering which
Jesus did not undergo and he himself supplied, e.g. imprisonment, needs only to be known in order to refute itself. Tov
Xpunov can be understood subjectively of the mystical Christ
alone, i.e. of Christ so far as Be fills the Church with His life
and being. This interpretation has been received by Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, J. D. Michaelis, besides several
Greek and Latin Fathers (Augustin, Chrysostom, and others), and
in the latest times by Steiger and-'Bahr, and we also decide in favour of it. For, if the interpretations " sufferings on account of
Christ,''-or " sufferings imposed by Christ," are grammatically possible, still they recommend themselves the less that elsewhere too,
according to the representation of the Scriptures, Christ is set
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forth as suffering in the faithful (according to the term of the
dogmatists UX,ETUUiJ~, in opposition to the suffering of Christ
in his corporeity, vwouTanKwr;), and the emphatic way in which St
Paul here expresses himself as to his sufferings makes us expect
inore than the bald idea of an outward suffering for the sake of
Christ and of the labour in His Gospel, in which idea the
indwelling of Christ, which St Paul always makes appear in
th~ foreground, is entirely ignored. Such passages are Acts
ix. 4,, 5 (where the persecutions of the faithful are represented
as a persecution of Christ Himself), ~ Cor :i. 5 (on which,
however, compare the Comm,), Phil. iii. 10 (where the power
of His [Christ's] resurrection and the «oivrov{a Toov wa0,,,µ,aTrov airrov is not to be understood of an outward uniformity,
but of an inward essential community through the indwelling of
Christ, as also Rom. vi. 5, 8, 17; 2 Tim. ii. 10-12; 1 Pet. iv. 13 ),
Hebr. xi. 26 (where oove,Su,µ,or; TOV Xpt<TTOV cannot be merely
" reproach propter Christum," but the reproach which Moses, as
the 1·eal type of Christ, through His spirit working in him, bore),
Rev. i. 9, where St John calls himself uvry,wivruvor; Ev TY OX{-tei
«at fJarn)l.e{q. «al vwoµ,ovfi 'I,,,uov Xpi<nov, which expresses more
than a mere outward similarity and community. From this reference of the 011,lveir; TOV Xpi<TTOV to the Christ in us it :ronows
naturally how the il<TTep~µ,am of the same are to be taken. (See
I Thess. iii. 10; Phil. ii. 30.) The Church of Christ, which had
suffered much from the very beginning, is to endure more suffering
still by God's dispensation : a certain measure of suffering is allotted
her, which must be filled up; St Paul supplies that deficiency on
bis part by his sufferings in the flesh. In the ev Tfi uap,d, is
couched not merely the proper bodily suffering, but also the sufferings of the soul, in short, all those conflicts which (ii. l, ss.)
the apostle had to stand against, in consequence of the ·sin in the
world, and which the Christ in him bore as His sufferings jointly
with him (St Paul.)
But next, the term avTavaw)l.'T}povv requires an interpretation,
for which it is ripe only now. This doubly compound verb is not ,
found again in the New Testament; it also occurs but rarely in
classical language, though it is by no means entirely wanting. (See
Wetstein ad h. I. i Now it must certainly be adhered to as a principle, to maintain the force of the preposition in compound verbs
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where it is possible. First of all, then, avmvW1T},:r1povv must signify
not merely explere, but vicissim explere, " to fiJl up something as
an equivalent for something else." This meaning would here admit of being applied so that the apostle's sufferings would be
brought into comparison with the sufferings of Christ ; as the Lord
suffered for men, so too the Church in return suffers for Him, and
St Paul thus fills up what is wanting in the sufferings of the
Church.in return. So Bohmer, Bahr, Tittmann (de synonymis
N. T. p. 230), and others, take it. If one translates 0xl,fr£4S 'TOV
Xptu'Tou '' sufferings for Christ's sake," as Bohmer does, one
has certainly good reason to Jay such stress on the CLV'Tt, but !)Ot,
if one takes the phrase, as must be don~ : " sufferings of Christ,
i.e. of the mystical Christ in the ChurchO' Bahr, who decides for.
this also, had therefore no occasion to lay a stress on the meaning
of av'Tl. · For the conception of substitution can then only be ad 0
bered to, when man is conceived as standing opposite the person of
Jesus; but here he is not considered as standing opposite the per·
son of Jesus, but as filled with the life of Christ Himself, so that
He suffers in man. Therefore the context requires us to say that
St Paul after bis manner uses a doubly compound verb here, without laying a special emphasis on tbe preposition av'Tl. The meaning of the words is only this: " now rejoice I in the snfferings for
you ( viz., because I know the Gospel victorious in the whole world),
and fill up in my flesh that which is yet wanting in Christ's sufferings for His body, i.e. the Church." But here now, according to our
interpretation, another difficulty arises, which is couched in the inrEp
'TOV U6JfU1,'TOc; aV'TOV, It is clear that the V7rEp vµ,wv is meant to be
more accurately defined by it ; St Paul suffers not merely for the
one church in Colossre, but he names that one for the whole
Church. In accordance with her organic unity, she increases all
together when a part increases, and suffers all together when a
part suffers. (See at I Cor. xii. 26.) For the rest, it cannot be
doubtful that inrEp is to be taken bere in the sense " for the good
of," and not in that of " instead, in lieu, of," as Steiger insists.
For St Paul is himself a member of the Church; he cannot therefore possibly mean to say he suffers instead of tb·e Church, as a
substitute for her. Christ alone can be vicarious, as He is not
an individual member of the Church, but is potentially the Church
herself. But a difficulty is involved in the circumstance that St
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Paul designates his sufferings after the indwelling of Christ in him
as sufferings of Christ, and yet afterwards represents the same as
advantageous to the Church, i.e. the mystical Christ (1 Oor. xii.
12), for, according to that, Christ SE'ems to suffer for Christ, the
Church for the Church. But this difficulty is removed thus: as
the suffering of Jesus served for the salvation of mankind, but perfected Himielf also (Heb. ii._ 10), so too the suffering of the individual believer advances him and. the Church of which. he is a
member. For the Church in the mass, though a Jiving, single,
organism, the body of Christ, is yet divided into more active and
more paiisive, into advanced members and members requiring advancement. To the former St Paul of course belonged, he could
therefore justly represent his sufferings, i.e. the sufferings of the
Christ in him, as a means of advancing those members of the
Church who especially required increase, and their advancement
was then an advancement of the whole Church, from the connection of every member with the whole body.
But this idea itself, the advancement of the indi1Jidual and
thereby of the whole too through suffering, still needs a closer consideration ; for it might seem as if the principle of a false asceti•
cism were couched in it. Nevertheless, we read in J Pet. iv. l
. open Iy : o, '1T'a 0'wv €V
' a-apKi' 7re7rav-rai
I
.
'
I
auapna,;.
decl are d qmte
The false asceticism is, however, completely excluded by the mere
fact, that tl1e question here is not of self-chosen, wilfully invented
and imposed, sufferings, but of such as God imposes, and indeed,
as we have already remarked, not merely ofphysicalsufferings, but
also of sufferings ef the soul, in short, of all that which befals
human nature, weighing it down in its weakness (the a-&pf). That
such sufferings have something that advances men in sanctification,
that they exercise men in patience, meekness, and resignation, is
surely as clear as possible. There is no question_ here of a vicarious, sin-forgiving, efficacy of sufferings (Jesus alone has bv His
once-performed sacrifice established reconciliation with God and
forgiveness of sirn,), but only of the advancement in sanctification
by means of sufferings. Forgiveness of sins the Church has already,
otherwise she could not be called the body of Christ, but she is
also expected, proceeding from that, to increase in the new life,
and sufferings are in God's hand a means of advancement in that.
But they evince themselves as such only when they are taken in
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the right spirit (met with resistance and bitterness, sufferings do
not profit, but rather injure, the inward life), the completely right
mind whioh is well-pleasing to God can be given by regeneration
only, in which Christ takes up His abode with us, wherefore St Paul
speaks not of his sufferings merely, but of the sufferings of Christ
in him. But, as everything in the development of mankind bas
its measure and its order, so too has the way of perfection through
sufferings ; wherefore St I'aul represents his suffering as a complement of the joint suffering, which, according to God's dispensation,
mankind will have to bear. By this manner of taking the difficult
passages their contents are clearly in perfect harmony with the
doctrine of the Holy Scriptures in general and of St Paul in parti•
cular. But the idea that Christ suffers in the faithful, though not
vicariously and reconcilingly, but merely sanctifyingly and perfectingly, has its difficulty. For one would think the old man was
the suffering one in the faithful, that, on the contrary, the new
man, the Christ in us, was in heavenly joy even in all sufferin/;s,
No doubt -the old man suffers too, but he suffers what his deeds
deserve, his suffering is the punishment of sin, and has no profiting, sanctifying, power, but one that destroys him ( Col. iii. 5.) But
here the discourse is of such sufferings as can be means of advancement to the individual and the whole ; those are sufferings of
the Christ in us, because they refer to sin as such, not merely to its
consequences and their disagreeableness. Christ suffering is a type
not merely of the whole Church, but of the whole Qf mankind;
and indeed not only an outward empty type, out a living substantial one, in that Christ, as the eternal Word of God, has filled
and borne up mankind in its true members with His power from
eternity forth, suffers in them, overcomes in them, and by means
of the victory tempers and perfects them.1 Thus Moses even bore
tbe reproach of Christ (Heb, xi. 26), and took it upon him willingly in the knowledge of the blessing which is in it; thus even in
the prophets of. the Old Testament the Spirit of Christ worked and
testified to them of the sufferings which are in Christ, and the glory

a

1 However, the difference between the Old and the New Testaments still remains this,
that in the Old the divine essence is present only sttbstantially in man, not pe.-sonally
and forming a person, as in the New; and that, therefore, ii is orily in the latter that
there can be any question of a new birth, ~hich supposes the fiersonifying form of the
divine energy, a form which creates a higher conseiousneBs,
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after them (I Pet i. 11), i.e. not merely_ the sufferings of the historical person Jesus, but of the entire holy Church, the substantial
type of which He is; thus the Prophet Isaiah (chap. liii.) already
describes the suffering of the saints and the suffering of the person
of the Messiah as coinciding in their fundamental features. Christ
is the suffering God in the history of the world ; in the sinful woild
He has suffered in all pious men from etemity forth, and through
sympathetic indwelling He constantly transforms the curse of sin
into blessing, on which account too, according to Scripture: no oue
is saved without suffering (2 Tim. iii. 12) ; in Christ pain and suffering are sanctified, His cross is the royal road to salvation for all.
In the person of Jesus suffering was vicarious and reconciling, in
th_e times before Christ preparing for His appearance, in the
times after Christ it operates by sanctifying and perfecting. For
the rest, it is quite clear that the idea of God's sympathy with
sanctified humanity cannot becl~ud the idea of God in its purity,
therefore must not be taken so as to derogate from the perfect,
eternal, blessedness {1 Tim. i. ll, vi. 15) of God. As God is present in the creature in every moment of its development, without
by that means Himself becoming subject to the limits of time and
space-; so too He is present in the suffering creature, without feeling its suffel'ing as suffering. The compassion of God must therefore be considered as only the form. of the presence and operation
of compassionate, divine, love in the suffering creation,
Vers. 25, 26. As has heen already remarked at the beginning of
the explanation of verse 24, St Paul here begins a digression, in
which he describes his relation to the Church ; his suffering and
conflict are not further pursued till ii. 1, ss. St Paul treats .,(it is to
be presumed in opposition to the theosophical Judai:sts in Cqlossai,
who cast suspicion on his apostolical authority, even if they did
not exactly impugn it) of how he was called to the ministry of
the Church, and that too among the Gentiles (eli; uµa'>-), according
to God's dispensation, in order to spread abroad on all sides the
mystery so long hidden, but now made manifest. See Ephes. iii. 7.
(As to ol,eovoµla see on Ephes. iii. 2. As to the phrase wl11qpwuai
'Ti>V X/ryov Tov Beov see the Comm. on Rom. xv. 19.
It is to be
interpreted: "to proclaim the Word of God c01;npletely in its
whole meaning and extent." [See also Thofock's Interpretll!jon of the
Sermon on the Mount, p. 185, sq.] Verse 26. See, as to theµuur~Y
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ptov 'TO OiTT'OJCEICpvµ,µi.vov a,ro 'TOOV a,U,vrov, the remarks on Epbes.
iii. 8. It stands here as an epexegesis of Tov'A.6ryov Tov 8eov .....,..As
to the juxtaposition of ryevea and a,"6)v see at Ephes. iii. 21. .The
vvvl i~ lcfJavepru0'1/, which is subjoined by anacoluthon, bas given
occasion to alterations in the MSS. Some of minor importance read
g vvv ec/Ja~epro01J downright, which openly betrays itself as a oorrec•
tion, and D.E have, the reading vvvl 8~ (/>avepro0~v, which certainly recommends itself very much to us, but cannot however make
any claim to reception into the text either, because it is extremely
probable that it too arose from the alteration of the copyists. Be:f~re aryloi,; airrov F.G. read a7rOUT0AO£<;, which, it is to be supposed,
was taken up into the text here from Ephes. iii. 4. But, considering the close affinity of the two Epistles, it certainly seems that we
must assume that the gloss is correct as to the sense, and that
under "saints" the apostles are to be understood, only, however, as
representatives of the body of all the faithful.)
Ver. 27. The reason of making known the mystery to the apoS•
tles does not consist in their worthiness, but in God's will (Ephes.
i. 9) ; this i]0e)..'f}a-ev o eeo~ points then to the neces:Sity of reverencing that will of God, and of recognising the apostles as tho.se
from whom the pure Gospel is to proceed'. The glory of the Gospel
is then exalted in the words : Tl TO Tr'A.ovTor; Tijr; M~r; TOO µ,vtrr'f}plov Tovrou, to which_ Ephes, i-. I 8 ( on w11ich see the Comm.) corresponds. (The neuter form T6 TrMVTO<; is to be preferred here too
with Lacbmann after A.B. The genitive TiJr; Ug,,,, is not to be
taken adjectively, but to be considered as a definition of the nature
of the heavenly mystery, in which the glory of the latter is insisted
on as •n independent attribute.) As to the rest, it is clear by the
addition of ev TOW Wveaw to µi.la-T1Jplov TOVTov, that neither " the
mystery" in itself alone, nor even the" Word of God," (verse 215)
denotes the diffusion of the Gospel among the Gentiles, otherwise the addition would be euperfluous ; tl\e mystery is rather the
Oospel as such, in the manifestation of the infinite compassion ef
God in Christ. The riches of the glory of the Gospel manifested
themael\teS most brilliantly in its operation among the Gentiles only
because it appeared among them in the sharpest contrast with
the deep shade. In the last words of the verse Christ Himself is
nt length designated as the mystery of redemption. For in the
Gospel Christ is everything living; init there is not preached a mere
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doctrine ahout Christ, but He Himself, the living, personal, Christ,
the eternal Word of the F~her, is Himself doctrine and teacher in
one. The Colpssians had already recognised Him as such. He
w~ not merely outwardly preached among them-,-He bad m!l.de
· His abode in their hearts, as it is said Ephes. iii. 17 ; XptO''TO'> Sia.
-rij,; wfn-re<iJr;; "a-rou,e'i EV Tat<; 1'ap8lav;
(A.}'.G. have 5 EG'T'
Xpi'17'o<;, which Lachmann has also adopted, but prohably that is
only a correction for &,;t which is to be explained by attraction to
the XptCTT<Y; following. Sea Winer·s Grammar, p. 482.) But it
seems striking that the Christ in us is designated as the IUl,'11'k -rijr;
S6~ soil. µ,e).)i.ov'"Jr;; it might seem where Christ lives in the
heart there is already the king<lom of God and all its glory subsist·
ing. In tke germ, no doubt; but the inward divine life yearns
also for a completely homogeneous autwar_d state, and that makes
its victorious entry only at the end of the development. The Obrist
in us is therefore the living hope of the glorious futuret inasmuch
as He b{lars in Himself the energy to realise it and with that the
pledge of it.
Vers. 28, 29. Now this Christ, who is the mystery itself, is
th~ object of the apostles' announcement (l Car. ii. 2), and indeed
in such a way that they preach Him to the human race as sucb,
without regarding the theocratical distinctions. The thrice repeated 7rana, &v0pr,nrov has, as we-have already remarked on i. 6,
a manifest polemical reference in favour of the universalism of St
Faul against the Jewish one-sidedness of the Calossian false
teachers. In the vov0eTe'iv the practical phase of instruction is
more pointed to ; in the Swao-tcetv the inteUectual, (As to the
lv 7raur, uocplq, sea the Comm. on Epbes. i. 8.) The object of it
is the -rhuu,ov XptCTTfP wapao-TflCTat. (OoIQ.pare ver. 22.) The
definition " perfect in Christ" is to be explained, " perfect in communion witq Him through His life which is imparted to us." The
perfection of the believer is none of bis own, separate, beside God
and Obrist, but Okrist's perfection is Ms in the faith. (See at
Matt. v. 48.) As that is the universal task of all teachers of t}le
Church to form all unto perfection in Christ, f!O St Paul dec;ilares
then of himself also that he strives to guide his disciples thither.
:But it is not in kia own strength that be fights for that exalted aim,
but according to the power of Christ whfoh workeih iµ him. (See _
as to ,ca-ra TiJ" evepryeia.v on ver. J 4.) But the oonfl~qt, the mag·
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nitude of which St Paul mentio~s on this occasion, refers,· as Steigei
justly observes on this passage, not merely to outward enemies·
and obstacles, but especial1y to tbe inward power of darkness which
strives ag~instthe consequences of light. (See on ii. 1.) J. D.
Mic~aelis proposed to refer tbe
Svvaµ,et to the miraculous gifts.
In fact these cannot be conceived as e:r:cluded in the mention of
the power working in St Paul, but just as I!tile are they alone, or
even only particularly insisted on in it; ev t~va.µ,et is an adverbial
addition to ~vepryovµ,eVTJV, and comprises all the outward and inward
manifestations of power ·of the Spirit of Christ filling St Paul together. It is, secondly, intimated at the same time in this description of His operation that it is not without success, but overcomes
the world ; consequently the opposition also proceeding from the
false teachers who were active in Colossre against him.
Chap. ii. I. St Paul describes in the following verses the magnitude of the conflict, which was especially for the Christians in Colossre and Laodicea, and all whom be could not instruct personally.
St Paul with that again takes up the idea of ver. 24 completely;
for the hf~v 'Ti-epl ilµ,wv coincides with the wa017µ,aut lnr~p vµ,wv.
The conflict on behalf of the Christians there was, along with other
grievous circumstances, a real suffering on the part of St Paul for
them, as the temptations which the heretics there prepared for them
sorely grieved his heart, but at the same time also incited the faith•
ful apostle to the most ardent conflict in prayer for them. As to
the rest, that St Paul here designates the Christians in Colossre
and Laodicea as such who did not. know him personally, and therefore had received no instruction from him, is convincingly shown
by Steiger and Bohmer (in the first Appendix to his Oomr;nentary,
p. 4 ll, ss.) But why does St Paul add 1'af &o-ot ovte U,pa1Ca11
1€.T.A.? It seems as ifhis conflict for those who knew lrim person•
ally would necessarily be more painful than one for those. not
known to him, because he must have had more at heart the welfare
of the former; but the-words of this passage•give one the imprei,;sion as if the rriagnitude of the conflict were defined by the absence
of personal ac9.ue.intance. No doi.&t it is so, and indeed this idea
is explained by the fact that St Paul is the more solicitous. for
-those unknown to him the less it has been possible for him to
labour in person for their life in the faith, and to convince himself
of their El!!tablished. state: The weaker children require the most
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faithful care and the most earnest prayers.

(The addition !€a£ Toov
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iv 'Iepa-tro'Xetis derived from iv. 13, and is spurious here. On
the other hand the form ewpaKav is to be preferred with Lachmann
ifter A.B.D. as the more rare.-Ilpow,nrov ev aapKt puts the
· bodily countenance in opposition to the spiritual physiognomy; the
latter the Co!ossians knew well, but the bodily appearance of St
.Paul was unknown to thii"m.)
.
Ver. 2. Now the aim of St Paul's conflict is the advancement of
the faithful. This is expressed in the words : tva wapa1'NTJ0roaw ai
tcapolai aiYrwv. . The idea of consoling dQeS not suit, 7rapaKa'XE'iv
here, because there is no question of any grief or any persecutions
of the readers of the Epistle. It is just as. little suitable to take 'IT"Or
paKa'Xt'iv in the meaning, "to exhort, to instruct," for Kapoi.a does
not suit tkat. The heart can, indeed, as the organ of feeling, be
co»iforted but not exhorted or instructed. IIapa1U1Xe'iv is therefore, with Bohmer and Flatt, to be taken here in the meaning, '' to
confirm, strengthen," after the analogy (!f the Hehr. Ptn· (Dent.
iii. 28, Isaiah xxxv. 3, Job iv. 3), which, however, is not applicable
at 2 Thess. ii. 17 also, as Bohmer will have it to be. Generally wa·
paKa'XE'iv is to be taken only per metonymiam,.so that the cause is
put for the effect. Exhortation, where it bears fruit, bas a streng:thening~heart-establishing, operation, and in thatrelation the context
here requires the term 7rapaKa'XEiv to be taken. It was not going
far out of the way in what follows to alter the reading avµ,f3if3aaOevrer;, which is certainly the original one,into avµfJi{3aaflevTroV, as
the text. rec. reads, in order to make the construction more uniform.
The MSS. A.B.0.D.E. and other authorities defend the more di:ffi:·cult avµ,fJif3aa0evTer;. (See as to such anacoluthias. Winer's
Gramm., p. 497.) We have already had the term in the same sig- •
nification at Ephes. iv. 16. The figure by which the Church of
Obrist is compared to a aooµa is thlfoundation ofit. Love is that
in which the individual members are joined and combined into
unity. Of course this avµ,fJ1,f3aa0fJvat ev a,y&.wr, also is to be conceived as dependent on what precedes. The aim of St Paul's conilict is to make his readers firm (against all corruption of them by
means of false doctrine), and to unite them in love, with the victory over all controversies and divisions. :F'inally, the exalted insight into the mystery of God is brought forward as the object of
this union in love, with which afterwards security against being led
3
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astray is given by Christ as the only possessor of all true wisdom.
But the tcat before el<, 'lrliv has something perplexing in it ; it is
either to be explained by tbe omission of a verb, perhaps tA8rmn,
or to be taken in pr0Jg11anti sensu as et quidem, for which Bohmer
decides. (Compare Matt. xxiii. 13; 1 Oor. iii. 5; Heb. x. 25.)
The UUV€U£<; is here mor~ accurately defined in its riches by the
addition 'lrNTJpo,popla (see as to 'lr'X:,7po<f,ope'iu8ai on Rom. iv. 21,
xiv. 5), by which the insight is meant to be characterised as not a
mere outward one, dependent on the intellect, but as an inward one,
resting on the testimony of the Holy Spirit. This Spirit testifieth
to the truth by His presence (I John v. 6) and operates thereby a
divine '!r)vqpo,popla. To the idea of the uvveuir; (see at Ephes. i.
8) the 'lrliv -rti wXoVTO<; answers well, because the undiirstand1ng con~
ceives in itself the manifold forms of the concrete. The br{ryvrouir;,
on the contrary, is the knowledge through the reason which gathers
every individual thing into unity. St PauJ, therefore, could not
write "al mvyvwueror;, so that thi., genitive also should be depen·
dent on 'lrA.oii-ror;. (See at i. 9.) The e'lr{ryvroair; appears here as
a higher grade of knowledge than the avveuir;. True, knowledge
precedes the cultivation of the understanding in the individual,
but, by .means of the latter, knowledge is also raised to a
'more perfect degree of depth aud inwardness. At the end of ver. 2
a number of various readings are found. A.O. read -roii. Beoii
'lra-rpJ<; 'TOV XptUTOV, D. reads 'TOV eeov & €GT£ Xpiu'Td<;, B. TOV
Beov Xptu-roii, the text. rec. 'TOU eeov 1'a, '!ra-rpik ~a~ ToiJ Xpiu'TOV. Most of the modern critics and interpreters, especially Lachmann, Bohmer, Steiger, and others, decide for the reading 0eoii
Xpiu-rov. Steiger tries-to set forth in detail how from tltat read. ing all the rest arose, partly by mere interpolations, partly through
interpretation. But I cannot convince myself of the correctness of
that assumption ; I rather believe Toil Beoii only is the original
reading, as Griesbach and Bahr likewise suppose, and my arguments
nre the following. It is inconceivable that St Paul 6hould have
written Beov Xptu-rov, which never occurs elsewhere either; for
the words may mean : I st, " of the God of Christ," (but in that
case St Paul always puts the plena locutio o 0eo<; -rov 1'vplov
~µ,rov 'l71uov Xpicnofr, as Ephes. i. 17); or 2dly, Beov, Xpurrov,
i.e. "of God, which here means Christ;" or lastly, as the advocates
for this reading will have it, "of Obrist, wlio is God." The possi-
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bility of this last aoceptation is, however, undoubtedly to be denied;
St Paul would have expressed that idea by: Xpurrov, 0eou. The
two others, as is confessed, do not suit the context; it appears,
therefore, as the simplest way, to view Xp£uTOu as a gloss of the
copyists, and the reading cf eun Xpurr6r;, which stands parallel
with it, plainly shows that it is nothing else. But they came to
that gloss quite naturd'lly as foliows: in ver. 27 of chap. i. Christ
Himself was designated as the mystery ; now~ as it was thought
,f, to the last sub~
necessary in ver. 3 of chap. ii. to unite the
jeot 0e6r;, it seemed also necessary in this passage that 0eor; should
. be Christ, not the Father; for ·which reason the explanatory Xp,uT()<; .was added. But, if Beou Xpio-Tov was once written, this unheard-of juxtaposition could not fail to give rise to the most
various readi~gs intended to facilitate the understanding of the
passage.
Ver. 3. But the connection of EV p with eeor; here is by no
means to be recommended, because Bear; is not the principal substantive, but only defines the principal idea of the µ,vo-T~pwv more
accurately ; the latter forms, ever since i. 21'.>, the centre of the
argumenta~on. In fact, it again coincides, it is true, with the
other mode of connecting the words; for God in Christ is Himself
His mystery (i. 27), the mystery in which all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, i.e. of both practical and theoretical knowledge, are hidden. That mystery is no abstract. doctrine separated
from its author, no dogmatical formula, but the living God Himself, wh~ in Christ entered into humanity; without knowledge of
God, therefore, neither is there any knowledge of this mystery nor
any eternal life (Matth. xi. 27; John xvii. 3.) Consequently, in
Him alone are all the treasures of wisdom and of knowledge to he
sought, not, as the heretics in Colossre insisted, in all sorts of sham
wisdom, apart from Christ. But in the phrase : e; p elu, 7raVTli'>
ol 0'Y/cravpol a1r6Kpvcpoi it is not intimated that they, as being absolutely hidden, can and may never be taken up-(St Paul in ver.
2 actually uttered the very hope that they might come to the
knowledge of the mystery, aid, with it, of its purport, i.e. of its
treasures),-but that ltuman strength is not sufficient for it, that,
in one word, no one knows God, but be to whom He manifests
Himself (Matth . .xi. 27.) God veils Himself to the prudent and
wise of this world, whose wisdom is in themsehes, and proceeds
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from themselves alone; they know nothing of Him, their knowledge
is mere show; God reveals Himself only to " babes and sucklings"
· and to the humble, by imparting Himself to them as their porti()n.
For the rest, this passage sufficiently· refutes all those dreamers and
fanatics, who thought they were bound to expect a still higher and
more comprehensive revelation of God than that in Christ is:
viz., an age of the Holy Ghost. AJl that the Holy Ghost reveals
He takes from that which is Christ's (John xvi. 15), in Him are
all the treasures of wisdom and of knowledge. (FroID the context of vers. 3 and 2 ryvaxn<; here can be nothing else than
e7rvyvwrri<; is in ver. 2, which testifies against the asserted dif:.
ference between the two expressions. See the remarks on L 9.)
Ver. 4, 5. St Paul now applies the preceding general·exhortation to the special circumstances of bis readers. Its object is to
warn them against the deceitful discourses of the false teacheis St
Paul bases this interest in the welfare of the absent on the spiritual
union in which he knows himself to be with them, his readers, and
which enables him with joy to perceive _the firmness of their state
offaith. (TiapaXorytteu0at is not found again in the New Testament, except at James i. 22, as here, in the sense, " to deceive by
false conclusions [paralogisms.]" The choice of the term is to be
explained by the form of arguing which the false teachers made. use
of for their views.-,Il,Oavo}.ory{a is found only here. In I Cor.
ii. 4 ev wei0o'i, uo<pla, ).cryoi<; stands for it. The term has here a
subordinate idea of blame, it designates a striving not to convince by
tbeforce of truth, but to persuade by the skow of it.-Ver. 5.
Comp. the parallel 1 Cor v. 2 to the antithesis here : uap,cl &7reiµ,i
-7rvdJµ,aT~
vµ,'iv elµ,i. Tlveuµ,a is, of course, not the Holy
Ghost, but forms here the antithesis with uapE, " outwardly far,
;{.,_am yet inwardly near you, and take part in your welfare." The
collocation xaiprov ,cal ~brrov is stl·ange ; fo1· it seems necessary
that {JM7roov should come first. Schott and Bahr choose to take
it as a Hendiadys: ltBtabundus observans, or cum gaudio considerans. But Winer [Gra_mm. p. 4i0] and Bohmer justly remarked that it is simpler to take ,cal in the meaning of scilicet, by
which means the ,ea~ ~fawv "· ·7', A. receives the character of au
epexegetic addition: "in the spirit I am with you in JOY, viz., inasmuch as·in the spirit I see your firm attitude." Taft<; is taken
from the metaphor of military service which so often occurs; " the
1
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compact order of the warriors, which attests tlieir allility for fighting
. out the combat well.'' The ,neperoµa rij~ ek XpicT'TOV 'TT'UT'Tli/(1}~
vµ,{i,v, which follows, and in which faith is described 11,S the power
which strengthens tbemin their position for the fight, explains 'Ta~i~.
·The reading v!T'Te(Y11µ,a has arisen merely from the circumstance,
.that from what follows [ ver. 20, ss.] it seemed not well possible to
predicate fin;nness in the faith of the Colossians. But St Paul
praises their firmness, in order to show what be expects of them.
As to the rest, neither need ver. 20, ss., be understood as if the
Colossians. had already given themselves up to the false teachers ;
the question is there more an oratorical figure. '[See the explana·
tion at that passage.] Z'Teperoµ,a is not found again in the New
Testa~ent, the LXX. use it for .~ri?'1; Gen. i. 6; however, the verb
occurs Acts xvi. 5.)
·
Vers. 6, 7. With reference to the instruction received (from
Epaphras, chap. i. ver. 7), St Paul then exhorts them to remain
faithful to it. But Christian instruction, as at Ephes. iv. 20 ( on
which compare the Comm.), is not represented as a mere reception
of a doctrine of and on Christ, but is designated as an actual reception of Himself, in' that really a higher living principle fills the
faithful by means of the communication of the Holy Ghost; in
Him (Christ) they are to walk, in Him be firmly rooted and built.
up. But Christ is here emphaticaJly de:.ignated as the Lord, in
order to make the necessity of letting Him rule be observed. (As
to lppit(i)µ,evo, and J7roi1'000µ,ovµ,evoi see Ephes. iii. 18, ii. 20. 22.
-From the lv av'Trj, Christ cannot in the E'TT'0£1'00oµ,E'iu0ai be conceived as the foundation and foundation-stone, on which the faithful are built up, but He is the element that fills the, whole building as the life-giving breath. The metaphor is rather to~be taken
thus: the building is begun, the foundation has been ]aid by the
apostles and prophets [Ephes. ii. 20], all now are built up on that
foundation through being and living in Christ. Christ is the
author and finisher of-the faith [Hebr. xii. 2. ]-In the words /3e/3av
ovµevo, lv rfr 7r{U'Tlii£ 1'a0ro~ eotoa-x,0'1/'T€, wlunr; cannot be understood of the subjective 'TT'irrrir;, but of the objective one, of the fides
qum creditur, of the doctrine. In the latter one may be instructed
and establish one's self in accordance with the instruction that one
bas received. St Paul mean's therefore that the Colossians are to
· adhere to the doctrine of Epaphras, which he confil'ms as true, 8lld
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not suffer themselves to be led away from it through the deceits of
the heretics. [The opposite to f3ef3aiov<i0ai is ,c)..lJ3mvl,e<1'0a1,,
Ephes. iv. 14.] But they are not merely to adhere to that faith, but
also to increase in it [ev avrfi scil. '11'L<J'Tet], and that too with thanksgiving, consequently with thankful hearts, for God's grace given
them through the communication of the pure truth. As to the rest, ev
a.tiTfi is wanting in A.9., and D.E.- read Jv avTrj,, but the omission
and alteration are too easily explained for any stress to be laid on
those various readings.)
Ver. 8. After that, the apostle then pronounces an open warning
against false philosophy, as the Colossian false teacbers disseminated it; a warning, however, whicb is not, before ver. ,16, again
1·esumed and carried out more in detail, as in vers. 9-lp the ide~
that one must not depart from Christ, as in Him everything needful unto salvation is given, is carried out. The destructive element, which St Paul warns against, is called iJ <jnMuocpfa. But
that, according to St Paul's intention, not every philosophy, not
every striving after an insight into, and a knowledge of, the truth,
is meant here to be rejected, and a blind uneducated faith recommended,-is partly clear already from the doctrine of St Paul in
general, in which there plainly manifests itself a striving after
knowledge, and the endeavour to reconcile faith and knowledge,
therefore Christian philosophy and science, is expressly recommended, nay, is set up as the aim of the development of the Church
(compare the remarks in the Comm. on Ephes. iv. 1.3); partly
from the addition Kai, «evfji, a71'a7"11',, For the absence of the article
shows that this is not meant to be a second and different point, by
the side of philosophy ; it also lies in the nature of the thing that
such discordant matters as philosophy and vain deceit cannot be
pla_ced side by side, if, that is to say, the term "vain deceit" were
meant to designate generally every form of empty delusion. ,:fol
TY/'> cjn)..ouo<f,{ai, «ai K€vfj', a'11'aT1J', rather forms one joint idea, and
tkat too so that the empty deceit must be taken as manifesting
itself precisely in philosophy. The empty, deceptive, philosophy,
therefore, presupposes another genui11e one as acknowledged. The
former is here the self-styled fictitious "wisdom," which the false
teachers in Colossw extolled, pretending to possess (verse 18) knowledge of a peculiar kind as to the spiritual kingdom, whereas they were
in fact blind in divine things ; only such fal1Je wisdom (the ,yev-
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MJvvµ,o,; "'JVOO<Tt<; of I Tim. vi. 20, which does not deserre the noble
name of knowledge) is meant to be blamed, not the tme. That
false wisdom receives from St Paul for a more accurate definition
the predicate: /laTa Tf/V wapaooaw TWV av0-pro7rroV. But still
·every human endeavour to find the truth, manifwting itself in the
following the traditions of a school, seems to be blamed here, and
revelation alone, which is not man's at all, but.God's only, seems
to be represented as the rightful source ; for, as, after this, "6ap,o,;
and Xptu-ror;; are opposed to one another, so here 8eor; forms the
tacit contrast to &v0prowo,;. No doubt; but human philosophy is
only blamed in so far as it sets itself on a par with, or in opposition to, the revelation of God. Where the question is not of
revelation, e. g. as among the Greeks before Christ, there St
Paul would not blame a qn).ouo<f>la l(a-ra Ti]V 7rapaoq_u£V TWV avfJ{»J'Tt'IDV as such.
But certainly within the domain of revelation
no human wisdom can or dare claim authority along with, much
less against, the divine wisdom ; philosophy must always be ,ca-ro,
Xpurrov, i. e. be in harmony with the truth manif;sted by and in
Him, if it wishes to pretend to the name of a Christian philosophy.
Christ, who is personal truth itself, can also alone be the truth of philosophy. As to the rest, St Paul shows by the term wapa8oG"t<; that these false teachers had not invented their views themselves, but received them in the way of tradition.1 That is in
favour of the view expressed in the Introduction, that the Oolossian
false -te9chers sought to amalgamate the Cahbalistic tenets, which
were already in existence, and which had come down to them in
the way of tradition, with Christianity. The name <pt).ouocf,{a can
be no argument against our supposing Jewish wisdom to be here
meant, for the Jewish inquirers also were called philosophers, not
only by the platonizing Philo, but also by the Pharisee Josephus.
Certainly Bahr is right in maintaining against Titmann that <f>,).oqacf,la cannot mean merely knowledge of the Jewish Law, much
less, as .Heinrichs insists, "religious worship according to the
Law ;" but Josephus calls philosophy every more than nsuapy
deep inquiry into religious matters. Thus by him the sects of the
Pharisees, Sadducees, arid Essenes, are called philosophers (B.J.
1 It is not improbable that in the term 1ra.pd&a1• an allusion to the name
tTadition, is contained.
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ii. 12. J .) . The correctness of this declaration that " the deceptive
philosophy" bere denotes t~ Gnostic-Cabbalistic system of the false
teachers, which they knew how to present in a very plausible way (ev
w,1JavoXoryl'!: verse 5 ), 1s further confirmed in what follows by the
phrase 1'a'.ra Ta <rTOtxe'ia TOV l(()(jµov. We h~ve already at Gal.
iv. 3 made acquaintance witb the same phr:ase, which is explained
ib. iv. 9 by aa-0€vq l(at 7TTooxa <rTOixe'ia. This p~rase, too, points
to the Old Testament, and the1·efore is in favour of the Judmstic
character of the false teachers. Thf) name a-701,xe'ia aloue would
contain no reproach, it is only the Old Testament that is characterized by it as containing the elements of religious life, whereas
in Christ the TeXo<, of the Law, the TeXftoT'YJ'>, is contained .But
the addition Tov "oa-µov involves the blame ; for St Paul does not
mean to blame the Old Testament in itself, but that spiritless,
external, literal, manner, in which the false teachers understood it.
Instead of c<msidering it as actually fulfilled in Christ in its spirit,
they endeavoured faithfully to observe it outwardly in the letter.
Thus they deg;aded the Word of God to a mere form of the world,
to beggarly elements;:· (See the particulars as to the <rToixlia Toii
,couµou in the Comm. on Gal. iv. 3.) The assumption, that elements of Gentile wisdom are also to be understood by the " elements of the world," is here, as at Gal. iv. 3, not demonstrable.
Verses 16, l 7 pronounce too decidedly for the purely Jewish cha·
racter of the Culossian false teachers for any one to be able to feel
himself justified in supposing any Gentile elements in their system.
Even though the Cabbalists might originally have received their
impulse from fersian and Chaldean ideas, yet their system bad
lung so entirely passed over into the Jewish life and mind, that
St Paul could have no ~motive still to distinguish in it the originally Gentile ideas from the Jewish ones. · (BXewE'TE µ,~ with an
indicative following expresses the uon\'iction that what the 'Yarning
is given against might actually take place. The article with the
participle uv"'A.ary<JJ"fWV denotes a definitely-conceived personality
[see Winer's Gramm. p. 100] : it is supposable that that perverse
tendency in 0olossrn originated with some definite individual
whom St Paul bad in his thoughts here.-$v"'A.arywye,v, from
uu'A.'YJ, booty, is only found here. • One need not imagine, as the
. object, faith, or anything of the kind, in the Col9ssian Christians,
it is they themb·elves who are meant to be caught by the false
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teachers. In 2 Tim. iii. 6, al'XJ',a}.wTtf;ro is used in the same combination.)
Ver. 9. That St Paul here, directly after naming the name of
Christ, permits himself to be determined to come back to· the su·
blimity of the person of Christ, of which he had in i. 16, ss. al-:
ready so copiously treated, plainly· shows that the error of the
fals"e teachers as to the person of Christ appeared to St Paul's mind
especially dangerous. The idea of verse 9 unites itself to what
precedes as follows: " beware lest any one sl10uld spoil you through
the deceptive philosopl1y which is not after Christ, for one must
beware of it, because in Christ dwelleth all the fulness or-the Godhead, 'CO!Jsequently that alone can be true which is after Him."
According to the parallel passage i. 19 the sense of our passage
cannot be doubtful : the_ intetpreting the wav -r() w}..4pIDµa Tq'>
0e/n,q-ro._ of the totality of the Church, or of tlw whole circle of
doctrine which God had. me~nt .to ~onvey to man through Christ,
is BO arbitrary and contradictory to" the context that it must be
rejected as completely inadmissible. (See )3ahr in the Comm. ad
h. 1.) St Paul speaks here, as at i. 19, oftlie conjunction of the
divine and human natures in Christ, of the Son of God's being
made-man in tbe person of _Jesus of Nazareth. Only the u(J>µa-ri,co,,_ is obscure, and requires a closer consideration. The interpretation totaliter, which Hermann among others defends, is to
be rejected at once; for; not to mention that no passage can be
adduced in which uIDµaTt1eo'1,. has that meaning, the totality is
surely already expressed in the wav T() 7r)..,~p,,,µ,a ·in the strongest
way. Neither likewise can the taking the uIDµan,c;,,. in the mean•
ing vere,1 realiter, in opposition to the typi9.al, which Grotius, Nosselt, and others, defend after Augustine, recommend itself. For, even
if qo,µa, as the opposite to u1eta, means the essential fulfilment in
opposition to what is typical, 'still no example occurs in which uwµa·
Tue:&>.. is used in opposition to TV'TrtlCW<;. Besides, in that sense
the combination with ,caTot,ce'i does not suit. For one can indeed
say : " the temple is a type of Christ," but not " the Son of God
dwells typically in the Temple ;" but that would necessarily have
to be said, if we w1shed the antithesis to the idea : the fulness of
tbe Godhead dwells really (not merely typically) in Jesus, to·
come out clearly. Now the uroµaTtlCW'> can mean either" bodily,"
or "in substance." For the former acceptation many of the Fa-
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thers :had already declared themselves, i11 later times Calixtus,
Calovius, Gerhard, Storr, Flatt, Bahr ; Bohmer leaves it unde·
oided which might be preferable. Steiger expre_sses himself too
harshly in calling that acceptation nonsensical; on the contrary, it
is very intelligible how it was hit upon, especially if one considered
the heretics as docetics. Now we cannot do that, as was remarked
on i. 22 ; but, even putting out of sight that point _in the doctrine
of the Colossian false teachers, the explanation of u(J)µaT~1di:ir; =
iv Tp uwµan does not recommend itself, because surely that in·
dwelling in the human nature of Jesus, and therefore also in the
body, is already couched in the l11 almp. Now, if this iv auTij, were
meant to be mo!e accurately defined, St Paul would not certainly, for that purpose, have chosen the adverb by which the idea
is united with the verb ,caToi,ceZ, but would have written simply : iv
,-43 u'1µ,am. · The adverbial form admits of no other acceptation.
than- essentialiter, suostantialiter, ouuiwSoo~. Thus Atbanasins,
Theophylact, CEcumen1us, have already interpreted, and later the
Reformers in a body, as also Wolf, Bochart, Steiger, and others.
For the explanation of this use of uroµ,a = suostantia one must
appeal, not so much to the Hebrew t:)~y. to which uwp,a does not'
~~l, body, which in the rab•
accurately correspond, as to the use
binnical dialect is completely analogous to our " substance." (See
Buxtorf. lex. rabb. et talm. p. 405.) But the further question
arises, what is the meaning of this clause, " the whole fulness of the
Godhead dwells essentially, substantially, in Him," against what
heretical mode of conception is it meant to form the antithesis?
The verb tcaTOIJl(,eZv and the present tense are especially to be in·
sisted upon; by them St Paul opposes those Gnostic views, accord·
ing to which a merely temporary influence of a higher spirit upon
Jesus was supposed, from His baptism to His death ; Christ is a
permanent divine Schecbinah, even on the throne of the Father
the glorified human nature is combini:d with the divine nature.
But in the uroµ,f1IT£K~ is intimated the difference between the Being
of God in Christ and that in man, of which the words next following treat ; in Christ God is essentially present, not mer~ly as ope•
ration, but centrally, so that Jesus is not a deified mO!'lt, but Godman ; on the other hand, the indwelling of God in man is to be
eonsidered as only operation, God is in them, but they are not God.
Ver. J0. That ,cal EGTE cannot be taken imperatively is suffi-
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ciently inherent in the very idea ; 'One cannot demand to be. filled
by God. Besides, the New Testament puts ry{veuOe for the impe·
rative, not iuTe. The clause depends, like Jv avrrj', ,uuroiKe'i, on
gn, with which no doubt an express vµ,e'i<; would have been suit·
l\ble, because the dwelling of the fulness of God in Christ, and the
believers' being filled by Him, form antitheses. With ver. 8 this
clause is thus connected : "beware of a philosophy
KaTc\ Xpiu·
-rov, for He fills you, recoHect ; therefore you must not giv:e place
to any foreign influence." Only the Jv avrp is strange. One
might think one's .self obliged to take iv here in the sense of
&tt; as Christ is certainly to be yonsidered as He who fills His
own. But it is more suitable to suppose a conciseness in the
phrase, in that iCTTE Jv ahrj, 7r€'1T'A1Jpooµ,evot stands for: "in Him,
i.e. as being in communion with Him, ye are filled with His life."
Aft.er this, St Paul details further how everything is given to the
faithful in Christ, therefore they have to keep themselves to Him
alone, as the Head, which is just what the false'teachers do not do
(ver. 19), in that they unite themselves to subordinate powers;
~horn Christ governs. Therefore St Paul calls Him ~ Ke<f,o,Xr,
waU1']1; apxr,'> Kal, J~ovula<;. {See at i. 16.) The name ,cecf:,aX~ is
derived from the image of uwµ,a; the Church is usually so called;
the reading JKK'A1Jula1; for ap)(f;1; in D.E. could therefore very easily
arise. Here St Paul seems either to have conceived the whole spi•
rituB:l world as the uooµ,a whose Ke<f,o,X~ Christ is, or he has
only in this latter expression adhered to the idea of Him that
guides and governs. As to the rest, the names apxal and Jtovu/;a, in themselves might be' used as well of bad a•gels as of good
ones; only, from the polemical tendency of St Paul against the
angel-worship of the Oo]ossian heretics, it is to be assumed that St
Paul had the good spirits principally in his mind. · (See, however,
at ver. 15.) The reading.ii or o has certainly important authorities in its favour ; Lachniann has received & into the text, and
Steiger defends it, considering 7r'Ai]po,µ,a as the subject.· But tken,
in vers. I I and 12 too, Jv </, would necessarily have to be referred
to '1T'A~pooµ,a, which, however, is entirely unsuitable; it is not in the
fulness of the Godhead as such that the faithful are circumcised~
dead, risen again, but in the person of Jesus Christ, in whom the
.fulness . of the Godhead dwells, tl1erefore in the Son of God who was
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made man, in the God-man. This decides, even with ·inferior cri·
tical authorities, for {;~ as the true reading.
Ver. 11. St Paul then shows in the sequel of this representation,
how in Christ all that the believer can possess in spiritual blessings
is already given him in Christ. Christ's death and resurrection are
vicarious
mankind : as all fell in Adam, so all are dead and rise
again in Christ and with Hirn. This idea is very familiar to St
Paul and bas already been particularly considered in detail in the
Commentary on Rom. v. 12, ss., vi. 1, ss.
The aorists receive by this means their proper meaning (see
on Rom. viii. 30); in Obrist all is fulfilled once for all, His TETE·
Mumi holds good for eternity, the life of the Church and of the
individual in her is only the development of what has already been
given in Him. It seems peculiar in this passage that the vicarious ;
operation of Christ ( a·ccording to which the lv rp is to be taken quite
literally, inasmuch as the faithful are conceived as reposing spiritually in Christ, the spiritual Adam, in the same way as all reposed bodily in Adam, their bodily progenitor,) is referred, not
merely to the particular events of the death and the resurrection, as
usual, but to circumcision also. But in the lv <{, 1'at 7rEpUTp,~()'TJTE we must not think, for instance, of the bodily circumcision of
Christ, as if that were understood as a circumcision of all (for the
discourse here is surely of the spiritual circumcision of all, and not
of the bodily one), but the ideas of death and circumcision are here
treated as identical, as the epexegetic annexation of the clause· uvv-ra<f>evTE~ airrrj, lv Ttp {3a7r7£uµ,an to what precedes shows.
For the burial is only the absolutely consummated death, to which
baptism is compared, as Rom. vi. 4, with reference to the rite of
submersion, by which the old man is withdrawn from sight in the
same way as the dead man by burial. But circumcision is a figurative death ; the entire oid man ought to die as a sacrifice for sin,
instead of which his blood is partially shed and the foreskin re- ·
fl.!.ved, as a type of the_ sinful appendages of the· soul (7rpo,apT~)fu,Ta, as the Gnostics said). The faithful are therefore circumcised
in Obrist spiritually, as His death in the faith is their death too ; in
baptism, as the act in which the new birth is realized, the faithful
died with Christ, are buried with :S:im, and receive therewitli the
circumcision of Christ, i.e. the 7rEpiTOJ.J,~ axEip<YTrolnrt.o~, which
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Christ accomplish~ by His Spirit, the circumcision of the heart.
(Comp. Dent. x. 16, xxx. 6, Jerem. iv. 4, with Rom. ii. 28, 29.)
The epexegetical addition lv -rfi a'ITEl(Ot/Q"Ei TOV uwµaTO', T~ uapl(fJS is also peculiar.
The whole of the context shows that uooµ,a
T~ uap1'o<; cannot ltere denote, as at i. 22, the physical body, for
the spiritual circumcision certainly does not liberate from the physical body; uapl; here bas a reference to the sinfulness .of human
nature. If we compare Col..iii. 9, ll'ITEl'Ovutiµevoi T6v 'ITaMLtov &v0pomov uvv Tat<; 7rpageuw auTOv, it cannot be doubtful that the
ll'ITkova-ti; rofi uwµa-ro,; r-q,; uap1'o<; is meant to denote the same
thing. $roµ,a r~,;; uap"o,; = uroµa uap"t"ov, a uroµa, which con•
tains in it the nature of the uapE, of sinfulness. It is presumable
that St Paul chose that expression ,with reference to the death
?which the uvVTacpev-re,; coming after presupposes. Death is the
laying aside of the body: in like manner the spiritual death which
men dies with Christ-the total circumcision which Ch.rist performs-the laying aside of the sinful body, i.e. the putting off the
old man and the putting on the new one. This way of taking the
words was, no doubt, the foundation also of the reading Trov aµap·
Ttaiv, which, it is true, can make no claim at all to reception into
the text, but is a correct interpretation of 'r'q'> uapK,o<;. On the
other hand, that interpretation of the uroµa TTJ', uap,co<;, for which
among the latest interpreters Bahr and Steiger declare them·
selves, and according to which u6Jµ,a is said to mean not the corporeity, but the totality, and the allusion to circumcision is so taken,
that the removal of an insignificant part o-f the body is meant
to be opposed to the removal of all the sinfulness,-seems to me
far-fetched. St Paul himself declares, Rom. vii. 18, ou" ol1'e'i lv
Jµ,ot T()V'r' icrnv Jv Tfi uapK,l µov, luya0ov, certainly, therefore, the
body is not, as such (as matter), the cause of sin, but sintakesroot
t'n the body, as the latter now exhibits itself; i. e. in the body and
the soul which animates it, without which the body cannot exist,
unless it is to sink down to the mere ,cpJac;. In this sinful condition the body is a uwµa TrJ<; uap,coc;, and Christ delivers from it.
Of course, the operations of Christ are here conceived ideally, as
surely verse 12 plainly shows; it cannot, therefore, be objected :
"the Christian is not "really here.below freed as yet from the carnal
body ;" just in proportion as he is not yet freed, he is also not yet
z
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Christ's ; hence at iii. 5 the exhortation

VEKpW<f(J,'("f!

Td.

µ,~)l!TJ

uµ.wii

Tit l'7ri -rij~ ryfj~.
To this comparison of the deatl1 of the faithful, as the inward,
spiritual, circumcision, with the outward circumcision in tbe Old
Testament, in which is couched the intimation that in the New
Testament baptism has stepped into the place of the bodily circumcision, St Paul was, no doubt, prompted by the over-rating of
that outward act on the part of the CoJossian heretics. Those
Judaists, along with qther ordinances of the Old Testament (see
verse 16), imposed circumcision also on the Gentile Christians.
That betrays their utterly materialist tendency, for the Old Testament had already recognized bodily circumcision as a symbol of
the circumcision of the heart, and so had deeper-penetrating Rabbis
too. (See Bohmer ad h. I. p, 187.) And not merely so, for instance, that "they considered both, the outward sign and the inward
disposition, as necessarily connected, but also in such a way that
they looked on the inward reality as a compensation for the absent
outward sign. Thus Rabbi Moses, Nachinan's son, says: qui
concupiscit et ad voluptates inelinat, illo dieitur l,-,;v, quir
cunque vero nee voluptates nee coneupiscentias sectat~/ is decitur l,,;i:i. Compare besides Rom. ii. 28, 29, and the words of
the Rabbi Lippmann cited in the note in the Comm. on that
passage. (As to axetp0'1T"OWJ'TO~ see Mark xiv. 58; 2 Cor. v. -I.The _substantive a'1r}1touut~ is only found here. As to the figure
which lies at the root of the words a7T'EKOV<I'aU8a,, €KOVUau8at,
lvo6uau0at, see th~ Comm. on Rom. xiii. 14, 2 0or. v. 3.)
Ver. 12. As the faithful are in Christ's death dead with Him
and in baptism buried with Him, so they are now also risen with
Him in· His. resurrection. ( See at Ephes. ii. 6.) The power of
God, who Deal'!! the title of raiser from the dead, is, of course,
to fie considered as the po8itive cause of the raising from the
dead·; and faith, with which the divine operation is laid hold
of, as the negative one. St. Paul makes the latter aspect of the
matter prominent here, in order to make it observed by what means
Christ's work first really becomes man's. But faith is here more
accurately designated as '1rlu-rtr:; Tijr:; Jvepryelar:; -rov @eov. All the
later interpreters are unanimous ol! the point· that those words are
to be taken thus : " faith, which the operation of God calls forth,"
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and not: ·.. faith in the operation of God." Only we cannot
acknowledge the reason that Bahr urges for that interpretation,
viz. that the parallel passage (Ephes. i. 19) is to be taken in tl~e
same way, since, as was detailed in the exposition of that passage,
the connection of the ,cant T~v Jvep"/etav ,c. -r. 1'.. is a different one
from-the one here in Colossians. For the rest, this passage is the
most decided and open of those in the New Testament in which
fait}i is referred to the operation of God. In man as God's creature every good thing is without exception precisely God's work,
the prerogative of resistance, and therefore of sin, is alone ma11'a
property._ Faith is not something which man himself can make
and call forth at will, it is God's work in him.
Ver. 13. At first sight the idea of verse 12 seems to be tautologically repeated here, but, whereas in what precedes from verse 9
downwards the person and work of Christ were described quite
generally; here now the special application of that work to the
readers of this Epistle and to their Christian experience is made.
It is true the second person (wepteTµ,~B'YJTE, uvv'TJ'Yep0'YJTE) had already
been put in vers. 1J, 12 ; with those words, however, the 0olossians
are not addressed as such, but the second person is meant to set
forth the read~rs of the Epistle as representatives of the totality of
the church. The emphatic ,cat vµ,ar; first marks the p◊-int at which
the apostle's discourse makes a transition to his readers personally,
since it must be taken : " and thus He bath quickened you too,
who were dead iti your sins." For the rest, .the passage is completely parallel to Ephes. ii. 1, 5, and we therefore refer in respect
to it. to the exposition there. It might seem, however, as if this
p~sage contradicted the difference between uv,roo'li-oiet'v and a-vve"lelpeiv assumed at Ephes. ii. 5, as the latter here precedes the
former expression; whereas, according to the difference ther'8 declared, it should have stood after. But, as we have already remarked above, no progress is to be supposed in verse 13 in relation
to verse 12, which rather expresses the objectivity of Christ's
work, while verse 13, on the contrary, expresses the actual state
of the Christians in 0olossre. These were roused, quickened, but
not yet arrived at the fullness of the risen life ; here too, therefore,
the difference between the two .words assumed by· us is fully verified. The life-giving, resuscitating, point in th_e Gospel is the for- ·
giveness of atl sins, n.ot of the actual ones merely, but ~lso of
z2
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original sin, not of the past only, but of the future sins also ; for
in Obrist an inexhaustible etream of forgiving love is opened, which
stream is accessible to every one who approaches it in true, profound,
repentance, and pure, unfeigned, faith-therefore with a lively
yearning to be made pure from sin. Only the addition· to vekpOV<;
-,rfj a,cpoflurn{q, -rijr; uap,ccir; vµ,wv is peculiar to this . passage,
It plainly refers to the above comparison ( verse ll) with circumcision ; the spiritually dead, carnally living, state, in which .the
flesh is master, is the one analogous to the a,cpo/3vu-rla, but the
spiritual and living condition, in which the lusts of the flesh are
the circumcision. (The uvv aihip is not, of
mortified, answers
course, to be. understood of outward companionship, but is to be
interpreted of inward unity, in accordance with the preceding lv rp.
-Instead of the reading vµ,'iv of the text. rec., the MSS. with an
overwhelming majority have ~µ'iv, which might easily have been
altered on account of the vµ,as preceding.)
Ver. 14. The idea of the forgiveness of sins is furth(:)r expounded
in what fol1ows, but in an entirely peculiar, and besides extremely
obscure, manner. At first, 'one is inc]ined to believe, that, after
the well-known figure, according to which sin in its relation to
God's justice is conceived as a relation in the nature of a debt, the
burden of sin is here called a bond or note of hand, which the Redeemer has blotted out, nay destroyed, by His work. For that reason many interpreters have understood either Adam's sin, as the
original sin, which comprises all others in itself (so had thought already Irenreus, Tertullian, Ambrose, Theophylact, fficumenius),
or the conscience, i.e. the consciousness of sin in man ; thus particularly Luther and the other reformers, Calvin excepted. But, if
that were the meaning of the words, in the first place xeipl,rypatfx>v
~µ,rev would be said, not ,ca0' fJp,mv, and secondly the addition -ro,~
8/iyµanw is decidedly opposed to that acceptation, for the expres•
sion cannot be understood of the dogmas of Christianity, which has
been already observed on Eplrns. ii.15. The reference of the xeip6'YPatfJov to the body of Christ, as Theodoret proposes, is based on
the last words of this verse : 7rpo~rjX.Wo-a<; av-r<i Tip o-Tavpr'p. But
Bahr (ad h. 1.) has convincingly shown in opposition to Steiger,
who in the exposition of the first Epistle of Peter (p. 294) had
~lared himself fot that interpretation of Theodoret's (in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Oolossians Steiger himself has altered
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his view), that the body of Christ cannot possibly lie designated as
a note of hand or acknowledgment of debt. Besides, the To'ic; 86,y•
p,aaw finds no satisfactory explanation even 80. According to the
parallel passage Ephes. ii. 15, the discourse can ltere too be of the
Law alone, not only of the law of the conscience, nor even merely
of the ceremonial part of the Mosaical Law (for, as Bohmer convincingly proves, the 7TavTa nt 7Tapa7TTwµ,a-ra preceding obliges us
to adopt a comprehensive acceptation of the Law), but of the Law
in all its relations, only, however, in respect to its commanding, requiring, form, without the faculty of communicating higher power, by
which it can kill but not make alive. (See on Rom. vii. 9, ss. ; 2 Cor.
iii. 6 ; Gal. iii. lQ.) Inasmuch as this characteristic of the Law has
arrived at the completest development in the Mosaical Law, we must
direct our thoughts especially to the latter. Accordingly, -x,eip6rypaipov is not a bond, by which man acknowl~dges himself to be a
sinner, but a bill which declares the guilt of man on the part of God,
and rouses in man the consciousness of it. God's Law is, on account of this operation, a bill against man, and that bill is also
blotted out with the debt itself, i.e. in the case of the reconciled
sinner the Law has no longer the effect of condemning bim, for
Christ's 11ghteousness is leis righteousness. The Mryµ,aTa suit this
way of taking the word very well, just as in the passage Ephes. ii.
15; for this expression denotes exactly the imperative form of the
Law. Only one might here too, as there, wish for ev Tot,<; ·06,yp,a•
aw, instead of the dative alone. It is true, Fatlters and transla·
tion8 read lv, but no MSS. The annexation, however, of the dative
to -x,eip6rypaipov for the idea : " bill, which consists in ordinances,"
is intolerably harsh ; it would certainly lrnve been obliged to be
·rendered by TO EV TOt<; o6,yµ,aaw. I prefer, with Winer (Gramm. p.
196, ss.), the connection with what follows, in the sense:" which
bill, by means of the ordinances, stood hostilely againat us." Cer·
tainly, even 80 the position of the dative is not quite natural, but
Winer draws attention, no doubt with justice, to the analogous
passage Acts i. 2 ; at all events that difficulty cannot be put in
comparison with that which is caused by the connection of the To"is
Mryµ,aaw with wha! precedes. In the sequel of this passage a
more accurate explanation of the Ega>..el,yac; would be alone per·
ceptible in the tc:at a1ho 'f]pKev EiC TOU µ,ea·ov, ii the clause wpo'i'l']Xwaa<; atho Tq> ,navprp did not lead to something else. For the
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opinion, that a Jaw is proclaimed to be abrogated by a nailing of it up;
which Grotius propounds, does not recomme~d itself, because, even
if the custom is capable of proof, yet _the Scriptures do not know
it, and particularly in this connection, after the discourse having
the death and resurrection of Christ,
been, in vers. 11 and I 2,
His cross alone can be thought of. Neither, of course, is this pas·
sage to be referred to the superscription : " This is the King of the
Jews," but to the nailing of Christ Himself to the cross, conse·
quently to the atonement of our Lord, by which surely the Law it~
self iu)ts merely imperative form was also abrogated along with
the blotting out of sin, therefore the Law, as xetp67parj>ov, was
abolished, nailed, as it were, with its ooryµ,a<rt, in Christ Him·
self, together with Him, to the cross. Then the afpew €IC TOV
µ,foov receives by that means the signification of the being killed,
annihilated ; Christ's death was also tl,e Law's death, or, by a dif~
ferent turn of the thought, the faithful are with. Christ dead to the
Law, as it is said Roin. vii. 6 : JCaT'YJP'"ti/0'1]µ,ev a'l!"O TOii v6µ,ov, a:rro0a-.
voVTer;, Jv ,f, l(,aTetx6µ,e0a. ('E!a)..e£cpro is found Acts iii. J9, of the
forgiveness of sins. See also the LXX,, Isaiah xliii. 25; Ps. 1.
10. In Rev. [iii. 5, vii. 17, xxi. 4] it is found in the sense of
" lo wipe away, blot out."-XetpO'"fpacpo11 denotes properly every
writing, but especially a bond, rypaµ,µ,aTe'i,ov XPfovr; oµ,o)l.071'}nk6v.
-Twe11avTto~ is found again in the New Testament at Heb. x. 27.
-The LXX. often .use it for :ii~. Bohmer wishes without sufficient reason to lay a stress on ~h~ inro, and to take the idea thus:
" which is secretly hostile to us." -The reading ~picev is with justice preferred by Griesbach, Lachmann, an~ others, to that of neev,
whichD.G. afford. AZpew €IC Toii µ,fo-ov answers to our "put out
of the way," either in the meaning, "remove, exclude from a comm~nity," as l Cor. v. 2, or in that of "kill," as 2 Thess. ii. 7 ;
Isaiah lvii. 2.-llpo'>'l]ADro, from ~)I.or;, a nail, is not found again in
·
the New Testament.)
Ver. 15. St Paul at length closes all this grand and profound
description of the person of Christ and of His work with the idea,
that the RedeeJller _is the victor over all the hostile powers of the
universe, that He leads them all in triumph as vanquisher of them
on His cross. As to its form, this idea is subjoined independently as
an asyndeton, ,since, after the foregoing ,cat avTo 17p1Cev ,c. T. :X.., no
new tempus _finitum could be expected without a conjunction. J<'or
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the rest, kere too the re_presentation is still so conceived that God
is the· subject; He, the Father, performs everything through Christ.
Therefore, too, at the end of this verse, the reading ev av-rrj, is to
be preferred to iv av-rij>. Now, that the aPXai and ifovCT{ai, which
are here spoken of, are not the Jewish magistrates arid theocratic
powers, nor the good angels either, is admitted by all later interpreters and convincingly shown ; it can only be the evil powers;
which, as 1w<Tµo"p,frope,, have in their power men who are in sin.
(~ee at Ephes. vi. 12.) Along with sin itself the princes of this
world, the devil and his angels, are also conquered. But the comprehension of the a7Te!C31JCTl1,µevo, is difficult, especially on account of tlie remarkable reading -r~v <Ta,p,ca, which F.G. and
several of the· Fathers defend. Were that reading correct, the
apxa, ,ea~ -ras efov<Tla,,; must have been joined with
accusatives
what follows, and then a7re,c3v<Taµevo,; -r~v qa,p"a would refer to
Christ's laying aside the flesh i11 death. But intrinsic and extrin•
sic arguments are against that reading. The critical authoriti~s
for the omission of -r~v <Tap,ca preponderate, and the origin of that
addition is easily explained by the foregoing wpo>'T}A&J<Ta, avro nj,
<TTavpw, upon which it seemed necessary for death to follow. Besides, St Paul_~ould certainly have said a7T€/COV<TaCT0at TO <Troµa
of the death of Christ, instead of -r~v <Tap((a. If, therefore, we
have to connect awe"OV<Taµevo-; Ta, apx/is !Cal egovCTla,, it is a
question, how then might the verb a,re,cOv<TaCT0at have to be taken ?
With reference to the 0piaµ/3euew following, the evil spirits must
be imagined as warriors in their armour (see Ephes. vi. 12), against
whom Christ fights and deprives them of their armour, strips t:hem
of it. Th!=) meariing answers to the words el, TOV'TO e<f,avepw011 o
vio~ TOV eeov, 7va A'UCT'(J Ta lprya TOV oiaf36"A.ov, 1 John iii. 8. To
the mention of the vanquis!ting the evil powers is further subjoined
the making an open skew of them by means of the triumph. In
the loei,yµa-rt<TE we are not to see something different from the
0ptaµf3wew, on the contrary, the former is effected in and through
the·Iatter. As, therefore, St, Paul at l Car: iv. 9 represents himself and his feJlow apostles as a spectacle for the world, and for
angels, and for men; so is Christ's victory in ari exalted form a
spectacle for the universe, in which He leads the conquered in
triumph. The expression of this powerful image is still further
strengthened by the trait, that it•. is Christ's cross in which this
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triumph is accomplished. For the lv av-:rp is to be explained with
a reference to Jv crravprp (ver. 14), · as indeed many MSS. read too
here
<rravpip or €V fu~p. in which, to be sure, merely explana~
tions of the
avTro are to be seen. The r.ross of Obrist, the ap•
parently shameful •destruction of His work, was therefore the vie·
torious triumph over all His enemies, o'fer the visible and over the
invisible ones.
(LfriryµaTt,ro stands here = 7rapalm,yµaritw,
MaUh. i. 19 ; Heb. vi. 6. The conception of the showing at the
triumph necessarily passes into that of an exposing to shame. 'Ev
·7rapp11ulq, here expresses the publicity. [See John vii. 4, xi. 54.J .
But, of course, the idea of publicity is to be understood l;iere spiritually, "Jesus led them in triumph before the eyes of the world of
spirits," not before the l)hysical eyes of men.-On 0ptaµ,{:Jevew see
2 Cor. ii. 14, where, however, jt stands, as in tlie Hebrew voice
hiphil, for triumpkare facere. Here it is= 7roµ,7rei•ew, triumpkum

ev

ev

auere.)
Ver. 16. After this long discussion on the person and work of
Christ (vers. 9-15), St Paul, connecting his discourse again with
ver. 8, returns to the direct combating of the Colossian false teachers.
Their Judaizing character stands out here quite unmistakeably, in,
asIXrnch as St Paul calls on his readers not to let themselves be
frightened by their requiring a strict fulfilment of the _ceremonial
ordinances of the Mosaical Law. It is questionable, however,
whether these J udrusts preserved the ordinances of the Old Testa,
ment pure, or mixed them with Rabbino-Talmudical additions.
The latter is the more probable from the whole of their character.
Al! they practised a rigorous asceticism (ii. 23)., they will not h,l!ve
confined their decisions as to meat and drink to the Law of Moses
(in which, besides, no ordinance was given in regard to drinks), they
will rather, as may be supposed, have avoided all indulgence in
meat and strong drinks, like the Roman ascetics (Rom. xiv.) At
the root of this ascetic tendency there lay, probably obscurely, the
opinion that matter is the cause of evil, whieh must have led as a
natural consequence to Docetism. But in the commencement of
heresies we do not find the perverted fundamental ideas developed
as yet in all their consequences; we have, therefore, uo right on
that account, viz., because they lived ascetically, to· suppose
Docetism in the Colossian false teachers. The Roman ascetics
were no Docetes either. AS-to the rest, the feasts denote here the well~
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known three great feasts of the Jews, the Passover, Pentecost, and
the feast of tabernacles. The new moons were, according to Numb.
xxviii. 11-15, solemnized as great and joyful festivals. See details. in Winer's Encyclopredia, vol. ii., PP· 176, ss, (KplJ1eW bas
here, as at Rom. ii. 1, the meaning of a rejecting, condemnatory,
judging.-The €JI µJpei eopTfj;;, instead of the simple
is difficult.
The reading €JI ~µJpq, is plainly a mere refuge from the difficult
reading µJpei, and can make no pretension to recognition. The
attempts of earlier interpreters to get its special meaning out of
the phrase, according to which µepo;; was to be taken as segregatio
or participatio, are recognized as untenable in the latest times. EJ1
µepei is used adverbially in profane writers also, in the sense,
"with respect ·to, with regard to," and that is here perfectly suitable. [Compare the passages in Wetstein and Loesner belonging
to this subject.J-The plural ua/3/jaTruv is not to be referred to the
sabbatical years and the years of jubilee, there is only to be seen in
it, on the contrary, a plural form which is used along with the
singula1· form, as Matth. xii. l, Luke iv. 16, show. Compare in
the LXX., Ex. xx, 10; Levit. xxiii. 32; Numb. xxviii. 9, 10.
Also 1 Mace. ii. 38, Josephus Arch. i. I. 1.)
Ver. 17. Those institutions of the Old Testament (& refers to all
that precedes, not to ua{3{3aTa merely) are designated as <J'flta
TOJV µeXXoVTO)JI (µev<JJIT(J)V is ll totally needless conjecture). The
antithesis to UK,W, is formed by uroµa, shadow and substance are
opposed to each other; that substance is in Christ and the New
Testament which He established. For the lattf!'r, therefore, the
images (or shadows) serve no longer. To imagine in the uroµa
the spiritual body of'Christ, the Church, was possible• only through
a total misapprehension of the passage. Nevertheless, the genitive
Xp/,/Trov has some diffic~lty in it, (the article before the word is
according to the best MSS. to be expunged), one expects the
nominative oXpt<1'To;;, a reading which is, however, found only in
autborities of no importance. But the genitive here denotes property ; "· the sn bstance is Christ's, i.e. it comes from Him, is derived from Him." Of course, Christ and His operation on the
htinian race are precisely Ta µs]i.Xovrn, of which the Old Testament
with its symbolical•typical ch·aracter forms the <Tflta. That Christ
was already come, and the Church already established, at the time
that St Paul wrote this, can cause no difficulty as regards the
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choice of the term µ,eX"A.alJ'T'a, for that is chosen from the: point of
,view of the Old Testament, seen from which the New Testament
was the future. But, as to the more accurate idea of the utt:ia, there
is, of course, couched in the antithesis to uwµ,a,first of all the
idea of the nothingness, unsubstantiality of the shadow, compared
,with the body, which forms it; but,furt!ter, also the analogy between shadow and b9dy. The latter, the body, portrays its~lf accurately in the shadow, which presenls an image of the body; thus,
too the Old Testament is a shadow (image) of the New; a µ,op<f,rouv;;
rij~ a"A.'1}0e{a~ (see at Rom. ii. 20), as symbol and type of Christ, of
His works,,and of His Church. Thus, Heh. viii. 5, the tabernacle is
called UN:IA 'TWJI e,raupavlrov~ and, x. I, the Law is called UN:ta 'TWJI
µ,eXMJ/'T(JJJ/ wya0wv, to which el11:wv 'TWJI 7rparyµ,a'TW,V is an antithesis.· A-0cording to this, it is clear that it cannot possibly have
been St Paul's meaning that the- institution of the Sabbath by
Moses is to hold good even in its outwardness for the Christian
Church; this' is surely, like all the rest in the Old Testament, to
be reckoned among the utt:iai 'TWV µ,eXX6v'Twv. According to Rom.
,xiv. 5, 6, there seems to have been no particular festival-time at all ,
in the ancient Church, their whole life was just one feast in thejoy
of the Holy Spirit. It is true, inasmuch as in the outward ,Church
of the present the idea of the Church of Christ is only approximately realized, certain regulations and ordinances become a ne~
cessity, but a Christian celebration of Sunday is still ever to be distinguished from the sl!3vish service of the Old Covenant. This is
well shewn by Riicker, in the essay "of the Lord's day," Erlangen,
1839. 8. in opposition to Liebetrut's work, "of the Lord's day and
its celebration."
Ver. l 8. The Colossian false teachers had, however, other con~
siderable errors also, besides their outward adherence to the ordi•
nances of Moses ;1 they pretended to a deeper knowledge of divine
things, which, with an apparent humility, was accompanied by an
· -excessive pride. Against this tendency, which may easily infect
nobler mindti thirsting after truth anti knowledge, St Paul gives the
1 H bas already been observed in the Introduction to this Epistle ( ~ 2, ~ 2), that
these words might be taken ns if these false teachers here designated were different
from those described in ver. 16 ; their identity is not. expressly asserted, but the analogy
·or the heretics in the PMtoral Epistles mak~ their identity in' the highest degree probable though.
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most emphatic warning. The word 1ta-rafJpafJevew, which the
apostle here employs, is not found in the New Testament except
here. Jerome thinks he discovers in it a Cilicism peculiar to St
Paul, but without reason, as Demosthenes, Polybius, and others,
use it. BpafJevew is to adjudge the prize of combat (fJpafJewv),
therefore, in general, "to determine, decide ;" accordingly, 1ta-rafJpaflevew is used = 1tam1tplvew in the sense of, " to decide
again~ any one," properly,·" to deprive him of the prize of victory." That meaning suits here perfectly well, as the µ,11oelr; vµii,<;
1ta-rafJpaf]evfrro here answers to the µ,~ Tt<; vµ,fi~ ,cpwhro in ver.
· 16. H~sychius and Suidas had already explained the-expression
thus with refere.nce to our passage. Since St Paul makes use of
the :figure of the fJpatMov elsewhere too (Phil. iii. 14), after the
comparison of the Christian life with the running on the race-course,
we can here keep to the proper meaning of the word tea-rafJpafJevew, so that the sense of the. words is this : " let no one (by
- leading you astray to his false doctrines) rob y01fof your prize,"
that is, draw you away from Christ, and consequently from your
eternal happiness which rests on Him. The four participles which
follow describe more accurately the nature of these heretics, and
depend therefore, one and all, on JJ,'l'}Oeli; Ka-raflpaf]eve-rro. 13y that
construction then the interpretation is already refuted, which Steiger, among others, has once more defended, according to which 0eA<.OV is to be taken adverbially here, in conformity with the well·
known Greek use of the word, according to which it stands for
" willingly." For Bahr justly observes that each of the four participles must clearly have its independent meaning, as each has its
particular appendage. Besides, no combination gives a natural
sense, if 0eA<.Ov is taken adverbially. Connected with what follows,
the words would necessa1·ily mean, "willingly walking solemnly with
Jmmility and angel-worship."' But Steiger himself confesses that
it is unsuitable to take eµ,f]a-revew in the sense " to walk in state,"
and beside~, then the µ,~ e.wpaK€V does not join on well. But
11eitber will 0e).(J)v give a suitable sense when connected in an
adverbial acpeptation with what precedes : "Jet no 0¥0 wil1ingly
rob you of your prize," gives an incongruous idea; for, even if we
turn the words so, " let no one have a pleasure in robbing you of
your prize," the awkwardness surely remains, that, according to
this, the words would contain an admonition to the heretics,
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whereas, according to the meaning of the whole passag6, it is intended to be addressed to the Colossians exposed to the being led
astray. But just as little does the interpretation recommend jtself which takes 0l'A.oov in the usual meaning of the word, so that the
sense is this: "as he (the misleader) will designedly deprive you
of your crown in false humility and. angel-worship." For how the
angel-worship of others is to contribute to deprive the Christians in
Colossre of their prize is not to be seen. The only correct ntethod
is, certainly, according to Hesychius ·and Ph1worinµs, whom most
of the interpreters have foJlowed, especially, among th.e latest, Bahr,
Bohmer, and others, to take 0fAoov here = evoo,cwv : "who takes ,
a delight in humility and angel-worship." 0e">.£w is often found
so in the Hellenistic dialect, with €JJ following after the analogy of
the Hebrew~ Y~O• (See the LXX. at 1 Sam. xviii. 22; 2 Sam.
xv. 26 ; 1 Chron. xxviii. 4; Ps. cxvi. 2.) It is clear from the
nature of the case that the Ta,re,vorf>pouWTJ here is a pretended humility; elsewh:re the term is used of true humility, as Ephes. iv.
2; Phil. ii. 3; l Pet. v. 5; and also Col. iii. 12. Here, on the
contrary, and at ver. 23, that simulated humility is denoted by it,
which appeared in those heretics coupled with conceit and pride.
But as to the second phrase, 0p,,,u,ce/a Toov a71e"'Jv,,v, the more ancient interpretations, according to which the genitive was taken subjectively, may be viewed as sufficiently refuted. (See Bahr on this
passage, p. 209, ss;) The translation : " worship, which is taught
by angels," or " which the angels practise," i.e. worship in angel
like holiness, plainly does not suit the context. Bahr observes with
justice that the defenders of this interpretation seem to be corn•
pelJed to it only by the circumstance that they had interpreted the
names l!ovula,, apxa1,, ,c,7,).,., in what precedes, not of angels, but
of human powers. The ov ,cpaTruv T~v ,cerpa)vrw/i.e. Christ (ver.
J 9), leaves no doubt that the discourse is here of o worship dedicated to the angels, which- many of the Gnostic sects practised, and
for that purpose clothed themselves with secret name::! of angels.
(See Iren. adv. brer. i. 31, 2, ii. 32, 5; Tertull. de prrescr. c. 33.
Josephus also relates similar things of the Essenes [B. J. ii. 8, 7.])
With this interpretation the conjunction of "false humility" and
"angel-worship" is also made distinct; that is to say, the false
teachers in the worshipping of angels strove after a humility false
in so far as they thought they durst not venture to approach,
0
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the supreme God Himself ; in like manner as the -adoration
of angels and saints in the Romish Church is usually justified.
Thus Chrysostom had already observed of this false humility : elul
TWt<; oi A-f.ty0VT€',' Ou Ot!i Ota TOV Xpt<FTOV 7rpo,;aryeu0a£, a)\.Mt ilta
TOJIJ luyry.tAwv, £K€£VO rya,p µ,et'sov €(J"'TtV fJ Ka0'~µ,a,;.
(See Bohmer's
llecond excursus after his i'sagoge.) This self-chosen and invented
worship is called afterwards in ver. 23 J0e"'Ao0p'l}<FKela, which term
also there again appears in conjunction with Ta7rewocf,po<FVV'I},
In the words following : & µ,~ e61pa,cev Jµ,f3a-revwv the critical
authorities vary exceeclingly. First of all, F.G. read ovtt instead
ofµ,~, but A.B.D. leave the negative out altogether. This latter
reading Lachm_ann has adopted, and it seems, in fact, to deserve
the preference ; for it is easily understood bow people thought
they were obliged to add a negative to a ewpa«;ev, which was afterwards expressed at one time by ovtc, at another byµ,~, but scarcely
how one could strike out the existingµ,~. For, without a negative,
the a e@pa«;ev is to be taken ironically ; it refers to the pretended
knowledge of the heavenly world on the part of the heretics which
they gave out that they possessed through visions and intuitions..
The readings eropa,caµ,ev 1;1nd ~wpa,ca'TE have but inconsiderable
authorities for them, and their origin is also explained by the
assumption that a M,pa,cev was the original reading, which some
copyists endeavoured to make intelligible to themselves by referring
the contemplation to the apostle or to the readers. The word eµ,{Ja~
Tevew is not found again in the New Testament, but is often found
elsewhere in the sense, " to go, intrude, into something,'' and that,
too, both of God, inasmuch as He penetrates the world and the
hearts of men, and of men in relation to God and divine things.
(Compare the citations in Bahr on this passage, p. 212, ss.) The
meaning, " to go in state, incedere," which Erasmus ascribes to
the word, is founded on a false etymology. In meaning the Jµ,f3a1'EVEW here answers to the term tteveµ,/3aTevew, which, however, is
read here only by a conjecture. It means el,; Td. Keva. fJa{veiv, i.e.
to strive· to find out empty things. The words blame, therefore,
the pretended possession of profound wisdom which these false
teachers boasted of. For the relative refers to the angels and to
. all which is taught concerning them. They thought they had
penetrated into the depths of the spiritual world by means of spiritual contemplation,_ el,cfj 1,vcnovµ,evo, v7ro ToiJ voo<; ri}~ uap1'bi
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auTwv. Their conceit had not even a show of truth, when taken_
along with the absurdity of their pretended secrets as to the realm
of spirits, they were so •conceited el/CY/" without ground or reason."
(See as to <f,vcnofo0a, l Cor. iv. 6, v. 2, viii. I, and passim.) The
combination voiJ~ Tfj~ <Taptco~ ~a found only here. The apparently
contradictory form of the combination is chosen .purposely in order
to mark the unnaturalness of their condition of mind. That which
should govern the flesh, the vov~, is itself in those false teachers
sunk under the power of the flesh, their vov~ is become <Taptcttcv~.
(See my opusc. theol., p. 157, not.) For the rest the ud.pf here
is not to be understood of gross fleshliness, for the Colossian false
teachers were actually given to a rigorous asceticism (see ,ver.
23). The term rather marks the entire ungodly tendency of th~
natural man, even when it exhibits itself in more spiritual forms.
Ver. 19. Finally, St Paul closes the description with the words:
,ci;il,
,cpaTrl,v T~v tc€,paX~v, i.e. XptuT6v. It has already been rel!larked in the Introduction to this Epistle that the ,cpaT€£V cannot be understood as if the false teachers had not known of Christ
at all· nor· wished to know of Him. Had tltat been the case, St
Paul would have been able to spare all his polemics. The ~paTf'i,v
is to be taken here as= tcaTex"w, the metaphor, as is shown by what
follows, being derived from the members of the body, which remain
members of the organism onl-y by preserving their liv:ing connection
with the head. Those false teachers, therefore, if they do not adhere to Christ, are.by that very circumstance separated from His
Church, arid by that from His Spirit and Life. The heretics in
Colossre wished, it is true, to be Ohristiau.~, but they placed the
angels on a par with the Redeemer, did not consider Him as the
only way and the truth, and by that course had already pronounced
their own sentence,-they were apostate members. The succeeding
words describe the relation of the whole body, i.e. of the Church,
to Christ, more in detail. (St Paul writes Jg o-o with reference to the
person of Obrist, which is the head.) As to the rnst the passage
exactly answers to the one already explained at Ephes. iv. 16, on
which see the Comm,
Vers. 20, 21. To this warning description of the perverseness of
those heretics, the fundamental features of whose character fit the
sects of all ages, so far as they pursue a similar direction as to
knowledge, St Paul now annexts 1m apostrophe wl1ich sounds as
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if the heretics themselves were members of the Church, or as if
the Christians in Colossre bad already lapsed to tlle false doctrine
altogether. But the remaining contents of the Epistle fit neither
of those suppositions. The defenders of that false philosophy (ii.
8) cannot possibly be conceived as to be found in communion with
the Church ; they rather wish to draw the Christians in Colossre
out of that into their circle. But, again, the laudatory description
(ii. 5), and the continuing exhortation {ii. 8, 16, 18) not to let
themselves be led astray, do not suit the supposition that the Colossian Christians were already led astray. We can therefore in
ver. 20 see only a form of representation, "Ye who are dead with
Christ to the _worldly elements, why do ye again set up worldly
ordinances ?" stands for the idea : "ye incline that way ; ye are
on the point·of again setting up worldly ordinances."· In order to
bring the inconsistency of that proceeding more home to them, St
Paul represents their apostacy as already accomplished. With reference to the description ii. 11, 12, St Paul assumes that the Colossians, as true believers, are with Christ dead to the world in
general, and therefore to the worldly elements also, i.e. to the Law in
its outward literal-mode of conception. (Of. on ii. 8:) It must therefore appear as something contradictory if those dead to the world,
like those who still live in the world, wish again to set up ordinances
which are in accordance with the rn-oixfiloir; roi ,c6ap,ov. (Ver. 20.
as to am-o0V'1Jcnmva7ro see on Rom. vii. 6, Gal. ii. l 9.-Zwvrf!r; lv
• ,c6ap,rp forms the antitheflis to a7ro8av611-r€r;. The discourse, therefore, is not of physical life in the world, but of life in the element
of worldliness which forms the antithesis to the element of Christ.
-LJoryµ,a-rttro is not found agmn in the New Testament. It means
" to set up an ordinance," in the middle, " to let an ordinance be
imposed on one." But in the "letting be imposed on one" is
conched the acknowledgment of the righteousness of the ordinance; consequently, the giving one's self up to error. In the
choice of the word is couched a clear reference to the 86,yµa-ra in
ver. 14. The imperative form µi] &,Jrv, ,c.-r.X. unmistakeably
expresses the character of the OO"fp,a-ra.) In ver. 21 the µ11oe
,yevirv points back to the laws as to meats, which were spoken of in
ver. 16, but the two expressions µ,i] &-iyv and µTJDE 8frmr; present a
difficulty because of their being synonymous. One of those two
expressions might be referred to the touching of corpses and other
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things whioh the Mosaical Law pronounces unolean, but how then
is the otker to be taken ? It has a certain plausibility if one (as,
to name one, Bohmer still does,) refers theµ~ a,t,,v to the prohibi·
tion of marriage. For fi.1TTeo-0ai is used per euphemismum for
matrimonial cohabitat.ion. It is so in 1 Cor. vii. I, and according
to 1 Tim. iv. 3 the false teachers in Ephesus, who were akin to
those at Colossre, decidedly forbade marriage. The ascetic tendency of the Colossian false teachers (see ver. 23) also well suits
the assumption that they abstained from marriage. But, as any
certain intimation on that point fails us in this Epistle, just as it
is with regard to the docetic tendency, it might betoo bold though
to found on the word &"Y17 alone a fresh and so important a feature
of the heretics in Colossre. In the passage 1 Tim. iv. 3 St Paul
'designates the opposition to marriage as a devilish doctrine. From
that it is scarcely probable that he would have here touched merely
thus by the way on that error. To me it is most probable, as
Bahr; too, supposes, that the three synonymous words are to ex•
press together the formal tendency of the false teachers, and their
reception of the Law according to the letter only, looking for
holiness in the outward instead of the inward, although the individual prohibitions have not, and cannot have, a definite separate
reference to different objects.
Ver. 22. The succeeding words admit of being interpreted in
two ways, either so that the reasons of the false teachers for their
ordinances are given in them, or so t1rnt they contain contlemna••
tory words of St Paul in respect of those worldly ordinances. In
either case by a '7rllVTa are to be understood, not the prohibitions
themselves, but the different objects to which the prohibitions of the
heretics, µ,i] &,J,v, ic.-r."'A.. refer; but cf,0opd, in the case of the reference to the false teachers and their defence of their ordinances, is
to be interpreted of eternal perdition; in the case of the r~ference of
the words to St Paul and his argumentation against the false
teachers, on the other hand, of the physical destruction of the
prohibited substances. In the former case the meaning of the
words would be this : 1' a11 which, by the use which is ma.de
of them after the commandments and doctrines of men, lead
to everlasting perdition, and therefore must be avoided." Thi!!
interpretation is defended by Storr and Bohmer. In the case
of the otker acceptation the words would· have to be translated
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thus: "all whfoh are destined to destruction through using thf'm,
i.e; which, according to God's design, are meant to be used,"
whence it follows, that God's will can not possibly be that we should
avoid them, and that the avoiding these objects is not capable
of producing any holiness. In this acceptation the words eu-rtil,'71"oXJYl1UEi have a parenthetical character ; the words. following,
viz. JtaTO, Ttt ev-ra"l\,µaTa 11:al, OtOau,ca"ll,{a,; 'TWV av':Jpw-rr"'v, allow,
~ccording to it, of no immediate connection with what comes just
before, but·contain a more accurate definition of the oo,yµaT1teu0e•
µr, &V'll 11: T. ""'·• 1n that they designate the ooryµa-ra of the heretics
as mere human inventions. For this interpretation 0hrysostom,
Theodoret, and other Fathers of the Church, had already declared
themselves, afterwards Luther, Grotius, Bahr, Steiger, and ·others;
The decision between these twQ interpretations is difficult, as many
things are in favour of both, and yet no other is admissible. For.
if Ambrose, Augustine, and some later interpreters, wished to ex~
plain the words so that would refer to the ooryµ,aTa themselves,
and the sense would be this : " which commandments, if they are
followed, all lead to man's destruction," -it is decidedly against
that plan, that a'TT'O')(P"]UW cannot be taken as fulfilment of the
commandments. Or, if one chose in a'11"oxp"}ut<; to insist on the
meaning " abuse," in opposition to the r(qkt use, in the sense :
" all these things tend through the abuse of them to the destruction of men, but not through the right USP. of them," that thought
would lead into a totally different circle of ideas. For St Paul is
not occupied with the question as to where the limit between
use and abuse of meats and other outward things passes, but is
combating the whole principle of the heretics again to enslave
. under 11. new Law t-he faithful released from~ the old Law. There
remain to us, therefore, only those two above-given interpretations,
which are equally admissible, grammatically viewed. Nevertheless,
though, the context might seem to be in favour of the-snpposition
that c6nfutatory words of St Paul are to be seen here, and not
defensive·utterances of the heretics. For, in the first place, the
whole passage is not of the sort to admit of our supposing that St
Paul wished here. to draw attention to the way in which the false
teachers defend their opinions. But, in the second place, it is
unsuitable to consider the words : KaTa 'Tll wra)'..µaTa 1'a~ 8t&iu"aMar;;. TOJV av0prfi'TT'rov e.s .utterances of the heretics, for then
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according to that, the apostles themselves and all true believers
·would be the &v0pc,nroi here. From the phrase in ii. 8, ,caT(J, 'f't/V
1rapaooaw T(JJ)I av0pw7T©V, it is in theliighest degree probable that
the analogous one in this passage is also meant to characterize the
ordinances of the false teachers as mere human conceptions, in opposition to the divine doctrine; of Revelation. Besides, we find the
same idea, that meats and such outward things are, as being empty,
without influence on the moral life, elsewhere also in St Paul
(comp, 1 Cor. vi. 13, with 1 Tim. iv~ 4, Mattb. xv. 11); it is,
therefore, not improbable, that be has laid a stress on it here too.
It is clear then, according to this, that St Paul is far from reckoning the Mosaical ordinances, as such, among the CTTotxdoi,; Tov
,cauµ,ov, it is only in the purely outward acceptation and arbitrary
transformation of them by human teachers that he treats them as
human ordinances. The terms f.VT<i°l-,.,µaTa and oioaa-lCaA-tai seem
to differ here, so that the evTa"J\,µaTa are the definitely-conceived
commandments or prohibitions, and the Swau,ca)\.[at the. principles
on which those are grounded. (See Matth. xv. 9; Mark vii. 7.)
In consequence of this our interpretation of the words :
e<TT£
7TaVTa el<; <{,Oopd.v ry a'TT'oX()~Oet, the interpretation of ver. 21
above given is then also confirmed. We declined in the. p,'f/
fi,yv the reference to the rejection of marriage, ver. 22 shows that
such a supposition is inadmissible for this reason also, that otherwise the repulsive meaning would arise, that the woman, according
to God's design, exists for the purpose of being used.by man.
('A1r6XP'fJCFtr;; is not found again in the New Testament. The proper meaning of the word is '' use, wear and tear,·' i.e. the consuming by use. It is, however, u~ed, even by good writers, without
that reference, as compJetely = XP1JCFtr;;. Thus hy Polybius i. 45, 2,
xvi i. 15, 9.)
Ver. 23. St Paul, in finishing off this warning against the false
teachers at Oolossre, again recapitula~es in conclusion the preposterous notions in them. They have but an apparent wisdom in
their hypocritical worship, in their affected humility, in their selfinvented and self-imposed mortification of the flesh; in short, all
is human and earthly in them, not divine and heavenly, as in
Christ's doctrine. The &nva connects itself quite simply with the
preceding phrase, €1/TaAµam /Cal OtOaCF,caXla, ; but the constructiRn of _the _c1u,-l is questionable. Some have proposed to connect
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it with the oul(, Ell T£µ,fi 7Wb, or even with 7Tp6<; 7r)...7JO'fi,01J~Ji rijc;
<Tapl(,oc;, as, to name one, Bahr still does. But Bohmer justly observes, that then EUTt would stand altogether unsuitably, not only
separated from the words with which it was especially connected,
but also unduly separating &nva from the Mryo1.1 lxo1.1Ta belonging
to it. In the second place, the connection e<TTl 7Tp6<; 7T°ll7Juµ,o~v T?j<;
uapl(,6<; would, it is true, afford a good sense, but, when connected
with oul(, ev TlJJ,IJ Ttvi, a less suitable idea appears : " these precepts are not exactly in a certain honour, have no direct significance." Who can persuade himself that St Paul would have declared
himself so indefinitely as to doctrines which he elsewhere- blames so
severely ? The T£vi along with nµ,f, leaves no doubt that the foregoing a<fmolq, uroµ,aTO<; is meant to be more accurately defined by
it. The i:mly correct combination, for which too most interpreters
by far have from the first decided, is that in which &mva euTt }.,oryov
µ,'i·v lxov-ra uo<f,lac; are united. For A/ryoc; is here, as it occurs also
elsewhere, an antithesis to Svvaµ,ic; or a"A,,,0eia (1 Thess. i. 5, I John
iii. 18). The µ,'iv is to be explained by the suppressed antithesis,
"but not the substance of wisdom." By means of EV now the par-ticulars are introduced in which this show of wisdom after the
opinion of men declares itself. With regard, first, to the e0eAo0•
p7JrrK,e{a, out of the three points produced, that word is found in the
classics not at all, and in the later Christian writers it is, we may
presume, to be considered as borrowed from St Paul. We are,
therefo~, in respect to the interpretation of that word, which we
may presume to have been formed by St Paul himself, obliged to
have recourse to its etymology. But the numerous words compounded with e0W» have a twofold meaning : in them is couched
the idea either of what is voluntary, self-made, or of what is
simulated, self-pleasing. Accordingly, e0€Ao8p'TJUK,e(a may mean
" a self-invented, arbitrarily-contrived worship,''. as a contrast
to that ordained by God. Thus Suidas explains the term :
E0eA00P7JtTK,Et by lotrp 0€A~µ,aT£ U-€/:1€£ TO 001(,0VV. Or e0eA00p'T]U·
'l(,eia may mean "a self-pleasing, hypocritical, worship," as Theo,.
phylact explains ~ V'JT'Ol(,ptvoµh7J €iJAaf]ela ev Tfi 0p7JtrKe{q,. The
parallel passage, ver. i 8, decides for this latter explanation, as in
our passage a reference to the 0e/\fJJ1.I ev 0p,,,rrl(,e{q, TWV a1ryJXrov
there is, no doubt, to be seen. In the same passage (ver. 18) is
also found the second of the three particulars, in which the appa•
2A2
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rent wisdom of the false teachers shows itself. the 7'0!IrEtvo<f,pou61J'TJ, i.e. kere too the hypocritical humility, which acts as if it

dares not draw near to God. And thirdly, in fine, the &.<f,ewla
uJµ,aTo<; is mentioned, i.e. the rigorous asc;ticism which deals unmercifully with the body as a dungeon of the soul. Tbis is especially adapted tt create the appearance of wisdom and godliness,
because it represents itself as an abnegation of what is earthly, as
a mastery over the desires, and yet such self-chosen abnegation is
exactly calculated to make the old man strong. For the more accurate defining the preposterousness of this asceticism, St Paul
further adds : ovK lv nµ,fi Ttvt, where only uwµaTO<; can be supplied. These words·point to the doctrine; that to the body, as the
temple of the Holy Spirit, a relative honour and care, determined
by its position towards the spirit, are due ; that, therefore, the withholding that care is not holiness, but sin. The connecting the
last words : 7Tpo<; 7TAiY/Uf.1,0V~V Ti/<; ua,p!CO<; with the directly foregoing
OVIC lv Ttµy Ttvt, and the referring them to the satisfying of the
body, asif the sense were : '' without showing the body a certain
honour, so that the flesh is satis.fied,"-cannot possibly recommend
ifself. Neither does 'TT'f'O<; admit of that connection, nor is it conceivable that uap~ and uroµa should have been exchanged so.
Even the difference between those two words leads to the opinion,
that udpf has hert the ideal meaning, " sinfal nature," by which
means then this pertinent meaning of the words, which is also one
that accords with experience, arises, that outward abnegation and
chastising of the body may yet afford nourishment to sinfulness, in
that they, as proceeding from one's own strength, beget conceit and
pride in the mind. All abnegation possesses value only when it is
done for Christ's sake, and therefore is born of faith in Him and
love to Him. (See Comm. on Matt. x. 39.)
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PART SECOND.
(iii. 1-iv. 18.)
~

8.

GENERAL ETHICAL PRECEPTS,

(iii. 1-17.)

Several critics and interpreters have wanted to connect chap. iii.
l-4 also with what precedes, and do not therefore admit the hortatory part to begin before ver. ,5 ; but the veKpruG'aTe ovv in ver.
r, is nothing but the resumption of ver. I, inasmuch as what is here
predicated is predicated there, only otherwise expressed, viz. from
the negative'point of view. Thus, in point of fact, one dire1Jtly
seeks what is above when one mortifies what belongs to the earth,
Therefore the hortatory part must also begin with the third chapter.
Vers. I, 2. With a retrospective reference to ii. I 2, St Paul conceives his readers, and in them all believers, as risen with Christ,
Now, as the Redeemer who rose in the body ascended into heaven
also in the body, because He belonged to the earth no longer, so
also must those risen in the Spirit tend towards things above with
all their thoughts and in all their ways, for there is the magnet
which attracts them to it, viz., Christ, who sits at the right band
of God, i.e. takes part in the Government of the world, who is
therefore the Lord, and, as such, must alone be the object of aspira."
tion. ( On the formula tca_0iju0ab
oeEtq, TOii EJeov see the remarks in the Comm. on Matt. xxvi. 62, ss.- In the antithesis Ta &1100
and Ta E'71'l rrj<; ,yij<; the idea of the Ta tcaT<» 'alone is to be sought
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in the latter phrase ; but, no doubt, heaven and earth, above and
below, have here their own reference to the opposition of the spiritual and pure to the material and impure [compare ver., 5],
without, however, placing the origin of evil in matter as such. It
need not be observed that it is improper at Ta &vw to supply a,r•1a0a, for- the
which is connected with it, obliges us to keep the
locality of he°'-ven in mind. , Between S'f/T€£V and rppov€£v here the
distinction is to be supposed that rppove'iv denotes the state in which
tTJ'TE'i,v has passed over altogether into the disposition.)
Vers. 3, 4. The necessity· of aspiring after the heavenly and
pure is further grounded on the assertion that they as d_ead (in the
old man) can no more be turned towards earthly things, in that
the receptivity for such is wanting. Their real life is now hidden
with Christ in God; all their aspirations, therefore, must be directed towards divine things. The life of believers is called hidden,
inasmuch as it is inward and the outward does not correspond
with it. The believer bears a twofold life; outwardly poor, weak,
and in shame; inwardly, filled with divine life and heavenly peace,
as St Paul, 2 Cor. vi. 8, ss., so beautifully describes it by a series
of antitheses, In like manner the Redeemer, dying on the cross
the most despised and unvalued of all men, was at the same time
the victor over all the foes. of the spiritual world. (See on Col. ii.
15.) The K€!€pV7r-rat ev T<p E>ep is not tc,. be flattened by the
translation, "is known to God alone." God is rather conceived of
here as the element into whose essence the faithful, like Christ
Himself, are taken up, and in which they are concealed, so that
no one,can penetrate into this element of iife, as God is called and
is rpw<; ol1Cwv a,7rp6utTov ( l Tim. vi. l B.) But when Christ shall
manifest His glory which He has of the Fathe1· (John xvii. 24),
viz. on the day of His appearance, then the faithful too will be
made manifest with Him in their glory which Christ has given
them (John xvii. 22). As such a one who has communicated His
glory to us, which is His essence and life itself, Christ is called fJ
tw~ ~µwv, Christ in us. The expression must, therefore, not be
resolved into the more genera] idea: "author of our life." No,
He i~ the element itself of the spiritual life. He Jives in us and
we in Him. (In ver. 4 the reading tw~ ~µwv is, with Griesbach,
Lachmann, and others, to be preferred, on the authority of
C.D.E.:F.G. to the usual one l;w~ vµwv. As at the end of ver. 4
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;the second person ag:ain appears, iJµJ;,v might easily be changed
into vµ,rov.)
Ver. 5. The exhortation of vers. 1 and i : 'Tlt llvw tTJTEtTE, µ,~
-rt:t brt ~<; ryij<; cf,povehe, is now specially extended to individual
points. But with the phrase -rt:t ewt -rfi<; ,yfj<;, i.e. -rd. €'Tr/,yeia,
"what belongs to the earth," ( which is expressedrnt Tit. ii. HZ by
l(.017'µ,ucat ewi0vµ,lai), there is here conjoined the image of the body
11.nd its separate members, as which the natural man is represented
with his lusts and desires. Those members, that_is, lusts, which
are here named are only cited by way of example, for ver. 8, where
-the exhortation is again taken up with another turn of expression,
m.entions other forms of sin. But it is remarkable that, whereas
in ver. 3 it was awe0aVETE, St Paul here writes VEKpro17aTE, for the
mortifying presupposes a life of the being to be mortified, and
therefore is opposed to the being dead. In a similar way St Paul
describes in the Epistle to the Philippians, iii. 12, ss., the state of
the faithful as completed, and yet directly afterwards says, " not
that I am perfect, but I follow after."' For at first St Paul views
the believer quite objectively, in the manner that God looks on him
in Obrist, but afterwards he views him in his subjective position,
viz., according to the· actual degree of sanctification, which is determined by the gradual extension, through all the functions (members) of the man, of the life of Christ which is rooted in his inmost
being. Both modes of expression are necessarily grounded on St
Paul's doctrine of the 0£Kai017'1)V'T} Beov and the /\.orylsel7'0ai el<; Ot,caiot7'6V'T)V. (See the Comm. on Rom. iii. 21.) What is here expressed by means of VEKpovv Ta µf./1.'1} is at Gal. v. 24 denoted by
17'TaVpovv T~V 1711,pKa U"VV TOt<; wa01Af'al7'£ Ka(, -rat<; e1n0vµ,lat<;. As
to th~ re.st, it is understood at once that the mortification of the old
man is not to be achieved in one's own strength, but in the strength
of the Holy Spirit. The exhortation is accordingly to be thus
taken: '' leave through fidelity room in you for the Spirit which
mortifies the old man!" Among the members to be mortified St
Paul names, above all, the carnal sins in their various shades, because, proceeding from them, all the rest of the tendencies of
human nature are poisoned. Whilst wopve{a denotes _the natural
gratification of sexual desire, though without marriage, aKa0ap17[a
refers to the unnatnral and secret sexual sins. On the other
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band, 7ra09c; refers to the disposition' towards lust, to the inward
lasciviousness of desire, as it is put together with em8vµ,£a,
I Thess. iv. 5. By . the E7n0vµla ,ca,c~ being here further distinguished from 7Ta0oc; it is presumable that the special manifrstation of the more general 7ra0oc; in a definite case and for a
definite object is intended to be denoted. But the explanation of
the expression 'TTl\.eove~{a is rendered difficult partly by its combination with nothing but sins of lust, partly by the addition ~T£<;
Eo-Tlv elOIDI\.Ol\.aTpe{a. However, it has been already proved at·
Ephes. iv. I 9, v. 3, 5, tlrnt St Paul uses the word 'TTAeove~{a also
of greediness, in so far as it declares itself as pampering of the flesh,
and by that means promotes lust. The designation of the 7r).eove~ta
as elOIDI\.-OhaTpela is sufficiently elucidated, as has befn observed
already on Ephes. v. 3-5, by the circumstance that St Paul at
Phil. iii. 19 conceives the pampering of the flesh as making a god
of the belly. In the passage I Thess. iv. 6 ,r]\.eoveKTe'iv is used
of adultery as a sin in which an inroad on the property of one's
neighbour is seen ; that aspect of the idea is of course inapplicable
here on _account of the addition ~Tt<; eo-Tlv elOIDMAaTpela. The
article might seem to be in favour of the suppo~ition that '1TMovegta is intended here to designate another vice different from the
former expressions, unless the supposition that it has been put on
accou~t of the f,n~ which follows were more natural.
Vers. 6, 7. In order to make the incompatibility of such sins of
the flesh with the life in Christ as plain as possible, St Paul causes
it to be observed that the wrath of God comes upon unbelievers
on account of these sins, therefore that every one who chose to
give hims!:)lf up to those sins would sink down to the level of the
unbelievers. The reminding them of their previous state before
their conversion to Christ is intended to assure them (the readers),
from their own experience, of this truth, that God's wrath comes
upon those w.ho commit such sins, and to be au argument for the
necessity of ridding themselves of them. (With verse 6 compare
Ephes. v. 6, with verse 7 Ephes. ii. 2.-The ev ok is not to be
taken as masculine, for surely they even yet lived among the vlo'ic;
ri}c; a7re10ela~ as converts, but as neuter : " in wliich vices ye too
once walked," The rr;v, however, bears such a relation to the
'lrept1raTeZv that the former denotes not physical life, but the
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tendency of the man, the disposition, from which the c~nduot
proceeds as the consequence.- 'Ev TovTot<; is with Lachmann on
, tbe authority of A.B.C.D.E. to be preferred to €11 auTOt<;.)
Vers. 8-10. Hereupon the apostle again takes up the ethical
exhortation of verse ll, but in nnother metaphor: "Now (vvv~ is
a designation of the state of conversion, an antithesis to woTe in
verse 7-compare Ephes. ii. 11, 13) do ye too lay aside every
sinful thing." The expression U7TOTL0evat, like the a'TT"EICOl/<Ta<T·
0ai ( verse -9), has for its foundation the figure of a garment, which
is laid aside when soiled in order to be put on again fresh and
clean~ ( Compare verse 12, evUJ(ra<J'8e ovv "· T•· >..., and at Rom.
xiii. 14, Col. ii. ll .) Here too neither completeness nor accurate
order was kept in view by St Paul in the enumeration of indivi•
dual sins which are to be laid aside. (On opry~ and 0vµo<; see
Rom. ii. 8 ; Ephes. iv. 3 l.-The very general term JCa,c{a has
been already interpreted by the Fathers h':'1'e as P,11'1/<Tt,ca,c(a, i.e. as
malice, in the sense of revenge, desire to resent injuries.-Bi\a<Tcf»,µ,la is here, as at Ephes. iv..31, not the speaking impiously of
God, but all abuse and railing, as an effect of anger.-AlaxpoAQ'"fla, lewd discourse, see on Ephes. v. d.) Now in verse 9 all
that is to be laid aside is called o7Ta"A-ato<; av8p@wo<;, fr"om whom
sin1, proceed as wpafei<;. (See on this point the remarks on Rom.
vii. 21-23.) But the act of laying aside the old man has for its
indispensable correlative the putting on the new man, because the
creative efficiency of God, whicb calls for the latter, alone morti:6es theformer at the sametime. (See at Ephes. iv. 23, 24.) As
to the description of the new man, as the renewal of God's image,
in verse 10, compare the remarks on the parallel pai;sage £phes.
iv. 23, 24. In the elr; e7rryvr,,aw sci1. Tov Beov the knowledge ~f
God in its true meaning is represented as the result of the renewal
alone; without Christ man is without God (Ephes. ii. 12; J Jolm
ii. 23.) 'H el,c©v TOV ICTl<TaVTO<; auToV, i.e. the image of God,
the Creator of man, is, according to Col. i. 15, Christ, ~ el,c©v
TOV Beou TOU tiopaTOV ; after Him, as the prototype of man, the .
vlor; TOU av8pw7rou,-man is created..
Ver. 11. With a retrospective glance at the J uda'istic heretics
in Colossre St Paul sets up as the peculiarity of the new man, of
the Obrist in us, the circumstance that the natjonal distinctions
of race acknowledged and prevailing apart from Christ, and the
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:religious differences occasioned by the same, have in Him no
longer any meaning ; in the Gospel and the kingdom 'of God,
which the former· establishes, Christ alone bas any value. We
have already spoken about the sense of this passage at the parallel
one Gal. iii. 28, 29. St Paul does not mean that every distinctfon
whatever between the opposites just adduced is abolished (for he
immediately [at verse 22] allows the distinction between slave and
freeman to subsist even for believers, and at Gal. iii. 28 even man
and wife are named· among the antitheses which no longer hold
good in Christ) ; but that in a religious point of view all nations,
all ranks, have through Christ a like access to God, whereas in the
Old Testament the people of Israel had a more immediate position
towards God than the h~athen;, And yet, even in the New Tes·
tament, in the outward Church the position of the nations is not
equal. According to Rom. xi., even after the appearance of Christ
the election remains to the people of Israel, and the apostles, for
instance, could not have been chosen from the Gentiles a1so. St
Paul, therefore, means especially to describe the inward condition
alone of the renewal ; no outward distinctions hold good as to that
condition, no one is shut out from this favour by his outward position, nothing in oittward advantage can supply the place of, or bring
about, the renewal; Christ alone operates it in an equal measure
in all, and thereby unites ail to unity in Himself. Bahr finds in
this passage the assertion, that there is no distinction in Christianity between esoteric and exoterir: religion'; but the discourse in
the main is only of these points, that the entrance into the Church
stands open to all, that all may experience regeneration ; all that
extends beyond that can only be deriv~d from this passage by deductions, (The lfrrav refers to the dvaKatvauu0at above, it can
therefore be paraphrased by iv 711 avaKawruuet.-As to ifvt see at
Gal. iii. 28. While"E:X.Jww and 'Iavoa'ia~ designate the national
distinctions, 7reptTaµ,~ and aKpo/3uu·rla refer to the religious dif·
ference. But it is difficult duly to define f)apf)apo~ and $K68,,,~.
That is to say, St Paul seems to intend to conjoin four pairs, according to which one wo~ld think that of those two terms also the
one is meant to designate the condition of higher cultivation, the
other that of barbarism. But the attempts to get the signification
of the " civilized man" out of the /3ap/3apo~ are to be entitled total
and complete failures. We must, therefore, give up tlie dist~ibu3
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tion oft.he words into four pairs, and look OD /3ap/3apo<;, °$!€v0"}<;,
ns merely an amplification of the meaning of a!€pof)v,rrla according to local differences, so that the sense is thu; : " in Christ there
is no distinction between circumcised and uncircumcised, be they
even barbarians, yea even Scythians, as the rudest among the
barbarians, be they slaves or freemen." The concluding words : Tit
,r&v-ra ,mi Jv 7T'au£ Xpuno<; are remarkab1c, compared with the
simple, easily understood, 7r&v'Te<; el,; ev Xpunr'j,, Gal. iii. 28. But
the words,·" Christ is all and is in all," are meant to declare tha
very same thing which the ek in the Epistle to the Galatians ex•
presses, viz. that Christ, without the exclusion of any nation or any
sect, unites all in the Church, and so through His indwelling in alJ
is Himself all, ·on which account also the community of the faith~
fuJ is called in plain terms Christ. [I Cor. xii. 12].)
Ver. 12. To the negative exhortation (verse 8) to lay aside the
old man is now subjoined in ver. 12 the positive one to put on all
virtues; for the virtues named are again only named by way of example. Now Ephes .. iv. 32, on which compare the Commentary,
corresponds with this passage of ours. St Paul, however, does not
base this exhortation on the Law, which demands holiness, but on
the recollection of the grace just described, of which God has
thought even them worthy. As elect aud saints they must also
walk worthy of their calling.
(Compare Ephes. iv. 1.) The
phrases, €KA€/€'TO£ Toti 0eoii, &,yiot !€a£ i(ya'IT"")JJ,€Voi, describe the
Christians as the spiritual Israel, which is formed of all peoples
and nations. Thus in Isaiah xiii. I Israel is called .,,.,r,:::i., o etc•

µ,ou, and the Christians also are c1J,lled in tb~ s-;me way
rrya7r"}JJ,€VO£ in the' same reiation. (See on I Thess. i. 4; 2 Thess.'
ii. 13.) As to the combination u7r)l.a,yxvd al"npµ,ov see the similar passage Luke i. 78, where u'IT"ML"fXVa e"">.,eau<; is read.
Ver. 13. In a parenthetical clause St Paul lays pm-ticular stress
on the virtues named last, gentleness and' long-suffering, in rela·
tion to the mutual forb.earance of Christians, which might be needful for the Christians in Colossre, _as the disputes on account of
the false teachers had called forth much bitterness. Ephes. iv. 32
forms the parallel passage to this one also ; we refer to the re,marks in the Comm. on that passage. (For µ,oµ,<pi]v D.E. read
µ,eµ,yw, but F.G. opryfiv. The latter reading is at all events a
mere correction of the copyists ; but µ,oµcpi] is with respect to
A€K,TO<;

.
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meaning quite equivalent to µ,Jµ,"'1'1,r;. Only on account of t.he
extrinsic authorities the form µ,oµ,cf,r, is to be preferred.-On the
authority of A.D.F.G. 6 K:Vpior; is to be with Lachmann preferred
to Xpurro,;.)
Ver. 14. Finally, St Paul, again connecting his discourse to
the evovuau8e (verse 1.2), names, as the virtue to be striven after
above all, love, in which all else is comprised, which;_alone is of
an eternal nature (l Cor. xiii.), because God is love itself (1
John iv. 8.) In the closing words of the verse the reading Evornror; is-certainly an alteration of the copyists, from their erroneously
making use as a parallel passage of Ephes.liv. 8, where: the discourse is of the unity of the Spirit. (Compare the remarks in the
Comm. on Ephes. iv. 3.) But for fjrt,; A.B.C.F.G read
and
Lacbmann has, in accordance with his maxims, put that reading in
the text. But, without regarding the many extrinsic important
testimonies, the less supported rending ~n,; might yet be preferable kere on intrinsic grounds. For & could only refer to the
lvovuau8ai of all those virtues, but that this personal act should
be called a uvvoeuµo,; 711'> T€A€tOT'TJTOr; is extremely improbable.
But copyists might easily think in their own minds that love alone
was placed too high by st1.ch a designation, and that St Paul bad
meant to call all the virtues namedjointly a uvvoeuµ,or; tjr; T€Aet6T'l}TO',', over1ooking the fact, that. Jvovuau8at, the leading idea in what
precedes, denotes a subjective activity. But love is here called uv11oeuµ,or; Tijr; TEAEtOT'Y/TO<;, inasmuch as it bears all the single phases
of the perfect life, all virtues included, as it were bound up, in
itself. In like manner the Pythagoreans called friendship uvvoeuµ,av '!raui,v Twv aperwv. In meaning,(tbe phrase f/ arta'lr'T/ 'lr'Af
pwµ,a v6µ,ov, Rom. xiii. 10, is equivalent. This mode of taking
the phrase is preferable to the reference of it to the unity of the
faithful among themselves, in the sense : love is the complete bond,
i.e. it unites all completely one with another (thus Erasmus, l\fe.
lanchthon, Michaelis, and others interpret), because that unity is
first spoken of at ver. 15. For that reason too Ephes, iv. 3 cannot
be considered as a real parallel. But Storr's opinion that uvv~
oeuµ,or; T€A€£0T'T}T0', stands for T€A€£0T'f/r; itself, as, ac.::ording to bis
erroneous view, in Acts viii. 23 uvvoeuµ,or; aoudar; denotes aoucta
itself-needs no refutation.
Ver. 15. To the exhortation in verse 12 €/IOVUau8e ovv 11 fresh
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one· is here annexed, but in the form of a wish, as the nature
of -peace requires. For no one can acquire peace for himself,
though it follows, according to God's ordinance, the honest striv·
ing after sapctification ; in that respect St Paul -might rank
what follows among the moral exhortations.
But peace, i. e.
the sentiment of peace, manifests itself in the heart, as the centre
of personality, and the depository 9f feeling. All believers are
called to the enjoyment of this peace, as they, being united in
ot1e body, ·the Church (which Christ fills with His Spirit of
peace), are to have a share in its life. Then St Paul begs them
to let the inward peace be also outwardly perceptible in meekness.
(A:B.C.D.F.G. read Xpurrov for the usual elp~111J 8eov, which
:reading the later critics have justly preferred. Christ, who is Hjm.
self our peace [Epbes. ii. 14], creates peace also in us.-BpafJeve1,v is, first of all, "to dispense the prize of combat," then,
generally, '' to decide something, to determine, regulate, rule."
Philo often uses it, and as entirely = fJaui)l..e-6ew. The proper
meaning does not admit of being here retained without violence,
but the idea : " let peace reign in your hearts," is very suitable; in
it is couched the wish that peace may make itself known to the feel•
ings so powerfully, that all other disturbing feelings may be subdued by it, may, therefore, be unable to raise themselves to dominion in the mind.-In the J,c)l..~0TJT€ Jv Jvl ucJJµan a studied brevity
is to be seen : "to which peace ye are called, inasmuch as ye all"
united in one body, are to be made partakers of His life and peace."
[See at Ephes. ii. 16.J The form evxapiuTO<; is not found again
in the New Testament. The word bas the twofold meaning of'' grateful," apd " gentle, mild," comis, blandus, synonymous with -evx,&ptTo<;. The latter meaning suits 'the context better, for the summons to gratitude appears very incoherent here, it has no place till
the end of the section at ver. 17 ; but the summons to let the inw11rd pe.ace he also outwardly perceptible in mildness and meekness
is connected very properly with what precedes. In Ephes. iv. 32,
the ,clause 7lveu0e eli; a7'.)l..~)l..ovi; XP"J<TTOt answers to this passage.)
Ver. 16. To these admonitions for the subjective wants of individuals an exhortation is pow annexed with reference to the public
worship of God in teaching, preaching, and singing. But what is
necessary on this passage has already been observed at the parallel
passage, Ephes. v. 19, 20, which coincides with it almost word for
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word.· Only in re-gard to the words at the beginning, which ate
peculiar to this passage, one may doubt whether the dwelling of the
word of Christ is to be understood of its inward indwelling in the
heart, or of the dwelling of the word of God in the Church. In
the latter mode of taking it lv vµiv would have to be taken = 'iv
µhrrp vµ,rov. However, I prefer with Bohmer the former acceptation, and consider these words as the necessary presupposition to
the oioacr"eiv lv 71"M7J tTo<ptq, "·T.X.. For there only, where Christ
dwells in the heart with the fulness of His word, i.e. of His divine
'power, which, as such, is the principle of truth and pm·e doctrine,
can a successful teaching and preaching take place, and spiritual
songs be pleasing to God, (The readings Ta'i,; ,capo/ai,; and E>erjj
are, with Griesbach and Lachmann, to be preferred to the readings
of the text. rec., rfi "apolq, arid "vplov.)
Ver. 17. With the summons to do and say all in the name of
. Christ and in gratitude to the Father St Paul concludes this general ethical part. On this passage,. too, what was needful has
been already observed at 'Ejjlhes. v. 20. Only, with regard to the
construction, one may be doubtful whether 7ravTa is a resumption
of the 7ro,v with 7rOt;'iTe supplied, or is to be taken adverbially, so
that evxapttTTOVVTE<; is immediately subjoined : "in all that ye do
thanking God." Storr has defended this latter view of the passage.
But it clearly has something very forced in it, especially because
then· waVTa must be taken quite arbitrarily = 1r&.v10Te ; we therefore decide, with Bahr and others, for the former one.

§ 4.

SPECIAL MORAL PRECEPTS.

(iii. 18-iv. 19.)

In ver. 18-21 exhortations to wives and husbands, children
and parents, which have been already treated of by us in the
Epistle to the Ephesians in a more detailed form, are in a few
short words pronounced. (Here also, as in the Epistle to the
Ephesians, the subo,rdinate parties always precede those who are
!!.hove them, See at Ephes. v. 21, ss., vi. I, ss.) Only in ver. 19
the phrase µ~ 1rucpatvetT8€ 1rp'a~ avTa~, which is peculiar to this
passage, requires a remark. The word 7ri"palvw occurs in the
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,physical sense at Rev. viii. 11, ·x. D, 10.. Here it is used in the
tethical sensEJ. In the construction with 'IT'p6r; it is to be taken pas,
.sively: "let not yourselves be exasperated against them," (LachmanJl has adopted the reading 1rapoprylsere in ver. 21, but it is, no
doubtj to be derived from the parallel passage Ephes. vi. 4; ·here
Jpe8~ere is to be taken for the original reading.)
Chap. iii. ver. 22, to chap. iv. ver. l. The exhortations to the
.Christian slaves and their masters which follow have also been
already discussed at the parallel passage, Ephes. vi. 5-9, which
corresponds almost literally with this one and to the remarks on
which in the Commentary we refer.
Vers. 2-4. Before St Paul passes on to the purely personal
relations l ver. 7, ss.), he utters a further exhortation to prayer, and
particularly an invitation to intercession for himself, and for a
blessing on his labours. With this passage, too, the parallel one,
Ephes. vi. 18, ss.-, is nearly connected. We refer here also on the
whole to the remarks there made in the Commentary. We only
add to them what follows. In ver. 2 the preceding 1rpor;1Cap-rept!i-re is more accurately defined in the "/prryopovvrer;
av-rfi.
By the " watching" here no physical keeping awake is to be understood, ·but the spiritual wakefulness of the inner man, without
which no perseverance well-pleasing to God in prayer is imaginable.
But by EV evxapurrlq, the more general ,rpor;ev-x,~ is again more
accurately defined. The Christian's prayer can never, in the con•
sciousness of the grace which has befallen him, be anything else
than 11. thanksgiving. In ver. 4 Lachmann reads oi' 8v for oi' S,
on the authority of B.F.G. No doubt the Sv might easily havebeen changed into 8, on account of the position of µ,vuTIJpiov; but
the majority of the copies is for 8, for which numerous MSS, also
vouch, ret;tding o,6. As to the rest, the OEoeµ,at points to the fact
that this Epistle was written during a captivity of St Paul's ; by
which, as was shown in the Introduction, we have to suppose the
first Roman one.
·
Vers. 5, 6. The exhortation to a prudent walking (ver. 5) is
found word for word at Epbes. v. 15, to which we refer in like
manner ; only the restriction of the 1repi-rra-re'iv Jv r;-ocplq, to the
non-Christians (1rpor; -rov~ tgro) is peculiar to this passage. Ephes.
iv. 29 is parallel with ver. 6, as to matter, but not as to form. What
is here expressed positively is there worded negatively; thus: wii~
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The
pt~, which is here recommended in conversation, points most to th!)
necessity of meekness; the d:XaT£ ~p-rvµJvo<;, which follows, denotes, on the contrary, the animating, and seasoning, quality, which
should mark the speech of the believer at the same time, in order
to be able to give every one -such address and answer as becomes
a child of God. At Mark ix. 50 it is said just in the same way, ¼,ere
EvealJ'TOt<; h71.a<;. (See at Matth. v. 13.)
Ver. 7-9. For these verses, too, Ephes. vi. 21, sq., is a parallel
passage. As we have already remarked in the Introduction to the
Epistle to the Ephesians, Tychicus brought both Epistles, that to
the Ephesians and that to the Colossians. According to ver. 9
Onesimus, of whom particulars will be noted in the Introduction to
the Epistle to Philemon, was in Tychicus' company. (Ver. 7, a,
,cvpup refers not merely to uvvoov:.\o<;, but also to ouz11:ovo<; and
aoeX<f,o<;,_:.__Ver. 8. The reading "fVOYTE Ta 7r€pt i]µwv has such important authorities for it that one cannot hesitate to prefer it. Bahr
thinks, as the same thing is.Put in vers. 7 and 9, it would be inconceivable that St Paul should again have said in ver. 8 that he
would communicate to the readers news of himself, it would be
more reasonable to suppose be had here expressed the wish to hear
through Tychicus something of the readers too. But that very
consideration might easily cause the alteration of the origin~} text.
But it is also found, on more accurately viewing it, that there is no
mere repetition in these verses; for in ver. 7 St Paul announces that
Tychicus will make communications to the readers as to his state;
in ver. 8 he remarks that he has sent that, his fellow-labourer, expressly for-the purpose of making those communications; finally,
ji;i., ver. 9 he speaks not of l1imself alone, but of all that was oocurri1;1g in Rome where St Paul wrote; leere, therefore, he gives news
of the circumstances of tlte Oliurck in general, not of himself
->..o,yo<;· <Ta7rpo~

,n6µaro<; vµ,ruv µ~ eidropevfoO<b.

alone.)

Vers. 10, 11. St Paul first triflsmits greetings from some fellowcountrymen, born Jews Aristarchus, Marcus, and Jesus with the
surname of Justus. Aristarchus bas already been named Acts xix.
29, xx. 4, and his name occurs also Philem. ver. 24. Marcus'
name often occurs in the Acts, especially xii. 12, 25, xv. 37, 39,
and he is also named by St Paul atPhilem. ver. 14, 2.Tim.iv.11.
-We see by this passage that he was connected with Barnabas,
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which throws light on the relation of the tw9 to one another according to the accounts of the Acts. (See the Comm. on Acts xv. 3 7.)
lt does not admit of being determined what the addition '1Tep~ ov
W{Jere JVTo).as refers to. It is to be presumed that the" commands" had proceeded from St Paul, but it is wholly unknown
through whom they lrnd come to the Colossians, and what they
spoke of. Mosheim's opinion, that those- commands must have
referred to the reception of Marcus if he came to Colossre, on accpunt of the words immediately following, is very improbable, because then neither would the plural ( ivToAa<;) have been put, nor,
further, woula. the repetition of this command have been obliged to
have followed, if the Colossians were alr~ady informed that Marcus was coming and was to be well received. The third Jewish
Christian from whom St Paul sends a salutation, Jesus; with the
surname Justus, is known no further. Here we find that the,name
of Jesus is still given to other persons also ; in later times it becomes a custom in the Church, out of reverence towards the Redeemer, to use that name no more. It seems striking that St Paul
designates these three alone as his ~How-workers unto the kingdom of God, as he in ver. 12 and 14 transmits salutations from
several, more, who must surely, therefore, have- also been.in his
circle. We may presume, however, that the µ,avot refers to the
preceding lJv-re,; e,c 7T€p1,_rnµ,~c;, so that those three are designated as
the only Jewish Christians who approved themselves to him as
fellow-workers for the kingdom of God and so became a comfort
unto him. For the majority of the Jewish Christians were bis opponents, and prepared grief for him instead of comfort. (Ver. 1 I.
'Tl"aP"],yop{a is found nowhere in the New Testament but here.
Plutarch often uses the term in the sense "comfort.")
Vers. 12, 13. To this are annexed salutations from Gentile
Christians, and first indeed from Epaphras, the apostle· of the Colossians and of the Christians of the neighbouring cities of Laodicea
and Hierapolis. (See on Col. i .. 7.) Epaphras was a Colossian
born, (& lg vµ,wv), and therefore took an especially hearty interest in
his nearer and more remote countrymen. This interest declared
itself by earnest prayer for them, which St Paul compares with a
spiritual wrestling and a labouring. The object of this .supplication of Epaphras is the spiritual welfare of the Christians there :
they are, as being perfect, to stand fast (with an allusion to tLa
2
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fight which the faithful have to wage in the world), and as 7rir,r"J1111·
'!T'avrl 8e).,17µa-r1, 'TOV eeov. It is very intelligible that
the copyists stumbled at these words; in fact A. O.D .F. G. read 'IT'E'IT'AfTJ·
pocpop'T}µ,evot, which Lachmann, in accordance with his critical principles, was obliged to receive into the, text. But precisely the circumstance that '1T'E'IT'X7JpocpoP'Tlµ,evoi is better and more easily connected with the UTrJTE "TeXewt makes it more probable that it is a
correction of the copyists. If one, however, compares Ool. i. 9,
where it is said : l'va 7rX7Jpw0ijTe Ti]V E'IT'/Jyvrorrw Tov 0eX17µ,aTo<;, it
is conceivable how the term '1T'E'IT'X7Jproµhot could be placed by St
Paul along with '!'e'll.eio~, for the being filled is only a closer definition
of perfection, as the being filled with the Holy Ghost is meant, by
which alone man is made perfect. The words ev waVTl. 0e)'t.~µ,a-rt Tov 8eov connect themselves quite naturally with wewX'T}p&J•
pivot, For the acceptation which Bahr defends, "by means of or
by virtue of the whole will or decree of God," is unsuitable, because
wiiv does not fit that interpretation. The whole will of God has
unmistakeably its reference to the ideas of perfection and of the
being filled, in which it arrives at fulfilment. The connection of
'1Th7Jpovrr0at with ev has no difficulty in it; at Ephes. v. 18 we
read w"X7Jpovrr0e ev 7rvevµ,an, and one does not see why that passage should be translated, as Bahr wishes: "tltrot.tgk the Spirit."
Being filled by or through anything presupposes a being in that
element, and accordingly '1Th'1Jpovrr0at is directly united to ev. But
if the '1T'A7Jpovrr0at here is referred to the will, the view, according
to wl1ich God's will is one with His spirit and being, is the foundation of it; " to be filled with the whole will of God" is to be
made capable through the Spirit of executing the will of God in
every relation. As to the two cities which St Paul names in ver.
13 as near Oolossre, both are situated in Phrygia. Laodicea,
situate on the Lycus, was a very considerable city, to the church of
whi.cb one of the seven Epistles in the Revelation is addressed.
(See Rev. iii. 14.) Hierapolis was only a small place, but. has
become celebrated in the ancient history of the Ohurch - by means
of the well-known bishops of the church there, Papias and Claudius Apollinaris.
Vers. 14, 15. Further salutations are delivered from Luke and
Demas. It bas been doubted whether the Luke named here is
the Evangelist; for it has been said St Paul meant by the desigpwµ,evot iv
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vntion & laTp(J~ to distinguish this Luke from the well~known
Evangelist, whom St Paul at 2 Tim. iv. 11 designates by no addition. But Bengel has already pertinently remarked in opposition
to this, that in an Epistle to Timothy the person of Luke required
no c]oser designation, but it did in an Epistle to a whole church,
among the members of which might be many who did not know
Luke more nearly. Therefore, not to multiply without reason the
persons of the same name mentioned in the Bible, we take this
Luke for the Evangelist. As to the rest, tradition differs with
respect to his calling : it is well-known that he is also designated
as a painter ; however, the two might be conceived as combined in
him, the physician's art and love for painting, if the account of his
works as a painter did not belong to too late a time to ha able to
lay claim to credibility. (See Winer's Encyc1opredia in voc.)
Demas, contracted from Demetrius, is brought in without an epithet
of praise ; as he, according to 2 Tim. iv. I 0, ag.ain fell in love
with the world, and forsook St Paul, it is not improbable that St
Paul even then was not quite satisfied with him, when he wrote to
the Oolossians. St Paul delivers salutations to the brethren of the
neighbouring church in Laodicea, and especially to Nymphas and
the Christians who joined the church which was in his house.
(See as to £1(,l(,A7]<1'la 1'aT' ol"ov the Comm. on Rom. xvi. 5.) As
to, the rest, this man is not to be supposed in Oolossre, but in Laodicea ; at Oolossre Philemon had the church in his house (Philem.
ver. 2). True, there might have been several places ·of meeting in·
Colossre, but the way in which St Paul proceeds (ver. 16) to speak
of the church in Laodicea makes it extremely probable that Nymphas belonged to it and not to the Colossian church. (The reading
a~ for aln-ou, which B. defends, Lachmann· has received into
the text; A.O. read aim7,v. This latter reading is alone explained by the hypothesis that aimiiv was joined to £1(,l(,A7]<1'lav, and
referred to the brethren in Laodicea. Aln-*, however, certainly
arose-from the circuznstanoe that Nymphas was erroneously looked
on as a woman's name.)
Ver. I 6. In what follows St Paul further orders, that, when this
Epistle has been read among the Oolossians, it may be imparted to
the Christians in Laodicea also, and vice versa. We see from this
tha~ the Epistles to churches were not merely read by the presbyters, but also publicly read out in the congregations. That is pro~
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bable C:ven of private Epistles from apostles (see Tit. iii: l 5), if
they happened to offer a more general interest. In the passage·
1 Thess. v. 27 St Paul expressly declares that his Epistle is to be
read out before all of the brethren. As to the rest, the reciprocal
communication of the apostolical Epistles, recommended in this
passage, explains the rapid spread of the writings of the New
Testament into all the churches of the then existing world, and their
great multiplication by means of copies. The regular public reading of the writings of the New Testament in the congregations of
the faithful first came into use much later of course ; in the beginning they used only the books of the Old Testament for that
purpose.
The closing words of this verse alone occasion difficulty. The
reading lv for ltc is suppo1'ted by too few vouchers for it to
be taken into the text. But the words ;, brt<rro"A~ etc Aao8i,ce/ai; admit of being variously explained. However, the context
clearly ·shows that the discourse here is of an Epistle of St Paul's ;
we must not, therefore, at those words think of an Epistle of the
Laodiceans to St Paul ; but St Paul himself never was in Laodicea,
therefore the words cannot express either: "read also .that Epistle
which I have written from Laodicea." Thee" is rather chosen by
St Paul only because he put himself in the position of the Colossians receiving the Epistle. It came from Laodicea for them, it
therefore was for them ;, em<rro"A~ ~ ell AaoOt1CelM, though it was
addressed by St Paul to the Christians in Laodicea. But is the
Epistle here meant that to the Ephesians, which might be intended
for Laodicea also as an encyclical Epistle, or is it to be considered
as distinct from. the Epistle to the Ephesians, and therefore as lost?
This question has already been decided in the Introduction to the
Epistle to the Ephesians, to the effect that we have to consider the
Epistle to the Laodiceans mentioned here by St Paul as a lost
writing of his, and by no means as identical with the Epistle to the
Ephesians. For, even were it supposed that the Epistle to the
Ephesians was, as an encyclical Epistle, addressed to the Church
in Laodicea conjointly with that in Ephesus, still the charge of St
Paul here in ver. l 6 scarcely admits of being interpreted of that
Epistle, for, considering the near affinity' of the Epistles to the
Ephesians and to the Colossians, St Paul could have no special,pccasion further to refer the Christians in Colossre expressly to the
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Epistle to the Ephesians. Surely too the some Tychicus brought
both Epistles; according to that it is hardly probable that the circular Epistle could have come so quickly from Ephesus to Laodicea._
that St -Paul could, in his Epistle to the Colossi ans, designate the'
same as already to be found in Laodicea.
Ver. 17. Nothing justifies us in placing Archippus, to whom St
Paul gives a special charge, in Laodicea. Philem. ver. 2 shows
that he was i~ Colossre; from the putting him together with Philemon and his wife it is possible that Archippus was Philemon's son.
The exhortation given him here is most simply explained on the
assumption that the ecclesiastical office, the worthy fulfilment of
which St Paul here recommends, had only a short time previously
been committed to Archippus. For, after the way iIJ which Archippus is named at Pbilem. ver. 2, one cannot well imagine any
blame of him here. Inasmuch, however, as the exhortation is bestowed on Archippus through the medium of the church, it reminds
him more forcibly of his obligation towards the church which he
serves. Deductions as to the relation of the ministers towards their
churches, and as to the dependence of the former on the latter, in
the time of the Apostles, can in no wise be made from this passage.
(In itself the oia,wvla might mean every form of ministry in the
Church, but from Philem. vers. 1, 2 it is probable that Archippus
was deacon in Colossai, while Philemon, his father, was bishop
there. The Jv ,wplrp is to be joined with 7rape>-a/3fs, with which
word it is especially connected by its position.-As to the construction of the proposition, it is far-fetched-with Bohmer to combine
ff>.,hre T~v oia,cov{av, and to take the words in the sense : "fix your
eyes on the ministry!" B>.E'TT'etv occurs so nowhere in the New
Testament except Phil. iii. 2. It is better, with Bahr and others,
to suppose that ff>.,e'TT'ew is here used in t.he sense, " to be on one's
guard, to look before one," which is usual in th~ New Testament.
-With that acceptation the avT~v_ is then, according to the Hehra'izing style, redundant at the end of the verse, since oia,covtav depends on 1r>.7Jpo'i,.)
Vers. 18, 19. The salutation by his own hand shows that St Paul,
as usual, dictated the Epistle; from Col. i. 2 Timothy was, we may
suppose, the writer of the Epistle to the Oolossians. The addition,
however, is not merely an expression of St Paul's love, but is also
meant to be a mark of the authenticity of the Epistle. (Sea tht1
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remarks on 2 Thess. ii. 2, iii. 7.) In the request: µ,11'1]µ,oveveTe µ,ov
Trov fieqµfiJv, we are not to suppose assistance in money, but aid by
supplication; and that, too, partly by prayer for patience and other
Christian virtues, partly for a speedy deliverance from bonds. That
St Paul hoped for a speedy deliverance when he wrote this Epistle
is clearly shown by Philem. ver. 22. True, there has already been
above, Col. iv. 3, a mention of supplication for St Paul, but merely
in respect to bis labours in the ministry, not in respect to his personal situation.
The usual blessing : ~ x&.pi~ µ,e0' vµow finally closes the Epistle.

EXPOSITION
OF THE

EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS.

(" 303 )

1 NT ROD UC T ION.

§ 1.

OF THE OCCASION OF THE EPISTLES BEING WRITTEN.

The city of Thessalonica in Macedonia was originally called
"Thermre; it first·received the name of Thessalonica-from Cassanrler. On the conquest of Macedonia by the Romans it was fixed
on for the chief city of the second district of that province, and, as
such, was the seat of the Roman· authorities. 1 The city now bears
the nrone of Saloniobi. As early as at the time of the Roman
dominion there dwelt a numerous body of Jews at Thessalonioa, as
is ·even now the case, because, being situated on a fine gulf, it drove
an extensive trade. To this body of Jews many G~ntiles of consideration, especially women, bad united themselves as proselytes.
(Acts xvii. 1, ss.) Now, when St Paul, about the year 53, visited
Thessalonica with Silas, on his second missionary journey,2 he
made his appearance three Sabbaths one after another in the synagogue there, and showed from the prophecies of the Old Testamenf
that Jesus of Nazareth was the Messiah. The space of a few weeks
sufficed to assemble the church in Thessalonioa ; a remarkable
testimony to the divine power which manifested itself in the labours
·of St Paul. It is true, Schott thinks the three Sabbaths -men'tioned in Acts xvii. 2 related merely to his labours _among the
Jews, and that_ it is to be presumed St Paul had laboured a longer
1 See Tafel's historia Thessu.loniea. Tubing.,
See Sehottii iM.go_qe kist. critioa in utramque
Jenre 1830., and Burgerhoudt de C<'.llllls Christ;"
eonsilfo atque arg1i°mento. Lugd, Bat., 1826.
2

1825.

epistolam Pauli ad Tkessalonicen&e8.
The,s. ortu fat·ilque, et prioris epist.
'
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time among the Gentiles. But, according to the representation of
the Acts, the tumult of the Jews, which drove St Paul out of
Thessalonica, followed immediately on the third Sabbath ; there is
no mention at all of special labours of St Paul merely among the
Gentile inhabitants of Thessalonica. But when Schott lays a stress
on the circumstance that St Paul worked at his craft in Thessalonica (1 Thess. ii. 9, 2 Thess. iii. 7, 8), which he did only where he
meant to remain a rather long time, that objection is avoided simply
by saying that St Paul seems, no doubt, to have bad the design of
remaining a longer time than usual in Thessalonica., but was hindered in doing so by the tumult. Finally, the ma.J}ifold supplies,
of which mention is made Phil. iv. 16, refer, not to the first sojourn of St Paul in Thessalonica, but to the later one, which followed upon his flight from Ephesus (Acts xx. 1, ss.) Among
the dwellers in Thessalouica who became believers but few Jews
were found (Acts xvii. 4 : 'TtV~~
airrwv [soil. 'Iouiid-1.wv verse 1]
breto-0710-av) ; on the other hand, however, a great number of
proselytes, especially many women of rank. This success excited
the envy of the Jews, who raised a mob which drove St Paul away.
The rioters assembled before the house of a certain Jason, with
whom St Paul dwelt (Acts xvii, 5); and, as they did not find St Paul
and Silas, dragged Jason along with some of the brethren before
the magistrates. In their malice they here accused the same of
high treason,. in that they· acknowledged .another sovereign than
Cresar, namely Jesus. For the rest, one perceives from this charge,
what the Epistles themselves confirm, that St Paul might in Tbessalonica have represented Obrist especially as the king of the
kingdom of God which was to be expected. Now, in order to moderate the rage of the Jews, St Paul left the city, and went first to
Berrea, then to Athens. His yearning after the Christians in Thessalonica, to whom he had only been able to devote himself so short
a time, left him, however, no peace ; he made, starting probably
from Berrea, two attempts to return to that city, but in vain. (See
I Thess. ii. 18.) There remained, therefore, nothing for him but
to send thither Timothy at least from Athens ( I Thess. iii. 1, ss.)
in order to collect information as to the state of things there. St
Paul meanwhile betook himself to Corinth, and here Timothy, who
brought with him the best accounts of the young church in Thessalonioa, again met with the apostle. (Acts. xviii. 5, I Thess. iii.
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6). Hereupon St Paul wrote from Corinth the first Epistle to
the Thessalonians, taking notice of the reports of Timothy ; its
composition, therefore, falls within the year 54, or thereabouts.
A very short time thereafter the second Epistle was also sent off.
(Cf. the general Intro d. to the life of St Paul, p. 24.) · The Epistles
to the Thessalonians are, accordingly, the earliest among the apostolical writings which have been preserved to us. They fall some
years even before the composition of the Epistle to the Galatians.
This view, which is all but generally received by the critics,
has been · in the last instance again victoriously defended by
Sohneokenburger (Klaiber's Stud. for 1884, part i. p: 137, ss.)
against Wurm, who thought it necessary to set the composition of
these Epistles after the journey from Corinth to Jerusalem, only
hinted at by St Luke, to be supplied in Acts xviii. 22. (Ttibingen
Journal for 1838, part i.) But Wurm has on his side again re·
futed with striking arguments Schrader's (voJ. i., pp. 90, sq., 164,
sq.) utterly inadmissible hypothesis, supposing -the Epistles to the
Thessalonians to have been written during the three months' stay of
St Paul in Greece (Acts xx. 2, ss.), and Kohler's, who places them
even as late as the latest times of St Paul's life, after the Acts {pp.
68, ss., I 12, ss.).
Now the first Epistle to the Thessalonians contains, like that to
the Ephesians, entirely general encouragements to the life in faith
and in love. Only in the fourth chapter (iv. 13, ss.) mention is
made of a particular point which affords an insight into the special
condition of the church in Thessalonica, and at the same time was
the occasion of the composition of the second Epistle. For, as we
have already observed above, St Paul seems in Thessalonica to
have especially preached Christ, as King of the kingdom of God,
and the hope of the setting up of that kingdom on earth. This
the Christians there had eagerly caught up, but not without mis
apprehensions and mistakes, as being inexperienced in that difficult field. Their view was directed more to externals, more to the
outward glory of that kingdom, than inwardly to the moral conditions of participation in the same, and to its spiritual nature. It
was indeed because of this outward relation to such hopes that it
also happened that (as Timothy, we may suppose, had reported)
the Christians were in anxiety whether their dear departed ones
would not lose the kingdom of God, and those only come to the
0
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enjoyment of it who should be alive at the coming again of the
Lord. Now St l!aul relieves them on that point by the assurance
that tl1e dead would rise first, and the living be, along with them,
lifted into the air to meet the Lord. The time, however, of His
advent did not admit of being :lhrnd, as the Lord would come like
·a thief in the night. They should, therefore, continually expect
Him, and be found watching as children of the )ight. However,
these ii'lstructions by no means relieved the Christians in Thessalonica. On the contrary, symptoms developed themselves there
which afforded reason to fear that the Church would become a prey
to fanaticism. Probably St Paul was indebted for the knowledge
of these errors to an Epistle of the Christians in Thessalonica to
him. He therefore .replied immediately in a second Epistle, in
order to bring back those in error as soon as possible into the right
way. For it is apparent from 2 Thess. ii. 2 that the believers in
Thessalonica were thrown into great agitation, and· that, too, not
merely by pretended revelations and prophecies, but also by a fictitious Epistle under the name of St Paul, from which they thought
they might gather that the coming of Christ was quite near. They
had in consequence of those announcements given up their handicrafts and callings (2 Thess. fo. 11), and went about in a state of
religious bustle but real idleness; a proceeding, of which, according
to the first Epistle (1 Thess. iv. 11), signs had shown themselves
even earlier among the Chnstians of Thessalonica. With regard
to that error, as if Christ's coming were certainly immediately impending, (whereas in the first Epistle, v. 1, ss. it was only asserted
the Lord could come at any time), St Paul now details the necessary conditions, without which that coming would not take place.
It is particularly the appearance of Antichrist which must first
-precede the coming of Christ, but that is still kept back by something. Before, therefore, that something is removed the Lord
-comes not. Now this explanation (2 Thess. ii. 3, ss.) is extremely
important, because it is the only connected communication of St
Paul's on the end of the world. We therefore obtain by means of
jt a necessary complement to the doctrinal system of St Faul. Bu:t,
if we compare these elucidations as to the end of all things with
the intimations on that subject in the later Epistles, all that can
be referred to the second coming of Christ and the kingdom of
God in these latter loses its prominence in a remarkable way. St
,8
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Paul seems in later times not only to have given up the hope of
living_ to see Christ's second coming himself (compare Phil. i. 28
with 1 Thess. iv. 16, 17), but also to have allowed in his teaching
the _proposition of the approach of the outward kingdom of God to
retire into the background, and to have brought more forward the
inward aspect of the kingdom of God. One need not hesitate to
assume that the experience of what misapprehensions that doctrine,
preached to the neglect of others, had given occasion to in Thessa·
Ionica, brought St Paul to this modification of his form of teaching. His dogmatical conviction remained unaltered, St Paul only
modified his manner of propounding it according to the neces_sities of his mostly Gentile auditors, who, after such experience, justly seemed to him but ill adapted to receive that doc·
trine pure and unclouded. Withodt concealing it either in later
times, he yet never permitted it to appear except as an appendix on the b8$is of the foundation of the new birth first
inwardly laid down,.in which form no further abuse of it was then
to be apprehended.

§ 2.

OF'THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS,

Thefirst Epistle to the Thessalonians belongs to the few in the
New Testament which have had the luck neither in ancient nor in
modern times to be attacked with regard to their authenticity.
Even the most ancient of the Fathers use it as an authentic apostolical writing, and the carping criticism of the eighteenth and
- njneteenth centuries has also been forced till now to recognize its
collective contents a;;; genuine. It has not fared quite so well with
the second of these Epistleii ; for, though it was clearly in ancient
times just as much recognized' as the first, yet modern critics have
thought they remarked in it something that seemed suspicious to
them. No one has yet ventured, however, decidedly to deny St
Paul's authorship of the second Epistle on account of those points.
In fact, too, such weighty arguments have been brought forward in
favour of the authenticity of it1 by the defenders of the same, and
l See especially J. G. Reiche autbentim poster. ad Thess. epist. vindicim, Gott. 1829.
4, and Guericke,- Beitr, p. 02, sa.
'
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such sufficient solutions of the doubts which were propounded, that
we cite the chief articles on which they have attempted to ground
the doubts only for the sake of noticing them. ,J, G. Chr. Schmidt
(Library for Criticism and Exegesis, vol. ii- p. 380, ss. ; Introd.
to the New Testament, vol. ii. p. 256) expressed first and most
decidedly the doubts as to the authenticity of the second Epistle,
which De Wette (Introd. p. 229) repeats with but slight approbation. Now Schmidt insists on the following points : , that there
is no'mention at all of the first Epistle in the second; that the latter
is on the whole a mere repetition of the first ; that the author of,
the second lays a stress on bis being the writer of it, as if he had
a distinct purpose in it (2 Thess. ii. 15, iii. l 7) ; that the mention
of a fictitious Epistle (2 Thess. ii. 2) points to his own consciousness of having fathered an Episne on St Paul; that St Paul himself
could not possibly have thought of it, as he had written but two
Epistles, that to the Galatians, and the first to the Thessalonians.
(For Schmidt supposes an earlier composition of the Epistle to the
Galatians.) But these arguments are plainly one and all without
any significance, for, even if the Epistle be authentic, there is no
absolute necessity for making mention of the first Epistle in it;
the assertion that the second Epistle is a mere repetition of the.first
shows itself completely untrue ; it is only the first chapter thl!,t is
of similar purport, the second and third are altogether independent.
Of a distinct purpose in the writer to designate himself as St Paul
so much only is true that, on account of the fraud which was attempted with a supposititious letter, a mark of authenticity is added.
But such an occurrence is by no means improbable, considering
the great authority of St Paul ; it does not come under consideration in that inquiry, whether he had already written many letters
or but few ; the only question is whether one might hope to attain
an object by means of such a fiction under an apostolical name;
that this was possible in Thessalonica is sufficiently vouohed for
by the attachment of the Christians there to the person of St PauL
But now the apostle had, no doubt, at that time even, already
written many Epistles, only we by accident possess none of the
earlier ones. De W ette's question : " Did the apostle even then
tl1ink of writing many Epistles?" (lntrod. p. 198) appears, accordingly, completely superfluous. The apostle's writing Epistles was
a natural consequence of his position towards the churches, not an
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act of reflection on bis part ; if be did not wish to drop all connection with them, there remained to him no other means, as they
were in such remote countries that he could seldom visit them i-e
person. Certainly the circumstance, which Schmidt lays a stress
on, that in 2 Thess. iii. 17 a mark of the authenticity of the Epistles
is given, which however is not found everywhere in the Epistles of
St Paul that we have, would be important; but it actually is found
in 1 Cor. xvi. 21, Gal. vi. 11, Col. iv. 18, Philem. v. 19; where
it does not occur, either special circumstances prevailed, which
made such a precaution superfluous, or the fear of the repetition of
such frauds was lost altogether. Thus, then, but two arguments
are left, by means of which Schmidt justifies his suspicion against
the authenticity of the second Epistle to the Thesslonians with some
show of reason. Firstly, the doctrine of Antichrist, as it is brought
forward in 2 Thess. iL, is said to be not in St Paul's manner;
secondly, such a contrast is said to exist with the first Epistle that
it almost seems as if it were meant to excite suspicion against the
a&me. But, even if the doctrine of Antichrist is not found further
propounded elsewhere in St Paul's Epistles, it is not on that ao·
count against St Paul's doctrines. That could only be asserted if
passages could be pointed out in the rest of his Epistles which were
opposed to the doctrine of Antichrist. Such, however, are not to
be found. St Paul's silence on the subject in his later Epistles is
satisfactorily explained by the arguments already given above.
But the other assertion, of contradictions of the 1st Epistle, looks
somewhat comical by the side of the previous one, that the second
Epistle to the Thessalonians is a mere repetition of the first. One
does not rightly perceive how they can subsist side by side. But,
overlooking tkat, what then is that contradiction said to consist in ?
Nothing more can be cited than that in the first Epistle (iv. 13,
ss.) Christ's second comjng seems to be represented as just impending, whereas in the second (ii. 3, ss.) signs are given which must
first appear. The two, however, are very easily reconciled by the
assumption that St Paul imagined those signs might very quickly
be realized. No doubt, experience has not established tkat, but
surely St Paul also freely admits that neither he nor in general any
man knows the day and hour of that coming. As long, therefore, as
no more tenable arguments can be brought forward, we may be
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perfectly easy with regard to the authenticity of ,the second
Epistle as well.1

§ 8.

TRAIN OF THOUGHT IN THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSA.LONIANS.

The first and longer Epistle divides itself, as is usually the case
with St Paul's Epistles, into two parts. The one reaches from
chap. i. ver. 1, to chap. iii. ver. 13; the otbe1· from chep. iv. ver. 1
to chap. v. ver. 28. The former is more taken up with general
considerations and the purely personal relations ; the latter with
special exhortations.
In the first part the first paragraph {i. 1-10) contains, after
the greeting, a thanksgiving on account of the faith, love, and
hope, of the Christians iri Thessalonica, by means of which they
had become patterns for all believers. The second paragraph then
reminds the readers of St Paul's·first appearance among them, how
he in purity of intention had exerted himself only about their souls,
and, supporting himself by his handiwork, had been a burden to
none. He therefore praises God that they had received His word
out of his mouth, and in joyful self-sacrifice like the churches in
Judea endured willingly all the persecutions which came upon
them (ii. 1-16.). After that, St Paul in the third paragraph
expresses his longing to see them again, ·and remarks that he had
made several attempts for that purpose, but had been prevented ;
however, he had felt himself obliged to sel!d Timothy at least to
them from Athens to strengthen them in the faith. Now he had
received through Timothy the best accounts of them, for whic4 he
thanked God, and besought Him to advance them still more in the
life offaith (ii. 17-iii. 13 )
·
In the second part of the first Epistle (iv. 1-v. 28), St Paul in
the first paragraph gives exhortations to some Christian virtues (iv.
1-12), he then comes in the fifth paragraph (iv. L3-v. 11) ~o the
I It was not till after the completion of the work that Dr Kern's essay { Tubing. Magazine for 1839, part 2), in which the unauthentieity of the second Epistle to the·
Thessalonians is decidedly asserted, came to band. Howev~r. this scholar founds bis
assertion entirely on bis interpretation of the passage, ii. 1-12. Vffe shall therefore
show, in the exposition of the same, that those verses contain nothing which can lead
us to infer for them a date after the time of the apostles.
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question as to the latter days, and shows that the dead by no
means lose the kingdom of God, but would be with-the Lord at the
same time as the living. With respect, however, to the time of
Christ's coming St Paul remarks that the Lord comes quite unexpectedly, and therefore His coming must be constantly looked
for; they should consequently walk like children of light, in ordm:
to be found waking and not sleeping (iv. f3-v. l l.), To this are
finally annexed in the sixth paragraph some further exhortations,
with the prayer that God may sanctify them in spirit, soul, and
body. A blessing concludes the Epistle (v. 12-28.).
'The second and shorter Epistle contains three paragraphs,-the
first of which (i. 1-12), after the greeting, begins with the re~
mark, how much reason he, St Paul, has to praise God for the
patient faith of his readers under all persecutions, by ~eans of which God intended to make them worthy of His kingdom, on the
coming in of which a punishing of the wicked, as well as a re~arding of the good, would ta_ke place. Therefore also he prayed
continually for them, and wished that they might be filled with all
good things, unto the glorification of the name of Christ. To this
is subjoined in the second paragraph (ii. 1-17) the exhortation,
not to let themselves be troubled by any prophecy, doctrine, or
pretended Epistles, as if the day of Christ ~ere already there; on
the contrary, the man of sin must first be revealed, whose revealing
is however withheld by something; when tltat is taken away, then
he would appear, but Obrist would subdue him and make known
His whole glory, to a participation in which they too are called.
He must, therefore, exhort them most urgently to take fast hold
on his traditions, and would beseech God to establish them in
every good word and work. Finally, in the tl1ird paragraph (iii.
l-,18) St Paul calls on the readers to pray for him, in order to
promote the dissemination of the Gospel, and to save him from the
violence of the wicked. _To themselves, however, he expresses the
sure hope that they would act according to his exhortations, avoid
all disorderly conduct, and especially aft.er his example faithfully
continue their outward labour; he threatens the disobedient with
emphatical chastisement. A blessing concludes the. Epistle.
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§ 4.

COMMENTATORS ON THE TWO EPISTLES.

The Epistles to the Thessalonians have been, proportionably,
but seldom treated of separately; the reason of that fact is surely
to be looked for in the circumstance that the contents of them have
but little that is peculiar to them, and that the accounts of the last
things, which alone impart to them their specific character, have
till now exercised but small attraction on the learned interpreters.
The most important separate works on these Epistles are by Turretin (Basilere, 1739), Krause (Frankfort, 1790), Koppa (3d
Edit. by Tychsen, Gottingen, 1823), Flatt (edited by Kling, Tii·
bingen, 1829), Pelt (Gryphiswaldire, 1830), and Schott {Lips.
1834}. A very copious and learned essay on all the interpretations of these Epistles is given by Pelt, Introd. pp. xxxv:., ss.
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EXPOSITION

FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.
I.

PART FIRST.
(i. 1-iii. 13.)

§ ].

THANKSGIVING FOR THE FAITH OF THE READERS,

(i. 1-10.)

•Together with St Paul, Silvanus and Timothy send salutations.
According to Acts xvi. I, 19, they had accompanied him in his missionary labours in _Macedonia ; then they had at first indeed remained behind in Bercea, but soon came after him to Athens (Acts
xvii. 14, 15), whence Timothy was sent to Thessalonica, and met
with St Paul in Corinth, as has already been detailed in the Introduction. One of the two is probably the writer of these Epistles,
St Paul dictating to him, for, according to 2 Thess. iii. 17, St Paul
had appended the salutation alone with his own hand. The addition: Jv Be<j, ,rwrpl teal tevpl<p 'I11qofj XptU"T<p in the salutations of
both Epistles, for which at 2 Thess. i. l the fuller phrase: ,raTpi
iJp,lv is read, is peculiar. For in severalEJ_iistlea w Xp. 'I., it is
true, is found (Phil. i. I ; Col. i. 1), not joined with Jtete°A'1JU"UL,
however, but with 'TO£~ a,yloi~. But in no salutation except .in
those in these two Epistles do we read Jv 0erj, waTpt. Now
it is a question whether the Jv refers to the salutation itself,
for instance with x"alpE'T'e supplied (Winer's Gramm. p. 129),
il C 2
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or is to be joined to Tf, E«:KAT}(J'{<t, with oiJ<T'!J supplied. The absence of the article 'Tf, is in favour of the former, in favour of the
latter is the apostle's custom constantly to unite the formula ev
Xpt(J"Ttp in the salutations with the persons, never with the salutation itself. The latter argument sooms to me the more preponderating that it is quite unimaginable that St Paul should have
left his beloved church in Thessa1onica, whose faith he immediately
rates so highly, without any epithet of praise; the absence of the
article is then to be explained by the fact that e«:,cXrwla ev Bew
"· 'T, :>.. is conceived as a collective idea. The last words :
Beov 7Ta'Tpo,;-Xpi(J"TOV are wanting in B.F.G. and other critical
authorities ; however, for all that, even Lach~ann has not ven·tured to strike them out downright, but has only included them
in crotchets; without them the salutation would be altogether too
bald.
Vera. 2, 3. In the usual words (Rom. i. 8, 9; Ephes. i. 16;
2 Thess. i. 3 ; 2 Tim. i. 3) St Paul first of all expresses his thanks
to God for hi·s readers, of whom he makes mention in his prayers.
while he remembers their faith, their love, their hope. In 1 Thess.
v. 8, these three Christian cardinal virtues stand in the same.order
as here, while at 1 Oor. ;,tiii. 13 (see the Comm. there) love ltl!,llds
last. The latter collocation is more in accordance with the abstract style of contemplation, in the concrete Christian life hope
appears as the last and highest, because it is the connecting link
between this world and the world to come. Each of the three
virtues has, however, an epithet, which are not merely, as Koppe
thinks, to be taken paraphrastically, but are meant to represent
those virtues in .their practical exercise. They are lpr-tov Ti,r;
w.lrri-EID<;~. /€07T'O<; Tfjr; a,y&nr,,,r;, inroµ,ov;, Tfjr; eXwloor;.
The two
latter designations are intelligible of themselves. Kowc,,, rizr; a,ya·
7TTJ'> is meant to characterize love not as a mere beneficent feeling,
but as a power which is active in self-denial and exertion ; in the
same way woµ,0711/ Tfjr; D.1r£oor; describes hope as it is ~eld fast and
proved in combat with temptations to doubt. But the phrase lp,yov
rf;r; 'ft'lnTEIDr;: is difficult. Several interpreters (to name some, Ca~
kwius, Wolf, and others), took it so, that by it faith would be de·
scribed as a work of God in the souls of men, as it is, no doubt, to be
taken at 2 Thess. i. 11. :But t~ere, is nothing in the context here
to lead us to lay a stress upon this at, all ; the interpreter must
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rather let bimself be guided i~ the acceptation of the lfYYOV T'Yf<;
'Tr"WTEror;- by the analogy with the other two virtues named here.
As in tkose the proving them in real life is insisted on, SQ in the
case of faith too that aspect is here designated. In 1 Oor. xvi:3,
J Tim. vi. 12, 2 Tim. iv. 7, the discourse is of a fight of faith, by
which "this passage is elucidated. For, though faith is a work of
God in men's souls, just as love and hope· are, yet man bears not an
absolutely passive relation towards it; he bas to fight against the
faith-stifling power of sin in him and in the world. The phrase i(Y'tov
T~ 7r{ureror; i~ meant to denote- that independent activity in the
life of faith. It must not, therefore, be taken as exactly= Ina
T, 'fr., but it is to be translated : " labour or conflict of faith." For
the effects, which proceed from the living faith maintained a~d increased by conflict, are particularly mentioned in lo~ and hope.
The whole passage, therefore, is meant to paint the independent
manner in which the Christians in Thessalonica let Christianity
become operative in them and know bow to uphold it against ~l
attacks of the world.-The genitive Tov ,cvplov ~µruv- 'I71upv
XpurTov is not to be joined with EA7Tloo,; merely, as if the sense
were: " of the hope of the speedy coming again of Christ," for
this special utterance of hope cannot be alone spokeµ of here, since
hope is taken quite generally, just as faith and love are; this geni. tive rather refers to all three viques, in order-to show .that they are
one and all derived from Christ au<l are instilled into man by His
Spirit. The Jast words of the third verse, however, lµ7Tporr0ev -rov
·eeov ,cat 7TaTpo<; ~µruv, admit of no other construction than with
µll'T}µovwoVTE<;; but the remembering, the thinking of, in God's
sight is = to the. evxapi<rT€£V, or to the µvelav '1{'01,€£<r0a£ Wt TWV
7TpD<;EVX,WV ~µrov, so that thus verse 3 is to be considered as only
a detailed elucidation of verse 2.
Vers. 4, 5. That thanksgiving, continues St Paul, is derived in
him from the knowledge (Eloonr;) that they are really elect, and
tliat knowledge again is grounded on the matter of fact, that be,
St Paul, was able to work so powerfully among them. The traiQ.
of thought is, therefore, this : "I know ye are elect, for, where elect
are,· there God gives His Spirit also, in order to bring the election
to completion." This certainly sounds quite predestinarian; .but
th!lt St Paul does not mean personal self-activity to be ex.eluded
plainly appears from ver. 8, where he insisted on that very quality.
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· (See a more a~curate account of th~ idea of election at Rom. ix.)
St Patil here means only to show how he, from the way in which
the Spirit operated in him at a certain place, drew a conclusion as
to the disposition of the persons there. Where it manifested itself
powerfully, argued he, there must be elect; where the contrary was
the case, he concluded the contrary. Thus at Acts xvi. 7 the
Spirit suffered him not to travel through Bithynia, because there
were no elect there.. (Verse 4. &&:>..cpo'l, ~rya'Tr'TJp,€VO£ w?i Beav, or,
"vplov, denotes the faithful as the
as it stands 2 Thess. ii. 13,
true Israelites, as they are called in the Old Testament also. See
2 Ohron. xx. 7.-Ver: 5. The
evaryryi:>..tov fJµ,riJv is= ,c~pvryµa
f]µ,wv TOV euaryryeXtov, by which the el,; vµiis also is explained. See
at ii. 9. As to the antithesis:of Xoryo,; and Svvaµ,, .., or epryov, see Col.
-ii. 23; I Jihn iii. 18.-The words : ,cai fV 'TT'vevµan luylp Kai ev
'TT'A'TJpacpaplq, 7ro).Xr, explain the ouvaµ,, .. epexegetically, and indeed
so that the Spirit renders the objective, the full assurance the subjective, side prominent. As to "IT'A'TJpo<popla, 'll'A'T/pa<pape'ia0a,, see
.Rom. iv. 21, xiv. 5, Col. ii. 2.-Tbe last words: ,ca0iiJ.. oWaTe
tc,T.X. appeal for confirmation to the knowledge of the readers tbemselves.-Tbe qi:o, is, according to the context, to be taken: J' in
all secondary
what power and freshness of spirit." By ot'
objects are ex.eluded: "for your own sake, for the salvation of
your souls.")
Vers. €l, 7. St Paul goes still further in his praise of the Christians in Thessaloµica, by laying a stress on their having become
imitators of himself, nay of the Lord even, in that they had received
the word with joy in spite of much persecution. Persecutions can
of course take place only when the faith bas been embraced,-imitation, too, necessarily presupposes regeneration ; in tlie oi!au0ai
Xoryov, therefore, the abiding reception, i.e. the holding fast what
has been received, is couched rather than the first reception of the
word. By means of this powerful, victorious, faith, adds St Paul,
the Thessalonians were become a pattern for all believers in the
whole of Greece; in many other churches many might by the persecutions have been brought to apostacy. (Ver. 6. On µ,tµ,'f/Ta£
rylveu0a, see I Cor. iv. 16, xi., I, Phil. iii. 17. Ao'Yo.. stands prteg;o
.... I
I
~
,
0Eia...
I
Comp. ver. 8.nantt• sensu 1or
"'oryo.. Tau~ tcvpiov,
'N]<;
a:>..'T/
The xapa '1T'V€VJJ,UTO<; arytov. is opposed to natural, sensual, joy,
which .cannot, of course, consist with the 0:>..t,Jn... Christianity
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m11kes no such Stoical demands. Spiritual joy does not even exclude, but includes, sorrow at the blindness of the men who persecute God in those that are His. Sea detitils at Matth. v. 11.-In
ver. 7 B.D. read TV'lTovr:;, which Griesbach has adopted; but tbe
singular with Lachmann deserves the preference for extrinsic and
intrinsic reasons. For the singular could easily be changed into
the plural, as several persons are spoken of. Macedonia and
Achai~ are the two provinces into which Greece was divided ac·
cording to Roman partition. Athens and Corinth belonged,
according tp that, to Achaia. See on Acts xix. 2 l.)
Ver. 8. A pattern for others the church in Thessalonica could
have become only when their faith had been heard of; but this,
continues St Paul, was the case, and to such a degree, that the report of the same had spread everywhere even (ev wavTi T671"p),
wherefore he (St Paul) had no need to say anything about it (viz.
about their faith). According to this, there results as a climax in
the sentence, that the whole world is put in opposition to the one
country (Greece), to ;which also the collocation of the ov µ,6vova;\.M is alone suitable. But now it is U!Jderstood at once from
ver. 7, that not all men, but only all believers, in all countries are
meant as those to whom the faith of the Christians in Thessalonica
had penetrated. One might suppose, however, that even more was
couched in this verse than the information that the knowledge of
the life of faith of the Thessalonians had spread abroad even beyond the borders of Greece. The phrase i/ 'ldUT£<; vµ,wv ege)v,jAv0ev, it is true, cannot well be understood of the spreading abroad
of the faith to other cities from Thessalonica as tbe starting point ;
if it were meant to express that, the words must have run : ;, 7Tlu•
n<; acp' vµ,wv egeM;\.v0ev. It is clearly meant·to declare only: tke
report of your faith has come to other beli~vers. But it seems to be
otherwise with the first clause: a</>' vµ,wv e~x,11-rat o Mryo,; Toii
,wp(ou. These words, viewed in themselves, can be translated :
Christianity has spread from you to others, i.e. you are become efficient unto the further propagation of the Gospel. But tha( would
be a statemeat of wider purport than the mere spreading of the fact
that the Christians in Thessalonica continued so lively in the faith;
besides, then the ou µ,6vov-a),.,M would not suit well. Moreover,
it is not known historically that Christianity had spread further
from Thessalonica as a centre. The course which Grotius, Storr,
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Flatt, Koppe, follow for the solution of this difficulty, but which
Pelt has already justly designated as monstrous, is clearly quite inadmissible. For they want to join ov µ,ovov with E~X'f/Tat, and
a>..M with Jfe>..~Xv0ev, so that & ?TavT£ Ta?T<p would merely stand
parallel with Macedonia and Achaia. The train of thought appears
quite simple, as soon as one only takes the acp' fJµrfov E~X'f/Tm i>
},jryo<; = ;, '11"llTT£<; vµiiw efEX~>..v0ev. St Pan! puts foremost the
source of the report (arf:,' vµrov)., and on account of the genitive
"vpwv could not add vµwv to >..oryo,;, as he subsequently did to
?Tl<TT£<;. But the word of the Lord is here to be taken subjectively,
as the word received by the Christians in Thessalonica (ver. 8), s••
that the passage is to be rendered thus : "from you (i.e. yorn
church) as 'a starting point, not only has your reception of th.t
word of the Lord become publicly known in Macedonia end Achain,
but the report of your faith in God has also penetrat~d to all countries." ('Ef'1JXE"itT0ai is not found again in the New Testament,
but ·at Joel iii. I 4, Sir. xl. 13, it occurs in the sense: " to resound,
to sound."--Kal, is wanting after aXM in A.B.D.F.G., and is, no
doubt, an interpolation, as it usually follows upon ov µavov. Yet
it is wanting also at Matth. iv. 4 ; Acts xix. 26. [See Viger, p.
522.] As to •1rl1TT£<; ?TpO<; see Gal. vi. lO; 2 Cor. iii. 4; Philem.
ver. 5.-A.B.C.D.E.:F.G. read 0{_€£V ~µfir; for i]µas ex,eiv, and it is
undoubtedly preferable. As to the rest; the <iJtTTe µi] "· T. >... is not
to be understood : H so that I have no need here in thi~ Epistle to
say anything about it," but '' so that I have no need anywl1ere in
tlie course of my personal labours first to make your faith known
by recommending it, for all know of it already.")
V ers. 9, l 0. We need praise you to none, for men themselves
have already related to me how ye have been converted, and how
ye walk. In the <mo"ior;, wrur; is expressed not merely the quickness but also the radicalness of the conversion. (Ver. 9. AUTO£
are all those to whom St Paul preaches, who come in contact with
him. How the copyists could alter ?Tepi vµrov for i]µ,wv is verv
explicable, and the fJµwv is to be explained by the euxoµev follow"ing. St Paul only means lo say : " they 1;how of meinasmucb as
ye have received me." "Et<;ooo-; refers not merely to the outward
entrance, but also to the access which St Paul found to their hearts.
Compare ii. 1.-As to hrttTTpe<pew see Luke i. 16, Acts xxvi. 18.
The conversion is attributed to God, because St Paul is thinking
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of 'il1e Gentile standing-ground of the readers. If Jews were in
question, wpo-. -rov 1Gvpiov would certainly be put. The absolute
infinitives, oovl\.eveiv, avaµ,eveiv, are put to denote the aim of_ the .

ew

cottversion, for which com~unly the infinitive with
'TO is put.
For, while in the E1Ttcrrplcf>en1 faith is coucl1ed, the oov-Xeveiv denotes love, and the avaµ,ifvew hope, both which proceed from the
former. 8€0'> twv ( = .,11 tl"itt,~) and al\.T)0wd-. ( =
"tf',~)
[2 Kings xix. 4; Isaiah lxv. 16; Rev. iii. 4] form the antithesis
to the dead unsubstantial idols. The expectation of the second
coming of C)brist, in which Christian hope concentrates itself, is
named as the last point. At Phil. .iii. 20 anre1Goexea0ai stands
for avaµ,EV€tv.-'E" TWV oupavwv sciJ. EPXOf-1,€VOV,-'Pvea8ai =
tTrotew 2 Oor. i. 10.-'0p,y~ €pxoµ,€VT) = µ,e-X'A.ovaa. See at
iii. 1·; Rom. ii. '6, iii. 5.)
·

l~I:$

Matt.

§ 2,

D'ESCRll'TION OF ST PAUL'S LABOURS IN TH~SSALONTCA.

(ii. 1-16.)
To the praise of his readers' faith St Paul subjoins a description
of his labours among them. He lays particular stress on his
purity, his disintere~tedness, in the preaching of the Gospel, and
concludes with a sharp invective against the Jews, as against his and
Ohristianity's bitterest foes, who had filled up the measure of their
sins. No intimation is found that St Paul in this description had
had in his thoughts Christian opponents of the sort that we became
acquainted with among the Galatians, and who might have been
active in Thessalonica, but probably St Paul foresaw that the Juda'ists would not delay to damage him in that community too, and
therefore in anticipation spoke out upon the points that were usna1ly blamed in him.
, Vers. l, 2. First, St Paul reminds his readers of the way in
which he appeared among them in the beginning. "He h_ad, it is
true," says he, " had even before in p'hilippi much to suffer; he
had also in Thessalonica'itself taught in much contention, but still
with joyful heart and in God's strength." These two verses are
substantially of equivalent purport with i. 5. ( Compare also 1
Oor. ii. 4, 5.) The phrase el,.ooo-. OU 1'€Vn ,yJ,yove auswers to the
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EV ouvaµ,ei, EV 'Tt'VEvµ,a:n OlYutJ ; the wapp'IJCTW, kere is the outward
expression of the w"h,T)pocf,opla there. As to the previous sufferings and ill-usage of St Paul in Philippi, of them Acts xvi. informs us. But the ev woX)l.q> at'fWVi, which refers to St Paul's, sojourn in Thessalonica, can be referred at the same time to an outward and an inward contention; but, according to ver. 9, it refers
certainly to the former in particular. (Ver. 1. On etsooo_. see i.
9.-IIpomiuxeiv is not found again in the New Testament.-On ,
wapp'Y)uu;,teJ0ai see Acts xiii. 46, xviii. 26. The ev np 0eq,is to
be immediately joined with it, as the wapp'l'}ula is meant to be re•
presented as founded on the living union of the soul with God.)
Vers. 3, 4. To the idea of the wap/JTJula what follows is so united
by means of ryap that the purity of his intention, the consciousness
of having no impure underhand designs, is a guarantee to the
apostle that God's protection does not fail him. The wap&,c"J,.,TJut'> is to be understood here in the wider sense of his labours
in Christian teaching generally (Acts xiii. 15, xv. 31). St Paul
first denies of these that they had an impure origin (e,c), then
that they were connected with an inherent perverseness (ev). The
w),,,av,,, is more accurately defined by oo)..o'> which follows; it denotes the state of the being deceived, be it by the deceit of others,
or by fanaticism, while ooXo'> denotes one's own intention to deceive. The a,ca0aputa is not to be understood here of sexual, but
of moral, impurity; covetousness is certainly especially pointed
to in it. That such r~proaches were made St Paul the section
2 Cor. chapters xi. to xiii. especially sqows.-Verse 4 puts the
positive side in opposition to the negative. "We speak (i.e. work
in our office) so as being approv.ed, i.e. acknowledged, of God, in
order to preserve the Gospel entrusted to us, not as pleasing men
but God." But now we should take this idea in a sense contradicting the doctrine of St Paul to the utmost, if we unden,tood it
thus : " ]" have been tried by God who knows all hearts, and have
stood the test ; on account of my purity and sincerity God has
intrusted His Gospel to me, and in the same purity also I now
preach it, pleasing God alone, seeking n(? man's honour." For,
as (Rom. i. 2) Rt Paul denies all men purity, so he denies it himself also; every thing good in man is God's work of grace in him
(2 Cor. iii. 5, 6). But now, if St Paul's disposition is something
operated in him by God, it seems obscure how St Paul can say,
3
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we have been approved of God as such to whom the Gospel can
be entrusted;" it seems as if the idea should of necessity have run
thus : " as God, in His election by grace, bas made us able through
regeneration to preserve the Gospel committed to us, we are also
in a condition to labour in purity for the same." But in the 01:$o"tµ,a<Tµ,1:0a seems to be expressed not the being created anew,
but the trial, and, in consequence of that trial, the approval of what
already existed. One seeks in vain for explanation from the intepreters here; perhaps, however, the following remarks may throw
some light on the subject. All positive good St .Paul attributes
to God as its. real source; on the other hand, he derives just as
decidedly evil only from the human will as the final cause ; this
will, now, can, in spite of the universal sinfulness, still be corrupted
and polluted in a very different degree in different men ; the one
may be so far pure, that, when he sees the light, be 1·eceives it as
such, without polluting it by a sinful taint; the otker, on the contrary, has added so much of his own guilt to his innate sinfulness,
that he pollutes even what is holy. According to this, then, St
Paul can· say, perfectly in harmony with his fundamental ideas,
that God committed the Gospel to him because He had found
him approved ; not as if St Paul had been by nature good, but
only so that he was in a state to receive in purity the holy matter
which was to be committed to him, and not to corrupt it by mingling his sin with it; there'rore on account of the negative good in
him. Man in all his sinfulness can still, however, be sincere and
upright, acknowledge good as good, evil as evil; such upright
souls God can alone make use of as labourers in His kingdom,
and as such St Paul represents himself here. (In verse 3
is
certainly on the authority of A.B.C.D:F.G. to be preferred to ovr1:
with Lapbmann and Winer [Gramm. p. 460.] Verse 4. As to
the well-known construction of w1:wl<TTEVµ,at see Winer's Gramm.
p. 237; Gal. ii. 7; I Oor. ix. 17; Rom. iii. 2.-01:os- o oo,uµ,atrov ras KapUas- see Acts i. 24, xv. 8 ; l Sam. xvi. 7; l Kings
~iii. 39.)
Vers. 5, 6. Proceeding from the oux 00', av0pwwois- apECTl<OVTl:SGal. i: I O the negative side (verse 3) is again taken up and further
carried out. ·Flattery, covetousness, and the itch for gJory, are
•excluded from the motives of St Paul's labours. (In verse 5 ryive<T0ai or. eivai
= ::i, ii'.i, denoting " to opcupy one's self with
«

ow~

ev

:
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anything, to have tp do with," Compare I Tim. iv. 15.-The
Xo191 l(,OAaK,e{ar; is to be explained after l Cor. ii. 5, iv Xoryrp
uocf>lar;, flattery, which manifests itself in the discourse, in the
mode of representing things, which is busied in taking from the
doctrine of the cross its offence., To understand Aoryor; of guilt, or
fault, as it occurs at Matt. v. 32, xii. 32, which Pelt has defended
last, has been already satisfactorily proved inadmiseible by Schott.
-The iv 7rpo,p&uet 'll'AEoveElar; is difficult. In no case can it be
taken, with Kappe and Rosenmiiller, as a mere paraphrase of w)\.eoV:.
eEla, neither C{\n 'll'pocpaut<; be taken in the sense of " avpearance,"
for St Paul means to declare himself free not merely from the appearance of covetousness, but from covetous11ess itself. One can
only, with Beza, Grotius, Flatt, and Schott, take the words in such a
way that the genitive contains the motive of the 1rpo<f,acn,;, in this
sense: " I laboured not among you with pretences, the motive of
which was covetousness," i.e. "I always went out openly, never
made use of a pretence veiling my real motives."-Beo~ µ&pror; =
il1il~ ,l,', 1 Sam, xii. 5.-fo ver. 6 ix and a'ITo ·are not quite
sy~o~y~ous; the former denotes the immediate origin, the latter
. the mediate one. Winer's Gramm, p, 348.)
V ers. 7, 8. The a,).,)I,' EryEV~0'T]µev ~'ll'Wt ( which latter ·word is only
found again at 2 Tim, ii. 24) comes in aptly in opposition to the
ass~mption that is couched in the ooEav ''1}TEtV. St Paul compares
his indulgent gentleness, as lre exhibited it in Thessalonica, to the
care which an ursing mother devotes to her little children; as she
dedicates herself, her own life, to the children, so, says St Paul, he
also gives himself to them, as to such as have become dear to him.
Without the clause: ovv&µevo£ €JI {3&pet elvat, oor; XptuTOV G,'TT'QUTOA.01 the connection is clear enough, with it the connection is confused, for which reason indeed Griesbach has separated it by
crotchets from the rest of the discourse. That is to say, one feels
tempted to take the lv {3&pet elvat as = lm{3ape'iv (ver.
2 Thess.
iii. 8), or K,aTa{3ape'iv (2 Cor. xii. 16), and to refor it to the bodily
support, whic_h St Paul as an apostle could demand, as indeed
Baumgarten, Koppe, and Flatt, have taken the passage, after the
example of Theodoret. But, taken so, the passage will not agree at
all well with what precedes, and, if taken with what follows, the&,}..)..(\
is plainly unsuitable. But, if one only takes iv /3ape£ etvat in the·
wider sense, viz. of the authority and dignity that belonged to St

9,
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Paulos an apostlfJ, generally, of-which properties the eEovula to
allow himself to be maintained by the churches was only one con-sequence among .several, a satisfactory connexion presents itself.
For the ovvaµ,evot 1€.T.X. connects itself with the preceding t'TfTEtV
o6Eavthus: "we seek no glory of men, although we should surely,
a; apostles of Christ (clothed with that exalted dignity), be in a
condition to present ourselves with high authority; but we have
not done that, we have made ourselves efficient among you with indulgent gentleness.". So Vitringa,1 Wolf, Pelt, Schott, have already
interpreted correctly. (Ver. 7. Tpocpoc; is properly " a nurse,"
here " a nursing mother," on account of the Tli JavriJc; -reKva. The
co<; 11,v, with the subjunctive following, is to be taken as utcunque.
See Schott, p. 68.-Instead of lp,etp6µ,evot the reading of the text.
'l"ec., op,etpliµ,evo, is to be read according to the preponderating majority of the MSS. But the word is found nowhere else. The
lexicographers only have it, but perhaps merely from this passage.
Theopbylact explains it by oµ,ov and efpetv, jirmiter alicui adhmrere. [See Winer's remarks on it, Gramm. p. 92, sq.] . Hesychius
and Phavorinus explain it by bn0vµ,e'iv. In any case it is, according to the context, quite synonymo1is with 1µ,elpeu0ai.-Tbe ov
µ,6vov-ali.).ti, Ka£ might perhaps have something in it to give one
pause, in so far as the Gospel of God certainly seems to be more
than one's own life. ~ut St Paul here considers the Gospel not
in its objective value, but as the gift entrusted to him for distribution. Now, th!) proclamation of the Gospel is a duty to· St Paul
( 1 Cor. ix. 16), but the giving np his life is a voluntary act of love;
the latter, therefore, is set higber.-'E,yev~0'1fTE is to be read i:tt the
close of ver. 8; ,yeyeV'TJu0e, which Griesbach has· in error put into
the text, procee'ds from such copyists as. took evoouovµ,ev for the
present tense, whereas it is the imperfect, the augment being
omitted, which is often the case in the words compounded with el.
See Schott ad h. I.)
Ver. 9. For a proof of his pretensionlessness, St Paul appeals to
the· fact, ·well known to the Christians in Thessalonica, that be
maintained himself there by the work of his hands, in order to
prove a burden to no one. Of the reasons which moved St Paul
to this renunciation of something appertaining to him as a matter
1 See Vitrin.ga's Essay on this passage in the obseroatt. sa<Jr(I!. p. 852, •s.
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of right we have already spoken in detail at 1 Cor. ix. ; 2 Cor. xi.
It is only to be observed here that St Paul perhaps finds himself
impelled to lay this before the Thessalonians, because they had, in
consequence of religious idleness, begun to abandon their handicrafts. (1 Thess. iv. 11 ; 2 Thess. iii. 11.) (The expression µ/,xBor; is stronger than Ko1ror;. · See 2 Tbess. iii. 8.-The ep1ril;eu0ai here is to be understood of the exercise of the handicraft,
which has the object, among others, of relieving th~ Christians in
TbessaJonica from all the burden of his maintenanoe.-On the construction of the IC'T}pvo-uetv with elr; see Mark xiii. 10; Luke xxiv.
47; I Pet. i. 25; Winer's Gr., p. 189, sq.)
Vers. 10-12. As in this one point, so too in everything else, respecting his blameless walking, and his faithful, fatherly, labours
among them, St Paul appeals to the Thessalonian Christians' own
witnessing. (Ver. 10. /Jalw,. denotes the relation towards God "[see
at Luke i. 7,I)], oucatwr; and aµ-eµ-1r'Tror; the relatiO'll towards men, and
indeed 0£/CaUtJ<; from the positive, aµ-eµ-'Tr'Tror; from the negative,
point of view.-Ver. 11. As St Paul in verse 7 compared himself
to a careful mother, so he now compares himself to a conscientious
father who brings up his children t9--all that is good. The words
7rapaKaXe'iv, 1rapaµ-v0eiu0at, and µ-ap'Tvpe'io-8ai, form a climax.
[See Phil. ii. I as to the two first.] MapTvpe'iu0ai =
obtestari, "to conjure by all that is holy."-In ver. 12 /3aui"'Aefu
/Ca~ o6Ea stands as ~v 0£((, OVOtV for' /3auiXeta lvooEo,;. That St
Paul by this kingdom does not understand merely the inner kingdom of God we shall see farther on. [Comp. on the idea of the
flau. r. e. in general the note on Matth. iii. 2.] As to the rest,
it is not implied in the KaXe'lv €£r; that the Tbessalonians are already
in that kingdom, they are only called to be citizens of it at some
future time. In the connection in which the apposition -rofJ ,caXovvTor; K.. T. }... stands with the elr; TO 1rept7raT'f/CTa£ vµ,o,r; aElwr; 'i'OV
0eov is intimated a strong motive for a serious, holy, walk : " to
walk worthy of God, who has, out of love to you, prepared such
glory for you," therefore to love Him again, who has first loved

.,.,iJ;,

you.)

Ver. 13. For the sake of this calling of them unto the kingdom
of God (out r<ivTo), St Paul now anew (i. 2) expresses his un·
ceasing thanks to God for their having received the word which he
had preached to them, as it is in truth the Word of God. Thus St
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P~ul considers the receiving the word of God not as an ,indep~ndent act of his readers, but as an operation of God's grace in them.
To .Him, therefore, alone are thanks for it also due. The second
half of the verse, ou X6ryov &v8pdnr"'v-7r£UTf!uovuiv, has the objeot
of :representing this word of God as a mighty principle, the receiving of which, accordingly, includes in it the possibility of the 7rep,,..
'1TQIT'YfCTa£ J,flc,,,. (The phrase Xo-yo, a!GOrJ, 'Trap' ~µwv 'TOV 0eov is
difficult. The Xoryor; aN:oiJ, is, it is true, = U1'0VCT8e~<; [Isaiah liii;
i., Jer.. x. 22], but the position of the 'TOV eeov after 7rap' ~µriJv is
very strange. It is, however, to be explained by the fact that St
Paul considers the phrase Xoryo,; QJGOij<; 7rap' ~µwv as a joint -idea,
" the of us received, i.e., the by our preaching made known to you,
word of God."-Ao,yo,- av8pro7r(J)V, in opposition to eeov, indicates
the origin, and at the same tii:ne with that the nature which necessarily passes from the source over to what proceeds from it. In
this acceptation the Xoryo, of which St Paul speaks is not the mere
doctrine, i.e. not only the series of ideas in which Christ and His
salvation are conceived and propounded, but at tilie same time with
and in that series the fulness of the divine Spirit which God has
annexed to it. It is precisely, too, through the latter that the doc•
trine is then in a condition to work so powerfully in believers in
fruits of faith and of love.-'A:>.1178oo,; fora confirmation is found again
Matth. xiv. 33; John i. 48 ......!'O, refers not to Bee;,-, but to the
joint idea Xo,yo,- Beofi. For the middle form eveprye'iu8ai requires
the reference to an impersonal subject. [See Winer's Gramm., p.
236.] Schott erroneously observes that eveP'Ye'iu8ai does not
occur in the middle. Besides this passage it is so found also Col.
i. 29; 2 Thess. ii. 7. He wishes to take it as a passive unsuitably : " which is made effectual in you." But the word of God is
itself the principle of all moral activity, it is not made effectual
by means of something else. In the participle 'TOt>' 7TUrteuovuw
the condition of all efficiency is pointed to : " In you who believe,
i:e., because and inasmuch as ye believe and continue believing."
Ver. 14. From their behaviour, in that they have been able to
walk like the churches .in Judea, St Paul draws a conclusion as
to their faith ; " ye a.re believers, for ye have undoubtedly imitated
the churches of God in Judea, which is possible through the power
of faith alone." In saying that St Paul has in his thoughts espe•
cially the persecutions by which the Christians in Thessalonica
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did not suffer themselves to be made apostates from Christianity.
The Acts inform us of the persecutio~s of the Christians in Judrea,
v. 18, ss., vii. 1, ss., viii. I, ss., of those in Thessalonica xvii. 5,
as.-But, according to I Thess. iii. 3, they had still been persecuted even after the departure of-St Paul. As to the rest, that St
Paul is here thinking only of this· latter persecution cannot be
concluded from the addition inro TWV lolwv UVJJ,q>VAETOJV, i:e. by
their Gentile fellow-citizens. For, although, according to Acts
xvii. 5, the first persecution of the Ohi'istians in Thessalonica
proceeded from the Jews, yet we can interpret the words ·of this
passage of that persecution too, inasmuch, that is to say, as the
Jews stirred up the Gentile population.
Vers. 15, 16. St Paul, however, uses this comparison of his
readers with the Christians in Judea, in order to remind the former
,of the old sin of the Jews and their hostile feelings towards him
and his labours among the Gentiles. This diatribe is only explained by the assumption that St Paul wished to draw the attention of the Thessalonian Christians to the intrigues of those men,
with whom the J uda:izing Christians stood quite on a level, as it·
was to be foreseen that they_ would not leave this church undisturbed either. (Verse 15. Christ Himself represent::t the Jews as
murder_ers of the prophets Matth. xxiii. 31, 37.-The 7raaw
8pcfnroir; lvavTtot reminds one of the odium generis humani, that
Tacitus (Hist. v: 5) reproaches the Jews with. .As to ,the rest, it
is understood without explanation, that tltat, according to St Paul's
meaning, is not 9ouched iu the Jewish national character,. nor in
.the influence of the Mosai:cal institutions either, but solely in the
perverted pharisai:cal spirit which had taken possession of the
supreme power over the people.-Verse 16. "11.a">..fiu.a, stands pr111gnanti sensu for eva,yrye)..{,eu0ai. Now here St Paul seems to say
that the Jews entirely forbid preaching to the Gentiles, which Baur
might- take advantage of for his strange hypothesis. [See my
e_ssay in the Stud. for 1838, part 4.] But St Paul clearly means
here too that suclt a preaching alone is offensive to the Jews, by
which the Gentiles would not be moved to allow themselves to be
circumcised ; therefore the form of preaching of St Paul. That
Jews had ever forbidden Gentiles to become Jews or Jewish Christians, to have themselves first circumcised and then baptizet is en·
tirely indemonstrable and in itself improbable. In this bitter ·
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Jealousy, which begrudges the poor Gentiles even their salvation,
· . St Paul justly sees God's chastisement according to the teleological
conception of history; the Jews must by that means make tbeir
own sins, that is, the measure of their sins, full, [ sin becomes the
chastisement of sin], and thereby become ripe for the c~astisement. [We find the same idea Matt. xxiii. 32, on which see the
remarks in the Comm.]-The '11"<1.VTOTe is striking. In the ordinary meaning " ever" it does not suit here; for St Paul does not
mean to say, that the Jews had at all. times filled up their sins,
nearly in the sense that every generation had been equally goeless,
but he clearly represents to himself the nation, as a whole, engaged
in a course of development in sin, wl10se last and most flagrant
consequence is the :nmity against Christ in His saints. Therefore Bretschneider's view [in the Lex. in vocabulo] that mzvroTe
here -stands = wq.vrn><; or waVTeM<;, may be correct. That learned
man finds the same meaning at 2 Cor. ix. 8, ·but the ordinary one
is quite sufficient here. In consequence of this completion of their
course of development in sin, concludes St Paul, the wrath of God,
i.e. His chastisement, has, however, already overtaken it. Schott.
insists that the Aorist l<f,Baue stands prophetically instead of the
future; that is gnite inadmissible for surely St Paul in this passage utters no prophecy. The passage is rather to be explained
by the apostle's fundamental view, that the latter days, and consequently also the manifostation of the divine wrath, were already at
h11nd. The sufferings, therefore, .which even then nnder the dominion of the Romans came upon the Jews, St Paul considers as
beginnings of the great manifestation of wrath nearly impending, in
perfect analogy with the representation in Matt. ;,cxiv., according to
which the destruction of Jerusalem is treated as a type of the Jast
judgment. By this acceptation, then, the obscure elr; TEXor; also is
explained. That is to say, it cannot possibly be= tandem, postremo,
for which TEM<; occurs alone. [JE!ian, V. H. x. 16, xii. 22, Xenoph,
Mero. ii. 7, 13.J Justice _must be done the el,;; the phrase elr;
TeXor; can be taken only as " on unto the end," so that all that has
now happened appears as merely the beginning. Neither, accordingly, can we supply avrwv, "till their ends," i.e. their annihihttion, ·but the end must be referred to &pry~, and understood, as Grotius, Flatt, and Pelt, have· already correctly taken it, of the full
magnitude of the divine chastisement. " The wrath [of Goel] is
D 2
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come upon them, and will now work on to its full manifestation."
A reference to the eternity of punishments, as Chrysostom, Theodoret; Benson, and others, insisted on finding here, as they take el~
'fEMr; =;:: ~ro~ or &X,Pt TEM~, is clearly not couched in the words.
-As to the rest, D.E.F.G. have added Beoi) after opry~; however,
this is surely to be considered as only a gloss.)

§ 3.

OF S!; PAUL'S DESIRE TO SEE THE THESSALONIANS.

(ii. 17-iii. 13.)
Now, the third chapter ought te have Begun here, for with ii. 17
St Paul makes a transition to something new ; between ii. 20 and
iii. l, on the other hand, there is no break in the ideas, hllt the
most intimate connection exists. For St Paul in what folJows de1ilares his heartfelt desire to see the Christians in Thessalonicti
again, and d-escribes how he has exerted- himself to satisfy thut desire. On this occasion he again starts with the figure of his pa. rental position towards his readers, -as carried out in the second
chapter, and calls them "orphans," ail expression by which the
abandonment by the beloved being, and the longing to see it again;
are denoted n:wst purely and forcibly. (The form a7rop</>avtl;eu8ai is not found again in the New Testament. The word is corn. ID-0!01y used of children in relation to their parents ; hel'.e it is employed conversely.-IIpo~ Katpov &pa~, usually 7rp0~ &pav, ., for a
sbollt while.''. John v, 35; Gal. ii. 15; Philem. ver. 15. St Paul
could not know, it is true,. whether and when he should see them
again in general, but, considering the nearness of the kingdom of
God which St Paul supposes, they would find themselves united
there.in any case shortly. To the believer this whole temporal life
is but a short span of time.-The antithesis of 7rpa<;w7rrp aud ,eap·
iE,q, is merely meant to designate the separation as a purely outward
one. Comp. 2 Cor. v. 12, x. 7.-No particular comparison is to
be sought in the comparative 7repiuuOTep<,>~ here, any more than in
the analogous Latin ones abnndantius, vehementius. St Paul
never uses the positive 7rep,utr&J~ adverbially, but constantly the
comparative alone. It only means "more vigorously than it is
usual,'' that is, ~ery vigorously.)
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·Ver. I 8. This desire, continues St Paul, had urged him persone-lly: to visit them. By the er-t@ µ,ev IlavM<; the plural is determined more definitely to the effect that his companions are not
meant along with him, but he alone. St Paul had twi-0e atttimptedto put it in practice, but in vain. The formula 11:at &-n-aE 1«Zl.
S~~, "not merely once, but twice," denotes,- as Flatt and Schott
have already justly observed, a,d.Pfinite number, whereas a,7raf 11:at
SI.~ expresses an indefinite one. (Comp, Nehem. xiii. 20; 1 Maco.
iii. 30; Phil. iv. 16.) The impossibility of coming t-o the Chris~
tians in Thessalonica St Paul attributes to Satan. If we compare
on this point the passage Acts xvi. 7, it is said there ~ " the Spirit
suffered not St Paul to travel into Bithynia." It is asked how the
two could be distinguished, One might think the two were only
. different modes of expression for the same thing, that of what Satan
does it might always be also said, according to another mode of
cont-emplation, that God does.it, as Satan has no independent power.
In a .simply scientific point of view, that is,.no doubt, quite eorrect,
but. still one can scarcely refer to science as regards St Faur s purely
practical _mode of treatment ; the rather, that the phrase :
etao-ev
TO '7TVWµ,a ·1,,,0-ov infers an inward operation in the '
apost}e!s heart. In the case of external hindran<:es, through ilJness,
oocidents, adversaries, it might certainly be thought that St Paul
used "Satan bas hindered me'/' and " God has withheld me," that
is to say, by means of Satan, and his influence, synonymously ; but
not in the case of purely inward obstacles. As to tnose, we must
assume in the apostle1 as a man of practised inward feelings, a sound
fuoulty of distinguishing between what was stirred up in him by: his
own natural will, what by Satan, and what by the Holy Spirit of·
God. (Instead of SJ,, the reading of the text. rec., the Codd.
A.B.D.F.G. haveaw-rb, which Lachmann has justly received.-The
attempts of St Paul to come to Thessalonica probably proceeded
from Berea.-The 1'ai before ive11:oye is to .be taken adversatively.
~F.G. read avetto,fre, which, however, has surely only come into
tbe text here from Gal. v. 7.)
Vers. 19, 20. The ,yap in the beginning of ver, 19 connects itself with the -l,OiX~u-aµ,ev in• this sense : '' to whom could I well
have more urgently desired to come than to you, for you are indeed
my hope, &c." The tum -rt,; ryap ic.-r,).. stands for the superlative : " who is so, if ye are not so, i.e. ye are so in the proper and'
2n2
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widest sense." But the following : 17 ovx,t Kat vµ,e'i,; is obscure.
F-or, if it should, as Griesbach and Lachmann punctuate, be annexed to what precedes, one would expect. 17 vµ,e'i,; alone ; in any
case, no satisfactory reference is to be got out of the Ka£ so. Pelt
translates, it is true, nisi inte?' alios vos etiam, but what suits the Tt<;
'"tap K.T."A., is not that the Thessalonians are so' too along with
others, but that thev are so in the more special sense. It is, therefore, certainly more. suitable with Schott to set the note of interro•
gation after Kavx11ueoo,;, to supply : " when, or if, ye are not so,"
ai'J.d then to begin a fresh sentence with 77 ovx,'t Kal vµe'i,; ¥.µ,wpou8ev K.T,"A.. But now Schott translates the words: nomte etiam
VOS eritiN; spes, 9audia, corona; however, the vµe'i,; '"tap €0-Te; which
follows, will not well suit that; neither is the nonne exhausted by 17
The difficult passage is only made quite clear, if o~e takes
the sentence 77 ovx,'i-'Trapovulq, as expressing a doubt, which is
afterwards m the concluding words : vµe'i,; '"filp ECTTe-xapa plainly
overcome, in this sense: "or do not ye also (as I myself and all
the rest of the faithful) appear before Christ at His second coming?"
i.e. without hesitation, without any doubt, ye will surely be also recogy.ized by Christ as His, and therefore will not fall away again
at any time from the faith. The certainty that tkat will not hap•
pen St Paul possesses in their election by grace ; they are, as it
were, made a present of to him for his glory and joy, neither will
God permit him to be robbed' of them. It might be found fault
with in this interpretation that acc~rding to it "to appear before
Christ at Hi£ coming" is taken = " to be recognised by Christ,"
· whereas it surely only expresses: " to be placed before the judg-.
ment-seat, to be proved, whether one can be recognised." But as,
according to several passages of Scripture (John iii. 18; I Cor.
vi. 8), the faithful are not judged at all, wherever the idea of ju<lgment is used of them it is only to be conceived so that by it the
recognition of the faithful as really such is expressed. (Ver. 19.
The Philippians also are called [Phil. iv. I] xapa and <TTkcpavo,;,
The latter term is taken from the metaphor so often used of the
public gam~s, the victor in which .was crowne<l.-:ETeef>avo,; "au'
•
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7rapovo-ia and the kindred terms see on Matt, xxiv. 4, 5.)
Chap. iii., 1, 2. As St P1utl's attempts to come himself to Thes-
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salonioa miscarried, he sent, unable to hold out longer without
immediate news, Timothy thither ·from Athens with self-sacrifice,
in order to their confirmation and encouragement in the faith.
That this was done with self-sacrifice is couched in the evOOK,~uaµ,ev ,cawXeuf,Ofjva, ev 'A01va£,;; ,-u5vo,. To be without assistants
in a city ]ike Athens must have necessarily brought many inconve-.
niences on St Paul. (Ver. l. As to u-rb-tw compare 1 Cor. ix. 12.
Ver. 2. The MSS. vary in the epithets which are bestowed on
Timothy. The text. rec. has 1..:at O£aK,ovov TOV Beov K,at <TVvepryov 7Jf'WV. Griesbach and Lachmmm have had merely ""t uvvep1ov TOV Beov printed. Copyists might take offence at the uvvepryo,;;
Beov, and hold OtaK,OVO<; BeoiJ more proper. See l Cor. iii. 9 on
the subject. The u-r17p{~at refers to the patience under persecutions,
as ver. 8 immediately shows, the 7rapa,caXeuai to the growing in
grace. In the passage 2 Thess. ii. 17 the two expressions stand side
by side also, but in an inverted order. See as to the use of
~ Cor. i. 8; 2 Thess. ii. I. The vµ,a,;; after 7rapa,caXeuat Lachmann has erased on authority of importance. Griesbach has had
7repl printed instead of V7rep in his larger edition; v7rep,has. been
more correctly retained by him in the smaller one, and Laohmann
too has decided for it.)
Vers. 3, 4. It was inherent in the nature of the thing that young
churches not yet well confirmed, such as tbat in Thessalonica was,
might easily be-shaken by the vehemence of the persecutions. St
Paul had, therefore, even directly after the founding of the church,
made them observe .the inevitableness of the same. The Christian
Church mu,st have been persecuted, because light and darkness, the
spirit and the flesh, ar~ necessarily opposed to one another. (See
-0n 2 Tim. iii. 12.) But in the eli; -rovro ,cel,-ie0a is couched more
yet than the mere nec"essity (µ,e'XXoµ,ev £Atf)eu0ai), viz., the ordinance of God that the Christians are to suffer, inasmuch as suffering is for them a means of perfection, if it is borne in the right
.-spirit. (In ver. 3 the dative of the intentiim-rrp uab,eu0ai is very
harsh in a grammatical point of view. (See Winer's Gramm., p.
303.] The Codd. A.D.E. read -ro, which Lachmann has received;
then el,;; would have to be supplied from what precedes. But the
very harshness of the const~uction naturally occasioned a correction
of it to be attempted.· The T<p might therefore be still worthy of
retention, the more so as the ualveu0ai cannot be co-ordinate wjth,
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but only subordinate to, the other two infinitives. One must certainly explain to one's self the dative by the use of the infinitive
with ~ in Hebrew.-l'atvc., occurs no more in the New Testament.
It is properly, "to wag the tail insinuatingly like dogs." [.l.Elian
V. H. xiii. 42.] Then, generally, "to move, shake." Hesychius
interprets ualv1:.Tat by ICVVf.tTat, uaXeverat, TaparrE'Tat.-As to the
phrase, ,ce'iu8at ef~ Tt, see on Luke ii. 84; Phil. i. 17. In ver. 4
t_he ,cat of8aTe at the close of the verse merely alludes to what St
Paul bad foretold having _actually come to pass. It forms, therefore, no tautology with the avTOt ,yap of8aTe at the beginning. In
Griesbach's text all from owot, ver. ·a, to of8aTe [at the close of
ver. 4] appears included in parentheses, which is, however, quite
unnecessary, as the course of ideas moves on uninterruptedly.)_
Ver. 6. Now exactly because St Paul knew the Christians
in Thessalonica to be wrestling with persecutions, it was (Sut
Toirro) that be felt so urged to gather information as to the state
of their faith, in order that the tempter might not incite them to
apostacy, :and thus St Paul's entire Jabour be lost. (The
is explained by the circumstance_ that St Paul in kis sufferings had
also experienced great sympathy from tl10 Thessalonians, which he
now reciprocates on his side.-At ,yvwvai, avTOV is first of all to be
supplied, St Paul learnt it then only by Timotby.-That o 7retpais Satan, as at Matth. iv. 3, 1 Cor. vii. 5, is understood with•
out explanation ; the µ,~,r;,,,~ l1reipauev vµii~ surprises one, however, inasmuch as the temptation seems to be there already in the
shape of the persecutions that had happened. But St Paul does
not consider the persecution in itself as temptation ; be had indeed
in ver. 4 ,just represented it as, under God's direction, resulting in
the salvation of the faithful : it then alone becomes a temptation
through Satan's power, when the latter suc~eeds in calling forth in
the heart of man doubts of the truth of the Gospel,-unbelief,
, therefore, on occasion of the persecution. As to the connection of
.the p,~7rro~ with the indicative and conjunctive see Winer's Gramm.
p. 473.--El~ ,cevov = j?.,i~• Lev. xxvi. 16.-The idea that St
Paul's labour is lost, if the Thessalonians fall away, has something
child-like and simple in it. . Of course no spiritual selfishness is
to be seen in it, but the expression of the conviction that the
Thessalonians will also let themselves by love to him, St _Faul, be
induced to hold fast to the faith.)
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· "Vers. 6-8. St Paul then further des~ribes with a touching sensibility how beneficially the good tidings which Timothy brought of
their firm state of faith and of their love had operated oh him ;
he says they are a comfort to him in all distresses, they had brought
him .life in death. (In ver. 6 ll,pri shows that St Paul wrote
directly after Timothy's return.-As to EVW'f'IEAlteu8ai, employed
in the wider sense, of every sort of good tidings, see on Luke i. 19.
-In ver. 7 the 8,a -rijo; vµ,oov 'Trl<TTEo><; is the explanation of eef,'
vµ:iv; while E?l't 8")\.{i/t'e1, denotes the subjective .state in which St
Paul was when he received the comfort.-As to the rest, the collocati0n av&.'Ytq1 1eai 8Ali/t'ei might, according to the MSS., be preferable, as Lachmann and Schott also think.-In ver. 8 the vvv
twJJ£V supposes that St Paul did not, live previously ; from I_ Cor..
xv. 81, "I die daily," it is clear that he considers the continual
conflicts and dangers in which he was obliged to move as a continual dying, into which joy at the firmness in the faith of the
Christians in Thessalonica entered as a new element of life.
Therefore also the idea of life must not be diluted here into the
mortl general one of joy.-1:o. the ect,v <TT'I/IC'l}TE the future too
is intimated besides the present : "if ye stand end continue
standing.")
Vers. 9, 10. St Paul justly considers these tidings as the fountain of life ; for nothing more grateful could happen to him, no
thanks oan sufficiently recompense the benefit. (Ver. 9. As to dvrairroil£()0va£ see Luke xiv. 14; Rom. xi. 35.-Perhaps with this
idea bhe parallel passage, Ps. cxvi. 12, was in the apostle's mind,--As to x,a.pa.v x,alpew see John iii. 29.-The lµ,1rpou8ev Toi)
0eov characterizes the joy as a holy one admissible· before God's
countenance.) But the greater the joy the more lively becomes the
wish also in St Paul to see them and to complete their life of faith.
The vcrrep~µ,ara 'T1J'i' wta-reo><; are to be referred not so much to in•
fumities of the power of faith (for that bad been up to that time
certainly described as energetic), as to defects in the lmowledge of
faith which developes itself by degrees only, which defects admit of
being gradually supplied throug_h a longer intercourse and instruction. 0-n the other hand, true faith has in the very first beginning
full power to oppose resistance to all dangers, For the rest, it is
understood without difficulty that St Paul i~agines the 1earapTla-a1, practicable not with his own powers, but only in the strength
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of the Holy Spirit. (Ver, l 0. !17repeK'TT'eptt1't1'0V has already occurred at Ephes. iii. 20, it is also found at I Thess. v. 13.-The El<;
Ta after oeoµ,evoi expresses the object of the praying.-As to
Ut1'TEp'T/fl,a see l Cor. xvi. 17; 2 Cor. ix. l~.-KaTapTltro is properly to set up again something tha.t is destroyed [Matth. iv. 21 ;
Gal. vi. I], ,'lere to liring to perfection without reference to antecedent destruction, = 'TT'po,;ava'lrA'T/pooo or a11TaVa'lrA'T/po©, 2 Cor. ix.
12; Col.-i. 24..)
Vers. 11-13. In conclusion, St Paul explicitly utters.. the peti•
tion that God and Christ may prepare for him the way to his dear
Christian brethren-in Thessalonica, and fill the latter themselves
with love, and confirm them iu sanctification. It is peculiar to
this passage that CMist also ,is here besought along with God to
prepare the way. The external relations are commonly attributed,
in. the Scriptures, to the Father, but this passage shows that it is
&Jlowable to bring these also before Christ. However, no example but this occurs in the New Testament, as indeecl prayers gene"
rally to Christ are but seldom· found. But the juxtaposition of
Father and Son taken ~trictly is to be understood thus: "•may the
Father operate so and.so by rv.eans of His Son." (Ver. 11. tca-rw0uvai is the optative aorist, as at 2 Thess. iii. 5, not the infinitive,
-Ver. 12. The readings 0eo<; and tcUpto<; 'l'l'}UOVS' 'are, it may
be supposed, only inte_rpretations of the simple o tcvpt~. That
Ck'l'ist, not the Father, is to be understood by it cannot be
doubtful after verse I 0. IIXeovaf;ew 1md 7r€ptut1'EVEW are re1ated
to one another as cause and effect, " to grow, and the riches -proceeding from the growth." -The love el,; &Mq;\ou,; and that e~

o
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1 The words : aUTO~ 0 0t0s KtJl b KV'pto'l hµ.ivv 'I11a0Vt Xp,a-rOv 1eaT1118dua,
, .,-,lv oUw ~,,_;;,,, '11'pos /Jp.ii• are certainly decisive for the opinion that prayers to the Son
llfe not inadmissible, even if they refer to external re_lations. But the very cirnumstance
that 1mch occur no more in the New Testament, and then the whole 11nalogy of faith,
are, surely, decidedly opposed to making prayers to the Saviour frequently, much more
predominantly and almost exclusively, in all external occurrences, as is done in thecom•
munity of Moravian brothers. The entire ancient Church knows of no prayers to Christ
which have reference to exrernals. If, thereforP, beginners in the life ·of faith often
confess themselves to be uncertain whether U\!)Y ~ball address their prayers to the Fa•
ther, or to the Son, or even to the Holy Ghost perhaps, it is to be assumed as a general
r11le aecording to the rightly understood relation of the Trinity, that exterual relations
mnst be brought before tlle Father in prayer, but the religious moral relations before the
Son and the Holy Ghost, or, in fine, that one should pr1ty for evnything ef the Father
through the Son· in the Holy Ghost.
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'/fa11't'a'l are related to one another as brotherly love and universal
• love, 2 Pet. i. 7. [Compare I Thess. iv. 9.J With the ,ca0a'11'€p
,uzl ~p,a,<; not '11'">..eovacrat, but arya'Tl''TJV ~-x,oµev, can be supplied.Ver. 13. The growth in love has afterwards the consequence of
ooilfirming the heart in holiness, similarly to the way in which
it is represented 2 Thess. ii. 16, 17. The combination ap,eµ;1rTo~ ev luyirouvvy unites the negative and positive sides.
[Upon
a,yiro<rVV'TJ see Rom. i. 4 ; 2 Cor. vii. I. It denotes the process of
being made holy, the result of which is /uytauµo,;, I Thess. iv. 3.]
But bo~h are meant not of a holiness in the sight of purblind
human eyes, but of such a one that is so before the eye of God.
Such an absolute holiness belongs to the believer after his new
man, the Christ in us, which is hidden here below,'but is made manifest at the day of the Lord's appearance.· Hence the addition
TU 'Tl'apouu/,q, K.T.X., similarly to v. 23. On the dogmatical meaning
of the phrase and the parallel formulre see the remarks on Matt.
xxiv. 1.-The term f),ytot can, it is undeniable, mean "angels,"
afterthe analogy of the Hebrew
Ps. lxxxix. 6 ; Zachar
xiv. 5; Dan. iv. 10, viii. 13, xiv. 20. ·Besides, angels are named
as accompanying Christ in His advent, Matt. xvi. 27, xxv. 31;
2 Thess. i. 7 ; Jude verse 14. Yet the addition of o/rrov and the
mentioning the bod·y of believers [µeTa 'Tl'avTrovJ give rise to the
opinion that the earlier perfected believers may be here imagined
as Christ's followers at His advent, for the angels are never called
Christ's angels, nor is it conceivable that all tke heavenly hosts
should accompany Him, but it might be all /Jelievers should. We
shall not, however, be able to explain ourselves more in'detail on
this point until later (see at iv. 16], where we conside)'.' St Paul's
views upon the end of the world in their connection.-Tbe aµ~v,
which concludes this passage in some Codd., is doubtless come
into the text from liturgical use alope.
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II.

PA.RT SECOND.
(iv._ 1-v. 28.)

§ 4.

EXHORTATIONS TO A HOLY LIFE.

(iv. 1-12,)

After the prayer, that God will through His Spirit :fill the
Thessalonians with love, St Paul now turns to tkem also, and calls
upon them to do tkeir part in the work of sancti:ficatio1;1, so that
kere too human agency seems not. to be anniltilated by the divine,
but ·stimulated. But now, os a rule for their walking so as to
please God, St -Paul appeals to the commandment given them hy
him during his personal presence among them. We moy, of
course, assume that the exhortations which follow contain onJy a
repetition of the same, for they keep aJtogether to generals, and it
is scarcely imaginable that St Paul in the short time of his so•
journ could have gone beyond generals. (Ver. 1. We have already
had Mt'TrOV, used as an adverb, 2 Cor. xiii. 11 ; Gal. vi. 17;
Epbes. vi. lO; Phil. iii. 1, iv. 8. In that expression alone the
tendency of St Paul's hastening to the conclusion is announced.
· The reading of the text. rec., TO 'X.ot'1TOV, must for extrinsic reasons
give way to the 7'.ot7rov.-The collocation of the words, in so far
as the tva 7repwuev11Te µaXl\.011 ought to sub,ioin itself immediately
to eproTWP,EV up.as /€a, '1TapaKaA.OVP,Ell, is not quite accurate j again,
an oihror;- ought to have corresponded with the Ka0ro,;. It is true,
B.D.E.F.G. have tva before J€a0©,; 7rapel\.af)eTe, and Lachmann ·
has even put it into the text, but in all probability this is only a
correction of the more difficult original reading. On the other
2
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hand, L~chmann has with perfect justice, on the authority o
A.B.D.E.F.G., adopted the addition ,m0wr; 1'at wept'TT'aTE'iTe want
ing in the text. rec. after dperrK,Etv Berj,. The apostle acknow•
ledges their Christian walking, but exhorts them to increase sti1
in the care and fidelity with which they live.-Ver. 2. We find
the term 7rapa"fYe'/1la, " commandmeot, precept," also at Acts v
28, xvi. 24; I Tim. i. 5, 18.-Th_e addition Sia. Tov K,Vplov 'I71a-oi
XptrrTov is to represent St Paul as empowered to publish mora
commandments, that is, as invested by Jesus with the full poweri
of an apostle.)
Vers. 3-5. To this general exhortation St Paul now causes th(
special moral precepts to succeed, and first of all indeed thoi;e fm
sexual purity and chastity (vers. 3-:-8.) The sinfulness of humaIJ
nature in getteral, which makes temptations in this point particu·
larly dangerous, and the immersion of the Gentile world in sins ol
lust, which were even preeminently in vogue in Tbessalonica, iti
particular, justly induced St Paul to put this exhortation in thE
foreground. The arytauµ,or;, " the state of holiness," is to be takell
here in ~ special sense as "chastity," as it is also used at Rom.
vi. 19; l Tim. ii. 15. The proper term for it is a"lveln,, I Tim.
iv. 12, v. 2. But., considered as true inward chastity, it is necessarily conjoined with universal moral purity, whence the justification for such a special application of the word proceeds. But
now St Paul first describes chastity negatively as abstinence from
all impure sexual acts (7ropve{a taken in the widest sense), then
positively as governing the body in chastity and honour. Th~
body here too appears, according to the Cl1ristian fundamental
view, not as a prison of the soul, but as its holy organ, which, like
the soul itself, must be preserved pure and undefiled, in order to
be made a temple of the Holy Spirit. (See the remarks on I Oor.
vi. 15-20.) The antithesis to 1'Tarr0ai rr,cwor; Jv arytQ,(Tµ/j,.Kal
nµjj is /CTarr0at Jv wa0€£ Jm0vµiar;. In this phrase the J1n·
0vµw is imagined as o power operating perniciously on man; be
must comport himself only passively, i.e. receptively, towards the
Holy Spirit of God ; on the other hand, as regards everything
co;oected with sin and nature he is to stand up as a master, and
at the same time as a sentinel. (See on this point especially
l Pet. ii. 11.) This simple acceptation of the words, which is
also perfectly adapted to tl:ie context of ·the passage, has been
3
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a)ready defended by 0hrysostom, Theodoret, and other Greek Fa·
thers, in the West by Tertullian, Ambrosiaster, and Pelagius, then
by Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Le Clerc, in later times by Baumgarten,
Flatt, and Pelt. In fact, the use of t1'1'EVO', as = ,1,~ offers no
difficulty. Philo, too, uses -several times the phrase · &,yyefov 'T17',
(de migr. Abr. p. 418. Quod deterior pot. imid. p.
186.) "fo the New Testament 2 Cor. iv. 7 is decisive. It is
tn'le, Schott is of opinion 7rvf,6µ,aTo<; 01· ,yvxij'> must be added to
t t ~ if it be meant to denote the body. But 2 0or. iv. 7 shows
that this is not necessary, where the context makes the meaning
of the word sufficiently clear. But. besides, in reality such an
addition is also couched in the eaVTov, by which the individuality;
the
is distinguished from the G'K€VO',, and the latter designated as belonging to the former.
The only difficulty which
seems to arise with our interpretation is couched in the 1t'Tau0a,.
For in the present that word is "to acquire," in the pe1j'ect alone
•• to possess," i.e. "to have acquired." But now it seems improper
to speak of an "acquiring" of the body, as it is inborn in man.
But even if the substance of the body is inborn in man, yet the
dominion over the body is not, and by this dominion the body is
first made a true <r1tevo,, a serviceable organ for the soul. We
may, therefore, aptly take the expressions thus: "let each know; i.e:
let each learn, by means of practice and experience, to guide and
to master bis body as a true instrument of the soul, and not abandon
it to a fierce violence of the passi-0ns." Thus 0hrysostom on this
passage has already quite correctly interpreted in the words : •&pa

-+'vxfi"

vvx~,

'e"

'

e'

'"

·

7JJJ,EL',
• ,... av-ro
' ' ('TO' <r1tevo',
~ > ICT<lJ/J,€ a, O'Tav Jf,fvy 1ta apov, Ka£ e<rrtv ev

&,ry,auµ<j,, &Tav

oi

a,ca0apTov, aµ,apT[a,

scit.

1t'Tarai

avro.-Iu

comparison with this sole admissible interpretation of this passage
other acceptations of it must decidedly give way. First of all,
that defended by Erasmus Schmid, that uKevo<; stands, like the
Latin, vas, for the male organ of generation. For, though u1tevo<;
occurs in that sense in profane writers (see ..Elian hist anim.
xvii. 11 ), still the Holy Scriptures are not acquainted with that
use of the word, and; besides, nothing in the context justifies
us in such an assumption. But, secondly, very distinguished
interpreters, after the example of Augustine, viz.,. Schottgen,
W etstein, Koppe, and Schott, choose to understand <rKEVO', of
the woman, who in the Oriental ·mode of contemplation is looked
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on os the instrument of the man, as +,~, or Chald. as '\~C,
Daniel v. 2, 3, 28, According to this, tb~~. the woman is catled
1 Pet. iii. 7, O'l€EVO~ au0evf.<T'Tepov. But the altogether general
conception of the exhortation is against .the application of that
meaning in this passage. To abstain from wopvEla refers not to
tlre men only, but just as much to the women ; but if 61€&0~
is interpreted 0£ the woman tlie i"atTTo<; vµii,v would refer to the
~n only, and even among them only to those living in wed~
look, with the exclusion of the unmarried and of the widowers,
which clearly does not suit the general nature of the expression.
Neither can one look for any support of this view in the use of the
1€Tau0m, for tcrfur8ai ,yuva'iKa means, it is true, '' to marry" (Ruth
iv. 10, Sir. xxxvi. ?,9), but not" to be married, to live in wedlook,"
which meaning the context here would require. (In ver. 4 T-iJJ!fl
forms the antithesis to anµ,la. It answers here to our "bonoar~
ableness." The reading anµ,la~ for hn0vµ,La~ has surely only come
into the text here from the parallel passage Rom. i. 26. In verse a
the 1€al after Ka0a'tf'ep is, similMly as- at iv. 18, to be explained by
the assumption that St Paul is thinking of those Jews or Christians
who allow wicked l11Sts to reign in them; these, oontinues he, act
as the Gentiles also do, t:laey thus place themselves on an equality
·with the Gentiles, deny the knowledge imparted to them of the
true God which the .Gentiles do not even possess, and are plainly,
so far, yet more am.enable to punishment than they.)
Vers. 6, 7. '!'hat in the two verses here there cannot by any means
be contained an. entirely fresh precept and warning, different from
the previous one, as the one against covetousness would be, is clearly
shown by the connection of vel'. 7 with ver. 6, by which the calling of the Christians to chastity (luyw.uµor,, as at ver. 3), not to
a,ca0apula, is joined by means of ,ydp to what precedes. l3ut to understand a1Ca0apuf.a here otherwise than of sexual uncleanness is,
decidedly unallowable, and then ver. 6 cannot well come in- betw~n with something heterogeneous, the less that the infinitives
inrepf]atvew and 7r}..eoveJCT€£JJ plainly unite themselves to the
TOVTO ,yap E<1'T£ 0e).,,,µ,a TOV Beov, and thus stand co-ordinate with
the a.7Texeu0a, and e.Seva, mfur0a,. The idea now of the vrrep/aalvew is, so general that it forms no difficulty in the refe1ence, of
ver. 6 to sexual relations; that is to say, it denotes, with or without
voµ,a~, " the sinful, transgressing of the law," in Hebrew -,~ and
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~11t""'t• which Symmachus, Aquila, and Theodotion, in the passage
p;a""v.' ~x. ~. render by inrep/3alvew, whereas the LXX. translate it
""'Y°~veiv. But certainly the second verb 7r)..eove,c7e,v seems, according to the nearest meaning of the ward, to be in favour of the
supposition of Origen, to which Grotius also, Rosenmiiller; Koppe;
and Flatt, have adhered, viz., that ver. 6 contains a warning against
covetousness, and especially against over-reaching in trade. Howev-er, the ev Tr[, 7rpa,yµ,aTt forms in its turn a great difficulty for this interpretation, without looking at the doubts as to it already touched on,
which result fram the connection ofver. 7 with ver, 6. For 7r/1wyµ,a
is not something like " bargain and sale," as Grotius insists, but ·
'Tl'Po"fµ,aTela. Then the article gives rise to great doubt. True, it has
been proposed to cc:rnjecture T,P, i.e. TWt, but the circumstance that
no,.MS. leaves out the article is sufficient evidence for the original
existence of it. But· ali becomes intelligible if we, with the Greek
Fathers, Obrysostom, Theodoret, and others, afterwards Wetstein,
Baumgarten, Pelt, and Schott, take wXeove.1CTe£v in the figurative
sense, and understand the whol~ of adultery, of the greedy invasion
of the property of a brother, therefore of tbe seduction of his wife,
for there is no ground at all for thinking of unnatural sins of lust.
The words l:v T{j> '11'pa,yµ,an are then quite simply "in the matter
which is ~ere in question." This mode of taking the 7r),,,eove1'·
Tfi£V recommends itself the more that, as we saw at Ephes. iv. 10',
v. 3, 5, St Paul uses 'Tf'Aeavef{a elsewhere too of sins of the flesh.
The second half of ver. 6 contains a further enforcement of the
exhortati-0n to chastity through the admonition that God punishes
all sins of lust, which it was by no means superfluous to remark
for the benefit of the Greeks, who treated those relations very
lightly:. It is for that reason too that St Paul remarks, that he has
already set;.before them previously the guilt of those acts. (Ver. 6,
e118i,cQ<;,, avenger.
Sir. XXX, 6; Rom. xiii. 4.-The form wpoetmL~V, which the text. rec. has, is certainly unusual in the corn•
pound, but it deserves the preference for that very reason, especially
as. the critical authorities also favour it pre-eminently.-:-A1aµ.ap-Tvpeo8ai = µ,ap7upea-8a£: see ii. 12.-In ver. 7 J7ri and ev are to
be so taken that w1 "unto" denotes the object of the obligation,
e11, on the other hand, the permanent state of chastity in which the
Christians are to live, so that the words may be thus paraphrased :
" the holy God called W:i not to uncleanness, i.e. that we should
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serve uncleanness with His will, but that we might be and continue in chastity.")
Ver.' 8. St Paul closes this serious exhortation with the remark,
by which ver. 7 is completed, that every one that despiseth the same
despiseth God Himself, viz., because it emanates from Him, in _that
He not only operates by means of the apostle, but also gives to all
Christians the Holy ·Ghost, who urges to chastity. (Tovyapovv is
the strengthed Tovyap. Hebr. xii. I.-'A0eTe£v has rarely an accusative of the person with it, but usually one of the thing [Mark
. vii. 9; l Tim. v. 12.] Joined with the former, it is !' to despise;·
see
Gal. ii. 21. As to the strict mode of taking
Winer's Gramm. p. 464, upon this passage ; it is not to be translated: "not so much men, ~s God," all the empha~is is rather to
be laid on God and the despising Him alone.-Lachmann reads Tov
3toovTa for T6V ,cat OOVTa, but it is extremely improbable that the
,cal would have been added, if it were originally wanting. On, the
other hand, the omission of it is easily explained, especially with
the reading el~ iJJW8, which it will not suit at all. However, the
reading el~ vµ,us is to be preferrerl on extrinsic and intrinsic
grounds, for the idea of the verse is considerably heightened by it,
if the aense is this: "whoever despiseth this commandment unto
chastity, despiseth God Hims~H; for He giveth it not merely by
means ofus the apostles, who are filled with the Spirit, but also in
that He gave yourselves the Holy Spirit, i.e. the gift of examination and insight into divine things, along with the strength to keep
God's commandments," they are thus in this restiect, also, Beo3t3allTOt, as they are directly (in ver. 9) called with reference to brotherly
love:)
Vers. 9, lO. To the first exhortation to chastity (vers. 3-8) the
second to love is now (vers. 9-12) annexed, as well to- br-0·
therly love, as also to universal love. It is true, it seems as if in
ver. 11 something quite different was introduced; viz. the exhortation
to industry ; this, however, does not come forward independently,
but only indirectly: "for," says St Paul, " they are to work, in
order to give no cause of offence to the non-Chri~tians." It is love,
therefore, which is in the whole paragraph (vers. 9-12) recommended to be practised towards Christians and non -Christians.
Now St Paul entirely a_cknowledges the position of the ThessaJo-.
nians in reference to brotherly love, and therefore alludes to what
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th~y have done to all the brethren in Macedonia. What sort of
service of love is hereby meant is not more 1:wcnrately known to us.
St Paul gives, as the inner foundation of this their faithful practice
of love, which renders all further instruction as to it needless~ that
they are 8eoUoal(,TO£, i.e. (according to ver. 8) that the Holy
Ghost has been given them ; for wherl.3 He is there He also teaches,
and where He teaches there He also creates the practice. (In ver.
9 we prefer, with Lachmann, ex_oµev to the gXeTe, after A.O.E. and
other critical authorities, for the first person forms a clearer antithesis to the Be0Stoa1CT0£, " where God teaches," St Paul means tu
say, "there I can be silent." [See at John vi. 45, where Stoa.1CT0£
TOU Beou is found, and John xiv. 26.]-In the el<i 7'0 aryawav aAXqXov~ the intimation is couched that God, who is love, also teaches
all to love.)
Vers. 1 l, 12. This one thing alone St Paul beseeches of them,
not to stand still at that point to which they bad already attained,
but to increase in love, especially to let their brotherly love expand into universal love, ,rp~ row lgw. (!3ee on l Oor. v. 12,
Col. iv. o~) Now this universal love they are, according to the
representation given here; to practise not so much p0sitively, which
. the separation of believers and unbelievers admits of in a less
degree,-as negatively, viz. by means of avoiding all cause of
offence, and of giving no occasion to the non•Ohristians to blame
anything in the professors of the Gospel. Now it is to be sup- .
posed that such had even at that ti:m•e occurred in Thessruonica,
although, as it seems (see at v. 1), on other grounds than aft.erwards, when St Paul wrote the second Epistle (2 Thess. iii. 10, ss.);
St Paul, therefore, in his wil'!dom, takes that up separately with reference to his viva voce commandments, and thus admonishes hjs
readers in the most conciliatory form. (Ver. l J. As to <p£NYr£•
µei.<T0at see on Rom. xv. 20; 2 Cor. v. 9. It is "zealously to
striv~ after anything. "-The IJ<TVXasetv reoei ves its explanation from
the parallel passage 2 Thess. iii. 11, 12. For it forms tbe anticthesis to the unquiet religious bustle into which the Thessalonians
. had fallen through their outward aoeeptation of ihe doctrine of the
second coming of Christ. It is therefore to be taken : " to keep
one's self quiet; to continue in the prescribed eirole of one's calling." The '1T'pii<T<TE£V 7ll touz (=Ta /;avTwv) which follows ex.presses the same idea positirety which ~<TVX~etv declares nega2
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tively, for it stands in opposition to tlie mixing one's self up with
other people's affairs.-The lolaic;, which follows, is to be cancelled
with Lachmann on the authority of B.D.E.F.G. From the exhortation to work with their hands we see that at least the majority of the Christians in Thessalonica belonged to the class of
mechanics,-Ver. 12. €U<TX'IJf..1-6vroc;, koneste, decently, without
giving just cause of offence, Rom. xiii. 13; 1 Oor. xiv. 40.-M'IJoevoc; is to be taken as masculine, in the sense: " that others may
not be obliged to work for you.")

§-5.

INFORMATION AS TO CHRIST'S ADVENT.

(iv. 13--v. l 1.)
As we have already remarked in the Introduction to the Epistles
_-to the Thessalonians, the- doctrine of the second coming of Oh1·ist
· to the kingdom of God had become especially important to the
Christians there. This circle of ideas might till then have been
quite unknown to them as formerly Gentiles. The new and strik- .
ing nature of them made itself, therefore, master of their excitable
Greek fancy, and threatened to hurry them into_ fanatical vagaries.
As to the rest, it was only during the composition of the first Epistle
that St Paul had notice of a misunderstanding, which he here, ver.
13-18, rectifies. The expressions in v. 1-3 do not as yet
point to the fact that St Paul feared the Thessalonians might also
engage in fixing the time of the second coming of the Lord, whioh,
however, occurred at a later date notwithstanding, as the second
Epistle shows. But the misapprehension, which is first of all
coming under discussion, consisted in their supposing at Thessalonica that those' only who were living on earth at Christ's comi~
again would have part in the kingdom of God. This excited inixiety
on account of the departed, as if they were debarred the kingdom
of God. Not, as Koppe thinks, in so far as if they had altogether
doubted the resurrection of the dead, that was the case with Gnostics alone, of whom we find no trace in Thessalonica. They rather seem not to have been duly informed of the first resurrection and its relation to the universal one. They thought (as St
Paul's communication which follows shows) that those only who
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alive at Christ's coming again would enter with Him
into His kingdom. The dead, they therefore thought, would not
return to life till at the general resurrection of the dead after the
kingdom of God, and would therefore be debarred from the bliss in
the kingdom of God. To this error St Paul now opposes the information that those dead in the faith would arise before the general
resurrection, and accordingly those livfng at Christ's coming could
not possibly anticipate the former. From this, then, it follows that
St Paul in his esohatologic views has appropriated the two funda•mental views of thE! Jewish theology, just as the other writings of
the New Testament do, which 2 Thess. ii. establishes even still
more, viz.first, the distinction of a double resurrection, one of the
just or faithful, and the genernl one, on which the remarks in the
Comm. on Luke xiv. 14; John v. 25, ss.; Acts xxiv. 15; L Cor,
xv. 22, 23, and, above all, Rev. xx. 5, ·ss., xxi. I, ss., are to be
compared; secondly, the supposition of a kingdom of God on earth,
the so-called Millennium. - True, nothing certain can be concluded
from the phrase /3arn"'A.eta 'TOV Beov or Xpunoii in St Paul, for he
uses it in such a comprehensive manner, as is done also in the
Gospels. (see on Matt. iii. 2) and the other books of the New Testament, tj:iat he always comprises in it at the same time with the
earthly kingdom eternity also, as indeed it is understood at once
that whoever has a part in the kingdom of God also enjoys eternal
happiness, because no falling away again can happen in the kingdom of God ; but, vice versa, not every one that attains eternal
happiness has also a part in the kingdom of God. ( Compare
Rom. xiv. 17; I Cor. iv. 11, 20, vi. 9, IQ, xv. 24, liO; Gal. v;
2L; Ephes. v. 5; Col. i. 18; l Thess. ii. 12; 2 Thess. i. 5; 2
Tim, iv. I, 18.) But StPaul never uses the phrase,BacnXela-r, 0,
so that he understands by it eternity alone with an exclusion of the
earthly kingdom ; if he means to express that he makes use of the
word~ UWT'Y}pla, udJteu0ai, for that purpose. The only passage in St
Paul's Epistles, in which it can seem as if /3aui"'A.eta -r. B. denoted
eternity alone without the kingdom of God, is 2 Tim. iv. 18, where
the epithet e1rovpavw<, is used. But the kingdomof God is not called
heavenly here, in so far as St Paul imagines it to himself in heaven,
but in so far as it is of heavenly nature, makes earthly relations
heavenly. The expression E7i/ryewr; of course does not pccur, be.
cause it would inevitably give rise to misapprehensions, The Jews_
-
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erred in their otherwise correct doctrine in that very point that
they deemed the Messiah's kingdom earthly, and that too in such
a way that in place of the Gentiles, who reigned at that time, the
Jews would reign in it and the Gentiles serve. If the betterminded among them, who followed the pure instructions of the Old
Testament more than the perverted views of the Rabbins, willingly acknowledged the moral transformations also, the reign of
justice, truth, and love, in the kingdom of God ; still even among
them the look to the outside predominated too decidedly. Therefore it was that so few only were able to recognize in Christ and His
followers the germ of the kingdom of God. (Ver. 13. See as to
0e>.oµev uµ,fis lu-tvoe'iv Rom. i. 13, l Cor. x. l, xii. 1, 2 Car. i. s.~
Lachmann has, on the authority of A.B., preferred the reading «oiµwµJvwv, whicl! in fact the circumstance, that the form of the perfect
KEKOtµ'T}µ~vwv is so predominant in the New Testament, that it can
easily be supposed that it was put in where it was not found,-is in
favour of. The name, to go no further, points to a waking at some
time or other from the slumber of death.-1'lva µ,iJ XIJ'11T/a-8E
soil. r.ept alrrrov, as if they were debarred from the kingdom of
God.-As to «at after fffl,0@<; see at iv. 5.)--'0t Ximrot oi
lxovTE<; e'>,;7r{oa, i.e. the Gentiles ; certainly these mourn in another
sense over tkeir relations that are fallen asleep, viz. as suoh who
consider death as annihilation ; but St Paul means precisely by
this foroible comparison to render the total inadmissibility of such
sorrow prominent.
Ver'. 14. Now, first of all, St Paul declares, for the comfort of
his readers, that the great events of Jesus' life, the representative of
the whole of human nature, also afforded security for the belief
that God ~would awaken them which slept, for tltey too are surely
His like the livi1tt/· This line of argument has clearly the force of
demonstration then only when the KOtµroµ,Jvoi (ver. 13) are believers..
He that died without faith in Christ had of course in no case a
claim to partioipation in the kingdom of God, but Christ's whole
work e'len, the blessing of His death, as well as that of His resurrection, passes over to those dead in the faith. Now this could
eertainly, according}o the letter, be, as Kappe has taken it, so understood, as if the Thessalonians had doubted of the resurrection
altogether. But if one only takes this passage in connection with
the whole chain of argament, especially the transition from ver. 16
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~~ ver. 17, it cannot but be confessed, tbat the.first tcSurrection
~ope, tba$ of the just, which is, in the fullest sel).se of the words,
an ~a-racns- els- ,001111,-is meant. St Paul takes no account at
all- in his wotds of such a possible misapprepension of them, be·
oause he knew what a lively faith his readers had in the resurreo·
tion generally. (The construction ,i-otm»s- is unusual and harsh.
To join, with Storr and Flatt, oliT(J) to "OLµnJ0Jvrns-, in the sense
"those thus [i.e. in the faith] asleep," is, of course, quite inadmissibhi. The obT(J) stands pleonasti~lly at the beginning of the
minor clause. Winer's Gramm. p; 559. In Rev. xi. 5 otTm9 is
used just so in the minor after el.-The connection of the
Toii
'I.,,uou with "oiµ,110JvTas-, either in the sense ." those asleep in the
faith in Christ," or, " at the time of Christ," is justly given up as
entirely contrary to grammar by the lawst interpreters Pelt and
Schott; it can only be joined with d,ge,. It is true, one then !IXpoots (TfJp alrrf,, but alrrp explains itself quite well too. According to the usual representation of the New Testament [John v. 28,
vi; 89, xiv. 3 ; 2 Oor. iv.. 14 ; Phil. iii. 21 J God awakes men
through Christ and then lets them ever be with the Lord, as it is
immediately said in what follows, ver. 17. But in the &~e£_ more is
couched than the mere act of awakening, vi~. this io conjunction
with the ap7ra,eu0ai, which subjoin11 itself to the former in ver. 17,
on which see the particulars.)
Ver. 15. St Paul now announces more explioitly to his r~ders the
progress of the occurrences as oortain revealed truth. At first he
expte1>se.s himself in ver. 15 only negatively, the living will not
come before the dead, i.e. they will not go into the kingdom of
God alone, nay not even earlier than the latter; then in vers. 16,
17, he gives the positive beads in the sequence of occurrences. B □ t
the most important thing in this verse is the ~aei:s- before oi truv-re~
ol '11'epi"Jvmroµ,evm, which is repeated ver. 17. It is unmistakeably
clear. from that, that St Paul deemed it possible he and l1is
con~mporaries might live to see the coming again of Christ. But
now this supposition need not excite even the slightest doubt. For,
that it has continued unfulfilled, this hope of St Paul's, is, no doubt,
true; but St Paul himself, with all the apostles, acknowledges also
in terms, that no one knows the time or hour (see on v. 2), not
even the angels, nor the Son (Mark xiii. 32); the Lord Himself
declares that man may not know them (Acts i. 7), but that still the
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coming again is to be at all times expected as near (see on Luke'
xii. 34, ss. Matt. xxiv. 1). Therefore this passage would be a
stumbling-block only in case the -roV'To )!.eyoµ,ev lv "'A.07rp ,cvplov
were also to be referred to the subordinate point which is couched
in· the iJµeir; oi swv-rer;. For, bad St Paul said : '' I know by a
communication of the Lord that we shall witness the advent of
Christ even in our life-time," then a detrimental conclusion might
with justice be drawn from the -non-fulfilment of that saying; but
here the saying of the Lord refers merely to the chief idea, that
those remaining will not prevent them that are asleep, and not ~o
the subordinate designation of the fiµ,e'i,r;. St Paul supposes the
hope of living to see the advent of Christ as generally diffused, and
finishes speaking of it without declaring anything at all about it
itself; the sense of the words is therefore only : " we, who hope to
continue. to live until the advent of Christ." A misapprehension
could not take place in this relation, because it is immediately ex~
plained in what follows (v. I, ss.) that the time is not known. Certainly,_ the mode of proceeding of the older interpreters, who thought
St Paul spoke in the plural only conversationally, without really
meaning to say that they themselves, he and his readers, might be
still living at the occurrence of that catastrophe, is decidedly to be
rejected. For this passage does not stand there isolated, but all
the writers of the New Testament consider Christ's advent as near
(1 Cor. xv. 51, 52; l Pet, iv. 7; 1 John ii. 18; James v. 8); in
fact, the whole doctrine even would not have the slightest practical
signification, unless the longing after the second qoming of Christ
were each moment alive, and therefore continually deemed it possible.
It was only towards the end of his life (Phil. i. 23) that Christ's advent retreated in St Paul's mind to a remoter distance. (The )!.eyoµev ev "Aaryrp (= ,:i~) is to be explained: " we express our ideas
in a word of the L~r'd~s," and this stands then in opposition to the
mere subjective 7Vri>µni of St Paul. [See on l Cor. vii. 10,_12, 25.J
But it is a question, _does St Paul mean by "word of the Lord" an
immediate revelation which was bestowed on him, or a declaration
of Christ's which had come down to hi~ by tradition, and which;
in that case, either may or may not be preserved to us in the Gospels ? Pelt insists on it that Matt. xxiv. 31, ss'., was in St Paul's
mind, but the very special idea of this verse occurs neither there
nor anywhere else. The appeal to a lost expression of Christ's has
r
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something very arbitrary in it ; I decide, therefore. for an imme•
cliate revelation, as St Paul elsewhere also claims them for himself,
e:i:, gr. I Cor. xi. 23, in reference to particular points.-The '1T€p£A€t·
'1l6µ,t:vo£ is to be explained by the notion of death snatching the
majority away, leaving but few remaining; €lr;, which connects itself immediately with that, expresses then the terminus up to which
the living are left.--Upoii. ov µi], which recurs v. 3 also, in the
.meaning neutiquam, see Winer's Gramm, p. 472, and upon the
form of the aorist, which follows, ib. p. 4 73.-Had the Thessalonians believed in no resurrection at all, then there could have been
oo talk of a cp0av€tv of the living : in that case too.their dead must
have been called V€Kpol, not IC0£µ'¥}0evTer;.)
Ver. 16. To this thtl positive side is then subjoined, from which
follows the groundlessness of the anxie~y of the Thessalonians for
their dear ones dead in the faith. For· at Christ's coming again
these will arise first, consequently none can come before them.
Christ's coming is expressly referred to His holy person and glorified body itself (avTor; o KVpior;),-therefore every manifestation of
Him as in. mere operations is excluded,-and represented as a
descent from heaven, clearly with an allusion to the ava)l.'r/cp0ijva~
elr; TOV oupavov, Acts i. 11. That this descent of Christ's will be
a visible one, and prepared by means of a sign of the Son of man,
is clearly shown by Matth. xxiv. 30 (on which passage see the remarks in the Comm.), but whether the glorified Redeemer will tread
the ea1·th, or only show Himself to men, which ver. 17 might make
the more probable, is no where in the Holy Scriptures openly declared. In Revelations the passage xix. l2, ss., describes this appearance of Christ's for the Millenn1um; but tliere too the discourse
seems in like manner to be only of a showing Bimself on the part
of Christ, to the terror of the unbelieving, to the joy of the believers. In the a'1T' ovpavou heaven, the right hand of God, is
designated as the present place of Christ's abode since the ascension
(see on Matth. xxvi. 64.) How the appearing of the Lord will
have an annihilating effect on the wicked and their head, Antichrist,
2 Thess. i. 8, ii. 8, declare more in detail; in accordance with
which the Lord is here described as a leader of armies, as a heavenly
,npaT'rJ"/b<;. He comes not alone, but all His saints with Him (iii.
13), who form, as it were, His heavenly army, which surrounds
Him, like as in the Old Testament Jehovah appears with His
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armies of angels (Gen. xxxii. 2.) The description in Revelations
(chap. xix.) is completely in accordance with it; a heavenly army
follows Cprist on His appearance ( vers. 11-13), '' clothed in• white
and clean silk," (ver. 14.) This addition leaves no doubt upon the
fact that sanctified men are to be understood by it, for, according
to ver. 8, clean silk is the mark of the righteousness of the saints.
But in our passage the phrase €V <p©JJy aPXaryryeXov excites the,
doubt whether by the army angels might not mi meant. (See on
Matt. xxiv. 31.) For, although men may bear the name of angels
(Matth. xi. lO ;' Mark i. 2; Luke vii. 27, compared with Mai. iii.
1), yet no passage is found where man is named o.PX,a"fYEMt;. True,
it is, as we shall immedate]y show further on, very questionable,
and to me not probable, that aPX,bry1:Xor; here denotes an angel,
Christ Himself seems rather to be understood by it. But, even if
one takes the expression to be used of an angel, it does not follow
from tltat, that the army is composed of angels 01,ly ; on the contrary, as in Rev. xix. 17, xx. 1, also angels are named too along
with men, it seems most oorrect to suppose that sanctified men as
well as angels too will accompany Christ's appearance. Compare
2 Tbess. i. 7, 10. (Ke)o..euuµa according to vulgar pronunciation,
attice ,ceMVµa, means in general " a command, loud call," then
particularly in war " the word of command, for, marching, for the
attack." See Thuc. ii. 92; Prov. xxx. 27.-The phrases ev rp<AJvy
°'PXarrl€AOV /Cai
<TaA'TT'V'fYt 01:ou are to be considered as epexegeses of the ,ceXeuuµa. As all signals in war were usually given
by means of the trumpet, the term <TaX•m,ye is chosen to designate the mighty working which will penetrate the universe,
and which will be connected with Christ's appearance, and by which
both the assembling of the faithful then living, and the awaken·
ingof those asleep, will be operated; external physical phenomena,
earthquakes, storms, and the like, will, no doubt, accompany this
• working; bnt it is principally to be conceived as. of a spiritual nature. [See on Ma.uh. xxiv. 7, 31; 1 Cor. xv. 52, and especially
Rev. viii. 2.] The genitive 81:ou is not meant to show the force
of the .sound, but God as the author uf the KEMvuµa given by
means of the trumpet. The combination o 1<,vpw,; ,caTa/3nueTat
1<,fAEVO'JJ,UTt,
(T<i,A'TT'lfY'Yt, is to express the permanent and ·concomitant operations of the divine power during the appearance of
the Lord: "He descends in the sound of the trumpet," i.e. so that
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God1s energy, which penetrates and calls into life all things, permanently accompanies His descent-The middle phrase
<f>rovfi
a.fJXW'/"liXov denotes the commander of the heavenly army [the
/1,PXanJ cTTpana~ ovpavlov, Luke ii. 13], as ordering it with His
voice and giving the ,cJ>..evuµ,a. But the question occurs, are we
to imagine a particular angel to be meant by the expression or not?
One might from Rev. xii. 7, Dan. x. 13, xii. 1, be inclined to
think of the Archangel Michael ; but, as the article is wanting, this
is plainly inadmissible: •· the voice of an archangel," therefore,
would admit of being so taken that the powerful quality of the
voice would be thereby denoted, unless it shall be preferred to suppose that Christ Himself is here called apxaryye>..oc;. For the circumstance, that Christ plainly appe~rs here as the leader of the heavenly
hosts, the K1MVuµ,a is His word of command, the voice, therefore1 ·
must also be His voice,-is in favour of tliat. 1 If one understands
a created angel by the word, the order of the series would be too
startling :
KEA£.V<rµ,a'f1, Xf>'<TTOU,
cprovfj aPX,a."fY€AOV, EV
ua"'A'll'i,yryi 0eov. Certainly it is not found elsewhere that Christ
is called apxal''f'YE},.or;, but, if one only resolves the expression into
its fundamental idea, lipxrov TOJV /uyryEA©V, there is surely not the
lenst cause for scruple to call Christ so ; the name denotes nothing
else than 1,'i'i)jf ;IV, Jehovah Sabaoth, by which Christ is meant
to be described ;s i~finitively exalted above all human leaders of
armies.)
Ver. l 7. To this description of Christ's appearing are then annexed details as to the relation of those fallen- asleep to the Jiving.
That is to say, the course of events will be this according to the
revelation which had been made to St Paul on the subject : first
the dead in Christ shall rise, then those remaining alive (after
they have been changed, i.e. have received the glorified body
clothed upon them, see l Cor. xv. 51, 52; 2 Oor. v. 2-4) will
be caught up to the Lord together with the believers risen up.
The living do not, therefore, come befo~e those that were asleep
(verse 15), but both come to the Lord together. Schott erl'Oneously chooses in this verse to join ev Xpiur<ji to avaCM'l]uov-
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1 Thus Ambrosiaster had already correctly ioterpr.:ted. Ip$e snim Ghristus Domin us,
says he on this passage, ,;olunlate patris quasi primus angelus Dei cum ea:ercitu ccekslt,
sicut continetur in Apocalypsi, ( cup. 11) descend et de calu ad gerend11m bellum contra
anticMistum.
·
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Tat, not to veJCpot, for he thinks this passage cannot be used for
the distinguishing of' a double resurrection, that of the just, and
the universal one, the former before, the latter after, the kingdom
of (}od, because the ,ruvTe~ ol 7repiXem6µ,evot cannot refer to the
universal resurrection. Now, that is, no doubt, correct, for, as
the ,ruv-re~, there is no mention at all of a resurrection, they are
clothed over (2 0or. v. 4, ss.); neither can anything, therefore, be
inferred from the 7rpwTov and e'TT'Et'Ta, for both, the resurrection,
and the catching up of the living, occur before the beginning of
the kingdom of God; but there are other reasons which com_pel
us to the combination 0£ veJCpot ev Xpicn<j>. For if the meaning
of the words were: '' the dead, i.e. all those that have died, good
as well as bad, believing as well as unbelieving, rise by Christ's
power," ell the apprehension of the Thessalonians (ver. 13) would
have had no foundation. How could they possibly have feared
their dear ones that slept might be debarred from the joys in, the
kingdom of God? if all the dead arose at Christ's coming, then
surely theirs too must arise. By this interpretation, therefore, one
would be driven to Koppe's utterly inadmissible assumption that
the Thessalonians doubted the resurrection altogether ; a doubt,
which St Paul would have treated in ll totally different way than
is done here, as 1 Cor. xv. shows. The whole exposition of St
Paul acquires meaning solely on the supposition ulready given
above, that two resurrections are distinguished by him ; now, that
the dead of the Christian church there would also return to life at
the general awaking of the dead was not doubted in Thessalonica,
but, if they were awakened then only, in that case they would necessarily be debarred from the kingdom of God, which preceded the
general resurrection,_and therefore it must have afforded them corn"
fort to hear that those who died in Christ would be awakened even
:before the change or clothing-over of the living. Accordingly, if
this passage, like 1 0or. xv. 23, 24, testifies unmistakeably to a
twofold resurrection, whom have we to understand by the veJCpo'i~
ev XptuTrj, ? merely those converted after the ascension, or the
pious men of the Old Testament also? The decision of this questiou depends especiafly on the way of taking Matth. xxvii. 52, 58.
If one finds there no awaking of the dead, one must suppose that
all those under tbe'Old Covenant who really believed in the Messiah, as also those who at Christ's dncensu.~ ad inferos laid hold
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of the salvation preached unto them (see on J Pet. iii.18, iv. 6),'are
awakened with the dead believing Christians at the first resurrection. If, on the contrary, one finds,-as we do, the awaking of the
believers of the Old Testament in Matth. xxvii. 52, 53, the awaking of the believing Christians alone is to be supposed at the first
resurrection:. Only one might lay more stress on the 7roXXa <Tmµ,aTa, Matth. xxvii. 53, than has been done in the Comm. on Mattb.
xxvii. 52, .53, and combine with the resurrection of Christ the
awakening of some early-ripe natures indeed of the Old Testament,
but suppose the mass of them to rise only with the Christians before thti kingdom of God. But now the concluding words of iv.
17 are still to be considered, and they evince themselves as particularly difficult but also as exceedingly influential on the doctrine of
the end of the world. For, if we read in this passage merely : Kat
&µ,a <TVV avToi<; 'lrUVTOT€ <TVv ,wpl<p luoµe0a, we should not be able
to think otherwise than that St Paul meant to say that the faithful
will live and reign with Christ on this earth, which hl:18 been renewed and restored as paradise. (See on Rom. viii. 17, ss.) But,
instead pf · that, we also find in this verse the enigmatic al words :
<
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,cvptov ei<; aepa.

The meaning of these words cannot be doubtful. The quick and
the dead, (both of whom are to be imagined clothed with their
glorified body), borne by -Olouds, caught up from the earth by a
sudden power, come to meet the Redeemer descending from
heaven in the air, and thus (otm» =" under these circumstances,
in the given state of things") are gathered together unto the Lord,
(see 2 Thess. ii. 1, as to this emuvvaryrory~ €7r£ TOV ,cvptav), therefore not on the eartl1 but in the higher regions. (The lipm.il;;eu0at
is usAd of the forcible sudden catching up through the power of
the Spirit. See on 2 Cor. xii. 2, 4 ; Rev. xii. 5. The clouds
{i.e. bright clouds, see on Matt. xxiv. 30 ; Acts i. 7 ; Rev. i. 9,
xi. 12,- xiv. 14] appear as the visible means by which this snatching up is performed.-The :ehrase el<; a'lral/'1''1/UW (= r,~:,;h) is
found also at Matt. xxv. 1, 6; Acts xxviii. 15.) But how· shall
we represent to o~uselves this being caught up in the air on the
part of the faithful, and their being together· with Christ? This
question can with difficulty be answered, _because in the whole of
the New Testament no parallel passage affords any elucidation of
the idea expressed here. We can in no case imagine a .diatribe
3
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against the .Jewish doctrine of the earthly kingdom, because this
doctrine is a necessary presupposition for_ the understanding of
the whole of St Paul's exposition in this section. However, it is
extremely probable that the passage must be understood so, from
the doctrine of the New Testament as to the end of the world and
tbe state of existence in the kingdom of God on the whole. We
nowhere read in the New Testament, not even in the 'leading passage, Rev. xx. 4, ss., that Christ and the glorified believers will
abide permanently in the Millennium on this earth (even if it be restored to the purity of paradise). In the passage Rev. v. 11 the
{3a(J'ilv;vew e,rl ,-ij,; 'Y1J<; is to be translated : " to reign over the
earth," and not "to reign as dwelling on the earth." To suppose
a permanent dwelling of Christ and the saints on the earth presents
also great objections, inasmuch as it leads almost unavoidably t-0
fanatical notions. Now, if one imagines to himself that Christ;
and His saints will, it is true, reign absolutely by their influence
in the kingdom of God (whereas now many withdraw themselves
'from their dominion), perhaps even now and then appear to individuals as Christ did in the forty days after His resurrection, and
the saints in like manner (Matt. xxvii. 53), but not dweli permanently on eartb,1 this passage receives complete elucidation. Those
risen again, like the living clothed over, cannot tben remain here
below but go to Christ; as, however, Obrist is described as coming
away from heaven to meet them, it is not said el<. ovpavov, but el<;
M,pa, in order to mark in a distinct manner the direction of the movement (in the passage E phes. ii. 2 a~p is used in quite another sense);
there is couched in it, however, that the Redeemer, after His aim has
been attained by means of His coming, returns with tham all into
His heavenly abode at the right hand of God, How by this view
everything else which regards the doctrine of the kingdom of God
takes an easier end more harmonious form, we shall take occasion
to show in detail in the Exposition of the Revelations. But in any
case Usteri's assertion that, according to this passage l Thess. iv.
17, in conjunction with other passages of St Paul's Epistl~, " a
progressive alteration in St Paul's representation might be assumed," is altogether unfounded. (See " St Paul's system of docI What classes of men in the kingdom of God are to be imagined as permanently
dwelling on emth it will not be possible to indicate more closp]y till the exposition of
Rev, at xx. 3, 8.
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· trine," p. 359, sq. 4.th ed.) For those other passa~s are said to
be l·Cor. xv. 23, 51, 52,.from which Usteri thinks_must beg~-tbered the doctrine of the continuation of the life on this earth,
rather than that of a life in a region above the earth (in the a~p),
as 1 Thess. iv. 17 declares. Further, 2 Cor. v. I, 8, is swd to
speak of a life in heaven, with the glorified body (therefore liku
l Tbess. iv. 17), lastly, Phil. i. 23 of a being with Obrist in hea·· ·
van without bodies But the latter passage is, first of all, to be
entirely separated from the rest, as it treats of the condition of thB
soul after death, and bas no reference at all to the resurrection of
the body aod Christ's coming again. Secondly, as to the other
passages, it is DO doubt true that our passage declares most expressly that those risen from the dead will not be on the earth itself, but, as 2 Cor. v. l, 8, already points to that too, so also 1 Cor.
xv. is not at all against it. In var. 23 the order of the series in
which tho resurrection takes place is alone given, and in vers. 52,
53, the change of those living at tlre time of Cµrist's advent is described, but without ever so slight an intimation that they will dwell
on the earth after the clothing over. The only difference, which,
as has been already remarked befure, is found, consists in the circumstance that the apostle towards the _end of his life DO longex
considers the coming of Christ ·as so near at hand that he hopoo· to
live to see it yet. (See on Phil. i. 23).~But if now St Paul tells
nothing further about all that which, according to the testimony of
the Revelations of St John, will take place after the kingdom of
God, that is not to be explained by a variation in view upon the
point, for the same ideas had already been propounded by the Rabbins, and St Paul knew them, no doubt, from their instruction ; on
the contrary, the reason of this silence certainly consisted in the
single fact that no doubts bad been expressed in Thessalonica as to
these far-distant events. Finally, this representation of the end of
the world by St Paul declares once more what we have several
times already had occasion to remark, and shall further explain in
the exposition of the Revelations, viz. that the life of Christ Him..
-self may be considered throughout as the type of the development
of the destinies of the Church. This exaltation of the faithful into
the air, namely, mentioned here, oorrespon<ls for the whole. body of
believers to the event of Christ's ascension into heaven ; it is the
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elevation of the perfected' believers with their glorified corporeity
above coarse matter int°' the spiritual kingdom.
Ver. 18. The concluding words lead us back to the -,._tnre'i,u0at
(ver. 13.) "But they .are to comfort one another," as all might
not be equally affiicted by the loss of beloved ones fallen asleep in
Christ, and St Paul's words might take effect on one earlier and
more forcibly than on another. . (llapa«:a/1£1,vis construed with the
dative alone, and with ev.-The Mryot are to be taken here as Mryot
ri}~ 7rl<FTero~, " words of faith," as l Tim. iv. 6,)
Chap. v. 1. After this special dissertation, St Paul comes also
to the general question as to the time of the coming again of the
Lord. It is asked, what can have induced him to bring this point
under discussion here ? From the communication in 2 Thess. ii.
one might think that the Christians in Thessalonica had even then,
when St Paul wrote this first Epistle, supposed Christ's coming too
near, which the exhortation in this Epistle (iv. 11), "to continue
at their handicrafts," seems to countenance. But the representation in this passage does not give one the impression at all as if St
Paul meant to blame the Thessalonians because they thought the
coming of Christ too near, he rather blames those who talk of peace
and security, and calls upon all to watch, that they may not be unexpectedly overtaken.by the day of the Lord. Had St Paul so conceived their position in regard to this hope, as he knew it when
composing the second Epistle, then he would, no doubt, have
pressed himself more cautiously. Now, as Timothy had only come
from Thessalonica shortly before the composition of this Epistle
(iii. 6), it is improbable that such a tendency should have continued
unknown to St Paul, if it had then already developed itself in the
Christians there. If we must, accordingly, assume, that the Thessalonians had not at that time, when St Paul wrote the first Epistle,
as yet shown in any striking manner that they went wrong, not
merely in thinking the time of Christ's coming possibly near
at hand, but also in teaching as certain this nearness of His
coming again; it is also probable that the exhortation (iv. ll) not
to give up their work, does not stand quite parallel with the same exhortation in the second Epistle (chap. iii.). According to the latter
Epistle, the notion of the certainly and infallibly imminent advent of Christ had, no doubt, an influence on the opinion that
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it" did not pay to earn their bread any more for themselves pain fully with the work of their hands ; on the other band, at the
time of the composition of the first Epistle the Thassalonians
seem, merely out of heedlessness and religious excitemen£, to have
giyen themselves up to idleness, which then was certainly but too
well adapted to generate such entbusiastical aberrations as St Paul
bad to combat in his second Epistle. But now, as there must surely
have been some motive or other which induced St Paul to discuss
the question of time in connection with the doctrine of Christ's
advent, it aeems most natural to suppose that the Thessalonians,
impeiled by their restless zeal, had sent the question to St
Paul, through Timothy, when the advent was to be expected.
Now St Paul answers the question so that he pronounces
every settling of the time as inadmissible~ but for that very
reason summons them to continual ~atchfulness. Neither is it
to be asserted : "the Lord is coming even now !" nor yet :
" He comes not now, but only at such and such a time ;" every
fixing of the time, be it of a positive or of a negative nature, is of
evil. In -this acceptation the doctrine of the advent is of a truly
practical nature, in that it promotes moral watchfulness, without
countenancing anything fanatical. (The two expressions xp6voi
and ,caipol bear such a relation to each other, that the latter defines
the former more accurately, as a time suitable, adapted to the circumstances. The plural, however, is-explained by the consideration
that itf the collective fact of the advent many separate points are
contained together, which precede and succeed one another, as bas
just been decided on iv. 16, ss.)
Ver. 2. St Paul now appeals to the knowledge which his
readers would necessarily already possess through the instructions
by word of mouth which he had given them ; he designates the
da• of the Lord as ICA.€7T''T~<; lv VUIC'Tt, in order to express the
alcpvl-Owv in it, no doubt with reference to the word of Christ,
Matth. xxiv. 43 ;- Luke xii. 39. We have at those passages already spoken of the offensiveness that is couched in that compari·
son. Here we have only further to consider Schott's remark (ad
h. L), declaring, in order to remove the stumbling block, that
Christ Himself is not compared with a thief, but only His coming
with a thief's coming. Certainly, but the offensiveness is only very
little mitigated by that, as so many other nobler images presented
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themselves in order to express the suddeness in Christ's coming.
We shall, therefore, be forced to assume for the explanation of the
choice of this precise expression, that the image is conceived from
a state of security in the possession of worldly things, in which
point of view the advent of Christ will appear to man like a thiefs
unexpectedly breaking into his well-guarded house. (Compare
further the passages 2 Pet. iii. 10; Rev. iii. 3, xvi. 15.) As to
the rest, the ifµ£pa ,wplov is only another phrase for the wapovula
(iv. 15), but in the ;,µ1pa the idea of the judgment-day, the iJµ,epa
kpure(J)<;, to which idea the 8Xe0po,; here points, comes forward·
more. St Paul very often uses the appellation ijµl.pa 1wptov or
Xpicrrov. See I Cor. i. l 8, v. 5 ; 2 Cor. i. 14 ; Phil. i. 6, 10 ;
2 Thess. ii. 2. Now here in this passage the reference of the
phrase to the coming of Christ to the kingdom of God is quite
clear by means of the context, but usually, as in the Gospels (see
on Matth. xxiv. l) so also in St Paul, the future decision is not
conceived in its separate points, but these are understood collectively under that one expression. Though the decision did not
await the Gentiles at the advent, before the kingdom of God, but
not till after it, at the beginning of eternity, yet St Paul speaks of
the day of the Lord in reference to them also (Rom. ii. 5, I 6.).
Both older and later interpreters have chosen here to understand
by " the day of the Lord" death, but that is so far only correct
as death has for all those who die before Christ's coming a great
similarity with the occurrence of the last judgment. For;though
the dead will not experience the actual judgment till after their resurrection, yet there is also a preliminary decision given with death
itself. Thus, then, is also explained how the doctrine of Christ's
coming again has significance for all generations, although that
one only, which lives to see it here below, experiences it in its
effects. The whole history of the world, accordingly, as bas a.lready
been declared in another place, is in a certain point of view a ~ontinual advent, a continual judgment of the Lord ; in every great
event in the world, indeed in the death of every individual, the
Lord comes and judges ! Thus the prophecy is a truth for every
one, not merely for the few who just happen to live when tLe advent takes place. (See on Matt. xxiv. 1.)
Ver. 3. St Paul uses yet a second comparison in order to make
the sudden bursting in of the day of Christ clear ; as a pregnant
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woman is seized quite unexpectedly with the pains of the hour of
so the day of Christ suddenly seizes mankind. (See as to
this figure the remarks on Matt. ·xxiv. 8 ; Mark xiii. 9. It is also
found very often in the Old Testament, especially in Jerem. vi. 24,
xiii. 21, xxii. 23, xlix. 24, 1. 43.) There is couched in it not only
a parallel.with the Lord's coming on account of the suddenness
and violence of the pain, but the very striking figure points also to
the circumstance that a more elevated life is to be produced in
huma~ nature from this painful state according to God's will. As
to the rest, St Paul here takes Christ's coming on its threatening,
punjshing, side, in order to excite the Thessalonians to serious
watchfulness, in order not to grow like the God-estranged men of
this world, whose soul's state is denoted by the exclamation, _€lp~v1J
«al aucpa}.eia, in using which the passage Ezekiel xiii. 10 was certaii:ily in St Paul's mind. Peace and security where sin reigns,
where a lively faith in the reconciliation and redemption in Christ
is wanting, is pitiful self-delusion.
Vers. 4-6, To this is now subjoined the exhortation (which
appears in the form of supposing the best in the readers), not to
be in that spiritual situation that the day of the Lord can seize
upon them like thieves in the night ; consequently to walk in
the light/not in darkness. Light and darkness, day and night,
waking. and sleeping, to be sober and to be drunk, are treated
as synonyms and correlatives, as in numberless passages of Scripture. (See John iii. 19, viii. 12; Rom. ii. 19; Ephes. v. 7, viii.
14; 1 Oor. xvi. 13; 2 Tim. iv. 5; 1 Pet. i. 13, iv. 7, v. 8.) The
reading «}..m7w; in these verses, which is supported by A.B., and
justly received by Lachmann, is important, for ,c}..e7TT1J'> might
very easily have been altered from verse 2, but the correction into
«}..ew-rac; is exceedingly improbable. The ,c),}_7TTat are then represented as vfol uic6Tov<;, who ply their trade in darkness. {In verse
4 'wa can only, as Schott justly observes in opposition to Fritzsche,
by doing the greatest violence to the sentence, be taken TeXir<w<;,
for the ovic eu-re ev uJGoTei is a premiss, " ye are certainly, as I
know, not in darkness," which a particle strictly clenoting purpose
in no wise suits, especially as afterwards ,yap follows upon it.In the well-known formula viol cpwT6<;, TJp,epac;, more is couched
than a mere exterpal relation ; in it is expressed the idea of hav2 F_
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ing received one's higher life from the light and its sanctifying
influence.)
Vers. 7, 8. St Paul designates the night as that time in which
sleep and drunkenne;s usually take place ; those things, therefore,
no longer become those who have night in the spiritual sense behind them, they are awake and armed for the combat. The metaphor of arming we became fully acquainted with at Epbes. vi. 10,
ss., and there also spoke of the discrepancies which are found
between the two passages in the comparison of the several weapons with different Christian virtues. As to the rest, we find the
order of succession of the three Christian cardinal virtues here
again just as it is in the passage i. 3, where see the Commentary.
Vers. 9-11. St Paul fastens on the EA7Tk rrroT'l']pla,; in order
to expresi. the idea, that God bath not appointed the faithful to
wrath, but to salvation, that therefore also the day of the Lord
brings them not destruction, but bles::1ing. The election of grace
by God is, no doubt, couched in the 18e;o, but only in the sense
of a prmdestinatio sanctorum, as it has been proved in the Commentary at Rom. ix. to be scriptural, and especially to be St
Paul's doctrine. The atoning death of Christ is named as the
means by which the uror'l}pfa is realized according to God's -Ordinance, The efre "IPrrfOproµev, ehe Ka0evoroµev seems strange at
first sight, as in ver. 6 sleeping among the faithful was altogether
denied. But it is clear that the two expressions are here used in
a totally different sense, viz. of the antithesis of the
and the
Kotµaa-0at, iv. 13, ss. St Paul again connects his discourse with
the previous discussion, in which he had made it clear that those
fa~len asleep in Christ forfeit nothing of their blessedness ; with
a reference to tltat he says, we believers shall live with Christ
(iv. 1"l), whether we be still in the body, when He cometh, or already fallen asleep. (Compare Rom. xiv. 8.) As to the rest, Ka0evoetv is found in no other passage ofthe New Testament used of
death, for in the history of the awakening of Jairus' daughter (Matth.
ix. 24; Mark v. 39; Luke viii. 52) it means, in opposition to 0.7r€•
0ave, really " to sleep" : Kotµau-0at is everywhere else found of the
death-sleep. In the same way 'YP'IJ"/Ope'iv is found nowhere else in
the meaning " to live, to walk in the body." The passage, therefore, bas certainly something singular about it, and the more so
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indeed, as no one can avoid the impression that Tl. preference is
given the ryP"77ope'i11, as the state of waking consciousness over the
"allev8eiv, whereas we are inclined to claim for the soul of the
pious man released from the body a higher degree of consciousness.1 However, this difficulty is solved on the ground which we
have already detailed in the Commentary on 1 Cor. xv. 19, 20.
From the representation of the New Testament the state of the
soul separated from the body is not, it is true, an unconscious one,
but yet of such a nature, that the consciousness seems depressed.
The complete self-consciousness only comes in again with the resurrection of the body ; a living on without bodily resurrection St
l)aul treats ( 1 Cor. xv.) as a losing of eternal life. The striking
part of the passage is really, therefore, solely couched in the use
of the words chosen, and not in the idea.-Verse 11 then closes,
like iv. 18, .with a summons to reciprocal encouragement and edification. (Yer. 9. 7rEpt7roln,uir;, "attaining, acquiring," St Paul
uses also at 2 Thess. ii. 14; Ephes. i. 14; it is also found Heh.
x. 89; l Pet. ii. 9.___.:_Ver. 10. As to the use of the conjunctive
instead of the optative in this passage see Winer's Gramm. pp.
246,270, note.-Ver. 11. ek Tov iva = a,).,).,~).ovr; iv. 18 is found
in profane writers also. See Kypke observv. p. 389.)

§ 6.

CONCLUDING EXHORTATIONS.

(v. 12-28.)
Vers. 12, 13. The two first verses of the closing fxhortations
which follow concern the relation of the readers to the teachers and
heads of the church. St Paul exhorts the Thessalonians d11ly to
honour them in their position. As nothing similar is found in the
second Epistle, and no express polemical doctrine shows itself in
this .passage, nothing obliges us to suppose that in Thessalonica
theoretical or practical errors in regard to the relation of laymen to
the teachers of the church had been disseminated. As it is inhe1 How universally this notion is spread appears from the ordinary mode of expres•
sion which one uses in reference to the dead: "now everything is clear to them, the
veil is removed from them!" from which it appears unmistakeably that one conceives
the connection of the soul with the hotly as a hinderance to complete consciousness.
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rent in human nature that such errors ever and everywhere appear
in individuals, because .obedience and subordination are such difficult duties, it may reasonably be supposed that St Paul found himself impelled to give his precepts merely with a view to the relation
as such. Only the slight intimation v. 27 (of which passage .see
the~lanation) might seem to countenance the idea that the
relation between the church and its heads was not altogether untroubled. However, nothing certain can be de.duced from that.
So much, however, results unmistakeably from these verses, viz.
that St Paul supposes a difference among the members of the
church. All do not stand on a level according to the principles of
democratical equality, but there are teachers and learners, leaders
and led, as will be discussed more in detail in the exposition of the
Epistles to Timothy and Titus. As to the rest, the terms by which
the teachers are here design~ted are to be taken so that the appellative oi ICO'lnWVTE<; ev vµ'iv designates them quite generally as labourers (ev vµ'iv is to be taken iii the sense "among you," not as
= ev ra'ic; Kapotai~ vµwv, as Flatt and Pelt insist ; for the question is not merely of a purely inward labour, but also of outward
guidance of the church). On the other hand, wpoiuraµ,evot and
vovOETovv-rec; do not denote, for instance, two other classes along
with the ll07r£WVTE<;, but two different forms of the labours of the
Kowiwv-rec; are denoted by them, as is clear from the absence of the
article. One could labour in the church in a more outward or in
a more inward way ; the former is the 7rpota7auOa, (compare 1
Tim. v. 17, where wpoeu-rw-rec; are named), the latter the vov0€'T€Zv. Whether,-indeed, St Paul already conceives these two forms
of labour in the church as two entirely separate church-offices mav,
it is true, appear uncertain, considering the church in Thessaloni~a
was so young, and, no doubt,· small too; but in later times (see 1
Cor. :xii. I 8 ; Ephes. iv. 11 ; 1 Tim. iv. 17) such a distinction
between the offices is decidedly expressed. (Ver. 12. elUvat is
used, after the analogy of the Hehr. l,'.,.,, Gen. xxxix. 6, Prov.
xxxi .. 13, and the Latin respicere, in- the sense of respectful
aeknowledgment. See 1 Oor. xvi. 18.-Ver. 13. wepe,cwepiuuov,
see iii. l 0.--The phrase fJrye'i,uOat -riva ev arya7TV is harsh. Schott
compares Job. xx~v. 2, fJryeurOat Tt ev Kp{ue,, ~Sub~ :iwn- The
phrase is to denote the esteem and love which ;r~ ~qually due to
the rulers of the church for their painful labour so beneficial to the
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laity.-By the elpr,veveTe iv eaVTOt<; disputes among the Christians
in Thessalonica seem, it is true, to be pointed to, but the whole
remaining contents of the Epistle, which breathe only acknowledgment on the part of the apostle, do not suit that at all though.
(But compare v. 27.) Certainly one cannot well take the words
by themselves as an independent exhortation, nor annex them t◊
what follows, because the 7rapa1taAovµev
ilµa<; answers to the
lprorroµEv
vµa<; (ver. 12) and marks a fresh beginning; but they
afford a very good sense also in connection with what precedes, if
they are taken so that the exhortation to preserve the proper relation towards the labourers for the church is, in conclusion, comprised- in the exhortation to peace. Where teachers and taught
stand in a false position towards each other, tltere the peace of the
church is already undermined. D.E.G. read aino'i<; for eavTO'i<;,
but i& is presumably only a slip of the pen for avro'i<;. Further,
it is again to be taken, as in ver. 12, in the meaning iv µfo·rp
vµwv.)
Ver. 14. As to the rest, how far St Paul is from hierarchical
notions of the dignity of the rulers is shown by the circumstance
that he here immediately summons all to the vov0eT€'iv, which he
seemed in ver. 12 to adjudge to the labourers alone. (The exhortation to warn the &ra1tro,, i.e. to return to subordination, refe:rs, it may be supposed, to the state of things brought under
discussion in 1 Thess. iv. ll, 2 Thess. iii. 6, ll.-'O),,,,ryo,frvxo<; is found nowhere in the New Testament but here, often, however, in the LXX. for the Hebrew -i:;j? or ryii-~~~• Isaiah liv. 6,
lvii. 15, Prov. xiv. 29.-'Avrlxeu0ai;-« to care foi one, to support
one." See Matt. vi. 2! ; Luke xvi. 13. The aa-0eve'i<; are sur~ly
to be understood less of the bodily, than of the spiritually, weak.The 7rpo~ mivra<; is more accurately defined by the el<; a/\;\:17),,,ou<; 1ta/,
el<; 'lT'ctvra<;, which follows in ver. 15, to the purport that the absolute universality Qf all men is to be undeJstood by it.)
Vers. 15-18. There now follows a series of single exhortations,
which altogether presuppose the highest moral standing, as it
reigns, e.g., in the sermon on the mount, and seem in part formed
on well•known utterances of the Lord. Ver. 15 answers in
rp.eaning to Matt. v. 44, in words to Rom. xii. 17, I Peter iii. 9.
(See as to opffu, in the sense sihi cavere, for which fl'Jl,brew also
stands,-Matt. viii. 4, xviii. 10.-To a,ya0ov is here to be taken, as
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et Matt. vii. 11, in the sense, "the beneficial, useful," in oppositiou
to ,ca,cov.) In ver. 16 the 71'aVTOT€ xalpeTe is to be explained as
the same phrase 'is at Phil. iii. 1.-Ver. 17 is to be understood;
from Luke xviii. 1, Rom. xii. 12, Ephes. vi. 18, Col. iv. 2, not of
merely frequent, but of unceasing, prayer (ao,aXei71'Tro~, see i. 2),
i.e. of a pervading tendency of life directed towards God.-Finally,
St Paul in ver. 18 exhorts to thanksgi,ing unto God under all circumstances, be they pleasant or unpleasant. (Ephes. v. 20.) This
thankful state of mind is to be considered as the expression of childlike dependence on God, which in every state of things," even in
what is unpleasant, honours God's will. The Tovro rya,p 8eX:riµa
(comp. iv. 3} can only be referred to evx,apune'iv, "it is God's will
that you give thanks for a11 things," and cannot be taken, with Ston,
so that TOVTO is meant to stand = TO£OVTo, as if the meaning were :
"God's will is of such a nature towards you, that you have only
cause to thank Him, as He does you only good." Such an ex- .
change of the TOVTo and TOWVTO is to be rejected as contrary to
grammar.-As to the rest, definite reasons cannot be shown for the
position of the several propositions, one might conceive them just
as well arranged in the inverse order.
Vers. 19-22. The next exhortation: TO 71'Vevµa µ/q u/3eVVV'T€
supposes the comparison of the Spirit to a candle or fire, which, as
is well-known, is frequently found in the New Testament, and has
occasioned various modes of expression. (See J-0hn iv. 24; Ephes.
vi. 16; 2 Tim. i. 6 ; Heb. xii. 29.} But the question whether 71'Veiiµa is to be taken here as a religious-moral principle, or as the
source of the Charismata, is to be altogether declined, because the
two cannot be separated, or at least did not make their appearance
separately in the apostolical times. Where the Spirit was, He
shewed Himself as well in a religious•moro.1 relation as also in the
extraordinary gifts. But, inasmuch as the efficacy of the Spirit
was outwardly recognizable in the Charismata, therefore also i'n
tl1ose a quenchmg was alone possible, perhaps out of fear of enthusiasm, of which there could be no question in a religious-moral
point of view (for who would have thought of quenching the virtues
of faith, love, and hope, called forth by the Holy Ghost?), for that
reason we are, first of all, in connection with 71'vevµ,a, to think of
the gifts, a~d what follows suits this view well, for a form of Charisma, viz. the '11'pocf»,reta, is there especially brought forward and
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rcoommended. (See at l Cor. xii. 4, ss., xiv. l, ss,) As to the
rest, we plainly see, from these exhortations, that St Paul bad no
presentiment at the time when he wrote thi1:1, that the Christians in
Thessalonioa were in danger of beooming a prey to fonatioism,
though this was the oase later, aocording to the second Epistle.
True, the wpocfnrre{a~ f.L~ eEov0eve'i-re, considered by itself, might be
understood so that St Paul would wish by it Lo make the Thessalonians, like the Corinthians (1 Cor. xiv. 1, ss.), observe the value
of calm conscious prophecying over the more fanatical tongueharanguing. But the 1rvevµ,a u~ c;/3evvvTe does not permit this
mode of taking the words. From this exhortation the Christians in Thessalonioa must rather l1ave had the sorrowful notion of all gifts that they might easily give oocasion for abuses,
and, to avoid those, have slighted the gifts themselves. When
St Paul at a later date wrote the Epistles to the Corinthians,
he himself even found it proper to moderate the over- estimation of
them, and at length in his lo.test Epistles the gifts retreat entirel3
into the baokground, which is especially shown in the pastoral
Epistles (comp. the Introduction to the Pastoral Epistles).-Ver.
21'. Now it is clear from the context that the words: mivTa
001Ctµ,a,1:T1: tC. 'T, i\. are not to be taken in the totally general sense
~ in which they are usually employed ; they rather refer to the
Charisma of the OtaKptCTt~ 7rvevµ.a.Trov, 1 Oor. xii. 10, 30; 1 John
iv. 1. The readers are called on to prove the representations of the
prophets by the gift of proving, dwelling in them ; the individual
gifts are meant to complete and rectify one another. (Compare the
remarks in the Comm. on- 1 Cor. xii, 10, xiv. 29.) Here, then,
reason, as man's natural power, is not set up for a judge over divine
revelation, but by God's ordinance the modes of operation of the
Holy Ghost are variously distributed, so that in some the communication of what is new predominates, in others the criticism of
what is communioated.1 The words in ver. 22: a7ro 7ravTo<;
et&w "· 'T, A,. form DO fresh sentence, but only the complement to
the To K,aMv KaTexen,. The idea, therefore, of the ootCtµ,a,ew (=
tCpivew, to separate, to sift) is divided into its two aspeots, into the
reoognizing of the good and the rejection of the evil, whioh latter
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1 In meaning the e:s.hortation coincides with the well-known apocryphal utterance of
Christ's : ylv«.-fl• rppov,/-'-•• Tpa1r,t'i'.Ta,.
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has mixed up the sinfulness of the prophets with the -divine power
operating in them. It can only be doubtful how the etoov,; is to
be taken. The meaning "appearance" is- inadmissible because
the combinatio-n e'loo~ 7rOV7Jp6v _is without example, the idea, too,
of abstaining from evil appearance does not suit what precedes.
Therefore, in case of employing that meaning, ver. 22 must first
have been brought into connection with ver. 23, but that too is not
suitable. The exhortation to abstain from evil appearance presupposes that they are already free from evil itself, but in ver. 23
that deliverance from evil seems in the a<ytaua, tc. T. ::\.. to be only
gained by prayer. Now, even if this admits of being put aside by
the remark that J,yu.fuat here can only be underetood of the growth
of the already existing pure new man, yet the avT<>r; 0€ ,c. T. X.
shows that something fresh is to follow. E'loo,; is, therefore, to
be taken in the signification, "species, sort," as Josephus (Arch.
x. 3. 1) writes 7rav eloo,; 7roV7Jplar;, so that 7rOV7Jpov is taken as a
substantive. (Ver. 21. The conjecture 7rvEVµ,aTa for 7ravTa is not
only unnecessary, but also unsuitable; the discourse is not of distinguishing true awl false prophets, but only of true and untrue utterances of i;mch to whom the gift of prophecy belonged.)
Vers. 23, 24, As the Thessalonians· are, as members of the Christian Church, already &,yw,, i.e. set apart from the sinful world,
.filled with the principle of true holiness (e:ee the remarks on Rom. i.
7), stress is especially to be laid on the o;\oTe;\et',;. Sanctification
extends itself only by degrees over the collective powers and natural
qualities of man; it is precisely progress in this process of glorifi.~
cation and the preservation of the whole personality spotless, till
the judgment at Christ's coming (iii. 13), that St Paul wishes them
in these words, and that too of God Himself, through His spirit,
as no one can sanctify himself by bis own power. But God is here
called Bec'Jr; T"rJ'- elp~V'TJ'-, because sanctification is the condition of
outward and inward peace ; God, therefore, who 9arries peace in
Himself, will also impart it to men through sanctification. ('OXoTe;\hr; is found only here in the New Testament. Aquila renders
Deut. xiii. 17, ~.,~~ by oXoTeXror;. It stands here quite synonymous
with 0X61G::\.'T]por;, which, according to James i. 4, is found in the
meaning of T6Xetor;, as it also often occurs in the LXX. and Josephus for 01,tt,1 or o,or.,. Of course the oMtcX'T}pov refers to every
••
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single one of the three parts of human nature named. Each is to be
preserved entire in itself, and all together are to be kept spotless.
By sin not only the proportion of the parts among themselves, but
also the stability of each single one by itself, may be weakened.)
That, lastly, the juxtaposition of the three terms : 7rvevµa, yvx,17,
uroµa, is not a mere rhetorical amplification for the idea of the
totality, nor yet that 7rvevµa can be understood of the Holy Spirit,
but denotes the human spirit (see on Rom. viii. J 6),-is acknow'ledged by the latest interpreters, though Pelt and Schott will not
admit that the distinguishing of 7rvwµa and ,J,-vx~ pervades the
system of anthropology of St Paul and o.f the Bible generally.
But, as the distinguishing of 'TT'VEfJµa and ,J,-vx~ here cannot
surely be merely accidental,-as, further, a difference in the
use of the two expressions can be proved to ex_ist elsewhere
also (even if in many passages, where nothing depends exactly on
. an accurate disti~guishing of them, the one expression also stands,
and may stand, for the other),-as, lastly, the partition into spirit,
soul, and body, was current among the Jews, just as it was among
the 'Flatonists; it appears, even in the case when one cannot one's
self recognize this division, indispensable, according to a purely
historical mode of contemplation, t() acknowledge the triple division of human nature as a doctrine of the apostolical Jlge. But
now it follows that many. Christian points of doctrine (to name
some, the doctrines of regeneration, of the' relation of the old to
the new man, and whatever connects itself with that), can be made
intelligible only by assuming the distinction between spirit and
soul. We have, therefore, by continued investigation been only
more and more convinced of the correctness of the result of our
treatise de triclwtomia humanm naturd3 (printed in the opusc.
theol. pp. 143, ss.), which in essentials Vitringa also had already
(observ. sacr. pp. 549, ss.) in earlier times ~expressed in reference
to caba1istic1 and Platonist views, just as in later times Usteri (in
"the system of St Paul," pp. 404, ss.) at least recognized it as an
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1 The Cabbalists assumed, in appearance only, besides t,i'I and
al,so
as different from both; therefore three spiritual powers, and, with tlie corporeity, four parts
of human nature. For n~l!il answ~rs to the ,,,.v,'iiµa ii')'wv of the New Testament
which also St Paul disting;i;hes from the human .rv,iiua (Rom. viii. 16), so that i~
the regenerate man also three spiritual powers are to be supposed; but the ,,,.v,iiµa
"'Y'°" is not an integral part of lmman nature, but a working of God in him which
elevates it above itself.
3

